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GOD IN HISTORY.

BOOK IV.

THE RELIGIOUS CONSCIOUSNESS OF THE ARYANS IN

ASIA MINOR AND EUROPE PREVIOUS TO THE
CHRISTIAN ERA.

CHAPTER I.

THE HELLENIC CONSCIOUSNESS OF GOD : ITS EPOCHS AND

BACKGROUND.

In ADVANCING to the delineation of Man's progressive con-

sciousness of God as displayed by that nation of Aryan

antiquity which was the most humane, the most instinct

with the divine element, and which has exercised the

most powerful agency in moulding the actual world, we
must more than ever strive to keep in view the aim which

we have set before ourselves. It is not the general religious

consciousness of the Hellenes as expressed in their cultus

and myths, in the works of their poets and artists, or even

in their domestic and social life, that we have to depict.

All that we have to inquire is :
—wdiat consciousness have

the Greeks possessed, and in their records transmitted to

us, of the nature of the Divine superintendence over the

doino-s of earth-born mortals, of the laws regulating this

Divine agency, and of the progressive realization of the

Divine purposes in the world ? And further, we must en-

deavour to exhibit this not so much by recapitulating the

investigations made by the author, or l)y others, in the field

VOL. n. B



2 GOD IN HISTORY. [Book. IV.

of the actual facts bearing on this subject, but rather by

presenting those ideas which the progress of our investi-

gation has shown to be the dominant ones. But our de-

lineation of facts ought not only to embrace that which

in ordinary discourse we call the rehgious life ;
it should

attempt to convey some notion of that afflatus of religious

feeling with which the whole of Hellenic existence is

saturated, and of that peculiar gracefulness which in

their productions softens the severity of the abstract idea

by the perfection of form.

It would be a great mistake if we were to try to

demonstrate this characteristic by single passages from

the epic, lyric and dramatic poets, who have been the chief

organs of Greek religious consciousness. In considering the

great master-pieces of the Greek Epos and Drama, we are

less concerned with the noble thoughts and grand per-

ceptions that find in them their appropriate utterance, than

with the universal human import of the Epos and the Drama
in themselves. But the highest claim of both to our atten-

tion is that they are the earliest, though as yet unrivalled,

models of a new and advanced mode of expressing man's

sense of God, or what is the same thing, of the Divine

agency in the world. For what are both but forms of

praise of the Divine Order of the world : forms of praise

which the Hellenic mind, acting as the organ of humanity
was not only the first to invent, but which it elaborated

into creations of matchless beauty that have inspired and

moulded human thouglit in all succeeding ages. It is the

Hellene's apprehension of God's presence in the universe

from which they have sprung ;
it is the Hellene's view of

human life and destinies which they reveal; but in them

their authors have interpreted for us the dream of our

earthly existence and glorified our common nature. That

they have placed before us the Epos and the Drama in a

perfect sesthetic form, which constitutes a unity, is in itself

an act of infinitely liigher import to human history than

all the individual utterances, or all the exquisite delineations
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even of the Iliad or the Prometheus. Here, more than

anywhere we must take heed lest, according to the old

proverb, we are unable to see the wood for the trees.

From Virgil we can cite passages, but not from Homer,
when we wish to convey an impression of the magnificence
of the whole poem.

But in the task we have undertaken we are beset by
rocks on either hand. We ought no more to overlook the

creative personality, than the national conceptions and the

popular beliefs, in the midst of which the poet stands, and

which are the fountain-head of his work. From the in-

nermost core of the Iliad, there speaks to the human race

in all ages, a sublime, divine genius, who has as actual

and bodily a personality as Shakespeare and Goethe. But

the Homer of the Iliad is much more absolutely than

were those poets, submerged in the atmosphere of the

already existing artless yet artistic epical poesy of his

nation. The tales of Troy had been handed down and

worked out into free historical fiction among his fellow-

countrymen, long before the immortal bard selected from

those tales his great world-famous plot occupying some

t^vo or three weeks, out of their series, and dammed up a

portion of the ever-flowing stream of legend that he

might present the epical idea in an absolutely perfect

form, and within tliese limits, place before the eye of man-

kind, for all ages, the true spirit of the traditions, incar-

nated in the persons of the heroes and in the true or

fictitious events related.

Homer exalted, purified, and refined the poetry of his

nation, while he decided the tendency of its influence by
his choice of subjects among the incidents with which it

furnished him. He no more invented these incidents

than Shakespeare did those of his histories or dramas
;

nay, even less so, but he stamped upon them the personal

impress of a fit'ee creative mind.

In the religious belief of Homer and Hesiod the

Hellenic mind saw its own reflected. Their works were

B 2



4 GOD IN HISTORY. [Book IV.

to the Greeks what the Bible is to us. Eut the poems of

both rest on an older groundwork of popular epic ;

Ave descry through them a background of beliefs tacitly

assumed equally by them and by later generations.

Now it is this backOTOund which we have in the first

place to explore ; and after that we shall have to examine

more closely in what consists that personal impress left

by the poet's mind to which we have referred. Never

since his time has the human mind put forth an equally

perfect effort of creative power in this field, not to say a

higher ;
but a wider horizon lies open before it now, as it

looks back from the heights of philosophical thought on

the varied scenes of man's history in successive genera-
tions.

The background of the conceptions entertained by
the historical Hellenes regarding the divine government
of the world, is of twofold nature, the real and the ideal.

The real, to some extent traditional, background of the

peculiar Hellenic beliefs relating to the various deities,

and to the origin of all things, we find in two sacred

traditions, that of the Generations of the Gods and that of

the Ages of the World ;
the partly or wholly ideal side

of this underlying faith is embodied in two sublime and

indigenous creations : Prometheus and Nemesis. Pro-

metheus is Humanity in its self-will and self-seeking, but

also in its state of reconciliation with God, as joresented

to us in the mirror of the Orphic-Hellenic mind: Nemesis

is the rehgion of this Humanity, and the exhibition of

the retributive Divine Government as seen from the same

Hellenic point of view. The conception of this profound

symbolic fiction of Prometheus, the genius of Humanity,
and the belief in Nemesis, the Divinity of just retribution,

are two facts of greater importance to the history of the

human mind, than all the mythological legends and ritual

])rescriptions of the Greeks, even were we fully acquainted
with these, instead of knowing them, as we do, only in

scattered fragments. In those two conceptions is con-
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tained not only the peculiar Hellenic philosophy and re-

hgion which have helped to mould the human mind in

all after ages, but also their faith and hope, and their

justification before God and posterity. So, too, the realistic

background is at once important to tlie history of the

human mind, and distinctly to be traced in all its main

features. It is true that we know it chiefly through Hesiod,
the Boeotian philosopher and bard of the ninth century
B.C.

;
but even Homer, the most conspicuous form of the

succeeding century, starts from a conception of the

origin of the universe, and of the divine laws of its

development, that is in all essentials similar to that of

Hesiod.

The same may be afhrmed with regard to the possi-

bility of our obtaining a distinct idea of the sublime and

deeply religious fiction of Prometheus, and fi'aming to

oiurselves an image of that exalted liero which may be

termed historical. We are acquainted with tlie most

ancient aspect of the semi-divine, semi-human figure of

Prometheus, less by means of Hesiod, than through the

immortal poem of ^schylus, or ratlier through the

fragments of his grand Trilogy. But the tragedian has

only wrought out into a dramatic form that which the

ancient epical embodiment had expressed, and the

sacred belief of the Hellenes had assumed. He has no

more invented, or even exalted into a clemi-god, tlie

Titan Prometheus, the Fire-god, to whom the Athenians

yearly celebrated a festival, than Homer has invented

Achilles or Agamemnon. Indeed, the root of the

.^schylean mytli is even older than the national existence

of the Hellenes, and has left traces of itself in the

Caucasus, where it still survives in its rudest shape

among some of the Iranian tribes.

Although these four main points, constituting the sub-

structure of Hellenic religious belief, have from early
times engaged the attention of the learned, it is only in

the present century that German research has, under
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the invigorating influence of the revival of mental philo-

sophy, disclosed to us the true circle of ideas in which

they revolve.

The peculiar religious consciousness of the Hellenes,

the religion embodying their conception of the universe,

is in its actual form most absolutely tlie offspring of their

bravely won and nobly cherished political independence
and civil liberty. The Ionic colonists on the coasts of

Asia and the neighbom^ng islands, were the first to

obtain these privileges. Even before the immigration of

the CodridsB, therefore before the middle or the latter

third of the tenth century, they had already, though
still partially under Pelasgian supremacy, united and

organized themselves into free commonwealths, based

upon common and equal civic rights. Strengthened and

revivified by the accessions from Attica, they attained in

this fairest of earth's regions a rapid bloom, and it was

during this first flush of youthful prosperity, that the

Homeric Epos sprang to life,
— the most ancient, as it is

the most artistic and poetical, of all Iranian songs of

praise relating to the things of men. It was the same

mind that in the same language gave birth two genera-
tions later to the Sacred Epos, which Hesiod, a native

of Kyme, but settled in Bceotia, crystallized into a per-

manent form. Both are classical for our knowledge of

the earliest national faiths of the Hellenes
;
but the

younger epos, Hesiod's Theogony, with his didactic poem
" The Works and Days," has a closer aflfinity than the

Iliad with those mythological semi-philosophic specula-
tions on the agency of the gods in human affau^s to

which we have referred.

The ascendancy of the Lydians, and that of the Persians,

who were the heirs of their empire, bhghted the liberties

and obscured the relicfious faith that had flourished

during the great Ionic period ; although it was during this

later age that the Ionic philosophy began to flourish.
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This, then, is the first phase of Hellenic religion ;
the

Ionic, having its home in Asia Minor. The second, inter-

woven by many connecting threads with the first, is of

European, and more especially Attic origin. This, too, in

its affirmative and believing theory of the universe, starts

from the sense of liberty, as constituting the moral form

of the political bond. Solon is at once the noblest law-

giver of the republics that are struggling into existence,

and the most profound thinker among the elder elegiac

lyrists. But on an equal height with this Ionic school

stand confronting them the ^olic and Doric schools, in

which the godhke Pindar towers above aU other forms.

Of exclusively Attic parentage is that grand phenomenon
of the Deama, which, originally more epic than dramatic

in its outlines, the acted narrative of tragical complica-

tions, gradually developed into the proper drama Avith

its sharply-defined hmits, in which a single catastrophe
forms the central point. The most subhme of the former

class of creations—the Prometheus—will be, moreover,

our chief source of information for the earlier conception
of the Promethean mythus.

Thus our survey of the development of the Hellenic

consciousness of God in history will, for our purposes,
divide itself under two heads: the Ionic and the Attic

schools, respectively springing up in Asia JMinor and in

Europe. As the sublime faith in the moral order of the

world which these schools exhibit was the foster-mother

of civil liberty, so is it also to be regarded as their endur-

ing historical monument. A free leoral commonwealth
is the parent of a free spiritual development of the reli-

gious consciousness.
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CHAPTER II.

HESIOD AND THE THEOGONY.

Hesiod's well-known account of the reigns of Uranos, then

of Kronos, and lastly of Zeus, considered in its historical

aspect, falls into two portions. The reigns of the two

former deities are of Semitic, in fact, of Canaanitish origin ;

the worship of Zeus and his kindred deities is Aryan.
The latter worship alone is a popular cultus, the beliefs

relating to the former deities are the product of research

and speculation. The kernel of this Aryan cultus is the

offspring of primeval Aiyan conceptions of the physical

universe, but the larger portion of it is indubitably more

immediately connected with the Pelasgic stage of the

Ionic development.
In the mass of Phoenician tradition, the inquiring and

eagerly receptive Hellenes came upon something, which

havinff reached them throu2:h divers indirect channels, was

no longer wholly transparent to them. It was an ob-

jective tradition, whose symbolico-ideal character had long
since become uuintellio-ible. As their own reliirious con-

sciousness acquired strength, this tradition fell more and

more into the background, was treated as mere dead

matter and became even in language completely Hellen-

ized. Our standing-point and purpose differ from theirs.

After we have first obtained a clear idea of the aspect
under which the Greeks themselves viewed the tradition,

we must next ask ourselves of wliat apprehension is that

poetical conception an outgrowth. Even in mythical in-

ventions there is a real historical element. Shall we be

able to discriminate in those fictions the conceptions which
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are purely the offspring of reflective thouglit from those

wliich may refer to facts and events occurring in tlie pri-

meval world ?

Now if we disengage the story from mere symbolism,
and fr-om all that poetic fancy has added by way of em-

bellishment, the oldest portion of it may probably be a

reminiscence of ancient convulsions of nature occurring in

the earliest home of the fathers of these tribes. Through
centuries of such destructive physical revohitions the race

of man, in common with surrounding nature, had passed ;

but now it had entered upon an ordered condition of ex-

istence, which should henceforth be guided by the Deity

accordino^ to uuchang;ino; laws. Such was the tradition

and the belief of the old Greek tribes. In the beginning,
the forces of heaven discharge themselves upon the earth

without measure, especially by destroying floods spreading
desolation over the land. Uranos is the water-shedding

sky, according to the unmistakable sound which the

word had to a Greek ear. But scarcely are the earth and

mankind at rest, hardly has the new, settled order of things
seemed to be inaugurated, when it is suceeded by a fresh

period of convulsion ;
one formation and type of organi-

zation supplants another
;

fire and water, ocean and river,

contend for mastery. Time after time, Uranos devours

his own children by immoderate deluges of the fertilizing

rain. His sister and spouse, the Earth, mourns and weeps
over the rum ;

the youngest of her sons, Kronos,—Time,—at last introduces measure, order, and sequence into the

workings of nature. The two elements, water and fire,

the streaming deluge from above, and the fiery floods

breaking forth from the bosom of the earth below, curb

their fury ;
the sea remains within its bounds, and the

streams flow unchecked and rich in blessing across the

plains to the ocean. Thus, out of Night and Chaos have

gradually emerged brightness and order.

Such are the ideas which the Ascrj^au poet of Asiatic

descent presents (not without some genuine Hellenic
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additions) in his Tlieogony, to the beheving reception of

the latest Hellenes, and to the admiration even of a Plato.

We give the venerable poet's own words in what is the

proper opening of the Theogony :—
First Chaos was : next ample-bosom'd Eaeth,
The seat eternal and immovable

Of deathless Grods, who still the Olympian heights

Snow-topt inhabit. Third, in hollow depth
Of the vast ground, expanded wide above,

The gloomy Tartaeus. Love then arose,

Most beauteous of immortals : he at once

Of every God and every mortal man
Unnerves the limbs ; dissolves the wiser breast

By reason steel'd, and quells the very soul.

From Chaos, Erebus, and sable Night . . .

From Night arose the ^thee and the Day;
Whom she with dark embrace of Erebus,

Commingling bore.

Her first-born Earth produc'd.

Of like immensity, the staeey Heaven :

That he might sheltering compass her around

On every side, and be for evermore.

To the blest Gods a mansion unremov'd.

Next the high hills she bore, the pleasant haunts

Of Goddess-nymphs, who dwell among the glens

Of mountains. With no aid of tender love.

Gave she to birth the sterile 8ea, high-swoll'n

In raging foam ;
and Heaven-embrac'd, anon

She teemed with Ocean, rolling in deep whirls

His vast abyss of waters.

Creios then,

Coios, Hypeeion, and Iapetos,

Theia and Eheia rose; Mnemosyne,
And Themis

;
Ph(ebe diadem'd with gold.

And love-inspiring Tethys : and of these,

Youngest in birth the wily Kronos came.
The sternest of her sons ; and he abhorr'd

The sire that gave him life. Then brought she forth

The Cyclops, brethren of high daring heart, ....
Of all the children sprung from Earth and Heaven,
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The fiercest these
; but all their sire abhorr'd

From the beginning : ail his race he seiz'd

As each was born, and hid in cave profound,
Nor e'er released to day ; and in his work

Malign exulted Ueanos.^ . . .

Next follows the story of the revenge taken by Kronos

upon his father Uranos, which in its main oiithne is pre-

cisely similar to the Phoenician tradition. The later ela-

boration of this ancient legend whicli we have in Hesiod's

Theogony, adorned it with many lovely fictions. To
these later additions belongs more especially the beaiitifid

passage describing the rising of the heavenly Aphrodite
from the ocean :—

And forth emerg'd a goddess, in the charms

Of awful beauty. Where her delicate feet

Had prest the sands, green herbage flowering sprang.
Her Aphrodite gods and mortals name,
The foam-born goddess : and her name is known
As Cytherea with the blooming wreath,
For that she touch'd Cythera's flowery coast

;

And Cypris, for that on the Cyprian shore

She rose, amid the multitude of waves.

Love track'd her steps, and beautiful Desire

Pursu'd
;
while soon as born she bent her way

Toward Heaven's assembled gods ;
her honours these

From the beginning : whether gods or men,
Her presence bless, to her this portion fell

Of virgin whisperings, and alluring smiles,

And smooth deceits and gentle ecstasy.

And dalliance, and the blandishments of love.

Here already we have in its germ the mythus known
to us as the lovely Thessalian story of Amor and Psj^che ;

for this is the same thought turning its human aspect to-

wards us. Humanity is the beloved of the Deity whose
embodiment is beauty.

But, already in this primitive stock of epic conception,
we detect at once that element whicli is the spontaneous

outgrowth of nature and also the poetic impulse to a

'

IlesiocT, V. 116-139. Elton's Translation.
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free modification of that element. Tlie elder brothers

and sisters of Kronos are pure Pelasgians. If we except
a few historical reminiscences (lapetos, the Japhet of

Armenia and Genesis, and Clymene,
" the graceful Asia,"

as his spouse is called elsewhere, i.e. Ionia) we have here

pure Pelasgian deities, that is to say, nouns-adjective, cor-

responding to the later Hellenic proper names for these

same physical agencies. Coios (the burner), Creios (the

ruler), Hyperion (the wanderer on high), are descriptive

epithets of Helios, who in later times is called Hyperion's
son. So, too, Theia (the swift-running) and Fhwhe (the

shining) correspond to the later Artemis as moon-

goddess ;
Rheia (the flowing stream) and Tethys (the

nourisher) belong to the realm of Oceanos, the feeding

stream ; Mnemosyne (faithful memory) is afterwards the

mother of tlie Muses. She and Themis (precept, legal

order) already betray a kindred with the new centre

of religious consciousness, i.e. man's mind and human

society.

But, lastly, even in the mode of presenting the originally
Semitic element, we see the peculiar character of the

Hellenistic belief concerning the origin and the destinies

of Humanity. The Phoenicians, like all other heathen

Semites, never advanced beyond the consciousness of the

succession of time as regulating the order of the universe.

Kronos was to them the latest, or at least the reigning,

deity. The Adonis or Osiris form of the ever-dying and

ever-reviving Lord (Adon, Adonis), stands as the god of

mysteries and of sacred rites
;
Kronos Bel-itan (the an-

cient monarch) rules this world. His government is

according to law, but stern and cruel
;
he demands the

best-loved children of man, the first-born, to be sacrificed

in the fire. No doubt even this abomination had its root

in that which is the groundwork of all worship
—sacrifice.

In the eye of the fanatical or superstitious Phoenician or

Syi'ian or backshding Jew, as well to the cultivated

Carthaginian, the human nature was by this sacrificial
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deatli raised up to the Divine, wliicli was thereby made
at one with the human w^ill. The mortal meUs into the

immortal
;
the Deity is propitiated ;

the man, the nation,

the race will never perish, so long as this service is ren-

dered ;
for the Deity takes under his protection those

who have thus renounced themselves. The similitude

given to the Gods corresponds to the horrible character

of this bloody mysticism ;
—ugly carved or molten idols,

or sometimes roughly hewn stones.

The God of the Hellenes was the reflection of a con-

sciousness which has got beyond this ghastly Order ;
but so

that the dark background has not faded from sight. Let

us ao;ain hear from the sacred sino;er himself how Ivronos

was overthrown and Zeus obtained the sway :
—

Embraced by Keonos, Eheia gave to light
'

A glorious race. She Hestia, Ceees, bore.

And Here golden-saudal'd ;
and of heart

Euthless, the mighty Hades, him who dwells

In subterranean palaces profound ;

The loud Earth-shaker
;
and consulting Zeds,

The Sire of gods and men, whose thunder-peal
Eocks the wide earth in elemental war.

But them, as issuing from the sacred womb

They touch 'd the mother's knees, did Kronos huge
Devour, revolving in his troubled thought
Lest other of celestials 'midst the gods

Usurp the kingly sway : for to his ear

The tidings came, from Eaeth and Heaven star-crown'd.

That it was doomed by Fate, strong though he were.
To his own son he should bow down his strength ;

—
Though counsel of great Zeus : no idle watch

He therefore kept, but waiting for the time

Devour'd his children.

But when now was nig'h

The birth of Zeus, the Sire of Gods and men,
Eheia both Heaven and Earth, her parents lov'd,

Besought, that they might counsel and advise

How secretly the babe may spring to light ;

^ Ilesiod's Theogony v. 450-500. Elton's Translation.
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And how the father's furies 'gainst his race,

In subtlety devour'd, may meet revenge.

They to their daughter listen'd, and complied ;

Proclaiming what the Destinies had doom'd

Of kingly Kronos and his dauntless son.

And her they sent to Lyctus, to the clime

Of fruitful Crete. And when her hour was come.
The birth of Zeus her youngest born, then Earth

Took to herself the mighty babe, to rear

With nurturing softness in the spacious isle

Of Crete. So came she then, transporting him

Swift through the darksome night, to Lyctus first ;

And thence upbearing in her arms, conceal'd

Beneath the sacred ground, in sunless cave,

Where shagg'd with densest woods the ^gean mount

Impends. But to the imperial son of Heaven,
Whilom the king of Grods, a stone she gave

Inwrapt in infant swathes ;
and this with grasp

Eager he snatch'd, and in his ravening breast

Convey'd away : unhappy ! nor once thought
That for the stone his child behind remain'd

Invincible, secure; who soon, with hands

Of strength o'ercoming him, should cast him forth

From glory, and himself th' immortals rule.

Swift throve the monarch-infant, and his limbs

Teem'd with heroic vigour : and with lapse

Of years, by Earth's all-subtle prudence foil'd,

Huge Kronos, vers'd in mazy wiles, releas'd

His offspring, by the might and arts of Zeus

Vanquish'd. He first the stone, the last devour'd,

Disgorg'd :
—this Zeus in Pytho all-divine

On earth's broad surface fix'd, in the deep cleft.

Of high Parnassus, to succeeding times

A monument, and miracle to man/

Now follows the contest for the government of the world

with the Titans, who think to overthrow Zeus. When
victory has decided for the Gods of light, and all the

deities acknowledge Zeus as their ruler, he thus orders his

realm :—
^ Pausanias (x, 24) saw this stone in Delphi, and heard the same tra-

dition respecting it.
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First as a bride the Monarch of the Grods

Led Metis : her o'er deities and men
Vers'd in all knowledofe

For so the Fates had destin'd, that from her

An offspring should be born, of wisest strain.

Tritogeneia, virgin azure-eyed,
Of equal might and prudence with her sire :

And then a son, king over Gods and men,
Had she brought forth, invincible of soul,

But Zeus before that hour within himself

Deposited the Goddess ; evermore

So warning him of evil and of good.
Next led he Themis beauteous-bright, who bore

Justice, and Order, and the blooming Peace,
The Hours by name, who shed a grace o'er all

The works of man.

EuRTNOME, the nymph
Of ocean, grac'd with all-engaging form,
Three daughters bore to Zeus : the Graces fair

Of cheek, Aglaia, Thalia winning-soft,
EuPHROSYNE ;

their eyelids as they gaze

Drop love, unnerving ; and beneath the shade

Of their arch'd brows they steal the sidelong glance
Of sweetness.

To Demeter's couch anon.

Food-giving queen, he came : PERSErnoNE

She bore, the snowy-arm'd ;
her Hades dark

Snatch'd from her mother, and all-prudent Zeus

Consign'd the prize.

Next lov'd he fair of locks

Mnemosyne ;
from her the Muses nine

Are born
;
their brows with golden fillets wreath'd ;

Whom feasts delight, and rapture sweet of song.
In mingled love with ^gis-bearing Zeus

Bore Leto, shaft-rejoicing Artemis,
And Phcebus, loveliest of the race of Heaven.

He last the blooming Hora clasp Vl as bride :

She Hebe, Ares, Ilithyia bore.

Commingling with the King of Gods and men.

He from his head disclos'd himself to birth
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The blue-eyed maid Tritonian Pallas ; fierce,

Rousing the war-field's tumult
;
unsubdued ;

Leader of armies ; awful
; whom delight

The shout of battle and the shock of war.

Here, too, at once the fact fixes itself on our attention,

that the modifying ideal element governs the deep-

thoughted and graceful poetic fiction. But the whole

shows a progress towards the divine in the development
of Humanity. For it is with the race of men that the

poetry is concerned, not with the nation of the Hellenes

and their progenitors. The new ruler, the bright God of

Light, is called Father and Lord of gods and men.

But this consciousness of the rule of divinities pos-

sessing a likeness to human nature, and not chained to a

dead physical necessity, is not the only achievement of the

Hellenic mind. It has also given birth to the story of

the downfall of the Semitic Bel, the unsearchable Kronos,
in the shape of pure invention. This is indeed, on a

closer inspection, only a repetition of the story of Uranos,
but not in the sense that the Hellenes had simply
transferred the received tradition of Uranos to Kronos and
his generation. On the contrary, what is peculiar to their

tradition, constitutes its distinctive feature, while the

element common to both, has sprung from man's con-

sciousness of a law of progress in the development of the

Divine in history. Thus is fable vanquished, and appears
as that which she should be,

—the image of the idea
;
the

mythical expression of the eternal law which dwells

within the breast of man.

Kronos devours the stone instead of his child
;

i. e.

instead of the divine evolution which is destined to be

realized through man. In this myth, the symbol of the

stone is borrowed from the fable of Uranos
;
but the idea

embodied in the two stories, and their issue, are quite
different. In the former, the cosmogonic crooked scythe is

made the instrument of the transformation of the earth

1
Hesiod, v. 886-929. Elton's Translation.
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and her iiiliabitants. Since then human bein<Ts have

appeared (as another legend will tell us yet more plainly),

who, as years revolve, occupy and sustain themselves by
cattle-breeding ;

but nothing is established in perma-
nence

;
one epoch swallows up another, the spirit in man

is as yet too feeble to withstand the overweening sway of

physical forces. Thus this first part of the story is tlie

exhibition of the human mind overpowered by the con-

stant pressure of ]:)hysical nature. This is clearly the

meaning of the image of Kronos devouring his children
;

in which we have a repetition of the relationship which

Uranos bears towards his earthly creatures, but that

relationship appears in an emphasized and essentially

higher form. 'Jhere now exists a sequence of phenomena,
but man has still a feeling that the right interpretation
of that sequence is not yet disclosed. The human mind
finds somethino; in itself whicli desires deliverance from

physical necessity ;
the reign of Kronos was a reahty, but

it must have an end, and it did end.

The Light-god, the god of the bright ^ther is born ;

the symbol of the old Nature-god, the magical stone from

heaven, the Betylion, stands as a sacred memento in tlie

shrine of prophecy at Delphi. The symbol of Nature

serves as a backg;round for the consciousness that the

Spirit is the revealer of the Deity.
In the second account, that of the ordering of the new

Pantlieon, we have clearly set before us as the ruling prin-

ciple, the long suffering, reflective, human mind. The
first consort of Zeus is counselling Wisdom herself; he

unites her with his own essence (swallows her and retains

her in himself), in order that the knowledge of good (the

wholesome) and evil may never be severed from the

supreme Power. For else a son would be born to him,

who, a,s the true king of gods and men, would overthrow

the reign of the Kronidic. An Intelligent mind bent upon
the Good is the true Lord of the universe. But tliis Lord

is yet to come. Zeus, the representative of the present
VOL. II. c
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order of things, hinders his birth
;
man cannot govern

himself alone
;
he must look up to the gods of the

.^ther, Under what conditions Zeus may escape the

decree of fate, that a son mightier than himself shall be

born to him, is revealed to us afterwards in the deeply

significant myth of Prometheus. Meanwhile it is deter-

mined by our present myth, that this son shall not be

born apart fi^om the counsel of Zeus, to whom belongs the

wisdom which appoints the times of the futm^e. Forth

from his own head he sends the goddess of wisdom and

counsel, who is the protectress and teacher of men.

Kow when Divine Wisdom, the Thinker, has thus been

imited with Zeus, and become part of his Essence, he

takes for his spouse Themis,— legal order,—who ad-

ministers the world according to intelligible precepts and

declared laws. From this divine union spring three

goddesses, through whom the divine self-existence brings

itself into contact with tlie course of human affairs, and

the progress of human institutions. In other words, that

whicli the First Princi]:)le of the conscious, finite mind,

acquires supremacy. The allegory of this prolific mar-

riage is of a depth which is only exceeded by its inde-

scribable grace. The three daughters of the Light-god
and Elghtful Order or Law, are called Horas or Hours,

and their number corresponds to the natural Horse, the

three seasons of the Hellenic year. And with reason
;

for they are to the cycle of human life what the seasons

are to the yearly cycle of nature ; appointing to all things

their times, and calmly fulfilling each in its season. The

first, who is, as it were, the season of spring, is Dike or

Justice, the goddess disposing all things in equity ;
for

equity is to these Hellenes, the Uving right in the con-

science of the juror. The second is called Eqnomia,

well-ordered institutions based on law
;

she is the Pro-

gress whicli ripens the blossom in due season into noble

fruit ; the fruit itself is Irexe, the goddess of Peace,

under whose blessing all things prosper and endure. The
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tliree conjoined administer the realm of Zeus among liis

children of mankind. Pindar gives a similar represen-
tation of them.

From the same wedlock of the Divine with fixed legal

order, spring three other sisters, who dispose of the lives of

individuals
; these are the new MoeroD, or three goddesses

of Fate. Tliey still bear the names of the old Moera)

belonging to the relentless era of Destiny ;
the Spinner

—
the Dispenser of lots,—the Inevitable, But how utterly

unlike is their aspect to that of the ancient Moeraj, the

children of Night and sisters of Death, the Unkind Ones,
or Furies " who pursue the sins of men, and of the eternal

gods." Out of freedom and necessity is their triplicity

woven. In front, stands that which is given at birth,

which man cannot alter
;
but never is his personal lot

fi'eely drawn out by a friendly hand ; he obtains the

space for action which he needs for the wrestling of his

faculties on the arena of life
;
thus does he become by

his own efforts the master of his fate, but only within the

limits assigned to him as a human being, and the boun-

daries drawn around him by the Spinner. Such is man's

present life in progress towards the divine.

Everytliing shapes itself in accordance with this idea.

The goddesses of Grace, who are called Aglaia (the

Briglit), Euphrosyne (the Joyful), and Thalia (the

Blooming one), adorn life, weaving pleasant bonds of

love, that exalt its natin^e and prolong its sway. Side

by side with these Charita?^ stand the children of Zeus by
Mnemosyne, or Memory ;

tliose nine Muses, who decorate

the festive meal with song and dance. For, as worthy
daughters of their divinely-mated mother, there lives in

them the memory of past valour, beauty, and greatness ;

and their lays of ancestral deeds and fortunes mingle
themselves with the lyre, the expression of emotion, and
are accompanied by rhythmical motion. Song and dance

elevate the speech and Avalk of men from the prose of

necessitv into the poetry of freedom.
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A very ancient interpolation (which, however, we do
not possess in any good MS.) separates between these

two conceptions, by mentioning the marriage of Zeus with

Demeter; that is to say, the union of the fructifying
forces of heaven with the maternal earth. This represen-
tation has evidently been interpolated into this passage of

Hesiod from the Homeric hymn to Demeter, or some
other cognate source. According to the more ancient

fiction, Persephone was the daughter of Pdieia, and there-

fore belonged to the generation of the Kronid^e. That

she was transferred into the realm of Zeus was the result

of the significance assigned to Persephone by the festivals

in which the symbol of the decaying and re-germinating

seed-corn, the child of Heaven and Earth, was brought
into relationship with the destinies of the soul after death,

and connected with worthy (though extremely simple)
ethical precepts.

The same may be said with respect to Leto or Latona

(the concealed, veiled in darkness, Night), regarded as the

mother of the divinities of Light, Apollo and Artemis.

Apollo became the centre-point of the progressive, joyful
Hellenic religious consciousness, and thus was transformed

from a Kronide into a son of Zeus.

A somewhat differently imagined account of the birth

of Athene forms the conclusion. From his own head,
Zeus sends forth Tritogeneia, who is better known to us

as Pallas Athene
;
here she appears as the goddess of

War. Above, in speaking of Metis, the paternal courage
as well as wisdom is ascribed to her. The meaninc: of

the beautiful fiction is the same. There is no foreign in-

tervention between Zeus and the human spirit ;
reflective

Eeason, Wisdom, is his own, his favourite daughter ;

without any admixture of natural causes, she steps forth

into the world.

Thus prospers the realm of Zeus. The god of the bright
^ther is become the god of man's upward-striving spirit.

This deity has now replaced the inflexible operation of
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physical agencies, as, in a former period, the personal bnt

stern Kronos liad succeeded to the reign of the water-

shedding sky. Zeus himself is not t]ie final Deity, tlie

Eternally Abiding One
;
but this a son of his shall be, at

the time appointed by Destiny.
And this equally profound and graceful fiction was no

dead letter. It was the highest collective expression of

his sense of the Divine agency in man's history, which the

Hellene had formed to himself, when in early ages he set

out on his brilliant career through the world's orbit, with

his face turned towards Europe, true to the spirit of his

earliest memories, reverently cherishing tradition, yet

dealing fairly with its letter, in order to give it a new
birth in the Spirit.

How hving a sense still dwelt in tlie heart of the

Hellenes, that behind the visible order of thino-s, the dark

Destiny-powers of the primeval world yet sit enthroned,
and step forth to requite with inexorable severity if man

impiously violates tlieir eternal law, is magnificently dis-

played in the action of the Eumenides, in that wonderful
drama of JEschylus which bears their name, and illustrates,

but has not invented, the ancient myth. A monstrous
deed has been committed, the nunxler of her husband by
Clytemnestra. A still more frightful act, the murder of

his motlier by Orestes, avenges his slaughtered father.

Clytemnestra's ghost calls up the Furies to punish the

inexpiable crime of matricide. Orestes flies to the sanc-

tuary of Apollo ; tliey pursue him thither, the knot seems

inextricable. Apollo espouses the cause of his client,

forasmuch as he has revenged, as was his bounden duty,
the basest treachery towards his father. The Eumenides

])lead their charge to ]:)ursue the matricide ; they do not

recognize the crime of Clytemnestra as bloodguiltiness,
for it is only the murder of kindred by blood on which
the ancient law pronounces vengeance. Apollo ui)holds
before them the sacredness of the marriage bond whose
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divine and humcan sanctities Clytemnestra had outraged.

He says :
—

APOLLO.

Greatly thoii dost misprize and set at nought
The nuptial bond of Hera and of Zeus,

Dishonourd too is Cypris by these words.

From whom to mortals come their dearest joys ;

For under Justice' shield, the luijjtial couch,

'Twixt man and wife the heaven-appointed bond

Is miofhtier than oath.'"a

Apollo then announces to them that Pallas Athene

shall decide the contest in her own city. There, after

Orestes has long wandered about, pursued by the Furies,

the parties meet together ;
the Eumenides agree to recog-

nize the tribunal of the goddess, who, after she has heard

both sides, declares that no one person can with safety

undertake to decide such difficult cases. And hereupon
the divine daughter of Almighty Zeus utters this pregnant

dictate, that the highest tribunal upon earth is the

COLLECTIVE CONSCIENCE OF HUMANITY.

ATHENE.

But since this weighty cause hath lighted here.

Judges of murder, bound by oath, I'll choose

Solemn tribunal for all future time.

But for yourselves call witnesses and proofs,
—

Sworn evidence collect to aid your suit
;

Myself the noblest of my citizens, .

To whom is dear the sanctity of oaths.

Will call ;
then hither come to judge this cause.^

After this, she appears with twelve jurymen, judges

^Yhom she has chosen from among the citizens. The

Furies forebode no good result from this forsaking of the

old penal code ; they anticipate the dissolution of the

1 The Agamemnon, Clioepbor', !\nd Eumenides of yEscliylus, translated by-

Anna Swanwick, p. 147.

2 lb. p. 159.
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holy bonds of nature and the overthrow of all order
;
for

such was not the ancient law.

The votes of the judges are equally divided; on which

Athene makes use of the right she has reserved to herself

in such a case, to give a casting-vote for the accused.

Thus Orestes is acquitted ;
the gently persuasive elo-

quence of Athene gradually appeases the Furies, to

whom, as the august goddesses of the Nether-world, she

assures their rights and due reverence in her city. No
house shall ever prosper without them ; the law of

humane equity does not set aside primeval right. On
this assurance they pronounce a blessing on the rising

republic.

What a sense do we here see of the progress of the

Divine element in the development of a free fellowship

among men ! What a deep and pious apprehension of

all the relations of himian life, with their fearful com-

plications which are so hard to unravel ! What a con-

secration of all domestic and political relations by the

ever-present idea of the Deity ! How low, how godless

in comparison with this, is the aspect presented by the

modern political life of the so-called Christian w^orld !

True, indeed, one cloud hangs over the bright picture ;

the shadow of terror before the Divine has not yet quite

vanished. The existing dynasty of gods is not yet the

fmal one. God is yet afar off; the heavy burden of

physical necessity still weighs upon gods and men. Yet
"

sing sorrow ! sing sorrow ! but triumph the good !

"
<

as the ancient Chorus chant in the Agamemnon. Before,

however, we explore further the mystery of the Hellenic

rehgion in its aspect on human affairs, we must consider

the second portion of the realistic background of the

traditions relating to the origin of the universe.
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CHAPTER III.

THE AGES OF THE WORLD.

It appears to us that the only reason why the world-

famous story told by Hesiod has scarcely hitherto been

fully unriddled, is that it has not yet been illuminated

by a comparative criticism of the Aryan and Semitic

beliefs regarding the origin of the human race. The

so-called four Ages of the World (Hesiod lived in the

fifth and prays for the speedy advent of the sixth)

begin with three gradually descending epochs, which

are respectively indicated by the titles of the golden,

silver, and brazen ages. But after the men of the

brazen age have passed away, there arises an illustrious

era of noble heroes, who, hke true sons of God, live for

humanity, trampling down all injustice with courage

and self-devotion. Here we are treading upon solid

ground ; for, as the last of this race, occur the names

of the heroes before Troy. To this generation succeeds

the Age of the mournful Present, when shame and justice

have fled from the earth, and princes and judges dispense

violence instead of justice. To be good and honest is

perilous, nay, hardly possible ;
for it brings down per-

secution on a man in this iron age ;
but lies and un-

righteousness prosper.

The men of the third or brazen age had sprung fi^om the

Ash-tree : that is to say, they were giants who had descended

from the wood-crowned hills, with brazen weapons and

spears of ash-wood. Thus, even though Apollodorus had

not expressly said that the men of the brazen age perished

in the great Hood from which Deucalion saved himself.
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we should have been led by the very description of the

fourth Age, and by the indicated system of nomenclature,
to infer this original connection of the story. Thus we
here again descry the ancient tracks of the Semitico-Aryan
tradition. The ancient world ended with the third or

brazen epoch ;
with the race of the ash-tree men. This

explains why the age of the Saviours of mankind, the

lofty heroes of the proximate past, had no special desig-
nation. The old series of sta^-es is at an end

;
a new

course of development is beginning. Those heroes stand

before us in unique majesty, possessing a greatness that we
can apprehend and understand without the aid of symbol-
ism. But the age of their degenerate posterity may be but

too aptly denoted by that descending scale of the metals ;

it is the Iron Age^ called after the hardest and least valu-

able substance imaoinable. Now from this we also learn

what materials Hesiod found ready to his hand. In the

first place, assuredly, the primitive tradition of that

Deluge which divided the primeval world from the exist-

ing order of things. This tradition is the joint heritage of

the Aryan and the Semitic races. The perception of the

identity of Deucalion with Heracles and the later heroes

and benefactors of the advancing human race, no less

than the contrast afforded by both those ages to tlie

miseries of the present, as felt by the generations avIio

were living in the second age of the world after the flood,

may well, by the beginning of the ninth century B.C.,

have struck all hearts with dismay. Already in the tenth

century, Homer, the singer of the Ihad, displays his sense

of this contrast, when he regards the heroes as demi-gods,
and again, when he makes ISTestor, the oldest among the

late-born Trojan heroes, the mouthpiece of that conscious-

ness of degeneracy. But it is the everlasting glory of both

singers, especially Hesiod, whose lot fell on dark times,

far from the sunny shores of Ionia, in the cold regions
around Helicon, that they preserved unscathed their

faith in the progress of the divine in man— tlie true
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religion of all religions. Hesiod firmly believes that the

Deity will shortly intervene to sweep away the present

age, for the wickedness has risen to too great a height.

He was, therefore, a Miilenarian, to speak in the lan-

guage of our own day. The ancient faith in the good,
beneficent Power which disposes of the affairs of men has

not forsaken him.

After these introductory remarks (for tlie general justi-

fication of which the Author ventures to refer the reader

to his work on Egypt), the image of Hesiod will be most

vividly presented to the reader by liis own words. In

the " Works and Days," or Instructions for the Husband-

man, he says :
—-

When Gods alike and mortals rose to birth,

A golden race th' immortals form'd on earth

Of many-langiiag'd men : they liv'd of old,

When Kronos reign'd in heaven—an age of gold.

Like gods they liv'd, with calm untroubled mind,

Free from the toil and anguish of our kind.

Nor sad decrepit age approaching nigh
Their limbs unnerved with frail infirmity :

Strangers to ill, they Nature's banquets prov'd.

Rich in earth's fruits, and of the best belov'd :

They sank to death, as opiate slumber stole

Soft o'er the sense, and whelm'd the willing soul.

Theirs was each good : the grain-exuberant soil

Pour'd the full harvest, uncompell'd by toil :

The virtuous many dwelt in common blest,

And all unenvying shar'd what all in peace possess'd.

When on this race the verdant earth had lain,

By Zeus' high will there rose a genii train :

Earth-wandering daemons they their charge began.

The ministers of good and guards of man :

Veil'd with a mantle of aerial night,

O'er earth's wide space they wing their hovering flight ;

Dispense the fertile treasures of the ground.
And bend their all-observant glance around ;

To mark the deed unjust, the just approve.

Their kingly charge commission'd from above.
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Then form'd the gods a second race of men,

Degenerate far, and silver years began :

Unlike the mortals of a golden kind.

Unlike in frame of limbs and mould of mind.

Yet still a hundred years beheld the boy
Beneath the mother's roof, her infant joy,
All tender and unform'd : but when the flower

Of manhood came, it wither'd in an hour.

Their frantic follies wrought them pain and woe.

Nor mutual outrage could their hands forego.

Nor fear'd they Heaven ;
nor e'er in custom'd ri te

Bade the dread altars flame with hallow'd light :

Them angry Zeus ingulf'd, who dar'd refuse

The gods their glory and their sacred dues.

Yet 'neath the earth as mortals blest they lie,

And second honours grace their memory.
The sire of earth and heav'n created then

A race, the third of many-languag'd men :

Unlike the silver they, of brazen mould.

Strong with the ashen spear, and fiercely bold :

Their thoughts were bent on violence alone.

The deeds of battle, and the dying groan :

Bloody their feasts, by wheaten food unblest ;

Of adamant was each unyielding breast.

Huge, nerv'd with strength, each hardy giant stands,

And mocks approach with unresisted hands :

Their mansions, implements, and armour shine

In brass, dark iron slept within the mine.

They by each other's hands inglorious fell.

In horrid darkness plung'd, the house of Hell :

Fierce though they were, their mortal course was run.

Death gloomy seiz'd, and snatch'd them from the sun.

Them when th' abyss had cover'd from the skies,

See ! the fourth age on nurturing earth arise ;

Zeus form'd the race a better, juster line,

A race of heroes and of stamp divine :

Lights of the age that rose before our own,
As demi-gods o'er earth's wide regions known.

Yet these dread battle hurried to their end :

Some where the sev'nfold gates of Thebes ascend,

The Cadmian realm, where they with fatal might
Strove for the flocks of CEdipus in fight :
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Some war in na,vies led to Troy's far shore
;

O'er the great space of sea their course they bore,

For sake of Helen with the beauteous hair :

And death for Helen's sake o'erwhelm'd them there.

Them on earth's utmost verge the god assign'd
A life, a seat, distinct from human kind

Eeside the deepening wliirlpools of the main,
In those blest isles where Kronos holds his reign.

Apart from heaven's immortals ;
calm they share

A rest unsullied by the clouds of care :

And yearly thrice with sweet luxuriance crown'd

Springs the ripe harvest from the teeming ground.
would that nature had denied me biith

Midst this fifth race, this iron age of earth
;

That long before my mortal course had run

Or long hereafter might I see the sun !

Corrupt the race, with toils and grief opprest.
Nor day nor night can yield a pause of rest :

Still do the gods a weight of care bestow,

Though still some good is mingled with the woe.'

« • • • •

Nor sire with son, with brethren brethren blend.

Nor host with guest, nor friend, as erst, with Friend :

Eeckless of heaven's revenge the sons behold

The hoary parents wax too swiftly old ;

And impious point the keen dishonouring tongue.
With hard reproofs and bitter mockeries hung :

Nor grateful in declining age repay
The nurturing fondness of their bitter day.

Now man's right hand is law : for spoil they wait.

And lay their mutual cities desolate :

Unhonour'd he by whom his oath is fear'd;

Nor are the good belov'd, the just rever'd :

With favour grac'd the evil-doer stands.

Nor curbs with shame nor equity his hands
;

With crooked slanders wounds the virtuous man.
And stamps with perjury what hate began.
See ! ill-rejoicing Envy, wing'd with lies,

Scattering calumnious rumours as she flies.

The steps of miserable men pursue.
Wit h haggard aspect, blasting to the view.

^ See Appendix, note A.
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Till those fair forms in snowy raiment bright,

From the broad earth have wing'd their heavenward

flight :

Call'd to th' eternal synod of the skies,

The virgins Shame and Eetribution rise,

And leave forsaken man to mourn below

The weight of evil, and the cureless woe.'

Unmistakable is tlie poet's faith that a new and better

age will dawn upon the earth. The very immensity of

the misery and anguish is to him, as to the Hebrew seers,

a portent of the impending divine retribution upon the

evil-doers. Nemesis or Eetribution has fled from the

earth along with Shame or Modesty, but she dwells with

the gods, the sacred daughter of Zeus. It is in this faith

that Hesiod concludes with the following prophetic appeal
to the earthly rulers of his times :

—
Revolve, kings ! within your inmost thought
The retribution by his vengeance wrought :

Invisible the gods are ever nigh.

Pass through the midst, and bend th' all-seeing eye :

Who on each other prey, who wrest the right
Aweless of Heaven's revenge, are open to their sight.

For thrice ten thousand holy daemons rove

The nurturing earth ;
commission'd from above

Hovering they glide to Earth's extremest bound,
A cloud aerial veils their forms around

;

Guardians of man, their glance alike surveys
The upright judgments and th' unrighteous ways.
A virgin pure is Justice : from the king
Of Heav'n her birth

;
a venerable thing

And glorious, to the deities on high,

Whose mansion is yon everlasting sky.

Driv'n by despiteful wrong, she takes her seat

In lowly grief at Zeus' eternal feet :

There of the soul unjust her plaints ascend.

So rue the nations when their kings offend,

When uttering wiles and brooding thoughts of ill,

They bend the laws and wrest them to their will.

1 Ilesiod's " Works and Days," v. 110-201. Elton's translation.
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Beware, Monarclis ! ye that gifts devour,
Make straight your j udgments now in timely hour

;

That crooked equity no more be seen,

Eras'd, forgotten, as it ne'er had been !

He wounds himself that aims another's wound,
His evil counsels on himself rebound.

Zeus at his awful pleasure looks from high
With all-discerning and all-knowing eye,

Nor hidden from its ken what injured right
Within the city walls eludes the light.

Or I if evil wait the righteous deed.

If thus the wicked gain the righteous meed.
Then may not I nor yet my son remain

In this our generation just in vain !

But sure my hope, not this pure Heav'n approves.
Not this His work who vengeful lightning loves.

Grave deep, Perses ! what my words declare ;

To justice cleave, from violence forbear.

This law the wisdom of the Grod assign'd
To human race and to the bestial kind :

To birds of air, and fishes of the wave,
And beasts of earth, devouring instinct gave ;

In them no justice lives: he bade be known
This better sense to reasoning man alone.

Who from the seat of judgment shall impart
The truths of knowledge utter'd from his heart,

On him the Grod of all-discerning eye
Pours down the treasures of felicity.

Who sins against the right, his wilful tongue
With perjuries of lying witness bring,
Lo ! he is hurt beyond the hope of cure

;

Dark is his race, nor shall his name endure.

Who fears liis oath shall leave a name to shine

With brightening lustre through his latest line.'

Yes ! noble propliet of humanity, thy faith has not de-

ceived thee I Perhaps thou wert still living when that

Lycurgus was born, who in the neighbouring Pelopon-
nesus was the first to put an end to the capricious
arrocrance of absolute monarchs and to the laAvless creed

1 Ilesiod's "Works and Days," v. 248-285. Elton's translation.
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of the auti-national aristocracy whom they protected ;
who

moreover opened to thee and to Homer, thy still more

gifted brother in song, tlie schools of learning and the

inspiring stimulus of a national life. Soon will Lycurgus
enthrone thy sacred songs together with constitutional

monarchy. True, in after ages, in the home of a yet

higher and freer prophet, the traitorous brood of the

Pisistratids will seek once more to suppress the holy

twin-pair of prophets, and to set in their stead a mystical

poesy of priestcraft ;
and then the Orphic books which

they have falsified with the help of Onomacritus will

soon preach a far different future for the Hellenes and
for humanity, by counselling submission to the Asiatic

despotism which the Pisistratids desire and would fain

have brought about in the holy city of Athens ! An
enterprise as futile as it is impious and criminal. But
the truthful voice of the Pythia in Delphi remains incor-

ruptible, and through all Hellenic hearts resound witli

joy the winged words of Homer, when Hector cries to

the fools who inquired into the future by omens and

ornithomancy :

There is hut one best omen—for our land to flglit.

But in the free polity won by self-sacrifice, yet clearer

utterances regarding the present and the future will issue

from man's quickened sense of tlie divine. Unsuspected
faculties now dormant will awake to life

;
and through

all the chequered vicissitudes of fortune, thou, martyr-

singer, with thy brother in spirit, tlie fugitive, bhnd,

poverty-stricken Homer, wilt remain enthroned to latest

ages in the hearts of the Hellenes, and side by side with

the Hebrew men of God will, like them, proclaim to us

words of faith and consolation in evil times !

But ere wc indulge further in these pregnant reflec-

tions, we have to consider the ideas of providential go-
vernment possessed by Homer and Hesiod

;
to which the

conceptions of Prometheus and Nemesis furnish the most

natural transition^ If we pause for a moment, however,
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to look back on the foregoing picture of the Semitic, and

especially the Hebrew, conceptions of the unfolding of

the di\dne element in the primeval history of man, a

surprising fact will present itself. Divesting both repre-

sentations, the Hebrew and the Hellenic, of the symbo-
lical language of tradition, we have in both the same

epochs, the same leading ideas occurring in the same

sequence, and yet on both sides entire spontaneity !

In the one narrative " God said. Let there be light, and

there was light :

"
accordincf to the other, the Powers of

Light rise to ascendancy in the ordered universe, and the

Forces ofDestruction and Confusion sink into endless night.

In the former, God says to the assembled Elohim

(God's creative agencies), "Let us make man in our image."
In the latter, the primeval supreme God, Kronos, creates

man in the divine image.
" We are also God's offspring,"

was said by Aratus, Cleanthes, and Paul (Acts xvii. 28).

Again, in the former, the human develops itself in three

great epochs. Fu'st comes the blissful state of untroubled

happiness ;
from which man is by his own fault thrust

out upon hard realities. But he soon rises out of lawless

bloodshed into a higher and diviner condition
;

cities

spring up on one side, mighty tribes arise on the other.

The various tribes commingle, and from the union of

sons of God with the fair daughters of men, spring

gigantic heroes, the mighty men of renown of the primeval
world. But then arises a generation of impious arro-

gance who fight to win selfish enjoyment, who despise

God and oppress their brethren. The flood puts an end

to their crimes.

In like manner, we have among the Hellenes the three

generations, the golden, the silver, and lastly tlie brazen

age, which perishes as it deserves in the Flood. Then

follows, first a generation of self-sacrificing sous ofGod, who

aie, however, slain in murderous warfare and are succeeded

by a wicked generation. But this is not to endure for

ever, Zeus' omnipotent fiat will not suffer that. Thus
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here, too, we have in the beLdnnincf men made in the Divine

image ; and so, too, the new world begins with a righteous

generation ;
evil reigns now, but the Divine government of

the Universe will endure evil only for a time
;

it is destined

to ultimate annihilation. In this dehneation, the eternal

and the temporary, the ideal and the historic, are mingled
tos^etlier. Prometheus, the God of Foresicfht, in concert

with the God of Fii^e and the Goddess of Wisdom, creates

man, by breathing into him the breath of hfe, the heavenly

spark. He still cares, too, for the helpless creatiues, when

they have thoughtlessly succumbed to the temptations

presented by the surrounding objects of sense, and opened
the mischief-laden box of Pandora, Xay, even when the

liood breaks in upon them, he rescues his son from the

waves in an ark, and protects the new race by bringing
them fresh fire from the throne of Zeus, or kindlino- it

at the sun's heavenly chariot-wheels. Xow^ follow the

patriarchs of the renewed race. The illustrious names of

liipetos and Prometheus figiu'e in both worlds. liipetos

is the father of Prometheus to those for whom Prometheus

is the type of Humanity.
Now, how must we explain the connection thus e^T-dent

in spite of all dissimilarities ? It can no more be explained

by chance than bj^ communication from the Hebrews
or Phoenicians. Xay, not even in its inmost essence by
a community of primeval traditions. It is nothing out-

ward that is here transmitted
;
no subjective mythus, no

poetic illusion or dream, stands in the background, nor

yet any invention of speculation. It is some actual reality

that reveals and unfolds itself, and this reahty is God
in History, the externally self-existent One, manifesting
Himself in that temporal being which is His own finite

evolution. Everywhere the perfect, the better, rises out

of a prior condition. Kronos is an advance upon Uranos,

Zeus upon Kronos, who is the youngest of the children

of Uranos, as Zeus is of the season-appointing Ki'onos.

Even out of evil, good must and will issue, for evil is self

VOL. II. D
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destructive. Tliis unity of religious consciousness is only
to be explained by the unity between the divine and

human consciousness. That Divine Truth which is one

and universal, reveals itself in all, according to their

respective stages of development. In order to verify itself

as One and unbroken, this unity must rest upon a basis of

reality. But this reality can be nothing foreign to our

nature
; nay, it must be something essentially akin to our

mind. It must reveal itself as the force of gravitation in

the spiritual Kosmos ; its contemplation must, when com-

bined with philosophy (that is to say, with the dialecti-

cally elaborated definitions of actual existences), yield us

as sure a certainty of God, of moral freedom, and of the

immortality of the soul, as that certainty which the as-

tronomical observation of the heavenly bodies yields to

every rational man that an omnipresent force of attraction

actually exists, and is not merely a necessary hypothesis.

Nay, a much higher and clearer certainty ;
for here no

heterogeneous element, no opaque mass of matter, inter-

venes between the thought and the thinker.

But enough of this for the present ;
we have a pro-

tracted and apparently isolated course of human develop-
ment to trace and meditate upon ere we can permit
ourselves to indulge in these wide-sweeping reflections.

From this point onwards, the Aryan and Semitic lines

of thought seem to diverge for ever. Neither from Shem
nor from Japhet proceeds any great historical personage

up to the time of Abraham ; but from Japhet there does

indeed spring a line of heroes. In the succeeding ages,
we see on the Semitic side, the most absolute severance

of speculative thought from any study of physical nature,

and the most complete severance of life from the kindred

tribes
;
while we behold on the Japhetic side, a life in

which man's physical nature is cultivated and refined to

the last degree of richness
; and there is a continual inter-

mixture and crossing of the various races. But the two

paths converge once more, and such are the divine ways
by which we are led up to the frontiers of tlie present.
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CHAPTER IV.

PEOMETHEUS, OR GOD, MAN, HUMANITY.

Prometheus appears as a Titan : that is to say, a divinity

engaged in creation, a Demiurge. He is the co-equal son

of the Titan liipetos, and the father of Deucahon
;

in

whicli circumstance is imphed the whole dualism of this

Hellenic conception. For while Prometheus is, when more

closely defined, the man-creating divinity, the Demiurge,

yet he also appears as the prototype of man, wlio is his

image. This is the starting-point of the idea of Prom.etheus

when conceived as the hero of humanity ;
and it is in

accordance with tlie organic law of Greek thought, which
ever seeks to rid itself of dicmons by turning them into

human heroes. Moreover, this dualistic conception of

Prometheus recognizes our double consciousness at once
of dependence upon God, and of power to set our will in

opposition to His. The free human mind sets itself up
with arrogant force of will against the Divine omnipotence,
as something alien to itself, and, by so doing, brings down

upon itself a sorrow hard to heal.

In vain should we seek to unravel the significance of

this sublime apparition, were we to attempt to bring
Hesiod into harmony with himself and with the various

scattered traces of the origin of the fable. Herder's

attempt to solve the enigma of tliis myth is an acknow-

ledged failure. Among more modern writers, Welcker
and Schoemann are the chief who have, though by differing

methods, sought to penetrate its deeper meaning. The
view of other more recent poets and thinkers, who depict
Prometheus as a noble, innocent victim, is pretty generally

recognized by those best acquainted with the subject to

o 2
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be a product of insufficient knowledge. Even the elder

scholiasts liad read only the middle piece of the ^schylean
Trilogy, and the votaries of modern paganism overlook

all that lies beyond the range of that play. The riddle

which the chained Prometheus himself propounds will

not disclose its solution to such shallow questioners. We
will now endeavour from our own point of view, to set

before our readers the facts that bear on this subject

as connected with the development of the religious

consciousness of mankind at large and of the earliest

Hellenes.

1. The Prometheus Fable according to Ilesiod.

Hesiod's Prometheus is a Titan, the son of a Titan. But

what are Titans? That knowledge was already lost to

Ilesiod, when he derived their name from Tlralvcu^ the

Greek verb " to stretch out." Tataiis, TiUuns, is the Egj^D-
tian designation for every kind of Demiurge or creative

divinity ;
therefore more especially of Ptah, the moulder

of man. This coincidence may be accidental
;
but the

Titans wdiom Jove vanquishes are unquestionably Forces

engaged in the construction of the universe. Their six

pair fall into three entirely dissimilar groups. Three of

the six pair of children born to Heaven and Earth are

evidently the three Elements or Primary Forces, acting
with or upon the Earth.

OcEANUS with Tethys, or the feeding-stream and the

feeding-mother, can correspond only to water
;
for from

this pair spring the rivers and fountains.

Hyperion, the Wanderer on high, with Theia (the

Gold-gleaming), must be regarded as fire, or the forces of

heat
;
for their children are the sun, moon and stars.

Kreios (or Krios, the Mighty one), wdth Eurybia (the

Far-reaching), represent air
;

for their children are the

four winds.
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Of the tliree other pairs, only the first belongs to this

series :—
Koios (a word of doubtful signiricance, probably the

Burning one, therefore tlie fire-god, like Hyperion, only

springing from a different and Pelasgic source), Avitli

Phoebe (the Eadiant one),
—the parents of Leto (the

Hidden one), Asteria (the Starry one), and Perses (the

Shining, or Piercing, or in-seeing one),
—can only be

regarded as representing the antagonism of light and

darkness. Thus we have liere the three elementary forces

standing in contradistinction to the Earth ;
—Water, Air

and Fire, and this last in a double tradition, of wliicli tiie

supplementary one brings out the contrast between light

and darkness
;
for Leto is the power of light, concealed or

imprisoned in the darkness of night.

But the two most important pairs still remain. The

younger is the pair of gods whose reign immediately

precedes that of Zeus himself

Kroxos (tlie God of Time, or of the Seasons, the

Bringer-in of harvest) with Eheia (tlie Plowing one), the

mother of the gods. Probably these stand for Time and

Space, or for the Power that overrules the forces and

antagonistic agencies mentioned above. Beside this pair
stands :

—
L(PET0S, the fotlier of Prometheus. He is called the

husband of a daughter of Oceanus, who is named by some
authors Asia, that is to say, Ionia—the sea-girt sliores of

Asia Minor, the cradle of tlie Hellenic genius,—by others

Clymexe, i.e. the Eenowned, the Glorious, as an attributive

title of this same region.

Already in the genealogical table of the sons of Noah
in Genesis, we have seen Japhet appearing as the patriarch
of a race. He is, according to the demonstrable Semitic

signification of the word, the Bright, the Shining, (he

Beautiful one, in contrast more especially to Ham, the

Dark, the Black one. But in Hesiod's account of the

genealogy of liipetos, we evidently have before us, not a
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man, but the divine progenitor of tlie whole liumau race.

We shall hereafter further develop this idea
;
here we

only desire to call attention to the circumstance that this

signification of liipetos, as the creator of man, discloses

itself in tlie two pairs of his sons. They are the primitive

types of humanity in its relation towards the Divine.

First Pair : Atlas, i. e. the Sufferer, the Bearer, who

upholds the vault of Heaven with his strong arms in the

extreme west
;
and

Mexoitios, i. e. he who is expecting his death, the

defiant one.

Second Pair '. Prometheus, i.e. the forethinking one, and

Epimetheus, the one who reflects on the past. Here
we have presented to us the totahty of our nature, with

its twofold antithesis of Will and Eeason :
—the Endurer

with the Defier, the Wise with the Irrational. That

this conception was that of Hesiod, and therefore pretty

surely of his authorities, is proved by the words of the

Theogony :
—

With Clymene, the beauteous-ankled nymph
Of Ocean, shar'd lapetus the bed

Of bridal love. She bore to him a son

Dauntless of heart, strong Atlas ; the renowu'd

Mencetius ; and Prometheus vers'd in arts

Of various cunnino; : Epimetheus last

Of erring soul, who from the first drew down
Sore evil on th' inventive race of man ;

For he the first from Zeus unwary took

The clay-form'd maid. Flagitious in offence,

Menoetius, by the smouldering lightning struck

Of wide-beholding Zeus, to Erebus

Fell headlong, through immeasurable pride
Of impious guilt.'

This is followed by the story of the deeds and fortunes

of Prometheus (v. 521-61G). We give the passage entire,

omitting o\\\j the parenthesis -about Pandora, of whom

1 Hesiod's "
Theosony," v. 507--oi>0, Eltou's Translation.
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the Author treats more fully in his "Works and Days," and
more distinctly in the spirit of the ancient mythus. We
have placed within brackets the very clumsy interpola-
tion in honour of the Theban Heracles, because it quite

interrupts the grammatical connection of the continuous

narrative. The achievement of Heracles belono's to this

myth, but not in this place. The motive of Zeus in ap-

proving that deed is brought in by the head and shoulders.

We must not, however, forget that the story of Prome-
theus is only mentioned quite incidentally ;

he himself is

simply the fourth of the lapetidai. lapetos himself is

merely mentioned as one of the six Titans
;
these them-

selves are but an incidental feature in the Theogony. In

Hesiod the predominant idea throughout, of Prometheus

as of his brethren, is the representation of a human hero.

The Titan and creator of man recede more and more from

view. Prometheus is the t3''pe and representative of the

human race in contradistinction to that of the Gods. In so

far, he is also the prototype of the Hellenic character, the

mythological Odysseus. In Hesiod's story, we see a strange

blending of the wily, covetous man, relying on his own
will and his own understanding, with the exalted and

beneficent hero. Much in this account is evidently to be

referred exclusively to the Boeotian bard himself; but in

this aspect, too, it is of the greatest importance. What
further remarks we have to offer, will connect themselves

with the elucidation of the text. Hesiod continues as

follows, in his history of the Iapetida3 :
—

. . . and Prometheus vers'd

In various wiles he bound with fettering chains

Indissoluble, chains of galling weight,

Midway a column. [Down he sent from high
The broad-wing'd eagle : she his liver gorg'd
Immortal

;
for it sprang with life, and grew

In the night-season, and the waste repair'd

Of what by day the bird of spreading wing
Devour'd. But fair Alcmena's valiant son

The torturer slew, and from Prometheus drove
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The cruel plague, and freed him from his pangs.
Nor yet high-reigning Zeus withstood

;
that thence

To Heracles of Thebes might glory arise

Far ampler, o'er the many-nurturing Earth.

Him honouring, from his former wrath did Zeus

Now rest
; the wrath which heretofore he felt.l

For that Prometheus 'gainst the wisdom strove,

Of Zeus o'er all th' omnipotent. When erst

The gods with mortals at Mecona held

Contention, a huge ox with ready thought

Dividing then, he set before the god
His wisdom to beguile : for here the flesh

And entrails in the hide depositing ;

With unctuous fat the belly of the ox

He covering close o'erlaid, and there the bones

With cunning skill adjusting he dispos'd.
And in white fat envelop'd. Then the sire

Of gods and men :

* Son of lapetus !

O'er all of kingly race in arts renown'd,
friend I how partial are thy portion'd shares

''

Thus of imperishable counsel spake
The god, and in his accent was reproach.
Him answer'd then Prometheus, deeply vers'd

In crooked subtlety, with laugh supprest,
Nor of his arts forgetful :

' Glorious Zeus !

Mightiest of ever-living gods ! of these

Choose to thyself, e'en as thy thought pei-suades.'

Musing deceit he spake ;
nor did not Zeus,

Of counsel incorruptible, the fraud

Know and perceive : and in his inmost thought
Much evil he foredoom'd to mortal man
Which time should bring to pass. With both his hands

He the white fat upraised from earth, and wrath

Possess'd him : yea his very soul was wroth

When laid with cunning artifice he saw

The whitening bones. Thenceforth the tribes of earth

The whitening bones consume, when climbs the smoke
Wreath 'd from their fragrant altars. Then again

Cloud-gatherer Zeus with indignation spake :
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" Son of lapetus ! o'er all deep-vers'd
In counsels, dost thou then remember yet

Thy arts delusive ?
"

So to wrath incens'd

Spake he of wisdom incorruptible :

And still the fraud remembering, from that hour

The strength of unexhausted fire denied

To all the dwellers upon earth. But him
Benevolent Prometheus did beguile :

The far-seen splendour in a hollow reed

He stole, of inexhaustible flame. But then

Eesentment stung the Thunderer's inmost soul ;

And his heart chaf'd in anger, when he saw

The fire f;ir-gleaming in the midst of men.

Straight for the flame bestow'd devis'd he ill

To man. And now the crippled artist-god.

Illustrious, moulded from the yieldiug clay
A bashful virgin's image, as advis'd

Great Kronos' son.'

Now follows the episode of Pandora and the creation

of woman. The thread of the narrative is first resinned

in the following lines, which immediately carry on the

argument from the foregoing quotation :—
Therefore it is not giv'n thee to deceive

The god ; nor yet elude th' Omniscient mind.

For not Prometheus, void of blame to man.
Could 'scape the burden of oppressive wrath

;

And vain his various wisdom
;
vain to free

From pangs, or burst th' inextricable chain.^

This passage concludes the fable of Prometheus, which

is followed by the chaining of the other Titans—Briareus,

Cottus, and Gryges. Throughout this narrative, an ac-

quaintance with the Promethean myth is assumed. Where
later additions have been made (whether by Hesiod or by
after writers), it may therefore very easily have happened,
that older fragments have been left out which would have

made the connection intelligible to us. It may probably,

1 Hesiod's "
Theogony," v. 521-GlG, Elton's Translation. ^ lb. v. GlP>, i'g.
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however, prove possible to fill up the chasms which occur

if we eliminate those later additions, by reference to other

versions of the myth, especially to that of ^schylus.
The epic version of this legend yields us, therefore, the

following results. Zeus is angry with Prometheus in the

first instance, because he has tauf^ht men to defraud the

deity, by keeping back the best part of the sacrificial

victim for themselves, and offering in fulfilment of their

vows only the white bones covered with fat. That they

may not be able to cook for themselves the meat thus

wrongfully withheld from the gods, Jove deprives them
of fire

;
but Prometheus secretly procures it from heaven

and brings it to men. This story seems in its legendary
form quite inexplicable, nay, senseless. Men must have

possessed fire, else how could Zeus have taken it from

them ? IIow else could they have been in a position to

ofier up the animals, which evidently they had been wont
to sacrifice much more liberally in former times. Accord-

ing to the spirit of the story, it may, however, have l^een

thus conceived : the Deity each time kindled the sacrificial

fire himself, and men roasted at it what was left of the

meat for themselves, and probably warmed themselves

with the remainder. There was to be no meal without

a sacrifice, no prayer without an answer. Now, things
w^ere changed. Zeus would not accept so poor a sacrifice,

and sent no fire down on the offerings. The art of

kindhng fire by rubbing two pieces of wood together was
then unknown. In the old Aryan religion likewise, the

production of fire is the great event for man. But we
must not therefore confound with this the act wliich drew
down such a heavy penalty on Prometlieus. He brought

heavenly fire down to earth, and concealed the treasure

in a reed, whose inner pith retained and cherished the

heavenly spark like tinder. Thus far both Hesiod and

iEschylus agree, which sounds hke a hint of some higher

meaning.
Zeus now in revenge suffers Hephasstos, the fire-god
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of his dynasty, to create the temptress Pandora,
" the

all-gifted
"

(originally, perhaps, the all-giver. Earth), the

charming maiden, endowed with gifts by all the gods
and goddesses. In the story of the " Works and Days

"

(v. 47-105) likewise, the enchanting woman is formed

Ijy Hepha3stos to punish man because Prometheus has

stolen lire from heaven
;
and Hermes conducts her to Epi-

metheus,
" the Thoughtless one." He takes her into his

house, where she proceeds to open the casket in which
Prometheus had shut up all evils ; Hope alone by the

decree of Zeus remained at the bottom.

Although Prometheus intends to confer benefits on men

by his arts, yet he generally appears in the light of a

deceiver, caught at last in his own wiles. Zeus perpe-
trates upon him that Divine irony which the presumptuous

culprit does not understand, Ijecause in his blind resent-

ment he fails to apprehend the moral order of tlie world.

Hesiod's description is throughout replete with the

legend-like simplicity of the ancient tradition. Thus we
must not overlook the suggestive hint that the first sacri-

fice is offered to Zeus in Mccone, i.e. in Sicyon, which was,

according to the reports of mythology, the earliest seat of

the Pelasgians. They are the tribe of husbandmen, who,
more intent upon their possessions and enjoyments than

the ancient herdsmen, keep the best portions of the bullock

for themselves, instead of presenting the whole, or at least

the choicest parts of the animal, to the gods. It is an

unholy compact between the hush)andmen and the priest.

There may possibly be here some reminiscence of a local

legend, setting forth the difference between the pious
ancient custom, which really gave what was best and most

costly, and the later customs of more frugal or more ava-

ricious generations. Or the story may have a reference

to the age succeeding the deluge, in contradistinction to

tliat preceding it. If, now, we recall what Apollodorus
tells us, that it was Prometheus who counselled his son

Deucalion to build the ark in which he was saved, we
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shall thus find Prometheus placed at the head of the new

generation, which, after the flood, constitutes the present
race of man.

Tins brings us to the primitive core of the Promethean

mythus. Among the ancients, gods are no more the out-

growth of heroes than of deified men. On the contrary,

heroes are the scions of cosmogonic divinities. No one who
reads Hesiod's narrative in its whole connection, even

though unacquainted with the more serious representations
of ^schylus, will fail to discern that, though clothed in a

childish garb, there is a half-historical, half-cosmogonic

mythus lying at the root of the fiction.

We have seen that the explanation of the decree of

Zeus to spare Prometheus is an after-invention, whether in-

serted by Hesiod or by some later Theban patriot. Tliis

imposes on us the problem of restoring the original con-

nection between the account already related, and the

further continuation of the mythus ;
for wliich purpose

the story told by -3i^schylus naturally presents itself, that

Zeus spared Prometheus in order to learn fi'om him in

due time the secret that had been confided to the Titan

by his mother Earth or Thetis, of how his own threatened

future downfall might be averted. It is, however, impos-
sible tliat the fundamental thought can have been an

invention of -3^schylus. Now, if we consider its unmis-

takable spiritual import, the following train of ideas will

scarcely lie far off. Prometheus was originally tlie deity

who was the patron of man. The Creator of the world

has brought divine reason, the light of knowledge, down to

earth. Man reflects upon all things ; nay, even upon the

mystery of the Godhead
;
but he abuses the divine spark

to base and selfish ends, unmindful of the Deity. The

reigning God chastises the crime, and brings much evil

upon man ;
but he cannot deprive him of the Divine spark.

Then he tries and tempts man by heaping untold agonies on

his Protector. The Immortal endures what necessity lays

upon him
;
but he knows that Zeus can never anniliilate
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him, and that he has good reason not to wisli to do so.

Now, since the ahusion to Heracles proves itself, by the

very structure of the sentence, to be an unskilful invention

inserted in honour of the new fatherland, in all proba-
bility we are justified in regarding the conclusion of the

story related to us by ./Eschylus as the original Hellenic

version. We shall pursue this train of thought further

when we come to exhibit the ideas presented by ^Eschylus

regarding the mystery of the futiire. The arbitrary

reign of Zeus cannot endure for ever—that we have
learnt akeady from the Theogony. A son was about to

be born to him of the Understanding, his first spouse,
when he devoured the pregnant mother. By thus incor-

porating Wisdom with his own essence, he could only
postpone, but not change, the fiat of destiny. This son
will yet be born to him, when he shall take to wife

Thetis, that is to say, iirecept^ legal order, and will one

day reign over the earth in the stead of force and physical

necessity; and then the reign of Zeus will terminate, and
man will be free. Whether this view finds any support
in JEschylus we shall now proceed to inquire ;

but first

we must once for all declare, that the idea that Prometheus
is a pure martyr, and Zeus a tyrannical deity, is a con-

ception altogether contrary to Hesiod.

2. Tlie Fable of Prometheus according to Eschylus.

In proceeding to consider the representation given by
iEschylus, our main point will be to prove that the idea

of man's consciousness of God as the Divine progressively

asserting itself in history was the primitive sacred article

of faith of all the Hellenic tribes.

As regards the conception of Prometheus presented

by this great tragic poet, the salient feature in the story
is the representation of Prometheus as a divinity, and
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more particularly as the creator of our race, who stands

in automatic opposition to the gods of physical Nature,

the ancient Titans, as well as to Zeus, and in the creation

or renewal of the human kind negotiates of his own free

act as an independent power with the reigning deities.

He is withstood by the ancient inflexible power of phy-
sical Necessity. In the great contest for the sovereignty
of the world, he forsakes his kindred Titans, who rely

exclusively upon physical power and violence. He has

learnt from his mother (from Themis or Gaia, from the

legal order of the earth), that Zeus, the god of the

light-giving a3ther and divine power, the head of the

new order of things, is destined to obtain the victory ;

and in the decisive struggle, therefore, he ranges himself

on the side of this deity. But he withstands him as soon

as he perceives that mankind have not obtained their

rightful place ;
that cunning and violence still prevail, if

not so rudely as before, and that the reign of Zeus must

one day give place to that of his mightier son, if he does

not set Metis (Wisdom) free, and sever her again from

himself, acknowledging her as the law of the universe,

independently of his own inclination. Let us listen to

Prometheus himself in JSschylus, when hanging chained

to the heaven-soaring cliff on the icy heights of the

Scythian Caucasus, he exclaims :

" my well-deservings
To mortal men are all the offence that bowed me
Beneath this yoke. The secret fount of fire

I sought, and found, and in a reed concealed it
;

Whence arts have sprung to man, and life hath drawn
Eich store of comforts. For such deed I suffer

These bonds, in the broad eye of gracious day,
Here crucified."'

He hears from the wilderness the approach of the

Oceanides who have heard his groans, and cries rather

^ See tlie
"
Lyrical Dramas of iEscliylus." Translated by J. S. Blaclde,

vol. ii. p. 22.
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repulsing than inviting sympathy from his as yet unknown
visitors :

—
" Whoe'er thou art, a hapless god thou see'st,

Nailed to this crag, the foe of Jove thou see'st.

Him thou see'st, wliom all the Immortals

Whoso tread the Olympian threshold,

Name with hatred ;
thou beholdest

Man's best friend, and, therefore, hated

For excess of love."'

When lie finds that they are his kindred he relates to

these pitying but helpless friends the causes of Jove's

auQ-er :
—

Soon as he sat on his ancestral throne

He called the gods together, and assigned
To each his fair allotment, and his sphere
Of s^Yay supreme : but ah ! for wretched man !

To him nor part nor portion fell : Jove vowed

To blot his memory from earth, and mould

The race anew. I only of the gods
Thwarted his will

; and, but for my strong aid.

Hades had whelmed, and hopeless ruin swamped
All men that breathe, ^uch were my crimes : these pains
Grievous to suffer, pitiful to behold.

Were purchased thus
;
and mercy's now denied

To him whose crime was mercy to mankind :

And here I lie, in cunning torment stretched,

A spectacle inglorious to Jove.^

But the stealing of the fire—" of all arts the destined

mother"—is but the commencement, but the outward act,

as it were, of the creation of man, whose tragic fate, as

seen from the divine point of view, he now depicts, in short

sentences alternating with the leader of the chorus :
—

" I taught weak mortals

Not to foresee harm and forestall the Fates."
* * * * * *

" Blind hopes of good I planted
In their dark breasts."

1 Ibid. vol. ii. p. 22. » Ibid. p. 27.
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Tauglit by Prometheus, men shall no longer follow their

blind though foreboding impulses, but act by reflection,

foresight, and wise reason. That they may be able to

bear the misfortunes impending over or already weighing

upon them, he implants
"
hope

"
in their breast—he calls

this
"
blind," because he regards life as mere toil and

anguish ending with death. Prometheus himself, it seems,

has relinquished hope, at all events he has broken with all

faith in a beneficent and righteous order of the universe.

In the old Epos, Hope is evidently the consoler of men
who are indeed suffering, but look for a rescue

;
but to

Prometheus in his present mood, she is nothing but a

childish illusion. He can will, and therefore he does will,

what he will. It is in this mood that he defends his cause

against Zeus, and, in the course of that defence, proceeds
to expound to the Oceanides and their kindly father

Oceanos, who has followed them, what was the condition

of men before he had spiritually created them anew :
—

" Of human kind

My great offence in aiding them, in teaching
The babe to sptak, and rousing torpid mind
To take the grasp of itself—of this I'll talk ;

Meaning to mortal men no blame, but only
The true recital of mine own deserts.

For, soothly, having eyes to see they saw not.

And hearing, heard not
;
but like dreamy phantoms,

A random life they led from year to year,

All blindly floundering on. No craft they knew
With woven brick or jointed beam to pile

The sunward porch ;
but in the dark Earth burrowed

And housed, like tiny ants in sunless caves.

No signs they knew to mark the wintry year :

The flower-strewn Spring, and the fruit-laden Summer,
Uncalendared, unregistered, returned—
Till I the difficult art of the stars revealed.

Their risings and their settings. Numbers, too,

I tauglit them (a most choice device;, and how

By marshalled signs to fix their shifting thoughts,
That Memory, mother of Muses, might achieve
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Her wondrous works. I first slaved to the yoke
Both ox and ass. I, the rein-loving steeds

(Of wealth's gay-flaunting pomp the chiefest pride)

Joined to the car ; and bade them ease the toils

Of labouring men vicarious. I the first

Upon the lint-winged car of mariner

Was launched, sea-wandering. Such wise arts I found

To soothe the ills of man's ephemeral life
;

* * * * -^

Hear me yet farther
;
and in hearing marvel,

What arts and curious shifts my wit devised.

Chiefest of all, the cure of dire disease

Men owe to me. Nor healing food, nor drink,

Nor unguent knew they, but did slowly wither

And waste away for lack of pharmacy,
Till taught by me to mix the soothing drug,
And check corruption's march. I fixed the art

Of divination with its various phase
Of dim revealings, making dreams speak truth,

Stray voices, and encounters by the way
Significant ;

the flight of taloned birds

On right and left I marked—these fraught with ban,
With blissful augury those

;
their way of life,

Their mutual loves and enmities, their flocks,

And friendly gatherings; the entrails' smoothness,
The hue best liked by the gods, the gall, the liver,

With all its just proportions. I first wrapped
In the smooth fat the thighs ; first burnt the loins.

And from the flickering flame taught men to spell

No easy lore, and cleared the fire-faced signs
Obscure before. Yet more : I probed the earth,

To yield its hidden wealth to help man's weakness—
Iron, copper, silver, gold. None but a fool,

A prating fool, will stint me of this praise.

And thus, with one short word to sum the tale,

Prometheus taught all arts to mortal men.'

All the features that occur in the two accounts of

Hesiod meet us here again, but bearing quite a differ-

ent aspect. According to Hesiod, men bad been

^ Blackie's yEschylus, vol. ii. pp. 38-40.
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previously pious and liappy ;
Prometheus taught them to

bring stones for offerings, keeping the best for themselves,

and Zeus allowed himself to be apparently deceived by
the trick. Here, on the contrary, he not only instructs

them in every science and art, but also in divine things,

teaching them how to obtain prophetic vision and to

worship God in a worthy mode. But his disclosures go
farther stilL In terms obscure, as yet, but replete with

significance, he hints to the Oceanides the secret of the

order of the universe. Here is their memorable dialogue :

CHORUS.

And who is lord of strong Necessity ?

PROMETHEUS.

The triform Fates, and the sure-memoried Furies.

CHORUS.

And mighty Jove himself must yield to them ?

PROMETHEUS.

No more than others Jove can 'scape his doom.

CHORUS.

What doom ? No doom hath he but endless sway.

PROMETHEUS.

'Tis not for thee to know : tempt not the question.

Still more
;
he unveils, though in enigmatical terms,

the mysterious destiny of lo, who, pursued by the jealousy

of Hera, has wandered into the wilderness maddened

with pain and terror. She, too, is a victim of Jove's re-

lentlessness. When this companion in sorrow asks him :
—

10.

"What hand shall wrest

Jove's sceptre ?

he replies :
—

PROMETHEUS.

Jove's own empty wit.

10.

How so ?

PROMETHEUS.

From evil marriage reaping evil fruit.
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10.

Marriacre ! Of mortal linea.cje, or divine ?

PROMETHEUS.

Ask me no further. This I may not answer.

10.

Shall his spouse thrust him from his ancient throne ?

PROJIETIIEUS.

The son that she brin^-s forth shall wound his father.o

10.

And hath he no redemption from this doom ?

PROMETHEUS.

None till he loose me from these hated bonds.

10.

But who, in Jove's despite, shall loose thee ?

PROMETHEUS.

One
From thine own womb descended.

10.

How ? my son ?

One born of me shall be thy Saviour? When?

PROMETHEUS,

When generations ten have passed, the third. '

Thus we have liere a hint of tlio deliverance of Prome-
theus by Heracles, who shoots the vulture that torments

him. Prometheus himself, since he refuses to reveal

the mystery of the future even to Hermes, who has been

sent to him^by Jove, descends to Tartarus, hurled down

together with the rock blasted by Jove's thunderbolt.

Eaised once more after the lapse of myriads of years, to

the upper world, he again hangs in desolate anguish on

Mount Caucasus. Every third day Jove sends to him the

torturing vulture, who gnaws away his vitals as fast as

they grow again. Hence he exclaims in the second part
of the dramatic epos of ^schylus :

—
Thus feed I here this jailor of my torment.

^
Blacliie's /Escliylus, vol. ii. p. 53.
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Heracles at last appears at the scene of anguish—

The well-loved offspring of a hated sire.

He can indeed deliver Prometheus from his tormentor,
but cannot release him from his stern captivity. But he

prevails on Zeus to accept as a substitute Chiron, the im-

mortal God to whom he has given an incurable wound.

Chiron voluntarily descends into Hades, and Prometheus

is set at liberty. Now, when free, he declares the mystery.
When Zeus shall marry Thetis, the mightier son shall be

born to him who shall dethrone his father. Thetis is but

another form of Themis
;
she is the appointing, precept-

giving Oceanide, the Divine Justice, the moral order of the

world. Thus in the great battle she ranges herself on the

side of Jove, along with Thetis (wisdom), Themis (legal

order), Mnemosyne (memory), and Eurynome (the far-

ruling), the friend of Thetis. This sufficiently reveals

her significance. To confound this Oceanide with Tethys

(the nurse) the Nature-goddess of the sea, is quite inad-

missible.

In order to evade or postpone this dictum of fate,

Thetis is now married to Peleus. Tliis is a trait of the

hero-legend, of which, in the most ancient story, there

will have been no more mention than of lo. Still, this

legend, too, is rich in meaning. Divine justice appears
once more upon earth

;
her child is a true son of man

;

and he it is who avenges the earliest historical crime.

This thought at least is not far off, if we survey the whole

of the mythus. Be that as it may ;
the most important

point is, that Prometheus now becomes sensible of remorse
;

he encircles his head with a wreath of willows, the sign of

punishment endured.

Let us now review the development of this mythus.
The oldest form of the fiction brings us necessarily into

the sjDhere of cosmogony. In this, Prometheus is the

framer of man, resembling the Hephaestus of the later

formation of gods ;
and indeed had, like the latter and
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Athene, a shrine, to which a yearly torclilight procession
took place. He is here not the eldest, but the youngest
of the deities engaged in the work of creation

;
he makes

men. The creature of Prometheus receives from the

Divine nature a human soul and the faculty of free-will,

tlie parent of so many privileges, but also of so many
errors and self-incurred sorrows. Thus among the Greeks
also the creation and the fall of man are conjoined ; nay,
the temptress too is not absent !

And we may perhaps also refer again to the mysterious

lapetos. We remarked above, that the double pair of

his sons sufficiently proved that he was regarded as a true

Titan, i. e. creator of this world, Demiurge. Hence it is

not the biblical lapetos, the Japhet of the Noachidre,
the parent of our white race, who supplies us with that

which is historically the earliest conception and signi-
ficance attached to the name. Here, as in so many otlier

cases, the Hebraic tradition has its roots in the early

Semitic, and more particularly in the Chaldean tradition

of Aram, the home of Abraham and cradle of his race.

Of the three radical letters of the name Jaijhet (J P T),
the first has clearly only been added in expanding the

name into a triliteral word by prefixing the derivative 1.

What remains (as I have proved philosophically and my-
thologically in "

Egypt's Place in the World's History ")
is the root of the name Ftah=Bephcestus (P T H), and is

found as an ancient Aryan, Khamitic and Semitic root,

invariably with the ideas of bursting and opening ; both
of which are the best-attested expressions for denoting the

act of creation.^ We may therefore assert, as our result,

that lapetos was originally conceived as a world-creating
Titan, and is therefore designated

" the opener
"
(of the

universal ice). As such, he was necessarily also the framer

and maker of man
; but in this quality, the Hellene has

denoted him by Hellenic adjectives as the Foreseeing,
the Puling, the Lord of the spiritual order of the universe

^
)See Appendix, Note B.
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iinfoldiiif*: itself in the asjes. And tliis accords with the

general usage of the Pelasgic epoch, in which the gods
had only adjective appellations. When once the con-

ception of Prometheus has thus been approximated to

that of the reflective intelligence, he is next contrasted

with erring man, who, instead of acting with Divine fore-

sight, begins to reflect only after the deed is done, with

its more or less irreparable (because continuously ope-

rative) consequences. Tlius arose the fiction of Epimetheus,
the brother of Prometheus. At all events, the elder

brother-pair has also been relegated to this psychologic

region ;
for even if, in the case of Atlas, we might suppose

a reference to some agency of nature (a Mount of God),
this is not possible w^th Menoitios. The beautiful sym-

metry in this conception of the contradictory attributes

presented by the human spirit, character, and destinies,

is also a strong testimony to its being an indigenous

outgrowth of the Hellenic mind. In the same way,
Prometheus is next manipulated from a god into a hero,

the archetype of man
; yet ever with ineradicable con-

tradictions adliering to the account, a circumstance which

is inevitable Avhere there is such a clinging to the old

tradition, even while engaged in remoulding it.

With the receding of the cosmogonic idea, the opposite
and human pole of the fiction necessarily came into greater

prominence. Thus Prometheus becomes the genius of

mankind ;
his fate is theirs ;

with toil and struo-g-le he has

to conquer opposing forces ; but like every strong-willed

man, Prometheus founders on the rock of presumption.
He persists in acting contrary to the mandates of the

deity ;
his arrogance waxes with the calamities and sor-

rows that befall him
;
his faculty of foresight does not help

him out of them
;
he must first endure the fierce torture

of the pain that grows with each rencAval of it, until he

submits himself to a higher will, and accepts the symbols
of repentance and of restraint within set limits, by putting
the willow wreath around his head and the iron ring upon
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liis finger. But hereupon he also resumes his original

divinity ;
and is henceforth a veiled one, a prophet, but

no longer the counsellor of the gods.
The two elements were variously combined, as we see

from a comparison of what we have gatliered from the

poetry of ^scliylus with the account given by Hesiod.

Hence, we must beware of extending our interpretation

beyond the more salient lineaments of the story, for poetic

fancy will have her rights. But the main features which
are characteristic and universal, are sufficient to set aside

every interpretation but the highest and profoundest.
It is, however, quite in accordance with the spirit of the

genuine legend, where Plato (perhaps adopting an Orphic

version) says in his "
Protagoras

"
that Prometheus remains

excluded from the halls of Jove
;
he is pardoned, but as

a repentant sinner, who has once been guilty of placing
himself in opposition to the eternal order of the universe.

According to the Hellenic conception, the grand mystery
of the universe is the oneness of the race of gods and men.
Their fundamental conception of the divine order of the

world—Law based upon Eeason, tending towards liberty,
secured by due balance—is everywhere clearly apparent.

JEschylus has undoubtedly hit upon the true meaning of

tlie legend, that the presumption, even of the greatest

mind, carries its own punishment with it
;
that even Avhat

is destined to happen takes place in accordance with the

laws regulating the development of the Kosmos. Verily
the reiofu of. Zeus shall have an end

;
tlie exercise of

arbitrary power must bring down its own retribution—as

with men, so with Zeus. But there shall be no relapse
into subjection to the wild forces of Nature, the uncon-

scious working of blind physical agencies. Nor may even

a god in his self-will prevail to set aside the order esta-

blished by Zeus. It is a son of Zeus who is destined

to wield eventually the supreme power; that is to say, the

Perfect will develop itself out of the Existing, according
to eternal laws. The How and When arc known to no
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man, but tins is certain, that tlie moral law shall prevail
and be the Supreme God, Thetis, the establisher, the

orderer, the Peecept, shall reign ;
not the divinity who

has imprisoned within himself the highest attribute of

Deity and subordinated Will to Power.

Thus, even on the basis of intuition, the forebodings of

a future overthrow of the Grecian Pantheon is very closely

connected with the primary faith in the progressive unfold-

ing of the divine upon earth. Moreover, it is not Hellenes

alone who are God's children ;
all men are so. Out of a

state of deepest misery they had been rescued by eternal

wisdom and love, which are leading them onwards, though

by very diverse paths, to the one goal.

Did the ancient Orphics thus conceive of Prometheus,
and was there in their writings, and afterwards in their

mysteries, any allusion to the God who had not as yet

appeared ? Was not this the true Lord of the Thracian-

Orphic religion, Dionysos,
—

represented by the Orphics as

the god of the soul, who yields himself to the sufferings

of existence, by birth, and ever dies to rise again to

higher greatness ? Who leads the soul that trusts itself

to him along the same path, and who is the true husband

and lord of earth's daughter, Persephone, the soul of

man ? We do not know, but it would be strano-e, if that

which in the myth is foreseen and foreordained as neces-

sary, should have found no expression in the symbols of

the North Hellenic rites and festivals !
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CHAPTEE V.

NEMESIS
; OR, THE MORAL BASIS OF THE HELLENIC SENSE

OF THE DIVINE AGENCY IN LIFE AND IN HISTORY.

If we turn our eye once more to the three outhnes just
sketched of the leading rehgious ideas of the Hellenes

previous to Homer, so far as their main features can

now be gathered from the traditions of that primeval

age, and compare the picture thus obtained with the

consciousness exhibited in the Semitic and Aryan natm^e-

worships of Asia, we shall find the age immediately pre-

ceding that of the immortal prophet who sang the Iliad

and Odyssey,^ already disclosing the germs of a very
decided contrast to Asia

;
a contrast, moreover, in the

direction of progress, but in which men's minds were

passing through a perilous crisis. The mental cramp in

which humanity had been held by the overpowering
sense of the outward world as constituting; the universe,

together with the sensualitj'' and selfishness resulting

therefrom, w^as now over
;
the chains of slavery to nature

were, if not broken, yet well-nigh shaken off. Physical
divinities had been transformed into humanized divinities;

the powers which man feared and reverenced as divine,

had begun to turn into their human ideals. The radiant

God of the ^ther rei<:^ned on hjoh in the heavens to

preserve and bless the children of men, and to punish
the evil-doer. A truly godlike energy had revealed it-

self in the fair band of immortal heroes who had led the

glorious warfare against Ilium, To the eyes of the "exist-

ing generation of lonians," they seemed ''' demi-gods
"

"
heroes," sons of gods by human mothers, or were, at

' That is about the middle of the tenth century B.C.
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least, sons and grandsons of sucli. Mighty vicissitudes of

fortune, unutterable sorrows, nay, unexampled crimes,

had followed that great achievement, or been in some

way associated with this centre of inspiration for the

Hellenic consciousness. On every side there flamed out

the sense of human free-will, combined with a holy awe
for the eternal powers which guard the law of righteous-
ness and punish transgression. And thus at length even

that primitive tradition of Prometheus, the son of

liipetos, springing originally from the very opposite pole
of Greek consciousness—the Orphic religion of Thrace—had shaped itself out into a vivid representation of

the invincible might of a spirit toiling Avith utter self-

devotion for Humanity. And, moreover, the enigma of

the moral order of the universe thus presented to the

Greeks was even at this early date apprehended with all

the depth characteristic of the Aryan mind. In the

conception we have been considering, all impiety and all

exaggeration were equally avoided. Prometheus suf-

fered untold anguish, wdiether it were for his crime

against Zeus, or for the benefits which he had con-

ferred upon man, according as the Hellene regarded
him as the creator of the species, or as the ingenious
and benevolent o;enius of mankind when sinkina; in

barbarism and despair, or finally as the presumptuous

hero, converted by coming to recognize the existing
order of the universe. But his sufferings were not

undeserved. In his arrogance he had set at nought the

eternal decree of Zeus. It was not permitted to man to

receive light and blessing contrary to that decree. Titanic

presumption had caused that conflict ;
no little human

presumption had resulted from it. From presinnption
had sprung crime, and crime had given rise to the most

grievous sorrows and perplexities. The Thracian mytho-

logy had not found a complete solution of the problem,
and it became clear to the Hellenic mind that a solution

could not be reached by that path. Jove's royal su|)re-
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macy must be acknowledged and reverenced—lie was

the dispenser of destinies—even though his power should

not be eternal, at least, not in "its present form. Mercy
and justice to man must come to be all in all, and then

would the sorrows of Prometheus end
;
but then also

would the dynast)^ of the gods be changed. Thus the

germ of reconciliation is there
;

but the reconciliation

itself will not be complete till a future age. We shall

see that the Teutonic compeer of the Hellenic mind, on

its own independent path of development, arrived at the

same goal
—and went beyond it.

Now, if we attempt, as philosophical spectators of this

great drama of Humanity travelling on its dark but not

God-forsaken way, to find the word which most aptly

designates the central point of these clustering thoughts
and sentiments, and, instead of the abstract phrase, faith

in a Moral Order of the world, prefer to employ what

was a living historical word, we find only one that will

serve our purpose, and that is Hellenic, and was in those

early ages popularly current, not mythologic or recondite.

Tliis word is Nemesis. In later times a divinity, also

called Adrasteia^ the Inevitable^ the daughter of Zeus, and

brouo-ht into connection with one or other of the femi-

nine primitive deities, whether Aphrodite, Urania, or

Artemis, in that age it is demonstrable that Nemesis

was not as yet drawn into the mythological sphere of

consciousness, but Avas a home-born intellectual con-

ception of the Hellenes, conceived with equal depth and

delicacy. This is proved by the genesis of the word,
and the way in which it is used by Homer and Hesiod.

The fundamental idea of tliis word—in all periods so

current among the Hellenes, so untranslatable to the

Romans, because possessing no interpreter in the popular
consciousness—is the act of moral judgment^ regarded as

the award of what is due. It is, therefore, impossible to

exhaust tlie full meaning of this conception simply by

philological citations. An analysis of the idea is indis-
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pensable Now, the word signifies, primarily, moral

indignation ;
the (holy or impure) anger felt at the in-

fringement of what is right and fitting ; therefore, above

all, at the presumptuous transgressor, who not only does

evil, but does it in arrogance, recklessly and impiously

casting away all holy awe before God or his fellow-men,

as though he stood above the eternal laws and outside

the limits of humanity. But this judicial sentiment of

moral indignation expresses itself in very different, nay,

inconsistent, modes, according as its dwelling-place is the

breast of a good and reasonable man, or the soul of one

who is himself wicked. The latter, too, judges
—

namely,

others, not himself. His judging is envy, or rejoicing

in evil, midway between which two odious sentiments,

according to Aristotle's thoroughly Hellenic definition,^

lies Nemesis^ which is a moral faculty, a virtue.
" The

region in which these antitheses lie," says this philosopher,
"

is that emotion of grief or joy wdiich we feel on behold-

ing that Avhich befalls our neighbour. Now, the man of

Nemesis is grieved at the prosperity of the unworthy ;

the envious man goes beyond him, and is grieved at the

prosperity of all men
;
but the malicious man stops so

ftxr short of grief that he rather rejoices (over the mis-

fortunes of others)." We may, therefore, say, pursuing
this idea into its further ramification, as regards the

distinction of good and evil, that the bad man likewise

recognizes Nemesis. But he takes the judicial sceptre of

the Deity into unholy hands. What he calls holy zeal is

nothing but exasperated egotism and falsehood. This

sentiment, when clothed in a mythological garb, must

necessarily become that Avhich Ate (ruin) is to Homer
and the Greeks generally. She is precisely the Nemesis

of the bad. She rages through the universe as an un-

appeasable Erinnye or Fury. She does the work of

destiny, but ruinously, because selfishly, whether fi'om

envy or pure malignant joy in evil. This Hellenic round

^ Nicliomachean Ethics, ii. 7.
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of ideas has been preserved by Hesiod when, in an ob-

scure but important passage of the Theogony/ he enu-

merates Nemesis among the children of Night, placing
her between Deceit and Strife. Tlie whole passage is

as follows :
—

Abhorred Fate and dark Necessity
And Death were born from Night ; by none embraced,
These gloomy Night brought, self-conceiving, forth :

And Sleep and all the hovering host of dreams :

Then Taunt^ and woe-begone Anxiety ;

Th' Hesperian maids,^ who watch, beyond the verge
Of sounding ocean, apples fair of gold.

Trees bearing golden friutage ; [and the Fates '*

And Destinies ;

^ relentless punishers ;

Clotho and Lachesis, and Atropos ;

Who, at the birth of men, dispense the lot

Of good and evil. They of men and gods
The crimes pursue, nor ever pause from wrath

Tremendous, till destructive on the head

Of him that sins the retribution fall.]

Then Nemesis, the scourge of mortal man,
Eose from pernicious Night : and after her

Fraud, wasting Age and stubborn Strife. From Strife,

Odious, rose painful Toil
; Forgetfulness ;

Famine, and weeping Sorrows ; Combats, Wars,
And Slaughters, and all Homicides ; and Brawls

And Bickerings, and delusive Lies
;
with them

Came Lawlessness and Wrong, familiar mates.

And the dread Oath, tormentor of the wretch.

Midst earthly men, that wilful is foresworn.^

Now the same poet has already delineated the opposite

aspect of Nemesis for us in his other undoubtedly authen-

^ See Appendix, Note C.
^
Taunt, or mocking scorn, in Greek, Mmjwc.

2 The Ilesperides, or West Ones, the envious guardians of the land of gold.
^ In Greek the goddess of the Fate of Death is called Kf/p j

the KT/fjii;

are the death-dooms of individuals.
^ The Moipai, literally the awarders

;
the Parca;, hut evidently in this

passage a mere interpolation.
6 Hesiod's "

Theogoiiy," Elton's Translation, p. 54.
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tic poem of " The Works and Days ;

"
namely her image

reflected in the mind of him who recognizes the moral

law as binding upon himself Yea, above all upon him-

self^ reverencing and obeying its behests in his conscience.

To such a one Nemesis appears as the order of the uni-

verse, as a divine safeguard against the encroachments of

the powerful and the outrages of the wicked, as consola-

tion under heavy affliction, as the stay of his faith in the

Deity, as the abiding expression of his reliance on the

efficacy of his prayers and sacrifices. In this sense,

Nemesis is to Hesiod, also, the keystone of the universal

order
;

if that be removed, all will be dissolved and go to

wreck. Thus he concludes his frightful picture of the

fifth age, in which it was his lot to live, with the cele-

brated verses which we have already quoted in their

connection :
—

Call'd to the eternal synod of the skies.

The virgins Shame and Retribution rise :

And leave forsaken man to mourn below

The weight of evil, and the cureless woe.

It is true that Nemesis, as well as Shame, is here treated

as a divinity, but evidently in a purely poetic, not a

mythological sense, just as when the Psalmist says, that
"
Eighteousness and peace shall Idss each other." There

is nothing simply traditional cleaving to this Hellenic

idea, whether of Semitic or Pelasgic origin. It has

sprung from the very depths of Hellenic reflection on the

imiverse ;
in it the Greeks have enshrined as a divinity

the most peculiar objects of their reverence. Nemesis is

to them the Muse of justice, just as the chaste, severely

judging Muse, is the Nemesis of the "Beautiful
;
for Pro-

jiortion is to them the condition of all art as of all life.

To Plato, the law of Adrasteia is equivalent to the moral

order of the world, and the soul inspired by her is in the

genuine Hellenic spirit held up by Aristotle as the model

of all virtue. Our whole following picture of the Hellenic
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religious consciousness is but an attempt to discover and

disclose tliis import of l!^emesis.

The Homeric use of the term is alone sufficient to

prove its purely moral origin. Xeither in the Iliad nor

in the Odyssey is Nemesis a deity, nor even a personified

moral quality.-'- The word is there, in the sense in which

it lived in the spontaneous feelings and speech of the

Ionic people. It signifies that moral indignation which

we feel at the sight of sinful presumption setting itself up

against gods and men
;
the shrinking or awe associated

with shame
;
in other words the verdict of the inward

judge, and the recognition that the universal conscience,

is man's true consciousness of God and the hio-hest

earthly tribunal—the veritable oracle of God.^ Helen

wishes that if it were once for all decreed that she should

have Paris for a husband, he had been a better man and

One yet alive unto shame.
And the scorn and contempt (^nemesis) of his fellows.'

When Hector presses forward irresistibly against the

entrenchments of the Achaians, Poseidon exclaims to the

Achaians :—
Let the dread of shame affect your hearts

;

Oh, tremble at the thought of infamy (nemesis) I

^

In the Odyssey, the ordinary expression for the idea
" none can take it amiss," is,

"
it is not Nemesis."

All true religion is, above all, a religion of conscience
;

and conscience demands that holy shrinking from trans-

gression which this damnatory judgment expresses. She

demands it not without a sense of anger, but without

any sort of injustice, inasmuch as she looks into her own
heart first of all, to beware lest she is uplifted by pros-

perity or judges her own misdoings by a different

standard from those of others. If we duly weigh this,

we shail be2;in to see how OTeat must have been the im-

' See Appendix, Note D. *
Iliad, vi, 350. Dart's Translation.

3
Iliad, xiii. 121. Cowper's Translation.
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portance of siicli a popular elevation of tlie retributive

act of ethical judgment as raised it into a moral art, and
made it at once the expression of divine retribution and
the invocation of divine protection against arrogant en-

croachment. And thus we shall be led joyfully to hail

this national kernel of religious belief as the precursor of

the gospel, which is the religion of the spirit. We are

further compelled to recognize beneath this garb a true

consciousness of God, a sense of His actual presence in

human affairs, whose depth and consistency constitute it

a real turning-point in the history of our race. For in

the first place, this idea, thoroughly imbibed into the

national heart and mind forms a wholesome corrective to

the traditional nature-worship with its concomitant

polytheism ;
indeed the only effectual antidote to the

externalism of the popular cultus. Through the rank

thus accorded to Nemesis, it was among the Aryan
peoples that conscience was for the first time proclaimed
to be the true, divine ground of all religions ;

and the

announcement was made with a depth and thoroughness
that have never been surpassed. Secondly, the ethical

elaboration of the idea of JSTemesis formed a protest and

prophylactic against the sanguinary delusion of making
atonement by suicide or self-mutilation, or by the ruth-

less sacrifice of our best-beloved friends. We shall soon

have occasion to consider both these points in detail.

But in order to appreciate in its full scope the influence

on later times exercised by this great act of Hellenic

faith, we must try to realize in imagination the whole
Greek life in its collective development from Homer on-

wards into its various ramifications. The faith in tliat

divinely-ruling power which has its willing or unwilling
witnesses alike in the consciences of the good and the

wicked, and disposes alike the fortunes of individuals and
of States—this faith, I say, governs not only what lies

within the precincts of moral and religious sentiment,
and the popidar verdicts pronounced on current events.
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but Q'overns also the whole realm of art and science.

JSTothiiig less than the sanctity of a moral energy which

had the idea of Nemesis as the centre of men's inward

religious feeling could have revealed to the Greek his Epos
and Drama, and conducted both in his hands to the sum-

mit of perfection. So likewise it at once stimulated and

qualified him to discover the secret of representing the

Beautiful
;
a feat only possible through the most refined

perception of Beauty as consisting in Proportion. It is

this same principle tliat has made him the founder and

champion of civil liberty. It secured to the ruling-

people of Athens, even on the giddy heights of uncon-

ditional democracy, a more unrestricted freedom than

has ever fallen to the lot of any other nation in history,

notwitJistandino' all the faults and infirmities incident to

Greek character and to human nature. It gave to un-

shackled public opinion the balance and the sanctity of a

verdict of the universal conscience of mankind in things

spiritual. Finally, through long centuiies of misfortune, it

afforded to the Greek that support and consolation which

the consciousness of the Eternal did to the Jew.

This may suffice for a preliminary justification of our

assertion that the only way to measure the breadth and

depth of the Greek I'eligion,
and thus to plant our feet at

the centre of one of the highest revelations and achieve-

ments of the human mind, is to trace through all the

ramifications of their development the rehgious ideas

wdiich are specifically of Greek origin. It is only from

this point of view that we are able to estimate and

understand ario-ht all the individual traits of Greek usasje

referring to Nemesis ; such, for instance, as the expres-

sions concerning
" the envy of the gods," the poi)ular

belief in the evil eye, in magic and the means of defence

against it, as also against overweening prosperity, or praise

or flattery. The Hellenic custom of looking down on the

breast is the noblest symbol of inward humility and piety,

the recognition at once of man's appointed bounds and of

VOL. II. P
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the instability of all human greatness. The coarser habit

of spitting into the bosom, still common among the Greek,

Slavonic, and Italian populace, rather betrays a mood of

superstitious terror leading to a reliance on physical safe-

guards and counter-charms. The same applies to the

superstitions connected with the horn, regarded as a sym-
bol of energy and strength, or sometimes of the horrible

and monstrous (such as the Gorgon's head, the owl),

which are all intended to set one demoniac energy against

another, charm against charm.
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CHAPTER VI.

THE POSITION OF THE HELLENIC EELIGION AT THE BIETH

OF THE EPOS.

It is more peculiarly in tlie consideration of Il^emesis as

the grandest plienomenon presented by Greek (nay, in

this field by all Aryan) religious consciousness, that the

great question forces itself upon us—what, in this whole

course of development was the product of the national

mind, thus no loncfer traceable to the act of a siuQ-le

person, and what was due to the influence of individual

creative minds? It is evident that Homer and Hesiod

have drawn from the copious well-spring of the national

mind, but that which they have created—the Epos, with

the various blossoms it put forth, above all in the Drama,
must also have reacted powerfully upon that national mind.

As we have already said in our introductory chapters, the

understanding of tlie mysterious action and reaction of

the national and of tlie individual mind is the key to all

history, but, above all, to that of the religious conscious-

ness. The same question, however, confronts us when we
look back upon the three great points which we have

been considering in the phenomena presented by the

Hellenic religious consciousness previous to the Homeric

age. To this question links itself another.

A nation like tliat of the Greeks does not grow up

possessing only certain isolated grand ideas, such as those

which we have been considering. It possesses ordinances

and usages, organic rules of life, connecting the existence

of the individual and of the community with the Eternal
;

soothing the heart when troubled, guarding and sustaining

it when tranquil, repressing all brutal and savage tend-

F 2
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encies, strengthening all that are humane and civilizing.

We have seen that many of these salutary influences were

involved in the beneficent operation of legal order, nay,
in the very existence of a civil polity. But a mind that

rose to such lofty conceptions as those which in the

Theogony and the Ages of the World, in Prometheus and

Nemesis, present themselves as vital elements of the

national life, could not have found its full satisfaction in

the Epos, nor yet in civil order and liberty alone.

In Homer and Ilesiod, the Epic period places before us

the two earliest prophets of the Hellenic sense of the

Divine, Avho take precedence of later organs of the Spirit,

and form the lawgivers, as their works do the "
Law," of

the Greeks. But were their works really nothing more

than THE LAW (in its wide historical sense), or was that

accompanied with something more specifically religious,

some mode of intercourse with the spiritual world? Is

this latter view that of romantic mysticism, or is not the

former rather that of modern superficiality? Do the

priest, the mystac^ogue, the enthusiastic admirer of the

mediaeval age, lurk behind the one view, or Voltaire and

shallow rationalism behind the other? Or is there per-

chance a higher, world-wide point of view, combining
what is true in both ? Here, too, let us first of all attempt
to establish in the first place those facts which seem de-

cisive for our historical verdict.

We will start from our last topic of contemplation, the

idea of Nemesis, on which Homer has incontestably im-

pressed his personal stamp as a seer of hinnanity, more

especially on its purely poetic and philosophical side.

Let us for a moment try to realize the conflicting elements

wiiich this fundamental moral idea, this genuinel}'' re-

lioious element, would have encountered in the then

horizon of the world, but for the surrender of the Hel-

lenic mind to Homer's mild, humane, and therefore pious

view of the universe, and but for the influence of those

religious notions and ordinances which could l)e engrafted

on tliat theory.
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Here we are at once met by the trasfical antasronism

in which the ethical rehgion
—the reverential, adoring

recognition of the moral Kosmos, with its consequent

supreme law for man—-stood to the popular creed and

worship, and to tlie mysteries and rites derived from

Thrace, among which the very questionable orgiastic

element held an important place.

This is the same element which under the name of

Turanism we have found prevailing in Asia from the

earliest ages, and whose wide-spread roots we have en-

deavoured to lay bare.

T]ie popular belief, on the other hand, attached itself

chiefly to personal, humanized deities
;
not to deified men,

(an element altogether alien to classical antiquity) but to

Ideals of Humanity, which the Hellene had elaborated out

of personifications of the powers of Nature. Apollo, the

man-god, has taken the place of Helios, the nature- god, as

Artemis has of Selene. Demeter, that is to say. Mother-

earth, in her character of mother of Persephone and friend

of the noble heroes of civilization, has become a thoroughly

personal and genial divinity. In this metamorphosis they
have each their history like actual human beings, and also,

like them, inclinations and passions. But not only their

respective powers and spheres of agency have for the

most part received their limits and definitions from the

old physical import of these deities, but the imagery of

their temples likewise still bears traces of that significance.

Around the temple and its services gathered a number of

amphibious legends, which were partly reminiscences of

ancient nature-m^'ths, partly echoes of local historico-

religious occurrences. The nature-myths are all of a

physical character, containing indeed riddles, but no

mysteries. We now possess the archetype of such riddles

in the hymns of the Yeda, which are all child-like poetry

concerning Nature, but discover throughout the plastic

Aryan intellect, which on their pinions soars aloft to tlie

consciousness of its own spiritual being. Of the sliape
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which these poetic riddles had assumed in the epoch

succeeding that of Homer, indeed, but still very ancient—
the hymns to Apollo and Demeter furnish an illustration

which allows us to draw some conclusion respecting their

earlier form.

Now in the first place, besides the antagonism of Nature-

Avorship as such to ethical religion, this creed was beset by
all the deficiencies and dangers of polytheism. For the

ethical religion as expressed in its Hellenic central-point
—

the belief in Nemesis—demands a prominent place for the

belief in the divine unity, and, moreover, in God as the

Father of men, and, what comes closer still to our hearts,

as the Spirit who is the source of our sense of right and

wrong. Thus there was no escaping a contradiction, and a

strife might easily be enkindled in which the one or the

other element might at last succumb, if not also the

national faith in the relifjion of their fathers alto(i;ether.

The forms of worship were predominantly polytheistic,

but to some extent of a mixed character, like the belief.

Already had the Ionic mind begun to shake off the fetters

of ceremonialism and of maG^ic. It felt no inclination at

all to meditate on tliose enigmas relating to the physical
universe

;
but on the other hand a great attraction towards

the beautiful anthropomorphic legends and plots ;
and

not less so towards the humanized artistic ideals, as con-

trasted with the puppets or monsters or unhewn stones,

still held sacred by the Pelasgians. And the statue of

Niobe shows that these humanized ideals becjan to be

formed at a much earlier period than has hitherto been

sup])osed.

This was an incontestable progress, but it had very
slender intellectual anchorage, and still slighter ethical.

For the common people there was much more in it likely

to prove a stumbhng-block than a means of edification.

Even for noble minds a great danger lay close at hand.

Neither the myths nor the artistic delineations were the

product of the aesthetic sentiment, as our art-worshipping,
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emotional, pleasure-seeking, yet enervated generation

may be apt to imagine. On the contrary, they sprang
from an irresistible impulse of the intellect to contrive

some visible embodiment for the ethical ideas of Justice,

of Power, of Omniscience, of Benevolence towards man,
as also of the conceptions of the Eeason and the ideals of

Beauty. But if such symbols come to predominate over

the ethical idea, then the result must be godlessness,

irreligion, in the form of a severance between religion
and morality.

But even the open warfare waged by a broadly human

philosophy of mind and of history, in this its earliest

manifestation as the free art of poetic epic narrative,

presented great difficulties to the thoughtfid prophet
of his nation for whom that nation was waiting, and
whose advent was at hand in the divine Homer, who
was destined to become the organ of the actual, though as

yet unconscious, popular belief of the Ionic race. For
in this case there was a risk of impiety under another

form, or of popular indignation leading to persecution.
The Hellene was free-thinking, but pious ; his gods and
their worship were the first and the chief half of what
was dearest to him in his fatherland. To him the altar

was before the heartli, the temple above the city. Both
were equally the sacred inheritance derived from his

enlightened forefathers. But, finally, they were the

objects of the highest and noblest artistic efforts. Offer-

ings of ornaments and costly stones were still contributed

by the Phoenicians and other barbarians, but the images
of the gods were Hellenic—unskilful images, perhaps, as

yet, but still human. The rites were no longer sanguinary,
save on exceptional emergencies. Proj^ortion, grace,

intelligence, had moulded the ceremonies and festivals,

the priestly garments, the processions and dances, into

majestic and dignified forms. The "Jioly place" of the

Hellenes was for ever distin2;uished from that of tlie

barbarians
; but, like that, it was not to be assailed by
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tlic irreverent hand of tlie doubter— it brought death to

the scorner.

We must now say a few words on the other source of

peril, that arising from the mysteries. According to the

Catalogue of the Ships in the Second Book of the Iliad

(though most likely this forms no part of the ancient Iliad

of Homer), the Muses had vanquished the Thracian singer

Thamyris, and punished his arrogance. We know nothing
furtlier respecting the lays of that poet; l^ut it is now

pretty generally acknowledged among philologians, that

we should scarcely be justified in placing the rise of

the school of Thracian mystics, such as Orpheus (beside
whom Polygnotns places Thamyris), Musreus, and Linns,

in the post-IIomeric times. The common feature of the

productions of tliis school consisted in hymns referring to

very ancient secret rites, to atonements, vows, and symbolic
hints. In the Pelasgian stage of development, these had

no doubt been a means of progress ;
but now, when tlie

Hellenic «;enius was awakening; in its strength, and claim-

ing independence, they might easily become a repressive
element. It has been proved that" everything in the

Orphic poems was of a symbolic and ritual character
;

they were neither metaphysical nor ethically preceptive.
13ut it is equally proved that the import of those symbols
and rites by no means referred to the phenomena pre-
sented by man's phj^sical existence, nor yet to those of the

ever-recurring solar cycle. Did we possess sucli a thing
as a scientific synopsis of theJiistory of religion, the utter

senselessness of such a supposition might be demonstrated

to all with dialectic precision ;
but even on the field of fact

alone, it is easy to prove that the meaning and aim of the

symbols was to shadow forth in a pious and reverent

manner the ])rogress of the soul in her pilgrimage through
tlie finite. For that the doctrine of the transmi juration of

Innnan souls into other human bodies, nny, into those

of animals as well, or of the souls of beasts into human
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bodies, was of ancient Orphic parentage (as man}' ancients

and moderns had ah'eady concluded from Plato, with great

probability), has recently received fresh proof from some

hitherto unknown Orphic fragments. The mysteries did

indeed exhibit to the initiated coarse phj^sical symbols
of the generative powers of Xature, and of the Universal

Nature herself, eternally self-sustaining through all trans-

formations ; but the religious element of tlie mysteries

consisted in the relations of the Universe to the Soul,

more especially after deatli. Thus, even without philo-

sophic proof, we are justified in assuming that the nature-

symbolism referring to the Zodiac formed a mere frame-

work for the doctrines relatino- to the soul and to tlie

ethical theory of the universe. So like^vise in the Samo-

thracian worship of the Kabiri, tlie contest waged by
the orb of day was represented by the story of three

brothers (the seasons of the year), one of wliom is con-

tinually slain by the other two, but ever and anon rises

to life ao-ain. But here, too, the beo-innino' and end

of tlie worship Avere ethical. A sort of confession was

demanded uf the candidates before admission, and at

the close of the service the victorious God (Dionysus)
was displayed as the Lord of the Spirit. Still less, how-

e\-er, did theorems of natural philosopliy form the subject-

matter of the Eleusinian Mysteries, of which, on the con-

trary, psychical conceptions were the beginning and the

end. The predominating idea of these conceptions was

that of tlie soul as a divine, vital force, held captive here

on earth and sorely tried
;
but tlie initiated were further

taught to look forward to a final redemption and blessed-

ness for the good and pious, and eternal torments after

death for the wicked and unjust.

On the whole, however, secret rites always remained

something obscure and uncongenial to l he Hellenic mind.

It was neither the wisest who tauglit in those assembhes,
nor yet always the best who resorted thither for atone-

ment and sanctification. And coidd such an element
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successfully combat those sensual tendencies of our nature

which hinder and oppose the ethical rehgion—the re-

ligion of the conscience ? Was it possible for the national

poetry and didactic stories to engraft themselves on this

hierarchical cultus of the mysteries, and afford real

nourishment to the Greek intellect by means of legends
and tales which were not always very edifying, and not

seldom highly absurd and indecorous ?

The Ionic mind plainly answered this question in the

negative. The whole national poetry, and the Tonic philo-

sophy with all the schools that branched off from it,

betray the presence of a continual struggle against the

priestly, symbolic, ritualistic element. It was otherwise

with the Dorians in Europe. They had assimilated the

hierarchical and mystical element derived from Thrace,

Epirus, and Thessaly, to which the Ionic conceptions of

the universe always remained averse, though in general
the philosophers of the Ionic school refrained from

openly attacking it (Herachtus alone occasionally allowed

himself to do so) and contented themselves with very de-

cidedly placing it in tlie background.
We can now already perceive more clearly where lay

the double dangers to which we have adverted as threat-

ening religious thought among the Greeks at the close

of the pre-Homeric period. What was to become

of the popular belief, of the national sacred rites,

of the sacred legends concerning the gods and heroes

with which every Greek city, nay, almost every corporate

body, stood in fdial relations, as with their founders and

forefathers ? How should their exalted sentiments, their

patriotism, the readiness of their citizens to sacrifice

themselves for the commonwealth, be sustained, if the

one half disajipeared which constituted the sanction of

the other half? The old dynastic families with iheir

seers no longer reigned, or weie, at least, in decadence ;

tlie rise of irt'C cities awoke a new life, but also broiiiriit

with it new dancers.
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Such were pretty much the conditions of rehgious

thought and feeUng previous to Homer ; when that

immortal spirit appeared who struck the chord that was

the key-note of true art, and was destined for all ages to

vibrate througli the popular heart of Greece. We shall

have to regard him as the highpriest of genuine Hellenism,

but are also compelled to recognize beside him another pro-

phetic offspring of the Hellenic mind, derived from the

Thracian and Pelasgic portion of the religious elements of

primeval times.

But before proceeding to consider the rise and progress
of this more specifically religious element, we must once

more pause to cast a glance at the contrast presented at

this epoch between tlie Greek consciousness and that of

the noblest Semites
;
—that embodied in the law of

Abraham and Moses, wliich had now already for nearly
four centuries exercised its sway over the national mind of

Israel. What a contrast ! In the
. latter, we have sacred

written documents as ancient as the time of Moses
;
much

more ancient as reojards their origin and their earlier

portions. ISTor have these remained a dead letter
;
on the

contrary, they have been cultivated and fertilized by the

national mind, and notwithstanding repeated lapses into

apostacy, have been maintained erect against the continual

aggressions on every side of the heathenism prevailing

amono; all the other Semitic tribes.

On the other hand, we behold the Hellenes destitute

of any historical rehgious documents
; they had never

possessed any written code concerning holy things. Just

as little did they possess a really historical religion ;
that

which we are wont to call
" a revealed religion." Among

them, indeed, the Spirit was their sole mediator, and in

so far they too hud a revelation, i. e. a rehgious belief

based upon the faith and preaching of men of God. But

the working of the Divine Spirit among them was indivi-

dual, not historical. He revealed Himself in enigmatical
utterances of the seers, in customs, in holy rites, but
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not in historical dogmas nor tradition. As regards
human means of obtaining a knowledge of the Avill of the

gods, the Hellenes were evidently in that age quite on a

level with the Israelites, since they knew no other oracles

of God but those of inspired men. Even the most ancient

record of the Greek oracles, that of Dodona, shows us

the human mind as a free interpreter, not fettered by the

outward objects of Natiu-e
;
such as definitions of right

and left, south and north, as lucky or unlucky, after the

fashion of the ornithomantists and similar blind and dumb

interpreters. Tlie oracle of the Selli (Helli, ^vhence Hel-

lenes) in Epirus is mentioned in the Iliad as well as in

the Odyssey^ as a Pelasgian seat of Zeus, of Him who sits

enthroned afar (in the ^ther), but who there gives answer

tlirough the whispers of the wind in the lofty branches

of the oaks. But consecrated priests leading a hermit

life are the revealers, the mouthpiece, of the God. They
are not prophets of the Spirit, but interpreters [vTTo^^rJTm)

of a portent of nature. All the later oracles to which col-

lective Hellas gave ear—Delphi above all—were without

any natural portents at all. The Pythia, who became a

clairvoyante either spontaneously or under the influence

of vapours rising from the earth, uttered in a state of

unconsciousness, as the prophetess of a spiritual deity,

words hard to be understood
;
men in a sober rational

state, reduced this revelation into intelligible language
and Ecsthetic shape.

But to the Greeks of all regions there lacked any histori-

cal documentary basis, whether for the ethical regulation
of their laith in the reliction of the conscience ; or for the

general history of mankind as viewed from the starting-

point of a belief in the divine unity of the human race, in

reason, or in a divine government of the world that visits

transgression with retribution.

The Hellene was driven to place his trust in the minds

'

Comp. II. Book xvi. v. 2.3:3 with Od, Book xix. v. 327, 028.
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of tliose now living ;
of the present generation, whose

feelings and thoughts and experiences he shared. Where
conscience and the customs of his ancestors offered him
no light, this was his sole interpreter of the Deity, and this

only so long as it was not overclouded by passion or con-

flicting moods. It is needless to indicate more minutely
the shortcominu-s and dant>-ers of such a state of things.

Still the universal religion of the conscience, the moral

aspect of the world as viewed from the inner sanctuary
of the heart, has, for ever, and by a divine right, notwith-

standing all its errors, gained the victory over the effete

worship of Xature.

But we must not leave entirely unnoticed what lies

remote from the sphere of Jewish and Christian sentiment.

The Hellenic polytheism, its feasts and legends, its rites

and customs, must by no means be placed in the same

category with that heathenism which is spoken of m the

Scriptm'es, nay, wdiich before Moses, in his time and

afterwards, up to the overthrow of the Jewish polity,

formed the pendant and contrast to the Jewish religious

consciousness. The bloodthirsty idol Moloch is not only
the absolute contrary of Jehovah, the Creator of Heaven
and Earth, but also of Zeus the God of the bright ^ther;
and Aphrodite is neither Mylitta nor Astarte.
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CHAPTER YII.

THE OKACLES AXD EEVELATIOXS OF THE DEITY. THE RITES

AND MYSTERIES. PHERECYDES AXD PYTHAGORAS.

EvEX before the divine Homer had appeared in Ionia,

there existed at the opposite pole of Hellenic life, bards

who were the obj ects of admiration and reverence, sacred

singers of the gods, Thracian priests and propliets. Even

in the earliest antiquity whose records have come down
to us, no genuine productions of these men were still

extant ;
Ai'istotle says that the so-called Orphic hymns

are not, as the theologians maintain, older than Homer,
but younger. What he had in his eye was what we

gather fi-om the oldest Orphic fragments ; for long after

his day many compositions of this kind continued to be

fabricated. But literature was not the natural ground
and soil of this whole mental tendency. Sacraments and

oracles, rites and vows, a peculiar kind of music, and all

manner of mystical sacerdotal symbols connected with

these, were that on which it based its authority and its

claims to antiquity. In connection with tlie sacrificial

cultus of Zeus and Hera, of the sky and the earth, pro-

bably also of Dionysus and his spouse who were the pa-
tron deities of man and human life, there had arisen, no

doubt from the earliest times, a race of bards (similar to

the bards of ancient Bactria and their offshoots in the

Hindu Punjaul)), who gradually coined with tlieir own

stamp what was purely Hellenic. AVlien tlie lays of

Homer were carrying all hearts captive, tliey too learned

the language and the versification of the Ionian poet, but

evidcntlyremained very imperfect sciolists in the poetic art.
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Tliey had to yield precedence to the popidar Epos and

the Ionic hymns to the gods associated therewith. This is

the meaning of that pasage to which we have already re-

ferred, where, in enumerating the armaments contributed

by the old Messenian cities belonging to Nestor's land,

into which the Thracian bard had ventured on his way
h^om Thessaly, the poet says :

—
Pteleos, Helos fair, and at Dorium too—where the Muses

Thamyris seized of Thrace, and silenced the lays of the poet.

Meeting him, coming along from CEchalian Eurytus, home-
wards ;

For he had boasted that he would be victor in song, thoug-h as

rivals

Even the Muses sang, fair daughters of Zeus
;

—
so, his eyesight.

First, at his pride incensed, did the goddesses take ; then de-

spoil'd him
Of his poetic art, and untaught him the gifts of the lyre.^

The circumstance related by the poet, namely that the

Muses vanquished and chastised the Thracian bard, is at all

events an ancient record, and is not only historical but also

prophetic. The Muses sing in the speech of Ionia, mag-

nifying in that tongue the glorious deeds alike of gods and

men. The Thracian singer also uttered inspired words,

but from the opposite pole of Hellenic life. The Dorians

of Peloponnesus, however, and especially those of Crete,

even after Lycurgus had introduced the Homeric lays

into Sparta (which I regard as an undoubted historical

fact), still gave ear to tliis class of pious lays and venerable

hymns, when the lonians of the coast and islands had

surrendered themselves to the more popular and humane

poetry of Homer. But it was this Ionic stream of thought
into which the mind of the collective nation poured itself

for the most part, as it advanced in the culture that has

made it a leading influence in the world's history; and

those immortal heroes of the Spirit, to which it has given

1 Dart's Iliad, Book ii. 594.
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birtli, are pre-eminently Homeric prophets. Tlie most

ancient monument of this kind that has been preserved to

us is the work of Homer, elaborated by inspired disciples

and bards, and preserved by the spirit of Nature living
and breathing therein.

Thus the Thracian seers and prophets founded no school

of literature, although what went under their name in anti-

quity was in substance older than the age of Solon, tliere-

fore much older still than that of Pythagoras or Plato. But

as men of action in the spiritual sphere, the heroes of this

mental movement form the elder branch. It is a deplor-
able error when the moderns attribute the type assumed by
Hellenic genius exclusively to the influence of Homer and

of Hesiod, who is the mediator of both tendencies. The
historical European Greek is a child of both

;
not alone a

poet and philosopher, but also a general and statesman,

a citizen and a priest of his household and city.

We shall, however, first consider here the later develop-
ment of this sacerdotal tendency up to the age of Phere-

cydes and Pythagoras, before entering on the main-stream

of Hellenic culture, which lias its mio-htiest source in

Homer and Hesiod, and then bears on the collective

nation in even miglitier waves of progress, insomuch that

the Hellenic mind has become a prophet for all humanity,
and even at this day constitutes an essential portion of our

mental aliment and training, in opposition to the constantly

threatening encroachments of barbarism.

1. The Seers and Seeresses of the Oracular Shrines.

The instances of Calchas and Tiresias suffice to prove
that the utterances of individual personally-inspired men
and women was one of the most ancient elements of re-

hgious life among the Hellenes, and one of the earliest

witnesses to tlie existence of a fiiith in the presence of a

Divine agency in human affairs, above all, in the mind of

man himself It is demonstrable, too, that the Sibyls or

seeresses also date from very remote times. Accordmg
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to ancient testimony and to tlie evidence of language

itself, the term "
Sibyl

"
is Greek, for in tlie ^olic dialect

it signifies the decree of Zeus. It certainly, however,

proves nothing with regard to the origin of the Greek

word, that the Hellenes believed the Libyan Sibyl to be

more ancient than the Greek. So early as the Gth cen-

tury B. c, the Pisistratids caused a collection to be made
of the Sibylline oracles. We shall soon have occasion to

discuss the testimony of Heraclitus, the ancient Ephesian

philosopher, on this point. Those Si]:)ylhne oracles which

have been written down and preserved to history are in

the Homeric dialect and heroic measure, both of which

had at that time for ever asserted their sway over all

hearts, but it is easy to perceive from the oracles them-

selves, that in their essence they are the natives of an

utterly alien sphere.
The ancient Germans likewise had inspired women Avho

foretold the future, such as the Veleda, who lived shortly

before Tacitus and of whom we shall have occasion to

speak hereafter. Those of Greece consecrated them-

selves to the service of Apollo. Prediction of this kind

is equally far fi'om resting on deceit or on intelligent re-

flection
;

it is essentially the offspring of an ecstatic con-

dition, which is not necessarily associated with complete

unconsciousness, like that of the clairvoyantes, and by no

means precludes a healthy mental attitude in the waking
hours of real life. As we all know, the clairvoyantes

usually need the intervention of a person in the ordinary
conscious state, who transports them into their clairvoy-

ant condition, calls out their answers by questions, and

retains them in his memory. There is, however, per-

fectly reliable testimony to the actual possibility of a con-

dition that is clairvoyant, yet without loss of memory ;

—-a condition of "open vision" or "second-sight," as

distinct from clairvoyance.
The earliest voucher for the Sibyls is no less a personage

than Heraclitus. That great sceptic at all events believed

VOL. II. G
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ill them. According to Plutarch,^ he fixed the age of

the 2t*'3uX7^a (that is, in fact, of the Sib3dline Sayings) a

thousand years or more before his own day, and ascribed

to lier an actual Divine inspiration.

" The Sibyl," he sa^'s,
"
announcing with frantic month

words unjoyful, unadorned, unanointed, by the help of the God
sends her voice down through thousands of years."

Nay, according to Clement of Alexandria,^ he said ex-

pressly, that she liad not uttered her predictions by human

means, but by "God"
(i.

e. through inspiration). Tlic as-

sumption that the Sibyls themselves announced what had

entered their souls by means of a vision or second-sight,
rests solely on the silence of our second witness respect-

ing them ; the words quoted from Heraclitus would

rather favour the contrary hypothesis.
These isolated and independent Sibyls vanisli in later

ages behind the Pythia, or ecstatic Seeress of the Delphic
shrine. The difference between them and the latter is,

not only that the Pytliia was connected witli an oracle

(wliich was probably the case also with tlie Libyan Sibyl,

who must have been, if she ever existed, a seeress of the

temple of Ammon in the Libyan oasis), but that slie was

transported into that ecstatic state by an external

natural agency. Tlie oracles are, as we have seen, of

older date than Homer, and, moreover, Dodona is the seat

of the Pelasgian Zeus. Those who proclaimed the oracles

of tlie god at Dodona were moved to speech by the

rustling of the sacred oaks, which, however, by no means
excludes the presence of an ecstatic condition, be it second-

sight or clairvoyance. In later times (that is to say, in

tlie younger but likewise Pelasgian Dodona of Thessaly),
the priests were replaced by seeresses.

Thus we see that the belief in divine oracles besan
before Homer, was generally jirevailing before tlie time

of Sol(jn, and through the sanctuary of Apollo formed a

' See Appendix, Note E. * Strom, i. 45.
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bond of union among the Greeks themselves, nay, even

with the barbarians. This belief survives Socrates and

Demosthenes, and dies out at the close of the Eoman

republic to sustain an artificial semblance of revival under

Hadrian and the Antonines
;
after whose age the oracles

are dumb for ever.

Most of the modern investigators of this subject, espe-

cially those of the last century, have shared the same fate

which befell the rationalists of the same period in esti-

mating the Old Testament prophecies. With their nega-
tive criticism they were soon able to explain everything ;

yet any real understanding of the matter was even more

sealed from their eyes than from those of their opponents,
and when they pursued their researches furtlier and with

more intelligence, they were compelled by their theory to

reject tlie unimpeachable testimonies of collective anti-

quity and of its most enlightened minds, A really

intelliGjent and searching^ course of investio;ation would

not only throw a welcome light upon this highly impor-
tant branch of the development of Hellenic faith, ])ut at

once secure a neutral ground for other departments of

inquiry, and also put an end to much ignorant and super-
ficial discussion. For ourselves we must keep strictly

within the limits of our appointed task, and after recall-

ing to the recollection of our readers what we have said

on this subject in the chapter on Hellenic prophecy, con-

tent ourselves with declaring our conviction, that there

demonstrably resides a faculty of second-sight in the

human mind, which is distinct from its intelligent thought
and consciousness, but by no means inconsistent with

these
;
that this faculty for the most part discloses itself

only under morbid conditions and in the lowest grade of

the animal consciousness of external nature, that of the

relation of the Psyche to what is congenial or repulsive to

it in the outw^ard world
;
but is by no means limited

to this manifestation, nor can be adequately explained

thereby.
G 2
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Now in Hellas, the consciousness of this facult}- exhibits

itself not very long after the age of Homer, certainly

before the beginning of the Olympiads, in inspired

poetesses speaking unconsciously to themselves ;
and the

belief in these prophetesses allied itself with the traditions

of former ages respecting men who were soothsayers.

The character of this belief was raised and ennobled by the

growth of the more spiritual worship of Apollo and by the

highly important position which Delphi itself assumed

subsequent to the age of Homer, as the seat of the

Amphictyons or the defensive Federation of the Pelasgiau
and Hellenic tribes. In a religious and spiritual point of

view we must, above all, remember that this sanctuary was

originally an institution for propitiation and cleansing

from the stain of murder and similar mortal offences, by
means of solemn rites, which commenced with innner-

sions in the Castalian spring, but no doubt included

besides the outward and physical, also a moral and

spiritual element,— a reconcihation with the Deity by an

acknowledo;ment of wrono-doinc{ and of tlie sin which

needed the atonement. The prediction itself wa^s evi-

dently that of a clairvoyante. The agency by which this

condition was produced was either wholly or in part
mineral exhalations that caused convulsions. Over the

points of exit of these vapours a tripod was placed, on

which the Pythia sat. Such an extraordinary state of

exaltation, produced without any human intervention,

must have seemed to those consultino; the oracle, in the

highest sense an operation of the Deity. It is a mistake

to assume tliat the oflice of the Pythia was hereditary in

a certain family; so that no, or but a subordinate, regard
was paid to her personal qualifications and susceptibility.

The testimonies of ancient authors tell us precisely the

reverse.^ The rational prophet, or
vTTocjiy^Trjj;,

stood beside

her, to intei-pret her inspired utterances, and no doubt

' See Appendix, Note F.
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she was placed in magnetic rapport either with the

questioner himself, or by touching his v-otive offering, but

nothino- is said of this.

The questions put concerned the issue of some projected

enterprise, and generally related only to a single fact
;

therefore some future event. They were not a prayer for

counsel touchino- the ri<]^ht or wrono; of an act. This is

proved by the answers recorded in history. Thus Xeno-

phon, for instance, inquired of the Pythia, as he himself

relates, and did so in consequence of a previous conversa-

tion he had held with Socrates. That wise man coun-

selled him to take this course, knowing the scanty measure

of philosophic thought or moral energy in this man, who
has never understood any Avords of Socrates beyond those

quite elementary discourses, in which, faithful to his

method, he beg'ns by discussing the false principles and

axioms of the Schools in order to refute them by them-

selves, i. e. by their own inherent self-contradictions.

But, as Xenophon himself tells us, he did not ask the

Pythia as Socrates had advised him, whether or no he

should undertake the campaign for Cyrus, but rather in

what manner he should do so. To this he received an

evasive answer. Socrates rebuked him, but advised him
to go. Thus what was prediction in the oracle, falls

under the head of clairvoyance, such as any one who

inquires into this subject in a serious spirit may any day
have the opportunity of seeing and observing for himself

in private. As a clairvoynnte, the Pythia could behold and

announce nothing beyond outward facts, which does not

exclude the expression of a moral judgment also; only that

in this case, it was not prediction but conscientious

advice. In times of emergency, the Greek republics—
except when tliey followed the dictates of their own

passion
—

inquired after the fashion of Homer's Hector,

concerning the course to be adopted, their own fate, and

what touched their patriotic sentiments. In those days,
it was no oracle,

—half cowed, half corrupted by the
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Pisistratids, and their reactionary adherents,—no, it was

the noble spirit of self-devotion for freedom and father-

land, which inspired the Athenians with tlieir heroic re-

solve to withstand the demands of the Persian tyrant,

and conducted them to victory at Marathon and Salamis.

On the whole, therefore, we cannot fail to recognize a

progress in the development of an ethical consciousness of

God, in the fact that the ancient ausjurv from the entrails

of sacrificial victims, or the flight of birds, or thunder,—in

which much, nay, everything as to the inter])retation,

depended on the inspecting seer,—was superseded by the

direct agency of the beholding mind, and- the himiau soul

itself came to be regarded as the organ of a mysterious

knowledge of the future. The priestly seer's function of

a Tiresias is transformed into a vision, in the same way
that the Hebrew gift of prophecy developed itself out of

the Semitic art of soothsaying practised for the recovery
of lost she-asses and the like. But while with the latter,

the ethical element became predominant, with the Hel-

lenes, all upward aspiration tended rather in the direction

of knowledge. At all events, however, they had once

for all stepped beyond the Pelasgic standing-point. Tlie

seed-corn sown by Homer had shot up. Every ethical

and spuitual manifestation connected itself w^ith the sacri-

fices of the Homeric age, and the prayers (i.
e. literally

vows, promises) sent up to the gods on those occasions.

Tliat this was on the whole the tendency of the Apollo-

worship and of the Delphic traditions, is proved in the

first })lace by the inscriptions engraven there. Besides the

well-known maxims of the seven sages, of which the one
"
Nothinfj too much "

stood first, these also included

characteristic admonitions—which though couched in

enigmatical terms, were yet evidently of an ethical nature
—to the crowds resorting thither for worship or to inquire

of tlie oracle. Of these, the saying :
—" Vow (utter

solemnly, ])iniiiis(') ; but beside thee stands the vengeance

of God;" we should expound thus:—" If thou makest a
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VOW or promise to God or man, know that the divhie

vengeance is nigh thee if thou art unfaithful to tliy word."

There is no reference whatever here, to pledges or

hostages. The saying :

" Coin your money afresh ;

"

can likewise have had none but an ethical sense, namely
this :

" The customs of thy city or country, here trans-

mute into coins of universal currency ; do not cleave to

local obscure rites, but strengthen thy heart, enlighten

thy mind, here in the sanctuary of Apollo, the centre of

Greek faith and feeling ;

"
or, more briefly :

—" Become
another man, better thyself within."

Finally, Ave must assign a similar function in the reli-

gious sphere to the Delphic lustrations or purifications.

These were evidently the most ancient element of the

Delphic worship, i^pollo himself (according to an as-

tronomical liddle^ which has not hitherto, as it seems to

me, received the attention it deserves) was the first who
obtained purification from blood-guiltiness, which he

had contracted in slaying the dark earth-serpent Pythia.
Lobeck has irrefragably proved in his admirable book^

that Homer throughout knows nothing of any priestly
atonements for a murderer, but that such are mentioned

so early as in a lost writing of Hesiod, and also by the

Cyclics, or later singers of Trojan lays, and by the oldest

Orphics, those before the time of Pisistratus. Now although
we find Solon, who superseded sacerdotal by civil law,
wiser than Plato, who in his " Laws "

prescribes priestly

purifications as having a cleansing efiect on the murderer,

yet there is not any intrinsic contradiction between the

Homeric theory of the universe, and liturgical rites in

accordance with the ancient Thracian Pelasgian customs.

2. The OrjjMcs.

The rites of sanctification and purification are the

connecting link between Delphi and the Orphics. Here

* See Appendix, Note G. * See Appendix, Note H.
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again, as to the question of facts, we must declare our

agreement with Lobeck. Orpheus, Musa^us, Linus are,

as has akeady been distinctly said by Aristotle, mythical

names, but names for a really ancient Thracian religious

doctrine, whose maxims and hymns, Onomacritus, the

contemporary and tool of Pisistratus, collected and falsi-

fied by interpolations. At his date, the Orphics were

already a kind of fakirs, strolling magicians and diviners.

But it was a part of the political system of the ancient

rulino" houses to brine; into vosfue ao-ain all that was of a

sacerdotal and ritual nature, everything connected with

festivals, proverbs, and rites of consecration.

Now undoubtedly Homer's religious conceptions stood

in antagonism to this tendency. But so, too, did the

national mind of the Hellene in all ages, even before

science had entered the lists against these ideas in the

researches of Aristotle. At the same time, however, it

must be said that this tendency was but the goetic offshoot,

the halo of enchantment sratherini^ around a conception in

itself noble and spiritual, whicli in the earliest ages was
the form assumed by the spiritual element among the

northern mountain tribes of Thrace, Epirus, and Thessaly,
and in later ages in Hellas at large. It is very possible
tliat that Pelasgian Zeus, and his companion, the Earth-

mother, are identical witli Dionysus and Perse])hone, Liber

or Libera. In his '^History of Philosophy
"
Brandis has

proved from Aristotle and other trustwortliy authorities,

the age of the Orphic Theogonies, and drawn attention

to their distinguisliing feature, namely, tliat (as Aristotle

also expressly says) they did not assign priority to

Matter, but regarded the Good and the Perfect as the First

Principle.

'^. The Mijsteries.

The ])sychical element in the mysteries is, at all events,

of Orphic and Pelasgic origin, including the allegoi-ical

ro])resentati(Hi of the metempsychosis, wliicli formed part
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of the nobler Greek mysteries, particularly those of

Eleusis, More especially Orphic again is the spiritual

significance of Dionysus, who elsewhere is represented
rather as a Demiurge, and in later ages agnin imder a

sensual aspect as the god of wine, and was even in early
times a type of the expiring and reviving year. Brandis

was the first to establish (in his "
Einleitung zur Gcschichte

der Griechischen Philosophie ") that the " sacred maxims "

and the " ancient sayings
"

speaking of the soul as a

stranger in this life, of the body as the prison of the soul,

and similar expressions quoted by Socrates in tlie Fhcedon,
whose truth and wisdom lie contrasts with tlie empty

logical formulas, physical quibbles, and immoral principles

of the Sophists, are of Orphic origin. A fresh confirmation

is added to this view by the Orphic fragments treating of

the Metempsychosis which have been edited by Mai, and

to which we have already had occasion to refer.

This characteristic of ancient Orphism, with the in-

fluence it exercised on the shape assumed by the rehgious

conceptions of the European Greeks, points us dn-ectly to

what indeed should be palpably evident even without this

proof, viz. : that it was not mere childish physical riddles,

but ethical truths, which the mysteries symbolized and

clothed in words. The words were not indeed meta-

physical formulas, but still less were they allegories about

the growth of plants ! They w^ere simple tropes and pro-
verbial sayings, proceeding from the Divine principle

in man, and expressing the earliest spiritual aspect which

the universe presented to our race. To this sphere of

thought belongs the interpretation of the myth of Proser-

pine. Even in philosophic ages, these secrets were not di-

vulged at large, although to thinkers their import amounted

to nothing else than what a spiritual philosophy taught
them to believe, or a shallow philosophy allowed them to

regard as popular superstition . There was a general respect

entertained for the venerable,—even if to philosophers not

demonstrable,—traditions of primo3val epochs ;
the terrors
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of Tartarus and the blessedness of the pious were held up
before the eyes of the populace, in descriptions which, it

must be allowed, were more in unison with the tone of

Platonic ideas than with that of the Homeric Epos : these

were all couched in mythologic representations which had
the gloriiied Kronos for their crowning figure.

4. Pherecydes and PytJiagoras,

With these mythical representations there allied itself

a Doric philosophy, just as in Ionia the Ionic natural

philosophy allied itself with the reigning religious theories

of that region. The first of these attempts to link the

myths together into an intellectual system of thought,

expressed in prose, was made by Pherecydes of Syra, the

first master of Pythagoras. His Zeus is not the ^Ether,

but the eternally self-existent Deity : after him comes

Kronos or Time
;
in order to create the world, Zeus (Zan)

becomes Eros, or Love, and unites Kronos together with

Fire, Breath, and Water in space, to produce on the primal
Mother-earth a universe that should for ever progressively
unfold itself, in advancing; stages. The o;arb of this

theory is mythic, but beneath that garb lies a scarcely
veiled system of thought which might easily have deve-

loped into a revolting mythical theosophy with a fresh

array of mysteries;
—

that, in fact,which actually took place
wnth the Orphics. But at this juncture, there arose a

great and powerful genius, who, taking his stand on

this possibly un-Homeric, but not un-IIellenic, field of

thought, has won for himself an impcrisliable renown,

scarcely exceeded by that of the warlike heroes or the

founders of religions. I refer to Pythagoras, who, born

at Samos, in later years was driven to IHght from his na-

tive city by the tyranny of Polycrates, and settled in

Croton. From thence he extended the sphere of his

activity over all Magna Grcccia, and into Hellas Piopcr,

founding everywhere schools and associations. He was

a man possessing a positive faith of the Orpliic type.
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Cicero relates of him, that he said, the best time in a

mail's Hfe was that which lie devoted to the worship
of God, He was a worshipper of Apollo, and a zealous

reverer and upholder of the Delphic sanctuary with its

rites. And it is evident that he was so not merely on

political grounds, but also in virtue of his religious beliefs,

feelinors, and habits of life.

This philosopher's theory of the universe, as made
known to us tlirough the accounts of Philolaus and other

reliable sources of information, comes within the scope of

our contemplations, and belongs properly to tliis place.
For although Pythagoras (who flourished about 530 B.C.)

is some seventy years the junior of the Athenian Solon,

and eighty years younger than Thales of Miletus, both of

whom we shall have to mention hereafter,
—

yet liis

starting-point in thought belongs to an earlier stage of

the Hellenic development, and to a tendency diametrically

opposed to that of Homer, The distinctive character-

istics of his religious views, nay, also, of the ecclesiastico-

political constitution which he gave to his fraternities, the

indelible stamp of holiness which he sought to impress

upon the whole life of Greece, are closely connected with

Orphism and with the whole circle of ideas which we
are enf^acred in considering-. AH the more earnest and

honest minds who were inclined towards Orphism, affiliated

themselves to him and his school, and the spiritual and

moral substance of the Pythagorean doctrine was certainly
also not without influence in that complement to the

national cultus, and purification of the symbolism con-

nected with it, which we have seen assuming the shape
of oracle and mysteries, in the age succeeding Homer.
But in the development of an affirmative philosophical
sense of God's agency in History, Pythagoras is a factor

of the first rank.

It was Pythagoras, the contemporary of the last of

the Eoman kings, therefore also the younger contem-

porary of Cyrus, who was the first of all historical men,
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to utter the great word KosMOS, in the sense which we
attach to that word. He called the Universe, "Order;"
the ornamentally ordered ; i-egarding- it as not merely
a physical, but also a moral and spiritual whole, whose

parts are harmoniously linked together, acting and re-

acting on each other, and which, in its eternal cycle of

revolution, for ever reveals the same divine Idea.

According to him, this universe consists of a harmonious

and indissoluble union of the Finite and the Infinite. The
law of this organic union of the two is substantially

expressed and formulated by numbers, according to Con-

traries. There are usually ten of these Contraries enu-

merated, of which the most important are the Infinite

or Unlimited and the Finite or Limited
;
the Even and

Uneven
; Unity and Plurality ; Light and Darkness

;
Good

and Evil. At the apex of all, stands the One Eternal God.

One is the beoinninor of all,

says Pliilolaus, and in another place :

The Guide and Kuler of all is God
; eternally One, Ever-

lasting, Immutable, Himself like unto Himself, different from

all other (§ 108).

The numeral One he also calls the Monad. The "
One,"

he says in the list of Contraries,
"

is even and uneven, and

Irom it all numbers proceed."
^ Thus this Unity is exalted

above all contrariety, which does not, however, exclude

the distinction of Existence and Will in one Self-existence

(§109).
But of all else, the co existence of opposites is an at-

tribute. Thus, for instance, Good and Evil are necessarily

intermingled in the world, and this intei-mixture God
cannot or will not remove, because it appertains to the very
essence of the universe. lie is able to override all thinirs

for the best, so far as that is compatible with this essence

of the riienomenal, this Xatnre in which opposites are

combined (^ 110).

' See Hitter and Preller, Frayinenta, § 105.
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Taken by itself, this last proposition might seem to imply
an indifference towards the idea of a progressive Divine

Order of the world
;
bnt taken in connection with the

rest of what he says, we see that tliis seeming indiffer-

ence is only apparent. According to the report of his

doctrine given by Aristotle,^ the Beautifnl and the Perfect

develop themselves so mightily out of that which is

already existing (plants and animals, for instance), that

Aristotle finds fault with Speusippus and the Pythago-
reans who followed this Academician, because they do

not make tlie Fairest and Best to reside in the First

Principle of things, but in the process of development.
"
For," he says,

" the First is not a seed (of something
more perfect) but the Perfect."

Thus it will not be incorrect if we state the true P}"-

thao^orean doctrine as follows :
—tlie Perfect, exalted above

all contraries, is God
;
now God is the true cause of all

the contraries, together w^ith the developments to which

they give rise
;
but he is so in virtue of that law of the

Finite according to which all progress takes place by
means of the action and reaction of antagonistic forces.

Thus the Divine Spirit, the Soul of the World, breathes

throuo'h the whole creation, in all life
;
from which

follows, that the same is the case also in the unfolding of

human history. It is known that Pythagoras linked on to

this theory his doctrine of the transmigration of souls,

with which his prohibition of animal food is connected.

If w^e eliminate from this all that is symbolical, or

connected with the organization of the fraternities which

he founded, or perhaps, too, we may say, of a pohtical

character, as also that which we may refer to Orphic

tradition, we shall perhaps be justified in asserting that

Pythagoras was the first to conceive the idea of a pro-

gressive Order of the World, and, moreover, an Older in

wdiich the spiritual Kosmos is prior to ihe physical in

Idea, though by no means in actuality. The Eternal, as

^

Metap. XXX. 7, coiup. § 111.
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Tlioiiglit and Will, exists antecedently to all that is Finite,

but it surrenders its essence into the process of develop-

ment, pervading that whole process and also the essence

and life of each individual, forasmuch as it is the proper
Cause which constitutes development a progress.

Aristotle is quite right when he says that God is un-

changeably perfect. He regards God simply as Thought,

Pythagoras regards him also as Being when in the act of

Becoming. On tliis point, the latter may probably have had

the deeper insight of the two
; just as his theory of the

solar system and the motion of the earth was a transient

flash of illumination.

As regards the method of Pythagoras, we cannot but

concur with Aristotle, that he was wrong in deducing the

virtues from numbers, rather than seeking an account of

them from their own proper nature. This holds good of

all purely metaphysical and formal deductions of the

ethical ideas, but above all of the mathematical method :

for precisely there, we cannot but most completely miss

the link which conducts to their essential purport, and

which the Ethical Idea is alone competent to supply.

But it is certain that Pythagoras did not subordinate the

ethical to the physical : according to liim, the finite mind

has its existence only in alliance with corporeity ;
and

only through this does it acquire that capacity for acting

and being acted on, which is the condition of all develop-
ment in Time. But it is the eternal ftictor in the mind which

supplies the element of truth in this development. The

irrational and unintelligent
—in other words the lawless—

element in things, is lying and envy (§ 104) : truthfulness

alone is likeness to God (§ 128). Thus our true likeness

to God lies not in the understanding,
—in thought, but in

the will,—in action, in a temper of mind resembling His.

We possess no writings of this wonderful man, who
stands midway between Zoroaster, the founder of a

faitli, and Plato, the dialectic pupil of Socrates. But I be-

lieve we have from him one letter of the alphabet, and this
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contains the key to the mystery of his tlieory concerning
God and the universe. There stood in Delphi, conspicuous
to the eyes of all, beside the famous mottoes " Know thy-

self,'^
and "

Nothing too much,'' as a Pythagorean maxim,
the letter E

;
with the signification of which the ancients

busied themselves in very early times, as is proved by
Plutarch's own treatise upon it. ISTow this letter cannot

possibly contain an allusion to the quinquennial contests,

or Olympic period; nothing would be more senseless, and

\^Q have not here to do with anything like the frivolous

scribblings common on the walls of our chapels, but with

maxims engraven on the sanctuary, and therefore ap

proved by the authorities as worthy to be there. But no

conjecture seems more natural than that here we have a

Pythagorean riddle connected with numbers
;
and if so, pro-

bably proceeding from the hand of the master himself. The
letter Avhich we call Epsilon, e, the fifth of the alphabet,
was originally called among the Greeks Ei, Hke the Ph,

Ch, Pliei, Chei
;
hence the name of this symbol,

"
the Ei

in
Delijhi.''''

Thus this letter would signify the fivefold

of unity. Now the ten— the decas—the perfect number,
is already contained in the four (namely, as the sum of

1 -f 2 + 3 -f- 4 = 10), which number is therefore held

sacred by the Pythagoreans, according to various sayings
of theirs reported to us. At the same time, however, it

is well known that the numeral One,—the undivided, the

eternal,
—is placed in antithesis to all other numerals. If

we put these two together, then 4 -f 1 will stand for

God and the All
;
and the 5 will be the sign of the

Whole : God = Universe. In other words, we have here

the origin of the Pythagorean Pentagram m its most

ancient form, which is so simple and patent to the eye,
that the later Greek scholars failed to recognize it, while

even so early as Lucian's time, the famous pentagram

(the three intertwined triangles, the magical plant, hare's-

foot), is mentioned and interpreted to be an ancient

* See Appendix, Note I.
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Pythagorean symbol of liealtli. Its indication by the

symbol of a numeral, the corresponding letter in the alpha-

bet, is much simpler, more original, and more dignified,

and it is free from the taint of superstition connected

^vith magic. Thus we may affirm with great probabilit}',

that the "£T' of the Delphic temple is the mysterious

symbol which Pythagoras on his pilgrimage is said to

have engraven with his own hand in this temple of

human history.

In the whole Pythagorean school, however, the Italic

School, as Aristotle calls them, there was and remained a

foreimi element. That commixture of the traditional with

a free philosophy, of priestly purification and vows with

precepts, contemplations, and instructions purely ethical,

has something in it uncongenial to the Hellenic mind of

the period between Homer and Solon. But we cannot

fail to recognize that some defects and one-sidedness

adhere to an exclusively Homerico-Ionic Hellenism, as

we may perhaps term the national tendency of thought,
from its predominating characteristics

;
and that the Or-

phic-theurgic tendency wliich Pythagoras elevated into a

philosophy, was on the whole rather complementary than

antagonistic to that Hellenism.

Thus having shown its background in the past, and

the contemporary parallel elements of thought among
the Northern Hellenes, we now proceed to enter on the

consideration of what may strictly speaking be termed

the great prophet and lawgiver of the Spirit among the

Hellenes, viz. Homer and the Epos.
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CHAPTER VIII.

THE RELIGIOUS CONSCIOUSNESS EXPRESSED IN THE EPOS

BY HOMER AND HESIOD.

There is in the life of every nation, which, conscious of

its own pecuhar vocation and future destiny, feels the

impulse to manifest its unifying vital principle, one great
and decisive moment— that when a prophetic person is

craved and expected. The community can fulfil all

other functions, but it cannot be the organ of its own
consciousness. That is the function of the Prophet, the

divine Seer. Sooner or later, the nation will discover its

seer
; happy indeed is it if it recognize him at the right

time ! If such a prophet arise,—one whose whole nature

is instinct with the noblest and best of what spiritual life

is stirring and striving to take shape in his nation,—and if

he further succeed in giving expression and visible em-

bodiment to that which all recog;nize as their common

aspiration ;
the work of this Prophet will become the

mental Code of his people, the fixed point of departure
for all subsequent national development. As yet, sucli

an event has only occurred twice in the history of our

race ; amono- the Israelites and amono; the Ionian Hel-

lenes
;

in the persons of Moses and Homer. Herein

consists the main point in which they are equals and

brethren, notwithstanding the utter contrast presented by
the two races themselves, no less than by their respective

places and vocation in the world's history. Assuredly no

one will ever understand Moses and his work, who does

not contemplate and estimate that work from the standing-

point of universal history. What is special and miique
VOL. II. IL
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ill the position of Moses strikes the eye at the first glance,

but it is no less necessary to apprehend its relation to the

collective history of our race.

In the preceding pages we have attempted to show,

that though not before, yet soon after the re-migration of

the Ionian Hellenes from Attica and Hellas in general,
—

therefore, towards 900 B.C.,
—such a critical moment had

arrived for Ionia
;
and especially for the cities and islands

like Smyrna and Chios, with which the name of Homer
is more peculiarly associated. The old position of affairs

was no longer tenable, simply because strictly speaking,

it no longer existed. Nature-worship, with its terror

before the occult forces of the universe, its ascendancy
of the priesthood, and its bloody rites of propitiation, had

succumbed to the advance of intellect. The human mind

had awakened, and the heroes had appeared upon earth ;

the body-social had acquired, along with the sense of its

self-existence, that of its inalienable freedom
;

the sense

of a common humanity was stirring, and asserting itself

as a moral and rational power. It did so with all the

more energy, because from the time of the Trojan war

onwards, the sentiment of the oneness of all Hellenes had

become indestructible, notwithstandinir all their discords.

Yet there Avas no possibility open to the Hellenes of

fulfilling their aspirations, meeting tlieir wants, or solving

their problems by a political unity, nor even by a con-

federation ;
it was a spiritual unity alone that lonians and

Dorians, Ionia and Hellas, Asia and Europe, could cherish

and consolidate. And for this work the most effectual

instrument was evidently tlie Hellenic religion Avith its

festivals. But at that date in what a state of confusion and

self-contradiction were these plunged ! Could the beliefs,

customs, and mode of viewing the universe, in which all

Hellenic hearts were at one, be incarnated in an endurini>-

intellectual creation, and could such a work conquer for

itself tlie rank of a national sacred monument by the

irresistible might of its truth and beauty ? If so, the only
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possible mode of satisfying the national aspirations would
be discovered.

That is to say, it behoved that the Epos should

be invented, the poetical reminiscences of the nation

gathered to a centre around that great common achieve-

ment, the conquest of Troy,—and presented in an im-

perishable form. Not until this was accomplished, was the

Hellenic type fixed for the Hellenes and for mankind
;
and

the foundation laid of the earliest national Aryan literature.

We say deliberately, "literature," for the popular songs
of the streets and highways, the harbours and ships, at the

festive board and in the education of youth, are already
that which we Epigoni call by the foreign word literature.

Homer is the Moses of the Hellenes. The Iliad and the

Odyssey, especially the former, are the Canon regulating
the Hellenic mental development in all things spiritual,

in faith and custom, w^orship and religion, civil and

domestic life, poetry, art, and science. Homer is not only
the earliest poet, but the father of all succeeding poets.

The IHad is the sacred groundwork of Ij^ical poetry no less

than of the drama ;
its view of the universe, especially its

view^ of things divine, is the real inward heart-religion of

the Hellenes
;
for Hesiod is rather to be placed after than

beside Homer, and, too, is in fact younger.
Not to have perceived that in the production of this

work, a conscious personality must have had the first and

most important share,
—that the Hiad has no more than the

Universe become a whole as it were by chance—whatever

may be the extent between the opening and the close of

our present poem to which Homer's actual performance
reaches—was a lamentable infatuation on the Dart of the

leaders of the German critical school, at the latter part of

the preceding and the beginning of the present century.
But assuredly it is equally the lasting monument of their

glory, to have delivered Homeric research from those

shallow and ignorant theories of ancient and modern times,

according to which the Iliad was either a pure liction, like

u 2
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the poem of Ariosto, or else a transcript of historical monii-

luents. This school Avas tlie first to set in its true lisht

the grand achievement of the general popular mind, i. e.

those poetic versions of the Trojan legends which liad

been gradually wrought out during the lapse of centuries

and handed down by oral tradition. It is, therefore, a

subject of congratulation that in Colonel Mure a scholar

has arisen, competent to demonstrate the one-sidedness

of that view, and the defectiveness of its evidences
;

while at the same time such an eminent thinker, classi-

cal scholar, and high-minded English statesman, as Mr.

Gladstone, is engaged in proving to his countrymen, that

there is such a thing as a theology and philosophy of

Homer. Only in these attempts we must be careful neither

to forget the poetical nature of the ante-Homeric traditions,

nor yet to overlook the pre-existing background of the

national religious consciousness. Our Iliad is demonstrably
an expansion of the original work, and it has sprung from

a combination of oral tradition, with a fi-ee, historical,

popidar poetry.
Let us begin with the conception of that Moral Order

of the world, Avhich has its temple in the gods, with the

gods, above the gods, and in the human heart and con-

science. We found that the popular conception of Ne-
mesis was far from having risen superior to the fluctu-

ations and inconsistencies to which it is liable from the

very constitution of human nature. Tlie vengeance of the

deity, the envy of the gods, implacable destiny, the neces-

sity of propitiatory atonements to Adrasteia, stand face

to face, yet destitute of any harmonizing bond of connec-

tion, with tlie beautiful germs of a noble, spiritual, and

ethical religion, centring in the idea of Nemesis. Now, in

Homer, this idea, in its purest and highest form, is com-

pletely interwoven Avilh everj^ j)art of tlie fictions and

traditions; nay, we are fain to assert tliat the whole Iliad,

consequently the world-historical Epopee, could never

have sprung into existence, save from a most p]-oft)uii(l

intuition of this Divine Order of llic world. It is tliat
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which constitutes the unity of the Ihad both in its parent
stem and in its kiter offshoots. The wrong committed

by Paris must be atoned for
;
tlierefore Troy is doomed

to its fate, as Hector himself I'jnows and believes. So,

too, the aggression of Agamemnon, whicli led to that

unhappy feud between the two leaders of the army, must

ba punished, Now the doom of Troy is in spirit fulfilled

with Hector's death
;
the sentence has gone forth hence

;

the poem draws a veil over all that follows, altliough
the death of Achilles and all the circumstances associated

with it by tradition are as well known as Ilion's bloody
fall. But all the agents in tliis feai'fuUy grand course of

development are persons ;
whether they be the immortal

Gods or the Divine heroes. Blind fate can no longer
be the administrator of the Divhie Order of the world

;

the judges of men are no longer the Erinnyes ;
but the

divhiities of the human mind, possessing human feelings.

Ate, the goddess of ruin, still rages, but in subjection to

the will of Zeus, and has no power except where moral

guilt has been incurred. Once, indeed, she befooled

Zeus himself, when he, deceived by the cunning of Hera,

swore his inviolable oath to the malicious enchantress,

that tlie child who should be born on tliis day should

rule ail surrounding kingdoms, thinking that Heracles

sliould be that cliild. For Hera delivered tlie mother

of Eurysthenes before Alcmena, whose son was therefore

obliged to serve, and to work his way up to Olympus,

througli many toils. Wherefore Zeus banished Ate for

ever from Olympus, and hurled her down on the earth.

This sad doom of man, and the power of this heaven-sent

Frenzy^ Agamemnon alleges in excuse for himself, when

he acknowledges the wrong that he committed in

snatching from Achilles in public assembly, the prize of

liis valour, his beloved Briseis (II.
xix. v. 95—131) :—

For what could I ? All tilings obey the Grods.

Ate, pernicious power, daughter of Jove,

By whom all suffer, cliallcnges from all

Reverence and fear. Delicate are her feet,
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Which scorn the ground, and over human heads

She glides, injurious to the race of man.
Of two who strive, at least entangling one.*

This is very anthropomorphic, just hke Adam's excuse ;

but it is not intended to be anything else
; Homer knows

no other moral guilt but that incurred through man's

own act. Thus Eris^ or Discord, rages over the earth,

but she is called the " Hated of gods and men," and her

brother Ares takes a lower rank than the divinities of

wisdom. While he, breathing revenge, protects and in-

flames the Trojans, the Achaians are w^atched over by
Zeus' own daughter. Foreseeing Wisdom, who is the

goddess of war, but at the same time the patroness of the

arts of peace and the domestic hearth.

Zeus, as father of gods and men, stands supreme and sole

ruler above all the other deities. He alone is not the son

of Earth; the Earth (Hera), or Earth-mother (Demeter),
is his consort ;

all the other deities are essentially con-

nected with the earth, with the exception of Athene, the

Divine Wisdom, sprung from Zeus alone ^vithout any

earthly commixture. Hence he is the god of the bright

^ther, and not bounded by the limitations of earth, space,
and liis own essence, like the other gods. He alone is

not a Quality (adjective), but a Substance (substantive).

It is evidently this contrast, presented imder a physical

garb, which lies at the root of that speech of Zeus ad-

dressed to the other gods, and more especially to Hera,
which is given in the opening of the Eighth Book of the

Iliad, where he says :
—

Then he will feel how far my strength can go.

Rut if ye doubt, gods, come try, that all may know.

Hung down from heaven to earth a golden chain.

And every god and goddess hold it fast,

Yet can ye never drag from sky to plain
Zeus the supreme Lord, though your toil be vast.

You lightly could T li;ilo, wifli enrtli and sea,

'

Cowper's" Iliad."
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Till round Olympus' neck the cord I passed.

And all things in the air sliould floating be.

Thus men and Gods I rule, and none can equal me.'

Zeus is God, not only a god. No doubt like the rest

he has become a personification ; nay, lie has done so in

consequence of that progress which has transformed him

from a Xature-god into a humanized divinity. What

Xacrelsbach has censured as a contradiction in the Hellenic

religious consciousness, is partly a misunderstanding on his

part, partly a philological necessity of all religions which

place, or appear to place, personality in the stead of self-

consciousness. But Homer strips Zeus at once of the

physical vesture and the mythological imageiy, just as

the mythical eggshell falls off from Helena, the swan-

child, the sister of the Dioscuri, the Selene. Neither do

the rest of his gods and heroes in their acts and speeches

betray any acquaintance with such legends and enigmas ;

tlie Muses alone know the secrets of gods and of men
;

for, in truth, they have invented them.

The relation of Zeus to Destiny has been often falsely

conceived. Zeus stands in an ordered universe
;
to this

Kosmos it appertains before all, tliat all beings abide

within the law of their own existence. Thus man, the

noblest of them all, must die
;
this is his destiny ;

but it is

part of the order established by Zeus ;
whose essence is

at one with this thouglit. He who invokes the gods against

this order, sets himself up in opposition to the father of the

o-ods, and falls a prey to madness. Zeus is not bound to

Moera as to a blind destiny ;
he is per se the law of the

world and of all beings, and maintains that law inviolate.

The idea of a termination to the sway of Zeus and the

Olympian deities is not negatived by Homer
;
there are

even traces that such a tradition was not unknown to him.

It is, indeed, implied in the fact that he speaks of a begin-

nino- of the reign of Zeus, and of a prior reign ;
for what

beo-ins must have an end. Prometheus is absent in

1
Worsley's

"
Iliad," Book viii. p. 192.
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Homer,—doubtless not by chance. The whole circle of

ideas connected with him proceeded from the opposite

pole of Greek culture, the Thracian-Hellenic, and was
first wrought out in the Dorian-Pelasgian Peloponnesus.
The Ionic view of the universe is therefore, on the whole,
that of a cheerful philosophic piety ;

but by no means

so unclouded as modern shallowness imagines. A deep

tinge of seriousness is shed over the whole of the life of

dust-born mortals
;

it is the tragical solemnity of minds

that believe in the imperishableness and justice of the moral

universe. Human life is no more a matter of amusement,
or a game of chance, than it is a malignant jest or cheat ;

the former is the view of successful, the latter of disap-

pointed, vanity. Sin is tiiere
; evil is a sad reality, and

States, families, and individuals must bear the consequences
of wrong-doing. The man of noble nature is keenly
sensible of this tragedy of his existence, but bravely does

his duty. Both these sentiments are expressed in those

words of Hector in the Sixth Book of the Iliad, wliich

Scipio recalled when standing on the ruins of Carthage :
—

For that the day shall come when sacred Troy,
When Priam, and the people of the old

Spear-practised king, shall perish, well I know.^

Nay, even his royal spouse shall then stand a slave at the

loom of some Argive mistress, or fetch her water from

the well ;
but Hector prays that he may be slain in

valiant combat before that day.
Man's greatness, like his sorrows, is the universal

heritage. As in his destinies, so in liis divine parentage,
the alien is a man equally with the Hellene ; he, too, has

gods for his ancestors and patriarchs, and the most ancient

sons of the gods are kindred to the barbarians. Diomede

joyfully recognizes in Glaucus, the Lycian confederate of

the Trojans, the claims of an ancient guest. Even to the

slaves is left the sense of the divinity residing in humanity,

>

Cowper'.-^
"

Iliad.''
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althougli freedom is necessary in order to bring the

divine into realization
;
for the captive women bewail

their own lot, as they join with Briseis in lamenting over

the corpse of Patroclus :
—

She spake, and all her fellow-captives heav'd

Eesponsive sighs, deploring each, in show,

The dead Patroclus, but, in truth, herself.*

Even to perform their appointed tasks the strength of a

freeman is needed
;
as the popular voice expresses in the

Odyssey through the mouth of the divine swineherd of

Ithaca when he says :
—

Half that man's virtue doth Zeus take away,
Whom he surrenders to the servile day.^

Eemembering this wide human view thus taken by our

poet, we can scarcely be justified in regarding those touch-

ing words of Glaucus, the noble Lycian shepherd of his

people, in answer to Dioraede's inquiry concerning his

parentage, as referring solely to the rise and fall of the

families of heroes :
—

Why asks brave Diomede of my descent ?

For, as the leaves, such is the race of man.

The wind shakes down the leaves, the budding grove
Soon teems with others, and in spring they grow.
So pass mankind. One generation meets

The destined period, and a new succeeds.^

It is the cycle traversed by all human things, and rendered

visible in mighty races and nations, in the tremendous

destinies of heroes and their posterity, which the pro-

phetic poet has in his mind's eye !

Placed in the midst of these tremendous possibilities of

fortune, it is man's first obligation to shun that haughty

spirit wdiich is the parent of crime
;
and which not only

excites the aversion of men, but calls down the wi^ath of

the gods ;
who infatuate the mind of the sinner, with the

1
Cowper's

"
Iliad," Book xix. v. 301.

2
Worsley's

"
Odyssey," Book xvii. vol. ii. p. 117.

2
Cowper's "Iliad," Book vi. v. 145.
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intent that he may plunge into the abyss and suffer end-

less toils and pains tliere in the kingdom of inilexible

justice, even as Sisyphus and Tantalus are suflering,

although they were illustrious heroes and the friends of

the immortal gods.
Even exploits of overweening magnitude, though

glorious, are hateful to the gods, if undertaken apart fi'om

them, and without the pious recognition of the nothing-
ness of all man's works when he seeks nothing save his

own interest and honour therein. This is the sentiment of

the remarkable passage in the opening of the Twelftli Book
of the Iliad. The heroes before Troy,

"
men, half-gods

"

(as they are called in this passage alone of the Iliad), had

erected an immense defensive rampart of gigantic stones,

with a trench, in front near the shore, to protect their

ships (of which, by the way, the previous Canto knows

nothing). It was so immense as to throw into the shade

the walls of Ilion Mdiicli had been built by Poseidon and

Apollo. Now this superhuman work the Greeks had un-

dertaken, trusting in their own strength, without testify-

ing their reverence for the gods, of whose protection they
no longer thought tliemselves in need. Therefore, as soon

as Troy had fallen, it was destroyed by those gods, with

the consent of Zeus, and by the help of his storms of rain.

Nor was the foss ordained long time to exchide

The host of Troy, nor yet the rampart huilt

Beside it for protection of the fleet.

For hecatomh the Greeks had offered none,
Nor prayer to Heaven that it mig-ht keep secure

Their ships with all their spoils. The mighty work,
As in defiance of the immortal powers,
Had risen, and could not therefore long endure.'

In all probability this opening passage of the Twelfth Book

betrays a later interpolation, and does not belong to the

main stem of tlie Iliad, but if so, it becomes all the more

striking a proof that this school of singers, and the na-

'

Cowpor's "Iliad,'' J^onk xii.
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ti Glial school of poetry, retained the spirit of that great

genius who was the creator of the Iliad and the true Epos.

If this belief already inspired the Ihad, it is found in

the Odyssey pervading all the recesses of the human soul,

and expressed more clearly and humanely, both in the

whole construction of the story and in the individual

parts. Tliis story, relating to one single figure of that

great heroic age, is at once the youngest legitimate child

of the great epic period, and the mother of the most

fruitful branch of that class of fiction, of which the novel

must be called the latest offshoot.

It is a very unworthy \iew to say that it is in virtue of

his cunning and prudence that Odysseus is the hero of the

Hellenic nation
;
rather should we say that to the Hellene

jyroportion
—well-considered action—is the pearl of all

price, the noblest ornament to man, and the delight of the

gods; and this quality is most conspicuously and constantly

exhibited in Odysseus' innate reverence for the Deity.

Out of many illustrations of this, we will only select that

passage where, in the decisive moment before the night

when avenging murder is to free Penelope and the people

from the lawless suitors, Odysseus enjoins silence on Tele-

machus who perceives the Divine Presence in the house :
—

Father, a strange thing with mine eyes I see,

Look, the cohimnar spaces on the wall,

Cornice and ceiling and the fair roof-tree.

The beams of pine-wood, and the pillars tall,

Burn like the blaze of fire along the hall !

Some God is with us, who on high doth reign.

To whom Odysseus : Hush I speak not at all !

Forbear from asking, and thy soul refrain.

Often the Gods deal thus, who in Olympus reign.'

Xot until our soul is thoroughly penetrated with the deep

earnestness that pervades Homer's religious sentiments

ouo-ht we to speak of the irony with which his poems are

'
Worsley'g

"
Odyssey," Book xix. vol. ii. p. 15.5.
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unquestionably tinctured in reference to tlie popular stories

about the gods. This is more especially the case in the

lUad
;

in the Odyssey, a similar satirical vein is chiefly

directed against men. But, in both, the irony is alike

delicate and genuine ;
its sole intent is to guard against

exaggerating any of the personages into undue propor-

tion, which would be to quit the true field of poetry,

and to cloud the correct perception of realities.

By no means, however, do we reckon among the in-

stances of Homer's irony touching the gods, what is called

his anthro])omorphism. To do so would, as w^e have al-

ready said, be logically no wiser than if we were to call

a substantive of spiritual signification, such as courage,

valour, obstinacy, &c., an anthropomorphism and dispar-

agement of the thought. On the contrary, both modes

of expression betoken a great step in the progress of

himianity. The transference of human emotions, such as

anger, repentance, sorrow, to the Deity, or of terms de-

noting human corporeity, such as the countenance, the

hand, the foot, nay, even the mouth and speech, is in its

proper root, neither more nor less than the expression of

a behef that the God-conscious man has and does, feels

and suffers, the like.

What we are here referring to is that slight touch of

the comic which reveals itself in every disclosure of

tlie incongruity between the essence in itself, and its mani-

festation in the individual, so far as this is not morally

repulsive. Thus, when Heaven and Earth become man
and wife, Zeus and Hera must needs feel the ardour and

passion of love, anger, and jealousy ;
and as soon as tlie

elemental deities were metamorphosed into human ideals

without ceasing to be persons,
—as Helios was turned into

Apollo, and the All-mother into Aphrodite,
—wrath and

discord, meanness and intrigue, strife and war, favourit-

ism and aversion, were inevitably also transferred to the

inhabitants of heaven. Nor was the dark background
of imageiy relating to the mysteries of Nature absent or
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devoid of influence. The results of all this Homer found

before him
;
and therewith the materials for irony. But

how gentle and dehcate is its tone everywhere, and how

reverential ! Homer no more believes in the letter of the

priestly and popular legends respecting the gods, than

did the shallow mocker Lucian ;
but he believes in the

spiritual idea which underlies these legends, and believes,

moreover, in the religious consciousness of the hmnan

society which has adopted those forms, embodied those

conceptions in its daily Hfe, and moreover possesses no

historical documents on which to base a reform of the

national belief. Then, too, we must not overlook the

circumstance that it is precis(3iy those deities of physical

origin, more especially, Ares, Aphrodite, and Hephaestus,

who are handled with this subtle irony ;
not Apollo, still

less Athene. Zeus himself, in so far as he genially (jovially)

nnites in himself all the diverse elements, as the kindly

filther of a numerous progeny, is depicted with a species

of dignified humom\ However, it is clear from both

the poems, and especially the Iliad, that Homer did by
no means intend to strengthen that external element of

the popular mythus which existed in the Hellenic reli-

gions consciousness, but rather to moderate it by lively

pictures laid upon a background of seriousness.

If, therefore, we were to attempt to undertake a dis-

crimination between that which Homer, the personal

genius and singer, found ready to his hand, observed

with his own eye, or caught up from others, and that

which he coined into an imperishable form, and be-

queathed to his nation as a standard type
—a free spiritual

Law
;
we may perhaps say, in language that cannot be

misunderstood. Homer would not have been possible

without that hving groundwork of belief existing in the

community ;
but the religious consciousness of the Hel-

lenic community was by him for the first time raised to

the level of a world-historical flict, on which we behold

it from his time onwards. Finally, the pious and apjjre-
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ciative loyalty of the nation towards him, is as great a

fact as the uniqueness of his own creative genius.

2, HesloJ.

We hold the Theogony to be in its main stem the

production of the author of the " Works and Days."
But the latter is known from reliable testimonies to be

Hesiod, an emigrant from Ionia, settled in Ascra. The

work itself we regard as a compromise between the Pelas-

gian tradition and the Ionic national Epos, compared to

Avhich, the Theogony decidedly betrays a sacerdotal and

theological tendency. But this does but confirm tlie

view which we have propefinided at the opening of this

discussion, that Homer was the true organ of the Hellenic

popular creed, but that he set that creed in a free,

poetical form. In point of genius, too, Hesiod is not to

be compared, even remotely, Avitli Homer, either in grace
of language, depth of thought, or freedom of poetic
treatment. The portions we have already cited from

the Theogony, contain passages which are evidently either

wholly, or at least in the working out of the details, the

products of the poet's own invention. To these belong
the genealogies of the purely ideal, i.e. invented divinities

(such as the children of Night), which are so extremely

important in their bearing on the history of the transition

from a physical to an ethical religion ; so, too, do the

names of tlie Oceanides, and many old Titanic offshoots.

Nowhere do we find in Hesiod a deep philosophic thought ;

not even symmetry ; yet everywhere the Hellenic mind
attests its presence.

Tlic point of dissimilarity between the two Epics is to

be ascribed to that of the periods in which they were

composed. Homer's Epos breathes the spirit of un-

exampled outburst of youthful vigoin*, in every sphere of

national energy, consequent upon the rise of commerce
and navigation, and the general prosperity resulting there-

from. Hesiod, as we saw, complains in the " Works and
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Days
"
that he has been born in the iron age, too late or

too early. Shame and Modesty have fled from the God-

forsaken earth and returned to heaven. The state of

things was so frightful, that it was almost impossible
to obtain the necessaries of life by honest means, or to

defend one's self from robbery, outrage, and murder.

This description of the iron age concludes, as we have

seen, with the firm hope that Zeus Kronion will introduce

a better time, but the poet does not expect it to arrive

very speedily, nor by help of the princes. For these, says
the poet, are wont to act like the hawk in the fable, who

press their claws still tigiiter into the nightingale, if she

raise her voice of lamentation, from which he draws the

lesson :
—
Senseless is he who dares with pover contend

;

Defeat, rebuke, despair shall be his end.

To this is subjoined the noble general exhortation to

the princes which we have already quoted :
—

But thou, Perses, cleave to right, from wrong forbear.

Wrong, if he yield to its abhorr'd control,

Shall pierce like iron in the poor man's soul :

Wrong weighs the rich man's conscience to the dust,
When his foot stumbles on the way unjust ;

Far different is the path, a path of light.

That guides the feet to equitable right.

The end of righteousness, enduring long.
Exceeds the short prosperity of wrong.
The fool by suffering his experience buys ;

The penalty of folly makes him wise.

With crooked judgments, lo ! the oath's dread God

Avenging runs, and tracks them where they trod.

Kough are the ways of Justice as the sea,

Dragg'd to and fro by men's corrupt decree :

Bribe-pamper'd men I whose hands perverting draw
The right aside, and warp the wrested law.

Though while corruption on their sentence waits.

They thrust pale Justice from their haughty gates.
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Invisible their steps the virgin treads,

And musters evils o'er their sinful heads.

She with the cloak of air her form arrays.
And walks in awful grief the city ways ;

Her wail is heard, her tear upbraiding falls

O'er their stained manners, their devoted walls.

But they who never from the right have stray'd,

Who as the citizen the stranger aid
;

They and their cities flourish : genial Peace

Dwells in their borders, and their youth increase :

Nor Zeus, whose radiant eyes behold afar.

Hangs forth in heaven the signs of grievous war.

Nor curse, nor famine on the righteous prey;

Feasts, stre\^ai by earth, employ their easy day;
The oak is on their hills

;
the topmost tree

Bears the rich acorn, and the trunk the bee :

Burden'd with fleece their panting flocks ; the face

Of woman's offspring shows the fatlier's race ;

Still prosper they, nor spread in ships the sail
;

P'or life's abundance gifts the fruitful vale.

But o'er the wicked race, to whom belong
The thought of evil and the deed of wrong.
Great Kronos' son, of wide-beholding eyes.

Bids the dark signs of retribution rise.

States rue the wrongs a sinful man has done

And all atone the wickedness of one.

The God sends down his angry plagues from high,
Famine and pestilence ;

in heaps they die.

He smites with barrenness the marriasre bed.

And generations moulder with the dead
;

Again in vengeance of his wrath he falls

On their great hosts and breaks their tottering walls,

Arrests their navies on the ocean plain.
And whelms their stren^jth with mountains of the main

Ponder, ye kings ! within 3'our inmost thought
The retribution by his judgment wrought.
Invisible the Gods are ever niofh.

Pass through the midst, and bend th' all-seeing eye.
Who on each other prey, who wrest the right,

Aweless of Heaven's revenge, all open to their sight.

For thrice ten thousand holy demons rove

The nurturing earth, commissioned from above;
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Hovering they glide to Eartli's extremest bound,
A cloud aerial veils their forms around

;

Guardians of mau, their glance alike surveys
Th' upright judgments and th' unrighteous ways.

A virgin pure is Justice ; from the King
Of Heav'n her birth

;
a venerable thing

And glorious, to the deities on high.
Whose mansion is yon everlasting sky.

Driv'n by despiteful wrong she takes her seat

In lowly grief at Zeus' eternal feet :

There of the soul unjust her plaints ascend,

So rue the nations when their kings offend ;

When uttering wiles and brooding thoughts of ill,

They bend the laws and wrest them to their will.

Beware, monarchs ! ye that gifts devour,

Make straight your judgments now in timely hour;

That crooked equity no more be seen,

Eras'd, forgotten, as it ne'er had been !

He wounds himself that aims another's wound.
His evil counsels on himself rebound.

Zeus at his awful pleasure looks from high
With all-discerning and all-knowing eye.

Nor hidden from its ken what injiu'ed right
Within the city walls eludes the light.

Or ! if evil wait the righteous deed,

If thus the wicked gain the righteous meed.
Then may not I nor yet my son remain

In this our generation just in vain I

But sure my hope, not this pure Heav'n approves,
Not this His work, who vengeful lightning loves.

A sermon which is not inferior in bold freedom, nor in

exalted moral tone to the preaching of any of the Hebrew

prophets ;
bnt which certainly appears to have been as

fruitless as the admonitions of those men of God to the

Jewish kings, from the son of Solomon up to Zedekiah.

Nay, in fact the better ones among them, who, like

Josiah, would fain have chosen the better course, were

no longer able to do so, in consequence of the disintegra-

tion of the State, that liad been brought about by the

\^0L. II. I
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tyranny of tlie preceding kings, and the rapacity of tlie

nobles. But one difference between the two nations

stands out all the more conspicuously. Isaiah beheld

the proud Assyrian before the gates, Jeremiah, the

haughty Nebuchadnezzar on the ruins, of the Holy City,

while here, on the contrary, we see the Hellenic tribes,

after another half century, gradually rising again in all

directions and strugghng upwards to legal freedom, in

political communities, whose history, notwithstanding all

its defects, yet presents one of the brightest spots in the

annals of mankind. We recog:nize that it was through self-

sacrificing patriotism and devotedness that they flourished,

so long as they remained true to the religious conscious-

ness of their earliest prophets, working righteousness,

fearing God, and ever keeping before their eyes Nemesis,

the religion of the heart.

We are therefore entitled to say that the work of those

two minds became the national popular
" Law "

of the Hel-

lenes ;
or in other words, the starting-point of the national

consciousness touching the universe in its relations to the

Divine. Yet that, nevertheless, side by side with them,

there still remained in existence and operation the elder,

more priestly and ritualistic law, which fidfiUed its func-

tion in the shape of sacred customs, priestly formulas and

maxims, and even exerted an influence upon literature.

Homer and Hesiod were not priests, but national bards.

Still they were reverential and revered. Both, whether

they sang of the recent or more remote past, were

through and through prophets of the present and of the

future.

But the more ancient element standino; in antithesis to

these two Ionian major prophets of Hellenism,—that

element which had sprung up in Thrace,—early took root

in Peloponnesus and in Crete, and by means of the

ancient ])iiestly symbols and rites of consecration, main-

tained men's attachment to the outward cultus. However,
this element, too, existed as the representative of wjiat
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was human and common, in contradistinction to what w^as

local, and of the spiritual as distinguished from the mere
outward sacrifices. In so far it likewise contained a

prophetic element, and, under the given circumstances, it

must be esteemed fortunate that both continued to

subsist side by side without coming into hostile colhsion

with each otlier.

I i:
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CHAPTEE IX.

THE PROPHETS OF HISTORICAL HELLENISM.

As Homer and Hesiod dominate the higher consciousness

of the Greek races during the three centuries which

divide the Ionian bard from tlie Athenian lawgiver, so do

Solon and Socrates—the former by his humane municipal
civil legislation, the latter by the ethical wisdom of his

words and life—sway the poles of that consciousness for

the three centuries which intervene between Solon and

the decline of the national life of Greece. The bricrhtest

rays of religious life in historical Hellas are concentrated

in these two wondrous personalities of Solon and Socrates
;

from them more than from all others does new lio-ht

stream down upon individual souls and upon the commu-

nity ;
on Greece and on Mankind. While Solon, equally

by his character and his work, stands before us as the

Attic heir of Ionic wisdom and the father of all noble

aspirations toward law and liberty ;
—the theory of the

universe attested by the life and death of Socrates, forms

tlie substratum of everything noble in the origination,
the elaboration and the practical application of that lofty
mental philosophy, which in the hands of Plato, Aristotle,

and the heads of the Stoic school, lias revealed itself as

the highest philosophic apprehension of God to which
man has attained.

And the Hellenic community, which had emio-rated

into Ilellas after the subjugation of tlie Ionic cities by the

Lydians, was worthy of such leaders. While its social

conditions formed tlie atmosphere in which those great
men drew tlieir vital breatli, tliey were in return its
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indispensable prophets and organs. On the reciprocal

action of these two poles is based all the higher spiritual

apprehensions of the Universe, which Ave find either in

individuals or the community, during the historical period

of Greece up to the battle of Ch^eronea, and from that

onwards to the fall of Corinth and Athens, and the final

overthrow of the Gr^eco-Eoman empire.

What sustained the Greek erect, even in the worst of

evil times, was the sentiment of humanity with which he

was instinct. This displays itself first in those self-devoted

creative Individuals and their achievements, and then

afterwards in the ancient Community to which tliey

belonged. And the deepest root of this sentiment we
find to consist in the influence of that primitive faith

which, refined and purified by Homer, had saturated and

moulded the Hellenic life. We mean the belief in a

Moral Order governing the common afiairs of men
;
in

the saving power of a rightful balance in action
;

—in the

certain retribution awaiting crime, however postponed ;
—

in the sons of the gods, who had ennobled Nature and

dio"nified Humanitv : .and finallv the consciousness in-

separable from this faith, of the high vocation of art,

science, and political liberty.

Thus those two heroes and saints of the higliest de-

velopment of the Greek mind, were by no means its only

prophets ;
and the totality was something grander and

nobler than any of its single members. Of these prophets
in the highest sense, belonging to that wonderful phe-
nomenon of Hellenism, we find six, of which the common-

wealth is one and not the least.

The first of these prophets is Lyric Poetry,—whether

in the shape of contemplative poetry, or that of the

epigram, lay, or ode,-
—which dives into the recesses of the

heart and pours forth thence a fresh consciousness of the

divine Spirit, in fitting eesthetic expressions of the emotions

that arise in the mind when it surveys itself and the out-

ward world. On this field, the lofty figures of Solon and
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Pindar tower above all others, especially in reference to

the development of the religious consciousness, as we shall

endeavour to show by illustration.

But if Lyric poetry be the earhest of these prophets,

the Drama is the second and the mightier, and in this

sphere, the twin orbs of ^schylus and Sophocles are the

brightest luminaries.

The third prophet is Plastic Art, whose highest con-

ception of the Divine is reflected in the ideals of the gods

and heroes. This reaches its highest and most perfect

expression in the sculptures of Phidias ;
but it may be

said to have a second and truly prophetic utterance in

the great historical pictures and mural-paintings of Poly-

gnotus.
The fourth prophet is Written History. Here, too,

we have a double-star ;
Herodotus and Thucydides. The

foremost place is due to Herodotus, the epic bard of

actual events. He is in prose the singer of that divine

government of the destinies of mankind which culminates

in the deliverance of Hellas. The heroes that figure in

his pages are not those of the primeval times, but the

wise and mighty men, the self-sacrificing citizens of that

great age which he, like JEschylus, if only in his child-

hood, has beheld with his own eyes, and which in later

times, he handed down to his hearers in the .shape of

historical truth. Next to him ranks Thucydides of Athens,

the epic poet of the most recent events of his own times,

an age which formed indeed the tragical Iliad of Athens

and Sparta.
The fifth prophet is a humane Philosophy ;

the radia-

tion of divine light diffused by the men who have devoted

themselves to reficction on the moral and rational pheno-

mena presented by the study of the mind itself. In this

sphere there shine three luminaries: Socrates, Plato, and

Aristotle ;
but among them, Socrates claims the first rank,

in virtue of his originality of thought and the power
exerted by the grand moral harmony of his whole being.
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To these personal propliets, we must co-ordinate a sixth
;

namely the Body-politic, striving upwards tow^ard legally-

constituted liberty, and in tiiat liberty towards the realiza-

tion of a pure humanity. It is this body-politic which

we found in its earliest phases constituting the basis and

condition of all Hellenic development. And again, in

these historical times, it is the mother and nurse of that

collective consciousness which in the last struggles of

Greek vitality finds a personal incarnation in Demosthenes,
the self-devoted statesman.

In handhng these wide topics, we have constantly

endeavoured to keep the special aim of this work in view,

and w^e must beg the reader to do the same, if we bring
forward much that he would not expect, and again omit

much that he would look for. A history of tlie religious

consciousness of mankind has yet to be created, and this

can only be done by showing the inmost relations of facts

and thoughts to each other. We neither purpose to write

a history nor a philosophy of lyrical or dramatic poetry,

of art or science, or of the political institutions of the

Greeks. But what we do wish to make clear to our

readers, is the course taken by the actual progress of

the Hellenic belief in God's presence and intervention

in human affairs. Such a connected succession of facts

is the condition of any philosophical apprehension of

the laws according to wliich the spiritual Kosmos moves

in Time
;
but such a presentation of typical facts is as

yet lacking to us, more or less, in all those branches

of research ;
and still more in their parent-stem of

language and religion. It is of course impossible with-

in the limits of this work, to enter into a critical de-

monstration of the facts wdiich we adduce from the

outlying regions around. We have had enough to do

in securing our footing on our own soil, and in occa-

sionally rendering some account of the work we have

had to perform in preparing the ground for our super-
structure. But in our general statement of results, we
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have confined ourselves to the crucial instances capable
of documentary proof. In the case of the Greeks and

llomans, there is no question of bringing forward new and

unknown facts, but rather of adducing those which are

familiar to all scholars and easily accessible to the reading

pubhc, as witnesses to the existence of a truth of uni-

versal history.

And this truth may perhaps be comprised in three

propositions. First : tliat there is a unity and organic
succession of development in divine hinnanity. Secondly :

the faith in this has been in all ages the postulate of all

so-called positive belief. Thirdly : it is so still, and must

be so in all future ages.

The apprehension of the laws regulating the develop-
ment of Humanity, does not depend upon insignificant

details, although for the building up of a science of the

philosophy of history no details are insignificant. But at

j)resent, it is not a question of building up, but of laying
the foundation for a science of the laws of the spiritual

Kosmos, and of the principle of motion in the orbit which
the mind of Humanity traverses through the successive

epochs of Time.
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CHAPTER X.

THE RELIGIOUS CONSCIOUSNESS OF THE LYRIC POETS OF

GREECE.

Long ere epic poetry had died its natural death in the

ktest inane versions of the legends concerning Troy and

tlie old heroes, the Hellenic mind had felt the impidse to

descend into the arena of reality, and busy itself with the

emotions and experiences, the thoughts and imaginings,
the hopes and fears, of the human heart, which mirror

themselves in the Epos as they do in actual life. In this

field too, it discovered the true law of proportion, and

invented the noblest of forms, which it elaborated in the

most beautiful of lang-uao-es. And here ao-ain we find the

dualism of the Hellenic nature—the contrast between its

two Doric and Ionic constituents—cornino- out into stronixer

and stronger relief, and forming tlie source of a many-
sidedness and completeness unequalled in antiquity, or we

may even say, as yet in all human history. Without

denying the distinctive cliaracters of the ^oUc or of

the Lesbian lyric schools, on the whole, the dualism we
have named is what is most conspicuous, when we trace

the unfolding of the religious consciousness through its

successive stages of development in the field of lyric ait.

We find it, to begin with, externally in the contrast

between the elegiac distich (a dualistic unity formed of

alternate hexameters and pentameters), and the lyric odh

which unfolds itself in stroplies. The first is the Ionic form,

and the latter reaches in Pindar its culminating point, as

a combination of the iEohc and Doric forms. The former

sprang to life accompanied by the flute, tlie latter (that

which is strictly speaking, lyric verse in the ancient sense
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of the word), by the lyre ;
both these instruments were

specially consecrated to the service of Apollo, and brought
to perfection in his worship. The lyre had lied from

Thrace into Boeotia and the Peloponnesus ; the Phiygian
flute came to Hellas from opposite directions; by way of

Ionia, and of Thrace.

The monuments of elegiac poetry are the earlier of the

two. Both according to the testimony of the ancients, and

judging from the fragments left us,we have not lost any con-

tribution to the history of religious consciousness through
the destruction of the works of Archilochus. But contem-

])orary with this Iambic singer, or somewhat earlier,—
about the date when Eome was founded, and Isaiah was

delivering his prophecies,
—there lived a poet who was con-

tinuing the strains of that divinely-human hymn to the

Universal Order which had been intoned by the Epos ; but

wdio did so, taking his stand on the domam of the actual,

and on the sense of the divine element present in a free,

legally-ordered community.^ Tliat grand saying which the

singer of the Iliad puts into the moutli of Ilectur,

There is but one good omen—for our land to fight !

was already a ray reflected from that first brilliant period
after the re- migration from Attica, when the common-
wealths of the free cities along the coasts and islands were

rising into their highest noontide of prosperity. For as

we have said in the outset, the Commonwealth was there

before Homer, and the Epos was in fact an outbloom of the

free Aryan federal cities in Ionia. But at the era we have

now reached, the consciousness of tlie religion of legal

liberty expresses itself as a thing of the present.

Callinus, the Ephesian, pi-eaches this religion, on oc-

casion of the calamitous breach in the Ionic prosperity,

occasioned by the inroad of the Keltas. A death of self-

sacrifice for the fatherland is, he says, a holy deed, well-

pleasing to God. llis enthusiastic la3'S rouse his fellow-

' See .Vppendi.x, Note K. The Age of Callinus.
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citizens by arguments and examples to be true to this

faith in their deeds.

The songs of the Athenian Tyrt^us, who was called

to Sparta, breathe the same tone. They were composed
for the second Messenian war, about 570 B.C., therefore

half a century later than the date of Callinus. It is known
that the issue of that struggle in favour of the Spartans is

attributed to the influence of liis inspired lays and wise

counsels. We know of Tyrt^us, what we cannot but

conjecture of Callinus, that he was a valiant soldier and

a citizen of high repute ;
in all probability, too, a wise

statesman. Aristotle's vague mention of the latter fact

receives its explanation from the circumstance recorded

by Pausanias, that Tyrta^us induced the Spartans to

cancel the prohibition to cultivate during the war the

Messenian lands and tlie neighbouring Lacedaamonian

borders. His "
Thoughts^'' composed in the elegiac

measure, mention the close of the Seventeen Years' War,
and therefore cannot be placed earlier than 668 B.C.

(Olymp. 28—1). They quite accord in tone with the

lays of Callinus, and are pervaded by a like religious sen-

timent. His war-songs in the stormy anapa3stic measure

are more fiery. We possess the following fragment of

them :—
Forward, forward to the strife,

Sparta's sons, your fathers' own !

"With your left throw forth the shield ;

Manfully the javelin wield
;

Be not chary of your life
;

Sparta no such use hath known.'

A poem of his mentioned by Aristotle, called ^^Eunomia"

or the " Good Government^''' contains the following-

oracular utterance of the Delphic Apollo, in eulogy of

hereditary monarchy when combined with republican

institutions, such as those which Lycurgus had founded or

^ Translated by Professor Coiiingtou.
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rather organized. It is in the epic metre, and the passage
cited is as follows :

—
Let the great kings in council-hall preside,

Whose thoughts for Sparta's well-loved town provide,
With grave and reverend seniors : next to these

Debate the commons o'er your sage decrees :

Let each one wisely speak and justly deal,

Nor plot in malice 'gainst the general weal.

Thus might and victory on the realm shall wait :

So Phoebus tells the fortune of the state.'

The elegiac poems of this singer we w^ill presently

subjoin without further comment. They are the most

ancient lyrical poetry in the world having reference to

the occurrences of actual hfe and to political questions.

Thus these two poets of the eighth and seventh cen-

turies B.C., are our oldest lyric prophets. X(^t until

580 B.C. (therefore in the last years of Jerusalem), does

Solon, the Athenian, make his appearnnce. He, too,

availed himself of the elegiac form, but was a philosophic

poet, who has succeeded in expounding M'ith poetic

luminousness, the religious beliefs which are the outcome

of his experiences dui lug his noble career.

Now these three, both in regard to the style and the sub-

stance of their works, form a unity, as opposed to the great
Doric prophet,

—Pind.\r the Theban. While the former

are adherents of the Ilomeric views and school, accordino-

to the leading characteristics of that school indicated above,

the latter is by far the most considerable representative

of the Orphic tendency. The former are patriotic philo-

sophers, while Pindar is a theological lyric poet. lie

lived when the sun of the historical day of Hellas Avas

standing high in the heavens
;
most of his Odes of Victory

belong to the time shortly before or after the Persian

invasion and the victory of Marathon (b.c. 400). In tlu'

interim, Pytluigoras had a])peared, and ^Escliyhis had

arisen, and with liim, the (•once])tion oC that grandest nnd

' Tr. l)v I'n.f. Conin^ldii.
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most comprehensive of intellectual creations,— the true

Drama. Since it is important in tracing the development
of Greek religious consciousness, to note somewhat closely

the relations of time, we shall here affix the more impor-
tant synchronisms.

Pindar began his pohtical career in Delphi (see

Pyth. xii.), in the third year of the seventy-first Olympiad
B.C. 49-4

;
that memorable year in which Sardis, after six

years of freedom, was again subjugated by Darius
; an

event which Phrynicus soon after represented in a tragedy
before the Athenians. Another Pythian Ode (Pyth. vii.)

he composed in the year of the battle of Marathon. From
that date onwards, he wrote Odes of Victory, up to the

time of the sanguinary contest waged by the Lacedaemo-

nians and Boeotians against the Athenians in Olymp. 80—4

(the battle of Tanagra and its counterpart)
= B.C. 456,

He died in Argos, at the age of eighty, Olymp. 84^1

(
= 443 B.C.), and his ''• Hymn to Persephone"

—the god-
dess of the spirit-world,

—which he composed in that year,
in obedience to a command communicated to him in a

vision, was not published until after his death. Of tlie

Odes preserved to us, the fourth and fifth Olympics are

the latest : they belong to Olymp. 82—(1 =b.c. 452).
^SCHYLUS (born Olymp. 63—4 = B.C. 525), made his

first appearance as a poet, at the age of five and-twenty

(Olymp. 70—4 = b.c. 500). He won the prize with his
" Persians

"
in the seventh year after the invasion of

Xerxes (Olymp. 76—4 = B.C. 473), therefore eleven j^ears

after Pindar. Four years later, the star of Sophocles was

in the ascendant (Olymp. 77—4=b.c. 468), and the youth-
ful poet bore away the prize from ^schylus. Tlie last

piece of ^F^schylus, the " Oresteia" was produced Olymp.
80—2 = B.C. 458. The venerable poet, now sixty-seven

years of age, was crowned, and shortly after died in the

Sicihan city of Gela. Thus Pindar survived, as he had

preceded, ^schylus by a few years. A fairer or more

influential conjunction of two poetical luminaries history
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cannot produce, except in the case of Goethe, the greatest

lyric poet of tlie modern world, and Schiller, one of the

few tragic poets the world has seen since Shakespeare.

1. Callinus the Ephesian.

How long lie listless ? when will ye be bold ?

What ? can ye face your neighbours without shame,
Thus idly lingering ? as in peace ye fold

Your hands while war has wrapped the land in flame.

'Tis brave and good in battle-field to strive

For land and little ones and youthful wife:

Ask ye of death ? be sure it will arrive

Whene'er the Fates have spun the web of life.

Then aim the lance, wdth stout heart hid beneath

The covering shield, soon as the combat joins :

Ne'er lived the man was fated to shun death.

No, though he sprang e'en from immortal loins.

Oft, flying from the combat and the spear.

Home comes a wight, and there by death is met :

For such his country sheds no pitying tear :

But, should a brave man bleed, all eyes are wet.

A nation mourns a hero when he dies :

Living, he walks a demigod on earth :

As to a tower, men raise to him their eyes.

For he, though single, matches hosts in worth.

2. Tyrtaus.

Well for the soldier if in battle's van

Striving his best for fatherland he fall !

But to leave town and field, an outcast man,
And beg his bread, is bitterer far than all.

With his grey sire and mother at his side.

His little children and his youthful bride.

To stranger folk unwelcome comes the guest
Subdued by penury and hateful need,

Shaming his race, staining his noble crest
;

And ill repute and wretchedness succeed.

Since then for one thus wandering none e'er feel

Regard nor pity, nor take kindly thought,

P'iglit we for home and fatherland with zeal,

And nobly perish, counting life as nought !
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Young men, let each by each in combat stand,

Nor take the lead in flying or in fear,

But in your bosom keep a stout heart manned,
Xor as ye struggle hold existence dear ;

Nor leave the old behind in coward flight,

The aged folk whose limbs no more are light.

Sons of unconquered Heracles are ye :

Take heart : the neck of Zeus is still unbent.

Fear not the multitude of men, nor flee.

But to the foe let each his shield present,
Hatincr his life, and countings the dark nicrht

Of death more welcome than the glad sunlight.

Who, standing each by each, are bold in mind
To combat hand to hand in battle's van,

Less frequent fall, and save the folk behind :

But trembling souls have lost the worth of man.

This, this is genuine valour, this the best

And proudest ornament a youth can gain.

To the whole state a common good confest,

In battle's van unblenching to remain

"SVith stedfast stride, and shameful flight forget,

Spiiit and life upon the hazard set.

• •••••
That man the young and old alike bemoan ;

For him the whole great city heaves a sigh :

His sepulchre, his sons by all are known.
His sons' sons, and their late posterity,

His honour and his fame are ne'er foregone;

Though underground, he is immortal still,

"SVhome'er in stedfast posture fighting on

For land and children war's grim god shall kill
;

But should he 'scape the fate that lays men low

And conquering win the guerdon of the brave.

All, voun^ and old, to him observance show.

And after pleasant life he seeks the grave :

Juniors and equals all and elders rise

With reverence from their seats and give him place
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lu honour he grows old, nor any tries

To bate his due of justice or of grace :

l^et each then boldly seek to mount such height
Of manly worth, not flinching from the fight.'

3. Solon of Athens.

Scarcely do we find in the ancient world another life so

rich in fruit and mighty in influence as that of Solon. He
was not only (as we have already indicated in the introduc-

tion to this chapter) the most humane and virtuous legislator

of classical antiquity ;
but in him were united the character-

istics of a brave citizen capable of saving his country by
resolute action, with intellectual powder and the faculty of

poetic art. The scion of a noble family, he had acquired
an independent fortune and large experience of the world

on his mercantile travels. An Athenian equally by birth

and aflection, he was nevertheless through and through a

Greek, and a man
;
he knew and loved the Hellenic life

in all its forms
;
but even in the destinies and ex])loits of

the barbarians, he discerned and sympathized with the

human element, and took pains to make himself acquainted
with it by his own observation.

His own theory of the universe, and, if I may so say,

his religion and mode of viewing the theologico-j)hiloso-

pliical aspect of human aflliirs, Solon has recorded in a

poem composed in the Ionic dialect and elegiac measm^e,

bearing the title of "
Solon's Lessons for himself." It is

his confession of faith respecting the great question of the

faith of Humanity in itself and its divine destiny. The

gemiineness of this poem, which was well-known to the

ancients, has never been contested
;
and it bears the

stamps of authenticity too lunnistakably l)()tli in language,

composition and style to admit of a doubt on the part of

anyone not utterly ignorant or thoughtless. Unfortun-

ately, liere, as with almost all the lyric fragments that have

been preserved to us from the terrible shipwreck of the

' Tr. by Prof Conington.
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ancient world, we are left without any minute details of

the date and circumstances in which it was wiitten. But

we may safely assume that it is the production of a man
in mature life, if not old age. Solon appears altogether
to have been fond of writing his confessions as others are

of Avriting their epitaphs. Such an inscription he has

prefixed to his Code, in his brief but noble distichs on the

aim and spirit of that great work :
—

I gave the commons power, in measure such

As might suffice, not little nor too much
;

While for the great and wealthy, with like care

I planned that none should lack his fitting share.

So o'er them both a mighty shield I threw,

Lest either should prevail beyond his due.^

This expresses j)recisely his character, as we gather ifc

from the other poem to which we have referred. He

surveys the world which he has seen, reflected on, and to

some extent moulded
;
and in its fortunes and vicissitudes,

he beholds the retributive and delivering hand of God ;

the sinner and the tyrant perish in their Heaven-sent in-

fatuation. And thus throughout Greece at this date, we
see men bestirring themselves in their respective avoca-

tions with ever-growing freedom of action, and aspiring
to a noble independence, which is the only solid ground
of all liberty ;

while the masses are acquiring wealth and

living in comfort. But whither, he asks, will it all lead?

Will pride, the root of all evil, spread its branches wider

and wider around P

When plenty empties all her horn,

From fulness insolence is born,

says Solon, in another poem. So, likewise, we perceive
that he liad not yielded to any illusions respecting the

aims secretly cherished by the aristocrats. When, fore-

seeing the coup d'etat of Pisistratus, he entered armed
into tlie Assembly and foretold that event, the august
wisdom of the council declared that Solon had o-oneniad.o

' Tr. by Prof. Conington.
VOL. II. K
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" Oh that men would but reverence the eternal law of

the universe which commands the observance of moral
fitness !

"
This is the key-note of liis beautiful soliloquy,

of which the following is a faithful rendering.

Solon's Lessons for Himself.

Children of Zeus and golden Memory,
Pierian Muses, hearken to my suit :

Vouchsafe me from the blessed ones on hioh

A life of bliss, from men a good repute ;

Let me give joy to friends, to foes give pain.
To those a reverence, and to these a dread.

Wealth though I seek, I spurn unrighteous gain :

At last comes Justice, though with baiting tread.

The wealth that heaven bestows is firm and strong,
A goodly tree, from root to crown well-grained :

The Avealth that men seek out by pride and wrong,
It comes perforce,unwilling and constrained :

Soon ruin lights on treasure thus amassed :

Like flame, 'tis wont from little to begin.

Light at the first, but grievous at the last
;

For short the endurance of the works of sin.

But Zeus, the end in all things he discerns ;

Swift as a Avind in spring the clouds has chased,
A wind that ocean from its depth upturns
And through the land lays goodly labour waste.

Then passing to the gods' higli house divine

It shows once more a heaven of stainless blue ;

O'er the broad earth once more the sun doth shine

In glorious strength, and clouds are none to view :

Such is Zeus' wrath, not lightly into blaze,

Like mortal's ire, by each occasion blown ;

Yet 'scapes not he whose heart from virtue strays .

The sin, the vengeance in the end are shown.

One suffers now, one then ; but should they fly

Themselves, nor Heaven's revenge their stej)s overtake,

At length it comes : their hapless progeny
Or late descendants heavy payment make.

So think we, good and bad, we mortal men ;

We dream of bliss, until we suff"er ill:

We suffer, and we sorrow
; but till then

With empty hopes our npen mouths we fill;
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Lives there whom dire disease makes pale and wan ?

Health is his hope, his thought, his constant dream :

The craven thinks himself a valiant man :

The fool is comely in his own esteem :

The wretch whom penury presses to the ground
In fancy is the lord of wealth untold :

Each goes his gait: one roams the sea profound
To bring back treasure in his vessel's hold ;

The angry tempests toss him at their will.

Yet of his precious life he takes no care :

One labours year by year the earth to till,

His thought concentred on the crooked share :

One by Athene and Hephaestus taught
Works out his living with his own deft hands :

One with the gifts of all the Muses fraught
The limits of sweet wisdom understands :

To one Apollo gives prophetic power ;

He knows the evil coming from afar ;

The gods assist his thought; but fate's dread hour

No augur skill, no sacrifice can bar:

Some know the lore of Paean's healing art.

But to no end their gracious work they ply :

Oft comes great anguish from a little smart,

And all in vain is soothing pharmacy :

A man lies pierced with sickness' bitter throes
;

Sudden the hand of healing bids him live.

So Fate on mortals good and ill bestows,

And none may shun the gifts immortals give.

Peril and chance attend man's actions all
;

The end of that begun he may not know :

Who plans a goodly work, he oft doth fall

Unwitting into great and grievous woe;
While to the foolish worker Heaven accords

A prosperous chance, fair issue of fond quest.

No limit know wealth's ever-waxing hoards :

Who owns the most, toils harder than the rest.

All crave alike : who shall assuage such greed ?

Ay, Heaven gives gain to mortals, well I wis :

Thence follows ruin, which when Zeus doth speed
In vengeance, now it visits that,. now this.'

' Tr. by Prof. Conington.
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Such verses may well liavc sounded very antiquated
and tedious in the ears of a luxurious acre of external

cuhure
;
but the course of the world's history for the space

of two millenniums and a half, lias set its seal on the re-

flections of the wise Athenian. And our scorners may
yet, in their own fate and that of those around them,
come to experience how true is the despised lesson

which Solon here inculcates in his solemn and pious me-
ditations. It is the same doctrine which he preached
to the vain and ostentatious Croesus, and which that

monarch called to mind upon the funeral pile ;
and not

improbably again afterwards, at the court of Cyrus.^

4. Pindar the Tkehan.

A ver)" difTerent tone echoes to us from the voice of
"

the divine Pindaros" as the ancients called him, i.e. the

inspired speaker. He was no statesman, but a poet by

profession, literally a priest of the Muses. He was a

Theban, the citizen of a small oligarchical State, wliich

would verj^ willingly have come to an understanding with

the envoys of Darius, and cursed the Ionian unruliness ;

nay, would fjiin have inflicted a penalt}" on Pindar, when,
after the battle of Marathon, he had found himself im-

able to refuse a meed of praise to the Athenians.

Yet Pindar is less the Doric contrast than tlie Doric

complement to Solon and the Ionic school in general. For

it is indeed the blessing of truly flourisliing periods, and

of virtuous-minded peoples, honestly striving to advance,

that tlie difTerenccs arising from personal character, race,

or locality, are transformed into harmonious union.

"While cacli from his own standing-]ioint aspires towai'ds

Avhat is highest, and hence strives after that which is dis-

tinctively a characteristic of our common nature, the

sense of the richness of liuman endowment is strcnf^thened

by the apparent contrariety of tendencies in that nature.

' See Appoiulix, Note L.
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It must however be admitted tliat tlie contrast between

the Homeric and the Orphic cast of thought comes out very

strongly in the respective representations given us by So-

lon and by Pindar of the retributive Divine justice and the

Moral Order of the world. Solon does not conceal from

himself the apparent confusions in the course of events,

yet finds in that course sufficient light and consolation to

retain and to proclaim his faith, that the over-ruling Deity,—Zeus,—does intervene in the destinies of man, here

upon this earth
;
and that even if the evil-doer himself

escape his judgments, their curse rests upon his children

and children's children. This faith of his was not shaken

by the violent popular convulsions of his time, but rather

confirmed
;
he in no wise overlooked the dangers attendant

on a general civil liberty, but he knew also that the

tyrants of his day acknowledged no divine riglit save

their own, and he believed in the blessings of freedom

when associated with law. This is Solon's philosophical

theology. He by no means denies or calls in question a

punishment of the evil-doer after death—a moral retri-

bution revealincr itself in the future destinies of the soul

—but he is silent on this point ;
he does not feel himself

competent to assert any authoritative or certain doctrine

respecting it. .

Quite otherwise is it with Pindar, the Oiphic, and, we

may probably add, the Pythagorean. It is indeed a mis-

iniderstanding of the most difficult passage of his lofty

poetry, to assume that he lays stress only on the retribu-

tions inflicted in another hfe. As an intelligent Orphic,
he could not do that

;
for the Orphic theologians insisted

strongly on the might of the Erinnyes ;
that is to say, the

power of an evil conscience, that involuntary witness which

the wicked bear to the moral order of the world. But

we are justified in asserting that Pindar has, in fact,

preached both the national philosophy and the Orphic

theology as his own conviction, although he brings the

latter into greater prominence, and his flmcy prefers
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to linger ou the pictures of the hfe beyond the grave.
Tlie following is a faithful rendering of the difficult passage
to which reference has already been made' :

—
For Id Olympia his the prize ;

And with fraternal chariots shared,

Pytho and Isthmian fields award

Twin garlands wreathed of common victories.

Careful thoughts are cast away
When a high emprize is won.

Wealth, with virtue's hright array.

Leads the chase of glory on.

Ever apt occasion bringing,
As deep musings prompt the plan ;

Far and wide a radiance flinging;

Star that gilds the path of man.

But he ou whom it shines doth know
What shall hereafter come ;

That witli the dead below

Spirits rebellious take forthwith their doom ;

And what is sinful done

In this, Jove's empire, under earth at last

JSIeets judgment strict from one

Whose sentence is by dire compulsion past.

Far other lot befalls the good ;

A life from trouble free;

Nor with laborious hands

To vex the stuljborn lands

Nor beat the billowy sea

For a scant livelihood.

But with the honoured of the gods
Who love the faithful, their abodes ;

By day or night the sun quits not their sphere ;

Living a dateless age without a tear.

The others urge meanwhile.
Loathsome to sight, their endless toil.

But whoso thrice on either side

With firm endurance have been tried,

Keeping the soul exempted still

Througli every change from taint of ill,

' See Appendix, Note M.
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To the tower of Kronos they
Travel Jove's eternal way.
On that blest isle's enchanted ground
Airs from ocean breathe around

;

Burn the bright immortal flowers.

Some on beds, and some on bowers,
P>om the branches hanging high ;

Some fed by waters where they lie
;

Of whose blossoms these do braid

Armlets, and crowns their brows to shade.

Such bliss is theirs, assured by just decree

Of Ehadamanth, who doth the judgment share

With father Kronos, spouse of Ehea, she

Who hath o'er all in heaven the highest chair.^

But if we would not misunderstand the jDicture Pindar

here draws of the life with Kronos, we must above all,

divest our minds of the common conception of the life of

the Blessed, as though it were a state of mere indolent

repose. It is only the more toilsome modes of winning
our daily bread, the coarser cares of this life, from which

they are exempt. On the contrary, they are employed in

the most honourable office that can appertain to beings in a

state of freedom, inasmuch as they take part in the judicial

function, under the direction of Kronos and the presi-

dency of Ehadamanthus. That they are to be conceived

as present, when the latter sits in judgment that he may,
in accordance with the liat of supreme justice, receive

the spirits of the justified into the circle of the Blessed, is

the natural sense of the words— "
at the councils of

Ehadamanthus," and is plainly indicated by the descrip-
tion of the festal ornaments which they wear on the

occasion. The priests and the higher judges and digni-
taries of ancient Greece (thus in Athens all the Archons,

especially the Archon-king, who was supreme judge in

the stead of the ancient kings) woie a wreath while

engaged in their official duties. It is therefore such a

'

Gary's Translation of Pindar, Oljmp. ii. Antistropho .".,
&c.
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solemn tribunal of which Pindar is speaking. The

IVesident, seated on the higliest throne, is the ancient

Euler of the universe ;
his asse,s:<or, the righteous Pdiada-

mautlius, is the son of a god, and a prince. Tlie

assembly of the blessed dead form the priestly nation,

assenting with glad acclaim to the sentence of the judge,
and witli joyful sympathy welcoming the newly-arrived
souls. Their cares are ended

;
but their inborn divine

vocation remains to them, and they cherish too an affec-

tionate remembrance of all the nobler enjoyments of their

earthly hfe.

The aspect under which this sprightlier side of all life's

social pleasure presented itself to the Hellenes, is brought
out in still livelier colours in a celebrated fragment of

one of Pindar's Dirges ;
in which, moreover, the poet

does not fail to make mention also of the sacred services

Avhich the Blessed render to the gods as priests. The

following is tlie passage referred to :
—

Shines for them the sun's warm glow
When 'tis darkness here below :

And the ground before their towers,

Meadow-land with purple flowers.

Teems with incense-bearing treeu.

Teems with fruit of golden sheen.

Some in steed and wrestling feat,

Some in dice take pleasure sweet.

Some in harping : at their side

Blooms the spring in all her pride.

Fragrance all about is blown

O'er that country of desire,

Ever as rich gifts are thrown

Freely on the far-seen fire

Blazing from the altar-stone.'

In neither of these passages do we find anything incon-

sistent will) Homer's description of the life of the heroes

in Hades, described in the eleventh canto of the Odyssey,

' Tr. by rrof. Conington.
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and the resemblance is still closer to Ilesiod's picture of

the realm of Kronos ah-eacly quoted.
With regard to the Hellenic gospel of JSTemesis,

—the all-

disposing retributive justice of God,—there are not only
several passages, Avhicli expressly name JS^emesis, but the

injunction to keep the due mean, in remembrance of the

power of the gods and of man's nothingness, is the constant

key-note resounding through all Pindar's poetry when

speaking of the order of this world. Such passages as die

following, we must take in connection with the more direct

statements of the passages already cited :
—

Of such glorious deeds with more

May His pleasure keep the store,

Averting the distressful train

Of sharp diseases
; and restrain

Dire reverse of Nemesis

To violate their noble bliss ;

But with a hfe unharmed, in peace.
Themselves and city aye increase.'

Or again, where describing the blissful life of the

Hyperborean Apollo-worshippers, he says :
—

Nor toil they fear,

Nor furious battle, sheltered still

From Nemesis to work them ill.^

There is certainly in his poems mention of the displeasure
of the gods ;

as in Isthm. vi.
[vii] Strophe 3, Antistrophe

3
;
but detached expressions of this kind ought to be in-

terpreted in accordance with the whole scope of Pindar's

conception of the universe. So, for instance, it is said in

the passage referred to :
—

Son of Diodotus, thou lovedst to tell

Of IMeleager ; lovedst to tell

Of Hector and that prophet brave

Amphiaraus ; then, as they,
Thou didst breathe out thy prime of life

Amid the foremost strife,

*
Gary's

" Pindar "
Olynip. viii. The concluding lines.

*
Gary's "Piudar/" Pytli. x. Antistrophe 3.
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Where, but the sturdiest, none withstood the fray,
Wheu hope no more was fain to save.

And sorrow closed the day.
But now the ruler of the seas

Hath brought mo calm after a storm,
And I will sing, and singing form

Thy tresses to the wreath.

Nor envy in immortal bosoms breathe.

If of each day the pleasant wooing
And bliss with quiet heart pursuing,
I journey on to age and my last hour in peace.

For all alike the fated time remains,
Their destiny unknown ;

And he who aching vision strains

Is short of God's eternal throne.

The winged Pegasean steed

Bellerophon his master threw,
When upward to the stalls of heaven he flew,

Deeming in Jove's full council to aliglit.

But still for sweet disjoined from right
Is bitterest end decreed.^

But we have seen above that such expressions do not ex-

clude the recognition that what a]^pears to the short-

sighted or wicked man as Euin (Ate), is to the poet the

righteous verdict of Divine justice, and so likewise the

seeming envy of the gods arises from the incapacity of

man to bear too great a burden of prosperity. Now no

one perceives this more clearly than Pindar. He calls

'-'measure" '"''due limit" the condition of all happiness, in

a pregnant saying (Pylh. ii. Antistrophe 2).

None should o'erstep his limit.

In the midst of a glowing eulogium of the race and city

of his hero, he suddenly breaks off and ends in reverent

awe with the prayer :—
Hence let me win my way with nimble feet :

Great Zeus, be reverence mine and life of pleasures sweet.'

«

Gary's
"
Pindar," Isth. vi. (vii.j Str. '5. Antistr. 3.

"
Ulymj). xiii. Tr. by I'rof. Conington.
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Art and poesy, nay, all beauty and grace, have their con-

dition in the absence of all exaggeration, the observance

of due limits, and this has its primary ground in holy
reverence. This thought, apprehended in all its depth, is

too essential to the rioiit understanding of the sacredness

of Greek (and of all true) feeling for art, for us to omit

quoting here Pindar's Invocation to the Graces :—
ye, ordained by lot to dwell

Where Cephisiaii waters well,

And hold your fair retreat

'Mid herd of coursers beautiful and fleet :

Eenowned queens, that take your rest

In Orchomenus the blest.

Guarding with ever-watchful eye
The Minyan's high-born progeny ;

To you my votive strains belong :

List, Graces, to your suppliant's song.
For all delightful things below,

All sweet, to you their being owe,

And at your hand their blessings share

The wise, the splendid, and the fair.

Nor without the holy Graces

The gods in those supernal places
Their dances or their banquets rule :

Dispensers they of all above

Throughout the glorious court of Jove :

Where each has placed her sacred stool

By the golden-bowed Apollo,

Whom in his harpings clear they follow,

And tlie high majestic state

Of their Eternal Father venerate.

Daughter of heaven, Aglaia, thou

Darting splendours from thy brow.

With musical Euphrosyne,
Be present : nor less call I thee.

Tuneful Thalia, to look down
On this joyous rout, and own
Me their bard.'

Gary's
"
Pindar,'' Olymp. xiv.
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The relation of the Divine to man and to liuman affairs

is seen by Pindar in the noblest aspect it presented to the

Greek mind. " The law," he says,
"

is the ruler of gods
and men." ^ This sentence occurs in a fragment, which

has been cited by many ancient writers, but always in

part only. What Pindar would seem to have asserted in

it, may perhaps be thus expressed :
—The true law is that of

Nature, ruling in the universe. This, although unwritten

and unproclaimed, vindicates its authority by the issue of

events in such a manner as sometinies to assume the

aspect of mere arbitrary exercise of power. Such an ar-

bitrary divine act can be justified only by a divine end.

No one has a riglit to take this divine law of Nature into

his own hands, except he who can plead a divine vocation

to do so. But the possession of such a divine vocation

can alone be authenticated by putting an end to human,
selfish acts of violence, tp-anny, arbitrary power, with

conscious intent and at the cost of self-sacrifice. Of such

a nature, according to the legend, was the act of Heracles,
the noblest of divine sons, when he carried off the cattle

of the inhuman tyrant Geryon, as tlius related in tlie

fragment to which we have referred :
—

liaw, imiversal king,

Supreme o'er mortals and immortals.
With hifrhest hand doth hringr

The violent deed of mig-ht,

And makes it just and right.

Tlie deeds of Heracles my word approve :

He to Eurystheus' proud Cyclopian portals
The herds of Geryon drove,
Not by petition sought,
Nor yet for monev bought.''^

The divine law reigns supreme over human laws. When
selfishness abuses the order of the universe, to shelter

injustice, violence, and deceit, under the forms of human

' rindar cd. l)is.>*en, I'^rnfrnicnta Iiicerta, 48 (see vol. ii.
j). i'>~A)).

'' Tr. 1)v I'rof. Conington.
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law, God sends down some self-devoted son of his, not to

set tyranny in the place of law, but with divine authority
to convert that into law which is confornial^le to the

divine law. In such a case, the man acts in the name
and by the command of God. For without God he is

nothing but the dream of a shadow. This fine conception
is thus expressed in Pyth. viii. Antistr. 4 :

—
For if to any the command
Of bliss befall, unearned by labour long,
He to the unwiser throng:

Seems one supremely skilled

His life on high to build

By rare device and counsel of his own.

Yet these things not in mortals lie,

But are the gift of deity,

Who casteth one aloft,

And puts another low in measure down.
• • • • *

But he whom some new triumph crowns

Through mighty hope on ample pinion
Of courage soars aloof, and owns
A care surpassing wealth's dominion.

A little while doth pleasure bloom ;

So falleth to the ground.
Soon as reversed a tickle doom
Hath shaken it and frowned.

Born for an hour (what difference then

'Twixt being and not being ?)

Dream of a shadow, men.
Entered at once and fleeino-:

And yet from heaven descended

Come but a glancing ray,

And in tliat vision splendid

Glory is theirs, and honey-sweet the day.'

Man, considered as a self-seeking individual existence, and
l)ent only upon self-interested ends, whether personal or

those of his kindred or nation, without any moral aim
is nought. JSTay, according to tlie supreme law of the

1 Carv's ''
Pindar," Tvlh. viii. Antistr. 4.
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universe, he is doomed to fall a victim to the divine retri-

bution. It is true, indeed, that gods and men alike drew

their origin from one Nature, but humanity is nothingness
without God, and brief is the span allotted to the indivi-

dual man. The celebrated passage in the beginning of the

sixth Nemean Ode is too important to be here omitted :
—

One is the race of gods and men,
And from one mother are we both descended :

But for the power ;
there the main difference lies :

These a mere nothing, horn at once and ended,

For them "an indestructive mansion

Ahideth in the skies."

Yet do we some likeness bear

In what is wise and fair

Unto the immortals ; though so short our ken,

We know not of this light,

Nor of the coming night,

What limit fate liath marked for us to run.^

That the first words should signify
" One is the race of

men, that of the gods another," is impossible. lu the

first place, tliis is not the literal meaning of the words.

Secondly, it would be a miserable truism of natural

history to say, that the gods by themselves constitute one

race, and so do men another. But, above all, such a view

would be contrary to Pindar's constant theory of the

universe, and especially to the passage immediately follow-

ing these lines. We are mortal, for we have a mortal

mother
;
Heaven alone endures, as the ancients have told

us (the words marked as a quotation are from Ilesiod).

Now this we have in common with all other animated

beings, and Pindar surely does not mean to say, tliat the

gods are gods, but men are animals? The mother of the

gods (of the celestial deities even) is, according to Ilesiod,

the general motlier—Earth. The Hellenic pantheon is

composed of generated, not self-existent Deities. The
idea of the One Sole Eternal God, cut off by a sharp line

'

Gary's
"
riiijar," Neiu. vi.
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of demarcation from the universe, is something utterly

foreign to the popular consciousness of the Greeks, nay,
also to that of a genuine Orphic. God is indwelling in

the universe, and His Spirit and His beauty shine out

above all in humanity, although the individual has but a

brief and uncertain tenure of existence here on earth.

But it is only after that is ended that the true life of the

soul begins ; for, as the inspired singer exclaims, when

extolling the future blessedness of the just :—
All by happy fate attain

The end that frees them from their pain ;

And the body yields to death,

But the shape of vital breath

Still in life continueth
;

It alone is Heaven's conferrinof :

Sleeps it when the limbs are stirring ;

But when they sleep, in many dreams it shows

The coming consummation both of joys and woes.'

The Greek word slrtcu'kov^ here translated "
shape

"
or

" vital breath," is often used for a spectre or ghost, and

is so employed in the Odyssey in speaking of the souls

of the departed. But that in this passage, Pindar has in

his mind its original signification
—"

shape,"
"
image,"

" outline
"

(the Idea, as it were, which word in fact

comes from the same root),
—is evident from what follows.

For to this essence alone is life ascribed, not only in a

future state of being, but also in the present. As here

on earth it sleeps during the waking hours that are

occupied in bodily activity, so in that other world it

wakes, though its organ for the external world is asleep.

To this philosophical poet the souls of the righteous are

the parent stock of the nobler spirits in the futiu'c

generations of mankind
; the condition and the fountain

of the progress of Humanity. For this he asserts in two

other fragments from the Dirges (Threni)} In connection

^

Fragment ii. of Dirges. Tr. by Prof. Conington.
^
Fragments iii. and iv. (see Dissen, vol. ii. pp. 051 foil.).
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with those pictures of tlic judgment to come with wliieh

we began our sketch of Pindar's rehgious views, the poet

proceeds :—
But the souls of the profane.

Far from heaven removed below,

Flit on earth in murderous pain
'Neath the unyielding yoke of woe.

While pious spirits, tenanting the sky,

Chant praises to the mighty one on high.i

Tlie other fi-aainent is thus introduced in Phito's Meno :

" Pindar and many other divine (inspired) poets say
much to this effect ;

—that the souls of men are immortal,

by turns they undergo what we call dying, and being
born again, but never perish." Pindar's own words are

as follows :

They from whom Persephone
Due atonement shall receive

For the things that made to grieve,

To the upper sunlight she

Sendeth hack their souls once more,
Soon as winters eight are o'er.

From those blessed spirits spring

Many a great and goodly king,

Many a man of glowing might.

Many a wise and learned wight :

And while after days endure,

Men esteem them heroes pure.'

Now, could the poet who wrote this have intended to

say in the beginning of the sixth Nemean Ode, that gods
and men are utterly alien in essence, aiul (lu'.t we have

nothing in common with the gods, but what they have in

common with the beasts,
—Mother Earth? He has not

only in fact said the very opposite in the passage we are

considering, but he could not have said anything else, in

accordance with the conception of the universe pervading

*

Frng;iiienta iii. ami iv. of Dirges. Tr. by Prof. Coiiingloii.
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the whole of his poetry. Undoubtedly the Earth-born

mortal is powerless compared to the gods, but his

community of essence with them reveals itself in the

higher Eeason and in Beauty. And here we must not

forget that with Pindar, as with Socrates and Plato, nay,

according to the universal usage of language among the

Greeks, the Beautiful is inseparable from the Good
;
an

lionourable man is called in one word, a " beautiful good
one." This association of the two does not rest upon
any philosophical system, but springs from the harmonious

working out of man's intuition of the unity between the

Good and the True, and our conscious or unconscious

worship of this unity shown in the power that beauty
exerts over us.

Thus, according to Pindar, man's life has a divine goal,

but the transit to that goal is dark
;
his future destiny is

veiled from sight. The passage we are considering dwells

chiefly on man's nothingness beside the eternally enduring
divine Omnipotence ; but in other places, Pindar speaks of

the divine loadstars of this earthly life, virtue and piety.

In no case does he refer man to omens and dreams and

auguries as an ordinary Orphic might have done. Pindar

knows no loadstars but reason, which ponders on the

seriousness of life, and pious reverence for moderation.

Thus he says in the Otympic Ode on Ergoteles :—
Meantime with vain turmoil

The hopes of mortals toil,

Tost to and fro in wikl uncertainty ;

And none could ever sure conjecture find

By mark from God assigned
What shall hereafter be:

But of the future wisest thouo-hts are blind.

And oft hath man in view of bliss

Been doomed his destined aim to miss,

And he who strained through wintry seas

In one short moment swam at ease.'

'

Gary's
"
Pindar," Olymp. xii. Antistrophe.
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Thus, too, it is only when taken in connection with other

sayings, that we can understand his encomium on the

Orphic mysteries of Eleusis, of w^hich he says :
—

Happy wlio these rites hath kenned
Ere beneath the ground he goeth ;

Well he kuoweth of life's end ;

Well its god-given source he knoweth.^

This passage proves, in the first place, "what w^e have

succinctly stated above, as admitted by those who have

examined the subject ; namely, that the mysteries, more

especially those of Attica, inculcated a lofty spiritual

view of human existence and of the destiny of the soul,

both as regards the origin and the close of this life
; assign-

ing to it, in fact, an eternal goal. Secondly, this view was

undoubtedly conceived and expressed in a spirit of faith,

but it was presented as the historical embodiment of that

consciousness of God which mirrors itself in human reason.

To this extent, Socrates was quite in agreement with

Pindar, when, tw^o generations later, he would not forbid his

disciples to be initiated into the sacred rites, but on the

contraiy, declared that what was there taught in symbols
was worth infinitely more than all the natural philosophy
of the sophists, or all the physiological riddles of the

learned. But even Pindar would not have disagreed
with Socrates (at least not as a thinker, though perhaps
as a politician), when the sage of Athens went on to say,

yet it were better still, if those who trusted to the

inward witness of reason, w^ould dive into their own
breasts to fmd there the knowledge and the certainty of

that which in those rites was presented in symbols. But

here, too, it is only a question of differing practical

application, not of essential contrariety. It is true that

I'indar Avas not only a decided aristocrat, but also a

friend of two despots, Iliero and Theron
;

still we have

'

Frngmeuts of Dirges, ^ ii. Tr. by Prof. Coiiington.
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but to look at his second and fourth Pythian Odes to

see what grave and hberal counsels he gave them. He

may, like his fellow-citizens, have disapproved of the

Athenians mixing themselves up with the Ionian revolt
;

but wdiat we know for certain is, that, after the battle of

Marathon, he joyfully ascribed praise and glory to Athens

•for the deliverance of Hellas, and Avas brought to trial

for so doing by his own government.
Pindar was pre-eminently a theological poet, without

ceasing to be a philosopher ;
and although a Theban, was

yet thoroughly a Greek, a truly noble-hearted and liberal-

minded man. To regard his enthusiasm for the great
national games as the mere utterances of a hireling of the

aristocrats, betrays great shallowness and want of can-

dour
; besides, how can it be foi'gotteu, that the chariot

races of the nobles (which also, however, had a high
national significance) formed only a small portion of the

athletic exercises, of which Pindar had celebrated so

many, and the noblest of which were accessible to every
man in the nation ? We discern most clearly from

Pindar's writings how completely the whole of Greek

literature, whether that of the national louic school which

drew its inspiration from Homer, or that of the Doric

school with its Orphic theology, was ranged on the side of

freedom
;
—of free thought, no less than of free political

institutions consecrated by the sanction of law. The Hel-

lenes possessed no sacred historical records, and therefore

escaped the dangers of deducing intellectual dogmas of

belief from historical traditions or symbolical legends
and fables. Thus Pindar, too, had a right to treat the

myths concerning the gods with philosophical freedom
;

the legends of the heroes he handled with still o;reater

licence, and discusses the origin of the human race quite
in a rationalistic spirit. Thus, in the remarkable frag-
ment whose authorship Schneidewin has, with happy
tact, at once detected in the citation of it by Hippolytus,

L 2
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and restored to its riglit place,
—in discussing the question

of the kind and locahty of tlie first man, Pindar makes a

most scholarly use of all the legends of the Hellenic tribes

that do or do not bear upon the point, nay, even of those

of the Libyans and Egyptians. In the main point, he

says, they all agree, and that is this :—
First bare the Earth

Man, her majestic birth.

Rejoicing that to her was given the grace
To be the mother of that gentle race

Beloved of Heaven !

Next he proceeds to show how difficult it is to decide

Avliich legend is right concerning the name and locality

of the primitive human inhabitants of Earth :—
But hard it is to know

Whether within the deep Bceotian glen.
On clear Cephisus' strand.

Rose Alalcomeneus, the first of men ;

Or the Kouretae upon Ida's side

That race divine ; or yet more old,

Did first the sun behold

The Corybantes in the Phrygian hmd

Spring up, like trees, in beauty and in pride ?

Did first Arcadia her Pelasgus bear,

Pelasgus, elder than the moon ?

Or lioar Eleusis bear her mystic son,

Diaulos, in the Parian haunts to dwell.

Or Lemnos, that bright boy so fair,

Cabeiros, liim, the sire

Of the dark orgies which no tongue may tell ?

Or earlier, bare Pallene rude

Alcyoneus, nursed in Phlegrean fire,

The eldest of the huge -limbed giant brood?

Nor less doth Libya boast, that first of all

From her parched plains did strong larbas rise,

The acorn fruits from her own tree that fall

Unto great Jove to bring, sweet sacrifice!
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Nilus, in Egypt still, as in old time,

Under her genial influence, moist and warm,
To embodied life her rich prolific slime

Kindles and quickens into human form.'

Thus in Pindar's view the spiritual import, the idea un-

derlying the tradition, overrides all else ; and in the present
instance this is, according to him, the underlying thought,
that the human race is One ; and not by nature wild, like

other animals, but gentle and beloved of God, therefore

also formed to love, seek and honour the Deity. In a

similar spirit, he treats the local deities and their festivals

with reverence, though he regards Zeus alone as God in

the highest sense. This he asserts unreservedly in the

words preserved to us of an uncertain fragment :
—

Somewhat more than the gods possess did Jove attain !

That is to say, the other members of the Pantheon have

each a limited sphere of operation, peculiar to themselves
;

the eternal Zeus alone is the God, the Lord of the universe.

That he often found himself embarrassed by the stories

of the gods and heroes occurring in Homer and others,

nay, not unfrequently alters those legends, he is well

aware
;
but when he does so he always adds : Nothing

unjust or fooHsh must be believed concerning the gods.

However, he never gives his sanction to the foolish

attempt of later philosophers to assign a physical or

historical explanation to the fables and legends ; but,

like Pythagoras, openly refers their import to the highest

questions. Por the famous, deplorably brief fragment

What is God ? What the All ?

carries its own answer with it in its very structure, and

finds one, moreover, in the collective beliefs of Pindar as an

Orphic and a Pythagorean. God is everywhere actually

present in the universe, but his essence is not merged in

^ " The Agamemnon of yEscliylus, and the Bacclianals of Euripides, &c.:''

translated by Dean Milman. See p. 180, in which this passage is given as

''From the Pkilosophoinnena of Ilippohjtus., as corrected by several scholars,"
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the process of evolution, nor j'et subject to anj^ external

necessity, but is rather tlie Unity of the Manifold,—tlie

Spirit, the All-creating One. Thus he says again in a

beautiful fragment :—
God maketh all : He plants within

The singer's power the heart to win.*

and in another fine verse :
—

God from blackest night can call

Light's unsullied ray,

And with darkness' gloomy pall

Hide the face of day.^

How close is the agreement that reigns throughout the

various schools and orders of the poets in their philoso-

phical and truly earnest spiritual conceptions of religion,

Thiersch has shown very strikingly by placing a passage

from Homer and one from Sophocles, side by side with

those words of Pindar :
—

The shadow of a dream is Man.

The passage from Homer is as follows :
—

Nothins: weaker at all Earth breeds than a human creature.

No, not of all those liv^es that on earth are breeding and moving.
Still doth lie boast in his heart no evil to find hereafter,

While that the gods lend health, and brace his knees in the battle.

But when the blessed gods bind fast their burden upon him,
Then doth he bitterly bow to the yoke of a hard compulsion.
Such is the mind that dwells in the spirit of earth-born mortals

As is their day which still the Father sendeth upon them.^

That from Sophocles is the fmc dialogue of the Goddess

of Wisdom with Odvsseus, when she shows him the

lamentable spectacle of Aias in his insanity :
—

ATHENA.

Thou seest, Odysseus, all the might of gods,
How great it is. Whom found'st thou than this man
With keener foresight, or with better gifts,

To do what seemed most fittinsc for the time ?

'

Frngnunta Incorta, ii. iii. ffd. Dispcn). Tr. by Prof. Conington.
2 "The Odyssey," translated by P. S. Worsley, P.nok xviii. 124. See

vol. ii. Preface, p. xii.
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ODYSSEUS.

I know of no man, and I pity him,
So wretched now, although mine enemy,
Because an evil fate has come on him,
And thinking that it touches me as well.

For this I see, that we, all we that live,

Are but vain shadows, unsubstantial dreams.

ATHENA.

Do thou then, seeing this, refrain thy tongue
From any lofty speech against the gods.
Nor boast thyself, though thou excel in strength
Or weight of stored-up wealth. All human things
A day lays low, a day lifts up again ;

But still the gods love those of ordered soul.

And hate the evil.'

Verily it is no small boon which the lyric poetry of the

Greeks has conquered for Humanity. True, we cannot

say of that, as of the Epos and the Drama, that the

Hellenic mind has been the first to create this expression
of man's religious consciousness. For of all kinds of

poetry, the lyrical is the most ancient
; among the

Chinese, it goes back to an age remoter than that of

Homer, even judging from the fragments which Confucius

rescued from destruction in the time of Solon. But,
besides these, we have again in the Hebrew prophets

grand models of lyric poetry, which likewise reach back

beyond Homer, and are, of their kind, of inimitable beauty
and sublimity. Lastly, among the Aryans, so early as

2,000 years before the Hellenes, there had existed in the

writings of Zoroaster and the Vedic Hymns, an artistic

development of lyric poetry in its highest field, and pos-

sessing a world-wide historical importance.
Neither can we place the lyric poetry of the Hellenes on.

a level with their Epos and Drama as to its subject-matter.

Yet there are two great points of religious consciousness

' ' The Tragedies of Sophocles :" trauslatccl by E. II. Plumptro, ii. p. 136.
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Avhicli it lias been the means of securing for the first

time to Hmnanity. Tlie Ionic school has taught that

death for tlie fatlierland,—tlie most absolute possible self-

surrender of the individual to the common good,—is an

act well-pleasing to God ;
and tlie men who have preached

this were themselves as richly endowed with courage and

valour as with intellect, and addressed themselves to an

audience of youths ready to face death. The Aryan
knew of a holy cradle of his race, and remembered the

home of his first fathers
;

l)ut a common fatlierland, to

which he belonged, and in which lie also had a share, liis

country and that of his own immediate parents, he did

not know. This most elevating idea, the common treasure

of all noble nations, which none but the partisans of slavery

and the miserable sophists in our own day have, to their

eternal infamy, been base enougli to attempt to repudiate,

had its birth in the free commonwealths of the Hellenes.

It found its first propliet among the lonians, its second

among the Athenians. From it have sprung all the

glorious exploits of the highest self-sacrifice
;
and these

have been performed as the result of a distinct religious

consciousness, a sense that such was a part of the re-

ligion of a free human being. This idea had jdready
created a reverence for the heroes, and liallowed the no-

blest of the ancient traditions. For the heroes existed

as living realities in the national mind, which, long
before Homer, partly in poetry, partly in legend, had

sung their deeds as self-sacriiicing sons of the gods, tlie

redeemers of their people, the saviours of their country.
In the historical times of Greece, the bards accom-

panied the warriors, as in an earlier age tlie seer, who
voiced the sacrificifd hymns, accompanied the heroes.

With pagans and sjMrit-stirring lays the Hellenic stormed

on to the assault. In the case of all the older lyrical

poets (with the exception of the treacherous, light-minded

Archilochus), we have cither remains or mention of such

patriotic songs. The numerous epitaphs by Simonidcs
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OH tlie fallen heroes of the Persian war, are known to all

the world, bnt in that grand period they are no solitary

specimens. The most vigorous of these poems is the

famous epigram (nowhere, however, handed down to us

complete) of the ^olian poet Alcccus, a native of Lesbos,
who lived in the century before Simonides (about Olymp.
42 = B.C. 610), and was himself a combatant in the

arena of politics, and a man of wide experience, and
much force of cliaracter. That epigram must have been

nearly as follows :
—

Not timber hewn with nicest care.

Nor tile on tile arrayed in order fair,

Nor rampart walls compacted well,

But warriors are a town's true citadel.^

The finest epigrammatic epitaph composed by the richly-

gifted and liberty-loving Simonides, is that on the fallen

heroes of Marathon, in which he had iEschylus for a rival.

The latter sang :
—

These, too, defenders of their country fell,

These mighty souls to gloomy death betrayed ;

Immortal is their fame, who, suffer'ng well.

Of Ossa's dust a glorious garment made.'^

In this noble contest Simonides obtained the prize with

the followinc!; lines :—
Hail, great in war ! all hail, by glory cherislied,

Athena's sons, for horseman prowess noted.

In your sweet native soil in youth ye perished.

For Hellas' sons unborn to death devoted.^

The immortal distich on the heroes of Sj)arta, who fell at

Thermopyla3, is known to all readers of Herodotus :
—

Go, tell the Spartans, thou that passest by.

That here, obedient to their laws, we lie.

But the gem of Simonides' productions is his inimitaldy

grand epitaph on Leonidas and his companions. This we

1 Tr. by Prof. Conington.
^ Tr. hy C. Merivalc.

2 Tr. ]iy J. II. Merivale, altered.
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may call the finest blossom of the lyric poetiy of antiquity

ill its finished form which has descended to us :—
In dark Thermopykc they lie

;

death of glory thus to die !

Their tomb an altar is, their name
A mighty heritage of fame :

Their dirge is triumph : caukering rust

And Time that turneth all to dust

That tomb shall never waste nor hide,

The tomb of warrior true and tried.

The full-voiced praise of Greece around

Ivies buried ia that sacred mound,
Where Sparta's king, Leonidas,

In death eternal glory has.'

In later time the lofty tone of these poets gradually sinks

down into that of ordinary songs celebrating the enjoy-

ments of life. The last who struck a higher chord w^ere the

great thinkers and sages :
—Aristotle, whose poem entitled

the ^'Praise of Virtue
"

(that is to say, courageous, self-

devoted valour) we shall give in a future chapter as his

epitaph, and Demosthenes, or one of his friends, wdio

composed the epitaph on those slain at Chaaronea ; both

are worthy epitaphs for the tomb of Greek freedom and

religion.

Such is the work of the Ionic Elegy, and the poetry

which is akin to it. AVe are forced, how^ever, to say that

with rare, though on that account all the more glorious

exceptions, the personal sentiment expressed in the lyric

poetry of the Hellenes, did not maintain an equally

lofty level with the political. Men of high poetical

endowment, but animated by base motives and of wildly

passionate temperament, were for passing moments so

fired by ])olitical enthusiasm, as to be raised far above

their ordinary'' selves.

Tims arose and thus died out among the Greeks this

first-fruits of lyric inspiration and religious sentiment.

> Tr. l.v R. ill Merivale's "Anthology."
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Of no slighter historical importance and of still greater

influence on the inmost consciousness of the Hellenes and

of mankind, was that which we must call the achievement

of the Doric element in lyric poetry, or of the genius of

Pindar. This we may perhaps sum up in the tliree

following points.

The first great permanently historical thought which

Pindar was the chief and the first to engraft into the

popular consciousness, was the same whicii Pythagoras
had shortly before him expressed in a speculative form,

and wliicli Socrates later coined into an ethical and

rational religion ; namely :—
That in human destinies a divine law rides, and this is

the same law which the wise and pious man discovers in

his own bosom.

There exists an Order of the World: it is a Moral Order.

It subsists not only for the brief earthly existence of the

soul, for it is of a divine nature
;
but already here below

it regulates human destinies with a divine authority.

The second of Pindar's great tiioughts may perliaps be

thus expressed :
—

Human things have their origin and subsistence by virtue

of the divine element which resides in them. The self-seeking

principle in individuals or States in the evil and destructive

element

Pindar preached this doctrine neither after the fashion

of an Epic poet, nor yet of an Orphic theologian ;
he set

it before all men's eyes in tlie events and experiences of

actual life
;
but it was not without a personal philosophic

consciousness on his own part, when he held up before

the men of the present age the mirror of the ancient reli-

gious faith. This thesis when considered more closely, will

be seen to be intimately connected witli tlie act of crea-

tines elegiac poetry. It leads on to the third great thouglit

which, like the former two, had never before Pindar been
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uttered as the product of the free inward consciousness

of an actual Person.

The traditions of mankind respecting divine tilings, more

especially the flower of the Hellenic traditions and die rites

of worship connected therewith, contain truth, because they

correspond to the inward consciousness of man, to his

reason ; find an unfailing echo in his conscience, and stimu-

late the divine element within his heart.

Not until we have arrived at a clear perception that,

previous to the Hellenes, no Aryan tribe had ever at-

tained to a distinct consciousness of this truth for them-

selves and for mankind, are we able duly to estimate

the historical significance of these three theses, of which
we have given sufficient examples in illustration. He
who reflects further, will easily perceive in them the pre-

paration of the Aryan mind for Christianity ; and already
detect that in this Hellenic acquisition, one of the deepest,

though as yet latent, roots of our own religious con-

sciousness is concealed, and an imperishable heritage has

been won for ourselves. It is the same with the Ionic

prophet-voice, enjoining self-sacrificing love to the father-

land, i. e. to a free, legally-organized commonwealtli.

Apart, however, from these two great announcements
or revelations, we must confess that tlie lyric poetry of

Greece does not equal, or even approach, the epic or

dramatic, except in respect to the beauty of form. For
who could attempt to compare the erotic songs of the

Greeks witli those of the Eomanic and Teutonic races,

or with the Canticles of the Hebrews? But altoGjether, if

we excc})t tliose tln-ee great points,
— the consciousness

that legal freedom in tlie state is the only condition pleas-

ing to God,— the perception of a harmonious order of

the world in lunnan destinies, and that of the reasonable-

ness of a true [)erception of God in Avorship,
—what remains

of Greek lyrical poetry are there that can sustain even a
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remote comparison with the psahns of David and of the

holy singers and prophets who succeeded him ?

As for the later lyric poets, especially those of the

times after Alexander, including the Alexandrian and
Asiatic poets who are exhibited to us in the Anthology, not-

withstanding their elaborate refinement of form, and inge-
nious play of thought, they have no place whatever in

the lyric prophet-chorus of Humanity, any more than

the Sanscrit or Arabic lyric poets, or nine-tenths of tlie

greatly admired sonnet writers. None but a philologian
can draw lio;ht or warmth from the much extolled

Hymn to Nemesis, composed by Mesomedes, the freed-

man of Hadrian and singer of Antinous
; though his

harmonious verse, and ingenious presentment of old

thoughts, have caused it to appear to many the finest

expression of the most profound religious consciousness of

the Greeks. But there is no poetical vitality at all,

properly speaking, in this learned and eloquent rechauffe
of Greek similes and reminiscences and bombastic phrases.
In fact, the best part of this late lyric poetry is nothing
more than at most an innocent exercise of memory, and
a feat of poetic handicraft in a cultivated and enervated

age. The true, grand, prophetic lyiic poetry attained

its perfection when it was wedded to the direct repre-
sentation of epic history, that is to say, when it became
the hiirhest constituent of the Drama, fulfillino; the function

of a prophet of the Moral Order of the world, in the great
crises occurring in the history of heroes and nations.
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CHAPTER XL

THE RELIGIOUS COXSCIOUSXESS EMBODIED IX THE AXCIEXT

DllAMA.

If, in the foregoing survey of the progress and tendencies of

tliat Ilellenic apprehension of the Divine agency in human

affairs, which has constituted this nation tlie Aryan

prophet of Humanity in ancient Europe, our views have

corresponded in any measure to the truth, this prophetic
function could not fail to be called into its higliest exercise

after the glorious termination of the war of liberation

against the Persian kings; and judging from the splendour
of its preceding manifestations, we should now expect it

in the accomplishment of its present task to achieve its

crowning triumph. The predictions of the two earliest

prophets had received a brilliant fulfilment
;
the nation

which had surrendered itself to them in faith, had followed

up their lessons by framing wise aphorisms and lays, and es-

tablishing liberal institutions for the commonwealth. On
this nation, already blessed with conspicuous intelligence

and with free laws, the Deity had in the recent crisis con-

ferred signal gifts of courage, unity, and fortitude that

had conducted it to a marvellous victory. The right cause

had triumphed : it was clear that freedom and justice

were dear to the gods, and that the Hellene was the

priest of their true worship ;
but that the most glorious

act of tlieir worship consisted in the reahzation of their

eternal counsels, by a disinterested administration of

human afliiirs for the common welfare, after the pnttern

of the Divine government of the world. The King of

kings, the proud monarch of Asia, the heir of all pre-

ceding empires, had been humbled by the petty nation of
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the Greeks subdivided into a hundred tribes. The Hel-

lenes regarded their victory as the work of the Divinity.

Athene, the goddess of Wisdom, had defended her cita-

del; Zeus, the father of gods and men, had fouglit for

his empire of light. These conceptions have been placed

visibly before our eyes, by a recently-discovered master-

piece of ancient vase-painting,
—the wonderful so-called

vase of Darius,—on which the celestial deities are repre-

sented as consoling the terrified Hellas in face of the

threatening purposes and preparations of the mighty

king of Asia. Out of the gigantic block of Persian

marble at Ehamnus, three leagues from Marathon, which

the Persians are said to have intended for a trophy,
Phidias (also a prophet) created one of the most sublime

of the Greek statues of the Gods, that of ISTemesis, whose

stern form and gesture admonished the Greeks :

" Be

not lifted up : to God alone belongs the glory !

"

Difficult as it is for an individual, and impossible for

a nation, to retain faith in a Moral Order of the world—
therefore in God Himself—when they have for many gene-
rations belield violence and injustice reigning and crime

screened, if not deified
;

—
yet so soon as they see arro-

gance chastised and humbled on this earth, the rebound

is equally powerful. The soul rises on her pinions and

once more soars upwards to that faith
;
the eternal mag-

net of the Divine instinct in us recovers its lost power ;

Humanity, strengthened and purified, once more breathes

freely. The moral law is recognized to be of divine origin,

and man's personality to be the temple of the Deity. But

this point once reached, the moment has arrived when
the Epos of a fabulous past, the fiction of the poet, must

retire into the background and give place to creative and

didactic art. Man, in tlie full swing of energetic action,

desires to see action represented. And so those grand

figures, whose mighty doings and sufferings are com-

memorated in the epic narratives, step fortii in their own
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persons. Their outward history is famihar to all. For

centuries their destinies, wrought out and adorned by-

poets and artists, have occupied tlie general mind. Where

is the prophet who will bring them before us in a new

poetic aspect, and show us the kernel that has lain con-

cealed in the heart of the epic legend, by leading these

heroes into our midst, and introducing them to us speaking

and acting like the miglity men and leaders of the present

age ? Nor in those early heroic ages either did the ancient

royal houses lack a people before whose eyes their destinies

unfolded themselves. A council of Elders, therefore a

Senate, had been always suffered by those hereditary

kinsfs of the heroic ao:es to share their authority, and

was invested by the Hellenic mind (not without his-

toric truth and generous self-respect) with all the moral

courage and all the piety which had ever preserved the

Hellenes from a servile spirit, and hence from slavery itself.

Festive processions in honour of Bacchus, with their

ideal, though in some respects grotesque accompaniments,
were yearly to be seen in Athens, at which inspired lays

presented in metrical form, were chanted celebrating

mighty conflicts and victories. Everj-thing is ready for

the tragedy; nought is wanting but the prophet who shall

gather up all these elements into his own mind, give

them a new birth, and then present the new-born child

of the Spirit to his nation on occasion of their solemn

liigh-days.

At length such a prophet appeared in zEschylus, who

fought at Marathon, Salamis, and Platcca, and was own
brother to one of the heroes of his day. Though not

without older prototypes as regards externals, he may
yet be called the creator of the Drama, in the same sense

that the immortal bard of Chios or Smyrna was the

creator of the Ej)os. The subject of the action {for that

indeed is the meaning of the rvord drama.) can be no other

than some individual man
;

l)ut what is it which consti-

tutes him a tragic hero, and his acts a ti-agedy ? The
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watchword of the prevaiHng German philosophy of this

century is
"
tragical Destiny," and he who wrestles with

that destiny worthily is a tragic hero. In the application

of this and all kindred formulas, our writers perpetually

appeal to the Greek tragedy as the recognized standard.

But have they any right to do so ?

That which we have hitherto encountered in tracing

the development of religious sentiment among the Greeks,

we can scarcely term "
Destiny ;

"
for in our modern

European language, that word means neither more nor

less than blind fate. But, on the other hand, we have

met with a very profound theory of the universe, which

seems not unlikely to prove the key to the understanding
of Greek tragedy. And since we have now, in entering
on the consideration of the Drama, reached the highest

stage in the unfolding of the Greek apprehension of the

Divine—that whicli formed the prophetic and artistic voca-

tion of the Greek intellect—we can anticipate no less from

it than the direct expounding of that eternal law of the

universal Moral Order, which is exhibited with a peculiar
force in the vicissitudes experienced by the great and

powerful ;
the law, namely, that for every transgression

of appointed limits, some penalty falls on tlie sinning in-

dividual, and that, by means of this retribution, the

triumph of the eternal moral law reveals itself under the

aspect of consolation.

We will, as usual, endeavour to render the leading
facts visible to our readers by illustrations, that they may
be able to study for themselves this grandest phenomenon
of Hellenic faith, and by bringing it home to their own
consciousness discover the word that explains it. The

question before us is an important one, for it concerns

one of the greatest and most widely discussed facts in the

history of the human mind. That which has been for

centuries recognized as a model of its kind and in many
respects never equalled, still less surpassed, is the common

property of Humanity. It must have its roots in the

VOL. II. M
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very nature of the human mind, as the conscious reahzer

and interjDreter of the eternal Moral Order, and must be one

of the most important factors in any attempt to prove that

the laws of the moral Kosmos are as certain and intelliifible

as those of tlie physical, though they cannot, any more

than the latter, be discovered without a methodical in-

vestigation of the actual phenomena presented, and of

their concatenation.

To this we must add, tliat discussions and theories

concerning the essence and definition of tragedy were

already in existence among the Greeks tliemselves, and

that all the critics and philosophers of modern Eui'ope
have based their views on the real or supposed dida

of Aristotle. For these reasons we feel it necessary to

preface our extracts from the Greek dramatists with a

brief but documentary review of the various philosophic
verdicts hitherto pronounced on Greek tragedy, and

therefore on the nature of Tragic Art in general.
We shall, therefore, now proceed to consider the

philosophic systems respecting Greek tragedy, from

Ai-istotle to Hegel.

According to what we have found hitherto, the tragic

element must, in the eyes of the Greeks, consist in the

complications arising from moral guilt, with the ruin

wliicli that guilt brings down on great and powerful per-

sonages. Tiie religious sentiment governing the choice

and treatment of the subject-matter will be evinced by

bringing out distinctly, in the progress of the plot, the

overruling agency of a Moral Order, whereby the mind

of the spectator will be exalted and consoled. Hence
the Greek tragedy will exalt, console, and purify tliemind

of the beliolder, by tlie very same means, essentially, by
whicli the course of this world's order effects that result.

Tliat is to say, it will do so, in so far as the artist begins
and concludes his contemi)lation of tliat course at the

proper points. Thus he ought to begin with the incur-

rence of the guilt, witli some act of arrogance whicli forms
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the ground of the subsequent comphcation ; wliile he

ouQ-ht to conclude with the retribution wliich furnishes

the solution of the entanglement by exhibiting the triumph
of the moral order of the universe.

Unfortunately, of the three -Greek moral philosophers,
Aristotle is the only one with whose views of tlie nature

and operation of tragedy we are acquainted. For of

Socrates, we have only the sentence—no doubt historically

to be referred to him—which Plato has preserved in his

Symposium ;^that the best comic poet, strictly speaking,
must also be the best tragic poet ;

—a verdict to which not

only Shakespeare, but also oiu' present inquiry would
likewise have conducted us. It was only in his latest

works, the "
Eepublic

"
and the "

Laws," that Plato him-

self had occasion to express his opinion on the subject.

But, unhappily, at that date all his genuinely Gra3C0-

Socratic views of actual hfe had been swept into the

mental whirlpool of a reaction equally unmeasured and

intellectually acute, not only against genuine Hellenism,
but also against much that it contained of the truly human
element

;
so that he saw every subject, from marriage

up to art, under a distorted aspect. He has such an

exaggerated sense of the evils which in his day were

already springing up abundantly from the self-idolatry of

the popular Homeric theory of life, that even in the

liberal arts of poetry and sculpture, he can see nothmg
more than mere idealizations of the semblance, imitations

of the non-substantial. Since he banishes these arts from

his
"
Piepublic," it does not seem to him worth while to

enter on a philosophic consideration of the more pro-
found reflections of Socrates on this subject.

Finally, even as regards Aristotle, we are, strictly speak-

ing, limited to those passages in his "
Politics

"
in which he

refers his readers for his opinion on tragedy to his essay
on that subject in the " Poetics ;" which essay has not

been preserved to us in the meagre extracts which are all

that we possess of that work. Since, nevertheless, the later

M -2
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theories of tragedy,up toLessing inclusively, are based upon
the definition preserved to us in the "

Poetics," we must

begin by citing that
; congratulating ourselves that, thanks

to the scholarly acumen of Professor Jacob Bernays, we have

recently obtained a correct philological understanding of

that passage. According to him, this much discussed and

much misunderstood passage should be thus translated :
—

Tragedy is the imitation of a grave and completed [consum-

mated] action, of suitable length ;
in a pungent style, and more-

over, in a special manner for each of its kinds, according to the

different members (of the tragedy), and in such sort that human

beings appear before us as acting, not that things are rekited of

theuj. Lastly, [it must be] an action which by means of pity

and fear operates a relief from such states of feeling [in those

affected by them]. When I say that the style should be

pungent, I mean by that, that it should have Ehythm and

Harmony and Melody: the expression "special for the kinds"

refers to the circumstance that some parts (the dialogue) only

take effect on us by means of Metre, and again others (the

chorus) by means of Melody."

Thus, according to Aristotle, it is one of tlie essential c-ha-

racteristics of tragedy that the grave, worthy, and com-

pleted transaction which is placed before us by the actors,

should, in contradistinction to the epic narration of past

events, produce a special exhilarating effect upon the

minds of the spectators. It is to affect us, namely, by

exciting in us fear and pity. The fear can be no other

than tlie apprehension lest similar heavy calamities should

befall ourselves. Were it fear for the hero, tliat would

coincide with the pity, the sympathy, inspired by tlie

sight of his sorrow, pain and death. Now, by this opera-

tion, the mind is said to be relieved and exonerated from

those oppressive and paralyzing emotions which arise

from fear and [)ity.

Now, although this effect is described under the image

of the effect of medicine that purges the body of oppres-

sive substances, and this, in general, comes under tlie head

of rcUef (an expression which Aristotle uses precisely in
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this sense (as is proved by liis
"

Politics,'' viii. 7), yet it is

only a mental operation which is in question, and we have

to inquire what idea the philosopher attached to this ex-

pression. It is evident that he is regarding the effects of

tragedy from a pathologico-psychologic point of view,

and speaking of the actual effect ])roduced, not of the

deeper reasons of that effect. All the previous explana-

tions which have proceeded upon the assumption that the

xabapa-ig (purification) was a moral one, are set aside by

Bernays' proof of Aristotle's use of language : together
with all the difficulties and contradictions that are wont

to beset false assumptions.
Aristotle holds the effect to be homoeopathic ;

of this

the passage above quoted, and others cited by Bernays,
leave no doubt. The first example immediately following

our citation is, that persons who fall into trances (ecstatic

states) obtain relief and come to themselves again, wdien

inspiriting melodies that rouse to enthusiasm are played in

their presence. He adds, that the same thing holds good of

fear and pity: all minds are liable to these emotions
;
there

is only a difference of degree between one and another.

Now, if we apply this to tragedy, Aristotle can have

meant nothing else than that the representation exciting
• those emotions will relieve the mind more or less, in so

far as it alleviates the personal, subjective, and, so to speak,

physical emotion, by sui)plying it with an artificial objectiv-

ity. But this cannot be effected by the tragedy's producing
still stronger pity and more violent fear, but, following the

analogy supplied by the case of persons in a trance, only

by the circumstance that the immoderate character of the

emotion finds its due limitation in the artistic delineation

of the terrible and the pitiable in human destinies, as re-

presented by Greek tragedy. A scene of torture is terrible

and awakens profound pity, but it can never produce any
sensation of relief. Aristotle presupposes the existence of

tragic art. He is, of course, speaking of Greek tragedy

only ;
the definition of which he is trying to settle from the
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facts before him, with the purpose, moreover, of account-

ing for its psychologic effect, not for its presence.
If this view be correct, therefore, it must be confessed

that people have been seeking for something in Aristotle's

definition which is not to be found there
;

still they have

not erred essentially when they deduced the effect of

tragedy upon a normal state of mind as described by
Aristotle, from the elevating, refining, ethico-pliysiological

power of the various arts which are combined in the

drama, viz. : the construction of the plot, rhetorical

language, rhythm, and music. Aristotle is accounting to

himself for a fact, patent to us as to him,—the captivating

effect of Greek tragedy. He is not speaking at all of that

on which the essence of tragedy itself reposes. The wide

human philosophy of art and poetry hes far remote from

his sphere.

Even in modern Europe, it is only since the daj^s of

Lessing, Winckelmann, and Kant, that the need of any
such philosophy has been felt. It was more particularly

Kant's critical analysis of consciousness, with the deeper
research into antiquity for which that analysis supplied the

needfid illumination, that gave rise to the effort to frame

philosophical formulas of the historical facts. Kant him-

self had but incidentally touched upon this subject itself

in his ^'Es.say on the Sublime ;" Schelling had done the

same in his '''Lectures on Academical Studies.'" The first

attempt to apply these theories of tragedy, especially

of antique tragedy, to the special instances in detail was

made by A. W. Schlegel in his " Lectures on the Drama."

The main points of his ex})lanation of the essence of

antique tragedy are contained in the two following para-

graphs of his fifth lecture :—
Inward freedom and outward Necessity, those are the two

poles of the tragic workl. Each of these is for the first time

brouglit into full evidence, by the contrast of the other. Since

it is the sense of inward self-determination that raises man
above the despotic sway of imi)ulsf, of inborn instinct,—in a
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word, enfranchises him from the tutelage of Nature,—it is clear

that the Necessity which he is compelled to recognize as co-

existent, can be no mere physical Necessity, but must lie beyond
the orbit of the ethical, in the a])yss of the Infinite. Conse-

quently, that Necessity presents itself as the inscrutable power
of Destiny. Hence, too, it reaches out beyond the world of the

celestial gods, for the Greek deities are merely forces of Nature ;

and although immeasurably superior to mortal man, yet in

comparison with the Infinite, they stand on a like level with

him. This accounts for the entirely dissimilar aspect under

which they are introduced by Homer and the tragedians. In

the former, they appear gifted with a capricious free-will, . . .
;

in tragedy, on the contrary, they appear either as the servants

of Destiny, and executive administrants of her behests, or they
have first to vindicate their divinity by daring to act freely, and
are engaged in the like struggles with Destiny as man.

The second paragraph is as follows :
—•

That which in beautiful tragedies permits a certain satis-

faction to spring out of our sympathy in the terrible situations and

heartrending sorrows depicted, is either that sense of the dignity
of human nature, which is aroused by the sight of grand exem-

plars; or the traces of a higher order of things, impressed upon
the apparently irregular course of events, and mysteriously
revealed in them ; or both of these together. Thus the true

cause why tragic representation ought not to shun the bitterest

woes is, that a spiritual and invisible power can only be

measured by the resistance which it offers to some outward
force that can be measured by the senses. Hence the moral

freedom of man can reveal itself only in a conflict with the

sensual impulses. So long as no higher claim summons him
to act in opposition to these, it slumbers in him, either really
or at all events apparently, inasmuch as he can do no more
than fill his place as a mere creature of Nature. It is by con-

flict alone that the moral element can attest its presence, and
if the purpose of the tragedy is once for all to be propounded
as a lesson, it is this,

—that in order to assert the claims of the

Spirit to inherent divinity, the earthly existence must be counted
for nought ;

that for the Spirit's sake all sufferings must be en-

dured, all difficulties surmounted.

We willingly accord to the former of these paragraphs
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the benefit of the supplement afforded by tlie latter, and

so forbear to criticize closely the assertions which, while

omitting all mention of moral transgression on the part
of man, it makes with regard to inevitable Destiny and the

nature of the Greek divinities. The idea running throii<2;h

the second, ])urely Kantian, statement has been more

briefly and better expressed by Schiller iu his " Bride of

Messina :"—
For life is not of all good things the Best,

But of all evil things is Guilt the Worst.

In another passage (contained in the Prologue to his

" Wallenstein ") our philosophical poet has, in a similar

way, considerably softened these former propositions of

his, when, recognizing guilt to be the ultimate ground
of woe, he says of tragic art :

—
She sees man in the press of Life's hot strife.

And of the burden of liis guilt she lays

The weightier half on his unlucky stars.

Solger, the admirable translator of Sophocles, who is also

a philosopher trained on classic models, in giving his

vei'dict on Schlegel's lectures, makes a remark about

Destiny, of almost identical import:—
Truly the Greeks were the first and only people in the world

to represent the outward, sensible Force, against which the

power of the free moral will shatters itself in this finite phe-
nomenal state, as something in its own nature infinite; nay, to

place it at the apex of all tilings, as the supreme Divinity. This

would he tlie most complete reversal of all that the human
reason demands.'

Ilis own \iew is contained in the following proposi-
tions of the same Avork:—

In il^schylus there is an open warfare waged by the races of men
and gods against cacii (tther, and against Destiny; Avith our author,

however [Sophocles], neither the gods nor Destiny appear on the

arena, but each of the two ])arties finds a living vehicle of expres-

>
Scliriftrn. ii. .«. r.lll.
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sion intimately interwoven in the very life of man, in a silent

Agency that shapes its own surrounding world. And thus does

Art, self-contained, complete its own orbit. This actual life, this

human existence in its highest, perfect beauty, Sophocles repeats

for us with unequal led and almost divinely creative wisdom. With

him too, the individual man is engaged in conflict with the neces-

sitated Universal, but otherwise than with ^schylus. Not with

defiance against a higher powder, no, in the pursuit of aims which

lie quite within the bounds of his allotted sphere, nay, per-

chance in pursuance of an honest and noble effort in behalf of

the general weal, of his nation, of the Right, he must nevertheless

perforce, simply because the individual once for all cannot be

eternal and perfect, commit some error, wliich through a chain

of entanglements conducts him to his ruin, nay, probably in-

volves that of his whole posterity with him. But he himself

knew very well, beforehand, just as we do, what the lot of

mortals is, and even in this there lies a certain satisfaction and

reconciliation : the higher solution we shall consider hereafter.

In the higher solution here hinted at, he no clonbt

refers to the following spirited remarks on Sophocles'

'^CEdipus at Colonos :"—
One whom the hand of Destiny has thus terribly struck down,

his Person is thereb}^ rendered for us a sacred object, aud we

demand of Art, after she has thus staggered us by the over-

throw of the Transitory, that she should now proceed to exhibit

to us how the seal of the Eternal has been set thereou by that

very overthrow. This highest problem of art has been solved

in the "
Q^dipus at Colonos." The innocence of his acts could

not, as has been shown, save the king ;
for the moral laws of

Nature far transcend all that lies within the scope of our

voluntary intentions. Any reconciling adjustment of the claims

of two such contradictory elements is out of the question, and

death is inevitable. But this death is not simply the annihila-

tion of the individual man, but also the most perfect reconcili-

ation of the opposing elements that are tearing him asunder.

This death turns away our eyes from the present world, ever

full of self-contradiction, and fixes them on the abyss of sanctity,

in which the Transitory and the Eternal meet again to be for

ever united, aud on which we can and must perpetually repose

our trust.'
1

Schriften, ii. s. 468.
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Now, however w^e may concur w4th these views on

particular points, we cannot, in consistency with what

we have ah'eady advanced, but find it a defect in Solger
tliat he places so completely in the backgi'ound the Hel-

lenic faith in Nemesis, with the eternal significance and

truth of its teaching concerning the incurrence of moral

guilt.

A similar objection is the chief one which we have to

urge against Hegel's formulas on this subject. His uni-

versal formula respecting tragedy is to be found in the

third volume of his '"''Lectures on yEstJieiics" of which

his formula respecting that of the Greeks in particular,
forms a continuation. We will endeavour to present its

leading thoughts, divested of what is purely formal, as far

as possible in Hegel's own words :
—

The theme of the original tragedy (says Hegel) is the Divine,
but the Divine in its ethical aspect; for the Divine in its mun-
dane concrete manifestation is this. In every ethical being,

according to his idiosyncrasy (speciality, natural identit}'),

there resides some faculty, or potentiaHty, peculiar to himself.

Now if such diverse, more or less conflicting personalties, with

their respective inward emotions (or their Trddus) step forth into

action, and encounter each other by means of the various human

relationships, two consequences necessarily result. There arises

a collision, a conflict, in which either side has its justification;
but in so far as either side strives to attain its ends exclusively

by negation, and with a violation of the equally rightful claims

of the other party, it falls into moral gdilt.

These are the two primal constituents of the tragedy.

Equally essential to the tragic aim and character, equally in-

dispensable with " the collision," is the tragic solution of the dis-

cord. The contradiction must be removed, because in its present

rugged, unyielding shape it is not the true reality, and there-

fore cannot maintain its ground. That which has to get itself

realized, is not the conflict of special interests, but the recon-

ciliation, in which the respective aims and individuals can
assert themselves harmoniously without mutual encroachment
or opposition. The mere one-nided speciality nmst succumb or

consent to self-renunciation. Hence, above the bare fear and
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tragic sympathy of which Aristotle speaks, stands the sentiment

of reconciliation. This is supplied in tragedy by the spectacle
of the Eternal Justice. For this, in its resistless sway, sweeps

through the relative claims of one-sided purposes and passions,
because it cannot suffer that the strife or contrariety of the

forces that are at unison in the eye of the divine justice should,

in the actual reality, maintain itself victorious, and permanently
establish itself.

Now, as regards Grreek tragedy in particular, which from the

point of view assumed from the heroic age, was even able to

draw the gods also, as immortal persons, into its arena, with a

human and therefore morally judicial chorus for assessors;—it

is, in the first place, clear, that it is not an evil intention, crime,

unworthiness, or mere ill-luck, infatuation, and the like, which

gives rise to these collisions, but the question of the moral right

to perform a given act. For abstract evil neither possesses in-

trinsic truth, nor any claim on our sympathies. The resolve to

enforce the conflicting claims by action must be justified by the

character of its aim : it is only the collision of equally legitimate

moral forces that forms a worthy subject for tragedy, is really

tragic in its nature, and valid for all time. Here we are met

in the first place by th&- antithesis between the State and the

family, the former as moral life in its spiritual universality,

the latter as the sphere of natural morality. Of this we have

examples in the " Seven before Thebes," and in the " Oresteia ;"

and above all in the "
Antigone." Still more sharply formulated

is the collision that arises in the history of Oedipus ; namely, the

conflict between the respective justification of that which man
fulfils with self-conscious intention, and that which he has ac-

tually done, but unconsciously and undesignedly, in obedience

to the fiat of the gods.

The tragic heroes (continues Hegel, combating the false

conceptions of guilt and innocence) are equally guilty and

innocent. In this precisely does the strength of great characters

consist (he adds as a generalization) that they do not make

a choice, but are through and through by their very nature,

that which they purpose and bring to pass. They are, tvliat

they are, and for ever this, and that constitutes their greatness.

What impels them to action is precisely the morally justified

irdOos. They do not will to be innocent of the aggressive

guilty deeds to which their irdOos, pregnant with collision, impels
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them. On the contrary, it is their glory actually to have done

what they have done. It is the glory of great characters to be

guilty. They do not wish to excite sympathy, compassion. For

it is not the Substantial, but the subjective depths of per-

sonality, the subjective sorrow, that touches us. But their

firm, strong character is one with its essential jKithos, and this

latent harmony inspires admiration, not emotion. It was, too,

Euripides wlio was the first to make the transition from this to

the attempt to excite emotion.

The true solution of the entanglement is given by the Chorus,

who, calm and unmoved, ascribe glory to all the gods. It con-

sists in the removal of contradictions as contradictions ;
in

the reconciliation of the forces of action, which in their conflict

have been eternallv striving to negative each other. The ne-

cessity of that which is done, must appear as absolute reason-

ableness, if the mind is to be satisfied. The issue is neither to

be conceived as a mere moral expedient, according to wliich

crime is to be punished and virtue rewarded, nor yet as blind

fate. Destiny is recognized as intrinsically conformable to

reason, a reasonable Power ;
it is recognized that the Supreme

Power which stands above the separate gods, cannot suffer that

one-sided powers which overstep theh- limits should obtain a

permanent footing. Nevertheless this reasonableness of Destiny
does not yet assume the guise of a self-conscious Providence ;

her divine, determining end is not as yet evident, either as

resrards the world or individuals, for themselves or for others.

The Destiny of antique tragedy drives individualit}- back within

its own bounds, and crushes it, if it overleap those bounds. An
Tmreasonable coercion, an utterly undeserved sorrow, so far from

producing any moral satisfaction, could excite nothing but in-

dignation in the mind of the spectator. In the Epos, Nemesis

obtains her due by the destruction of Troy, and the calamities

of the Greek heroes. But tlie epic Nemesis is the ancient

Justice, which, in a more indiscriminating mode, brings low that

which has unduly exalted itself, in order to restore the abstract

equilibrium of fortune by misfortune, and without any strictly

apportioned moral retribution only looks at and affects our

finite l)eing. This is the epic Justice on the domain of action ;

the geneial leconciliat ion of ])ringing all things to their proper
level. The liigher solution proposed liy Tragedy, on the con-

trary, has reference to the resulting of determinate moral sub-
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stantialities out of the collisions it presents, in order to their

true harmonizinof.

Now to this end both the conflicting individuals may perish,

of which the most magnificent instance is shown in the
"
Antigone." Or only one of them. Thus Orestes has his punish-

ment remitted to him, but only after the two divine powers
have each obtained their due.

But secondly, the individuals of the action may at last

renounce their one-sidedness ;
but only after their strong will

has been broken by a god ;
of this we see an example in the

'• Philoctetes."

But the noblest issue is the inward reconciliation. The most

perfect antique specimen of this we have before us in the ever

admirable "
(Edipus on Colonos." He strikes out his own eyes,

when his unknowingly committed crimes are revealed to him,

banishes himself from the throne, quits Thebes, and wanders

about, a helpless old man. Yet this heavily afflicted one, Avho

at Colonos, instead of returning to tlie son who desires his

presence, quenches all discord in himself, and purifies himself

within, calls down to himself a god ;
his blinded eyes are

olorified and cleared, and his bones become the salvation and

guardian of the city which has received him hospitably. This

apotheosis in death is his reconciliation, and in his personality

we feel it as our own. It is not yet the Christian atonement.

This is the glorification of the soul, which has washed herself

in the spring of eternal salvation, raised herself above the

sphere of her own actual being and works, by making the heart

itself (for this the t^pirit can achieve) the grave of the heart ;

discharged the penalties due to earthly guilt with her own

earthly individuality, and thenceforward maintains her ground
ao-ainst those claims, in the certainty of an eternal, pure,

spiritual blessedness in herself. The glorification of CEdipus,

on the contrary, ever remains the antique restoration of man's

consciousness out of the conflict of moral forces and complica-

tions, to the Unity and harmony of its own ethical being.^

Now, 2;l^(-^ly
^s we subscribe to this eiitliiisiastic

encomium on the "
CEdipus at Colonos,'' and fully as Ave

assent to tlie substance of what he has said just before of

the ''Philoctetes' and
"
Orestes^' we are quite unable, in ac-

1

Hegel's Wcrlu; Bd. X. 3, s. .527—533, and s. 545-558.
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cordance with the fjicts \vc have adduced in inustration of

the main outhne of the Greek view of moral inculpation, to

place the respective demerit of Creon and Antigone on a

level, or to assume that Sophocles has done so. Xor can

we again admit that the solution illustrated by the example
of Philoctetes rests upon a correct interpretation ; namely,
that only by the intervention of a god coidd the acting

individuality renounce its one-sidedness. This we must

equally deny in the case of the Trojan sufferer, and of

Prometheus. We cannot conceive this god apart from

the cliange of mind of the tragic hero
;
but neither can

we conceive of Philoctetes' own cliaracter apart from his

conversion. Lastly, Hegel's view of the epical concep-
tion of J^emesis appears to us unfounded

; the belief in a

coercion by Destiny independent of moral culpability is a

point of view that Homer had already substantially out-

grown. But it would land us in still cruder and more
an ti- Hellenic conclusions, if we were to attempt to carry
out Hei]!:ers bold assertion, that the traffic heroes were

equally guilty and innocent. Would it not be more just to

say that the ndSog of Clytemnestra when she boasts before

the Cliorus of her husband's murder, is rather the mad-

ness of crime, which is hurrying her straight to destruction,

and even moderates our sense of horror at the act of Orestes

wliich is soon to follow it ? It was not her dauo;hter

whom she sought to avenge, it was her own guilty love

that she sought to indulge ;
this is perfectly notorious

to the palace servants and the citizens, and the Chorus

condemn her without mercy. So, too, it could scarcely
be substantiated that (Edipus rushed upon his destiny by
no fault of his own. Had not the oracle warned him of

the impending risk of parricide ? And yet, immediately
after, he allows himself, in a sudden outburst of anger, to

slay an imknown man?
We have made these remarks that it may be clear to

all what are the points at issue with regard to the religious

ideas of ancient tragedy, and where to look for the facts
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that make for or against our views, in contradistinction at

once to those of Hegel and to the empirical opinions of

the last century. But after all, how great is the progress
from Aristotle to Hegel! The definition of the Stagyrite
is purely formal and external

;
in Hegel,

—the heir at once

of critical philosophy and of the Eomanticists,—we see how
much has been won for us by Christian and Teutonic

thoug;ht. What can be nobler and truer than tlie con-

eluding words of our extracts ?

All that we desire to prove here by facts is, that in the

antique tragedy, the solution is throughout a subjective

one, and not only so in the "Antigone ;" and that the tragic

art of the Greeks stands infinitely higher than their

attempts to philosophize thereon. Nowhere has the

fundamental idea of tragedy been conceived more pro-

foundly, or expressed more magnificently, than by those

poets ; namely, that self-seeking is the destructive element,

and that tragic complications are the product of transgres-

sions of due balance, and of moral demerit.
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CHAPTER Xir.

^SCIIYLUS.

1. The Religious Sentiment exhibited in the Trilogy of
Prometheus.

Of the hero of this Trilogy enough has been already said,

in the course of which, many points regarding tlie immortal

poem of ^schylus have been touched on. Thus more es-

pecially it has been shown how Prometheus, though an

immortal god, a Titan, co-operating in tlie creation of the

world, nevertheless endures sufferings proper to man.

There is one law for both gods and men, with the excep-
tion of that deatli which is allotted only to the offspring

of the dust. Prometheus suffers as a perfect type of the

tragic hero, for he expiates tlie sin of presumption, setting

itself up against the Divine Will in the government of tlie

world. He had conferred benefits upon man, but not in

accordance with the fiat of Zeus, not in tlic right time

and mode. Men had but become the greater sinners since

they knew themselves to be in possession of fire, contrary
to the will of the Deity ;

in which fire we detect an

allusion to the heavenly element that includes knowlodcfe

and all art.'

The problem is no meaner one thnn that of the whole

destiny of man. Its solution, if there be one, is therefore

that indicated by the spirit of the ancient ]iious and preg-
nant tradition, as interpreted and wrought out by the

seer's prophetic vision. Namely, that the reign of Zeus

is not eternal
;
the ethical law of the universe is as yet

imprisoned in the rugged husk of ])hysical necessity.

Not without the commission of wrong had Zeus attained

' Sco p. Jio.
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to supremacy. Metis or Eeason was indeed his rightful

spouse, and Athene, the Goddess of Wisdom, his self-

begotten daughter ;
but his government was tliat of the

Thunderer
;
that of violence

;
and Themis, the Eternal

Justice, the mother of Prometheus, had predicted to him

that he w^as one day destined, in imion with a mortal wife,

to beget a son who should succeed him in the sovereignty
of the univei'se.

This must be called a real prophecy, whoever uttered

it
;

it has been fulfilled because it welled up from the

true source of man's intuition of the divine. For three

thousand years w^as Prometheus fitted to suffer, chained to

the rock : so had his mother foretold to her too-adven-

turous son, in the first part of this Trilogy. Even at the

present day, barbarous Aryan tribes of the Caucasus

remember this doom, as a ghastly legend long ago become

unintelligible to them. But the Hellenic mind lias in

early times revealed to Humanity that the redemption
should come, and should come through Humanity ;

through the son of a mortal woman. And, in fact, is not

the Divine Spirit,
—in itself eternally self-conscious—first

set free again, so to speak, from its imprisonment in the

material universe by means of the spirit of man ? Does

not the Divine Spirit dispose and govern the human
affairs that are subject to the conditions of time, through
the agency of man who finds his own freedom in the

ethical law ? Surely, therefore, it was this Spirit of God

dwelling in man which gradually mastered the destructive

Titan forces in Nature, and defended his human brethren

against the torments of fire and water, against heat and

cold, ac'ainst sun and wind ? Nor could the Saviour-

heroes retain their might, except by retaining their sense

of that Eternal Goodness which cannot desire to destroy
its own reflex upon earth ? But between the ])oint at

which man becomes conscious of his own freedom of

action, and that in which Humanity comes to believe in

the true nature of that freedom, lies a period of sore

VOL. II. N
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struggle. A period which we may surely say has lasted

some three hundred years for the ancient world, until the

Gospel of goodwill towards man was preached, and was
sealed by a voluntary death ?

N'ow the ''Prometheus Bound,'' which formed the

centre-piece between " Prometheus bringing Fire
"
and

" Prometheus Unbound" corresponds to that stage of

religious consciousness whicli we have recognized as pre-
Hellenic

;
the background of that more advanced stage,

of which, in its full maturity, the Drama is the prophetic

offspring.

Let us first look at our hero as compared with all the

gods, except Zeus. They are collectively blind physical

Forces, even if veiled under mythological names :

Hephasstus as much so as "
Might

"
and " Force." The

subtle God of Fire cannot but assent when ]\iight says,
—

All things may be but this

To dictate to the gods. There's one that's free.

One only : Jove.

For he replies,
—

I know it and am dumb.'

But Prometheus, the Forethinker, the divine representative
of men, who are his children, is free, if he has the will to

be so and to endure the consequences. He has purposed
nothing wron^j, and is w^illinsr, as becomes the son of

Themis, to yield to Eight, but not to mere constraining

Might. Now, can the description of that which he actu-

ally endures be interpreted of corporeal suffering ?

Moreover, he alone—the Spirit in man freely surveying
all around liini—is the depository of the secret that the

Nature-gods of the ^ther shall not endure for ever.

The divine Chorus of the immortal Occanides, thouirh

daughters of Thetis, have no inkling of this, and start

back in affright when Prometheus says,
—

No more tli.m others Zeus can 'scape his doom.

' JJlackie's ".Eychylu.s," ii. p. 18.
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exclaiming?,—
What doom ? No doom hath he but endless sway ....
There's some dread mystery in thy chary speech
Close-veiled.

and go on to declare that the mortal must bend under

the iron hand of Necessity :
—

Alas, my friend, for their ungracious grace !

What strength, what help is in this fleeting race ?

Canst thou not mark
The sapless dream-like feebleness

Whose bondage doth on mortals press,

Erring and dark ?

Never may wit of man
Transcend the bound of Heaven's harmonious plan.'

Equally ignorant of her future fate is lo, the daughter of

king Inachus, persecuted by the Earth-goddess Juno
;
to

whom Prometheus says,
—

This not to know were better than to learn.

Up to this point, the sharpest anguish has not as yet seized

Prometheus; he is simply chained to the rock, and left

to the loneliness of the desert and his own meditations.

But after the departure of lo, he revels with vindictive

delight in the thought of the doom that shall one day-

overtake the Monarch of the world. He foresees how
Jove himself—

Against himself to life shall brino-

A champion fierce, a portent of grim war.

Who shall invent a fiercer flame than lightninof.

And peals to outpeal the thunder, who shall shiver

The trident mace that stirs the sea, and shakes

The solid earth, the spear of strong Poseidon.

Thus shall the tyrant learn how much to serve

Is different from to sway.

"
Aye, and worse endure," he exclaims to the terrified

Chorus. Then follows this dialogue which forms the

^ Tr. by Prof. Coninglon.
N 2
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motive of the final catastroplie, and constitutes his un-

pardonable sin. The leader of the Chorus begins :
—

Dost thou not blench to cast such words about thee ?

PKOMETHEUS.

How should I fear, being a God and deathless ?

CHORUS.

But he can scourfje with somethino^ worse than death.

PlIOMETHEUS.

Ev'n let him scouro-e I Iin armed for all conchisious.

CHOUUS.

Yet they are wise who worship Adrasteia.

PROMETHEUS.

Worship and pray ;
fawn on the powers that be

;

But Jove to me is less than very nothing.*

In the same proud spirit he answers Hermes, the mes-

senger of Jove, who rouglily commands him to reveal

what he knows concerning the future destiny of that god.
"
Never," he cries,

"
till he unloose these bonds !

" Thus

there is no acknowledgment of his fault, no opening for

reconciliation ;
lie is absolutely bent on following his own

will
; nay, more, he invokes on his own head all the plagues

and torments at Jove's command :
—

Yea ! let him dart his levin bolts.

With white-winged snows and subterranean thunders

Mix and confound the elements of thinsfs :

No threat, no fear, shall move me to reveal

The hand that hurls him from his tyrant's throne.'*

Hermes now unfolds to him the gliastly fate that lies

before him, and the condition of vicarious redcm])tion,
on which depends his release from the gnawing
vulture :

—
Jove shall split

These craggy cliffs with his cloud-bosomed bolt,

And sink thee deep: the cold rock shall embrace thee;

• JMm-kie's "
.Escliyliis," ii.

j.j). (;], ();].
'

lbl,l. p. 00.
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There thou shalt lie, till he shall please to bring thee

Back to the day, to find new pains prepared :

For he will send his eaofle-messeno-er,

His winged hound, iu crimson food delighting,
To tear thy rags of flesh with bloody beak,

And daily come an uninvited guest
To banquet on thy gory liver. This,

And worse, expect, unless some god endure

Vicarious th}' tortures, and exchange
His sunny ether for the rayless homes
Of gloomy Hades, and deep Tartarus.'

His faithful friends the Chorus beseech him to tliiiik

better of his purpose ;
—

CHORUS.

If we may speak, what Hermes says is wise,

And fitting the occasion. He advises

That stubborn will should yield to prudent counsel.

Obey: thy wisdom should not league with folly.^

But their gentle words only inflame the fury raging in

his breast till he breaks out in the fearful words :
—

I am ready. Let him wreath

Curls of scorching flame around me
;

Let him fret the air with thunder,
And the savaofe-blusterino;' winds !

Let the deep abyssmal tempest
Wrench the firm roots of the earth !

Let the sea upheave her billows.

Mingling the fierce rush of waters

With the pathway of the stars !

Let the harsh-winged hurricane sweep me
In its whirls, and fling me down
To black Tartarus : there to lie

Bound in the iron folds of Fate.

I will bear: but cannot die.^

Thunder resounds through the air, echoed by hollow rum-

bhng from beneath. Prometheus ceases from his sinful

1 Blaclde's ''
yEsclivlus," vol. ii. p. G7. ^ lb. 68.

3
i]j_ pp_ G8, 69.
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imprecations, appealing to his Motlier Earth and the

ancient god of the -^ther to look upon his wrongs :
—

Now his threats walk forth in action,

And the firm earth quakes indeed.

Deep and loud the ambient thunder

Bellows, and the flaring lightning
Wreaths his fiery curls around me,
And the whirlwind rolls his dust

;

And the winds from rival regions

Eush in elemental strife,

And the ocean's storm-vexed billows

Mino:le with the startled stars !

Doubtless now the tyrant gathers
All his hoarded wrath to whelm me.

Mighty mother, worshipped Themis,

Circling ether that diffusest

Light, a common joy to all.

Thou beholdest these my wrongs.^

The earth yawns open and receives into the abyss the rock

to which Prometheus is chained. lie sinks into that

Tartarus in which he has helped to chain down the

Titans. The sunlight shines on him no more, nor the

friendly stars in heaven's vault, nor are the pitying

daughters of Ocean there to listen to his words with

answering sympathy ;
and now, for the first time, is he

absolutely severed from his beloved children of men.

So ends tliis central piece, but so did not end tlie

Trilogy. Millenniums passed away ; the Titans were set

free, after they had submitted to Jove's government of the

world, and now dwell quietly in their seats at the ends of

the earth. There tidings reach them that Prometheus is

returned to the upper light, and they come to behold him

raised on high once more on the icy Caucasus. A portion
of their Chorus of greeting has been preserved to us,

and the answering story of Prometheus, which we here

subjoin, as it may be unknown to many of our readers.

' I'.lackie's "yEschyhis,"' PP- "0, 71.
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Ye race of Titans, sharers of my blood,

Uranus' sons, behold me bound and tied

To savage rocks, as in a stormy sea

Cowed sailors, dreading night, fast moor a ship :

So Zeus Kronion here has fettered me,
The will of Zeus prompting Pfepha'stus' hand :

His cruel skill has pierced these limbs of mine
With in-driven wedges : thus by torturing ai't

Transfixed, my Furies' fortress here I hold.

And still as each third day lowers grim upon me,
With terrible hurtling rush and crooked claw

Zeus' winged hound makes me his bloody meal :

Till from my liver sated to the full

It utters a shrill scream, and borne aloft

Scatters my gore from off its feathery tail :

And soon as the gnawn liver swells again.
Insatiate it returns to its foul feast.

Thus feed I here this jailor of my torment

That wa.stes me living with still during pain.
For fettered, as ye see, by Zeus' stern bonds,
I may not beat the fell bird from my breast.

So, self-bereaved, I watch for each new plague,
Still yearning after death to end my woe :

But far from death his power keeps me removed.

This monstrous carnage, gathered through the lapse
Of awful centuries, cleaves to my frame.

Whence, melted by the sim-heat, trickle down

Blood-gouts, that drip on the rocks of Caucasus.^

How changed is the temper of Prometheus since hi«

sojourn in the dark Tartarus ! He longs for death
;
but

he must wait in patience ; must watch the "
Furies'

fortress," as he says, in words pregnant with deep sig-

nificance.

The counsels of his brother Titans, and the exhor-

tations of the wise Mother-Earth now fmd a hcarinu!:

from him. When the latter makes known to him that

the time is come in which the counsel of Prometheus

may rescue Zeus from the fatal marriage, his heart is

^
Fragment of "Prometheus Unbound," preserved by Cicero in a Latin

version : translated by Professor Conington.
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softoned. Zeus, on his side, is inclined to reconciliation ;

his favourite son, Heracles, slays the vulture with his

dart, while inv^oking Apollo, the divine parent of all

atonements. Prometheus willingly points out the way to

his brother Atlas, that this

Well-lovfd offspring of a hated sire

may lift from his shoulder the burden of heaven's vault.

Heracles, in return, offers to his father as a voluntary
substitute for Prometheus, Cheiron, the god whom he

has unwittingly wounded with a poisoned arrow. Zeus

consents, and the fetters of Prometheus are unloosed !

Hermes now descends from heaven with friendly words,

and wilhngly reveals to Prometheus the Foreseeing, his

mystery : that Zeus shall not espouse Thetis, but give her

in marriage to Peleus, that she may give birth to the hero

Achilles.

Cheiron descends into Hades as the God that is to suffer

for the repentant Piometheus, who on his part encircles

his head with a willow-wi-eath, in token of his punishment
and repentance. All the Gods, Prometheus and the Titans

among them, descend to grace the nuptials of Peleus, and

the feast of reconciliation between gods and men is cele-

brated. Thus we have now arrived at the eve of the

Trojan heroic age. The conflict among the gods is at

an end, and the warfare is now carried on by men
;

his-

torical heroes, divested of the shapes and masks belonging
to the poetic embodiments of plastic Nature.

Now, while on the one hand we must not refuse her

rights to fancy, which deals freely with all mythological

fictions, as though she had nothing but persons before

her, yet, on the other hand, we cannot fail to recognize

shining out clearly enough through the veil of story, the

spiritual import of that which concerns the personal

history of Pnjmctheus himself The vulture gnawing at

liis liver, which according to Greek notions is the seat

of the lusts and passions, and which i)er|)etually gi-ows
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afresh
;
wliat can it be but the gnawing repentance of

the man who has come to the sense of his own pre-

sumption ? At the topmost pitch of his pride, he was
hurled into the abyss ;

when repentant, desirous of re-

concihation, we find him a^ain restored to the hoht of

day, ahhougli still a prey to the consuming bird. The
darkness of the abyss, utter despair, led him to consider

his ways,—his stubborn self-will broke,—and he saw

light again! But there must be an atonement made
for every wrong, and hence he must suffer till a God
release him

;
the selfish energy can only be loosed from

its bonds by a divine hand
; but these bonds sliall be

broken when a man is willing, not in spite of his ob-

stinacy and pride.

So far all is clear
;
we have not here to do with mvtho-

logical physical allusions, but the key to the mystery lies

in the history of humanity, and in our own breast. It

is the mystery of all divinely enlightened souls. TJiat

^Eschylus loved to draw out, from all manner of usages
and symbols, the pious tradition latent in the Cultus, was

acknowledged even by his contemporaries ;
and if the

priestly party was near arraigning him for treason against
the mysteries, it Avas most likely in consequence of the

mode in which he handles the Promethean fable.

We have a special reason for maintaining this interpre-
tation of ours, and presenting it so much at length as we
have done

;
inasmuch as it is in our opinion no isolated

phenomenon, but one member of an evolution which has

more and more proved itself to us to be organic, and

progressive according to certain eternal laws.

Prometheus is the grand tragedy of Mind and of

Humanity, compared to which all others are not exactly

poor and meagre, but still subordinate, as a part to the

Avhole. The creation of Faust may in some degree be

compared with that of Prometheus in its general outhne,
but not as a work of art

;
for its first part has no solution,

and the solution of the second part is weak. The Wan-
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clering Jew of the popular legend, as presented to us by
a not sufficiently a])preciated clever and genial man, some

thirty years ago, is in its fundamental idea a pendant to the

Prometheus; and it would have been a brilliant inspiration

if our great German seer had worked out that subject

instead of making his thoroughly unsuccessful attempt to

lay hands on the Promethean fable.

2. The Oresteia ; Agamemnon, the Choephorw, and the

Einnenides.

In the Oresteia, we have before us the last and most

perfect work of the great singer ;
and in this instance the

whole Trilogy has been preserved to us
; constituting a

visible attestation to the gradual surging up of the Drama
out of the epic narrative. The Epos is, however, less pre-

dominant here than in the histories of Shakespeare; the

inward coherence of the separate pieces is much closer ;

they are each and all organic portions ;
and plots, having

an inward completeness in themselves. The murder of

Agamennion is the central point of the first piece ; the

matricide of Orestes, the subject of the second, which has

Electra, who brings the libation to the grave of her father,

for its heroine
;
the contest between the gods for the life

of Orestes, and the divine atonement and solution form

the subject of the third.

Our aim at present must be confined to bringing the

two main points clearly before the eye of the reader :

first, that here, too, the consciousness of the laws of the

Moral Order of the world, is the soul of the fiction, and
the key to the understanding of the whole

;
and secondly,

that this consciousness can in ikj wise justly be denomi-

nated a belief in Destiny.
The first point is already made clear by the very pro-

gress of the development. The murder of Agamemnon
could not in itself have formed the subject of the tragedy ;

it does not suffice to satisfy the moral sentiment that we
should consider this drama merely as the first act of a
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tragedy. True, in any case, a wider solution is demanded,
but from the outset it was necessary that the death of

the glorious Agamemnon should not be presented as that

of an altogether innocent victim like Iphigenia at Aulis,

For it is not Clytemnestra alone wdio regards the sacrifice

of her daughter, consummated in spite of her supplication,

as a murder
;
even the Chorus confess that the people

have borne a grudge against the father and husband for

that deed. This circumstance does not justify the adul-

terous wife, but yet it raises her deed into the sphere of

art. To ensure success in war, Agamemnon had violated

the sacred rights of his dauo;hter and her mother, althoug;h

at the command of the priests. And now, moreover, he

is returning with his beautiful prize, the Trojan king's

daughter, who enters the city seated by his side in the

chariot. Thus he is bringing his prisoner back with him
into his home as his acknowledged concubine. But now
does the divine voice within, speaking in his heart,warn him
not to be lifted up. He listens patiently to the Chorus,
who remind him of that fatal deed long" agfo committed :

he takes no honour to himself, but gives the praise to the

gods. When about to enter his palace he refuses to set

his foot on gold-embroidered carpets like a god. But the

flattering speeches of his treacherous wife prevail over

his juster sentiments
;
he treads tiie carpet, although with

bare feet, and he forgets that in Cassandra he has given
his consort a fresh incentive to resentment and revenge.
But his fault ftides fi'om view beside the monstrous act of

his wife. That Clytemnestra endeavours to whitewash

her crime by ascribing it to the wrath of the dcemon

hovering over the house of Atreus is the ordinary subter-

fuge of all criminals
;
she afterwards confesses her guilt

and glories in it before the Chorus, whom she threatens

with the vengeance of ^Egisthus.

In accordance with the rules of art, the Choephoroe
now prepare us for the revenge taken by Agamemnon's
son. The shameless murderess had caused her royal
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spouse to be buried with none of the customary honours,

Xot until her terrors are awakened bv visions belield in

dreams, does she send her dau(:!:hter to the (?rave with tlie

prescribed hbations. There Electra finds (Jrestes, whom
all believed to be dead, and who now for the first time

learns what liis sister and his people have endured from

the guilty pair, and discerns that his mother's dream

points to himself. Apollo had already commanded him

to avenge his father's murder, and now his sister, and the

Chorus hkewise, call on him for vengeance. Moved by
his mother's supplications, he wavers for an instant

;
but

Pylades reminds him of his vow, he fulfils his purpose, and

slays the murderess beside the corpse of -^igisthus. All

approve the deed, though acknowledging its horror. But

now he descries the Fmies, who, invoked by his mother,

rush upon him to tear him to pieces, but he flees to

Apolk/s shrine in Delphi for refuge and purification.

With this concludes, as we may say, the second act of

the tragedy. In the third, the poem reaches the climax

of sublimity both in plot and diction. The Eumenides

invade the sanctuary, claiming their rights ; Apollo him-

self appears on the scene and chases them away as they are

howhn": out their threats. At leno;th Athene assumes

her judicial function
;
and what Delphi cannot decide, is

solved by the citizens of her city. Henceforth the supreme

power of decision is vested in the life of the State, no

longer in propitiatory rites. The venerable men of the

Areopagus being empannelled decide according to the law

of conscience
; the votes on either side are equal, for the

case is a knotty one. Athene gives the casting-vote in

favour of acquittal. But the divinities of the old law that

denounces penalty on all blood-guiltiness are not to be

set at nought. '11 le goddess appeases them with gentle

words ; they quit the city, the seat of the ethereal gods
and the merciful law of conscience, but they receive as

their ])ossession the grove beyond its precincts, and watch

over it from thence.
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J^othing in the whole range of poetry surpasses the

grandeur of the Eumenides
;
and nowhere is there a pro-

founder conception of the sohition of tragedy. We have •

already cited the finest passages of this magnificent w^ork

in speaking of the Hellenic mode of reconciling all con-

flicts arising between the old and new law, the old and

new gods. But we have still some individual points to

notice.

We Avill begin with the Agamemnon. The taking and

destruction of Troy was to the Hellenes a fulfilment of

the eternal triumph of Justice, who visits rulers and

subjects for their crimes even to their remote posterity.

When, after long years of fruitless waiting, the long-

expected tidings arrive, the Coryphasus lauds the almighty
Zeus wdio has brought this to pass, and the Chorus

sing

'Tis Zeus hath struck them thus severely
So much may man iinravel clearly.

As he planned it, so he wrought.
Yet there once was one who said

That the immortals take no thought
Of the men whose darin"- tread

Doth their sacred shrines desj^ite :

Wretch, of bold irreverent tongue !

Impious ! truly was he sprung
From power that breathes out war beyond all right

Power, that dares what none mav dare—
Power, whose houses great and fair

Teem with vast stores far o'er Discretion's heio'ht."&'

And dire Persuasion,' Child of Euin,

For ever goads him to undoing;
Vain is all the healer's care :

No, he lurks not—see him shine

With a lurid, baleful glare,

Base-boi-n offspring of the mine.

At the trial-hour averred

*

IlttSw, the Goddess of Persuasion, daughter of "Xrn.
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By the contact of the test

To be foul and black of breast
;

For, like a boy, he hunts the flying bird,

With the penal load of fate

Crushing down his parent State :

His prayers sink down, by all the gods unheard ;

Who, for those his deeds unjust,

Lay the sinner low in dust.*

But ill this dispensation there is not only displayed the

omnipotence of Zeus, the All-victorious, whom none may
name, but also the mercy of the Deity, who sends warn-

ings beforehand. Hence the Chorus sino- :—
Zeus, whoe'er he is, if such the name

Suits his royal pleasure w^ell,

Thus would I his state proclaim—
Else, in sooth, I cannot tell.

Weighing every power I know,
Save Zeus alone, if I indeed may throw

From my breast this causeless woe.

He who ruled the subject world before

Blossoming in strength's array.

Speechless lies, a thing of yore :

And the next has passed away,
Thrice o'erthrown upon the plain :

—
But he who swells to Zeiis the triumph-strain,

All of wisdom shall obtain,
—

Zeus, who doth to wisdom lead

Mortals, having still decreed

Learning shall be suffering's meed.
Thus in deep sleep before the heart distil

Cold sweat-drops, wrung from thought of former ill.

And Prudence comes on men despite their will.*

Tins was not the most ancient doctrine, but it is that of

true ])iety and wisdom :
—

There lives in mortal lips an ancient rede

Tliat human wealth, to perfect stature grown,
Jkars sons, nor all unchilded dies :

' See " The Aprameninon of
.ICscliyliis," translated by Prof. Coning-ton,

pp. 45-47 (revJBPd by the tiiuiblatorj.
2 lb. p. 21 (reviaed).
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Good fortune sows the seed

Whence cureless sorrows rise.

Apart from others' thoughts I tend mine own :

For evermore the bold unhallowed deed

Bringeth many more to light,.

Like the parents, like the brood :

While from houses just and right

Comes an offspring ever good.

Old violence will still engender new,

Springing like thorns in man's unhappy path,
Whene'er the appointed time is due :

The new full soon gives birth to wrath.

And that fell fiend whom no one may subdue.
Boldness' foul unhallowed might.

Brought in Ate's halls to light.

Like its parents to the sight.

But Justice' light in smoky houses shines :

She loves to grace the blameless life and clean :

The gold-tricked palace she declines

Where filthiness of hands is seen.

And turns her face to purer, holier shrines :

Caring not for wealth or pride
In report's false tincture dyed.
To the end she all doth guide.'

The " ancient rede
"
springs, in truth, from that very con-

ception of the gods as cherishing a malicious jealousy of

human happiness which is now outgrown. That idea

was, however, the crowning expression of the despairing

scepticism of Humanity when crushed to the earth and

paralyzed by Oriental oppression, not the teaching of the

Hellenic genius that uttered itself through Homer and

Hesiod. To the same parentage belongs also that saying
of Silenus which Aristotle mentions in his lost pliiloso-

phical dialogue of Eudemus concerning the soul. This

primeval tradition,
" whose date and author none may

know, but which has existed from infinitely remote ages,"

was thus related by Plutarch^ :
—

^ See " The Agamemnon of ^scliylus," translated by Prof . Coningtou,

pp. 87-89 (revised).
* " Plutarch's Consolatio ad Apollonium," 0pp. Moral, ed. Wyttenbacli, i.

p. 483, seq.
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Midas had taken Silenus captive, and desired to learn of him
what was the best thing for man, and of the most value to his

life. After many refusals Silenus at length answered him thus :

"0 thou troubler of thy mind, and herald of a day of heavy
fate, why dost thou compel me to utter that which it would be
better for thee not to know ? For least mournful is that life

which knows not its own unhappiness. It is by no means the

Best for man to come into existence, and to be made a partaker
of the noblest nature; nay rather, for all men and women the

Best thing is, not to come into existence. But next to this, the

wholesomest of all the rest, the second best thing is, when once

born, to die as soon as may be possible.

"
Xow, this," declares the ^schylean Clionis, "is not

my faith, whether others share it with me or not."

In the opening of the "
Choephoroe," the Chorus thus

enter their protest against the theory of the world that

prevails among the hnpious :
—

AKTISTROPHE II.

And Majesty, strong, tameless, dread of yore.
That through the general ear and senses passed,

Is now no more :

Yet still men tremble: for a prosperous star

Is e'en as God on earth, yea, greater far.

So these, o'erwatched b}^ Justice' eye.
Are basking 'neath the upper sky:

Those, toiling dark in twilight gloom,

Expectant wait the hour of doom
;

And those blank night holds fast.'O*

EPOPE.

Because of blood that fostering Earth drinks in

Avenging Murder stands in steadfast grain :

Convulsive Ate tears the child of sin.

Till he breaks out with deadliest pain.
\Mio violates maiden honour, medicine none

May heal it more; so from the old blood-stain

Earth's rivers all, could they together run.
Would purify the hands in vain.'

' Tr.
1)y. I'lof. Conington.
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Further on, the leader of the Chorus of captive maidens

spurs Orestes on, when he utters the resolve to execute

the mandate of Apollo and avenge his father on the mur-

deress and her guilty paramour. They pronounce the in-

exorable verdict of the avenging Nemesis or Dike, when

they raise their supplication to Zeus and the powers of

Destiny, in these words :
—

Mighty Fates, divinely guiding
Human fortunes to their end,

Send this man, with Jove presiding,

Whither Justice points the way.
Words of bitter hatred duly

Pay with bitter words : for thus

With loud cry triumphant shoutiog
Justice pa^'s the sinner's debt.

Blood for blood, and blow for blow,

Thou shalt reap as thou didst sow:

Age to age with hoary wisdom

Speaketh thus to men.^

But the poet shows how an excessive revenge recoils upon
its author. The crime is avenged with the blood of

^o-isthus, but alas ! of Orestes' own mother also ! tlie

Divine Justice is satisfied as regards Agamemnon, but the

instrument of Apollo has, in accomplishing this retribu-

tion, incurred the guilt of matricide
;
a real solution has

not yet been found. This is presented, as we have already

shown, in the concluding portion of the Trilogy.

3. The Persians.

Although, to some extent, composed for a special occa-

sion and performed in the seventh year after the close of

the second Persian war (Olymp. 76.4, or B.C. 473), this

traced V is nevertheless carried out in strict accordance

with Hellenic ideas, and in agreement with those concep-
tions which we have already seen to pervade the grandest
and maturest creations of this poet. It is no blank

1 Blackie's "
iEscLylus," vol. i.

VOL. IT.
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Destiny that has prevailed, but it is a divine justice that

has been executed upon the presumptuous. Tlie spectre of

the great Darius, whom Atossa has evoked from the grave,
wlien ]ier direful dream has been fulfilled by the disastrous

tidinf^s of the Persian defeat at Salamis and flig-ht across

the Hellespont, himself pronounces the sentence of doom
with a voice from the spirit-world :

—
Ah ! on wings how swift the issue of the ancient doom hath

sped !

Thee, my son, great Jove hath smitten. Long-drawn years I

hoped would roll,

Ere fulfilment of the dread prophetic burden should he known.

But when man to ruin is eager, swift is the god to add a spur.

Opened flows a fount of sorrow to ourselves and to our friends.

This my son knew not : he acted w'ith green youth's presump-
tuous daring.

Weening Hellas' sacred current, Bosphorus' flood divine to

hind,

Like a slave with hammered fetters, damming its unconquered
tide.

Forcing passage against Nature for a host unwisely great.

Being mortal, with immortals, with Poseidon's power he dared

To contend fool-hardy. Did not strong distemper hold the

soul

Of my hapless son ?
'

And the Chorus of Persian Elders recognize that in this

dispensation the Deity has intended to further the pro-

gressive freedom of public opinion ;
nations will now

utter their voice freely :
—

And the people's tongue, once chained,

Wags freely and unrestrained :

Each now what he lists may say,

For loosed is the yoke of sway ;

And Aias' isle with her lapping wave,

And her crimson fields, is the Persians' grave.'

' Blacliie's
"

>Escliyliis," vol. ii. p. 108.
' Tr. V»y Professor Ooiiiuglon.
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And with a prophetic spirit the Elders superadd the fol-

lowino- exhortation :
—

o

A haughty spirit hlossoming bears a crop
Of sin, and reaps a harvest of despair.

Look on these things, pride's just avengement; think

On Athens and on Hehas
;
fear to shght

The present bounty of the gods, lest they
Eob you of much, while greed still gapes for more.

Jove is chastiser of high-vaunting thoughts,
And heavily falls his judgment on the ground.^

In this piece, Xerxes is not pourtrayed as a hero, but is

not made nearly so contemptible as he really was ;
on the

otlier hand, in the character of Darius, full justice is ren-

dered to the majesty of the Persian monarchy. The reli-

gious consciousness of the Persians as expressed by the

Chorus is earnest, but vaguer and more sombre than that

of the Homeric Hellenes. Thus the Coryphasus in salut-

ing Atossa as mother of the Persian monarch, if Xerxes,
in truth, be still living, thus expresses the idea :

—
If the ancient dfemon hath not now betrayed our host.

The celestial ruler is tricky, like the earthly one !

The load of guilt is still further augmented by the occur-

rences related in the ''Phineiis,'" the prologue or first act

of the Trilogy of which the " Persians
"
forms the middle

piece. That unhappy son of the Sidonian monarch and

brother of Europa, having perceived through the spirit of

prophecy that dwelt within him, that it was a god who had

carried off his sister, refused to obey the command of his

father to seek the fugitive. For this the disgusting Harpies
come and spoil his food at every meal

;
a torment which

he must endure until Kalais and Zetes, the sons of Boreas,
come with the Argonauts, and drive away the monsters,
in return for which he predicts to them the future victory
of the Hellenes over the barbarians. He further, as it

appears, announces to them that Glaucus of Anthedon

1 Blacliie's
"
.Eschylus," vol, ii. p. 273,

o 2
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their companion, having been received among the sea-

gods, should reappear once every year, and utter pro-

pliecies. Hence, in the third act, tins Glaucus of the sea

ap])ears to the fishermen of Antliedon, and relates how,
in his wanderings during the past year, he had approaclied
the steep shores of Himera just as the Sicihan Greeks had

won a victory over the Carthaginian barbarians, simulta-

neously with the victory of Salamis. Thus is the Hellenic

genius everywhere triumphant over the barbarians, and

the sea-god joins in tlie rejoicings of the Anthedonians,

4. The Danais.

would that Jove might show to men
His counsel as he planned it

;

But ah ! he darkly weaves the scheme,

No mortal eye hath scanned it.

It burns through darkness brightly clear

To whom the god shall show it ;

But mortal man, through cloudy fear,

Shall searcli in vain to know it.

Firm to the goal his purpose treads,

His will knows no frustration ;

When with his brow the mighty god
Hath nodded consummation.

But strangely, strangely weave their maze.

His counsels dusky wending,

Concealed in densely-tangled ways.

From human comprehending.

From their high-towering hopes the proud
In wretched rout he casteth.

No force he wields : his simple will,

His (juiet sentence blasteth.

All gorllike power is calm ;
and high

On thrones of glory seated,

Jove looks from Heaven with tranquil eye,

And sees his will completed.'

' Blackie's
"

yE:^cliylu8,''
ii. p. 88.
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Dark and mysterious, indeed, was the lot of lo and lier

race ! From the moment when slie, a daughter of the

king, and priestess of the shrine of Hera, sacrificed her

sacred duties to lier love for Zeus, sorrow upon sorrow

broke upon her luckless head ! In Egypt, whither she

had fled for refuge, tliere spring from her stock, the

hostile brothers ^gyptus and Danaus. When Danaus is

defeated, his fifty daughters, resolved not to yield their

persons and heritage to the fifty sons of their uncle, flee to

Aro'os. Kins: Pelaso-us, acknowled^inej their claim as sup-

pliants, receives them with fear and trembling, and pro-
mises them protection. This forms the subject of the first

part of the Trilogy,
—the "

Suppliants^''
—which is still ex-

tant. ButPelasgus is defeated; Danaus, a brave and strong-
armed hero, in some measure assumes the place of the

feeble and vanquished king. A treaty is concluded with

the victors, and Danaus promises to resign his daughters
to their conquering suitors; but he gives to each a dagger,
with which she is to kill her bridegroom on the morrow
of the nuptials.

With this, as it appears, the third piece opened. Hy-
permnestra, who has fallen hi love witli Lynceus, is the

only one who spares her husband. Thus the wedding-

night divides the first piece
—the "

Suppliants"
—from tlie

second, which (as G. Hermann proved in 1847) bore the

name of the '"''Egyptian Groomsmen" no doubt from a

Chorus of Egyptians, the servants of tlie sons of /Rgyp-

tus, who probably corresponded in this gorgeous opera-
tic play to the Chorus of Argive Maidens presented by
Argos as a bridal gift to tlie Danaides. The conspirac)^,

the seeming reconciliation, and the ghastly wedding-

procession must have formed the principal scenes of this

piece.

Lastly, the third piece,
" The Danaides" in the stricter

sense, must liave begun with the judgment of Danaus

upon Hypermnestra. She had broken her promise, and

placed her sisters, her father and her country in jeopardy ;
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and what had becouie of L5niceiis ? He was nowhere to

be found. The defence of Hypermnestra, judging from

the allusions made to it by classical writers, must have been

based on the sacredness of the marriage vow, and also on

the constraining miglit of the Argive deity, Peitho, the

bridal goddess of Persuasion. The Argive Aphrodite
rescues Hypermnestra from the hatred and persecution of

her sisters, and then, as it seems, Zeus absolves the latter

for the murder they have committed, that the curse may
be removed. But it is from Hypermnestra's race that,

in the lapse of ages, the promised saviour, Heracles, is

destined to spring.

This conjectural restoration ^ finds a solid support in that

magnificent Choral Hymn in the Suppliants. Here, as in

the Epos, the solution is to be found only at the close.

5. The Thebais, and the Seven Against Thebes.

After what we have already recognized as the leading

religious sentiments animating the poetry of iEschylus, we
must assume that an ethical o-roundwork is never absent in

his works, and that this Trilogy also will have had a solu-

tion which placed the divine retribution in a clear light.

According to the Fragment discovered by Franz in 1848

of the Didaskalia of the Tragedies of ^Eschylus, the
" Seven Against Thebes

"
formed the conclusion of the

Trilogy which began with " Laios" and had the "
(Edipiis'"

for its middle piece ;
while the "

Spliinx
"
was appended

to it as a satirical after-piece. This renders the tragedy
which we possess intelligible. Of all the attempts to

restore this Trilogy no fruit remains, except Welcker's

happy divination that the '' Seven Against Thebes'' \yas

the concluding piece. But what were the two that

preceded it ?

Tims in the "
Thebais," next to the ^'Persians" the oldest

' Duo to "Wolckor, who siiccossfully defended it in tlie Rheinisches

Museum for 1840, and has elnhorately developed it in the same periodical
for 1858.
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of all tlie ^Eschylean tragedies now extant, we have the

remarkable and characteristic phenomenon of a drama

taking its action from the predominantly epic point of

view. The " Thehais
"

is the dramatized Epos of the house

of Labdacus. Tlie portentous passionateness of tlie un-

happy father is reflected in Eteocles thirsting for his

brother's blood in the advance of the Seven. Now in the

Epos, the solution comes only at the close, and so it is

here also. The two former tragedies are, as it ^vere, the

two first cantos of the story, wdiilst in the Drama, in its

later more elaborate specimens, each piece in a Trilogy
contains its own solution, if in the third alone is that

solution complete. But, it will be asked, where then do

we find in the present instance that solution wdiich must

never be absent in the concluding piece ? Do not all the

chief personages perish ? The play itself answers : Ponder

well the issue. The solution consists, as far as regards tlie

house of Labdacus, in the pure and exalted characters of

the two personages who are left
;
Ismene and Antigone,

the daughters of (Edipus ;
as regards the people and the

State, iu the noble sentiments that animate the Chorus

of Theban w^omen. The royal dynasty perishes, but a

blessing survives in the two virgins, and in the certainty
of a bright future for a city so heavily scourged by
horrors and pestilence, murder and civil war, in the pious
and patiently trustful spuit of the people. Wiiere such

a spirit of self-sacrifice survives in the midst of tyranny,
as that which the Antigone of ^schylus expresses at the

close of this tragedy, there is a compensation and a re-

conciliation. Not witliout consolation do the blood-

stained spectres descend into Hades to join their much-
tried ancestors. And when the Chorus of Theban maidens

undauntedly adopt the resolution of Antigone, in the

face of the stern edict of Creon and the Senate and

popular assembly sw^ayed by him, that condemns them
to death, so that the one-half follow the funeral procession
of the outlawed Polynices, not moved by passion or self-
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Avill, but with a pious resignation that is prepared to suffer

death—then we feel the fatlierland is not yet lost, but

that there blooms the sure and certain hope of a final issue

of its destinies thiit shall correspond to our faith in the

moral order of the world. Where in order to satisfy the

beliest of the gods and the demands of venerated usage,
a loving soul goes resolutely to death for the last male

scion of her guilt-laden house, there the bitterness of

anguish is taken away ;
the divine retribution shakes our

hearts without overwhelming and annihilating us. Though
the citizens in general, notwithstanding the semblance of

free forms in senate and municipality, tremblingly cower

before the despotic will of the ruler, while some cherish

schemes of unbridled revenge ; yet the holy flame of

freedom still lives in the loyal bosoms of the women render-

ing the last honours to the outlaw. In justification and

illustration of this view, we will content ourselves with

adducing a few striking passages from the conclusion of

this play. When the two royal daughters approach to

lead the funeral procession of their fallen brother witli

hymns of lamentation, the Chorus sing :—
But I see the fair Isnaene,

And Antigone the fair.

Moving to this place of mourning,

Slow, a sorrow-guided pair.

We shall see a sight for weeping

(They obey a doleful hest)

Lovely maids deep-bosomed pouring
Wails from heavy-laden breast.

Chaunts of sorrow, dismal prelude
—

Of their grief, to us belong :

Let us hymn the dread Erinnys !

To the gloomy might of Hades,
Let lis lift the sombre song.'

The Chorus of Mourners is answered by the Semi-

chorus, with the repeated invocation to the Deities pre-

sidin<»- over death with Ei-iiniys at their head :—
> Blackio's

"
.Eschjlus," vol. ii. p. 200.
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Alas ! alas !

JMoera, baneful gifts dispensing
To the toilsome race of mortals,

Now prevails thy murky hour :

Shade of CEdipus thrice-sacred.

Night-clad Fury, dread Erinnys,

Might\^, mighty is thy power !

'

The hei'ald now announces the stern edict, and the

prohibition to bury Polynices, and Antigone declares her

resolve not to obey the king's command :—
Go thou back, and give

This message to the rulers. If none other

Will grant the just interment to my brother

Myself will bury him. The risk I reck not

Nor blush to call rebellion's self a virtue,

Where I rebel, being kind to my own kin.

Our common source of life, a mother doomed
To matchless woes, nor less the father doomed.
Demand no vulgar reverence. I will share

Eeproach with the reproached, and with my kin

Know kindred grief, the living with the dead.

This dear flesh, no hollow-stomach'd wolves

Shall tear it—no ! myself, though Y\n but woman.
Will make his tomb, and do the sacred office.

E'en in this bosom's linen folds, I'll bear

Enouoh of earth to cover him withal.

This thino- I'll do. I will. In bold resolves

Still find bold hands ; the purpose makes the plan.'^

The maidens of the Chorus now divide, as do the two

sisters. While the one Semi-chorus follows the corpse
of the defender of the Cadmian citadel, the other joins

Antigone and exclaims to her :
—

Let them threaten, or not threaten.

We will drop the friendl}^ tear.

With the pious-minded sister,

We will tend the brother's bier.

1 Blackie's "
^schylus," vol. ii. p. 209. '

ll, vol. ii, p. 214.
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And though public law forbids

These tears, free-shed for public sorrow,

Laws oft will change, and in one state

What 's right to-day is wrong to-morrowJ

When at tlie conclusion of tlie Xibelungen all the

heroes lie dead before us, why are we able to endure the

seemingly hopeless ending ? Because Theodoric and his

gods live yet ;
in them live the avenger of the treachery,

and the deliverer from the yoke of the barbarians. The

Thehais ends yet more miserably ; nay, it opens with

deeds of horror ; but when the last and direst sentence

has been fulfilled, gentle images of the future generation
stand around the corpses, a living pledge for the moral

order of the world. They were innocent and they shall

be saved, yea, the atoners of the curse are approach-

ing, the dawn of fresh blessing is there. ^ In so far, the

Thebais is the latest grand Epos though couched in a

dramatic form, and it is at the same time the apotheosis
of Woman. But certainly in it the Epos has not as yet
been superseded by tlie Drama, the narrative by the

action. A further step had to be taken in order to

arrive at a tragical treatment of the heroic age. The

story must fall into the background ; tlie poet, on the

other hand, must descend more into the depths of personal

character, in order to conduct the religious sentiment of

tragedy up to a higher level. This was achieved by
Sophocles, the younger compeer and worthy successor of

.iJEschylus. But as an epic poet, and in the sphere of

gods and heroes iEscliylus remains without a rival. He
is so in tlie Thebais, in Prometheus, and in the Oresteia.

Everywhere, however, with him, all the externals of art,

all ornamentation, all striving after efTect, fliU into insigni-
ficance compared to liis main purpose, viz. after a worthy
manner to present the divine government as righteous,
and to exhiljit it as alwa5^s triumphant in the end.

' lUarkie's "
/Esrliyhis," vol. ii. p. 210. « See Appendix, Note X.
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Nowhere iu yEschyliis do we find a merely outward

complication, or a forced solution. Never does a hero

perish in virtue of a coercive, irresistible Destiny, or by
undeserved calamities, or the malignant envy of the gods.

What plunges him into ruin is his own presumption and

sin, or at least absence of self-restraint,
— the overstepping

of the limits assigned to man. But Destiny when taken

in this aspect constitutes in the view of J^schylus the

basis of the universal Moral Order. Zeus stands at the

head of all things, ruling the world in accordance Avith

this moral law. This is the reason why in his plays the

solution is never the work of a visible god brought upon
the stage (Deus ex macliind). The issue is brought about

by inner main-springs ; by timely repentance and ac-

knowledgment of guilt ; by reflection leading to a change
of mind and softening of the heart before it be too late.

Sophocles carried the dramatic idea of the genuine

antique tragedy (and therefore the reflective religious

consciousness) a step farther, inasmuch as he advanced

along the course whicli J^schylus had opened with true

originality of mind and creative genius.
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CHAPTER Xlir.

SOPHOCLES.

1. The Tragedies belonging to the Cycle of (Edijpus, namely,

(Edlpus the King, CEdipus at Colonos, Antigone.

The tragedies of Sopliocles belonging to this cycle have

not been composed or brought out in the order of their

historical succession.
"
Antigone

"
probably belongs to

the year 445 B.C., the last year of the 84th Olympiad (or

a year earlier), shortly before the Samian campaign of

Pericles, in which Sophocles, then fifty years of age,

received a generalship.
"
CEdipus at Colonos

"
was not

performed till 401 B.C., five years after the poet's death,

Avhich took place shortly before the taking of Athens,

and the end of the Peloponnesian war, in the third year
of the 90th Olympiad in 40G B.C., for Sophocles died at

nearly ninety years of age. The composition and pro-
duction of "

CEdipus the King,'' the first piece in order of

time, falls between that of the two others.

The two tragedies bearing the name of (Edijnis disj)lay

the poet's idea of the Moral Order of the world, carried

out with a profoimdly conceived consistency through all

the most varied situations in which the hero finds himself.

(EdiiHis, oner Ix.'fore the saviour of his country, appears
as the hope of the city when suddenly visited by pesti-

lence and tempests laying waste the land. His character

is noble, but still liable to sudden jrusts of ra^e and

passionate excitement, as in those past years, when
he slew Laios, his king and fallicr, without knowing
jiim, although he had been warned by Apollo against
the destinv that threatened him. lie had foriiottcD the
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murder amidst the happiness that fell to his lot after he

had delivered the city from the Sphinx, and succeeded to

the kingdom and spouse of Laios. So again now he is

furious at the first scarcely-whispered liints of Tiresias,

tliat he himself may perchance be the source of the

offence for whose sake these calamities have befldlen the

city. lie threatens the divine seer; he accuses him, as

well as his own brother-in-law, Creon, of treachery, if

not of the murder itself; and since he does not dare

to lay hands upon the priest, he drives him away with

contumely, while he threatens Creon with death. Then
the horror begins to reveal it-^elf, and misery breaks in

like a torrent. Before the witness of his deed has ar-

rived, in the servant of Laios, whom he has summoned
from the provinces, the Chorus of Thebans has a new

foreboding of some ghastly discovery that is impending,
and expresses the hope that this will exhibit tlie Divine

justice in all its glory, that the faith of the people may
not be destroyed :

—
CHORUS.

that my fate were fixed

To live in holy purity of speech,
Pure in all deeds whose laws stand firm and high,
In heaven's clear aether born,

Of whom Olympus only is the sire,

Whom man's frail flesh begat not.

Nor ever shall forgetfulness o'erwhelm;
In them our Grod is great and grows not old.

ANTISTROPHE I.

But pride begets the mood of tyrant power ;

Pride filled with many thoughts, jet filled in vain,

Untimeh', ill-advised,

Scaling the topmost height,

Falls down the steep abyss,

Down to the pit, where step that profiteth
It seeks in vain to take.

1 cannot ask the Gods to stop midway
The conflict sore that works our country's good ;

I cannot cease to call on God for aid.
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STROPHE II.

But if there be who walketh liauglitily.

In action or in speech,
Whom righteousness herself has ceased to awe.

Who counts the temples of the Gods profane,
An evil fate be his.

Fit meed for all his boastfulness of heart
;

Unless in time to come he gain his gains
All justly, and draws back from godless deeds.

Nor lays rash hand upon the holy things.

By man inviolable.

If such deeds prosper who will henceforth pray
To guard his soul from passion's fiery darts ?

'

The horrible truth soon becomes apparent ;
Jocasta puts

an end to her life, (Edipus strikes his own eyes out, and re-

solves to forsake the city accompanied only by his daughter.
With this the piece concludes, and the Cliorus exclaim :

—
Ye men of Thebes, behold this Oedipus,
Who knew the famous riddle and was noblest,

Who envied no one's fortune and success.

And lo ! in what a sea of direst woe

He now is plunged. From hence the lesson draw.
To reckon no man happy till ye see

The clo.sing day ; until he pass the bourn

Which severs life fi'om death, unscathed by woe.'^

Soon after, his sons succeed to tlie throne, and drive

out their fVithcr, whom Creon had not suflered to depart ;

Ismene remains behind, while Antigone accompanies her

bhnd, grey-headed father. Having reached the liill of

Colonos, close upon Atliens, he seats himself there on the

earth, at whicli point tlie second tragedy opens. Unwit-

tingly he liad entered the grove sacred to the Eumenides,
the avenging {goddesses of deatli. The neiiibbourinff

Atlienians see with horror a stranger in this spot forbidden

to luunan footstep, and shudder when tliey learn who he

' "
Tli<; Trajjodies of Soplioclos, translated by Profossor Pluniptre. With

a Biof^ruphical Essay,'' l.st od. vol. i. pp. US, S'J. The whole of the transln-

tiona here piven from Sophocles arc from this work.—Tb.
« lb. p. Co.
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is
; yet tliey do not disturb him, but send for their king-

Theseus. Ismene appears, having hastened after lier

father to brino- him the tidinixs of the civil war on the

eve of breaking out between her brothers, and also the

latest oracle delivered by the god, namely, that he should

be victorious who held possession of the person or corpse
of (Edipus. He curses the fratricidal war and predicts

the destruction of both, resolved never to quit his asylum
of refuge. The misery of life extorts from the Chorus

the old proverb which Ave know already both from

^^^schvlus, and from the legend of Midas :
—

ANTISTROPHE.

Happiest beyond compare
Never to taste of life

;

Happiest in order next,

Being born, with quickest speed
Thither again to turn

From whence we came.

Carrying out this thought in its application to the former

and present periods of his life, they continue :—
^yhile youth is with us still,

Erincring its follies liofht.

What sorrow sta3"s awa}^ ?

^Yhat trouble is not there ?

Murders and strifes and wars,

Envy and sharp dispute,

And, closing life's long course,

There comes the last and worst,

An age of stubborn mood.

Friendless, and hard of speech,

Where, met in union strancje.

Evils with evils dwell.'

Theseus promises the sorelj^-afflicted fugitive protection

against all violence, and prevents Creon from carrying
him off as he had threatened. On the entreaties of

1

Plumptre's
"
Sopliccles," i. p. 122.
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CEdipus and Antigone, lie gives andience to the hypo-
critical Polynices avIio comes from Argos, to turn the

announcements of the oracle to his own ends, and those

of his allies. (Edipus reproaches him with the uimatural

cruelty with which he had driven his father away, and

lays his curse on him, at the same time prophesying the

ruin of his allies. Polynices takes leave of his sisters for

ever, and goes to meet his death. There come claps of

thunder, the God reveals to the sufferer that his last hour

has arrived. CEdipus shows the way and will only be

accompanied by Theseus. Arrived at the entrance of

the under-world, Hades itself receives him gently into

the bosom of Earth, Theseus alone knowing the secret of

his grave. On this mysterious, unknown grave rests a

blessing for Athens. His daughters take comfort in his

gentle end, w^ell-pleasing to the gods, and on their request

Theseus suffers them to be conducted back to their roval

citadel at home.

Thus by these two independent pieces, a historical

background is prepared for the third tragedy, the di\ine
"
Antigone^ The curse upon the race of Labdacus

fulfils itself more and more
; ^schylus had given one

solution of it in his " Seven Against Thebes^ But the

Antigone of Sophocles contains a satisf^ictory solution in

itself through its own intrinsic sublimity. For in the

very midst of the desolation, wrought by discord and

strife, there reveals itself the sublime freedom of the

human will, which by preferring the eternal law enthroned

ill its own bosom to life itself", glorifies the law of the

universe. In defiance of the prohibition of Creon, now

king, she buries the body of her unfortunate brother, who
lias fallen in attacking his native city. Cited before the

incensed Creon. in face of the ])enalty of death awaiting

her, she confesses the deed, and when Creon asks,—
Didst tliou then dare to disobey tliese laws?

replies undaunted :
—
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Yes, for it was not Zeus who gave them forth,

Nor Justice, dwelling with the Grods below.

Who traced these laws for all the sons of men ;

Nor did I deem thy edicts strong enough.

Coming from mortal man, to set at nought
The imwritten laws of God that know no change.

They are not of to-day nor yesterday,

But live for ever, nor can man assign

"When first they sprang to being.
^

Antigone is condemned to death. She has by her act of

defiance to the law set at nought the limits assigned to

a woman and to human actions, but not in her inmost

heart. There dwells love, not revenge, love to her

darling brother, and love to her living bridegroom, the

king's son. Her life is forfeited, but a higher end is

secured. We can bear to witness her sorrow, because

we feel this with inward certainty. Yet not Avitliout a

deep shudder, for in her fate is revealed the awful so-

lemnity of man's lot, and the futility of all human plans

in reference to this life. This sentiment of sympathy has

never been more finely expressed than in the Hymn sung

by the Chorus after the sentence of death has been pro-

nounced upon the noble-hearted Idng's daughter :
—

I see the ancient doom.
That fell upon the seed of Labdacus,

Who perished long ago,

Still falling, woes on woes;

That generation cannot rescue this ;

Some God still urges on.

And will not be appeased.
So now there rose a gleam,
Over the last weak shoots,

That sprang from out the roots of Oedipus ;

And thus the blood-stained sword

Of those that reign below

Cuts off relentlessly.

Madness of speech, and fury of the soul.

1

Plumptre's
"
Sophocles," i. p. 1G8.

VOL. II. P
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Thy power, Zeus, what haughtiness of man
Could ever hold in check?

Which neither sleep, that maketh all things old,

Nor the long months of Grods that were not faint.

Can for a moment seize.

But still as Lord supreme,

Through time that grows not old,

Thou dwellest in thy sheen of radiancy

On far Olympus' height.

Through all the future and the coming years,

As through all time that's past,

One law holds ever good,

That nothing comes to life of man on earth,

Unscathed throughout by woe.

To many, hope may come, in wanderings wild,

A solace and a joy ;

To many, shows of fickle-hearted love;

But still it creepeth on,

On him who knows it not,

Until he brings his foot

Within the scorching flame.

Wisely from one of old

The far-famed saying came,

That evil ever seems to be as good
To those whose thoughts of heart

God leadeth unto woe.

And without woe, but shortest time he spends.'

How pure and exalted a shape is here assumed by
that consciousness of Destiny, which, under the name of

Nemesis forms the centre of Greek religious feeling ! It

is not the "
envy of the gods," it is

The folly of the tongue and madness of the mind

made personal and yet bound \ip with the curse, whicli,

unless the goddess directly intervene to save the innocent

maiden, inexorably pursue the evil deed wrought by her

father and forefathers.

With the speed of lightning the calamity comes to a

riuniptre's "Sophocles," i. p. 175.
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crisis, and Antigone hangs herself. H^mon, the heir to

the throne, stabs himself with his sword, embracing his

beloved bride
;

his mother puts an end to her life
;

Creon's punishment is that he lives. But at the close of

all the Chorus sing :
—

CHORUS.

Man's highest blessedness,

In wisdom chiefly stands ;

And ID the things that touch upon the Gods,
'Tis best in word or deed,

To shun unholy pride ;

Great words of boasting bring great punishments ;

And so to grey-haired age
Comes wisdom at the last.'

2. Electra.

If, in his Trilogy on the family of (Edipus, Sophocles
rises to the loftiest summit of tragic art, as ^schylus has

done in his Trilogy of the " Oresteia"—in his "
Electra^'' he

vies with the latter in expressing the religious sentiment

inherent in the nature of tragedy itself; inasmuch as he

places himself on the very ground which ^schylus has

selected for that of his great Trilogy. Here, too, the

younger poet has not only displayed the acme of art

in the development of the tragic plot, but also shown a

phase of religious sentiment peculiar to himself In

narrowing the boundaries of the Epos, Sophocles has not

only heightened its effect, but also deepened the personal
element in it, and thereby imparted a more individual

t}"pe to the religious sentiment embodied in it. The
" Electra

"
of Sophocles is, like the "

Antigone,'' a spiritual

creation ;
she too, like Antigone, is accompanied by her

antithesis in the person of her sister, the timid, yet

thoughtful and clear-sighted Chrysothemis. Electra does

not act, yet she does not content herself, as in the play
of -(Eschylus, with inciting her sister to act

; she would

1

Plumptre's
"
Sophocles," i. p. 208.
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have attempted the deed of vengeance herself, at the risk

of ahnost certain death, had not lier brother appeared.
We tolerate this immoderate thirst for vengeance, first,

because she is resolved to slay ^gisthus only ; secondly,

because her woman's henrt overflows with tender love for

her father and brotlier. When the Chorus of Argive
maidens set before her the uselessness of unmeasured

grief over what is done, and ask :
—

Where respite from our sorrows there is none,

Why wilt thou catch at fresh calamities?

She breaks out with the touchinof exclamation :
—o

ELECTRA.

Ah ! But a child is he

Who loses thought of parents that have died

By saddest form of death ;

Far better pleaseth me the wailing one

Who ever "
Itys, Itys," mourneth still,

The bird, heart-broken messenger of Zeus.

Ah, Niobe ! with all
th}'^ countless woes

I count thee still divine.

Who in thy rough rock-tomb

Weepest for evermore.'

The lament of a constant love towards the dead resounds

through all time in the mournful notes of Philomel and

her sister Procne (the swallow), but sorrow iu a human

sbape, the unwearying sufferer standing before our eyes
in an indestructible work of art,

—that is what touches our

hearts most deeply. Such a sufferer was that Niobe, once

so highly exalted, and then so dee})ly humbled, whose

statue on the rocky wall of Sipylus stood with ever-

dropping tears, in that age as it does now.

When again she puts aside all hope of Orestes' return,

the Chorum reiterate their admonitions to moderation,

bidding her to trust in the faithful dispensations of God :

'

I'himptre's
"
Sophocles," ii. p. 9.
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Take heart, my child, take heart
;

Mighty in heaven He dwells,

Zeus, who beholdeth and directeth all,

Kesign to Him the wrath that vexes sore.

Nor grieve thyself too much for those thy foes,

Nor yet forget them quite.
•

But Electra vows never to rest from lamentation, and
utters the " nevee !

"
which is not permitted to man :

—
ELECTRA.

Leave me, leave me, friends that fain would soothe.
For these my woes as endless shall be known.
And never from my wailing shall I cease.

Nor pause to count my tears.

On which the Chorus pronounce the dictate ofNemesis :
—

And yet, in pure goodwill I speak to thee,
As mother faithful found.

Not to heap ills on ills.^

But so it ever was in the ill-starred house of the Atridee,
and never was the calamity undeserved, though often

incurred only by excess of noble indignation ! Her
calmer sister says the same thing further on :—

Yes, hearken thou ! No gain that men can reap

Surpasses forethought and well-counselled minds
;

^

words which Schneidewin has very rightly attributed to

Chrysothemis, and not to the Chorus. The latter at

length sum up aU in the admonition :
—

May'st thou, in might and wealth,
Prevail o'er those thy foes.

As now thou livs't subdued beneath their hands ;

For I liave found thee, not in high estate

Wending thy way, yet still.

By love and fear of Zeus,

Gaining the foremost prize
In all the holiest laws.'*

1

Plumptre's
"
Sophocles," ii. p. 10. « lb. ii. p. 12.

=> lb. ii. p. 45. 4 Hj_ ii_ p, 49^
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Thus here, too, self-incurred evil, an excess of personal

feeling, not blind Fate, is the cause of the mischief and

the entanglement.

3. Aias.

The " Aias "
of Sophocles stands on the same exalted

level both of rehgious and aesthetic sentiment. The hero's

transgression against moderation consists in a mood of ex-

asperation, bringing him to the very borders of crnne,

wliich on occasion of the combat with Odysseus for the

arms of Achilles, plunges him into madness, and finally

impels him to suicide. Thus the messenger sent to him

by the affectionate care of Teucros, who arrives on the

day of his death, relates of him :—
For the seer

Said that the haughty and the foolish ones

Fall into sore misfortunes from the Gods,

When one, who drew his life from human blood.

Then thinks and feels as he were more than man.

And he, when starting hither from his home.

Showed himself foolish son of prudent sire;

For thus he bade him :
"
Son, with this thy spear

Strive thou to win, but win with help of God !

"

And he replied, in foolish vaunting speech :

«' My father, with the help of Gods, a slave

Might victory win
;
but I, I trust, shall gain

Without their aid that glory for myself."

Such boast he uttered ;
and a second time,

Wlien great Athena urged him to the fight,

And bade him turn his hand against the foes,

He answered her with words one fears to speak :

"
queen, stand thou the other Argives. near.

The tide of battle will not break on us."

With words like these, not speaking as a man

.Should speak, he roused the Goddess to fierce wrath I
'

Thus he is irrevocably committed to his destiny. The

love and respect of the army are forfeited ;
he himself,

when the paroxysm of insanity is over, feels that his

•

Pluinptre's
"
Sophocles," ii. p. 162.
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position is intolerable. He attempts, indeed, in his last

speech to deceive them and the Chorns, by feigning to

yield to the entreaties of the mother of his boy, who had

implored him to think of her and of his helpless child.

In this speech, he acknowledges that he may yet be saved,

if he will consent to hnmble himself before Athene as the

Goddess, and the Atridas as his masters ;
all things, even

stern winter, yield at last
;
then why not man ? Nay, he

says, it is plainly the dictate of prudence to treat our

foes as remembering that they may one day become

our friends. Tecmessa, really set at rest, retires into

the tent with her child, while the Chorus are so com-

pletely deceived by this part of his speech, that they
break out into a song of rejoicing. But his concluding
words betray the intent of his profound irony. He is

resolved to die with dignity and calmness but unrecon-

ciled. Such is the issue of his life-long obstinacy of dis-

position :
—

But in this onr need

All shall be well, and thou, woman, go

Within, and pray the Gods to grant the wish

My heart desireth. And do ye, my friends,

Pay her the self-same honour as to me.
And charge ye Teucros, should he come, to care

For me, and show a kindly heart to you.

For now I go the journey I must take;

And ye, do what I bid you, and perchance
Ye soon may hear of me, though now my fate

Is evil, as delivered from all ill.'

For himself he desires nothing further, save honourable

burial with the prescribed rites. No longer capable of a

voluntary resolve to face his woes and live, he must in-

evitably fall a prey to death
;
but he descends of his

own accord into Hades after the fashion of a noble hero, by

throwing himself on his own sword. Injustice had been

done him
;

first by the Atridas, and now by the army
which laughed him to scorn fgr his madness

;
and for

1

Plumptre's
"
Sophocles," ii. p. 164.
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this, too, shall retribution one day be exacted iu the shape
of grievous woes. This is the pro[)hetic part of his curse

of which we must omit no part :—
And I call to help

The Ever-virgin Ones, that ever see

All human chances, those Erinnyes dread.

Swift-footed, that they mark how I am skiin

By 3"on Atridse ; come with giant stride,

Erinnyes, my avengers ; glut yourselves

(Yea, spare them not) upon the host they rule.'

It is not Destiny, no, it is the eternal, righteous, holy Order

of the Universe that triumphs, even in the most tangled web
of human perplexities. All punishment is deserved

; still,

the Muse in her lament points out the difference between

the noble and ignoble souls. That curse is a prophecy of

the retribution drawing nigh. But now the Atridae make

reconciliation with the noble Teucros over the corpse of

the hero, after Odysseus has brought them to a sense of

the sinfulness of their unbending temper. Thus bless-

ing springs up from the grave of the noble-hearted hero,

whatever Destiny may hold in store.

How grand a contrast to the unregulated temper of

this greatest of heroes is presented by the humility of

Odysseus looking up to Athene, we have already seen iu

his dialogue with the goddess.^

Brief but weighty are the concluding words of the

Chorus :
—

Men may learn much who scan the passing hour,

But, ere it comes in sight,

No prophet may the secret scroll unfold,

And tell of things to come.^

4. Phlloctetes.

Two more tragedies of this author have been preserved

to us, in both of which the deep tragic justification of

the Moral Order of tlio world, and the groinid of the

spectator's ethical satisfiiction, may, at first sight, easily

'

rUiinptro's
"

Snjiliiiclrs,'' ii. p. 1(!.'5.
^ See p. loO.

^
J'hiniptif's

"
Sopliocles," ii. p. 189.
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escape a modern reader. A closer consideration will show

that in each instance, on the contrary, they celebrate a

triumph, second to none in sublimity ;
indeed both these

plays may be said to stand in certain respects on a level

with the Prometheus.

In " Philoctetes" the purely tragic element is certainly

likely to be concealed from a superficial observer, by the

happy issue of events, and by the cunning of Odysseus,

which is displayed with a prominence, and carried out with

a detail, that betray the genuine Greek admiration for that

quality. Still, it must ever remain a wonderful piece, even

if we consider it only as a serious melodrama, designed for

actual representation, a drama in the modern sense of the

word. In JEschylus, the same plot, under the title of the
'•' Lemnceans" formed the first part of a trilogy, of which

the other two pieces were entitled " Philoctetes in Troy
"

and " The Destruction of Ilion." ^schylus Avas con-

tented with simply bringing Philoctetes out of his cavern

and away from the island, by means of his own sufferings

and the cunning of Odysseus, who, during the illness of

Philoctetes, had surreptitiously carried off the bow. Quite

otherwise must Sophocles have conceived of the problem,
when he undertook to make Philoctetes on Lemnos
the hero of an independent tragedy. Now we maintain

that, in this tragedy, a deeply tragic mental revolution

takes place ; nay, in fact, two such changes. The old act

of cruelty towards the sick hero had brought its own

punishment. Troy could not be taken except,with the

bow of Heracles, and that was possessed by Philoctetes,

who had been left behind in Lemnos. But now the un-

governed passions on both sides begin to display them-

selves ;
the cunning and deceitfulness of Odysseus on the

one hand, and the sufferer's defiant hatred of gods and

men on the other. Both must be broken by Fate, that

the true divine government of the world may be vindi-

cated, and that the decrees of the Deity may neither be

carried into effect by fraud, nor be frustrated by defiance.
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Both intuitions are carried out with indescribable art :

two heroic minds yield, without losing our respect ;
the

eternal law of the universe stands before us victorious

without anniliilating its violators ;
the noble youthful

hero NeojDtolemus, and the glorified hero Heracles, son of

Zeus by a mortal mother, are the mediators by whose

intervention this is accomplished. In the whole course

of the action, there is nothing which passes beyond the

limits of atonement. The immoderate lamentations of

Philoctetes had dispirited the troops on their voyage to

Troy ;
in this lay the justification of the original act of

cmelty. Left to himself on the desolate island, Philoc-

tetes had fallen into a state of misanthropic distrust of

all mankind
;
but his heroic attachment to the fatherland

had not evaporated in his hatred against the Atridaa

and their accomphce, Odysseus. Those two brothers

know that his presence is necessary to take Ilion
;
but

they know also that all arts of persuasion will be ex-

hausted in vain, until he has regained confidence in men.

Neoptolemus, the son of Achilles, from love of gloiy

undertakes to inspire him with this confidence, hoping
that he may thereby make himself the saviour of the

army. This implied faith in the decree sent forth by

Destiny, that Troy should be taken by the bow of Heracles,

but by this alone.

The sick hero for a moment forgets sufferings and

mistrust at the sight of the fair open-hearted youth, the

son of the great hero. When the paroxysm is coming

on, he commits the bow to his cliarge ;
when he has

come to himself again, lie rejoices that he has not been

deceived in him. This breaks the heart of Neoptolemus;
reckless of both Odysseus and the army, he discloses the

whole scheme, and implores the hero, for love of the army,
to follow liim to Troy and come with Odysseus to the

Atrida3. On tliis, the wrath and resentment of the

sufferer flame up ; nay, he forgets himself so far as to

swear :
—
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philoctetes.

Never, yea never more, be sure of that

Not though the fiery thunderbolt that falls

From heaven's high starry vaults

Should burn me with its dreaded lightning-flash.

Let Ilion fall, and all beneath its walls,

Who could cast forth this wretched foot of mine.

Finally, he entreats for an axe that he may slay himself:—
I will strike off my head, and lop my limbs

;

My soul thirsts eagerly for blood, for blood.

Thus, on the very verge of the crime, he bethinks himself.

To the question of the Chorus—
But why is this ?

he answers :
—

Lo, I my father seek.

CHORUS.

Where wilt thou go ?

PHILOCTETES.

To Hades, for the day
Is his no longer. my native land,

city of my fathers, would that I

Could see thee now in this my misery!
1 who long since thy sacred stream did leave

And went to help my foes, the Danai.^

His yearning after his father in Hades dissolves into long-

ing after his native home
;

his defiance, into recognition

of his own nothingness. This is the inward turning-point

of the crisis.

Thus is the tragical knot tied. It is disentangled by
the now irrevocable resolve of Neoptolemus to fulfil the

promise he has given to Philoctetes (though given in

an evasive sense) to conduct him to his native land.

Philoctetes is already inclmed to follow him, when

Odysseus appears and makes himself known. With diffi-

culty Neoptolemus restrains Philoctetes from shooting

'

Plumptre's
''

Sophocles/' ii. 244.
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Odysseus on the spot. He suggests every argument in

his power to pacify him, and implores him vohmtarily to

make the sacrifice, trusting to the gods who have willed

it thus, and who promise him the healing of his wound,

rhiloctetes wavers. " Ah me !

" ^ he exclaims :
—

What shall I do ?

How shall I prove distrustful to his words,

Who gives me counsel out of kindly thought ?

Yet must I yield ? And how shall I, ill-starred.

Do this, and then look up? To whom shall I

Address myself? And how will ye, eyes,

That watch all varying chances of my life.

How will ye hear to see me living on

With those Atridse who have ruined me.
Or with that vilest son of Lartios ?

^

He cannot quite as yet resolve to bend his stubborn will.

On this Neoptolemus promises him, though with a heavy

heart, that he will in any case keep his word and lead

him home, whatever disadvantage and danger it may cost

himself. At this point, we feel that tlie hero's defiant

spirit is quite broken
;
he can henceforth trust the Deity,

since he has regained confidence in man. Hei'acles now

appears, to whom Philoctetes has rendered the last ser-

vices of love in CEta on his funeral pyre, and who had

bequeathed to him the bow in return. He commands

Philoctetes to go, promising to him recovery, and to the

two lion-hearted brothers a united victory over Ilion. His

concluding words are the consecration of the whole :
—

HERACLES.

Then
When ye have ta'en it, reverence the Gods,

For all things else our father Zeus accounts

Of lesser moment. Reverence lies with men ;

Die they or live, it does not pass away.'^

Whether or \n> Sophocles, in depicting Neoj)toleniLis, may
have thought of Alcibiades, who just before the production

'

riumptrc's
"
Sophocles," ii. p. 2ol. ^

i]j_ n p 255.
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of the ''

Philoctetes;' in Olymp. 92, 4 (408 B.C.), had

returned victorious after a long and ignominious banish-

ment, there are lessons enough for him and for all, con-

tained in the piece ; nay, above all in those last words of

Heracles. It is replete with prophetic wisdom and fore-

sight, for Athens and for all ages !

4. The Maidens of Tracliis.

Still bolder is the ethical outline of " The Maidens of
Trachisy The really tragic element of the plot consists

in the unbounded violence of passion both in Heracles

and in Deianeira. Its solution consists in the bursting

forth of the divine element of self-sacrifice in the hero, in

the midst of his keenest sufferings. For, both from its

contents and its hero, the piece ought to have been

entitled " The Death [or the Binmiiig) of Heracles.
'^

Sold

for a year into bondage to Omphale, queen of Lydia, as a

punishment for his treacherous murder of Iphitos, son of

Eurytos of (Echalia,—at the end of his term of servitude,

overmastered by his passion for lole, daughter of that

prince, who has been denied to him, he besieges and

destroys CEchalia, and slays Eurytos. By this time, the

fifteen months are nearly ended, at the termination of

which, the oracle of Dodona has promised him deliverance

from all his sorrows. He sets out on liis return home,
and while he tarries in Euboea to offer a sacrifice of

thanksgiving to his father Zeus, he sends on lole and his

other captives to Trachis, at the foot of (Eta, the dwelling
of his consort Deianeira. Meanwhile, the latter is unex-

pectedly informed of the relation subsisting between him
and lole, whom she has received into her house with

all kindness. In her anguish over the unfaithfulness of

Heracles, and the unbearable future that lies before her,
she remembers the words of the dying Centaur, Nessus,
whom Heracles had shot with a poisoned arrow

;
—that if

she made Heracles wear a robe dipped in the blood of

his wounds, it would secure his love to her. She sends
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the sacrificial robe to him in Euboca, and as soon as he puts
it on in order to celebrate the sacred rites, he is seized with
intolerable burning, from the poison with which the closely-

fitting garment is saturated. Thus a prey to unspeakable
torment, he is brought in a dying condition to Trachis.

Deianeira has to endure the bitter reproaches of her son

Hyllus, who supposes her to have knowingly murdered his

father, and she takes her life with her own hand. But

Heracles, coming to himself after the paroxysm, awakes
as from a long dream. His resolution is at once taken

;

Hyllus shall help to bear him to tlie top of Mount CEta,
there erect a funeral pyre, lay him upon it, and then
kindle the flame, or cause it to be kindled by Cynthia ;

and afterwards espouse lole, whom his father commits to

his charge. Heracles comes to perceive that such is the

decree and wdll of Zeus. It is death which has been pro-
mised to him as the end of all his toils and sorrows, and
in this faith he finds repose. Thus he says to Hyllus :

—
And I show to thee new prophecies,

P^ollowing on these, agreeing with the old,
Which I, within the grove the Selli own,
Who haunt the hills, and sleep upon the earth,
Wrote down from that tall oak of many tongues,
To Zeus, my father, sacred. And it said

That in the time that liveth, and now is.

Should come the end of labours. And I thought
That all would prosper ; yet it meant nought else

Than this my death, for unto those that die

No labour comes.'

The son of the " Father of gods and men "
has at length

recognized ths true goal of life
; and purified by a volun-

taiy death, returns back to his celestial fother. We see

him with our mind's eye, ascending from the bloody pile
on Mount CEta to Olympus, while we receive a satis-

faction as regards this world in the i:)erson of Hyllus,
who with the love of both parents, but without the

'

rUiniptre's
"
Sophocles," ii, p. 122.
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passionate vehemence of either, enters upon hfe fresh and

blooming, and reconciles lole also to life. Here too, as in

the case of Prometheus, we have the reconciliation of a

god ;
but Heracles ascends to the heavenly courts of his

father, which remain closed against the Titan. Thus the

piece ought perhaps properly to be called
" The Apo-

theosis of Heracles.'' Its historical name is simply taken

from the Chorus of maidens of Trachis, the scene of the

action.
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CHAPTER XIV.

EURIPIDES.

It is difficult to decide wliicli is the more striking in Euri-

pides,
—the degeneration of the rehgious sentiment, or the

decadence of art
;
that is to say, of art in its higher sense,

for in its lower mechanical branches, he is an even greater

adept than Kotzebue in his plays, and Scribe in his opera
librettos. But even in these inferior branches he is so,

only in so far as they can be mastered without possessing

the true spirit of this whole genus of art. Once for all,

however, we must boldly declare that it was the dying out

of the ideal of Tragedy that was the cause of the external

deterioration. Tlie difference between him and tlie two

great tragic poets is not one of degree but of kind. Tlie

tragedy of Euripides is a not altogether involuntary, but

to some extent premeditated, audacious, and hypocritical

parody of the earlier religious sentiment ;
and this reveals

itself from beginning to end of his writings in the main

point, namely, in the choice and treatment of his materials,

and in his portraiture of character. It is quite impossible
that a poet who so thoroughly understands tlie resources

of language and theatrical effect, and applies them with

so mucli design, should have talked so much nonsense,

nay, uttered such downright impieties about the gods and

heroes, had not the religion of ^Eschylus and Soplioclcs

been as distinctly repugnant to him as that of the

I'salms and Prophets was to Voltaire. His theory of the

universe is that of Candide ; but with Euripides, Candide's

sentiments are ])ut into the mouths of the gods and

heroes wIkj are the representatives and incarnation of the
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Moral Order of the universe. Nay, the conception of his

]3lots even reminds us sometimes of that of Voltaire's

''^Paceller We find pure scorn, naked mockery invading
the very sanctuary of poetical thought. The conclusion of

most of his pieces is in spirit akin to that of the " Reinecke

FucJls
',''
—"Nothing can be more unjust than the way

the world goes;"—wherefore the poet adds: "All to

the greater glory of God." What wears tlie semblance

of religious sentiment in Euripides is rhetoric, the mere
"
tinkling cymbals

"
of shallow conventional maxims. He

knows nothing of tragic Destiny, and believes as little in

any Moral Order of the universe, as he does in the idols

of the popular cult lis. ^schylus and Sophocles had

apprehended the stories of the gods and heroes in their

noblest prophetic significance, treading as they did in the

paths traced out by Homer, and interweaving into the

noble materials supplied by him, their deeper intuitions of

ethical thouglit and imagination. Euripides retains the

same materials, but he uses them to subserve a directly

opposite theory of the universe, and makes gods and heroes

alike ridiculous. And he did so, not only because he was
a disciple of the natural philosopher Anaxagoras who
was his master, or of Heraclitus of Ephesus whom he

admired, but in virtue of a theory of the world that was
at once shallow and prosaic, low, and instinct with ani-

mosity towards gods and men. Kotzebue and Scribe

despised the popular creed and hated priests and cere-

monies
;

but they had grand speculative thoughts, and

moreover—they wrote no heroic tragedies !

Since the time of Lessimr, A. W. Schlegel, Boekh, and

Welcker have done good service, by a tliorough analysis
of the works of Euripides. Welcker especially lias in this,

as in other instances, opened the way for a detailed and

thoughtful application, as well as a closer definition, of the

correct principles which Schlegel had enunciated in their

more general form, and had also to some extent applied
to the writings of Euripides. Finally Bernhardy has prc-

TOL. ir. Q
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sented us with a solid liistorico-philosophical monograph
on Euripides, in the " Hallischen Enci/clopddie." The

corresponding section of his " History of Greek Literature
"

(" Griechische Literatargeschichte ") is an abridgment of

this more elaborate disquisition ;
which does not, however,

land us in any final conclusion ;
for the learned author evi-

dently wavers between two opposite views, and, as it ap-

pears to us, fails to draw the full logical consequences from

his own concessions. However, he admits that Euripides
had broken with all faith in any Moral Order of the world

;

indeed was out of conceit with life in general ;
and that he

wrote his plays in this mood. Moreover, he guards him-

self from instituting even a remote comparison between

the artistic groundwork of the pieces of Euripides, and

those of his great predecessors. He does indeed say that

Euripides had set up an " ideal principle," in the place of

the stringent rules of the ancient tragedy ; by Avhich is

meant his psychologic display of motives, especially in tlie

case of feminine passion ;
but he adds, that Euripides as

little understood the management of his materials as his

friends the Ochlocrats did the government of tlie house-

hold or the State. He admits further that his psychology
is in fact pathology, his love simply amorous passion, and

finally, that his thoughts approximate to commonplace,
as his style does to prose. In regard to the main points

therefore, we are justified in considering this learned and

acute critic to be on our side, as well as Plato, who in

his
"
Republic

" ^ censures him bitterly for two passages

(one of them is extant in the " Troades "), eulogizing

tyrants and despotic government. The praise given him

by Aristotle, who was condemned t ^ witness even a far

deeper decline, botli in art and in the public taste, we
have already placed upon its proper footing, and shall

have more to say about it hereafter. On the other hand,
we will not begrudge Euripides the admiration of tliat

» See end of Eighth Booli.
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fantastic tyrant and actor, Alexander of Macedon, nor

envy him the enthusiasm he inspired in the narrow-minded

brother of Cicero, or the rhetorical Seneca. For such

people he was precisely bad enough ;
and we do not dis-

pute the irresistible fascination of his epigrammatic Greek

versification, so long as we are not concerned with any

attempt to grasp the collective characteristics of antiquity,

or are not learning to contemplate poetry, history, and the

human mind from the higher point of view.

But let us only see what caricatures, nay, buffoons, Euri-

pides has created out of noble and lofty characters ! Can

we deny that in his hands the dignified Hecuba becomes

a vulgar revengeful murderess ? Her fury and that of her

attendants, when she bores out the eves of the treacherous

kinij, is the furv of the fishwomen of Paris ao-ainst the Swiss

guards of Louis XVT. The sacrificial death of Polyxena
is an episodical artificial incident introduced simply for

the sake of effect. We pass over his Andkomache, be-

cause it is generally allowed that this is one of his weaker

pieces. But we cannot pass over his treatment of the

character of Helen without a word. In the " Orestes
"

she is made absolutely laughable, insomuch that she well-

nigh appears as the comic character of the theatre. She

avails herself of her hereditary divinity to vanish when tlie

palace is in flames, leaving her helpless child, Hermione,
behind her. In this piece, she formally confesses to her

adultery ; but, of course, ascribes her elopement with

Paris to the constraining might of Cupris and the malicious

enmity of Hera. Thus the poet himself has relentlessly

unveiled the irony of his other tragedy which bears her

name. Helen when in Egypt, namely, plays throughout
the part of one shamefully calumniated and ill-treated

;
she

has never eloped, was never in Troy ;
it was a phantom

which Paris carried off, and wedded instead of herself

This she relates to the spectators in the lengthy Prologue

customary with Euripides, not without a playful allusion

to the eggshell in which she, the veritable daughter of"CO

Q 2
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Zeus, came into tlie Avorkl—"
if the legend do not lie."

Now it befalls, just at this moment, that the shipwrecked
Menelaus makes his appearance, having shut up the sup-

posititious Helen under lock and key, Avhile he goes to

crave succour from the king. WTien he finds a beauteous

figure sitting by the tomb of the old king Proteus, he

at once imagines it to be the same Helen
; they do ac-

tually recognize each other
;
but it is clear that Menelaus

cannot quite trust the glozing tale, since he has but just

before been sailing home with his recovered spouse. But

now, a messenger arrives with the news that the imprisoned
Helen had disappeared, and proclaimed herself to be a

phantom, since the true one has been found and conse-

quently her rule is now come to an end. To this succeeds a

highly comic tissue of masquerade, of stratagems and lies,

whereby the good-natured barbarian monarch is prevailed

upon to allow Helen, who now promises him her hand, to

depart before celebrating the wedding, that she may, on

the high seas, render the last honours to the same Menelaus,

whom, in the character of a shipwrecked envoy, she has

accompanied on board the Egjqitian ship. We must not

here allow ourselves to be led astray by the circumstance

that it was Stesichorus, who, probably in jest, at all events

quite arbitrarily, has invented this fable of the phantom.
This piece, like the Phwdra and Medea of our author, has

exerted a peculiar charm on the later Greeks and still more

on the Eomans, by reason of the new motive here intro-

duced, namely, love—or to speak more correctly, amorous-

ness, sensual female passion
—with all the com])licated net-

work of intrigues and blandishments founded thereupon.
But precisely on this ground Euripides deserves no praise ;

for his delineations are nothing but so many satires on the

female charar;ter and on true personal love. He himself

notoriously lived in veiy unhappy domestic relations, and

had to dismiss two wives for their misconduct ;
and since

in his own day, the Athenians regarded him as a morose

recluse, misanthropic in character and in physiognomy,
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it is probable that the Athenian ladies could have had but

little partiality for him. Tliat which he depicts in his

women is nothing but passion, with its attendant love of

intrigue, and still more of revenge. His representation

of the character of Electra is justly called by Bernhardy
" a parody of the lofty tragic mythus of a heroine." His

two'''' Jphigenias
"
are decorous as characters ;

the " Iphi-

GEXIA AT AuLis
" wc must not judge too severely, since the

text is corrupt and but partially genuine. To compare
the dehneation of character in his

" Ipiiigema at Tauei
"

Avith that of the fine creation of our own poet, would be

ridiculous
;
on this point we refer our readers to Otto

Jahn's comparison of the two. "
Alcestis," the oldest of

his tragedies (written in Olymp. 85. 2 = 438 B.C.), is the

purest and most innocent of his pieces, and lo ! forsooth,

that is no tragedy, but a satyric drama ! The indecent

and burlesque traits in the behaviour of Hercules are ex<

plained by the circumstance that the piece formed the con-

clusion of a Tetralogy, or play consisting of four pieces, of

which it consequently formed the hilarious portion ;
thus it

was not incumbent on him to be malignant. But how low

the poet sank, how he continually approached to the very

confines of prose, and (we must say it) of a sheer coarse

mockery of things divine, is proved by his latest and, by

many, most admired tragedy, the " Bacchanals." He

composed this shortly before his death, therefore about 400

B.C., at the end of the war
;

it was only after his death,

which occurred in Macedonia in Olymp. 93. 3, that it was

produced on the stage in Athens. Bernhardy admits its

weakness in the outlining of the characters, but admires

that of Dionysus. Lastly, he finds the arrangement, which

keeps expectation perpetually on the strain, very effective,

as also
" the deep religious passion, the ideal keeping of

the Bacchic solemnities, and the symbolism of a pure

adoration of God as the kernel of every actual cultus."

Even Schlegel is of opinion that " Hippolytus
"
and the

" Bacchanals
"
must be considered the finest pieces of this
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poet. Certainly there is something very engaging in the

cliaracter of Hippolytus ;
but inasmuch as Euripides has

not corrupted him, he scarcely remains a manly man, but

is rather an unsusceptible Amazon's son, who hates and

shuns women as the Amazons do men. Of the " Bac-

clianals
"

w^e shall speak in conclusion. It only remains

for us to characterize the " Pii^dra" and " Medea." In

w^iat a disadvantageous position modern art is placed when

attempting to treat ancient Greek myths, even when
handled by a poet hke Euripides, has been sufficiently

demonstrated by the acute and intellectual critic, Bern-

hardy, in his French essay comparing the ''-Phcpdra
"

of

Eacine with that of Eui'ipides. We can find little to

except against in his criticism. One thing, however, is

certainly unjust in it, namely, that he does not recognize

how high Eacine, as well as Corneille, stand above Euri-

pides in point of moral sentiment in their treatment of

antique themes. This elevation of sentiment shines out

through all Eacine's treatment of the antique characters,

though the modernness of his colourinsi; sometimes borders

on the comic. But the story of Phaedra is in itself a

thoroughly unsuitable theme for the purposes of art
;

it

offers no worthy solution, least of all for us. What in

Euripides' version does gleam out through it of the antique

theory of the universe, namely, that it is the divine power
of Aphrodite that has inspired tlie unhappy woman Avith

her adulterous passion (wliich is not so represented by

JEschylus or Sophocles even in the case of Clytemnestra,
nor yet in that of Deianeira), cannot be conceived or felt by
us as a ])alliating circumstance. Nor, lastly, can we pass

a more favourable verdict on the " Medea." Inasnuich as

shameless unnaturalness is no fitting topic for tragedy,

the horrible chikl-murderess is no littinij heroine for art.

Tims here, t(jo, his very choice of subject is at once a

crime. Its treatment is as piquant as that of most of

the other tragedies of Euripides, The action hurries for-

ward rapidly, and nothing but the interpolated intrigue
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with tlie king of Athens is an arbitrary invention. The
sorceress takes to flight when she has perpetrated all her

atrocities, and the Chorus sing a moral commonplace
which we shall cite below.

We have pronomiced our verdict, and incidentally in-

dicated its grounds. The limits and object of our inquiry
do not permit us to examine all the pieces of Euripides
in detail, in order to prove that genuine poetic and hu-

mane relictions sentiment is wanting; to him throughout.

But before entering into a more minute analysis of his last

piece, the— '•'

Bacchanals^'''—as a sample of his productions,
a piece to which even Schlegel accords a certain measure

of approbation, in order to justify our strictures and

therewith Schlegel's also (which seems to us rather too

mild than the reverse), no less than the contemptuous
scorn expressed by Aristophanes, the stern reprobation
of his contemporaries and of the later Greek critics, as

displayed in the Scholiasts,
—we must say a few words on

the apparently fiivourable verdict of Aristotle, and the

unbounded admiration with which this poet was regarded
in earlier centuries.

Euripides is well-versed in the arts of theatrical effects.

The combination of horror-scenes with sentimental phrases
is the stock-recipe for such in all ages ;

to this are added

the auxiliary aids aflbrded by music and machinery. Now
the famous eulogy of Aristotle, when he says that Euri-

pides was the most tragic of all the tragic poets, does not

ascribe to Euripides anything more than a mastery in such

contrivances. In order to render his meaning exactly we

ought to prefix in our translation—" He who best under-

stands theatrical tragic effects." But altogether we must

repeat a remark already made, namely, that in the extant

fragments of the "Poe^zcs-," just as in his
"

Politics,'' Aris-

totle is constantly speaking with reference to the actual

condition of things in his own age. He by no means
conceals from himself the decline of the Hellenic intellect in

poetry and art; but he wishes to make it clear to his hearers
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and readers, liow we may define the works of this kind

whicli are noAv occupying the Hellenes (more particularly

therefore the most recent), and to assign them their duo

function in human knowledge and in the State. This is

shown strikingly in the case of music. "
It may be bad,"

he says in the '"'Poetics ,"
" but the popular taste demands

something of the kind, and our best course, therefore, is

to give them the least bad ;
better a bad art than none at

all." With respect to tragedy, Aristotle did not shut his

eyes to the enormous decline that took place towards the

end of the Peloponnesian war, simultaneously with the

inroad of unbridled democracy, and the vulgarity which,

in consequence, acquired universal ascendancy. Still it

seems that in his time the correct appreciation of Euripides

by the general public had not as yet disappeared. Aristotle

says, in the passage referring to him in the " Poetics
"

(cap. 26), that people do him injustice ;
it is true that

in the construction (economy) of his pieces there is much
that is exceptionable ;

but it would be unfair to fmd fault

with him, on the score that many of his tragedies end

imhappily ;
that is quite according to rule

;
and that cen-

sures on this ground are unfounded, is clear from the fact

that precisely these pieces produced a very powerful effect

when brought upon the stage. Now if the blame of the

critics had been simply on the ground that the issue of

the piece was unhappy, why did these same critics praise

.^schylus and Sophocles, nearly all of whose pieces ended

moinnfully, and who never availed themselves of the ap-

pearance of the so-called Deus ex 31achina, to produce
an unexpected catastrophe ? Because the critics had the

correct perception that a scene of horror, or a cruel, un-

deserved death is not true tragedy.
In reality, Euripides fell precisely upon a great turning-

point in the Atlienian theory of the universe. With the

government and predominating influence of Cleon and his

like, there set in for a time, a reaction of low-mindedncss

against all that was elevated, whether in every-day life, or
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ill the art by which that life was accompanied and adorned.

And no branch of art was so immediately affected by this,

as that which was the offspring of the loftiest inspiration
of the Greek intellect—tragic poetry. It did not decline,

it perished ;
and did so in the hands of Enripides. Soon

after his date, all attempts to compose tragedies were quite
abandoned no less in form than in subject-matter ;

and

tragedy was succeeded by the melodrama representing
common life. And hencefortli that tendency to senti-

mentality, or sickly emotion, of which we see in him the

beginnings, displayed itself without reserve.

Now compared to these Epigoni, Euripides certainly

might seem to take rank with the grand old tragic poets ;

he did so in respect to externals. In reality, however,

tragedy does not begin with ^schylus and Sophocles,
but ends with them

; just as grand historical art in paint-

ing does not begin, but ends Avith Eaphael and Michael

Anwlo,

That, on the revival of letters, Euripides \yas so much

read, is partly the result of the predilection of the un-

poetical Eomans for his works. Among whom, did not

Seneca, the most vapid of all poets or men, pass for a

poet, philosopher, and citizen
;
and is he not even now

belauded as Euripides was from very early days, by un-

thinking persons, for his remarkable approximation to

Christianity ? Then, too, the exquisite Attic Greek of

Euripides possessed a quite irresistible charm for the

Romans. He is so much easier to read than the traffic

heroes, freighted with weiglity thoughts, from whose
works we cannot extract and quote a tenth part so many
sparkling epigrams.
When we behold the philological enthusiasm of this

poet's admirers, from Valckenaer to Ilartung (Porson is

one of them, but here, as in other instances, he plays the

wag), one is reminded of the verse in Aristophanes'
"
Frogs,'' and is tempted to exclaim with a slight varia-

tion on his words :

" How much may mellifluous syllables
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effect!" The correct feeling of the general public has

not as yet had a chance of asserting its sway among us

in opposition to philological and antiquarian dilettantism,

or low views of human life, for, up to the appearance of

Donner's excellent translation of Euripides in 1852, there

existed no fiiithful and readable German version of this

author ;
the English and French translations of him are

equally unsatisfactory with those of the Italians.

Analysis of the Religious Sentiment of the Bacchanals.

We select the " Bacciiaxals "
as confessedly one of the

most artistic and elevated productions of this poet, in

order to justify our view of his religious sentiments,

and our assertion that in his hands, tragedy does but

ape the Tragic without faith in, or comprehension of,

its true nature. But we will suffer the poet to speak for

himself.

In the prologue, Dionysus appears upon the stage to

relate to us how he has assmned a human shape and come
to Thebes in order to punish that city for refusing to

honour as a god the son of its princess Semele, daughter
of Cadmus. His vengeance is more especially directed

against the sisters of his mother, who have denied his

divine paternity, an act in them of all others most un-

becoming. For this offence, he has chanii;ed them and

their attendant women into ravins^ Maenads, who wander
over Mount Cith^eron with thyrsus staves in their hands

singing hymns of praise to Dionysus. Next, he will pro-
ceed to i)unis]i Pentheus, the king, grandson of old

Cadmus, who lias waged open war against his claims to

godhead. On his sunnnons, tlie Chorus of Bacchanals

now raise their festive hymns to Bacchus as they move in

procession around the royal palace.W[J'liis
clioral chant,

accompanied by dancing, must certamJy have had an im-

posing effect
;

tlie singers move on the high cothurn

indeed, and use very high-sounding sacred phrases :—
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Blest above all of human line,

Who deep in mystic rites divine,

Leads his hallowed life with us.

Initiate in our Thyasus ;

And, purified with holiest waters,

Groes dancing o'er the hill with Bacchus' daughters.
And thy dark orgies hallows he,

mighty Mother, Cybele !

He his thyrsus shaking round,
All his locks with ivy crowned,

Dionysus ! boasts of thy dread train to be.^

But these are mere phrases ! there is no trace in them of

Dionysiac or Orpliic ideas. The fact of his coupling the

Bacchic rites with the purely orgiastic Nature-worship of

Cybele, Avoukl alone suffice to prove how far this poet is

from any truly earnest and worthy conception of these

rites, and indeed that he refers the origin of the Dionysiac

mysteries of Attica to the fanatical physiolatries of Asia

Minor. All the rest in this gorgeous spectacle is the fruit

of pedantic erudition about the Dionysiac processions,
of which he has availed himself with great talent and

eloquence.
Tiresias now summons the venerable patriarch, Cadmus,

with him :
—

To lift the thyrsus wand, the fawn-skin wear.
And crown our grey hairs with the ivy-leaves.

Cadmus is already in full festive array ;
the only difficulty

that occurs to him is how an aged patriarch like himself,

and an old blind seer like Tiresias, shall contrive to dance

and shake their grey locks with suitable vigour ;
he has

already practised himself by day and night in beating the

ground with the thyrsus-wand ; fcjr, as he exclaims,—
I, mortal-born, may not despise the Gods.^

What condescension ! What a proof of reverence ! In

' The "
Agamemnon of ^schyhis aud the Bacchanals of Euripides/' Sec.

Translated by Dean Milman, p. 104.
=» lb. p. 111.
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this pious temper he is strengthened by Tiresias, who thus

proceeds to morahze in a very fatherly tone :—
No wile, no paltering with tlie deities.

The ancestral faith, coeval with our race.

No subtle reasoning, if it soar aloft

Even to the height of wisdom, can o'erthrow.^

Religion was in fashion at the Macedonian court as an

antidote to the teachings of pliilosophical republicans.

And what more pious could be said ? But, lo ! Pentheus

appears, hurrying homeward to his palace. He has heard

of "
strange and evil doings in the city," and innnediately

issued orders for a rigid [)ersecution of the votaries.
" Our women," he says,

All have left their homes, to join

These fabled mysteries. On the shadowy rocks

Frequent they sit, this God of 3'esterday,

Dionysus, whosoe'er he be, with revels

Dishonourable honouring. In the midst

Stand the crowned goblets; and each stealing forth.

This way and that, creeps to a lawless bed
;

In pretext, holy sacrificing Msenads,
But serving Aphrodite more than Bacchus.

• •••••
'Tis said a stranger hath appeared among us,

A wizard, sorcerer, from the land of Lydia,
Beauteous with golden locks and purple cheeks.

Eyes moist with Aphrodite's melting lire.

And day and night he is with the throng to guile

Young maidens to the soft inebriate rites.'^

This deceiver is not ashamed to say that he is the same

that Zeus has carried in his thigh. Pentheus catches

sight of the two old men, capering about with tlie spotted

fawn-skin mantles and thyrsus-wands, and is indignant at

the undoubtedly I'idiculous exhibition. This gives rise

to a liot dispute between tlie king and the seer concern-

ing the new religion ; conducted, after the fashion in

which Euripides delights, with subtle legal quibbles and

sophistical clap-trap. Tiresias says the mytli admits of

' Miliium's "
.VgamomiK)!!/' i^vr. p. III.

'^

lb. 112.
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ail easy philosophical explanation. He assigns to us two
divine benefactors of the human race,—Earth, the univer-

sal Mother, who brings us food
;
and Bacchus, who

Found out the grape's rich juice, and taught us mortals

That which beguiles the miserable of mankind
Of sorrow, when they quaff the vine's rich stream.

Sleep too, and di'owsy oblivion of care

He gives, all- healing medicine of our woes.

He 'mong the Gods is worshipped a great God,
Author confessed to man of such rich blessinirs.

Him dost thou ]augh to scorn, as in Jove's thio^h

Sewn up, this truth profound will I unfold.

When Jove had snatched him from the licrhtninsf-fire,

He to Olympus bore the new-born babe.

Stern Here strove to thrust him out of heaven.
But Jove encountered her with wiles divine :

He clove off part of th' earth-encircling air,

There Dionysus placed the pleasing hostage.
Aloof from jealous Here. So men said

Hereafter he was cradled in Jove's thigli

(From the assonance of words in our old tongue
For "thigh" and "hostage" the old fable grew).'
A prophet is our God, for Bacchanalism

And madness are alike prophetical.^

The Chorus find the priest's theology worthy of his god
Phoebus. Cadmus will not be left behind, and proceeds to

inculcate on his royal grandson a regard to decorum, for

the sake of the family respectability :—
My son I Tiresias well hath counselled thee ;

Dwell safe with us within the pale of law.

Now thou fliest high ; thy sense is void of sense.

Even if, as thou declar'st, he were no god,
Call thou him God. It were a splendid falsehood

If Semele be thought t' have borne a god ;

'Twere honour unto us and to our race.^

It w^ould be more advisable to tell a lie ft)r the honour of

the family than to speak the truth
;
for if Semele were not

'

o/ojpnf and n
in}fi')c,

2 Milmau's '-Agamemnon," kc. p. 114. ^ lb. p. 110.
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the mother of a god, what was she ? So much for the

morals of Cadmus, tlie divine progenitor of a god and

spouse of Harmonia !

Pentheus holds to his purpose however, and gives orders

to overthrow the platform from which Tiresias is wont to

observe the flisht of birds and make his aucruries. We
now accompany the two old men to their jocund proces-

sion. Tiresias says to Cadmus,—
Lean thou on me, and I will lean on thee :

'Twere sad for two old men to fall, yet go
We must.

The royal patriarch makes a spring, the blind seer holds

him up lest he fall. The Chorus now reappear, pouring
forth a stream of eloquent language, bearing, however, a

very questionable significance for any pious ear :—
Of tongue unbridled without awe,

Of madness spurning holy law,

Sorrow is the Jove-doomed close ;

But the life of calm repose
And modest reverence holds her state

Unbroken by disturlting fate
;

And knits whole houses in the tie

Of sweet domestic harmony.

Beyond the range of mortal eyes
'Tis not wisdom to be wise.

Life is brief, the present clasp,

Nor after some bright future grasp.

Such were the wisdom, as I ween

Only of frantic and ill-counselled men.'

The underlying thought is that of the German drinking-

song :
—

Enjoy the goods of life

Man lives but once for all.

But here this doctrine is preached as a part of religion,

' Mihuaii'a "
Aganiciunuii," &.c. p. 118.
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nay, as tlie height of rehgion ;
for the hymn begins with

an invocation to Piety or Xemesis :
—

Holy Groddess ! Groddess old !

Holy! thou the crown of gold
In the nether realm that wearest

The conchiding lines of tliis hymn positively extol the de-

hrium produced by wine as the highest bhss of earth :—
The Deit}^, the son of Jove,

The banquet is his joy,

Peace, the wealth-giver, doth he love,

That nurse of many a noble boy.

Not the rich man's sole possessing ;

To the poor the painless blessing

Gives he of the wine-cup bright.

Him he hates, who day and night.
Gentle night, and gladsome day,
Cares not thus to while awa3\
Be thou wisely unsevere I

Shun the stern and the austere !

Follow the multitude
;

Their usage still pursue !

Their homely wisdom rude

(Such is my sentence), is botli right and true.'

He who, obeying muddle-lieaded pliilosophers, refuses

to join in drinking-bouts by night and day, is a low-

minded wretch, " All hail to pleasure !

"
sing the conse-

crated priestesses who compose the Chorus.

Next comes another tellins scene
;
a dialo<:^ue full of

briUiant, cutting repartee. Dionysus has been bound in

chains, but has broken loose, and replies to the enraged
monarch in the most irritating manner, without, however,

deigning to inform him, in compliance with his request,

in what the sanctity of the new religion consists. The re-

vengeful beinof is not a god
" for nothins;

•
"
he is full of

tricks and cunning ;
and by turns tries to terrify^ and to

' Milman's "
Agamemnon/' &c. p. 120.
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inveigle his enemy, whom he has, in his heart, doomed, first

to make himself a laughing-stock before all the people as

an awkward Bacchanal, and tlien to be torn to pieces by
his own mother and aunts

; whereby a second godlike end

is at the same time subserved
; namely, that of punish-

ing the latter for their former recusancy. The mother

especially is certain to be driven to despair, when she

discovers that the supposed wild beast has been her own

son, the king of the land. Pentheus runs headlong into

the snare, ciying :
—

So let us on ;
I must go forth in arms,

Or follow the advice thou givest me.

Dionysus does not fail to publish his triumph to the Bac-

chanals, and goes off the stage exclaiming to the Chorus :—
Women ! this man is in our net

;
he goes

To find his just doom 'mid the Bacchanals.

The w^orthy Chorus now feel that the moment of su]:)reme

solemnity has arrived, and intone the following choial

chant, lauded by many for its elevation of sentiment :
—

STROniE.

when, through the long night.

With fleet foot glancing white,

Shall I f^o dancing in my revelry,

My neck cast hack, and bare

Unto the dewy air.

Like sportive fawn in the green meadow's glee ?

Lo, in her fear she springs
Over th' encircling rings,

Over the well-woven nets far off and fast
;

^^'hile swift alony: her track

The huntsman cheers his pack.
With pantin}!^ toil, and fiery storm-wind haste.

Where down the river-hank spreads the wide meadow,

Rejoices she in the untrod solitude.

Couches at length beneath the silent shadow
Of the old liospitahle wood.
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What is wisest ? What is fairest.

Of God's boons to man the rarest ?

With the conscious conquering hand

Above the foeman's head to stand.

What is fairest still is dearest.

ANTISTROPHE.

Slow come, but come at length,

In their majestic strength,

Faithful and true, the avenging deities :

And chastening human folly.

And the mad pride unholy,

Of those who to the Gods bow not their knees.

For hidden still and mute,
As glides their printless foot,

The impious on their winding path they hound.

For it is ill to know,
And it is ill to do,

Beyond the law's inexorable bound.

'Tis but light cost in his own power sublime

To array the Godhead, whosoe'er he be;

And Law is old, even as the oldest time,

Nature's own unrepealed decree.

What is wisest ? what is fairest,

Of God's boons to man the rarest ?

With the conscious conquering hand

Above the foeman's head to stand.

What is fairest still is rarest.

FINAL CHORUS,

Who hath 'scaped the turbulent sea,

And reached the haven, happy he !

Happy he whose toils are o'er.

In the race of wealth and power I

This one here, and that one there,

Passes by, and everywhere
Still expectant thousands over

Thousand hopes are seen to hover.

VOL. IL K
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Some to mortals end in bliss ;

Some have already fled away :

Happiness alone is bis,

That happy is to-day.'

We might succeed in finding much that resembles this

in modern feats of versification. First, we have the

brilliant display of oratoiy, but then tlie tiger's claw

peeps out in the divine delight of holding one's enemy
in one's grip, and lastly we have the sentimental fiower

of speech, here utterly unmeaning and out of place
—

What is fairest stiU is dearest.

This last fine, however, is so beautiful that it is repeated
in the antistrophe. One can easily imagine trills to

suit it !

The barbarous jest succeeds to admiration. Before all

the audience, Dionysus, with his own august hands, places
the suitable attire on the silly monarch, and then causes
his palace to be set on fire by the torclies of his Baccha-
nahan train. As Pentheus is springing about the stage,
a lock of his hair falls out of its place. Dionysus braids

it up again before the spectators, and rearranges the skirts

of his woman's garment. Finally he teaches his pupil
how to wave tlie thyrsus :—

In thy right hand and with thy right foot raise it.

1 praise the change of mind now come o'er thee.

Who could refrain from laughter at the sight ? But to

restore the spectator's gravity this is succeeded by a scene
of liorror. Dionysus seats Pentheus on the bougli of a

lofty ash-tree which he has bent down to earth
; then

letting it gently rise again, Pentheus is borne aloft that
he may look down on the secret games of the Mtenads.
On which Dionysus resumes liis divine shape and sliouts

to the Mienads to take vengeance on the scorner. Tlie

messenger wlio Ijears the tidings home to Thebes describes,
' Milman's "Agamemnon," Sec. pp. 1 Js--ir)0.
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in tlie most polished and elegant Greek, every particular
of liow the limbs of tlie victim are torn off one after the

other, his own mother Ao-ave beino; the foremost in the

work. When all is over. Agave comes to her senses, in

order that she may feel the unexampled depth of her

misery, and tlien becomes really insane for so long as is

necessary. She bids Cadmus invite their friends to ban-

quet on the game slie has brought home from the chase.

Tlie moral of the tale is duly pointed. Old Cadmus says :
—

if tliere be who scorueth the great Gods
Gaze on tliis death, and know that there are Gods !

At the close, the Chorus sing verses which we have

already found at the end of the "
Alcestis." They must

have had a great success in Athens, probably on account

of their melody, for they are repeated literally at the end

of the ^'Helena,'" the ''

Andromache,'' and, with a shght
alteration, at that of the "

Medea.''''

Full many a form Heaven's works display,

And much against our hope the Gods bring round;
The things we thousfht have come to nouoht,

While for the unthought-of Heaven a way hath found ;

E'en such the issue of to-day.'

Is it a wag who is speaking, or only the clever versifier

who wishes to serve up a few familiar phrases of piety to

his fellow-townsmen P In cither case, nothing can be

more meaningless and inappropriate. In the '''' Alcestis"

alone is it, to some extent, justifiable.

He has tacked on a similar piece of commonplace to

three other of his tragedies. His "
Iphigenia in Taiiris

"

concludes with an invocation to Dike, or Victory, which is

rather the expression of the poet's personal desire for the

prize of the contest, than that of the Chorus :
—

victory, majestic power,
Possess my life from hour to hour,
And never cease to crown me !

'

^ Tr. by Prof. Coiun<;loii.

K 2
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It is the same in his " Orestes
"
and " Phcienician Women "

(Eteocles and Polynices). Of any ethical idea there is no

question either in the one or the other ;
in the second

closing formula, the tliought has no connection whatever

with the context. The meaning of the first is, however,

given in the concluding line of the " Hecuba :

"—
Fate rules inflexible.

Tlie sceptic and scorner is very naturally a fatalist.

Perhaps, liowever, tlie whole formula is nothing more than

an affected piece of antiquarianisin. What is demanded
of such concluding words by the rules of art and by tlie

particular context, all may learn from ^schylus and still

more from Sophocles. But Euripides is altogether at sea

as to what to do with the Chorus. It is to him a mere
decorative adjmict, on a level with splendid processions
and effective music, brought in to fill up the stage when
it would otherwise be vacant.

Thus Euripides may surely be said to deserve a place
in the history of the religious consciousness of tragedy, if

only as a conspicuous example of its absence. But the

man altogether is a phenomenon of great significance,
and may well suggest very grave and humbling compari-
sons on the part of late Epigoni like ourselves, when we
look at the librettos of that which is the musical successor

of his genus of tragic art, namely, our modern Oj^era !

Not to speak of the tragedies devoid of all poetic justice

(among the Germans not unfrequently even of all
i)l()t)

wliich n )V\\\ lh(3 immense majority of those in vogue among
us, nor ()( the horror-pieces of a modern French school,
in which tlio juggler and the hangman play conspicuous

parts !
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CHAPTER XV.

ARISTOPHANES.

The true lieir of tlie religious spirit of the tragic poets in

the field of dramatic art was Aristophanes, who has been

called the spoilt darling of the Graces, and who is inferior

to none of his fellow-prophets in point of true poetic in-

spiration.

This assertion will surprise no one who knows and

understands the deeply earnest background of the antique

comedy. It betrays a lamentable shallowness, if we refuse

to see anything in the bitter attacks of this great comic

poet, but the force of political partisanship, or to acknow-

ledge the earnest and honourable character of his personal

sentiments; for the sake of which even a Plato could

forgive him his injustice towards Socrates. Aristophanes
had no idea how he was playing into the hands of the

party of bigotry, when he fused into one person, Euripides
and Socrates, tlie poet of natural philosophy and the new-

fangled speculative philosopher who is his friend. A glance
at the historical Socrates suffices to detect this misappre-

hension, and then to secure our sympathies for the re-

conciliation which Plato's
"
Symposium

"
sets before us

;

though in the "
Frogs

"
Socrates again receives a little hit

as a hair-splitting philosopher. In his
" Clouds" Aristo-

phanes had made a mistake as regarded the person ; but,

as regarded the subject in question, Socrates was at one

Avith him. Pat everywhere it is moral earnestness and a

feeling for pure, sacred art, which sway the scourge of

Aristophanes. This is especially the case in his castiga-

tion of Euripides for his grovelling view of the universe
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and shameful deQ-radation of the noblest traits in the an-

cient traditions. Only let the reader compare this Chorus

of the Initiated in Hades with the specimen wliich we
liave given above from the tragedy of the '"''Bacchanals:'"—

Keep silence, keep peace, and let all the profane
From our holy solemnity duly refrain.

Whose souls, unenlightened by taste, are obscure,

Whose poetical notions are dull and impure
Whose theatrical conscience

Is sullied by nonsense,

• •*•••
Who delight in buffooning and jests out of season,

Who promote the designs of oppression and treason,

Who foster sedition and strife and debate.

All traitors in short to the stage and the state.

Who surrender a fort or in private export
To places and harbours of hostile resort

Claudestine consignments of cables and pitch
• •••••
We warn them once

We warn them twice

We warn and admonish, we warn them thrice.

To conform to the law

To retire and withdraw,
While the Chorus again with the formal saw

(Fixed and assigned to the festive day)
Move to the measure and march away.

The Chorus now" sing an appropriate choral chant, and

their Coryphaeus continues :—
Now let us raise in a different strain

The praise of the Goddess," the giver of grain.

Imploring her favour

With other behaviour

In measures more sober, submissive, and graver.

Further on, Dionysus undertakes the office of judge, to

decide on the rival claims of ^Eschylus and Euripides to

the tragic throne, to which Euripides unblushingly puts
in his claim, while Sophocles withdraws into the back-
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ground behind ^Escliylns. Each of the rivals now
offers up a prayer; JEschyhis sacrificing to his chosen

goddess, the patroness of the mysteries, with these

Avords :
—

Ceres, nourisher of my soul, sustain me
A Avorfchy follower of thy mysteries.

Euripides has new gods, and therefore does not wish to

pray at all
;

at last he exclaims, like a true natural philo-

sopher and sophist,
—

Thou foodful air, the nurse of all my motions.

And ye, the organic powers of sense and speech
And keen refined olfactory discernment,
Assist my present search for faults and errors.

Then proceeding to plead his cause, he first seeks to win

the popular favour to his side, in which however he does

not succeed either with ^schylus, or with Dionysus.

EURIPIDES.

From the first opening of the scene all persons were in action.

The master spoke, the slave replied, the women, young and old

ones.

All had their equal share of talk.

^SCHYLUS.

Come then, stand forth and tell us

What forfeit less than death is due for such an innovation?

EURIPIDES.

I did it upon principle, from democratic motives,

DIONYSUS.

Take care, my friend ; upon that ground your footing is but

ticklish.

EURIPIDES.

I taught these youths to speechify ....
The rules and forms of rhetoric, the laws of composition ;

To prate, to state, and in debate to meet a question fairly :

At a dead lift to turn and shift, to make a nice distinction.
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The whole in eases and concerns occurring and recurring
At every turn and every day domestic and familiar,

So that the audience one and all from personal experience
Were competent to judge the piece, and form a fair opinion
Whether my scenes and sentiments agreed with truth and

nature.

Then turning towards the spectators, he sings this aria :—
Thus it was that I began
With a nicer, neater plan,

Teacliing men to look about

Both within doors and without.

To direct their own affairs

And their house and household wares.

Marking everything amiss—
" Where is that?

" and " WTnat is this ?
"

" This is broken, that is gone,"
'Tis the modern style and tone.

^schyliis now begins his speech and says :
—

iESCHYLUS.

Tell me, then, what are the principal merits

Entitling a poet to praise and renown ?

EURU'IDES.

The improvement of morals, the progress of mind.
When a poet by skill and invention

Can render his audience virtuous and wise.

jESCIIYLUS.

But if you by neglect or intention

Have done the reverse, and fine brave honest spirits

Depraved, and have left them degraded and base.

Tell me, what punishment ought you to suffer?

DIONTSUS.

Death, to be sure ! take that answer from me.

jESCHYLUS.

Observe then and mark, what our citizens were.

When first from my care they were trusted to you :

Not scoundrel informers, nor paltry buffoons,

Evading the services due to the state,
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But with hearts all on fire for adventure and war,

Distinguished for hardiness, stature, and strength,

Breathing forth nothing but lances and darts.

Arms, and equipments, and battle array,

Bucklers, and shields, and habergeons, and hauberks.

Helmets, and plumes, and heroic attire.

Such is the duty, the task of a poet,

Fulfilling in honour his office and trust.

Look to traditional history : look

To antiquity, primitive, early, remote :

See there, what a blessing illustrious poets
Conferred on mankind in the centuries past :

Orpheus instructed mankind in religion,

Reclaimed them from bloodshed and barbarous rites:

MusjEus delivered the doctrine of medicine,

And warnings prophetic for ages to come :

Next came old Hesiod, teaching us husbandry,

Ploughing, and sowing, and rural affairs,

Kural economy, rural astronomy.

Homely moralit}^, labour, and thrift.

Homer himself, our adorable Homer,
What was his title to praise and renown ?

What, but the worth of the lessons he taught us,

Discipline, arms, and equipment of war ?

• •••••
And I, from his fragments ordaining a banquet,
Furnished and decked with majestical phrase,

Brought forward the models of ancient achievement,

Teucer, Patroclus, and chiefs of antiquity.

Raising and rousing Athenian hearts.

When the signal of onset was blown in their ear.

With a similar ardour to dare and to do :

But I never allowed of your lewd Sthenoboeas,*

Or filthy detestable Phsedras—not I :

Indeed I should doubt if my drama throughout
Exhibit an instance of women in love.

^
Sthenobcea, commonly called Antfea, wife of Proetus, who falling in

love with Bellerophon, and being- rejected by him, accused him to her hus-

band of having attempted to seduce her.
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EURIPIDES.

But what after all is the horrible mischief?

My poor Sthenoboeas, what harm have they done ?

iESCHYLUS.

The example is followed, the practice has gained.

And women of family, fortune, and worth.

Bewildered with shame, in a passionate fury,

Have poisoned themselves for Bellerophon's sake.'

EURIPIDES.

But at least you'll allow that I never invented it:

Phsedra's affair was a matter of fact.

^SCHYLUS.

A fact with a venofeauce ! but horrible facts

Should be buried in silence, not bruited abroad,

Nor brought on the stage, nor emblazoned in poetr3^

Children and boys have a teacher assigned them:

The bard is a master for manhood and youth.
Bound to instruct them in virtue and truth.

• •••••
Exalted ideas of fancy require

To be clothed in a suitable vesture of phrase.
And heroes and gods may be fairly supposed

Discoursing in words of a mightier import.
More lofty by far than the children of men,
As the pomp of apparel assigned to their persons,
Produced on the stage and presented to view.

Surpasses in dignity, splendour, and lustre,

Our popidar garb and domestic attire :

A practice which nature and reason allow,

But whicli you disannulled and rejected. . . .

You have taught every soul to sophisticate truth,
And debauched all the bodies and minds of the youth,

'
Eiiripii-les does not contrndict

;
the story therefore is historiral. It

appoars fiirtlier from this that, in this instance too, Euripides had falsified

tlie fabUi in ord.'r to produce a more powerful theatrical cil'ect. The Bel-

lerophon of Euripides must have diiven Sthenoboea to despair and suicide,
^vhile in the; tradition, sho despatclied him with a Uriah letter to lobates,

king of Lycia, that he miylit send him against tlio C'liinnera.
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Leaving them morbid, and pallid, and spare,

And the places of exercise vacant and bare :

The disorder has spread to tlie fleet and the crew :

The service is ruined, and ruined by you.
With prate and debate, in a mutinous state :

WTiereas in my day 'twas a different way,

Nothing they said, nor knew nothing to say.

But to call for their porridge, and cry
" Pull away."

'

After a critical comparison of the single verses of the

rivals, and citations of particularly fine passages, Diony-
sus assigns the prize to ^schylus as a poet, a man, and

a citizen ;
but ^Eschylus voluntarily cedes the place of

honour to Sophocles, on which Hades, as the host, invites

the judge and the victors to a banquet.

Aristophanes wrote this poem in the year 405 B.C. In

January of the following year tlie piece was performed,
and elicited such universal admiration, that it was per-

formed aQ;ain at the next festival, occurring; in March.

Euripides himself, who was unpopular from his secluded

and studious habits, and a laughing-stock on account of

the notorious infidelity of his wife, had left Athens shortly

before, and died in that year (Olymp. 93. 3.), at the court

of Macedon. It is therefore probable that Aristophanes

(at least in the second performance of the play, the text of

which is what we possess) intended an allusion to the

''Bacchanals;" the contrast between the two delineations

of Dionysus and his festivals is most conspicuous.

Many years before, Aristophanes had in his " Clouds
"

contrasted the good and pious ancient customs with the

modern ones, and the straightforwardness of the former

generation Avith the sophistical deceitfulness of the present.

The defender of good morals and the advocate of un-

righteousness contend together. In the course of their

debate the former draws a sketch of the manners pre-

vailing in the two periods, which is of inestimable value

in giving us a life-like acquaintance with the rehgious

1 The "
Frogs," tr. by Frere, vv. 354 and foil.
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sentiment of Athens in that age. Here are the poet's

own words :—

To hear them prepare of the discipline rare which flourished in

Athens of yore,

When Honour and Truth were in fashion with youth, and Fru-

gality bloomed on our shore.

First of all the old rule was preserved in our school, that boys
should be seen and not heard ;

And then to the home of the harpist would come, decorous in

action and word,

All the lads of our town, though the snow peppered down, in

spite of all wind and all weather.

And they sung an old song as they paced it along, not shambling
with thighs gkied together :

" the dread shout of war, how it peals from afar!
"
or " Pallas

the stormer adoi-e,"

To some manly old air all simple and bare, which their fathers

ha 1 chanted before,

And should any one dare the tune to impair, and with intricate

twistings to fill.

Such as Phrynis is fain, and his longwinded train, perversely to

quaver and trill,

Heavy stripes he would feel in return for his zeal, as to genuine
music a foe.

These are the precepts which

taught
The heroes of old to be forward and bold, and the men who at

Marathon fought.
So that I with my spleen half-strangled have been, when in

Tritogeneia's high feast

The dancers go by with their shields to their thigh, and Athene

seems wholly forgot.

You therefore, young man, choose me while you can : cast in

with my Method your lot
;

And then you shall learn the forum to spurn, and from dissolute

baths to al)stain,

And fashions impure and shameful abjure, and scorners repel
with disdain

;
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And rise from your chair if an elder be there, and respectfully

give him your place,

And with love and with fear your parents revere, and shrink from

the brand of disgrace,
But strive with your might to copy aright the beautiful image

of Shame,
Nor resort any more to an actress's door, nor gape after "

girls

of the game,"
Lest at length by the blow of the apple they throw, from the

hopes of your manhood you fall
;

Nor dare to reply when your father is nigh, nor "
musty old

Japhet
"
to call

In your malice and rage that sacred old age, which lovingly
cherished your youth.

• • • • • • •

But then you'll excel in the games you love well, all blooming,

athletic, and fair :

Not craving to prate as your idlers debate with marvellous funny

dispute.

Nor be dragged into court day by day to make sport in some
small disagreeable suit :

But you will below to the Academe go, and under the olives

contend

With your chaplet of reed in a contest of speed with some ex-

cellent rival and friend.

All fragrant with yew and leisure-time too, and the leaf which

the white poplars fling.

When the plane whispers love to the elm in the grove, in the

beautiful season of spring.'

As with Sophocles, religious sentiment, and with it true

tragic art, died out among the tragic poets, so perished
wit]] Aristophanes, the religious sentiment of the comic

poets, and with it true comedy. After a transition-

period (the middle comedy), there began a new school

under the immediate successors of Alexander, on which

Menander has impressed Ids stamp for all ages. Com-

pared with the elder comedy, the poets of this school

have but slender susceptibility for religious feeling. In

1

Rogers' translation of the "Clouds "
of Aristophanes, vv. 901, &c.
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tliis respect, genuine comedy is on a level with genuine

tragedy. In both equally, the law of the moral universe

reigns supreme, and therefore, in both alike, there is an
under-current of earnestness, even though it be im-

expressed. But as tragedy sets before us the mischief

which ensues from the trans^-ression of that law, brincinsr

ruin upon the greatest of human things, so in comedy we
have the lighter irony of fate exercised upon lighter follies.

In the latter, the trium])h of the universal Moral Order is

not exhibited in tlie destruction of the hero, but in the

fact that fools are made unconscious fellow-workers in

contributing to render other men wise and hap])y. Hence
the spectator has in some sort a twofold satisfaction, inas-

much as we can permit ourselves to rejoice over the hai)py
issue, whereby grave and heavy calamities are averted

even from the foolish. This, too, as it seems to us, was

pretty nearly what Socrates seeks to make plain to Aris-

to[)hanes in his discourse the morning after the Symposium ;

as indeed it follows from his whole ])hilosophy.
So far as we know him, Menander, too, was not un-

faithful to this sense of the high vocation of comic art.

Great talent in the delineation of character is, moreover,
combined in him with a very refined art in the arrantje-

ment of his plots, both in bi-inging about his situations

juid conducting them to their pro]:)er issue. Here, again,

history shows thnt the undei'standing of comedy stands

and falls witli the comprehension of its inmost ground ;

that is to say, a healtliy perception of the Moral Order
of tlie universe, and a sense of satisfaction hi contem-

plating that Order.

The Results of our Invest ir/ation of ike Rel'ujious Consciuusness
embodied in the Greek Drama.

Thus in the second half of that foitunate, indeed in many
respects unequalled, century of liuman culture and inven-

tiveness, dating from the be^inninf; of the stru<rfde for

freedom, till towards the middle of the Teloponnesian
war, the Atlienian nation, with the aid of two ureal
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geniuses, ^scliylus and Sophocles, had put forth and

brought to full development a completely new manifesta-

tion of religious consciousness. Beside the Epos of the

Aryans, the Hebrew can place his Epos of the Creation

and patriarchal life,
—of the giving of the Law, and of the

line of prophets from Elijah to Jeremiah ;
but the Drama

is the exclusive creation of the Aryan Hellenes. An

organic outgrowth of epic and lyric poetry, of political

liberty, and of a meditative contemplation of the objective

realities around—witliin two generations it displayed its

Jiighest perfection. Its beginnings under ^scli3dus ex-

hibit the very consummation of art, equally with its close

under Sophocles. -^Eschylus was the successor of Pindar,

Sophocles may be called the forerunner of Socrates.

Both contributed to lay the deepest substructure of pre-
Socratic religious thought, which was the ethico-philoso-

phic religion of tlie Hellenes. Its superstructure and

crowning pinnacle we first meet in the Gospel.
For if we attempt to assign to the Drama its true place

in the collective history of the human mind, we must de-

nominate it tlie glorification of the righteous judgments
of God, exhibited in deeds and in events. Unjust misery
or unrequited crime seems to the priest of the tragic muse
a veiled mystery, before which it befits us to keep silence

;

the wise and the pious know that the time to come will

yet unveil the Divine procedure, and restore the harmony
of the world's course. Eegarded as one phase of the life

of the community, the worthy representation of such

dramas (therefore not one in which the splendour of the

adjuncts is the chief thing), or their quiet meditation by the

reader, is a continuous religious service for all mankind,
and a counterpoise to the ever-growing and widening in-

fluence of worldliness, which so insidiously seduces indivi-

duals and nations into egotism and arrogance, and lulls

them in the corrupting delusion of human omnipotence.
The Greek drama as a wliole is greater than any single

excellence in any given drama. And in estimating this

greatness, we have not alone to take into our account, tlie
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fonn wliicli tins senus of art has assumed, but also the

extent of its materials
; namely, the mass of traditions

which lay before the Hellenes, comprisinii; the whole of

that ujiique cycle of heroic legend, which constituted

the original Epos of the Hellenic genius, and which

Homer merely ennobled and elaborated.

The religious thought pervading the Drama is based

upon that of the Epos, but it exhibits an advance upon
the latter in the historical development of the human

intellect, and contains a deeper import than anything
which Greek thinkers have said about the Drama and its

significance. On this field too, the artist's genius on the

one hand, and the national mind on the other, or the

creative Personality and the Community, are the highest

prophets, ^\^lat Aristotle has said of tragedy, notwith-

standing all the acuteness of his perceptions and all his

ingenuity in reducing them under logical formulas, does

but touch the outer surface of this great phenomenon ;

still less does it afford us any key to the organic develop-

ment of tragic art as a constituent in the general progress

of the human intellect. For this the Greek philosopher
lacked a world-wide horizon of history.

A very exalted apprehension of God we find to be the

kernel of all this poetry ;
this is the secret of its invention

as well as of its arrangement and delineations. The idea

of Deity which it has stamped into currency is that of the

intrinsic unity of the godhead in itself, in creation, and

in humanity. The most concise exhibition of this view

is perhaps contained in two lines from the hand of

^schyhis, wliich a fragment has transmitted to us :
—

ZfMis is tlio mtlier, Zens the eartli, Zeus heaven,

The world, and auglit beyond tlie world, is He.

This is by no means the god of the Pantheists; but neither

is it the God of tlie later Judaism,—God operative in the

universe as the eternally creative Spirit, willing the Good
;

but neither emanating out of, nor merging into, the

universe.
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The divine working of tlie Good, even through that

which is called chance, is expressed in the words of an-

other fragment by the same poet,
—the Invocation to

Tyche, which carries out the grand thesis of the theology
of the tragic poets, viz. that evil does not spring out of

good ; tliat, on the other hand, a remedy may spring out

of sin and evil
; consequently, tliat even what we call

chance or accident is subject to the guidance of the

good God :
—

Fortune, of every son of earth

The origin and end !

Man's wisdom thou dost mend,
And givest his deeds their worth

;

The issue from thy power that springs
Hath more of bliss than bale ;

Grace sparkles on thy golden wings,
And happiest of all happy things
The gifts that load thy scale

;

'Mid helplessness and grief

Thou spiest out relief.

And lightenest the o'erclouded sky
Most excellent of all on high !

'

Such a religion demands as its corollary a faith in the

essential unity of mankind, notwithstanding the partition-

wall between barbarians and Hellenes. This belief un •

derlies every speculative utterance of the tragic chorus.

It addresses itself to all ages as to all tribes
;
in fact, to

the heart of man, whenever it gravely meditates on itself

and the world. Innumerable are the individual touches of

the highest and most delicate human sentiment, which we
meet in this poetry. We will only instance here, as

immediately bearing on our apprehension of the Divine,

the conception of Cassandra, which is expressed by the

Chorus in the Agamemnon. The spirit of divination with

which God has endowed the king's daughter, remains with

^ Tr, by Professor Conington.

VOL. II. S
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her when a slave, and gleams forth in all its brightness

in the hour of her death.

Heaven still is there, albeit in her slave's mind !

exclaim tlie Chorus of ^schyhis, when they see that the

foreign woman, who is as yet an utter stranger to them,

is speaking as she is moved by the god, before she enters

Agamemnon's house.
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CHAPTER XVI.

THE HELLENIC CONSCIOUSXESS OF THE DIVINE EXPRESSED

IN THE PLASTIC ARTS, BY IDEALS OF THE GODS AND

HEROES : OR PHIDIAS AND POLYGNOTUS.

Aristotle says in the " Poetics
"
that the older tragedians

make their heroes talk politics, tlie younger, rhetoric.

By the older, he always refers exclusively or chiefly to

^schylus and Sophocles ; for, from his point of view,

even Euripides necessarily belongs to those who make
their heroes talk rhetoric.

" Now the older tragedians,"

he goes on to say,
" stand towards the younger in precisely

the same relation as Polygnotus to Zeuxis. With the

former, character (moral sentiment, s^og) is everything ;

with the latter, there is scarcely any expression of cha-

racter
; so, too, most of the more recent tragedies are

quite devoid of s^o^\" The corresponding passage in

the eiglith book of the " Politics
"

extends this com-

parison to sculpture also.

These observations of the Stagirite hit the very centre

point of the Greek development. Plastic art is a co-

ordinate compeer of the Epos and the Drama, and in

both products the religious consciousness is the distinctive

mark of Avliat is destined to live for ever, and exert a

lasting influence on the world's history. When we com-

pare the delineation of character in Sophocles and the

whole tone of his plays with the figures of Athenian

youths and maidens, sculptured by Phidias around the

frieze of the Parthenon, it is impossible not to perceive
an analogy between the two, possessing a deep significance.

Hellenic art is equally ideal with the Hellenic drama, and

s 2
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we must acknowledge to ourselves tliat a similar analogy
discloses itself in the art prevailing among ourselves

during the last two centuries
; only that, in the latter case,

the most influential productions must be pronounced
materialistic and godless, idolatrous and meretricious. In

the case of the Greeks, on the contrary, both arts alike

repose on the sense of ideal beauty ;
and are therefore

earnest and unconscious, not vain or ostentatious. Both

possess correctness of proportion, and majesty of attitude
;

and the power exerted by this proportion or balance we
have constantly been compelled, to recognize as the very
kernel of Greek religious feeling. In this point, Greek

art had no prototype, and has had hitherto only one

great and complete compeer, for only once since then

has a similar if not so thoroughly classical development
made its appearance in the Avorld. We refer to that

great school of historical painting that arose in the free

cities of Brabant and Germany in the fifteenth and first

half of the sixteenth centuries
; and, above all, t(^ the

unrivalled maiiuificence of the Umbrian and Tuscan art,

which begins with Giotto and ends with Eaphael and

Michael Angelo.

Among the Greeks, plastic art was religious, nay, a part
of rehgion. Its rise had been preceded by that of sacred

architecture and. music, in accordance with an organic
law of historical progress, which meets us more or less

distinctly in every course of national development. The

power of beauty as seen in relative proportion lays hold

of the aesthetic religious consciousness earlier than the

power exerted by form. This holds good more especially
with regard to the human figure. The Divine first

reveals itself in the world as the Whole, the sum of

order ;
the Kosmos, the heavenly firmament, is the earliest

outward symbol of man's inward sense of God. Now
the relations recognized in beauty present themselves

visibly in .sj)ace by means of architecture, in sounds by
means of music. So, too, in architectural works it is form,
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whether that of the cube, the cone, the pyramid, without

the addition of ornament, which first presents itself;

afterwards the component parts shape themselves out,

and the temples of the gods arise. This takes place in

Egypt, so early as the first Empire, where, moreover, the

temples present pilasters very closely approximating to the

Doric columns. But the Hellenes did not bestow their

labour on enormous burial mounds, nor, in general, seek

to convey an impression of grandeur by means of mag-
nitude of dimension. In Ionia, the columnar temples and

royal halls formed of pillars, date from pre-historic times.

So likewise did their sacred music everywhere, in Thrace

as much as in Ionia, and for the most part, too, as the ac-

companiment of speech, the handmaid of the organ of the

Spirit, of consecrated words or holy precept, whether

couched in song, or accompanied by an instrument.

This elder epoch of the artistic impulse
—the represen-

tation of relations in themselves—was followed in Egypt,
but much more completely in Ionia and Asia Minor in

general, by the second epoch, that of the representation
of beautiful forms. It was the Hellenes who first carried

plastic art forwards into the region of the truly beau-

tiful. As soon as the gods became humanized, or, in

other words, as soon as Humanity came to be recognized
as the image of Deity, tlie artistic consciousness speaks
the language of sculpture. And this took place much
earlier than, until recently, scholars had ventured to

suppose, notwithstanding ancient testimonies to that

effect. The last Book of the Ihad cannot possibly be

younger than the beginning of the Olympiads ;
and in

that, the image of the Niobe carved in the face of the

rock at Sipylus in Magnesia, is unmistakably described
;

and every particular is noted exactly as it was rediscovered

thirty years ago, though much defaced, Niobe is repre-

sented in a sitting posture ;
the legs are not divided in

their contour, just as the pre-dcedalic statues are de-

scribed to us
;
but the fulness of Hellenic rehgious feehng
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is expressed in the bowed liead and folded hands. There

stands the very soul of plastic art, and it is the Hellenes,

the true Pygmalion of Humanity, who first breathed it

into her.

Tlie ^ginetan marbles show that, until after the date

of the Persian wars, priestly reverence for tradition had

maintained the old inartistic, because untrue, type in the

countenances of the temple-images ; but, at that era, there

suddenly starts forth the Homer of plastic invention and

art, in the friend of Pericles, Phidias the Athenian, the

architect of the perfect Doric sauctuaiy of Athens, the

acme of architectural beauty.
We have already referred to this artist, in speaking of

the memorable statue of Nemesis, as the heavenly Ai)hro-
dite of Pihamnus, and the descri])tion of this great work
shows us the range of religious thought of which he was
the depositary. This statue was by no means so severe

a work of art as we commonly suppose the Greek statues

of the gods to have been. On the head-ornament were

stags, the symbol of the old Nature-goddess, out of which

the Hellenic Nemesis had sprung, as Adasteia, or—when

represented with symbols of victory,
—Nike. The stags

may have been only an allusion to the victory over the

haughty Persians
;
but at all events they involve the ex-

pression that it was the divine justice which had accorded

to the Greeks victory over the oppressor. But on the

pediment of the statue the great lesson of Nemesis was

represented in the Trojan catastrophe, with the addition

of local allusions. There was to be seen Leda, the spouse
of Tyndareus and beloved of Zeus, presenting her ill-

omened daughter Helen (according to Apollodorus the

daughter of Nemesis) to that august goddess. This was
the acknowledgment of the guilt and the atonement of the

Achasans. . On the other side stood Tyndareus, with his

sons, Ca.stor and Polydeuces ; together with the earliest and
latest heroes of the Trojan war, in the persons of Aga-
memnon and Menclaus, accomi)anied by the godlike son
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of Acliilles and Deidamia, Neoptolemus, the conqueror of

Troy and son-in-law of Menelaiis. This was the Nemesis

of the Trojans. The whole invention can be no product
of priestly tradition, for it has no more connection with

Nemesis than with the heavenly Aphrodite, but it is very

explicable when regarded as the poetic thouglit of the

ingenious and divinely-inspired artist.

The grandest monument of his creative inspiration was,

however, the colossal image of Zeus in Olympia, formed of

ivory with golden ornaments. The god was represented
in a sitting attitude, and the image was forty feet high.

According to the sculptor's own account, it was the follow-

ing verse of the Iliad which had inspired him to frame

that image which became for all succeedino- time the ac-

cepted Ideal of the Father of gods and men, of him who,

descending from the ^ther of the Iranian Aryans, became
the supreme Deity and protector of the rights and lives of

men :
—

Then beneath his raven eyebrows
Zeus Kronion gave the nod,

And the locks ambrosial started

From the temples of the god :

Huge Olympus reeled beneath him,
Root and summit, rock and sod.'

So instinct with divinity was the expression of the coun-

tenance, mild yet testifying of superhuman power, that the

Greeks used to make pilgrimages to Olympia that they

might at least once in their lifetime, in the contemplation
of the divine Father, experience that calming of all sorrow

and pain which the Greeks called Nepenthes (absence of

suffering), after the name of the magic drug producing
oblivion of all sorrow, which the queen of Egypt gave to

Helena
;
— tlie full sense of blessed life in a touching,

because simply negative, expression. And truly, even

judging from the imitations which we possesss of this head

^ Translations by Ljttelton and Gladstone, p. 137.
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of Jupiter we can understand the uniqueness of the impres-
sion which tliat creation, so environed, must have pro-
duced upon'the heart of a Greek, and wliich Winckehnann
has so powerfully described in his

"
History of Art."

Wlien that truly great Eoman general, Lucius J3milius

Paulus, the conqueror of Macedonia, in his passage through
Greece after the battle of Pydna, came to Olympia, he was

seized with such a sense of tlie divine presence as he had

never before felt. The all-powerful ruler and general
shuddered with awe when he beheld before him the

image of the god in all its majesty, and exclaimed that he

felt as though he had seen Jupiter himself incarnate. He
had done so, in a sense, and the impression of the divine

tenderness may have comforted him when, shortly after,

he was struck down by heavy domestic calamity added

to a painful mortal disease. A still greater Eoman, be-

cause a man in the noblest sense of the word,— Cicero,—
says of this sculptor's images of the gods :—
Phidias bad not beheld these forms, but there dwelt in his own

mind a grand model of beauty, surveying and penetrating his

mind, with which he set his hand and art to the production of

somewhat that should resemble it. (Orat. ii. 9.)

Both conceptions something unheard of for a thinking

Eoman, and both, no doubt, honestly uttered. But the

finest thing ever said about the Zeus of Phidias was

perhaps Goethe's reflection on it in his " Winckehnann
and his Century."

If a work of art l)e once produced, and does it stand in ideal

reality before the world, then it produces an enduring effect, the

highest possible. For inasmuch as it develops itself spiritually
out of the collective powers, it resumes into itself everything
noble, or worthy of reverence and love, and raises man above him-

self, by embodying a soul in a human form
; expands the sphere

of his life and acts, and divinizes him as far as concerns the

Present ;
in which indeed the Past and the Future are included.

With such emotions were those seized who looked on the Olym-
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plan Jupiter, as we can well understand from the descriptions,

accounts, and testimonies of the ancients. The god had become

man, in order to raise the man into a god. The eye beheld the

highest type of dignity, and was inspired for the highest beauty.

In this sense we may admit that those of the ancients were right

who declared with full conviction, that it was a misfortune to

die without having seen this work.

The artistic tact of Fliidias in regard to proportion
was like the conscience of Socrates, a prophetic vital

instinct, a seer-like vision of the Eight : it was his works

that gave rise to the proverb :

"
By the claw you may know

the lion."

With Phidias begin the plastic ideals of the gods for

the Greek, or rather for Mankind, as the Epos begins
with the divine singer of the oldest Iliad. Zeus and

Athene (the latter represented in four or five different

modes, all however, no doubt, quite similar in the type of

the countenance), Apollo, Asclepius, the heavenly Aphro-

dite, Hermes, Cybele the mother of the gods, finally the

Nemesis of lihamnus, were all crystallized into unsurpass-
able ideals, as well as the figures of many of the heroes.

After these, there was nothing left to do but to create

equally perfect embodiments of the remaining divinities,

such as Hera, the Muses and Graces, and the generation of

the heroes
; occasionally also to catch some new flash of

inspiration, concerning those for which Phidias had in-

vented the type, by some change of attitude, or the

expression of a particular moment. This was done by
Praxiteles and Lysippus and their contemporary rivals, in

the century from Pericles to Alexander the Great. The

grandeur of these divine ideals we only begin duly to

appreciate, when we see in them the plastic ideals of an

individual, personal humanity ; living symbols, neither

allegories, tliat is to say, representations of abstract ideas,

nor yet earthly historical realities, that is to say, imperfect

phenomena. The former, the allegorical representations,

are still-born, and remain inanimate, until some genius
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breathes into them a hfe at once divine and human (of

which the representation of the goddess Hope among the

Hellenes, and again in our own day by Tliorwaldsen, are

illustrations) which dispels their prosaic character, as the

Nature-dreams of the Semites were dispelled by the

Hellenic genius. The latter, the countenances of historical

human beings, with all the expression smoothed out of

them, are intentionally produced by the sacrifice of minor

fragments of the personality animating them, and would

su"-o-est a painful reminiscence of the Greek ideals, wereDO i

they not for the most part comic. This is the case with

all Canova's statues of the gods, with the exception per-

haps of the innocent Hebe.

An elder contemporary of Phidias, Polygnotus (who
flourished towards Olymp. 80 = 460 B.C., or twenty years

after the battle of Salamis), had introduced the purely

human ideals of the gods in painting, and investing them

witli human individuality and histories, had introduced the

representations of the gods in the highest class of histori-

cal painting. All the descriptions given by the ancients

of his great frescoes on the walls and entablatures in the

vestibule of the Delphic sanctuary and in the " Painted

Porch," or Sroa Iloinb^r}, at Athens, as also the verdicts

pronounced by Aristotle and Phny, lead us to believe that

we might not inappropriately term him the Greek Giotto
;

—ideal and severe, yet not unmindful of the expression

of individual human character. No doubt, however, as

regards this point, we should be justified in supposing his

representation of personal cliaracteristics to have been

more ideal and ])lastic than tluit of Giotto, while the

grouping, on tlie contrary, would be less dramatic. The

list of their subjects is sufficient to shoAv the religious

sentiment animating liis compositions. In Delj)hi,^ tliere

were two large series of pictures, one on the right hand

and tiie otlier on tlie left, probably in two or more

'

Pausanins, x. 2i5-31.
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rows, oue above the other. From the accounts it is

evident that they were symmetrically arranged, and that

the figures were kept in that dignified repose and sim-

plicity which we admire in the forms of the sculpture on

the frieze of the Parthenon. On the right hand was

depicted the fall of Troy and the preparations of the

Achasans for their return ;
on the left, the realm of

Hades : the two combined representing the greatest

achievement of the heroes, with the judgment held on

their deeds and those of the earlier heroes. In the

Stoa Poikile, Polygnotus painted the heroes before Troy,

sitting in judgment on the outrage which Aias, in viola-

tion of the rights of sanctuary, had offered to Cassandra.

Here a great number of persons were represented, chiefly

captive Trojan women
;

these also must have had

individual countenances, for in Laodice, the most beau-

tiful of Priam's daughters, his contemporaries believed

they recognized the mistress of the artist.

This godlike apprehension possessed by the Greeks of

the highest characteristics of Humanity when glorified

by beauty, fm^ther enables us to understand the charm

which the copies and imitations of the Hellenic creations

infallibly and irresistibly exert upon susceptible minds,

even in periods like our own, when we are all smoothed

down to a dead level, and paralyzed, or at least in

danger of becoming so, by a worship of conventionalism

resembling that of the Byzantines and Cliinese. It was

no mere vain love of splendour, nor yet a dilettantism that

could be satisfied with rococo^ which impelled the Romans,
from the seventh century of the City onwards, but more

especially in the imperial times, nay, even the Christian

Byzantines also, to transport those treasures of art to the

metropolis and set them up there. Their divinity of coun-

tenance and form unnerved the arm of the iconoclastic

Christians, and still more of the Teutons, in whose inmost

soul dwelt a reverence for the Divine, and a capacity for

believing in it. Those glorious objects withstood every-
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tiling save avarice
;
for of all evil spirits, is Mammon alone

insensible and relentless. What else was it but that sense

of the presence of the Divine informing the highest ideals

of beauty, innate in every not brutahzed or stupefied
human beinaf, that laid hold of the hiorh-souled Hildebert,

bishop of Eheims, in the beginning of the twelfth century,
when he exclaimed, at the sight of the statues of the

gods that still abounded in ancient Eome, even after she

had been ravaged by the invader^:—
Hie superum formas superi mirantur et ipsi,

Et cupiuut fictis vultibus esse pares.
Non potuit natura deos hoc ore ereare.

Quae iriirauda deum signa creavit homo.

Vultus adest his numiuibus, potiusque coluntur.

Artificum studio, quatu deitate sua.^

The very representation of beauty, even as existing in

Nature, and still more that of the regularly shaped and

intelligent face of a man, or woman, or child, betrays,
when carried to its highest perfection, a consciousness of

God. For the beauty of the mind is in itself something
divine when it is brought into visible manifestation, and

beauty is the only thing which operates on us immedi-

atel}'"
witliout any intervention of thought, because the

realization of God in the Finite—namely, the Creation

with Man as its ultimate aim—is the innnediate revela-

tion of the Eternal and Divine. Beauty is not the True,
and not the Good

;
but it represents to us not only the

unity of both, but also the creative energy residing in this

unity.

Moreover, lastly, the ideals of humanity in the Pan-

> "
Beschrcibung Ilonis," vonBun.'sen und Plainer, i. p. 240.

" Here the forms of celestials, celestials marvel to gaze at,

Yea, they would willingly be, such as they see themselves here.

Nature herself is poor to jiroduce a presence so godlike,
Sucli a pr.sence as lii-ro sprang from Uiy formative hiiud

;

Such a presence as draws elevation, whicii follows and worships
Rather the art so divine, than the divinity's self.
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theon of the Hellenic gods and heroes, are an eternally

abiding monument of moral consciousness taking the

shape of sober intelligent reflection
;
an assertion which

holds equally good of the whole sphere of the Greek

gods and heroes. It is in order to bring them into

accordance with this that the Greeks have modified the

traditional conceptions and myths, and imparted to these

their peculiar shape and aspect. Such an act is, in the

profoundest sense, a moral work. A sense of Nemesis,

of Proportion, of the Divine righteousness, and of the

limits assig;ned to man, has reisrned throushout the whole

range of these aesthetic efforts, national and personal.

But, like everything temporal, Greek art, too, has its

limits. Unequalled as plastic art in sculpture, in painting

it has been surpassed in the highest points
—namely, in

the representation of the divine in the human counten-

ance, and in the expression of soul—by the great his-

torical school of ])ainting that flourished in the four-

teenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth centuries ;
and the contrast

thus presented, we shall have occasion further to unfold,

when we come to consider and explain the rehgious con-

sciousness of the Christian Aryans of Europe.
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CHAPTER XVII.

THE RELIGIOUS CONSCIOUSNESS OF THE HELLENES EXPRESSED

IN HISTORICAL LITERATURE. HERODOTUS OF HALICAR-

NASSUS AND THUCYDIDES OF ATHENS.

Up to this point, tlie preaching of the Hellenic national

prophets had been an outflow of artistic genius, striving

upwards towards self-consciousness through meditation

on their ancient poetry and on the chequered fortunes

of a primitive heroic age, but ever with a side-glance

directed on the present. This is the case with Hesiod,

and still more with Solon and iEschylus. Poetry had

now reached its culminating point, and immediately
after the contest which had conferred a consecration

on the present, stepped forth under the form of present
action.

But from the earliest period, the Hellene had been well

aware that he did not stand alone
;
and the collision with

Persia in Ionia and Hellas Proper, and, lastly, the growth
of navigation and commerce, had directed his ever active

philosophical glance U])on the history of the various

peoples with whom the Hellenes stood in closer or more
distant relations. Those last struggling oUshoots of epic

poetry,
—the j^ounger cyclic poems, had been succeeded

by a hybrid of poetry and history, termed logography.
It had now become a felt necessity to investigate the

truth of histoiy.

Here, too, the Muse was propitious to the Greeks. In

Herodotus of Halicarnassus, there was bestowed upon
tliem a prophet of universal history, of whom mankind
has not again beheld the like. And his prophecies rested

on a religious consciousness similar to that of the earlier
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prophets, springing from the behef tliat a Moral Order,

a due balance, governs human affairs in the shape of all-

disposing justice. Nemesis reigns alike over barbarians

and Hellenes. This he asserts at the very outset of liis

work.

With respect to the ancient legends relating to the

commencement of the feud between Asia and Europe, he

contents himself ^vith giving a succinct report of what

the one and the other side affirm, and then proceeds as

follows :
—

I shall proceed at once to point out the person who first

within my own knowledge commenced aggressions on the

Greeks, after which I shall go forward with my history, describ-

ing equall}' the greater and the lesser cities of men. P'or the

cities which were formerly great have most of them become in-

significant, and such as are at present powerful were weak in

the olden time. I shall, therefore, discourse equally of both,

convinced that human happiness never continues long in one

stay.^

And what does the philosophical student of history find

in all times and nations, as the ground of the decline of

that which once was great, and the rise of that which

once was small ? A Divine Order of the world, whose

philosophical statement is :
—

The man who oversteps moderatmi,—i. e. the hounds

assigned by calm reflection, or the teachings of conscience,

reason, custom, the laws—is in the icay leading to de-

struction: for he sins against the Divine Order of the

icorld. Thus evil befalls no one without a transgression, but

it often alights first on son and grandson, or on the remote

posterity of arrogant nations.

In his view this position further involves the second

thesis :—
What decli?ies in one place blooms afresh in another ;

small tilings grow into great ones, by means of forethought

and steadfastness. Such is the Divine Order, and the

^ Eawlinson's "
Herodotus," i. p. 158,
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consciousness thereof resides in all peoples more or less

distinctly.

But this universal historical thoiiglit has also a popular

religious formula, which designates that which hurls men
down, as

"
crime," and the divine jealousy as the "

envy
of the gods." Both expressions as we have seen, are at

once genuinely Hellenic, and truly human and philosophic.
The Deity knows that man cannot sustain for long to-

gether, any excess of hapi)iness, unchequered by pain ;
he

becomes indolent and enervated, or else he grows arro-

gant. Satiety leads to crime
;
the satiety springs from

wealth which is associated with power ; hence, absolute

monarchy is not only an immoral form of government,
but also the most dangerous enemy of the regal houses

themselves. We will illustrate this universal relifiion of

Herodotus by examples drawn from his immortal work.

After relating the foolish and licentious offence committed

by Candaules against his own consort in reference to Gyges,
he says :—

Candaules (for he was fated to end ill), i.e. he was satiated

with good fortune, and became a fool by trusting in his accidental

power and undeserved happiness.'

Solon's celebrated words to Croesus, who had asked him

why he esteemed his good fortune no higher than that of

a couple of citizens, Cleobis and Biton, are thus reported

by Herodotus :
—

" Oh ! Croesus," replied Solon, "dost thou ask me concerning
the condition of man ? one who knows that the power above

us is full of jealousy and fond of troubling our lot. A long life

gives one to witness much, and experience much one's self that

one would not choose." ^

Croesus dismissed the sage with displeasure and insult.

Herodotus however continues :
—

After Solon had gone away, a great
" AVnims "

befell Croesus

from God.

» Ilerod. i. 8. ^
jj^ ; 32.
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Here, again, we have the Hellenic watchword in its uni-

versal sense, as a synonym for righteous retribution. When
in after years Croesus, remembering on the fatal pile tliese

words of Solon, called upon his name and repeated his

words, it is said ^
:
—

Then Cyrus, hearing from the interpreters what Croesus had

said, relented ; bethinking himself that he, too, was a man,
and that it was one who had been as blessed by fortune as him-

self, that he was burning alive ; afraid, moreover, of retribution,

and full of the thought that whatever is human is insecure.

So he bade them quench the blazing fire as quickly as they
could, and take down Croesus and the other Lydians.

But the Pythoness reminds the fallen king of his murmurs

against the divine decrees and fate, and declares that

Croesus has been punished for the sin of his fifth ancestor,

who, seduced by woman's wiles, slew his master. And
Croesus, according to tradition, confessed that the fault

was his, and not the gods'. Herodotus further relates

how Croesus requited Cyrus for his mercy towards him,

by giving the Persian monarch the benefit of his ex-

perience, when assisting at the council held concerning
the campaign at Scythia :

—
Alas, my own sufferings by their very bitterness have taught

me to be keen-sighted of dangers. If thou deemest thyself an

immortal, and thine army an army of immortals, my counsel

will doubtless be thrown away upon thee. But if thou feelest

thyself to be a man, and a ruler of men, lay this first to heart,

that there is a wheel on which the affairs of men revolve, and

that its movements forbid the same man to be always fortunate. ^

In Herodotus the same doctrine is preached to Xerxes

by his honest uncle, Artabanes, when the proud king
takes upon himself to control the stormy sea, and to lay
a bridge across the Hellespont. This is the speech of the

Persian prince :—
Seest thou how God's thunderbolt ever strikes the loftiest of

his creatures, and suffers them not to exalt themselves in their

1 Ilcrod. i. 80. 2
ji3_ I 207.

VOL. It. T
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arrogance, but never troubles itself about the lowly ones?

Seest thou how his lightning always shivers the grandest

edifices, and the tallest trees ? For God is wont to overthrow

all that exalts itself. So, too, in like manner a great army is

defeated by a small one, if God out of jealousy sends a thunder-

storm against them, or a terror into their hearts, whereby they

are destroyed in a shameful wise ;
for God suffereth not that

any other should be lifted up in his own conceit, &c.

The story of the good luck of Polycrates and the letter

of Amasis to him is known to all
;
jjut we must put be-

fore our readers the view which Herodotus takes of it :
—

When Amasis had read the story of Polycrates, he perceived

that it does not belong to man to save his fellow-man from the

fate which is in store for him ; likewise, he felt certain that

Polycrates would end ill, since he prospered in everything, even

to the recovery of what he had thrown away. So he sent a

herald to Samos, and dissolved the contract of friendship.^

We miglit cite a number of similar passages, calculated

to show the earnestness and depth, of that apprehension

of the meaning of history possessed by Herodotus and

by that world of antiquity Avhose prophet he was. But

we prefer instead to direct our readers' attention to tlie

influence exerted on all succeeding history by the fact

of their possessing such an apprehension, and to the con-

stant application which they made of it in their mode

of treating facts, a mode which combines freedom of in-

quiry with clearness of statement. Herodotus is preemi-

nently a Hellenic philosoj^lier, even on the domain of

reli'Tion. He cannot refrain from remarking that the

various priesthoods and nations have certain strange

symbols and myths in common, especially in their secret

festivals and rites of consecration. From this he draws

two conclusions, leaving all else to rest on its own footing

as foreign to the purpose of the historian, or at all events

unascertained ; first, that these nations possess sometliing

» Ilerod. iii. 43.
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ill common, whether it be tradition or a religious temper
of mind, and, secondly, that it is wisest with pious awe to

keep silence respecting this matter. It was, at all events,

wiser than was the half puzzle-headed, half dishonest pro-
cedure of the Stoics and Neo-Platonists. Every educated

person was, as a rule, among the number of the initiated,

but under a sacred oath to reveal nothing. But besides,

there are, in all ages, certain pious persons whom nothing
more disturbs and annoys than when any one points out

how their faith is to be found also under other forms. In

other words, they fear to lose their own God, if He should

become a common possession of all mankind !

We have, therefore, two great points which claim our

admiration in the religious conceptions of Herodotus.

First, that he recognizes the facts of history as they really

occurred—therefore inclusive of their human causes—
to be a Divine Truth, and devoted his life to investi-

gating and exhibiting this historical truth. Secondly,

that, in this human history, he perceives the overruling

agency of a Moral Order, and strives to render it visible.

I^either the one nor the other had been done before him
;

and both constitute him a prophet. Both these charac-

teristics, too, we find again united, though under a

different shape and combination, in his younger contem-

porary, Thucydides, who was the second prophet of

History.

"

Thucydides of Athens.

The historical form of prophetic utterance is an indi-

genous, genuinely Hellenic product. And indeed the

very fact, that the Hellene strove after and attained to a

recognition of the connection of cause and effect in the

narratives of past events involved no dim religious con-

sciousness, but one of world-wide historical importance.
The Hebrew had treasured up from former ages instances

of the divine dispensations, of divine chastisements and

deliverances ;
the ancient Aryans have stayed their miiids

T 2
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not only on the plienomena presented by Nature, but also

on the remembrance of their heroes, their warriors, and

bards ; but the purely human causal correlation of suc-

cessive generations, the Greek was the first to perceive

and to set forth. The Epos, which was his invention,

became his initiator into historical research.

Now if this God-given impulse towards the discovery

of truth, already fills us with admiration in surveying the

efforts of Herodotus to explore the recent and remoter

past, it is still a gigantic stride to advance from mere in-

quiry hito that which has been recorded, to the historical

investigation and truthful representation of that which the

historian has witnessed in his own day, so far as it con-

cerns the community, the nation, the State. In many re-

spects, the events of our own day in their historical truth

and concatenation, often stand farther off from us, and

are involved in greater obscurity than what has been

done and recorded before our time. We are but too

prone to make ourselves the centre of passing events
; and,

moreover, it is much more easy to espouse a certain party
or theory than to proclaim the pure historical truth.

Candour and veracity of mind are needed for writing

histoiy of either kind, but above all, for the impartial

exhibition of that which the author has himself witnessed

and lived through
—the events of contemporary history.

Thucydides presents the earliest and unsurpassed example
of this great exploit ;

his style, too, is incomparable for

the calmness, yet vividness, of its delineation.

Now, according to our apprehension, the veracious, de-

liberate reporting, either of witnessed or recorded circum-

stances, cannot be conceived apart from a religious con-

sciousness in the stricter sense
; apart, that is to say, from

a recognition of Ethical Forces. Let us attempt here to

define more distinctly the limits of this consciousness in

the inquiries and statements of Thucydides. The age
which he depicts, Avhetlier we take its leading men or tlie

nation at large, knew no higlier common bond than the
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sanctities residing in the national festivals and nsages,

handed down from their fathers. The divine element

embodied itself in the State, the spiritual life of the indi-

viduals found its sphere in tlie body-politic. All students

of these times have remarked, that towards the middle

of that ruinous Thirty Years' War, a great change every-

where manifested itself both in the religious and moral life

of the Greeks. ISTew worships and festivals, rites and usages,

came up ;
mental philosophy had as yet no hold over

men's minds, and the natural philosophy, which prevailed

pre\dous to Socrates and his school, was nothing but an

element of disintegration and perplexity. An oration

such as that which Thucydides puts into the mouth of

Pericles on occasion of the funeral solemnities at the

close of the first campaign (we know the exordium of

that which he really pronounced and which displays a

much more ornate and magniloquent style), would have

been as impossible twenty years later, as a return to

JEschylus and Sophocles would have been after Euripides
had become the organ of the prevailing low-toned senti-

ment and semi-culture. But that which is most dis-

tinctively Thucydides' own work, is his celebrated survey
of the internal condition of Greece, appended to his

account of the strujzgle and frightful massacre of the

Corcyreans. These are his words :
—

The cruelty and treachery revealed on this occasion appeared
so much the more revolting, as it was one of the first instances

of the kind. For at a later period, the whole Hellenic world, so

to speak, fell into commotion. . . . The ordinary acceptation of

words was changed ; thoughtless rashness counted for loyal

valour, prudent delay for decorously cloaked cowardice, modera-

tion for a pretext to put a fair show upon timorousness. . . .

Associations were formed, not in order to obtain lawful advan-

taofes, but to further self-interested aims in contravention of

existing institutions. The guarantee of mutual fidelity rested

not so much on the divine law, as on common participation in

crime. Conciliatory proposals coming from opponents, were

accepted if the latter were obtaining successes, in self-defence
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against their machinations, not out of generous confidence. . . .

Citizens who espoused no party were persecuted to the death

by both sides, either because they rendered no assistance, or out

of envy, lest they should come out unscathed. Thus through
party discord, demoralization of all kinds got the upper hand

among tlie Hellenes. That honest simplicity which is so nearly
allied to a noble disposition, was made an object of ridicule and
vanished from sight. Intrigues and mutual distrust became

everywhere prevalent, and to remove the latter, not even the most

binding promise or fearful oath could avail. And since people had
once for all come to that point that they no longer cherished hope
of any kind of stability in affairs, all sought rather to hold their

own by dint of prudence, and protect themselves against mis-

fortune by fiu-esight, than by placing any reliance on others.

People of limited capacities had commonly the upper hand. For
inasmuch as considering their own slender abilities, and the

cleverness of their opponents, they had reason to fear that if it

came to a verbal negotiation, they might find themselves over-

matched, or be unawares outwitted by their adversaries' skill in

stratagem, they promptly and boldly resorted to deeds of violence.

Meanwhile the other party, proudly faucjang that they should

be able to descry in good time the turn that affairs would take,
and had no need to use force where the end could be reached

by cunning, found their perdition the sooner as they had not

prepared for defence.'

In tills appreciation and description of the national

condition, we can perfectly trace the theory of tlie uni-

verse lield by this great investigator and historian, and

perceive its identity with that wliich we have found in

Aristo])hanes, who was his contemporary. The bloom of

Ilellas was l)liglitcd ;
tlie old customs had fallen into

desuetude
; natui'e liad degenerated ;

club-law and ambi-

tion, avarice and volu[)tuousness, had decomposed and
cankered all that was noblest, even within the precincts of

the family. The narrative of Thucydides does not ])ut

this consciousness into Avords
;
for the historical characters,

to whom he ascribes speeches, did not possess it; and the

'

Tlnicydicles, iii. 82, 83.
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historian does not, like Polybius, fill out the story with

his own personal reflections.

Naturally in such a delineation of his ow^n times, it

is the former of the two great prophetic qualities of the

true historian, which chiefly comes into prominence ;

namely, the conscientious search after, and the loyal ad-

herence to truth. The second, namely, the exhibition of

the Divine Government is, as it were, veiled, because no

complete solution is at present attainable ;
but it gleams

forth from any veracious and earnest account of things

actually done, as the deity shines out through the doubly

eloquent image of the plastic artist.
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CHAPTER XVIir.

THE SOCRATIC CONSCIOUSNESS OF GOD IN HISTORY; OR

SOCRATES, TLATO, AND ARISTOTLE, AND THE RISE OF A

SCIENCE OF UNIVERSAL HISTORY.

The century included "between tlie advent of Pythagoras
in Croton (b.c.

=
630), and the outbreak of the Pelopon-

nesian War (433), with the struggle for freedom occurring

precisely in the midst of that period (490-479), is one of

those radiant points in the world's history, when every-

thing seems to conspire to raise a flourishing State and

a fortunate nation to an eminence of renown and grandeur
never before beheld. But here, too, it soon appeared that

nations, like individuals, cannot long endure the climax

of good fortune, and that consciously to have reached that

climax, is synonymous with taking the first step towards

descent. The three greatest personages of that period
—

Sophocles, who lived to the age of ninety, and survived

all his dramatic contemporaries ; Phidias, whose bloom

coincides with the time of Pericles, ten years before the

Peloponnesian War; lastly, Socrates—were all living at

once at the close of this period. Socrates was born in tlie

year when Sophocles, at the age of seven-and-twenty,
celebrated his first victory over ^schylus, and it was seven

years after that poet's death tliat he drank the cup of

poison. All three belonged to that blest century ; they
were already come to man's estate, when the suicidal

war broke out, wliic-li lasted almost as long as the Thirty
Years' War of religion in Germany, and was almost as

bloody and desolating as was that fearful alliance

between liome and the Catholic dynasties undertaken
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for tlie purpose of destroying by persecution and devasta-

tion the religious and political liberties of Germany and of

the world at large. The tragic Chorus was singing pro-

phetically its loftiest strains of consecration, replete with

"wnsdom and warning, when the flames of that contest

were raging hotly, and the frightful pestilence was ravaging
Athens shortly after its commencement. The philosophic

prophet too, as a good citizen, bore arms in that war. It

was about that time, that he conceived the grand resolve

of attempting to acliieve the moral rescue of the nobler-

minded among the Athenian youth ;
a holy work, which

he carried on up to the time of his execution, with a

combination of intellectual acuteness, of eloquence, and of

knowledge of mankind, or, in one word, a union of mental

culture, moral vigour, and purity of motive and act, which

stands unique in the history of the world.

We have seen that Pythagoras had already (about 530

B.C.) recognized the universe to be the harmonious work

of a conscious Intelligence, and on the basis of numerical

relations had demonstrated its eternal laws to be those of

a Kosmos. mental as well as physical. At the opposite

pole of Hellenic philosophy, the students of the Ionic

school, from Thales onwards, had occupied themselves

chiefly with the laws of the physical Kosmos ;
and in their

speculations, the study of matter had predominated.

Even from this side, however, Anaxagoras had already

(about 448 B.C.) asserted the agency and the progressive

unfolding of the Divine principle, in Nature and in History.

For he says :
—

Nous (or Mind) first originated the rotatory movement on a

small scale, then it gradually extended the sphere of its rota-

tions, and will continue to do so ever more and more.

But already prior to these philosophers, the Ephesian

Heraclitus, who spoke in riddles, and was ever rebuking
his contemporaries, had struck very different chords from

those to which men were accustomed to listen in Ionia
;
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and they were certainly not suggested Ly the inspired

apparition of Pythagoras, although they may probably
liave a common source in older detached sayings of

Orphic origin. But the main point is, that he assumes a

divine law in human things ;
a Moral Order of the world

(Kosmos), tending towards unity through the reciprocal

action and reaction of contraries ; and that he propounds
as an ethical principle the sacrifice of the particular in-

dividual to this aggregate Order. The body he calls the

grave of the soul.

Men are mortal gods : men's life is the death of the gods ;

men's death, divine life : after death, there awaits them what

they have neither hoped for, nor believed in.

In these words is imj^hed, not only the assumption of

a reciprocal interaction between the individual and the

universal life, but also that of a divine energy in men, nay,
in mankind at large, which is progressive, at least in the

successive ages of the world (-^Eons). The gods who
are reputed immortal, will perish, being transitory imagi-
nations and inventions of men

;
but the latter, who are

called mortal, will pass through death into new hfe, when

they suppose themselves to die.

Still more explicit expressions have been handed down
to us, touching his consciousness of the Divine element

present in the process of development. Thus he says :
—

All human laws are nourished by the One only Divine. Those
who would speak with reason, must fortify themselves in that

whicii is common to all.

The laws he regards as an expression of the universal,
divine Eeason. Thus it is one of his maxims :

—
For the law, a people ought to contend as for their walls of

defence. Arrogance {v/3pis) they should be more intent on

qiiencliing than a conflagration. But we should not always
follow the many, but sometimes also a single man; namely, when
he speaks and acts in \uiison with nature.
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Thus, here, we have the conscience of the community
seated in the individual.

The Suimnum Bonum is a voluntary acquiescence in

destiny (Euarestesis, the state of contented acquiescence).

Against the popular worship of images, and the priestly

purifications by the blood of sacrificial victims, he inveighs

very strongly :
—

To pray to images of the gods is to pray to houses
;
those who

resort to purifications, are comparable to those who, having
soiled themselves, go to wash themselves clean in the mud.

So again, lastly, there was many a true word spoken by
the Eleatics, which commended itself to the true Hellenic

consciousness ;
but we do not find any great influence

exercised by their theories beyond the precincts of the

schools. The causes of this appear to have been various.

In the first place, all their ethical theories were more or

less mixed up with physical philosophy, which owing to

the extreme ignorance of Nature among; the Greeks, neces-

sarily remained always the weak side of their speculations.

Secondly, not only did political life swallow up all otlier,

but owing to its extremely rapid progress and outbloom,

it afforded adequate satisfaction to the intellect
; moreover,

the popular cultus was bound up with all that was most

hallowed in the political and popular life. And lastly,

after the Persian wars, Athens had become so decidedly
the focus of Hellenic vitality, that any great and general

mental step onwards could proceed only from that city.

Now the Athenians were by no means friendly to foreign

pliilosophers, when they appeared to them to trench on

their received creed. That Anaxagoras of Asia Minor of

whom we have been speaking, after the Persian war took

up his domicile in Athens and taught there
;
but in his old

a<Te, he was accused of impiety, and only escaped death

through the powerful intervention of Pericles, and by

taking flight. His doctrines of the eternity of matter, and

the eternal rotation, were too recondite for the Athenian
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populace, and appeared to them neither orthodox nor

salutary for the State. On the other hand, they allowed

the far more dangerous philosophers of the rhetorical

school,
—the so-called sophists

—free course, because they
seemed to be practical people and readily conformed to

the popular phraseology.

Such was the general condition of affairs when Socrates

appeared. It was about 425 B.C. that he came forward

in Athens as a philosophical preacher to the people.
With reojard to the intellectual and moral condition of

that period, about the middle of that sanguinary conflict,

we have adduced nmnerous testimonies, especially those

of Aiistophanes and Thucydides ;
but here we w^ould

call the reader's attention to the unconscious and to some

extent involuntary testimony of Xenophon. His sketches

of Socrates' intercourse with the noble youths of his

native city, give us a picture of the moral theory of life

held by that generation, which reveals the gulf that sub-

sisted morally and s})iritually between Socrates and his

age. Insulficient and unreliable as are the philosophic re-

ports handed down by Xenephon, who was not only very
hmited in intellect, but also, notwithstanding his devotion

to the connnonwealth, of very dubious moral character,

even when he was still moving under the eyes of his

lioly teacher ; j^et we may be sure that he apprehended

correctly and reported faithfully those lowest steps in the

development of the Socratic doctrine, which he was

capable of understanding. And what do we learn

from him ? The moral consciousness of the Athenian

youth of the up})er classes is governed consciously and

confessedly l)y a few commonplaces of the under-

standing, which have replaced the former religious, if

also superstitious, awe of the gods, and still more of Hades

and its punishments. We may comprise these connnon-

places under the two categories of all kinds of selfishness,
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tlie craving after enjoyment or after gain ;
two immoral

forces in man that are only apparently diverse and are

generally to be found in close alliance. To the Athenian

youth, the highest wisdom in both is : Seek after the

useful, the profitable ; enjoy and acquire, but not without

a due regard to the consequences. The conception of

an ideal of moral goodness, as the only thing worth

striving after for its own sake, the only thing finally and

idtimately true, and compatible Avith truth of character,

was so remote even from the best of them, that Socrates

was compelled from the very outset, and in every field

of thought far and wide, to have recourse to that method
of his, which, at first sight, seems to us unnecessarily
cuxuitous. It consisted in subjecting every philosophical
first principle of these young men and of their authorities,

the Sophists, to a rigid scrutiny, in order by a logical

pursuit of it into its consequences, to bring them to

confess that it was inconsistent with reason, and entangled
the mind in self-contradiction. Then he commended it

to their own reflection and experience, to inquire whether

something deeper were not stirring within their own

hearts, and seriously to ask themselves the question,

what then, truly speaking, the True and the Good might
be? ISTow there was no lack among them either of

eagerness, adroitness, or skill in fencing with speculative

hypotheses ; while, on the other hand, natural philosophy,
with its grotesque assumptions of Primal Forces, or

Primitive Matters, out of Avhich the visible world was

compounded, and with those attempts to explain natural

phenomena that n()W seem to us palpably absurd, had met
with no great success among this most active-minded of na-

tions. We have seen above, how inimitably Aristophanes
has depicted this state of things for us, in his seriously

intended and, in fact, perfectly truthful representation of

the influence exercised by the Sophists. These oratorical

sages taught the highborn and wealthy youth of Athens

the art of persuasion, instead of the art of forming con-
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viction for themselves, and believing in the truth honestly
won

;
that is to say, acquired through reflection, and

tested in actual life. At best, they did but pay homage
to the base principle of "

self-interest well-understood,"

in phrases similar to those employed by the Parisian

philosophers of the Encyclopojdia, in the latter part of the

last century.
Under such circumstances, how was it possible for true

civilization, which is the offspring alone of religious con-

sciousness, to subsist among so highly and widely culti-

vated a people? Such a state of things is ever the

preciu-sor of decadence
; yet an honest lover of his country

cannot but endeavour to cherish hope. It was not the

democratic form of government that had brought things to

this pass ;
the factious aristocracy showed as soon as they

obtained the upper hand, that morally they were the

lowest class of all. They were the ringleaders of those

godless bands and leagues ;
the Pisistratids had rendered

absolute government odious for ever by their harsh and

demoralizing proceedings ;
and a constitutional monarchy

was cleai'ly impossible ; though even at this early date,

Socrates sharply distinguishes that from a tyranny.
Of any reform of the popular religion, beyond the

attitude which Socrates assumed towards it, there could

be no question in any reflective and prophetic mind. The
fate of the Pythagoreans had shown the })erilous nature

of such attempts on the part of philosophers or law-

givers. The remedy must proceed from within outwards;
what was wanted was to work upon the inward moral

consciousness of the cultivated classes, Accordins2j to

the equally historical and deflnite utterances of those

Platonic dialogues, wliicli (adopting the results of Brandis'

admira])le researclies^) we refer to Socrates himself, hold-

ing them to be really those of the historical man, and

correctly to reproduce his actual teachings and expressions
' As contninod in liis Geschichtc. clcr PJulotinphic and in his special treatise

on tliis Huliject.
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on all essential points,
—these may be summed up some-

what as follows :
—

The popular religion consisted, so taught Socrates, of

rites and of stories concerning the gods and heroes. The
former have been instituted by our forefathers for praise-

worthy ends, and not only do the glory and the faith of

tlie city, together with the memories of its earlier fortunes,

cluster aroimd them, challenging a respectful observance

from the communit}^, but they are capable of being com-
bined with tiioughts and prayers that are well-pleasing to

the Deity. Thus every good citizen will take part in the

pubhc festivals of the nation, and, in the solemn events of

life, do his utmost to observe the usage prescribed by law.
" But it appears to me," says Socrates in his " Phcedrus"
"

lost pains and the task of an unlucky man to try to ex-

plain those legends in accordance with reason or liistory ;

for even if such an attempt succeed in one or two instances,

there still remain very many fantastic and marvellous

shapes and myths of whicli you can make notliing by this

method.^ On a much higher level undoubtedly do those

things stand, which we encounter in the mysteries or in

the writings of tlie Orphics and other theologians. To
this class, belong what is said by those poets concerning the

soul and its destinies, of its state here as enclosed in a

piison, or set as a sentinel having a post that he may not

quit, and the hke.'^ I myself am not one of the initiated
;

but I would not dissuade any one from becoming so. But
let him who is in earnest about his life, and about the

knowledge of the truth, dive into his own heart, and, by
strenuous meditation on what he finds there, attain to a

clear conviction concerning the Good and the True. To
arrive at tliis, has been my endeavour for myself during

many years of earnest meditation, and I have trod every

path of wisdom and learning that offered itself to my view.

Now it is my vocation to teach others the truth I myself

' Sec the "
ri)iT'f1nis," §. 7, 8. « Sec the "riifcdo," 0.2.
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have found, and, by the unfolding of pure thought, taking

the phenomena of the moral consciousness as my starting-

point, to acquire for myself that certainty Avhich is the

only and infallible security for a truly happy life. There

is a Good and a True, and both are at one. Eeason and

experience alike demonstrate this."

The Isaiah of Athens preaches philosophy, the language
of the Aryan mind. He begins with the Understanding,
which has lost its confidence in itself, in order by its means

to convince the man that the True and Good is not a

subjective notion, but rather an eternal divine trutli, the

full cognition of which resides in God alone, while man's

highest wisdom is to know that he has not this knowledge ;

and for uttering this, he says, it was that the god in Delphi
declared me to be the wisest of the Hellenes.

Hence, the consciousness of God's presence in Humanity
dwells as something innate in man's breast, and has an

objective truth. But the Hellene, and notably the Athe-

nian, has besides this, a sublime type of the Moral Order

of the world set before his eyes in the reign of law—in

the supremacy of the Moral Order of the Community by
means of the statutes enacted by the body-politic. This

was the reason why Socrates refused to escape from

prison, after his sentence of condemnation had been passed,

when his friends had made every preparation for this pur-

pose. And when, on the day of his death, he commanded
his disciples to sacrifice a cock to ^sculapius as a thank-

offering for recovery, it was neither done in mockery nor

hypocrisy ;
he recognized in tlie symbol, the idea

;
there

was no other way to make it clear to the people that he

regarded death as a dispensation of deliverance from God,
whicli freed him from the pains of life, and that he Avas of

good cheer in entering the spirit-world. For ^sculapius
was the God of Healtli.

Of course, this is not the place to discuss Socrates' own

metaphysical system, but we cannot but cx]:)ress our con-

viction that everytl ling great, deep, or liealtliy, whicli we
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find in the religious ideas of his two immortal successors,

is in a twofold sense the work of Socrates—as a moral

act and as a fundamental thought. In grandeur of cha-

racter, Socrates stands fiir above either, and is regarded

by both as the spiritual father of true philosophy. To

employ the simplest mode of expressing ourselves, and

not to repeat the well-known and also much misunder-

stood phrase, that Socrates brought down philosophy from

heaven to earth
;

that is to say, diverted it from the

speculations of the physical philosophers to the explo-
ration of man's own heart, reason, and conscience

;
Ave

would submit the following, as that Avhich seems

to us to present the leading fundamental thought of the

Socratic belief concerning God in History.

Knowledge and Morahty stand and fall together ;

Eeason and Conscience testify for each other : the True

is the Good, and the Good is the True,—the Summitin

Bonum. The Good is not the Profitable or the Pleasant,

nay, it ceases to be moral, if it be sought for the sake of

any out^vard end. The Good alone can make us wise and

happy. It consists in the attitude of the mind, and dis-

plays itself in right deeds and in truthful speech. This

holds good for all men, whether barbarians or Hellenes.

The soul is necessarilv immortal ; because the moral,

thinking, and willing personal principle cannot be ac-

counted for by referring its origin to ever-changing Nature
;

but inasmuch as she is the seat of this thinking, willinfr,

personal principle, the soul carries within herself the law

of the ethical universe, consequently that which is also the

originating principle of the universe. In like manner.

Goodness among men must ultimately remain the victor
;

and in this belief consists the true fear of God.

The reliiT;ious consciousness of Socrates had, however,

early attained a personal elaboration and completeness
which far outstripped his system* of reasoned thought, and

stood in no recognizable connection with the argumenta-
tive conclusions of his intellect, although involving him

VOL. II. U
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in no contradiction with these. Nay, perhaps we may
even say, that Socrates did not, hke most of us, at his en-

trance on the responsibiUties of free self-determination,

stake and forfeit the hving impulse divinely implanted in

man (instinct), but, on the contrary, cherished, purified,

and exalted that instinct. The reason was that his per-

sonal religious consciousness was based on moral harmony
and likeness to God. We are here referrinfj to that in-

ward voice which he called the godlike in us, and which,

shortly before his death, manifested itself also in the form

of prophetic visions beheld in sleep. There are few points
on which we can so easily and surely obtain a document-

ary certainty as on this
;
but the so-called philosophers

of the eighteenth century were partly too ignorant, partly
found it too inconvenient, to submit the facts beai'ing on

this subject to a searching criticism, and therefore dis-

carded the whole story as a fable
; just as their successors

term everything a myth that does not fit into tiieir systems.
On the other side, all the wrong-headed and confused or

dishonest thinkers, who have occupied themselves Avith

the " dasmon
"
of Socrates, from Plutarch to Porphyry and

lamblichus, have so distorted or misunder:^tood the docu-

mentary reports of the eye- witnesses, that, on this very

point, it became possible for the most groundless opinions
to take root among the great mass of educated persons.
Thus it is not to be wondered at, that on both sides very

groundless theories have been started. This, therefore,

is a question on whicli we nnist lay before our readers

the autlientic statements of Socrates himself, so that

they may be able to form an independent judgment for

themselves.

Concerning his prophetic dream, we have the account

given by Socrates himself in tlie most authentic form

possible ; namely, in the discourse reported in "
Crito,''

Avhich Socrates delivered in the prison three days before

his death, and wliicli we liold to be altogether historical.

His friends had learnt the evenini' before that the State-
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ship whicli had gone on the sacred voyage to Delos, had
arrived at Cape Sunium, and would therefore, no doubt, in

the course of the following day reach the Pirajus. Its

return was the signal for his execution, which had been

delayed till then in accordance with a sacred custom for-

bidding any one to be executed during its absence. Thus
the death of Socrates on the following day appeared in-

evitable. They therefore repaired to the prison before

day-break ;
for one night more and all possibility of

escape would be over. They found Socrates in a sweet,
calm sleep. When he awoke and inquired the cause of

their unwontedly early appearance, they disclosed to him
the ominous posture of affairs. His first answer is to the

effect that, as he is sentenced to die the day after the ship
arrives, he beheves it will not come in to-day but to-

morrow, and gives the following explanation to his aston-

ished friends:—
This I conclude from a vision beheld in nay dreams, which

I saw last night just before awaking ; a beautiful, graceful
woman in white robes seemed to approach me, looked at me and
said: Socrates, on the third day thou reachest Phthia's fertile

soil.

The words of Achilles in the Iliad, when speaking of his

return home.^ So it was to his home that he was called

by the inward voice of the spirit embodied in the vision.

No one familiar with the Greek language and that of

Plato, has ever doubted that this incident was related by
Socrates, not metaphorically, but as an actual occurrence.

Now those who deny altogether the faculty of second-

sight (for no one who believes in the possibihty of such a

faculty, will be inclined to dispute it beforehand to the

Attic sage on the very eve of his death), are therefore in

the dilemma, that they must either count Soci\ates or Plato

a liar, or explain the, to all appearance highly improbable,
1 And if Poseidon ^ve me lielp, my feet

On the third day will stand in Phthia's gi-een retreat.

Worsley's
"
Iliad," book ix. p. 2.30.

u 2
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delay in the sliip's arrival, by an accidental coincidence.

The former is not only at war with the general sentiment,

but with every principle of historical and philological
criticism : the latter can no more be refuted than demon-
strated.

But this story does not by any means stand alone.

Every prophetic dream must in the last resort be referred

to an inward vision, and, moreover, to that very high

spiritual grade of it, in wliich the recipient does not lose

the faculty of recollection. The Attic sage made no se-

cret to anybody of thef^ict (though he did not parade it),

that he possessed a divine voice within, which, in daily

life, restrained him from actions morally permissible and

not unreasonable, and that he was in the habit of obey-

ing this voice. Thus it was this assertion respecting him-

self that properly speaking formed the legal ground of his

indictment for blasphemy ;
and we lind it actually so in

the speech made for the defence by Socrates, whic^li Plato,

who was present, wrote down, and has in all essential

points reported literally ;

— an invaluable document fur

the general history of man's religious consciousness ! The

accusation, says Socrates, runs as follows :
—

Socrates acts contrary to the laws, inasmuch as he is guilty
of corniptiniT youth, nnd docs not heheve in the g'ods whom
the State behaves in, but in other daemonic (or supernatural)

agencies.

Then, after he has replied to Melitus according to tlie

Attic order of procedure, he continues :—
That there are doemonic agencies, yon say that I believe and

teach; whether of an old or new kind, at any rate in some
daemonic agency I believe, according to your own account, and
this you have sworn to in your indictment. But if I believe in

daemonic agency, I must of course believe that there are dasmons.

He returns to this point when defending himself before

the Athenians for not having intermeddled with political
matters since the lime, wlieu, after the battle of Arginusaj
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he, as one of tlie presidents of his tribe, sat in judgment
on the ten generals, and in vain raised his voice in the

popuhir assembly against their unjust and illegal condem-

nation to death :
—

Perliaps it may seem absurd that I go about giving advice to

particular persons, and meddling with everybody, and yet that

I do not come forward before your public assemblies, and give
mv advice about matters of state. The cause of this is, tbat

which I have often said and you have often heard, that I have

a Divine Monitor of which Melitus in his indictment makes so

mocking a charge. This Monitor I have had from my boyhood
—a certain voice, which, whenever it comes to me, restrains me
from what I am about to do, but never urges me on to do. This

is what has stood in the way of my undertaking pubHc affairs.

And most rightly, I think : for you may be well assured that

if 1 bad engaged in public business, I should long ago have

perished, and should have done no good either to you or myself.

And be not offended with me when I tell you the truth. No
man can long be safe, who frankly opposes himself either

to you or to any other multitude, and resists the doing of

wronof and illegal thinors in the citv. It is necessary that he

who really fights for what is right, if he is to be safe even for a

short time, should be in a private, not in a public station.

After the sentence has been pronounced against him,

he once more reverts to this inward divine voice
;

in one

place, he defines it as "
prophecy," and then again as the

"
sio-nal of the god." Addressing himself only to the

true judges,
—those Avho had voted him innocent,

—he

says :
—

To me now, sirs and judges
—for to you I may with good

reason address this title—a singular thing has happened. The

Divine Monitor, with which I am familiar, has during the

whole of my previous life very frequently warned me even on

very trivial occasions to refrain, when I was about to do some-

thing unadvisable. But now I have come, as you yourselves

see, into a position which any one would imagine, and which is

held, to be the extremity of misfortune; yet the signal of the

god did not stop me, either when I left my house this morning,
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nor yet when I went up to the bar of the court, nor yet at any

period of my speech, wheu I was about to say somewhat, al-

though it has often on other occasions stopped me iu the midst

of a speech. But now in the whole course of this trial it

has never warned me back from doing or saying anything.

How am I to explain this? I will tell you: the chances

are that what has befallen me is for my good, and that those

among us cannot possibly be in the right, who say that death is

an evil. I find a strong proof of this in the fact that the

accustomed sign would certainly have warned me to refrain if I

had not been about to do that which was salutary for me.

From tliese solemn and authentic declarations of Socrates,

the following conclusions clearly result :
—

I. The so-called dsemon or divinity of Socrates was an

inward voice
;
not a da3mon, or gnome, which invisibly

accompanied him.

II. It only warned him not to do things, but never

impelled him to action.

III. This inward voice he recognized as a divine,

God-given signal, which he obeyed, and which he found

by experience to be a divine guidance.

IV. It did not coincide with ordinary conscience ;
—that

inward voice wliicli warns us against an innnoral, there-

fore unreasonable action ;
—for it bade him refrain in

cases when the action which he was intending was morally

and rationally unexceptionable.

V. Still less was it a calculation of prudence, or an

effect of fear. This he says himself expressly.

Putting all this together, the daemon of Socrates would

appear to be an individual conscience quickened up to the

level of prophecy, but only so with reference to the special

moral and rational aim of his life. Now, with each man

his special aim in life is promoted or hindered by various

external occurrences and resolves in themselves morally

indifferent. Hence, so soon as the moral self-determina-

tion of a man has attained to independence, the soul

must more and more have a sense of that whicli impedes
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her moral aim in life. Thus this sense is a sort of moral

instinct (life-impulse) ;
it discharges the same function for

the spiritual, which the general animal instinct does for

the physical man ;
that is to say, it gives him warning of

what is injurious, restrains liim therefrom. But it will not

impel man to any course of action, for that is the function

of the rational, deliberative will. The agency of the

moral instinct will not go beyond a deterrence from cer-

tain outward things, which, although not in themselves ob-

jectionable, yet are not compatible with the life-impulse

of the Psyche. Let us now see whether the rest of Plato's

expressions respecting the dsemonic voice agree with this

view, or are opposed to it. The dialogue entitled
"
Euthy-

2Jhron,'' probably composed at the time of Socrates' trial,

which is discussed in it,
— a document of peculiar im-

portance in its bearing on the religious belief of the

Athenians and their theologians and prophets, inasmuch

as Euthyphron was a State-augur,—states distinctly that

the main point of the accusation turned on Socrates

assertions respecting this divine voice. In this dialogue,

Socrates says :
—

Melitns says that I am au inventor of gods ;
and that, be-

cause I invent new gods, and do not believe in the old ones, he

has fur the honour of the gods brought this charge against me.'

On which Euthyphron answers :—
I understand, Socrates. He means your daemon or divine

guide that you say accompanies you. And tlds he makes a

point to found his accusation upon, and brings you before the

court of justice, knowing that such accusations produce an

effect on the many. And so it is. They laugh at me also,

whenever I pretend to prophesy, and yet I always prophesy

truly. It is all envy : but we must not heed them.

Euthyphron readily places himself on the same footing

with Socrates, in so far as to recognize in the dcemonic

voice a miraculous revelation from the Deity, therefore

1

Euthyphron, § 2.
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sometliiiig akin to the prophecies whicli he is wont to

litter, and for which the Athenians, he says, often laugli at

liini as one insane. The fact of Socrates' Divine Monitor
was notorious among tlie people ;

it gave the philosopher
a peculiar standing, even in the eyes of the hierarcljical

diviners or soothsayers, to whom Euthyphron belonged.
But it was evidently an inward divine voice, and more-

over, one which never failed him, therefore a Divine
Monitor in the highest sense of the word. The word is

also here used as an adjective in the sense of "the divine;"
even more distinctly than in the case of the well-known

passage of Cicero (" De Divinatione,'' i. 54) where he

says :

"
something divine, or as he said dasmonic, to which

he always paid obedience."

For those who regard the ''First Alcihiades"" as a

genuine production of Plato (which I cannot do), we may
further cite here the opening of that dialogue, where a
similar view manifests itself. Socrates is about to explain

why he had for many j^ears quite neglected Alcibiades,
whose earhest admirer he had been :

—
It was not a human, but a kind of dsemonic repulsion that held

me back, of whose influence tliou shalt hear more anon.'

" Daemonic" is here a pure adjective and synonymous
Avith

"
divine," only with the secondary signification of

something indwelling in man. The substantive ordinarily

corresponding to it (sign
=

<T'qixa,ov, a neuter) stands also at

the beginning of the ''

Euthydemus'' (§. 2.), where Socrates

is telling how he was about to stand up in the Lyceum at

the siglit of Euthydemus and his scholars, when " the

usual demonic sign" prevented him.

Socrates says the same thing in a passage of the " Phoe-
drus

"
(which, however, is conceived in a playful tone),

where he suddenly feels a scruple as he is about to cross

the Ilissus :—
I perceive the demonic and customary sign, which always

' First A Iri blades, § 1.
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deters me from any action that I am about to perform (namely
as often as it announces its presence),^

Ou this occasion, the voice admonished him that he

had not yet fulfilled an external observance incumbent on

him.

But the special function of this voice in respect to the

continuance or breaking off of interviews w^ith his dis-

ciples is also evident from the '' Theoetetus" in which

Socrates says :
—

With some of these, when the}^, desiring intercourse with me,
come to me again, and make every effort to that end, the

divine voice which speaks to me forbids me to have anything to

do ; with others, it allows it, and these latter make progress.^

Here we have an apparent transition from warning
to permission. To continue his instructions was, with

Socrates, a part of his mission, except in those particular

cases where the inward voice forbade him
; thus, in so far

as he followed his inclination to teach, he acted in ac-

cordance with a moral and reasonable principle ; for the

contrary, he needed an inward prohibition, which he only

obeyed because experience had taught him that it was

not a delusion or caprice. Very important, lastly, is the

expression attributed to Socrates in Plato's great work

the "
Republic." He is alleging the grounds on which

other earnest men have occupied themselves with philo-

sophy, and then adds what has withheld him from aban-

doning; the search after truth :—
I need not mention the supernatural sign which restrains

me ;
for I fancy it has been granted to few, if any, before my

time. Now, he who has become a member of this little band,

and has tasted how sweet and blessed his treasure is, and has

watched the madness of the many, with the full assurance that

there is scarcely a person who takes a single judicious step in

his public life, and that there is no ally with whom he may
safely march to the succour of the just ; nay, that, should he

1

Pha3drus, § 43.
''

Thetetetus, § 7.
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attempt it, be will be like a man that has fallen among wild

beasts, unwilling to join in their iniquities, and unable singly
to resist the fury of all, and therefore doomed to perish before

he can be of any service to his country or his friends, and do

no good to himself or any one else ; having, I say, weighed all

this, such a man keeps quiet and confines himself to his own

concerns, like one who takes shelter behind a wall on a stormy

day, when the wind is driving before it a hurricane of dust and

rain
;
and when from his retreat, he sees the infection of law-

lessness spreading over the rest of mankind, he is well content,

if he can, in any vmy, live his life here untainted in his own

person by unrighteous and unholy deeds, and when the time for

his release arrives, take his departure amid bright hopes with

cheerfulness and serenity.'

lu this remarkable and toueliing confession of the holy

sage, we remark first, that he by no means disjoins the

inward monitor from the deepest and most earnest striving

after wisdom. Only he avers that scarcely an}'' one

before liim (he is of course exclusively speaking of the

Hellenes in histoiical times) has experienced such an

inward voice, which did not permit him to be drawn

aside by any allurements or hindrances from that search ;

and that, further, there are but few who from ;in inward

imj)ulse seek wisdom as their highest aim, and philosophv
as the knowledge of the Ti'ue and Good. These alone,

he says, it is who remain faithful, persevere steadfasly to

their life's end, and depart hence, full of hope.
At the same time, however, the more precise limitation

of this moral instinct is involved in the relative attitude

of the inward divine sign to deliberate ratiocinative

thought. The only sure authentication of the sign, is

that it approves itself by experience in actual life, and

that it goes hand in hand with ratiocination and cognition.

Now, since tiiere subsists such a connection between the

two, and since wisdom and holiness cannot be the result

of a feeling of which we can give no account to ourselves,

'

Republic, ii.
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the voice on the contrary must be tlie instinct of the new

man, that is to say, of him who has renounced his

natural self-seeking, and is striving after tlie True and

Good.

We have now (with the exception of a single one

which we reserve to the close of our observations) passed
under review all the passages of the genuine Plato re-

ferring to the Divine Monitor of Socrates. Now, did

not other nuich more probable reasons^ compel us to re-

gard the dialogue handed down to us among the writings
of Plato, under the title of "

Tlieages
"

as altogether

spurious, the historian of the Socratic religious conscious-

ness would condemn that ancient but insipid composition
on the ground of the thoroughly outward, false, and con-

fused conception it presents of that phenomenon. In this

dialogue, the youtliful Theages bursts in upon Socrates

with the entreaty tliat he will make a philosopher of

him. "If thou wilt (he says at last), I know that it will

be possible for me, too, to attain as
liigli as others." On

this the imaginary Socrates delivers himself as follows :
—

No, my friend : you do not know the whole of the case. I

will tell you. Providence has so ordered it that I have a Divine

Monitor which has attended me from a boy. This is a voice

which, whenever it comes to me, always stops me from doing

something which I was thinking of doing; never urges me
forwards. And the voice operates, too, for any of my friends

who are in the habit of associating with me, and interposes to

prevent their doing something.'"*

And now he relates a number of lame stories of marvels.

Charmides wished to train himself for the great Nemean

games : the voice told Socrates that he ought not to do it,

he persisted ;
and if you ask him he will tell you how

badly it fared with him. Socrates then gives another

^ 'More especially the plagiarism of whole passages which cannot be inter-

polations. One of them is a conclusion without which the premiss yields
no sense.

*
Theages, § xi.
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instance from the liistoiy of Timarchiis, who said to

Clitomachus when he went to his death :—
CHtomacluis, I am now goin^ to my death because I would

not take the advice of Socrates. And what did this refer to?

I will tell you. When Timarchus and Philemon rose from
table and went away to kill Nicias (the son of Heroscamandros)

they only were privy to the design ; and Timarchus said to me :

" Now, Socrates, you go on drinking ;
I have business else-

where
;

if I prosper, I will return here." And the voice warned

rae, and I said to him,
" Do not go : for my usual divine warning

has been given to me;" and he stopped. And shortly afterwards

he again rose to go, and said,
" I am going, Socrates ;" and again

I made him stay. And tlie third time, lie tried to escape my
notice, and went away mthout saying anything to me, when I

was attending to something else. And so he went, and did the

deed he died for.

And about the Sicilian expedition, you may hear from many
persons what I said with regard to the destruction of the army.
And as to past occurrences you may learn them from those who
know them; but you may now make trial whether the sign is worth

anything. For when Sannio the Handsome went out in the ex-

pedition in which he is now engaged, the sign was given me.

And now he is gone with Thrasyllus against E])hesus and

Ionia, and I fear that he will perish, or suffer something nearly
as bad

;
and I have great fears as to the rest of the under-

taking.'fo*

Lastly, of those who frequent his society, only those

make progress whose reception the Monitor has favoured

and recommended. This is decisive for the rest. In the

course of it, Aristides^ reports tiiat he has learnt nothing

properly speaking from Socrates, but that he always made

progress when he had been with him in the same room,

especially when he had touched his hand. At the close

Tlieages begs once more to make an attempt with this

"
Monitor," j^erhaps it will show itself favourable to him.

» In the ori',nnal, "Thenpes" is here put instead of Aristides, but as tlis

is evidently owinf.-- to u iiiomentary slip of memory on the author's part, I

have ventured to correct it.—Tr.
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All tins wretched stuff deserved in itself no historical

consideration, it is thoroughly incoherent and un-Socratic.

But it seemed important as a preliminary, here on neutral

and purely historical ground, to submit a specimen of the

pathological natural history of all traditions of spiritual

things ; according to which, what is reasonable is con-

tinually transmuted into miraculous stories, myths, fables,

legends. But, moreover, this ancient interpolation of

the "
Theages

"
into the Platonic dialogues has, alas !

demonstrably become the source of all the dreams and

mystical theories about the deemon of Socrates which
we find in Plutarch and the Neo-Platonists

;
while some

modern apologists for Christianity, who have judged it

necessary to lower the character of Socrates in order to

exalt that of Christ, have, on the other hand, taken up
these crudities in a spirit of hostility, which is quite foreign
to the elder Christian Apologists, especially those of the

Alexandrian school.

This time, Xenophon has really had a very small share

in such distortions and absurdities. We are not speaking
of that spurious composition which is appended to Xeno-

phon's
" Memorabilia

"
as the defence of Socrates

; since,

from the time of Valckenaer, criticism has recorded its

verdict upon that, for all who have studied the subject.
But the " Memorabilia

"
of the Athenian fjeneral itself

opens with a discussion of this question. In it, he cer-

tainly repeats the common talk of the city : how, that of

those wdio frequented the company of Socrates he had, in

many ca-es, counselled them to adopt or forbear from

some course of action, and how he did not trouble himself

further, about those who had not been willing: to follow

his advice. The very fict that here, it is not only

warning that is spoken of, but that incitement to action

is placed on the same level witli it, proves that there

ought to be, or at least can be, no question of the specific

operation of tlio daemonic sign. It was natural tiiat

Socrates should give up tliose who despised his counsels :
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if there were germs of something better in them, they
would come back to hun at a later period, and seek help
and counsel where they were to be found.

Then, however, he goes on^ to speak of Socrates' be-

haviour with his friends and intimate scliolars and dis-

ciples. According to him Socrates said in substance,

that what a man could learn must be decided according
to human reason, but what one could not learn through

wisdom, we could learn alone through prophecy. How
to sow a field, to build a house, to lead an army and the

like, belonged to the first class ; but he who desired to

know who would reap the harvest, or inhabit a house,

or whether a campaign would prove successful, must

have recourse to the oracles and soothsayers. That there

were two classes of possessed persons, or those held in the

power of dsemons
; first, those who believed that human

wisdom was sufficient for all things, and secondly, those

who would learn by means of prophecy, that which the

gods had given men to know by means of wisdom. It was

not permitted to inquire of the gods, whether it were

advisable to choose one versed in charioteering or steer-

ing for a coachman or pilot, or one not so versed. This

was the pi'ovince of rational reflection. But things of

the other class, the gods showed to those to whom they
were propitious. Therefore, according to the Socratic

theory, to those who truly feared God,—the truly pious,
the good.

Hence, however the case may stand with other pheno-
mena of this kind, so much is certain—and this must
here be clearly stated—that it was not Socrates who had
a daemon, but that, on the contrary, those are possessed
with da'-mons who attribute such to him. According to

all genuine testimonies, Socrates has simply sj)oken of an

inward voice, which warned him not to undertake some-

thing in itself not reprehensible. He sees in this a sj)ecial

boon from the Deitv, who has granted to liiin a iiuide,

'

§P-9.
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where rational deliberation was insufficient; and, more-

over, in order to restrain him from certain acts, so that

there should be no interference with that which was really

good for him, nor frustration of God's gracious purposes
towards him. Lastly, he expressly places this inward

voice in the closest connection with deliberate moral

effort based upon cognition.

Now, if we apply this to the ultimate question which

here concerns us, namely, the creed of Socrates respecting
the Moral Order of the world, or actual Providence,—the

Good as the determining end of nature and of history
—it

is clear, that in such a faith alone could that instinct have

its source, unless indeed we refer it to magic and sorcery.

Now Socrates asserts the same likewise unequivocally, in

the last and most solemn moment of his public life, at

the close of his defence. The passage is as follows :
—

Nor does what now happens to me happen without purpose
on the part of the Deity ;

for I am persuaded that it is better

for me to die and to have done with the things of this world.

And therefore it is that the sign never warned me, nor turned

me from my course, and that I feel no anger either towards

those who have condemned me, or towards my accusers.

Hence, regarded as a world-historical fact of religious

consciousness, that prophetic vision at the close of Socrates'

life (as we have already hinted in a former chapter) is

nothing else than that moral faculty of premonition, re-

maining within the limit of negation, which, in the Jewish

prophets, displays itself affirmatively. For the latter is

also prohibitory ;
it forbids them to do this or that, to

undertake a journey, for instance. But it also shows them

what shall come to
]islss,

what is to be done or expected
under given circumstances. Socrates' prophetic voice

bears the same relation to the genuine utterances of the

Pythia, as the visions of the prophets do to the auguries

of the other Semitic seers, from the avaricious Balaam

up to the honest Agabus, who predicted to St. Paul his

arrest. In this sense alone can we assent to Hegel when
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]ic says/ that tlie cla3mon of Socrates was a cross between

tlie externality of oracle and the purely inward working
of the Spirit. For indeed that peculiar phase of religious

consciousness is pm'ely internal ! The plienomenon of a

prognosticating Spirit is, with Socrates as with tlie prophets,
a moral one, standing in harmony with and presupposing
rational deliberate speech and action

;
it is the fruit of

moral purity, and the reward of faithful searcli after God.

To sum u]) the whole, taking all tliese circumstances into

account, they yield us the indisputable fact tliat Socrates

possessed a faculty of the ethical being, which we nuist

denominate, in distinction from miracle, a personal,

wonder-working energ}" ;
that is to say, an ethical qutdity

of the life-instinct. According to the foregoing, its essence

we must define to be, that conscience had become to him

an infallible sense of that which was inimical to the life of

his ethical (pneumatic, spiritual) Psyche ;
in like manner

as the physical instinct indicates the presence of that

which is prejudicial to the animal, or natural Psyclie.

In this region, the sensible conditions of time, nay, even

those of space, fall away ; and hence, even at the great

crisis of liis Psyche, we see Socrates certain that it is

not on the morrow, but the day after, that he should

drink the cup of hemlock.

If, finally, we compare the religious consciousness of

Socrates with that of other founders of philosophical or

religious communities or schools, in particular with that

of Pythagoras, Ikiddlia, and Zoroaster, we discover its dis-

tinctive characteristic to be, that Socrates was the only
one amono; them, who taught nothin2; as a don;ma but

that which he found in his own inner consciousness
;
that

which approved itself to be true by reason and reflection.

Por his disciples, he did not reject either mysteries or

oracles, but he held liimself apart from both, after he had

once recognized that what was true in them could be

'

Wfilio, xiv. !).*).
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discovered with greater certainty and precision by the

analysis of one's own inward experience to be a truth of

our reason ; and, moreover, by such an analysis alone,

could be demonstrated and recognized to be the soul's

own especial treasure. Kow, since he joined with rever-

ence and hearty devotion in the outward religious cultus

of the State, offering up meanwhile Ins own secret

prayers to the Deity; we can only see in his attitude

towards mysteries and oracles, a warning not to seek

satisfaction to the heai't touching our earthly lot and the

destination of the soul, in any outward thing, when we
are in a position to find it within ourselves. Those or-

dinances, he says, proceed upon correct assumptions re-

specting the relation of man to God
;
but they confer no

actual knowledge of God, and therefore, in the long run

they, like the popular cultus, end with puttmg something
outward in the place of that which is inward, though

pretending to something more exalted.

If we follow out these thoughts into their consequences,

they involve a great prophetic apprehension. The dif-

ference between what is external and what is internal

must vanish
;
and it will vanish, for

" the God takes care

for us," as Socrates used to say. This practical belief

and train of ideas find their continuation and further de-

velopment in the godlike intellect of Plato.

VOL. II.
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CHAPTER XIX.

PLATO.

If we attempt to construct for ourselves a truthful picture

of the consciousness of Plato and Aristotle, who tower

above all others as the organs of that Socratic belief

which we have been considering, we must especially

beware of losing ourselves among comparatively unim-

portant details, and falling into the error of those who,

according to the proverb, cannot see the forest for the

trees. Some of the most recent products of philosophy

reveal indeed a still greater danger, namely, that of

denjnng the existence of the trees themselves, because we

see nothing but oaks and beeches, palms and cypresses ;

which brings us to the verge of that last step in Nihilism,

the assertion that we never perceive anything in its

essence, but merely the accidents appertaining to pheno-

mena, whereby one oak or beech is distinguished from

another. Wlien this point has been readied, there is

indeed an end of philosophy ; but with the recklessness

of despair men fling themselves into the arms of vice,

or else of a priestly corporation which manufactures

truth, and undertakes the responsibility for souls. But

the readers whom we seek, believe that there is such a

thing as truth, and a truth revealed in the history of

the world, and will be willing to assist us in discovering

it by a review of facts. Brouglit by our historical survey

to a critical turning-point in the religious feeling of man-

kind, we ouglit not to forget tliat what is current among
us now, was then presented to the world for the first

time. We will, therefore, prefix to the separate discus-

sions into which we shall pass for illustrative instances.
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a few unequivocal propositions, in order once for all to

raise the level of our reflections above all slavery to the

letter and bondage to syllables.

First : The philosophical writings of Plato and Aris-

totle are in themselves, each in their own way, a testimony
to the collective human consciousness of God's agency
in History, such as had not previously existed.

Secondly : They are so objectively, by the fact that

these thinkers acknowledge the unity of the Good and
the True, and do not sever Eeason from the consciousness

and the energy of the ethical volition.

Thirdly : They are so, as regards the Form, by the

fact that both conduct their arguments neither by
authoritative aiTirmations, theological assumptions, nor

aphoristic observations
; but aim by consecutive logical

analysis of thought to produce an independent convic-

tion in the mind, which shall carry within itself its own.

guarantee and possibility of correction.

Fourthly: Any proper investigation of the religious

conceptions of either only began w^th Schleiermacher and

Hegel, and is by no means as yet exhausted.

Both pliilosophers take their stand on the Socratic

theory ;
in method and details they differ widely from

each other, but so all-dominating is that theory of the

universe in both, as also the confidence in the power of

a pure dialectic to produce conviction, that they supple-
ment far more than they conflict with each other. Then

again, they have exercised an important influence on the

Christian fathers, and Aristotle has even in the Middle

Ages, though imperfectly known or understood, had

power to kindle or to fan the divine flame of intellectual

thought among Christians, Jews, and Mahometans. The

discovery and study of the writings of both in tlie West,
was the most important exploit of the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries, and the scientific, philological, and

philosopliical investigation of their systems, is one of the

X -2
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fairest fruits of tlie critical school of tliis century. Both

these Masters have undertaken what no one before tliem

had done, viz. to seek out the laws of Mind
; therefore,

of the Order of the Kosnios
; and each has furnished

large contributions towards this end with unsiu'passed

ability.

The philosopher who takes Mind as identical with the

Good and True, and ethical Eeason as the exponent
thereof in tlie phenomena, not only affirms in the

strongest manner the existence of a moral order in the

world, but also the intrinsic unity of the human race, and

the progressive efficiency of tlie divine element among
mankind. For Mind is in its very nature the source of

movement and change ; nay, the sole motive power, the

Primordial Principle ;
and no one has insisted on this

more strongly than the div~ne Plato. In his view, tlie

ethical idea ought to pervade the Actual tliroughout ;

for it is the only substantive reality in things. All

things ouglit to be based on reason and justice ;
above all,

the State ;
the true state-craft (politics) is to him the

same as the Moral Law (ethics) "writ large." Now tliis

Plato has reasoned out dialectically, quite independently of

those particular practical suggestions of his, whicli neither

in antiquity nor in modern times have met with any
notable favour. He demonstrates that the ver}^ same

faculties and forces organically exist in the soul, that are

presented in the body politic. Namely ;
as in tlie State,

three organically diverse energies co-exist,
—those which

we Germans denote as Lehrstand, Wehrstaud and Niilir-

stand, while the Greek calls them the Trainiivj^ the

Protective (or Helping)^ and the Industrial (or Gainful)
functions ;

—so in the individual man do there co-exist the

Rational principle, or Cognition, the Irascible (or High
Spirit), and the Concupiscent (or Appetency). Thus
Ethics reflects itself in the State

;
Politics in the Soul

;

Ethics gains energy through the contemplation of its own
reduction to actual practice, and Politics recognizes the
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necessity of not placing actual realities in discordance

with the organism typified in each individual soul. This

had never been said by any one before Plato : once

reasoned out dialectically, its trutli so forces itself upon
the thinker and inquirer, that he cannot well overlook

it unless designedly, under whatever aspect he may first

have seen it, and wliatever form he may finally select as

his mode of expressing it. Hence, it is not only immoral

but also irrational to attempt to constrain any one to

belief; and to assume without due grounds anything that

concerns the mind, must appear as immoral as it is ob-

viously um^easonable.

It is less generally recognized that Plato has v/itli a

sagacious prescience apphed this idea, and enabled others

to apply it to the facts of universal history. He was ac-

quainted only with the nations and territories adjacent
to the Mediterranean

;
but of these he had traced out

the conditions and histories with a keen eye of scrutiny.

His own very remarkable application of these truths is

contained in the fourth book of his
"
Bepublic,'' where his

words (put into the mouth of Socrates) are as follows :
—

Tell me then, I continued, can we possibly refuse to admit

that there exists in each of us the same generic parts and cha-

racteristics as are found in the state ? For I presume the state

has not received them from any other source. It would be

ridiculous to imagine that the presence of the spirited ele-

ment in cities is not to be traced to individuals, wherever this

character is imputed to the people, as it is to the natives of

Thrace and Scythia, and, generally speaking, of the northern

countries ;
or the love of knowledge, which would be chiefly

attributed to our own country ;
or tlie love of riches, which

people would especially connect with the Phoenicians and the

Egyptians.'

Let us first make the meaning of this passage clear

to ourselves by placing the corresponding triads side by
side with their corresponding historical exponents.

' Davies and Vanghan's ''Ecpii1)lic/' p. 154,
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IX TIIC SOUL THERE AKE

The Irascible Principle. The Rutional Principle. The Concupiscent Principle.

(Emotion, or Iliyh (Reason or power of (Desire to ap[»ropriate.)

Spirit.) thought.)

IN THE STATE,

llie Protectors. The Votaries of Knowledge. The Votaries of Wealth.

(The military class.) (Teachers.) (The operative or pro-

ducing classes.)
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the human organism on a larger scale, there is the germ
of an apprehension of the law of development in human-

ity. For since, according to Plato's fundamental Socratic

theory, it is the destination of man that the reasoning,

cognitive, conscious element in his nature should more
and more rise to supremacy ; Plato must also in drawing
out this parallel between the State and the individual

soul, have had in his mind an analogous progress of the

human race developing itself in commonwealths. On
this view, Humanity must needs become Ilellenized.

And has it not been so, and is it not still so continually,
in all that the Hellene has conducted to completeness

worthy of humanity P

Indications of such glimpses of a continuous unfolding
of the religious consciousness and hence of the whole of

human nature, do in fact present themselves in nume-
rous passages in Plato's philosophical dialogues. In his
" Laws "

he insists strongly that the principle of our

actions ought to be identical with that of the world's

order, viz. the glorification of the Supreme Good by the

self-surrender of the individual to the Good
;

in order

to promote the welfare and safety of the whole. Plato's

ontological scheme in the " Tim.ceus
"

is based on this

idea, and aims at nothing less than to show that the

Good is not only the principle of Being in things, but

also that of their phenomenally coming-to-be. If we eli-

minate the physical illustrations, then the fundamental

ideas of the Platonic philosophy of the world's order come
out clearly, and show themselves to be identical in sub-

stance with the religious belief of Socrates. The fun-

damental postulates which Timajus lays down, beginning
with the final conclusions from the dialosfues on the

Piepubhc (§ 9-21), may perhaps be summed up in twelve

theses. These we will give, as far as possible, in Plato's

own words, but in addition, where it seems necessary,
translate the fundamental thouc^hts of his reasonmg into

our philosophical terminology, agreeably to what seems

to us to be their true meaning.
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1. That which alwa^-s is, and remains always the same, must
be distinguished from that which is alv'nys in-the-act-of-becom-

ing, but never is.

2. The former is apprehended by the Reason as true ; of tlie

latter, we form opinions by means of the unreasoning percep-
tions of the senses.'

3. All that comes into being must proceed from a cause, for

we are unable to conceive of a coming into existence apart from

a cause.

4. The Kosmos (universe) has come into existence; fur it is

an object of sight and touch, and has a body : therefore it is to

be referred to the category of what either is in the act of coming-
to-be, or has come-to-be : therefore it had a beginning : therefore

it proceeded from a cause.

5. This First Cause we call God: He is the Good: but the

Kosmos is the Supreme Beauty (more l)eautiful than its single

parts). Now, since the Beautiful is the perfect Manifestation of

the Good, the universe must be a true expression of the highest

Good, and that which eternally is, must itself be the archetype
of the world's order.

6. This benign purpose or providence (proioia) of God we

rightly regard as the determining cause of the world's coming into

existence.

7. The Divine principle in the visible world is Order,—the

imifying thought of God. In Plato's language, the idea is ex-

pressed thus : God found the visible world in chaotic commotion,
and reduced it to order

;
forasmuch as Order corresponds to

Ins own Essence.

8. The conscious mind (or Kous) of the collective Whole is

the Supreme Principle. On this point, we have in Plato the

hjllowing train of ideas. That which is endowed with reason

is more beautiful than that which is destitute of the thinkino-

faculty ;
but nothing can partake of reason without a soul

;

hence God endowed the soul {Kosmic-soid)\\\i\\ reason, and the

body {Ki>s7iilc-bot]i/=:\is\h]e universe) with beauty, and on this

wise he fashiducd the luiiverse—the Kosmos. Accordinsf to this

idea, (lod fiishiiiiicd the universe after the pattern of His own

thought (if the creation; of which all living things are pajts,
both individually and according to their several species. As

' Tilt' fornicr nro noccssm-y objects of tlio Ilenson,—the latUr rclalivoly
discerned tlirouij'li the mediation of hcnsible pcvofptions.

—Tu.
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that thouofht of God includes within itself all conceivable livings

thino-s, so does this Kosmos include ourselves and all the visible

creation around us.^

9. The oneness of tl^e eternal thought makes a Unity of all

the collective objects of sense. Plato says: There is, therefore,

only one Heaven (one ivorld-hody), and neither two worlds, nor

an infinity of worlds, but this Heaven came into existence as a

single universe, sole-born (an only-horn
—

fj.oioysvr}?) and will

remain so. Now as that first One is the Eternal God ;
so is the

Kosmic-soul in the Kosmos, the johenomenal God. The latter

he calls the self-sufficing, blessed Grod.^

10. Time is the reduction of motion to number in the things

that have come-to-be.^ The idea is thus expressed in the
" Timaius :

"
Grod recognized in the universe the derivative image

of Himself and fabricated Time as an imperishable image, with

movement by steps of number, of the Eternity inherent in the

One Beino-. To that which comes into existence under the

condition of time, appertains the luas and the ivill be
;
the is,

properly speaking, belongs only to the Eternal. The arche-

type is, throughout eteruit}^ a present existence, but Time, on

the contrar}^, is continually that which has been, is, and is about

to be.*

11. The eternal idea of the creation lives in man at

first hand, not through the mediation of the outward world.

God implanted side b}^ side in the human soul the unreasoning
and the reasoning faculties

;
the latter, or Eeason, moreover,

after a twofold mode : for it is, first, an understanding of sensible

objects by means of their generic ideas ; i.e. the understanding
of the genera and species which God has implanted in things ;

and secondly a consciousness of the Eternal itself, as the un-

changeable causal Being of all things ;
from wdiich follows

necessarily the immortality of the soul. This thought is

expressed in the language of mythical and poetical tradition

by saying that all other living creatures God caused to be

created by the agency of subordinate divinities, but the human
soul He created Himself, constructing it according to the same

laws, and compounding it from the same materials, out of

which the gods themselves (the Earth and planets, with the

1
Timfous, §§ 9-11.

^ See § 12 and § 13. Conip. -vvitli the close of the " Tiniajus."
"

3 See Brandis. *
§ 14.
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cliildren of Earth and Heaven,—of Gaia and Uranos,—accord-

ing to the received creed) had proceeded: only the best part of

these materials was already used up. The three constituents of

which the Macrocosm and Microcosm are compounded, are the

Identical (the Eternal), the Different (Matter), and the

Essential (Form). The Identical is plainly enough that which

truly and eternally is
; the alone ever-present, having no

antithesis; the Dijferent is, for us, the direct opposite,
—that

which is ever in a state of flux, unsubstantial, devoid of

Keason, indeterminate. Vox in the objects that have come to

be, the Essence or Form can be nothing else than the idea of

the genus or species, in virtue of which each object, each indi-

vidual, receives its definite existence in time and space: i. e. a

plant, a tree, an oak, &c. This character of the thing as the

object of intellect, does not lie in the phenomenal, fluctuating,
individual factor, but in the Ideal of the type as a whole.

Hence in the particular human souls, the Essential element

consists in the Ideal of humanity so far as it is expressed in

each. On this subject he says further : the prototypes of these

human souls, formed according to divine laws, were first dis-

tributed among the stars, and are equal to them in number;
then, in obedience to the dictates of necessity, were ingrafted
into bodies, the most perfect of them as men. These may,
while on earth, incur by wickedness the penalty of degradation
to the nature of beasts, and their transformations will only

cease, when in virtue of the energy of the Identical working in

them, they are enabled to subdue the irrational element in

themselves by Reason. But he who leads a good life during
the time allotted to him here, will i-eturn to his star and lead

there a life corresponding to that of his pre-existent state.

12. ]\Ian can make the phenomenal world yield him a clear

consciousness of God, by connecting his inward intuitions with

his contemplation of the universe. But origination and begin-

ning are not objects of our intellectual cognizance. This idea

is expressed thus by Plato,* The Kosmos has sprung from a

union of necessity with mind, and mind got the better of

necessity by prevailing with i)er to conduct to the l^est issue the

chief part of what was on the eve of existence; and thus tlie

universe shaped itself after its present fashion. But to give
a worthy and truthful account of the beginning itself, is

'

Tini.Tus, 48.
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beyond the power of the wise man
;
he can do no more than

bring forward something more probable than that which others

liave said before him.

lu these fLindamental thoughts of the " Timceus" which

are independent of all their accompanying physical h}q^)o-

tlieses, and are easily diverted of their poetic garb, we have

the ideas which in the following six centuries, though not

taken in their pure form or clearly understood, exercised

the greatest influence on the development of the higher

religious consciousness of mankind. They had never

previously been unfolded in this manner, nay, their root-

idea had never been expressed in a philosophical form at

all, before the time of Socrates, not even by Pythagoras
or Anaxagoras. Plato himself, on the contrary, has in

all the varied topics embraced by his writings, from his

earliest dialogues up to his "
Republic" developed them

organically and elaborated them in detail. And wdiile

the general Platonic theory of the world, through the

elevation of its ideas, the subtlety of its dialectic, and the

graceful mode of its presentation, exerted a mighty and

indelible influence on the Grseco-Eoman world, which at

tliat date had not yet succumbed to the brutalizing effects

of barbarism and corrupt morals, — this metaphysical

aspect of it in particular has stood in the most intimate

relation with primitive Cliristianity from the very outset

of the latter, Tlie word Monogenes, the one-born, the

only-begotten (Unujenitus, wath Cicero Unvjena) meets

us here in its metaphysical sense, for the first time in

history ; nearly four centuries before Christ, and nearly

five, before it was associated in the gospel of the Apostle
John ^\ith the Logos ;

— the Eternal Word, and its

human manifestation. This use of the phrase is derived

neither from the Old Testament revelation, nor from the

outlying Semitic traditions, though it is not unallied with

the latter. The metropolis of Alexandria formed the

bridge [between Platonism and Christianity] through the

mediation of Jewish speculative thought, which for us is
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that presented in tlio works of Philo (the renowned
uiitlior wlio was a contemporary of Cluist), but whicli

had certainly been for at least a century before his date

graduall}^ elaborating itself in Alexandria.^

As regards the Logos,—or Word,— it is in the writings
of Philo that we first encounter tliis second element of St.

John's thought. Tlie use of this term displays more than

anything else the interfusion wliicli liad taken place in

Alexandria between Jewish and Greek, or Semitic and

Aryan, elements of religious thouglit. Akeady in the

book of Wisdom, written about a lumdred years before

Christ, the "
Sophia" or " Divine Wisdom" of the Book

of Proverbs, had acquired a metaphysical sense, coincident

with that of the " Word of the Lord;" which was the

primitive Hebrew phrase to express God's creative will

and thouijht. In the Greek translation of the Old Testa-

ment, this Hebrew term is rendered by Logos, Wo?\i, the

Word of God, and thus it was by an easy transition that

tliis Greek term was qualified for its higher application

in the Avritings of Philo to tlie Logos in God Himself,

in order to express tlie eternal self-consciousness of the

Deity, This is what in fact has evidently taken place ;

of course without any notion of an actual Ili/postasis,

or Person. This latter conception no one before the

later Christian theologians had transferred from the

human s])here into the diNinc;—from tlie domain of tluit

which only by limitation can coine-to-be,
— to lIuU of

Absolute Being, the Deity Himself. The Prosopon or
" Countenance

"
of the ancient Fathers is not Person, but

manifestation of essence
;

—the " l^-esence
"
or " Face

"
of

God in the Old Testament sense. The Person, in our

sense of" the word, is to them Jesus the Christ, the only-

begotten, the realization of the Logos in human nature,
"

in the flesh."

k^uch is the external, historical chain of ideas. It is

very important to know it, but still more important to

' St'c Aiijitiulix, Xote O.
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understand it. This, it is plain, cannot be done without

considering somewhat more closely the Platonic idea

itself. What right had Plato to call the universe figura-

tively the "
only Son of God ?

"
Certainly there appears

a somewhat loose connection between the fundamental

thought of his system and the use of the phrase Only Son

to express the visible universe. We are ready to assume

with him that the Kosmos is the vehicle of God's eternal

thought using as its organs Space (local existence) and

Time
; distinguished therefore from Him as Becoming

from Being, and as Existence in successive Phenomena

from Existence Eternal and Absolute. There has l^een

at least as yet no equally simple and suitable philoso-

phical fornuila contrived, to make God and the Universe

distinct without severing them, and to unite them without

intermingling them. He who finds Pantheism here, must

be content to find it also in the gospel. JSTow fi^om tliis

it indubitably follows, that the world is a unity, because

otherwise we must deny the unity of the Eternal Eeason.

Because there is one divine Eeason, therefore there

can be but one Universe. But when we strip the phrase
"
Only Son

"
of all that is figurative and mythological

(as Plato evidently expects of us), how shall we arrive at

a proof that in the universe, regarded as a whole, any
true personality is lurking ? For Consciousness is want-

ing to it ! Our intelligence knows no personality save the

free self-determination of tlie individual conscious human

being. Now we cannot palm upon Plato any notion of

a "
personal God," if we bear in mind his general idea

of God ;
the idea that He is the One Eternal, the Un-

limited, the substantial Being of all things, the Eternal,

exempt from conditions of Tiiue or Space. In this sense,

Plato could no more than Aristotle, or in fact any philo-

sopher, conceive of a personal God,
" a Supreme Being."

Thus the idea of tlie
"
Only Child," or "

only-begotten,"
or '- Son of God," in its highest and unique sense, is

indisputably based upon conceptions relating to human
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nature. No such element can we be allowed to slip in and

intrude into the Eternal
;
but still less are we justified in

flinging into the Macrocosm, the human personality of the

Microcosm. Personality presupposes consciousness ;
that

is exactly what is lacking to the outward world as a whole,

or Nature, the grand similitude of God in Time and Space.

Thus from this point of view, Plato's chain of reasoning

does not seem justified. But it further contradicts the

inward consciousness of man. The soul, considered as

the unity of the ethical human being, never will or can

retain its grasp of any diiect relation to the outward

world
;
on tlie contrary, the outward world is its anti-

thesis, while God is their mutual connecting link. The

path to any intercourse with the Mind of the universe lies

through the Conscious Mind, that is, through God, the

Eternal. Reason can find Reason only in God,—as the

Eternal Thought of the world—and in man ;
therefore

only in that which possesses consciousness. Man is the

aim of God cogitating the universe
;
God is the immediate

object of Man's loving thought ;
of liis prayer. To this

religious consciousness of the man who feels God's pre-

sence in his own heart, what are sun, moon, and stars ?

Blessed creatures, who obeying unconsciously the laws of

gravitation implanted in them, and in conformity with the

operation of the laws of light, produce and sustain that to

which they are appointed, though themselves remaining

eternally unconscious ;
while the mind of man " searches

even the deep things of God," apprehends the laws in-

herent in those so-called heavenly bodies, and, furtlun-,

recognizes those laws to ])o universal, nay, applicable even

to worlds as yet undiscovered ! Pei-haps the possibility

of harmonizing these conceptions, and hence the justifica-

tion of the Plat(jnic theorem, is to be found in the Idea of

Humanity in contradistinction to that of the individual

man ;
but the philosophical elaboration of this idea does

not here concern us
;
for it is equally foreign to Plato

and to Aristotle.
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Thus, ill the amument of our eio;hth thesis there is a

gap which Plato has cleared by a leap. The expression
"
Only Son," used in a metaphysical sense, is quite

foreioii to the Jewish school of Philo. Their notion of

the Logos has by no means grown out of that phrase,
but is rather the Eeason residiuo- in God from which the

universe has originated. The Idea of a Divine moral

Personality was, however, less remote from Plato than

from Philo, and I miglit add, less remote from Socrates

and from Plato speaking by the mouth of Socrates in the
''' Phoedon" than from the later Plato of the " Timceusy

Now, too, we see at once what was the great act of St.

John and the Christian Church
; namely, the recognition

of Jesus as the essential manifestation of the Logos,
—

the only-begotten Son. Up to that time, an actual his-

torical human conscious Person had been wanting to

seeking human mind
;
the " Son of Man," the archetypal

Human Being, had never as yet been beheld. Plato's

grand conception could not be corrected and completed

by the added ideal of Humanity, till such a Person

had appeared. Philonism and Neo-Platonism had been

still-born theories. How was Mankind benefited by that

abstract creation of thought,
—the Absolute ? No more

than by the airy edifice of the Neo-Platonists in the third

and fourth Christian centuries, when they dreamed it

possible to resuscitate paganism, and to build up afresh

the shattered ruins of society by rhetorical phrases about

the Infinite !

The belief of Humanity in her own divine vocation and

the victorious strength imparted by this belief, could

spring from no other source than the higliest possible

ethical Personality, and a living operative faith in him,

and consequently in the religious consciousness which

he proclaimed. Thus it is mipossible tliat tlie Gospel
should have borrowed its sublimest thought from Plato,

who did not possess it, or, at least, had not developed it

into a philosophical consciousness
;
on the contrary, the
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Gospel has been the first to create it. But the germ of

this thouaht, and the mode in which it has unfokled and

expressed it,
—the Gospel has borrowed from the prophet

of Hellenism, and has thus made it tlie seal of the grand
union of the two races in behalf of all mankind. And
he who uttered tliis word was no Gnostic

;
for the pre-

Christian Gnostics had not advanced be^'ond Philo, still

less beyond l*lato, with whom in all probabihty scarcely

one of them was acquainted, least of all the Jewish

Gnostics. But tlie Christian Gnostics appear upon irre-

fragable documentary evidence to have been those who

attempted to furnish a metaphysical substructure to the

simple language of St. John and the simple religious

consciousness of the cluu'ch revealed therein
; they were

pliilosophical expositors of his Prologue and Gospel, not

its inventors ; hence, also, not deceivers. The Gospel of

St. John is, as tradition tells us, the work of an eyewit-

ness, who had penetrated more profoundly than any of

his contemporaries into the significance of Christ's unique

personality and divine consciousness ;
the work of " the

disciple whom Jesus loved." To this result of an unpre-

judiced philological inquiry into this Gospel, we are there-

fore also led by tlie criticism and history of the Platonic

idea of the "Only-generated" in the
" Timceus:' We close

our remarks with the concluding words of the "
Timmis,"

for they at once place before us the eternally true leading

thought of that work, and its imperfect application in

reference to the "
only-begotten :"—

Thus, having received its full supply of living creatures,

mortal and immortal, this luiiverse has become a visible living

creature embracing all visible things, a Gpd perceived by the

senses, image of the God apprehended by the mind, greatest

and best, most beautiful and perfect, this one Heaven, the only

begotten.'

'

Tiimuiis, 5)2.
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CHAPTER XX.

AEISTOTLE.

The universe is arranged in conformity with an Eternal

Reason, and has Good for its ultimate aim. The same
reason exists in man, and it alone is capable of so or

dering human affairs that they may conduce to the same
end. The outward universe, human society, and ethics,

all repose upon identical laws.

These theses form the E^roundwork alike of the Aris-

totelian and the Platonic philosophies ;
Aristotle im-

pressed his peculiar stamp upon them by bringing into

stronger relief the importance of the actually realized.

Realization (svTET^i^Bia) is to him the final end or purpose
of Energy (svspyeia). Perhaps we may best express
this profound idea in its bearing upon the consciousness of

God in History, by saying that God, the eternal Energy

(svs^ysia) has his Realization [svrsT^s^sia) in the infinite

Kosmos. Now since Aristotle, like Plato, assumes God
to be the principle of Good, the realization of God in the

world must ever increasingly reveal the Good and vindi-

cate its supremacy.
This corollary has not, however, been explicitly stated

either by Aristotle or his school. We have merely de-

sired to mark out sharply for the purposes of our inquiry
the metaphysical position occupied by his religious belief.

A third principle which belongs to this subject is again
common to him with both Pythagoras and Plato. Each
individual stands in relation to other individuals

;
it con-

tinues to exist only in virtue of remaining within its

assigned limits, and upon its so doing depends the har-

YOL. II. Y
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mony of the outward universe, therefore also of the

moral order of the world. How profoiuid an appre-
hension of the idea of Nemesis Aristotle possessed, and
how completely he assimilated it into liis system of ethics

we have already shown in our chapter on this funda-

mental doctrine of Greek reliinon.

Of Aristotle's works tliere are two which, both from
their general plan and from individual passages, are of

special importance for the object of our inquuy
— the

" Politics
" and the "

Metaphysics ;

"
in the former, he

most nearly approaches an application of those above-

mentioned fundamental principles to our sense of the

divine intervention in human affairs
;
in the latter, he

soars up to a lofty specidation on the natm-e of Mind
in itself, wliich renders this work of importance in the

history of man's mental progress.

The State is to him the highest embodiment of the

ethical idea, and not an arbitrary invention. In con-

formity with the rule that you presuppose the whole
when you speak of the parts, State-Eights necessarily
enter into the idea of man

;
and take precedence of

individual rights. Since, however, the conception of the

State is an ethical idea, and no political constitution is

moral, which does not recognize the moral law as

supreme, despotism is decidedly immoral. Free consti-

tutions perish, when men forsake tlie moral ground on
which they stand ;

the Laws are tlie only legitimate

Sovereign, and each single law subsists only in virtue of

its ethical character. It is well known tliat Aristotle

was the original author of the thesis, afterwards worked
out more fully by Cicero, that the most perfect polity
would be that in wliich the monarchical, aristocratic, and
democratic elements should combine to form an oi-franic

Whole ; i.e. one conformable to nature, assigning to each

element its rightful place and due limits in consonance
with the imiversnl laws that regulate the world. Tliis is

as distinct a Hash of prophetic intuition as that of Plato
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concerning tlie three primitive races of mankind. Aris-

totle's prophecy of true constitutional monarchy has no
doubt fulfilled itself for the same reason as that prophetic
intuition of Plato (which, moreover, Aristotle has adopted
from him) ; namely, because both are based on the un-

changeable nature of the soul which rests on eternal laws.

But do not both these glimpses of light point us on to a

still higlier truth, at which here we may but hint ? How
could such premonitions, springing from a faith in the

Divine Reason and the benevolence of the Divine Will,

verify themselves in a distant age of the world quite

imacquainted with them, unless this faith corresponded
to an actual divine reality? unless God— the eternal

Eeason and Goodness—were really the efficient cause of

the march of human events, no less than of the move-
ments of the visible universe ?

Aristotle's '''Metaphysics
"

is in its whole conception and

plan a product of the most exalted religious consciousness,
inasmuch as he there adopts for his fundamental principle,
and carries out in a more strictly dialectic form than any
other had done before him, the identity of the True and
the Good, of Eeason and the Supreme Good.

Of more especial importance, however, are the fmal

chapters of the Twelfth Book, the conclusion of the Eiglith,
the whole of the Ninth, and the opening and end of the last

chapter. In the first of these passages, he seeks to ex-

plain the root of the mythological religious consciousness

and the fictions connected therewith
;
in the second, we

meet for the first time in a dialectic form that which we
missed in Plato

;
in the third, we shall be compelled to

recognize the hitherto neglected Aristotehan Theodicy ;

not to say that it also furnishes the clearest testimony
to the Theism of our author, therefore to a living Mono
theism.

The first passage (which has recently received from Eoth
a false interpretation and apphcation) links itself on to the

end of a logico-astronomical disquisition concluding with

y2
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the following propositions (which, by tlie way, are at the

same time quite Platonic in their tone) :
—

The Primary Essence (to ri rjv slvat) has no Matter (yA.?;),

for it is an Energy. Single therefore, in number as well as

in idea, is that which, itself immovable, is the first cause of

motion ;
in like manner, too, that which is ever and unceas-

ingly being set in motion is One alone ; consequently, there is

but one Heaven [or universe].

Then follow these words :
—

But our ancestors and the men of primitive times have left

us a tradition in mythical dress that those Heavens (the planets

and sun and moon) are gods, and that the Divine embraces

the whole of Nature. The rest is mythical addition introduced

for the purpose of persuading the multitude, enforcing the laws,

and other like objects. For instance, they speak of the gods
as in the likeness of men, and ascribe to them also a re-

semblance to other living beings, and assert many other things,

similar to these. But if, discarding all this, we retain the one

point, viz. that they took the Primal Essences to be gods, we
cannot but hold this doctrine to be divine; and shall be almost

compelled to believe that, since in all probability every art

and philosophy has been, as far as may be, over and over again
discovered and then again lost, these opinions have been pre-

served to us as a sort of fragment of those lost theories. Only
in so far are the conceptions of our ancestors and of the men of

the earliest times intelligible to us.*o

The following is, in its literal rendering, the famous

passage to which Hegel appeals as a direct testimony in

behalf of his own doctrines :
—

In regard to ]\Iind (vovs) some difficult questions present
themselves. For of all that shows itself to us nothing seems so

<livine as ^Nlind. Yet what it is that makes it so, it is not easy
to determine. For when it apprehends nothing, but is like one

sleeping, wherein then consists its dignity? And when, on the

other hand, it apprehends, but its apprehension is dependent on

something else, it cannot be the best Essence, inasmuch as its

' Aristotle's ''

Melintliysica," book xi. cap. 8.
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essence is then not Apprehension but a faculty of apprehending ;

and it is only through the act of apprehending that its dignity
comes. Further, whether its essence be Mind or Apprehension,
what does it apprehend? It must needs be eitlier itself or

some other object. If some other object, it apprehends either

always the same object, or else various objects. Is it a mattei-

of indifference then, or not, whether it apprehends what is

beautiful, or any object that may chance to present itself?

Are there not certain things of which it would be inadmissible

to suppose that they can form the objects of its contemplation ?

It is plain therefore that it apprehends what is divinest and
most worthy to be honoured

; and that it is not subject to change.
For a change would be a change for the worse, and by the

very fact of a change, a species of motion. First, then, if

Nous were not an Apprehension, but simply a Faculty of ap-

prehending, the continuous act of apprehending could not fail

to be laborious to it. Next, it is plain that there would be

something else more excellent than Mind, namely, the object

apprehended by it. Apprehending however, and apprehension,
take place even when it is the worst of objects which are

apprehended. Now if the object apprehended be somewhat
vile—and there are many things which it is better not to see

than to see—surely, in that case. Apprehension cannot be the

Best of all things? We conclude, therefore, that Mind is

itself the object of its ovjn appjrehension, in so far as it is

the Best of all objects ; and the act of apprehending Mind is

the act of apprehending Apprehension. But science, sensible

perception, opinion, and ratiocination would seem to be always
directed towards some object other than themselves, or towards

themselves only incidentall3^ Further, supposing that Appre-
hension and the object apprehended are not the same thing,
under which aspect is goodness to be predicated of ^Mind ? For

Apprehension and the object apprehended are certainly not in

their nature one and the same. Or may it not be that in

some cases the knowledge is identical with the object? And
may we not perhaps sa}'-, that in the case of the productive
arts which act from within outwards, if considered apart from
their materials, the essential form (the to tl tjv slvai) and the

what {ovcrta) are the main thing, whereas with the speculative
sciences the main thing is the formal definition (6 Xoyos) and
the mind's apprehension of the idea thereof?
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Since, therefore, in the case of all that is immaterial the object

apprehended is nothing else than Keason, it results that the

two are one, and that here the act of apprehension and the

object appreliended are identical. Further, there still remains

for us the difficult question, whether the object apprehended
be of a composite nature ? For if so, it must undergo changes
in the several parts of the whole. Or is all that is immaterial,

indivisible? For as the human mind while restricted within

its temporal limitations, though recognizing the Supreme Good

in what is distinct from itself, finds it not in this or that part

of the composites which engage it, but in the Whole; so the

[divine] Mind, which has the Supreme Good identical with its

own apprehension, apprehends itself eternally as having [this]

Ajsprehension.'

The former paragraph, translated into our language,

contains the following theses :
—

1. The origin of the various religions is reasonable,

spiritual, and allegorical.

2. The personal gods were originally Essences (Forces),

adored as divine
;

the remaining, purely mythological

divinities, were the offspring of poetry and of political

wisdom, designed for the nurture of a rehgious civilization.

3. The reason why we are no longer able to demon-

strate this in detail, is that many ages of the world have

perished, together with their religious culture, and only

fragments of these previous ages have been rescued from

obhvion.

4. In this manner alone can we account for our ex-

isting traditions.

Our eye now ranges over an infinitely wider course of

development, while yet we are aware that that develop-
ment is comprised within very definable limits, and not

as Aristotle supposed,'-' immeasurable. We are also, espe-

cially by the aid of philolog}^, able to distinguisli what is

Jnomogcneous in the various types of national culture and

mental j)roducts and what is not so. We are even in a

'

!MttapLysirs, Ludli xi. cnp. 5>,
' Du Cctl. i. IH.
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position to assert definitively that the various existing

developments have had a common origin and point of

departure ;
our facts prove that there cannot have been

an endless procession of eras succeeding each other. But
within his own sphere, the Stagirite has discerned with

perfect correctness the truth which Plato likewse assumed.

Our second citation preaches in reality the thesis of

Schelling and Hegel, viz. that Thinking and Thought,
therefore Subject and Object, are identical in the Absolute.
"
Eeason," says Aristotle, "beholds, and knows, and has

for its object nothing but Eeason to all eternity ; every
other possible supposition lands us in irreconcilable

contradictions." The scope of this formula becomes

still clearer if we connect with it the passage in his

'-''Magna Moixilia"
(ii. 15), where he says that God,

as thinking, can behold nothing other than Himself,

because else we must make the absurd supposition
that it is possible for Him to behold some object better

than Himself.^

The third passage has been omitted by Hegel, and im-

properly so ; for the beginning of the tenth chapter, im-

mediately succeeding the close of the ninth which we
have been considering, is required to complete the argu-
ment of what precedes it. As some points in this require
a philological examination, I subjoin a note for that

purpose.^

It remains for us to inquire, which of two things is correct
;

whether the Grood and the Best inhere in the Universe as an

Absohite Entity apart from the various objects, or whether the

Supreme Good consists merely in the Order [of those objects] ?

Or whether, perhaps, it may not he in combining both these

suppositions ? As is the case, for example, with an army, where

tlie Order and the Greneral are equally the representatives of the

Good, yet the latter pre-eminently so, inasmuch as the Order

^
Compare our tliird quotation.

^ See Appendix, Note O. " The germs of a tlieodicy or demonstration

of the moral order of the world, contained in Aristotle's '

Metaphjsice,'
book xi. cap. 10."
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does not create the General, but the General the Order. For

all things, though not all in the same way, yet each in some

way, are interwoven into the collective Order; nay, even such

things as fishes and birds and plants ; and it is nowise correct

to say of anything that it stands in no relation Avhatever to any
other given thing. On the contrary, there must ever subsist

a certain relationship between them ; since all things are

co-ordinated into one Unity. But [it is with the relation of

the particulars to the Whole], as in a household, where it

is least of all permitted to the freemen to act at random,

but, on the contrary, everything, or most things that concern

them are the subject of arrangement ;
while in the case of

the domestic animals and the slaves, only a few things have

relation to what is common to all, but most tilings referring to

them are left to chance, since this corresponds with the principle

of their nature. So, for instance, all things must needs tend

forwards towards their dissolution ;
and there are other points

besides, in which all things bear a like relation to the Whole.

This last proposition, taken in connection ^vitli what

precedes, involves in itself the complementary thought,

that there are also many other points in which an unlike-

ness of relationsliip displays itself. But Aristotle here passes

on to another topic of discussion ; namely, the enumera-

tion of the contradictions into whicli the phil()so])hers

wlio had preceded him,—including Plato,—had fidlen,

cither by neglecting to postulate the True as the First

Principle (the identity of Thought and Being, and more-

over as the Good), and to assign to Matter (uXrj) its

righti'id i)lace as the neutral third hcUvcen Bei?if/ (ouo-/a),

and the Coming-to-be (svTeT^s^sia, evspysia) ; or, on tlie

other hand, by seating the antithesis and contradiction in

tlie First Principle itself. On neither of these paths can

we escape an intrinsic contradiction in thought, nor yet

ex])lain llio ])rocess of the coming-to-be. He then con-

cludes with these remarkable words :
—

IJy that formula alone which we have enunciated can we say

that the Motive Principle is the Creative (the Causal). Those,

on the contrary, who set up Mathematical Number as the First
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Principle, and then proceed to join on one after another

additional Essences and First Principles, make the Essence of

the Whole to be something incoherent {episodical) ; for, on such

a representation, it is indifferent to one Essence, whether any
other subsist, or do not subsist ; and thus these philosophers
introduce a plurality of First Principles. But it is contrary
to the nature of the Existing (therefore of the Totality, or, in

othQr words, of the Kosmos), to exist under a bad constitution

(without a oneness of government). "A sovereignty of many
is not good ;

One is the Euler." •

An allusion to tliat celebrated verse of the Iliad :
—

OvK wyaOov iroKvKOipavh]' sis Koipavos saro).

Not good is many-headed rule : let one alone be ruler.

With this he concludes his Twelfth Book, and this whole

inquiry into God's presence in the world of Nature,
and therefoi^e also in the human world of history. For

how completely Aristotle assumes the mind of man to be

a portion of the Kosmos, is sufficiently clear from the

second of the passages quoted above. Therefore what
is here said of the sensible Kosmos holds good also of the

mental Kosmos, the Moral Order of the world
; nay, of

the latter in a more conspicuous sense.

Thus the first thesis wdiich appears to us to flow from

this concluding section will run thus :—
God is present in the universe ; not only mediately, in

virtue of its adaptive order, ivhich tends to the highest wel-

fare of tlie collective Whole, hut also immediately ; for the

mind of Man recognizes God as the cause of all Being,
icho conducts all things to their appointed ends.

The second thesis we may perhaps express thus :
—

The station ofpre-e?ninence assigned to man iti reference
to the Kosmos, consists 7iot alone in the distinction of

being the sole p)OSsessor of this knowledge, hut in Ids voca-
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Hon to rise to a likeness of God, in so far that, as God, the

supreme Good, makes all things work together for Good ;

so also wan should strive after, and promote in himself,
and around him, the Good, the Common Weal.

From this follows our third thesis :—
Goodness consists in the intention to subserve the law of

the Whole as the Good.

In other words, we have here that which forms tlie

proper and ultimate groundwork of the Aristotelian ethics;

namely, the principle of the voluntary self-surrender of the

individual to the whole, for the sake of the welfare of the

community, of the Totality. The special applications of

this principle (wliich we find chiefly in the " Nicomachean

Ethics"), relate rather to the definition of the particular

virtues, than to the exhibition of the grounds on which

they rest, and are principally directed to practical matters,

as preliminary^ to his "
Politics." But in these, too, the

principle we have indicated lies at the foundation. Thus

in the " Ethics" (ix. 12), he says that the reason why a

tyranny is the worst and most immoral of all forms of

government, is because the tjTant seeks only his own in-

terest. The Law, on the contraiy, is the rightful sovereign
of the world, because Order, conducing to the highest

well-being, is the First Princijile of the universe. (Close
of the " Nichomachean Ethics.") His treatise on the

dianoetic virtues, contained more especially in the Fifth

and Sixth Books, forms the transition to his final inquiry

respecting the metaphysical definition of the Supreme
Good. On this point it will suffice, if we fuse together
tlie two passages which Brandis and Trendelenburg liave

imderstood in the same sense, in order to conduct our

readers to the confines of Aristotle's metaphysical specu-
lation on the moral order of the world. These are the

words of Brandis :
—
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The ethical quality (tu sttisikt]) is that which is common
to all kinds of good in relation to one's neighbour. But

Mind apprehends the latter under two aspects ;
the primary

invariable definitions for the pui-poses of logical proof, and the

principles for the purposes of practical action, by means of
a perception peculiar to itself. It—Mind—(Nous) is the

beginning and the end. A mere coincidence with right reason

(Logos) does not constitute virtue, unless the given act have

proceeded from a consciousness of that coincidence ;
and this is

precisely wisdom (Phronesis), so that, according to this, one

cannot be truly good without wisdom, nor, on the other hand,
wise luithout ethical virtue.

Thus the aim of our efforts ought to be the conscious

thinkingi: and doino: of the Good as alone conformable to

Eeason ;
the Good and the knowledge thereof are to be

striven after for their own sake, not for the sake of aught

else, consequently not even in behalf of Thought. Thus,

according to Aristotle, the progress of humanity will

consist in the growing perception of the Good, not in

the form of our personal wisdom, but as that regulative

law of the Whole which residts from the world's nature

and cause, viz. God as the absolute Good.

How far removed Aristotle was, on the one hand, fi'om

the shallowEudsemonism, or "greatest-happiness doctrine,"

of some modern philosophers and theologians, and on the

other, from the delusion that it is possible for a supreme

happiness to consist in knowledge, apart from Good as its

highest object, comes out most conspicuously in the grand

exposition contained in the seventh chapter of the eleventh

book of his " Nichomachean Ethics." We will give the

substance of this passage, following almost hterally the

fine summary of it in Brandis's work,^ which strictly ad-

heres to the words of the Stagirite himself:—
If happiness consist in virtuous activity, then the perfection

of activity might be held to consist in that activity which cor-

1 Brandite's "Aristotle/' s. 1448, &c.
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responds to the virtue proper to jNIind. Now that is the

cognitive faculty or Intelligence ;
for Mind is the highest thing

in us, and this intelligence grasps all the possible objects of

knowledo-e towards which the mind stands in relation. Of all

virtuous activities, that of striving after wisdom, as it is the most

constant, so is it also the most pleasant ;
and we take for granted

that pleasure must form one ingredient in happiness. And tlie

love of wisdom yields an enjoyment, which by reason of its

purity and permanence we cannot but call marvellous . . .

This activity alone seems to be loved for its own sake, and

really to find its happiness in that leisure for the sake of

which we devote ourselves to employments ;
as we wage war

in order to enjoy peace. . . . This, then, might fairly be held

to constitute the full happiness of man, if it could continue

through the whole duration of a man's life
;

for it lacks nothing

of that which constitutes liappiness. Nay, such a life might
even be said to transcend the mere human nature, and not to

appertain to Man in virtue of his manhood, but in so far as

a Divine element resides within him. The sphere of its action

reaches as far beyond that of the other virtues, as this Divine

element transcends our psychical essence, which is compounded
of a number of faculties. Now if Mind be something divine in

reference to Man, so is the life corresponding to it, a divine life

in comparison with the human. But we must not, in conformity

with the epigrammatist's injunction, forasmuch as we are men

and mortals, turn our thoughts on what is human and transitory ;

but ouf^ht, so far as in us lies, to live in the Immortal, and do

everything in conformity with that which is the highest ele-

ment within us. For if this be but small in point of measure,

yet in faculty and worth it far transcends all else. ... To

every creature, that which is consonant with its own nature

is for it, the highest and pleasantest ; consequently, for Man,
the life conformable to Mind, if Man pre-eminently consist in

Mind ; this, therefore, is also the most happy life.

Tims we see that in the prevailing tone of tlie most

witluly-read Gnomic poets, Aristotle found a sharji

contrast to that theory of tlie universe which was taught

by the Socratic school, and which he has so finely ex-

pressed in the foregoing passage. The sense of God's

presence in man and in human allairs, exerted no very
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elevating influence on those epigrammatists. The words

to whicli he here specially refers, he quotes without

namini>; the author in his " Rhetoric ^
:

"—
A mortal it behoves to think of mortal things, not of immortal.

But even the utterances of the most elevated lyric

poets needed now to receive a dialectic basis. Still less

was anything established by the "
theologians," to whom

Aristotle often refers ;
that is to say, the Orphic Pytha-

gorean writers
;

for they rather take their stand upon
traditional creeds. The work now needed was to prove

dialectically by an irrefragable process of demonstration,

and to hold up to the mind as its own innermost law,

that truth, to establish which, those Orphic poets had ap-

pealed to our intuitive consciousness of God. It must be

allowed, that in accomplishing this task, Aristotle (and
Plato too after his own fashion) is apparently one-sided,

in the extremely exalted place that he assigns to know-

ledge. But we have already seen that in his view also,

knowledg;e, in the highest sense of that word, has the

Good in itself for its object and contents.

Here, too, one great fact in the unfolding of our human

history comes out very strikingly, viz, the yearning of

the human mind after a religion which should correspond
to the ethical consciousness ; a religion which should have

goodness, and the progressive realization thereof, for its

ultimate aim ;
which should derive all its symbols from

this fundamental idea, direct them to this end, and thus

educate mankind into a Church of God. Had Aristotle

conceived such a religion to be possible, he would have

advanced from the mental position which we have in-

dicated, to that of a tridy religious life and a true worship.
It was the " reasonable [religious] service

"
which was

wanting to him, and from anything that he saw around

lum he was unable to believe in the possiliility of such a

1 II. 21.
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service. Had it been otherwise, in this passage, the true

reahstic philosophy might have quickened into the practical

consciousness of God, in the sliape of a cultus for the

community. But it was impossible for this thought to

penetrate to Aristotle's mind ;
the only religions in this

sense with which he was acquainted were of two kinds :

ecstatic states, such as those of the inspired but uncon-

scious proclaimers of oracles ;
and external ceremonials

prescribed by the law of the State.

Thus tlie direct combination of metapliysics with ethics,

throu<di the medium of the religious consciousness in

its highest sense, remained to Aristotle an uncultivated

domain; he could desciy nothing of the kind in tlie

horizon of human hfe that lay outspread before his eye.

But the germ of such a discovery, nay, even the path

which investigation should pursue, is implied in each

of the passages we have been considering, as well as in

that passage of the Sixth Book where lie says that Mind

is the Beginning and the End, and perceives both the

first and tlie last, by an act of perception pecuhar to itself.

As an epitaph on one of the most exalted, godlike, and

God-conscious of human minds, let us place here his so-

called hymn to Virtue, i. e. to steadfast self-sacrificing

energy and valour. It is, properly speaking, a festive

poem, wliich Aristotle composed in the last year of his

life, on the death of his dear friend, brother-in-law and

protector, Hermias, Prince of Atarneus, on the coast of

Mysia, wlio liad been put to death with tlie greatest

cruelties by the Persians, and which was destined to be

sung at the banquet of associates in honour of the

deceased. Aristotle's political enemies were seeking to

stir up against him the reigning state-hierophant ;
Avho

declared the banqueting song (Skolion) to be a sacred

Paian for the apotheosis of a friend, and brought against

him an action, or indictment for impiety, which was a

matter of life ;iii<l <l<';illi.
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Aristotle's hymn to virtue.

sought wdth toil aud mortal strife.

By those of human birth,

Virtue, thou noblest end of life.

Thou goodliest gain on earth !

Thee, Maid to win, our youth would bear

Unwearied fiery pains, and dare

Death for thy beauty's worth :

So bright thy proffered honours shine.

Like clusters of a fruit divine.

Sweeter than slumber's boasted joys.

And more desired than gold.

Dearer than nature's dearest ties
;

—
For thee those heroes old,

Alcides, son of highest Jove,
And the twin birth of Leda, strove

By perils manifold :

Pelides, too, with like desire.

And Ajax, braved the funeral fire.

The bard shall crown with lasting bay,
And aye immortal make

Atarne's sovereign, reft of day
For thy dear beauty's sake :

Him, therefore, the recording Nine

In songs extol, and heights divine.

And every chord awake.

Promoting still with reverence due

The meed of friendship, tried and true.^

The grateful poet deposited on the altar of Zens, the

patron of guests and of well-tried friendship, tliis gift of the

Muses, in praise of that endeavour, in which Hermias, the

pupil of Plato, and, according to Suidas, the author of an

essay on Immortality, had persevered even unto death

^ Merivale's "
Anthology.

"

n.
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CHAPTEK XXI.

THE PROGRESS OF HELLENIC RELIGIOUS CONSCIOUSNESS

FROM HISTORY TO PHILOSOPHY.

As the poetry of the Greeks exhibits an indubital)]e

organic progress in their sense of the presence of tlie

Divine in human affairs, so does a similar progress disphiy

itself in the development of prose speculation.

The great deed of Herodotus was the practical attesta-

tion of that belief in the real presence of God in Ilistoiy

from which the Epos had sprung. His conception and

treatment of the actual histories of mankind are based

upon that intuition ; and no less so his artistic picture of

the triumph of civil liberty which liad recently resulted

from the internecine contests of the distracted and en-

tli railed barbarian States.

That wliicli in Herodotus still wears the hue of a reli-

gious l^elief based on reason, appears, only one generation
later in Thucydides, in the sha})e of pure philosophical

first principles ;
and these philosopliic postulates are now

no longer confined to an historical theory of past ages,

but are applied to the existing circumstances of his own

eountiy. Even before the rise of the science and art of

History, tlie science of Thought had, in Ionia and Magna
Gnccia, cast aside the swaddling-clothes of allegorical

tradition, liut this tradition itself had originally sprung
out of the presentiments suggested by the intuition of

the human mind, and it was less didicult for the Hellenic

than for the Oriental philosophers, to secure free play to

speculation, whether ])hysic;i] oi- ethical, witliout brc.-ik-

ingwilli leligious tradition and popular behef. Alter the
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Ionic* pliilosopliers had exalted the cosmogonic imagery
of llesiod and the temple rites into self-existent Powers

and Ideals, and—more or less one-sidedly and incom-

pletely
—

plaeed them on the footing of received First

Principles, Pythagoras was the first to re-conduct specida-
tion once more back to what was human and ethical.

The theory which he brought into prominence is by no

means the current Hellenic, but rather the Orphic-Itahc
view. Thus the two parallel lines of speculation in its

search after God were generated purely from reflection

employing its energies on the Hellenic primajval period.

Tlie conception of a universal order of all things underlies

both these parallel courses of speculation.

It might appear as though so fertile a theory of

the universe as that which gave birth in organic develop-
ment to epic and lyric poetry, to the drama and sculpture,
to history and dialectic ethical speculation, must inevitably
have conducted the two great Socratic philosophers, and

the nation at large, to a philosophy of tlie histoiy of

mankind, and hence to an investigation and apprehension
of the principle of development in human affairs.

But just as the rigidity of Judaism crushed back the

world-religion wdiich it bore w'ithin its w^omb, so did full-

grown Hellenism set itself in arms against that philosophy
of Humanity, for which it afforded a series of personal

cxemplilications of hitherto unrivalled lustre. The very

energy of the national life stifled the germ latent in Hel-

lenism of a full recognition of man's dignity as man; while

slavery constituted a practical obstacle to such arecognition.
The Greek was in so far sensible of the unity of mankind
that he, like the Eoman, recognized the barbarian objects
of worship to be gods, and also entertained a personal ve-

neration for certain heroes and sa^es amoni]^ the barbarians.

But beyond this his recognition of that truth did not

extend. No loftier sentiment linked the Hellenic con-

sciousness to that of universal Humanity. The Greek
felt himself to be a wvy godlike and comprehensive

VOL. II. z
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representative of niaiikiiid. Tliis consciousness inspired
]iim as an artist, a poet, and a free citizen, wiio was ready
to sacrifice his life for bis free fatherland, which owned
no master but the law. The Greek was not, indeed, like

the Jew, devoid of all desire for comnuuiion with the rest

of mankind, but at the date when })hilosophy existed,

he did lack moral earnestness witliin his own breast. It

was not Socrates who brought the oracles and mysteries
and ancestral divinities into contempt. Before his day,
the vain, frivolous tribe of the sophists had undermined

every deeper sentiment in the popular breast, and de-

stroyed the ground of any common belief, by their shallow,

materialistic rationalism, conjoined with a moral philosoi)hy
of " well-understood self-interest." Socrates, as we have

seen, counselled his more advanced disciples to cling to

the divine and true i-evealing itself in the conscience and

reason, in preference to the allegories and myths, some of

whicli indeed veiled a profound meaning, but which coidd

neither yield real knowledge to the intellect, nor afibrd

the brooding heart an inward solid satisfaction, and none

of which tauglit the great art of living well, and then of

dying well, tlie true euthanasia. The mythical stories

which do contain hints of truth, are after all mere uncer-

tain legends, very confused, and in parts so senseless as to

mock all attempts at explanation. But in the mysteries,

and even in the pojmlar cultus, Socrates does recognize,
more than any other philosopher of antiquity, a presenti-

ment of eteriuxl verities
;
and in so far, Socrates, as repre-

sented to us by Plato, who alone of all his pupils under-

stood him, may certainly claim to be the founder of a

true philosoph)' of Hiunanity.
But how was it that Plato and Aristotle never felt

tliemselves i)n|ielled, tlieoretically to strike out the path
(or such a })hil()sophy and to present it as an independent
branch of speculation ? They were but Hellenes ! The
dijilcctic philoso])hy does indeed presuppose the inward

unity of mankind, since it challenges universal recognition
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for tlioiiglit. Plato's i)liilosopliy more especially, rests

upon the assiiuiption that the True is at the same time

the Good, and is so on a divine ground. In no philosophy,
moreover, is there so living and powerful a sense of an
essential unity between the human and divine. The
State is to him nothing else than the realization of the

Good and the True in the greatest possible comprehen-
siveness and efficiency. This is the bright point in his

work, which not even his eiTors in the connecting of the

ideal with the practical can obscure. For, considered as

a hoiv\ fide picture of anything that could even approxi-

mately be reduced to practice, Plato's Eepublic is equally
irreconcilable with universal history, and Avith Hellenism.

We deceive ourselves, however, if we suppose that it was

any reverence for ancient Egyptian wisdom and know-

ledge of God, which induced Plato to adopt an extra-

Hellenic, or cosmopohtan point of view. That which
constituted the Mediaeval age to him, were the early
Cretan and Pelasgian eras with their more riijid aristocratic

forms of government. Ammon was to him a barbarian

god ;
which did not, however, hinder him from beheving,

like Pindar, in the possibility of true, divine revelations

tln-ough the Libyan oracle. Ammon and Osiris are to

him, at most, obscure forebodings of Zeus and Dion3\sus.
As they are excluded from the Hellenic Olympus, so are

the Egyptians from the Hellenic Pantheon of humanity.
The world is to be Hellenized ; but Hellenism has fallen

into internal disorganization. The question, of how Hel-

lenism stands related to more ancient phases of humanit}^

lay remote from Plato; the question, of what is the coming
future of humanity, was too painful even to be contem-

plated closely ;
tlie issue was but too clear to him.

The pliilosophizing on Humanity never far overshoots

the horizon of realities. It is a most striking proof of

this, that the Stagirite, who had explored with equal

sagacity and breadth of acquaintance with fact, the his-

torj'"
and political institutions of antiquity, was neither
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conducted tlicrcby to the idea of a philosophy of history,

nor to the theory of a federal State. To the most

complete Hellenic theory of the world, there lacked an

adequate sweep of view over the past, and therefore also

the possibility of forecasting the future, and consequently

too, the yearning to grasp om^ collective course of evo-

lution as a unity. The orbit of the world's history had

not as yet unrolled an arc of sufficient magnitude to incite

the mind to the discovery of its whole circumference.

The light that fell upon what was shown, was merely

national, while all beyond lay veiled in deepest night.

Shortly after this date, the horizon of the Greek religious

consciousness was indeed extended through the agency of

the mighty and richly imaginative Macedonian conqueror ;

but at the same moment also the freedom and independ-
ence of Greece collapsed for ever.

Taking; all thinc^s into account, we shall nevertheless be

compelled to declare, with reference to the development
of the Christian Aryans of Europe up to the present time,

that all which they have contributed towards the work of

guiding man's consciousness of the divine, upward from

the reliance on those who have taught by tradition, to tlie

reliance on mind in virtue of the exercise of the reason, is

scarcely to compare with that which Socrates, Plato, and

Aristotle have initiated and accomplished. Tliey alone

have lifted the Hellenic, and with it by degrees, the

human mind, across the perilous gulf between faitli and

knowledge, without plunging themselves and their I'ol-

low^ers into the abyss of Pantheism, or suffocating them
ill lliL- (juagmire of nihilism and materialism. Descartes,

S])inoza, liacon, and the German philosophers from

Leibnitz to Hegel, have led mankind back to the path of

observation (induction) iiiid llu; investigation of mind,

(dialectic and I'esearch) ; but it w^ould be a delusion to

maintain that they have exhausted the wisdom t)f those

ancient thinkers and men who have o])ened this path f(jr

us and bequeathed to us their inunortal works.
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Thus Socrates and his school were the last heirs of tlie

earlier Greek prophets of the world's moral order. But
to understand the full import of the Greek religious sen-

timent it is indispensable tliat after the five prophets we
have been regarding we sliould endeavour to obtain a

clear insiglit into tlie sixtli and last, namely, the body-
social, and the champions of its liberties.
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CHAPTER XXII.

THE RELIGIOUS SENTIMENT INVOLVED IN THE HELLENIC

SOCIAL LIFE.

Anyone who has gravely pondered, singly and in tlieir

connection, the pictures presented so far of tlie develop-

ment and moidding of the Hellenic apprehension of God's

presence in history, will no more be blind to its shorten-

ings and defects than to its grandeur and abiding impor-
tance ;

and any comparison of it with the religious con-

sciousness exhibited in Christ and his Church must bring
these deficiencies into yet stronger relief Tliis holds good
also of that which we have designated as tlie religious

sentiment embodied in the Hellenic social life. We have

found a free commonwealth hving inider hiw, with here-

ditary chieftains and leaders
; princes whose acts are

only legal when done in conjunction with the senate and

the popular assembly, and when they acknowledge before

priests and people a divine code of custom, independent
of themselves, even in those cases where, carried away

by passion and selfishness, they have violated it by their

crime. The legal body-politic develops itself pari passu
Avith the religious sentiment

;
it struggles upwards towards

freedom, not in opposition to the gods, but in the firm,

nelf-devoted faith that the Deity is on its side, inasnuich as

it upholds the cause of right, and punishes the evildoer.

Yeiy significant in this respect is tlie contrast between

the Doric and Ionic elements
; very painful the great

dissensions arising from self-interest
; but the ideal Hel-

lenic conununities are to be sought in Delplii nnd in

Olympia, which sustain tlie \uiity of tlie religious con-
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sciousnes.s; and of the suicidal enormities perpetrated in

the course of the great civil war, the greater part must,
we tl]ink, fall to the share of the aristocratic party. The

intriguing with the foreigner, and the instances of treason

on tlie part of the Pisistratids and the Alcma^onids on-

wards, up to the Thirty Tyrants, is througliout the work
of the aristocracy, with Sparta at their head

;
while tlie

great body of the people is ever ready to devote property
and life to the cause of the fatherland. It is true, that,

iu [)rocess of time, the democracy disturbed the balance

of tlie Solonic constitution
;

but the upsetting of tliat

equilibrium was inuiiediately brought about by tlie

avarice, ambition, and boundless corruption of the

aristocratic families. Of the sellishness inherent in abso-

lutism, it must bci allowed that the Athenian democracy
inherited a very considerable share

;
their unjust conduct

towards their federal allies must be laid to the charo;e of

all classes in Athens
; but, in this instance, one sellishness

stood in irreconcilable antagonism to another
; onlv that

tliat of the allies rendered the defence of the common
fatherland impos^ible. In the latest struggle, however,
that against Philip and Alexaudei-, all the treachery
and all the crime were on the anti-popular side. The

only parties were those of the popular assembly and

their unpatriotic o])ponents, who no longer combated

them, as heretofore, but betrayed and sold them
;

all

the capabihty for self-sacrifice was on the side of the

people. Phocion was an honourable man, but his severest

punishment was not the death to wdiicli he was con-

demned, at the close of his trial before the popular

assembly, but the shame of having had any dealings
with a rogue like Demades, and of being compelled
to confess at the close of his career, that, in the com-

panionship of venal traitors, he had played into the hands

of the enemies of his countiy, without so much as receiv-

ing from the latter that modicum of reward which even,

as an honest man, he might have demanded and insisted
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on. The populace, on tlie contrary, in a very short time

rendered honour of tlieir own accord to the memory of

this just man, as their fathers had done to that of Socrates,

while the Macedonian tyrants laughed at the simpleton
Avho was as unwilling to accept money, as Demades

was insatiable in his greed of it. Finally, the strongest

proof that religious feeling found its latest depositaries

in the popular party is, next to the life and -death of

Demosthenes, whose grandeur nothing but party spirit

or ignorance can now refuse to acknowledge, that great

histoi-ical fact, that the actual corrui)tion of morals—
the disbelief in the distinction of right and wrong, and

therefore in God or the Gods,—was immediately conse-

quent on the decline of the democracy.
Xo better does it fare with the current complaints of the

imgodliness of the Athenians, and the concomitant fana-

tical or judaizing comparison of their religious condition

witli that of the Semitic heathens,—theMoloch-worshippers
and infanticides. Even tlie infinitely superior paganism
of our Aryan cousins in the land of the Indus will as

little sustain a comparison with the Greek as with the

Teutonic polytlieism. Those riglitly to be termed idol-

aters are the adorers of the Teraphim and of all natural

agencies or tlieir images. Now the Pantheon of the

Greeks consisted exclusively of divinities of the mind, of

Ideals of humanity; and had its unity in Zeus, a concep-
tion which through Homer and the other Hellenic poets,

exerted a guiding influence of which even the masses were

sensible. For Zeus was not a national god, but is desig-

nated, even so early as the age of Homer, the Father of

Gods and men. It now no longer occurs to any one to

deny the mischief of that splitting up of the consciousness

of God which was caused by a j)lurality of gods; but

at tlie same time we must not forget that this polytheism
jiad in the first instance grown up gradually out of

tlie commingling of the separate tribes and the neces-

sity for some acknowledgment of reciprocity. As little
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will any one who has a voice in the European common-
wealth of mind be disposed to deny the weakening of

the ethical rehgious consciousness, that resulted from

the overweening concentration of the mind upon know-

ledge, or from the idolatry of Beauty, involving, as it did,

a severance of the Beautiful and the True, from the Good
and the Ethical. But those alone have a right to cast

their stone at the Greeks, who know how to appreciate
the divinity residing in Beauty, and Avho do not refuse to

see the godlike in knowledge : therefore no barbarians,

baptized or unbaptized, civilized or uncivilized ;
still less

the heroes of the Thirty Years' War, and their evil-

minded successors,— I mean, our idolaters without a

Deity, the slaves of low self-interest and vanity, or of

the worst of all idols, Mammon, who is in their eyes
the true God, the Eock of their salvation and Eedeemer.

With these we will not enter into controversy, Avhen

engaged in so grave and holy a meditation. But we
woidd fain come to an understanding with those well-

meaning persons who think that they are authorized

or even enjoined to a])ply to the Hellenes all the curses

pronounced by the Old Testament and the Law, against

idolaters and sorcerers. We would beg them to lay

to heart the following considerations. When they accuse

the Hellenes of idolatry, have they really themselves

risen to the conception of the one true God Avhom Jesus

proclaimed ? Have they, if only in the domain of their

understanding (in case they have not sunk into the

worst kind of Pantlieism, namely, that of self-idolatiy),

worked themselves clear of that spurious monotheism of

the second Temple, whose adherents nailed Jesus to the

cross and persecuted his followers ? The God of Abraham,
of Mor^es, and of the Prophets, is the conscious eternal

Godhead living and working in the world and in man ;

but in man alone consciously, by means of his conscience.

On the contrary, the God of the Israelitish and Christian

Judaizers from Ezra to Moses Mendelssohn, is the so-called
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"
personal God," or "

Supreme Being," consequently a

being, like other beings. They may contrive as many
fme phrases as they will, to designate God as the Spirit ;

their God is still, only in the highest conceivable sphere,

a venerable, corporeal patriarch, who dwells outside

the universe, tliough He is called the all-pervading

Spirit ;
severed by an impassable gulf from the universe

and from the human spirit which he is yet said to

inhabit ;
not distinguished fi'oin the universe, as the

Infinite from the Finite, but as mutual exclusive^, like

the watchmaker and the watch : out of space, and there-

fore banished from the universe, or else dwelling in a

space by Himself, as the soul does, according to the

view of certain physiologists. Such a God can have

no otlier cultus than an external and ritualistic
;
the truly

ethical element in worship is as much repressed, and

driven into the background, by the externality of cere-

monialism, as by the breaking up and materializing

of our conception of Him whom the conscience recog-

nizes to be One and Sole. Nay, that spurious mono-

tlieism is in some respects still further removed from

living faith
; namely, in so far as it betokens a narrow-

ing of the highest apprehension of God, the Eternal. Up
to the time of Ezra, tlie safeguard of the Mosaic con-

ception of God lay in the spirit aninuiting the Law and

the Prophets, and the testimony which these bore against

ceremonialism and justification by woi'ks, against priest-

craft and tyranny, as they did in later times against Phari-

saism and Sadduceeism
; consequently, in the spirit of the

written traditional, historical word of God, proclaiming
the miglity acts of Jehovah among the children of men.

Now, in every age, such a prophetic guild and such docu-

mentary testimony had been wanting to tlie Greeks ; and,

as we have seen, they lost nothing in this respect by not

erecting the Orpliic hymns and Sibylline oracles into a

word of God, but rather allowing scope for a free in-

tercourse of the living mind wilh the Deity.
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And here we touch upon a point wliere again we have

to complain of a pretty general, and, for the most part,

not even honest piece of ignorance. It is very customary,

partly through the fault of shallow panegyrists of an

imaginary Hellenism, to place the distinguishing charac-

teristics of Hellenism in an absence of all earnest worship
of God, and of religious life in general. It is heathens

of this sort who have unwarrantably imposed on the Hel-

lenes, a paganism barren of all sanctities, and aU deeper

apprehension of God ; a mere joyous revelry, sometimes

hi sensuality, sometimes in poetry, art, or philosophical

quibbles. On the other hand, another more recent

party would find nothing good in Hellenism, but the

undeniable intolerance of the Athenians, whereby they
drove Anaxagoras to flight that he might escape the

cup of poison, which Socrates was in foct compelled to

drain
;
and in that inquisitorial procedure, from which

Aristotle withdrew himself by quitting the land, that they

might not, as he said, repeat upon Inmself their crime

against Socrates.

Hence, to declare in plain terms what is to be thought
of such idle assertions of a spurious pliilosophy or

scholarship, we are prepared to maintain that, on the

contrary, the whole life of classical antiquity, especially

that of the Hellenes, shows itself far more interpenetrated

with prayer and religious feeling than does that of the

modern Christian world. A prayer accompanying the

libation to the god at the commencement of every meal ;

a prayer at the opening of every public assembly or

deliberation ;
a reference of any good thing or happy

event to the deity; lastly, a prevailing consciousness

of the necessity of moderation and voluntary self-Umit-

ation ;
on which side lies the heathenism in these re-

spects ? Among the Hellenes, self-exaltation is counted

not simply ridiculous, but also impious and immoral.

Is that an ungodly trait? Then, too, do w^e find that

])ractical
evidence of the fear of God for which the
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Athenian people was especially lauded, was with them

attached to the observance of particular sacred customs

or the celebration of mysterious rites, or was it not

rather to the practice of virtue, of forethought in the

first place, next of wisdom and valour (in contradis-

tinction to moral cowardice), and to that justice, in which

all the other virtues were included ? Was the idea of

sacrifice,
—the root-idea of all religions

—
phiced in the

outward sacrificial act of the community, or was it not

rather in the personal self-surrender to the Fatherland for

the defence of the common weal, which they denoted by
the words " the holy and consecrated," signifying by the

former, the adoration of God, and by the latter, the

legally constituted State? Lastly, if we look at that

popular Assembly, said to be so godless and immoral,

did they, for the space of many centuries, select in pre-

ference for their lawgivers and prophets the most ungodly
or the most pious and earnest men? iEschylus and

Sophocles were their men, not Agathon and Euripides.

As Solon was the greatest and noblest statesman of the

period of their opening bloom, so was Demosthenes of

that of their decline ;
both were men of the people.

Tho latter had given his counsel in favom' of the war

which ended with the battle of Cha^ronea. When, after

that lieavy blow, a malicious accusation was brought

against him by JSschines, it was the Athenian pojudace

wlio, after a gravely and generously conducted trial,

accorded to liiin the well-deserved civic crown. But

ah-eady before this, on occasion of erecting a monument

on the field of battle to the warriors who fell there, the

])eo])le
had nominated him to the presidency of the

committee chai'ged with the composition of the funeral

inscription. This has been i)reserved to us undoubtedly

genuine though with a corrupt text, in both MSS. of his

Onition for the Crown^ and we subjoin it here in a faith-

l"iil translation, as a fitting ])endaiit to the e[)itaph of

Simoni<les ou the heroes of Thermoi)yke :—
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These were the brave, unknowing how to yield,

Who, terrible in battle, kept the field

Against the foe, and, higher than life's breath

Prizing their honour, met the doom of death,

Our common doom, that Greece unyoked might stand.

Nor shuddering crouch beneath a tyrant's hand.

Such was the will of Zeus
;
and now they rest

Peaceful, enfolded in their country's breast.

The immortal Gods alone are ever great.

And erring mortals must submit to fate.'

As a comprehensive picture of the noljle, huinnne, riiid

auspicious elements that existed in the hfe and character

of the Athenian people at that date, we know nothing
better to ofTer to our readers than Niebidu's \indicatoiy

description of them
;
the most eloquent words, perha])s,

which he ever wrote; they are contained in an Appendix
which he wrote in 1828, two years before his death, to

his treatise on Xenophon's Ilellenica :
—

As to those who declaim against the Athenians as a worth-

less, frivolous people, and talk of their Republic as ruined

beyond hope in Plato's time, I will not reckon them as re-

sponsible for their injustice, for they kjiow not what they do.

This is an example of the way in which insufficient knowledge
leads to injustice and calumny. Why does not every one ask

himself whether he is really in a position to form a judgment
on the facts lying before him? Here, too, the daemon of

Socrates will not forsake the upright man. Let others raise an

outcry against me, or scorn me as they will
;

I pray God to

give me, if daj^s of trial should be allotted to my old age, and to

give my children, who will certainly see evil days, as much self-

control, mastery over the desires, courage in danger, calm for-

titude in the consciousness of a noble resolution whose issue

was unfortunate, as the Athenian people displayed, taken as

one man (of the morality of individuals we are not speaking

here); and the man who possesses such a character, and sins

no nidre in proportion than the Athenians, may look forward to

his last hour in peace The fathers and brothers of the

* Tr. by T. Campbell. Sec Appendix, Note Q.
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thousand citizens who fell as freemen at Chseronea,—^Yho joy-

fully declared in the monumental inscription, that they did not

repent their resolution : that the issue was decided by the gods,

the resolution was the glory of men ;
—who conferred a golden

crown upon the orator by whose counsel arms had been at-

tempted with such ill success, and their beloved ones had fallen,

without inquiring whether it would excite the anger of the

victor : the people who refused to deliver up the patriots
—

though summoned to do so by Alexander from the ruins of

Thebes,—and chose rather to await him before their walls :

who, while the time-serving and timid warned them day by

day not to irritate him, condemned citizens to death, who had

bought slaves that had come into the power of the Macedonians

through the conquest of Greek cities that were hostile to

Athens: the people, whose poor men, preponderating in the

Assembly, renounced the public distributions by which alone

they obtained on a few feast days the luxury of meat, whereas,

for the rest of the year round, they lived upon olives, herbs,

and onions, with dry bread and salt fish, and made this sacrifice

that they might arm for the honour of their country ;
—this

people has my whole heart and my deepest reverence. . . .

There is no example in history, of efforts so blessed as those of

Demosthenes ; his great success, the resolutions to which he

impelled his own and other cities with almost miraculous

power, would be the least important part of his work, even if a

fortunate issue had reversed the course of the world's history.

It was much more (and this was independent of fortune) that

he refined and ennobled his people ;
those of susceptible minds

among the elder generation were born again through his pieach-

ing, and a younger generation grew up among them, whose

ingenuous spirits had been hallowed by him; hence the Athe-

nians of the 110th Olympiad stood far above those of the

lOfith.

It is true they fell nevertheless, and denied their teacher and

master ; they were thrown into consternation by the menaces

of Alexander, when he turned l)ack from India towards the

West, and they had no ally in the whole world. That wounded

Demosthenes more deeply than any misfortune of his life
; but,

if his reproaches sounded bitter, yet love glowed with un-

diminished fervour in his heart. When the moment came, in

which deliverance wns possible, and the leaders of the I\epu])lic
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had decided on the right course, but through jealousy and an

evil conscience delayed the recall of the great man, beside whom

they were insignificant, against whom they had sinned,— he

joined himself (a faithful Ekkard) to their ambassadors, un-

mindful of himself, demanding nothing for himself, to enlist

recruits for his fatherland and the cause of his life;
— he

pardoned without grudge the unfjiithful llyperides, because he

was useful to Athens, and gave him courage to regard himself

once more as the friend of his exalted master, to forgive himself,

and to die with composure.'

But for the time of their liigliest prosperity and power,
we will let Pericles liiniself speiik by the mouth of Thiiey-

dides, wlio reporting the public funeral harangue deHvered

by that statesman puts into his mouth the following words

in praise of the special gloiy of Athens
(ii. 30) :

—
Yes, it ever remains our privilege that our city is worthy of

admiration in military matters as well as in other things. For

we surrender ourselves to the Beautiful in simplicity, and to

speculation, without weakening our energy in action. (Jur

wealth we display on fitting occasions, rather by deeds than by

magniloquence in words. Among us a confession of poverty U

dishonouring to no nuin
;
but it is held a much greater disgrace

not to avert it by active exertion. Among us the same men
devote themselves to domestic and to public employments ;

while others, again, who are engaged in agriculture or other

handicrafts have no mean knowledge of public aftairs. We
alone proclaim him who takes no part in these, not a lover of

repose, but a useless human being ;
we ourselves decide, or at

least deliberate, upon affairs of State with a correct eye. We
do not hold that discussion is injurious to action, but, on the

contrary, that a deficiency in preliminary information is to be

corrected by means of discussion before proceeding to action

in the needful cases. For undoubtedly that excellence is

peculiarly our own, that with high courage we combine a careful

calculation of our enterprises, where, without it, inexperience

is apt to be the source of rashness, and caution of irresolution.

P^or we may with reason declare those to be the bravest souls

who are familiar with difficulties as well as with easy paths,

and therefore do not shrink back from the perils of war.

1 Life of Niebuhr, vul. iii. pp. 208, 211.
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With regard also to the virtue of a readiness to oblige we hold

different views from tlie multitude. For we do not win our-

selves friends by the receipt, but by the conferring of benefits;

for the benefactor is more constant in his friendi?hip, in order

to secure the meed of gratitude from the recipient of his bounty ;

while the debtor is more negligent, since he well knows, that

he cannot render service in return as kindness deserving thanks,

but only as the payment of a debt. We are the only ones

who render others assistance Mathout any ulterior object, not

so much reckoning up our own advantage as trusting to their

generosity. To sum up my view in one word : I assert that

not only is our Republic on the whole a school for Hellas,

but also as regards the individuals
;
since I believe that a man

taken from our midst will prove himself capable of fulfilling a

variety of functions, and will generally be at the same time in

a high degree cultivated and graceful.

This sketcli displays in every feature the acme of art

in the sphere of historical observation ;
from onr point of

\iew, it is important from the circumstance, that the ex-

cellences here pointed out in the Attic culture and re-

finement in respect to that which constitutes their special

worth", manifest tliemselves as the fruits of that religion

of moderation, and of awe coupled with grace, which

forms the fundamental groundwork of the Athenian

character.
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CHAPTER XXII r.

THE RELIGIOUS CONSCIOUSXESS OF THE KO.MAXS -^L^N1FESTED

IN THEIR SOCIAL AND POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS.

It would only be to erect a useless scafToldinji;, were

we to treat the apprehension of God's agency in his-

tory Avhicli was possessed by the lionians, in the same

manner as that of tlie Hellenes, and we slionld at the

.same time do a ciying injustice to the great historical

individuality of tliis people, were we to look for the high-
est manifestations of their religious sentiment on the

same iield. In their case, we have to apply what we
have said in our inti'oductory chapter respecting the an-

titliesis between historical thoughts and historical deeds,

the attestation of the relij^ious sentiment by reasoning or

by volition.

Of its own kind, the Eoman people possessed a national

apprehension of the divine agency in human affairs, such

as was shared by no other people of antiquity, and,

regarded from its own point of view, it occupies a

position equally exalted with that of the HeUenes, and

which supplies what was wanting in theirs. The ancient

world of the Aryans in Europe has two eyes, and the

i'unction which Athens and Sparta respectively fidfilled

towards Hellas, Greece and Eome fulfil on a larger scale

towards the whole classical world of which they are the

t\V(^ luminaries. It is the combined infhience of their

respective religious ideas, wliich has transformed or cre-

ated anew the whole of European society, and prepared
the way for the advent of the new dispensation of the

Spirit, destined to endure to the end of time.

From the very beginning onwards, we find at once- a

VOL. II. A A
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resemblance and a contrast pervading every manifestation

of tlie Hellenic or Eoman genius, whicli both equally

demand recognition. In considering this point, it is not

sufficient to place the Doric-^olic element in Hellenism

in the foregroinid, although that certainly forms the

stepping-stone to any comprehension of the analogies

between the two nations in language, religion, and

political institutions. For, at the same time, there runs

through all those products of the Eoman mind something
tliat is foreign to, or at least very remote from, the Hel-

lenic creed, and is, moreover, an element of a more sombre

hue, whicli disturbs the transparency of the organism.
It was but an exaggerated view of tliis pervading dif-

ference which led Niebuln* to fancy that he had detected

a thoroughly un-Hellenic element in the Latin terms

relating to war. the chase, and similar subjects. Com-

parative philology proves that the roots of these Avords

have not only a common Aryan origin, but for the most

part can be shown to exist in the Greek language itself.^

Nor can we call the lanoua2;e of the liomans a mixed lau-

guage (whicli certainly the Etruscan was, although s]n-ing-

ing from different branches of the Aryan stock).- It was

what it calls itself, Latin; but it has two poles, of which

one, tlie Oscan, was further removed than the other

from the ])ure and full Aryan organism, of which tlie

lonians, more esj)ecially among the various Greek tribes,

present us with tlie perfect flower, unique in symmetry of

proportion. Tlie investigation of the most ancient linguis-

tic foiniations of the Asiatic Aryans has enabled us to lay
bare the res])ective idiosyncrasies in the texture of both

these languages, no less than their original and direct re-

lationship. Without entering into disputes about names,
we may say that the general result of these investigations

goes to prove that the Latin has a closer affinity than the

Greek witli the Pelasgic standing-point; and has not so

> See ])r. AiilVc(lil'« Es.say in niv "Outlines of Univer.?al Ili.'itory,"

vol. i. p. 100.
'

-^

lb. p. 85.
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completely and organically advanced beyond tliat stage
as its sister-tongue has. But the two languages intersect

and overlap eac]i otlier, and the religious consciousness

revealed in both, has a closer internal analogy than there

exists between any other two Aryan languages. From a

very early date, liowever, the Latin bears the im])ress

which the Romans have by means of tlieir prose writings

more or less stamped on the whole modern world,—tliat

of sharply defined ideas, hmited by practical ends, and of

vvliich common sense is the distinm.iisliin<T characteristic.

Their classical tono-ue is the lan<jfuage of the foruin, wliile

that of the Greeks is their poetiy, with its inexhaustible

flexibility of movement and unsurpassable grace in the

liarmonies of form.

The concrete reality, as it unfolds itself, corresponds to

its antecedent adumbration in tlie structm*e of the lan-

guage. With Greece and Eome alike, the sense of

belonging to a community at once free and ruled by law,

the equally legitimate rights possessed by eacli individual,

and by the family or tribe towards wliicli lie stands re-

lated, form the substructure of the social edifice ; espe-

cially if, in considering Greece, we take its Doric element

into due account. The Eoman clings to monarchy as

long as he can ; but when he is compelled to relinquish

it, regal institutions are with him more completely at an

end than in Sparta, nor are there any periods in his

history resembhng that of the Pisistratids in Athens.

Thus again the Eoman does not relinquish the privi-

leges of the gentes, or houses, as to which, however, distinc-

tions of tribe and the religious rites peculiar to each gens

\)hj an important part. The democracy never com-

pletely gets the upper hand after the Attic fashion
;
the

hatred against the ohgarchy, and the national incapacity

to make the rural districts, and not the municipahties

alone, an administrative basis, led at. last to the accept-

ance of a military Cajsarism, which was the gorgeous and

A A 2
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ghastly tomb of liberty. But even then, Rome retained

tlie vocation and the energy for iniiversal empire ;
and

the fimdamental conception of the lioman religious con-

sciousness, namely, that of law and its administration,

survives in the b(jdy-])olitic. Jurisprudence is the prose
of justice, the Leviticus of the Law. It rests upon the

universal basis of righteousness and reason, but it chal-

lenges unconditional submission to its behests. It con-

cerns itself with the relations of human life, and has

human well-being for its aim and purpose ;
but it re-

gulates the former by coercion, and often comes into

collision with the latter. Such as it is, however, it is the

eternal glory of the Eoman peoi)le, and constitutes the

claim of their rehgious consciousness to a respectful re-

cognition in imiversal historj^.

And in very deed was the Eoman called and autho-

rized to take upon himself this great task.
" Dhus

FiDirs," the God of loyalty and faith, was really the

tutelar deity of ancient Eome. All tlie fundamental re-

lations of the flunil)" were grounded upon mutual trust,

therefore upon confidence in each other's moral strength
and trustworthiness ;

above all w^as it so in the case of

him who was called to be the supreme administrator of

justice in his quality of husband and father. The security
that he would not abuse the power thus entrusted to him,
rested ultimately upon the actual integrity and honourable

loyal fear of God by which those men were animated, and

in no inferior degree their wives also
;
for woman took as

high a place among the Eomans as she did among the

S|)artans
—

nay, a higher, because she was freer tlian were

the Sj)artan women.

Such a nation- endowed with valour, jnitriotism, and
innnovable tenacity of jmrpose

—has indeed a vocation to

become the legislative nation that regulates the jurispru-
dence of the world. Tliis jurisprudence however consti-

tutes not only tlu' gl'»iy but also the tnxgedy of the re-

ligious consciousness of the Eomans in its political aspect.
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Undoubtedly it formed a step in human progress. The

prinriple was proclaimed and carried out, tliat tlie relations

of men towards eacli otlier and towards things should

shape tliemselves out into certain vorms for immediate

practical guidance ;
whicli norms are designated as per-

sonal C(3ntracts and rights to property over things. It was

proclaimed and carried into effect, that by means of legal

definitions drawn out into tlieir logical consequences and

ap})lied by the judicature, the ideal of justice and goodness
should obtain a coercive hold over the actual facts of social

life. But in the very fact of coercion there lui-ks at the

same time n germ of death. '''Perinms- licitis"
" we perish

by what is permitted," is the pregnant motto of a noble

English family, which we may also translate thus :

" We
perish by means of law." For '' summum jus, sumina

injuria,''' is also true in the sense that all forensic defi-

nitions become a fetter and a curse, if the}' tu"e to be

enforced res^ardless of the rights of conscience and the

recognition of the divine supremacy of their comi)lement
and superstructure residing in the conscience of the

community ;
or unmindful that the living operativeness of

the ethical idea is sustained in the body-politic by means

of legal freedom. The old Roman creditors, so far from

violating any law, fulfilled one of its express declarations

when they hewed into pieces, proportionate to their several

demands, the body of their debtor, who was imable to

pay his debts to them. Cato the Elder could not be

punished if he fed his Iflmpreys with the flesh of old

slaves who were past their work : he only
" did what he

liked with liis own." But none the less did both, in the

eyes of Divine Justice, commit a murder. Or as we should

say, looking at the question from our point of view, both

contributed to render public law ungodly or godless. It

does not mend the matter to say that this doctrine is open
to great abuses. To charges of this kind there are two

answers : first, that God's world and word, reason, and

social order lie open to the very greatest abuses
;
and
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most of all is this tlie case with tlie best gifts that are of

God's direct creation. Secondly, tliat a correct concep-
tion of rehgious consciousness, and a sincere faith in the

moral order of the world suffice to set every serious

student of luiman things perfectly at rest on this point.

If we will but in the first place honestly and unreservedly

recognize the principle ;
the remedy for, and safeguard

ngainst, the abuse ^vi]l spontaneously present themselves.

But tlie selfishness of tlie powerful (whether these be

individuals or nations) is just what hinders this from

being done, or at least done honestl}^ On tliis point,

nothing can be more instructive than the study of Eoman

history and the tracing of the Eoman elements in the

Romance nations, and throucrh them in the Teutonic

peoples up to our own day. Here, too, it is not selfish,

calculating prudence and policy from which the admi-

rable system of Eoman jurisprudence, and the Eoman

power, in general, have issued, but a real and therefore

moral apprehension of God—a practical faith in the moral

order of the world. The corruption of tliis system is

owing to the severance of jurisprudence from its root in

moral freedom and tlie ethical law
;
and to that very same

cause, great part of the tragedy in which we om'selves

are living must be attributed.

A similar phenomenon presents itself with respect to

the religious cidtus among theTiomans
;
or their sense of

a religious fellowship. In this spliere, however, we again

encounter that darker element 'to wliich we have already

adverted in speaking of the language of this people ;
that

portion of the original woof in the texture of Eoman life,

which is not translucent, bcH^ause not penetrated and

illumined by thought. In their tlieology, as in their

language, the indigenous and vernacular element is the

Latin. The divinities which we must refer to this element

are of purely moi-al origin ;
—

personifications, often of the

strangest and most grotesque kind, of all the human

adections, impulses, and physical powers ; and side by side
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with these, come the secret rites of tlie women whicli no

profane eye miglit witness, in honour of tlie Bona Dea, or

the primal feminine, maternal, Ufe-giving Power. Second
in importance to these, came a number of divinities corre-

sponding in their main features to the Hellenic race of

deities presented in Homer and Ilesiod ; such as Jupiter

(Dies-piter)^ Juno, Venus, &c. All these, however, are

tinwd with a certain hue belomj-insr to a different and older

mental stratification, a tinge wliich, however, to a great

extent, is gradually effaced under the progressive influence

of Hellenic ideas. It was not thus effaced, however, in the

public solemnities, in which all the Latin observances that

passed under the name of the institutions of Xuma, still

reigned supi-eme. The books of the Pontifices and the

Augiu's contained enactments and legal decisions; the fes-

tivals, rites of consecration, and traditional customs bore

collectively the title of the ''Teligiones." Many of the pub-
lic and domestic formularies, spells against sorcery, and

the like, were couched in a Latin which was already in the

time of Cicero no lonij^er intelliijible. We can form some

idea of it from the hymns of the Salii which have come
down to us, and from a few household formularies of ad-

juration which Cato gives in his books on agriculture

as of approved efficacy, and of whicli the whole charm

and magic evidently consists in their unintelligibleness.

In the year 571 a. u. c. (181 u. c.) a very bungling at-

tempt was made to introduce some philosophy into the

lloman religion. Six Latin and six Greek books, to-

gether with an empty sarcophagus of Numa, were said to

have been disinterred in a sacred stone reservoir on the

Aventine Moimt.^ The attempted imposture failed, more

owiim' to the good sense of the Senate than to the critical

acumen displayed by the committee appointed to investi-

gate the matter. The Praitor ordered the books to be

submitted to his inspection; the examination of their con-

tents convinced him that these Latin books were calcu-

» See Liv. xi. 129.
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lated to promote tlic dissolution of religious observances,
and the weakening of the popular belief, while the Greek
volumes were composed for the purpose of calumniating
the so-called Pytliagorean philosophy. That the case was

really as he stated, and that the books ought to be burnt
in consequence, he declared himself ready to depose upon
oath

; whereupon the Senate pronounced their decision.

The books were to be committed to the Hames without

allowing any other person to see them. "
It is expedient

that, in matters touching religion, the mass of the citizens

should not get at the truth," says P. Mucins Sca^vola,

Pontifex and Tribune,^ who, in Cicero's dialogues, is the

representative of Eoman wisdom in the good old times of

the Scipios.

But the genuine ancient books and rites were far from

being quite consistent among themselves. Much in them
Avas simply the tradition handed down in particular
ancient famihes. No organic development of the reli-

gious consciousness was in existence. From the very
earliest times onwards, various heterogeneous elements

had been assimilated into the cultus, which were all alike

invested with authority. There existed no philosophy of

the Eights of the Pontifices and i\.ugurs, although we see

from tlie Connnentary of Servius, that from very early

times, there liad been attempts, based on the old Etruscan

theology, to construct philosophic and dogmatic definitions

respecting the fundtunental relations of fate, predestination,
the might of the gods, the power of the indwelling genius
to imi)el to nioral action, &c. That, owing to the i!i-

iluence of the Pythagoreans, the Orphic Sibylline maxims
and aphorisms had struck deeper root in Italy than in

Ilelhis, is proved by wliat Virgil says respecting tlie puri-
fication of the souls after death :

" We spirits all suiler

(atone) each one for his own sins."- Here the sense of

personal moral responsibility is expressed as a po[)ular

'

Afconliiijr to llie .«laleuu'iil of Varro ropnrtodby Aug-iistine in Lis work,
'' I)e Viv'itulc Lvii' iv. 27: "

Ivxiiedit cives lalli in rolijiinno."
' "

(^ni.squo mium putimur Mnncs."—A r.-adin"^ in wliicli wo follow aii
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belief, not as u [>liilu.sophical docLiine. In a similar way
we liiid even in the early Eoniaii Churcli, the belief in an

intermediate state of purgatory after death, much more

higlily developed than in the Greek church. But in every

epoch alike,all tliat belonged to the domain of the affections

and moral sentiments continued to be inseparably bound

u|) with forensic formulas. Jiundical conceptions form

the very core of tlie Roman religious sentiment
;
and

this tendency to strive after what could be distinctly

grasped by the understanding and reduced to ride, was

associated with and u[)held by an unfaltering sagacity
and a strictly conserv^ative policy. Eveiything must be

avoided which might produce disturbance, cause scandal,

jeoi)ardize or infringe vested rights. It woidd no more
have entered the heads of the ^Senators than of the an-

cient kings to mix themselves up witli the theology of

the Pontilices and Augurs, or the exposition of their

sacred books. For that part of their cultus which was

of Etruscan origin, the youths who were destined to en-

ter the ecclesiastical state, were trained from infimcy in

their respective birthplaces. Home had something else

and better to do than to concern herself with theoloiry.

On tliat point, the pious and freethinkers were agreed.
Who could tell where we might be landed, if we once

forsook the solid footing of existing institutions, and en-

tered on a region where this footing no longer subsisted ?

Now tlie whole held of specidation and of spiritual agency
in general, was precisely such a region. The Eoraan be-

lieved in spiritual agency, but it was something external

to himself and foreign to liis sphere. Hence he feared it,

as children fear spirits, thinking them to be spectres. He

sought to exorcise it, not in order to study it, but to keep
out of its way.
The fundamental theory held by the Eomans of the

relation subsisting between the Deity and mankind reveals

emendation suggested by Professor Jacob Bernays of the present text, which

by no contrivance can be made to yield a reasonable sense :
"
Quisque snas

patimur Manes." yEneid vi. 743.
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itself also in their attitude towards forei2;ners. Each nation

has a right to have its own gods, and these have a right

to reign in the land where they are at home. When a

place is besieged, the Koman general solemnly adjures its

patron deities to forsake the city which he has doomed to

destruction and to take refuge with him in the camp. If

the gods did not accept the invitation, the Eomans had no

further responsibility towards them. Tlie relation is that

of a contract :

"
if you will do this for me I will give you

that in return."

The profound abyss into which tliis mode of thought
had conducted tlie nation, was exhibited in fi-iglitful

colours, when the Hellenic philosophy, poetry, and art

invaded the Rome of the seventh century with the irre-

sistible might of intellect and of beauty. Among the

Eoman upper classes of that era, the professedl}' orthodox

had no more belief than the declared philosophers ;
and

those two caricatures of the Greek philosophies,
—

Epi-

cureanism and Stoicism,—became the reio-nin<T theories

of the universe; while the Academicians, or followers of

Plato and Aristotle, took up a middle position between

them, [)owerless for good. In this instance, too, the

revolution had not caused the overthrow of belief, l)ut

only laid bare the intellectual disintegration and paraly-

sis long ago accomplished inwardly in men's minds.

In vain did Ca3sar and AuL!;ustus endeavour to restore

the old religion as well as the old marriage law to tlieir

pristine authority ;
their own conduct and opinions ])i'o-

nounced a sudicicnt verdict on the futility of sucli :ni

enterprise. Indeed this is the final action of the divine

element within us,—that it revenges itselfupon those who

lightly sport with it, or even ])roceed to avail themselves

of it as an instrument for the furtherance of any i)olitic;d

ends whatsoever ; for in fact these ends do in nil ages, just

as at the present day, come properly within the province
of police regulations.

This possibilit}- that the divine element within us may
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SO act as to lead men to tlieir own perdition forms an in-

tegral portion of the world's order. It is the Nemesis

awaiting a tlieory of the universe that is in its deepest

root godless because it takes impiety and hypocrisy
into its service, and which is doomed by all God's

laws to perdition. The instruments of divine vengeance
are often anything but holy ;

that it is so is a part of the

retribution.

JSTor in this wliirlpool of conflicting ideas could the

Genuine ancient relio;ious belief of the liomans find an

anchorage in art or poetry, any more than in a profound
mental philosopliy. To the Itoman everything of that

kind was at most but an article of luxiuy, a relaxation

from tlie cares of government, the business of teaching

and administerinii; the laws. Amon^ the aristocratic

circles of the metropolis, various styles or modes of com-

position came into fashion by turns, but literary avoca-

tions were always a pastime, never a serious occupation of

the life. The high-minded Virgil has given the noblest

possible expression to the practical mission of his nation

in this workl, and yet even his description reveals how

superficial and how incommensurate to the extent of

human nature, was their theory of the universe. These

are his words :
—

Others belike with happier grace*

From bronze or stone shall call the face,

Plead donbttul causes, map the skies,

And tell when planets set or rise :

But Eoman, thou, do thou control

The nations far and wide :

Be this thy genius
—to impose

The rule of peace on vanquished foes.

Show pity to the humblest soul,

And crush the sons of pride.
^

But, on the other hand, we must not forget that, in the

earlier part of the imperial epoch, the Eonians still regarded

1
Conington'3

"
yEneid," book vi. p. 212, 2nd ed.
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the ruling of tlie world as a vocation entrusted to them

by the gods, for the sui)pression of injustice upon the

earth, and the obtaining of redress for the oppressed, tlie

latter of course being those who appealed to the Eomans
for defence. Those who preferred independence were

rebels, seditious. All who set themselves in opposition to

the will of the civilizing, law-dispensing divinities were

regarded as barbarians. Now so long as the sense of

the authority of law was a sincere, hving sentiment in

the national breast, and not as yet overpowered by the

lusts of ambition and avarice, the world might certainly
declare with truth that there was no people so born to

sovereignty as the Eomans. That they were so, was the

fruit of their orio-inal religious faith. But with the loss

of this moral element, their yoke soon became insupport-

able, while liberty in Eome itself became impossible. Im-

perialism could work nothing but evil
;
the worst among

tlie emperors wrought evil with avidity ;
the best of them

had to tolerate its being wrought by others. This was
the divine retribution, and the sign of the approaching
end of that dispensation of the world.
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CHAPTER XXIV.

THE liHl.IGIOUS CONSCIOUSNESS OF THE liOMANS AS

EXPRESSED IN THEIR LITERATURE.

Tiii<: Romans liad no liereditaiy sacred Code relating to

spiritual and moral tilings, such as was delivered to the

Hebrews, or even such as the Greeks possessed in that early

period which we have allowed ourselves to designate as

the Pelasgic stage of culture. Nor, again, had the Eomans

any prophets either in the same sense as the Hebrews, or

such as the Greeks were familiar with. They had priests,

soothsayers, and sacred customs, and to these they clung
with all the tenacity of superstition. Nay, so late as the

latter })art of the fifth Christian century, Salvianus' informs

us that even then, therefore nearly half a century after

Theodosius, the sacred chickens Avere kept with the

consuls, and the auspices consulted ! Still the Eomans
were not mere warriors and conquerors. They too had

their prophets
—wise lawgivers, who made eflicient regu-

lations and adhered to them—from Servius Tullius on-

wards
; courageous statesmen and upright judges ;

and

as the Institutions of Numaand the Ten Tables constituted

their Law, so do the jurisconsults constitute their prophets.
]3ut by far the greatest Eoman prophet in this sense is the

Eoman people itself:
'''' Senatiis populu.'tque

"
constitute

the representative of the Spirit of God. The people itself

i-:, as a matter of fact, by fav the greatest prophet of all that

magnificent edifice of political art and organization; un-

knowing indeed that it is so, and in later times not setting

' !)< Ouhornnt. Dei, vi. lOG, editio Brem. 1G8S, cf. Note to p. G">o. It is

probablo tliat a certain revenue was assigned for the maintenance of these

birds, lilic that of the bears at Berue, or the raveas at Merseburg.
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its divine vocation before its eyes as a practical object.

For at tlie date when tlie nation consciously arrogated

this mission to itself it had already lost its faitli. The

lloman feels a bond between himself and tlie Deity, in

virtue of his citizenship in the city that is called to bear

sway over Italy in accordance with law and order, and, as

far as may be, over the world at large. The rest of man-

kind are to him at best, the raw material out of which he

has been coined, in order to be made, or to make himself

their guide and ruler, in friendship or in enmity as they

shall comport themselves towards him. Hence mankind

are loth to render him any thanks even when they have

received a real benefit at his hands ;
for in conferring it

he has after all cared only for himself; he has reckoned

only on the efficacy of the baser motives in them, never

assumed the existence of the noblest and highest motives,

still less appealed and done homage to their presence.

The national literature was a very late growth, and an

article of luxury. The autl lorswere foreign freedmen, needy
wretches or adventurers, at best advocates. It was only

in later tiiues that some were travelled senators, therefore

millionnaires. The Roman middle classes that lay between

these two extremes did not addict themselves to any such

unremunerative arts. They calculated tlieir profits and

took good care to get them
;
at the same time, they paid

their own debts punctually, presented themselves dulywhen

summoned to join the army, and stuck to their leader in

battle. If a literature is to arise, if art, poetry, learning,

are to expand and burst open the self-seeking, national

lieart, and draw out the gold of humanity from its brazen

liusk, the nation must actually carry within itself such

iui]iroductive capital. Thus, it was only in a late age,

when the intensity of the national rigidity had somewhat

relaxed, that a literature sprang u]) in Kome ; and then it

was predominantly Greek in its sj)irit ;
a Hellenic religion

of civilization, in a clear, forcible, but prosaic style.

And what a field Ibr contemplation was that which
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ofTered itself to ii Eomaii of the seventh and eifjlith cen-

turies, who had opened his heart to liumanizing iniluences.

A grand background of national memories extended be-

hind him ; all the treasures of Hellenic and Alexandrian

wisdom and learning lay outspread before the masters of

the world ;
the metropolis itself swarmed with European

and Asiatic Greeks and men of various nations trained in

Greek culture, seeking there for infhience, honom% or

bread. Nay, from the time of Sylla, the Jews also had

been represented by men of cultivation and learning.

Under that dictator, Alexander Polyliistor had imparted
to the Komans much information respecting their own

history ; already, before iiis time, the sacred scriptures

of the Jews had been translated, and were now accessible

to all educated peo])le in intelligible Alexandrine Greek.

Egypt contributed her antiquaries, versed in critical

inquiries, and priests who coidd read the hieroglyphics ;

Syria her theosophists and hierophants. Ca2sar himself

timied his attention to ethnology, and this unrivalled

general and statesman, who occupied himself intently
with grammatical studies, was also the first to investigate

the manners and history of the Gaids and Germans.

Varro, the friend of Cajsar and Cicero, was an erudite

archaeologist, and in his o\vn way a man of philosophical
mind. If it liad but been possible for a Eoman to

take in the idea of Humanity as a ivhole, what a field

would have lain oi)en to view from the pinnacle on Avhich

he stood ! Tlie a'ods of the Greeks and Eomans, the

deities of light, had conferred upon all those nations civil

liberty, law and order, political wisdom and virtue, art

and science. Nearly the whole of the inliabited earth

was accessible to Hellenic enlightenment, Eoman laws,

and the privileges of Eoman citizenship ; nay, was akead}''

subject to those influences or well-disposed to become so.

The kings of the barbarians paid homage to Hellenic cul-

ture even when they did not to the Eoman empire. Yet,

after all, where was the evidence of progress ? What was
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the prospect for the future ? Tlie liistorical background
of the world hiy covered with bh:)ody ruins, bristhng with

the corpses of crushed and enshxved nationahties. The

hfeless forms of Magna Grascia and the whole of southern

Italy with the mortal coil of Hellas Proper, lovely even

in death, were the first objects that met his gaze ; present-

ing to a serious and candid contemplator, a spectacle of

God's mode of governing the world, replete with heavenly

warning yet with mournful attraction. Even in a previous

age, Scipio, as he stood on the ruins of Carthage, liad been

seized with the melancholy presentiment that Home's last

day would come too, like that of Carthage and Troy, and

the prophet's words rose into his thoughts :—
For tliat the day shall come when sacred Troy,
"When Priam, and the people of the old

Spear-practised king shall perish, well I know.

The letter of condolence wTitten by Servius Sul])icius

to his friend Cicero on the death of his daughter,^ is

equally striking on account of the sense it expresses

of the universal tragedy of the world, and the incapacity

of the writer to appreciate the value of a human soul

or the amount of love possible towards it, or above all to

understand how such deep grief coidd be experienced

for the mere loss of a girl.
In this letter, Sulpicius

relates how he sailed past the ruins of Corinth and the

ravaged coasts of Achaia, with his mind filled with the

sense of Poman greatness, and compared the present de-

solation and ])owerlessness of Athens, once the capital of

the world, with the former splendour of those cities.

After depicting the misery of their present condition,

and observing that now that liberty was over (Cassar had

in that year l:)een invested witli the imperial dignity), there

was but little ha]>piness to be anticipated cither for our

own life or for tliat of our children, he thus continues :
—

' Cic. lib. .\i. 1.
;'.,

A.u.c. 70S, B.C. 45.
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On my return from A.sia, as I was sailing from ^^gina
towards Megara, I amused myself with contemplating the

circumjacent countries. Behind me lay .^gina, before me

Megara ;
on my right, I saw the Piraeus, and on my left,

Corinth. These cities, once among the most flourishing and

magnificent, now presented nothing to my view hut a sad

spectacle of desolation. Then I began to revolve in my mind
the following considerations :

" How shall we feeble sons of men
be struck down with grief when one of our relations, who had

at best but a brief term of life to look forward to, dies by
vi(;lence or in the common course of nature; while here at one

glance I behold the corpses of so many great cities lie stretched

before me ? J?ear up then, my heart ! remembering the

general lot to which man is born." Believe me, I found my
mind greatly refreshed and comforted by these reflections.

We take this in the liirlit of an involuntary' testimony
to man's apprehension of the Divine, similar to that borne

by Scipio at Carthage, or by ^Emihus Panhis in Olym-

pia. The writer felt the breath of the Eternal Spirit

passing over him. The vanity of all tilings eartldy had

been brought before his ej^es in a visible shape, and he

knew no better consolation to offer to his eloquent and

deep-hearted friend in his heavy sorrow, than to hold up
this picture for his contemplation. If such fates can befall

the greatest of cities and countries, how can we grieve
so deeply over the death of a girl ? To perish is the

lot of mortals, alike for individuals and for nations !

" Eome alone is eternal, or at least oufjlit to be so," is

vmdoubtedly, however, the thonglit in the background of

his mind, and with it is connected the proud conscious-

ness :

" And I am a distinguished citizen, consul, and

general of that city." In the minds of the more thought-
ful men possessing a certain sort of rehgious feeling, the

further reflection woidd naturally suggest itself,
—" Eome

must needs be eternal, for how else could the Deity find a

vicegerent for his world ?
" A thought which lies more

deeply implanted in human nature than we are wont to

believe ;
a delusion common to all ages, which is the off-

YOL. II. B B
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spring of the most ridiculous vanity of mankind, who

forget that if he will,
" God can raise up children to

Abraham out of these stones." For the most part nothing
short of protracted and heavy judgments can avail to

dispel this presumptuous belief, and nothing less than

destruction to atone for it.

In vain do we look around in that crowd of great men
and crreat women who filled Eome in the seventh and

eighth centuries of the city, for any prophet, for any man
of spiritual eminence and deep sense of God's presence— witli the exception of Cicero. Let us consider that

noble patriot, virtuous statesman, eloquent orator, and

highly cultivated earnest thinker from this point of view.

Cicero sought some better consolation for his father's

heart than his friend could give him, and woidd seem to

have really succeeded in attaining to a higlier point of view

in an Essay on Consolation^ Avhich is lost to us, but which

was probably written in imitation of the (also lost) dia-

logue of Aristotle entitled ^'•Eudemos" or of the Essay on

Consolation written by the Academician Grantor. For it

is evident that in the mind of this real and worthy disciple

of the best of the Greeks, and in particular of Socrates

and Plato, the general belief of all nations in the im-

mortality of the Divine Cause, and hence also of the souls

of the Good, was still a living principle ; and not only so

on philosophic, but also on religious, groimds Yet how

weak, nevertheless, was his j)hil()sophical faith, and how

poor of consolation he felt himself when he placed before

his mind the enigma of the lot of man, is displayed most

forcil)ly in his principal work on philosoj^hy and religion,— the three Books,
" De Naturd Deoruni.'" This work

reveals to view the full extent of the bewilderment and

misery of the lioman heart. It brings home to us the

frightl'ul chasm that yawned between the age of Solon and

uEschylus antl that of Caisar. The prophets of the former

epoch seek to give account to themselves of a religious

belief that throbs in all hearts, and has its high authenti-
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cation in tlie life of tlie State. Tlie prophet of the last

century of the Roman repubhc seeks to discover the

ground and the nature of religious belief, because that

belief has vanished from actual life, or is in a hopelessly
chaotic condition.

" There is no substantial ground what-

ever for the State relin-ion, and the creed of the vulu-ar,"

says the first interlocutor, a j'>]iilosopher of the E))icurean
school.

" Such and such were the philosophical ideas that

that creed was intended to convey, and they are quite true
;

and, moreover, it is salutary and virtuous to believe," says
the second., a Stoic Senator. " The true philo-(^i)hy is

for a wise man to confess that lu3 knows nothiiiij about

the matter, and refrain from pronouncing a decisive

opinion," is the conclusion drawn by the Academician.

Practically all three beliefs come to much the same thing,

but Roman society was thrown into two opposing camps

by the two distorted systems respecting God and mankind

which it had constructed for itself out of the writings of

Epicurus and Zeno. The Roman Epicurean "was a mate-

rialistic athei.st. The Roman Stoic preached virtue, but

fomid no God whom he could revere ;
and took up with

a pantheism equally unsatisfactory to reason and to piety.

Lastly, the Academician, pluming himself on his disciple-

ship to Plato and Aristotle, is through and through a

sceptic, not only as regards the popular religion, but even

as compared with the other two philosophers. All this

comes out in lively colours in this Tractate of Cicero's.

After the Epicurean has delivered himself, Cicero, through
tlie mouth of the Stoic, sharply attacks and confutes the

Epicurean view of the popular religion ;
in the course of

which argument, the Stoic, who is, like his opponent, a

Senator and highly distinguished man, gives utterance to

some very beautifid sentiments. So, for instance, after

enlarQ;in<y in the usual teleolo^^ical strain on the fitness

with which means are adapted to ends in this universe,

he goes on to declare how evident it is that the world has

been made for the only rational inhabitants thereof, viz.

B B 2
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gods and men, and may be regarded as the common city

and republic of both ;
that the earth is an island of this

imiverse, and all its regions are but parts of our divine

island ;
that each of us is a portion of this Kosmos :

—the

aim of all which is, tliat we ought to prefer the common

Aveal to our own. But all the while he is discoursing

in this strain, he is very well aware that this duty is

precisely what very few, if any, really practise now-a-

days ; moreover, that it is much if any one of his present

auditors believed in this doctrine. The one who fmally

takes up the word—the master of the house, Caius Cotta,

the ambitious consul and proconsul, at that time Pon.ti-

fex—proceeds, in his character of an Academic philo-

sopher, to demolish with little difficulty the loosely con-

structed edifice, pointing out the perversions of language

in which the Stoics indulged themselves, when attempting

to put a good face upon the myths relating to the gods.

But being Pontifex, he feels a special vocation to pour

ridicule upon the belief in visions sent by the gods

through dreams. Cicero fails to give us the final conclu-

sion to be drawn from the whole. He does indeed hold

out some hope of it at a future time, and concludes with

saying, that he is more inclined to agree with the Stoic than

with the Academician. But who can f\iil to descry lurking

behind the philoso})hical difficulties, his inability to con-

nect any reasonable belief in God, or any moral veneration

of Him, with a religion whose holiest acts consisted in tlie

rites of the Bona Dea, and whose mysteries consisted in

the flight of birds to right or left, and whether the sacred

chir-kens ate greedily or hung their heads ? Every one

laughed at these things when lie was alone with liis

friends ; yet no one dared to assail them publicly. Thus,

what between mocking philosophers and incorrigible

popular superstitions, Cicero remained in a state of help-

less inability to make u]) his mind as a philosopher, even

])efore he came to lose all consolation as a citizen. It is

only when he stands on his own proper domain as a Itoman
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and as Cicero, in exploring the ultimate foundations of

the political edifice, that the ethical belief which yet
lived in his soul, comes out victorious. His '•'Republic

"

—a work to be named with all honour, and indescribably

attractive, even in the fragments of it which our age has

been privileged to recover—concludes with a vision of

the noble-minded elder Cato, wliich is radiant with faith

in the divine origin of the Kosmos, and the immortality of

the soul. And however unsatisfactory may be the at-

tempt which Cicero has made in his work " De Legibus"
to find props for the old religion and to ennoble the

])oliti<'al ideas involved in it, by the importation of ethical

thoughts, yet that work is nevertheless fraught ^vith all

that was loftiest and best in what apprehension of a

di\ine agency in human affairs yet lingered in the ancient

Itoman i:)olity, cultus, and manners. ]jut neither of these

two works seems to have left any impression whatever

on his age. The Roman religion was, and remained

essentially in all ages, a political institution designed
Ibr public ends, from which the spirit had departed,
but whose forms entwined themselves around the whole

hie, at once of the State and of the individual, with a

rigid grasp that ossified what it embraced. That which

was truly divine in this religion
—the reverence of s]Mrit

it instilled—had evaporated from it. To the Stoic

Brutus, Cicero appeared a weak--\\nUed, fair-spoken

Academician who meant well
;

to Ca3sar, the man
of the world, an ingenious but unpractical visionary.

And, after all, it is precisely the un-Eoman element in

Cicero that constitutes the most exquisite chai'm of liis

w^'itings and of his personality. He was more than a

Eonian, he was a man, and had a profound fellow-feeling
with Hinnanity. He who fails to recognize this, shows

that he is neither a philosopher, nor a historian, But we
must admit that Cicero had no fellow-feeling for humanity,
when it appeared in the guise of a barbarian, any more
than any other Roman philosopher. Whoever may be
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the author of the Eoiiian hon wot somewhere preserved,

referring to the boundless arrogance of the Jews in re-

gard to their God :

" He must be after all a little god
since he has given them such a little countiy ;

"
it is such

a witticism as Cicero, too, might very probably have per-

mitted himself. A Eoman valued a god
" for what he

was worth," to use an English phrase ; namely, according

to the amount of worldly power which he had conferred

u]:>on his votaries. Thus a conquered people w^as at its

highest estate only worthy to serve the lords of the world

as his betters, and to contribute soldiers to their armies.

The Greeks alone were clever and agreeable enough to

furnish them with recreation.

It is only by the fact that, for a Eoman, Humanity was

merged in Eoman citizenship, and the various sentiments

of our nature in conventionalisms, or the ])rescriptions of

manners and customs, that we can explain how the simple

speech of old Chremes in Terence's play,
" I am a man,

and nothing that is human is foreiijn to me,"
^ could

make so deep an impression on an audience to which

Ca3sar and Cicero belonged, tliat the spectators broke out

into universal plaudits.

Just in tlie same way, at the present day, their de-

scendants are enchanted with the admirable sentiments

delivered on tlie stage by one of Goldoni's heroes. When

Augustine, to whom we owe this anecdote, adds, that

nevertheless the spectat(^rs, wliose enthusiasm was excited

l)y tlie expression of such noble sentiments, consisted for

tlie most part of silly and uneducated ])cople, we must not

forget that Cresar and Cicero migl^t have been among
their luiniber. For, in all probability, this incident must

liave taken place at one of the earliest performances of

the piece, when the speech was something new. Cicero

quotes it on two occasions,^ and regards it, especially in

the latter passage, from the highest point of view, that of

* Teroncft :

"
Iloantonliiiiornumoiios," 1.1.25.

' SeeCJc. "do Olilciis," i. (» "do Leyibiis," v. 12.
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tlie self-devotion of the individual for the common weal.

Ctr^sar's lines on Terence were familiar to all. An acci-

dent has made us acquainted with a similar expression
of sympathy with Humanity occurring on the Athenian

stage, in tlie fme line of Menander, preserved to us by
Clement of Alexandria in liis

"
ILjpotijpos

" ^

:
—

How lovely is man when he is a man !

Among the Athenians such a speech would be sure to

have elicited approval, but it would liardly have created

such an extraordinary sensation. What was lacking in

the pidjlic worship, the social world of antiquity desired

to hear in the theatre. Socrates ai)plauded a moral

apoi:)lithegm of Euripides. The Greeks were men, and

deli<'htcd in beino; so, even in their era of decline.

The Eoman was deeply moved in such cases, even

though it should be a simply hiunan trait that met

his eye ; humanity without Eoman citizenship ! It was

for the same reason that the Persian conqueror was

moved, when the idea was broucht home to liini that,

after a score or two of years, not one of the hundreds

of thousands who lay encamped before him woidd be yet

alive. Therefore he too, the king of kings, would be no

more ! He, too, was but a man like these ! What a

thouo;ht ! It is the mioht of the Eternal, which at such

moments rises up before the mortd who is swallowed up
in his own imaginary greatness. Thus it was with the

conqueror of Macedonia, when he compared himself with

the Zeus of Phidias, and, in gazing on the marble image,

felt the presence of the father of the gods as he had

never felt it before.

Cicero was the first literary prophet of the Eomnns,
and the last but one. If Cicero has been undervalued

^ "Qq \apitv loT dvOpiiJTrogf av dfBpwTrog y.

Cf. Bunsen's Analecta Ante-Nicieana in *'

Christianity and Mankind,"
vol. V. p. 172.
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by many, and if, in particuhu', liis tractate
" de Naturd

Ueorum "
has recently received a too unfavourable ver-

dict,
—

Tacitus, whose mind and writings are so inconii)ar-

ably more dillicult to fathom and to expound, has been

tlie object of yet moi'e divergent views, nay, of most

mijust censure, even on the part of his enthusiastic editor

Lipsius. Two special disquisitions on his religious views

are valuable but not exhaustive
;
that of Hofnieister is

one-sided, that of Botticher fantastic. Some great histo-

rians and philosophers who have busied themselves with

the religious character of Tacitus himself, seem to us to

have displayed much ingenuity without hitting the mark ;

while some betray an altogether inadequate acquaintance

with his terminology, style, and circle of ideas. Thus it

is necessary for us to enter somewhat into detail respect-

ing this Avriter, from the point of view which concerns

oiu" present purpose.
Yet once again after Cicero was the Eoman mind ele-

vated to the height of prophecy in Cornelius Tacitus, the

deepest-hearted of all llomans, the greatest tragic writer

amonir tlic liistorians of all ajres. It was vouchsafed to

him to witness the days wdien the world once more

breathed freely after the confusion which followed upon
Nero's death, and after the appearance of the ftill-blown,

systematic imperial des|)otism, with its elaborate a])paratus

of tyranny in the legions, Praetorian guards, and i)olice

officers. This interval, when the last delusive hopes

were cherished by the nations, was that of Tacitus's

disenchantment. Inaugurated by the paternal rule of

Nerva,—and, under the circumstances, inaugurated wisely,

the li<)j)elessness of amehoration revealed itself to

Tacitus, even under Trajan ;
for Ca^sarism was an abid-

ing evil. Already, under Hadrian, the Eomans came to

])erceive tliis; and the period of renewed hope and haj)-

])iness
came to an end for ever, when Marcus Aurelius

closed liis eyes and Commodus ascended tlie tluone.
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But Tacitus did not live to witness the close of Trajan's

reign. It was under tliat emperor that he composed
his first great liistorical work,—the "

IJistoria^'' a history
of his own times, and then later, the '^Ajinales" extend-

ing from the reign of Augustus to the death of Nero. His
'^

Agricola" was composed in the first year of Trajan,
and was soon followed by ins " Germania." But the

period of Trajan was precisely that which could not but

intensify Tacitus's despair of the future of his nation, for,

alas ! under the best of emperors, he could desciy no

signs of fresh life. On all liands he saw notliing but a

slavish mind veiled under despotic, and at the same time

dishonest, forms. The imperial despotism had become

a necessity.

Tacitus is the prophet of the Eomans, but he is the

prophet of death, the herald of the day of judgment upon
that dispensation, of whose approach he is conscious in

his own heart. He sees that ruin is inevitable, that

CaBsarism is an unconditional evil in itself, that it can

issue in notliiiig but evil. And yet it seems to have

become indispensable. Agrippa's di'cams have fled. The
nobler class who had resisted the tp-anny of Tiberius and

tlie mad lust of blood displayed by Caligula, and again

by the blasphemous Domitian, were forsaken by fortune

and by their contemporaries. In all this, Tacitus recog-
nized the divine retribution, and keenly felt the vengeance
of the gods. Vain are the imagined or invented omens

of erood and evil. Not even rites of atonement will avail

aught, although it is a duty to perform them. There is

a divinity in the affiiirs of men, but not to help, only to

chastise. This is the meaning of that difficult passage
with which he concludes the delineation presented in the

opening of his
" Historia" of the alarming and threaten-

ing condition of the city and empire of Eome ;
a passage

which is equally far from being the utterance of a hater

of man and scoffer at the gods, as from that of a mere
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orator, or, as Napoleon calls Lim, an "Ideologist." These

are his words :
—

Never has it been proved by surer tokens, or more terrible

reverses to the Roman arms, that it is not our welfare which the

gods have at heart
;
but the due retril)ution of our crimes.

Undoubtedly, we may not shut our ej^es to the full

scope of all that such words imply in the mind of their

author. Never, in fact, had the downfall of a fi^ee consti-

tution and the threatening overthrow of a great empire
been more fi'iglitfully displayed than after Nero's death.

The Claudian emperors had done their ruthless work,
half as calculating, half as insane tyrants. The Praetorians

and the police were the lords of the lords of the world.

The Emperor was their handiwork, and therefore their

tool. The Senate had become as ridiculous and vexatious

a sham as the Popular Assembly had been from the time

of Ca3sar. Thus the "
majesty of the Eoman people,"

which had been the object of worslii]) for centuries, was

no more. But Tacitus asserts the same of earlier times

also. It was only that tlic anger of the gods displayed
itself now in more awfid and unmistakeable characters

than at any previous time. That the kindness and mercy
of the gods predominate in human alTairs, can in no case

be assumed to be our author's view of the world. The
sense of their wrath is so overpoweringly vivid, that he

well-nigh expresses the reverse of such a view. And yet,

if we compare either his '''nistory
"
or his " Annals

"
with

those of other reporters, we see that no other historian has

so greatly despised the practice of adding ]iiquancy to

history by scandalous anecdotes and racy personalities, or

by blackening its colours. Where, then, are we to find the

central point of his religious belief, or else of his disbelief,

in any divine plan runnhig through history ?

That the vulgar creed, with its omens—which, however,
he never fails to mention—was a mere superslitio n, was no
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matter of doubt to him. Nay, he recognized it to be a

superstition that was doubly baneful, inasmuch as, in the

first place, it diverted men's attention from the distinct

recognition of the actual position of affairs and so weak-

ened the incentives to moral action
; and, in the second

place, because the belief it involved in a blind, unavoid-

able destiny, drove many noble-minded men to despair ;

in consequence of which they rushed upon death without

attaining any good end thereby, or obtaining freedom for

the survivors. This is the sense of a ]:)assage that has

given rise to various misconceptions. When he is re-

lating how Silius and his wife Sosia were condemned ^

by Tiberius, because the favour shown to them by Ger-

manicus and Agrii)pina had excited his suspicions against

them, Tacitus mentions that Marcus Lepidus, one of their

judges, had mitigated the vote fii'st passed against this

family ; adding that this judge was an upright man, who
had understood the art of retaining the favour of Tiberius

without descending to baseness, and further remarks :
—

This and similar instances force me to doubt whether the

favour of princes for some, and their enmity towards others, be

determined by destin}^, and the lot assigned us at birth; or

whether something do not depend on our own voluntary choice.

And further, whether it may not be possible to steer a middle

course of conduct, alike remote from froward opposition and

contemptible servility, which may be at once at a distance from

the rewards or the perils of ambition.

These words are evidently written in allusion to Agri-

cola, as is shown by many passages in the life of that

prince, and not without a reference to himself personally

in his relations with Domitian ;
but at the same time they

are intended as a general criticism upon the political

value of characters of the type of Thrasia Pa3tus,
" who put

themselves into danger without opening to others the path

' Silius commited suicide, aud Sosia was banished.
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to freedom." Nothing is further from the meaning of this

passage, than the delivery of any opinion upon fate and

moral self-determination.

Thus, according to our author, from the vulgar belief

in fate no good can arise, fi^om deeds of desperation very
little. But may not philosophy solve tlie problem for us ?

Tacitus was a geuume Eoman of the type of his age. He
understood nothing about philosophy except as presented
in the two opposing systems of Epicureanism and Stoicism,

between which it in that age vibrated. Neither the one

nor the other could satisfy him. Gladly would he have

behoved in Stoicism, if it could have imravelled for him

the knotty tangle of present realities. Nor was Epicurus
in the right, when he opined that the gods do not concern

themselves at all with human afKiirs
; for, alas ! is it not but

too visible and palpable that they do so concern them-

selves, viz. with the dosi^Mi of brinmno; the Eoman

Empire to ruin, in retribution for our long career of

crime ? Tacitus does not conceal from us the struECijles

going on within in his mind. In a very remarkable

passage of the ^'Annals" ^ he discusses the current report
that Tiberius had been in the habit of learning the future

from Thrasyllus, who was versed in the wisdom of the

Chaldeans, and whom he secretly kept at Caprea?, in

order to consult him. Thus, in particidar, he had learnt

throuoh him ^ that Galba would reiaii after himself for

a short space, and had been greeted by Nero as the

future Emperor. On this Tacitus breaks out with the

following confession of his philosophic faith :—

When I reflect on this fact and others of a siuiihir nature, I

find my judj^nient so much in the balance, that whether human
aftjiirs are governed hy fate and iiniimtable necessity, or left to

chance, I am not able to decide. For we find that among the

11. A.^.

^ If lliere be any foimdnlion wliatovor for the etorv, Thrasyllus had evi-

dently derived his knowledge not from the stars but from magnetism.
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wisest ancient masters of pliilosopliy, and the followers of their

sects among the moderns, two opposite opinions have prevailed.

According to the one party, in all that relates to man, his

formation, his progress, and his end, the gods take no concern ;

and, by conse((uence, calamity is often the good man's portion,

while the wicked live to enjoy the pleasures of prosperity. In

opposition to this view, another school maintain that there is

indeed a connection between the immutable law of fate and

human affairs
;
but that that law does not depend on the course of

wandering planets, but is fixed in the first principles of things,

supported and preserved by a chain of natural causes. Man,

notwithstanding, is left at liberty to choose his manner of life,

but the choice once made, the consequences follow in a regular

course, fixed, and inevitable. Good an<l evil, they say, are not

always what vulgar opinion has so defined ; on the contrary,

many whom we see struggling with adversity, are happy, while

others, in all the pride and affluence of fortune, are yet truly

wretched; namely, when tlie former tower above the ills of life

by their fortitude, while the latter make a bad use of their

prosperity. However, with the majority, it is impos.sible to

eradicate from their minds the belief that each has his fate

allotted to him at birth ;
and that, though many things ftiU out

contrary to what has been predicted, it is owing to the self-

deception of those who declare events of which they are really

ignorant. Hence the art of divination is brought into disrepute ;

of the truth of which, nevertheless, both antiquity and our own

age furnish brilliant examples. In fact, the reign of Nero was

foretold by this very Thrasyllus.

Whut a depth below the level of Greek moral philo-

sophy and religious consciousness, as exhibited in their

Epos and Drama, must we rank the insight obtained by
Tacitus into the com^se of this world, and the position

held by man in reference to the tragic complications of

destiny ! How fav above all these reflections of tlie

Roman of Trajan's age soar those words of Hector, which

have winged their way through all after ages, spoken

when he takes leave of his wife and child in full view of

tlu; impending fidl of Ilium ! Xay, the passage we have

quoted does not even reassert the grave, though not
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bitter, theory of the world enunciated by Seipio on the

ruins of Carthage, in alhision to the uUimate iiill of the

Queen of the world. Still Tacitus is very far indeed from

re-echoing the horrible words which his dying agony on

the battle-field of Philippi is reported to have wrung
from Brutus :

"
Virtue, thou art an empty shade !

"
It

needed seventeen more centuries of Italy's woe to fling

Giacomo Leopardi
—the poetical and philosophical com-

patriot of Tacitus, and his brother in spirit
—from the

heio-ht of his earlier and never abandoned Platonic creed,

down to the stoical despair expressed in liis tragic dia-

logue entitled ''Brutus the Younger." Tacitus believed

in virtue, and therefore in freedom ;
but lie believed no

longer in the possibility of their triumph in Eome—nor

therefore in this world, Home's property. Under Donii-

tian, it had been still possible to indulge hope ;
but how

could he do so after ten years of Trajan's rule ? He might
with truth extol the rare happiness of an age in which

men Avere allowed to tliink what they would and to say

what they thought. But when the dark tlumdercloud

of the savage tyrant's reign had passed away, and was suc-

ceeded by the sunshine of a mild and just government,
Tacitus was less able than ever to shut liis eyes to

the evidence of universal servility and deep-seated cor-

ruption of manners which Imperialism had engendered.

Despotism had become a necessity
—to his and the world's

ruin ! Rome is falling, and Rome is the world ! The

Romans are an irremediably coiTupt nation, and Roman
citizens constitute humanity! The empire is sick unto

death ;
our only hope is in the disunion and fratricidal

feuds of the barbarians, above all tlie German tribes.

Such a view he had expressed in the beginning of

Trajan's reign, in that ever memorable ])assage of the

'•'•Germania^' in whirh he relates, with undisguised bitter-

ness, how

The godri liave probuhly permitted the bloody massacre of the

Bructerians by the surrouuding German tribes out of favour
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to us. Above 60,000 of the enemy have fallen, not by our

arms, 6ut cut off as it were in a theatre of war, to furnish a

spectacle on which to feast our eyes.

And then lie proceeds :
—

May this continue to be the fate of foreign nations! If

not the friends of Rome, let them be enemies to themselves!

For, in the present tide of our affairs, what can fortune have in

store so devoutly to be desired as intestine discord among our

enemies ?

Tlie nations hate us, and we have deserved it by our

sins, our ambition, our avarice, and our unfeehng cruelty.
But that is not all

;
it is the flower of the voutli of these

nations of which our legions are composed. This thought
he had already, in the first year of Trajan, put into the

mouth of the Caledonian general, Calgacus, before his

battle with Agricola ;
and it is perhaps the most eloquent

specimen of our author's historical art :—
Us, who are last on firm laud and last in liberty, distance

itself and the dimness of rumour hitherto has screened
; now,

the very extremity of Britain is laid open. What is unknown
is thought grand and mighty ;

but no longer is there any tribe

beyond us : nothing but waves and rocks, and Romans fiercer

than they, whose proud cruelty you would vainly escape by
dutifulness and good beliaviour. Plunderers of the world, after

the kuid fails from their ravage, they grope even into the

sea ; being greedy of his wealth if the enemy be rich, covetous

of his servility if he be poor : men whom neither East nor

West can satiate. Alone of mankind they covet alike men's

affluence and men's indigence. Theft, butchery, robber}'-, they

falsely call Empike, and where they make a desert, they name
it Peace.

Nature has decreed that to each man children and kinsmen

should be dearest : these are snatched from us by conscription,
to become slaves elsewhere. Our wives and sisters, if they es-

cape the lust of soldiers, yet are polluted by those who take the

name of friends and guests. Our goods and fortunes the}^

shovel away as tribute
; our yearl}'^ crops, for their supplies.

Our very bodies and limbs they use up in paving forests and
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marshes under the stick aud the jibe Caitiffs born for slavery

are sold once for all and are fed gratis by the master. Britain

daily buys, daily feeds her own slaver3^ And as in a household

every new slave is mocked at by even his fellow-slaves, so in this

inveterate world-vassalage are ive (new and cheap I
)
hunted

for extirpation. For we have neither fields, mines, nor havens,

that we should be spared to work in them : moreover, valour

and high spirit in subjects are unwelcome to despots ;
while

distance itself and secrecy, from their greater safety, are the

more suspected. Since hope of pardon is thus removed, at

length put on courage, all ye who dearly love whether safety or

glory.

Ill the theory of the universe here expressed, Tacitus

was, both subjectively and objectively, quite in earnest.

It is the solemn dignity of his sentiments which has lent to

his writings the irresistible charm that they exert on all

noble minds, and which caused him, even in his earlier

years, to be regarded with quite peculiar respect by his

contemporaries as an orator and advocate. It is neither

Epicureanism nor despair of God which they express,

although he has com])letely given up hope for his own age
and the future, and not without embittered feelings to-

wards God and man. Some passages, which have been

often quoted in proof either of his superstition or of his

bitt'-r unbelief in Providence, really express nothing of the

kind
;
and often the charge lias arisen from simple mis-

understandinsr of his lans-uasre. But Tacitus is a Eoman
;

ho understands little of religion, and nothing about Provi-

dence, although he takes upon himself to philosophize.

Eeligion means to him the "
religiones ;" that is to say, the

prescribed ceremonies observed by the various nations by
which ihe Deity is honoured, and by which more espe-

cially his anger is turned away. The term "
superstition"

is, ill his view, equally npplieable to anything that sets

itself ill opposition to these ceremonies on conscientious

grounds, or anything that connects itself with the worshij)
of tlie gods ill llic sliape of a belief in omens. It was a

thoroughly characteristic Iionian trait, when the populace,
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on hearing the tidings of the death of Germanicus, threw
their household gods into the streets (just as tlieir de-

scendants of the present day sometimes when angry
treat the images of tlieir saints),

" because they had not

kept Germanicus alive." Such behaviour on the part of

the gods was a breach of contract. Tacitus Avas a

lloman, but in him this characteristic national sentiment

rises into the moral reflection :

" The gods were disposed
to be gracious to us" (he says in Trajan's time), "had our

manners rendered it possible." The deity is an avenging
one, and we have all deserved venwance. It is from this

point of view that we have to exj)lain the harsh, unsym-
pathizing, unhistorical verdict of this author on the Jews
and Christians.

As regards the Jews, we must confess that his re-

searches into their antiquities and history are a complete
and signal failure. Even without reading the sacred

books of the Jews or making himself acquainted with

Josephus, who was his contemporary, and residing in

Home at that time, he might have acquired better in-

formation from the Alexandrines than that which he

gives us.

His account of their then condition, however,, thou'di

conceived in a partial, unfriendly spirit, is yet historical

and dignified, lie says^:
—

The Jews acknowledge one God only, and him they see in the

mind's eye, and him they adore in contemplation, condemning
as impious idolaters all who, with perishable materials, wrought
into the human form, attempt to give a representation of the

Deity. The Grod of the Jews is the great governing mind, that

directs and guides the whole frame of nature, eternal, infinite,

and neither capable of change, nor subject to decay.

But their religious worship he calls, in contrast to the

joyous Bacchic festivals,
" absurd and mean." In de-

1 Hist. V. 5.

VOL. ir. c c
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scribing tlie beginning of the siege of Jerusalem, he says
that ominous portents had not been wanting :

—
Portents and prodigies announced the ruin of the city ; but

a people, blinded by their own national susperstition, and with

rancour detesting the religion of other tStates, held it unlawful

by vows and victims to deprecate the impending danger.

He calls them in so many words "a people addicted to

superstition, inimical to religion." Notwithstanding their

superstition, they would have found favour in his eyes, nay,
would have received great commendation for their recofj-

nition of the spiritual nature of the Deity, but that they

despised and scoffed at the religious rites of the surround-

ing nations
;
in which rites after all, according to the view

of Tacitus, religion consists, and whereby alone a religious
bond can be maintained among mankind. This Avas in-

tolerable in his eyes ; just as we find that a similar senti-

ment among the Christians was regarded by his friend

Pliny the Younger, and his master Trajan, as high treason

against the State, deserving the punishment of death.

Now the Jews were permitted the free exercise of their

religion ;
but that which in the opinion of the Eoman

statesman constituted the obnoxious and politically

dangerous side of their character, was their propensity
to make proselytes.

Among themselves (be says) their passions are without restraint

Vice itself is lawful. That they may know each other by distinc-

tive marks, they have established the practice of circumcision.

All who embrace their faith, submit to the same operation. The
first elements of their religion teach their proselytes to despise
the gods, to abjure their native land, and to become indifterent

to their parents, their brothers, and their children.

We see that he perpetually returns to the dangers to

be ajiprehended from the ])roselytizing character of

Judaism, viz. the dissolution of paganism and the hold

which the Jews might obtain ujjon the po]nilatioiis. It

seems, too, as though in the last part of the Fifth Book of
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his Hi.story, this liad heen the ground he alleged why Titus,

in the final council of war, lield before the storming of

Jerusalem, voted, with the majority of his staff, for its total

destruction. Josepluis says, as we know, precisely the

contrary ;
but that may be easily accounted for by his

relations with the Flavians. Now, as regards his motive,

the record presented to us simply says tluit Titus was

impelled to that decision by the consideration that such a

course would give tlic death-blow to the Jews and Chris-

tians, who were at bottom but one sect. But no doubt the

determining political reason was hatred against the pro-

selytes, and the danger which threatened the established

religion and tlie empire from their increase
;
therefore a

view similar to that lield by Tacitus.^ Thus, how pre-

eminently fraught with peril must not Clu'istianity have

aj)peared ! For this was a much more malignant specimen
of tlie disease, inasmuch as the Clu'istians liad no national

colour wliatever, neither practised circumcision nor super-
stitious observances, and set themselves against every-

thing that savoured of paganism with an uncompromis-

ing hostility that despised even deatli. In his account of

tlie biu'ning of Eome by Nero'^, he tells us, that

The people hated the Christians (so named after Christ, wlio

was executed in the reign of Tiberius) on account of their

crimes [^flagltia']. This execrable superstition [exltiabilis su.2:)er-

stitlo'] had, like everything else impure, gained a footing in Rome
also. Wherefore, first those who had been arrested at the time of

the conflagration and confessed their part in it
[i.

e. those from

whom a confession had been extorted by the rack], and after-

wards an immense number on their testimon}^, were judicially

condemned by the tribunals ;
not so much because they were

convicted of being accessory to the conflagration, as on account

of their hatred towards the human race.

Any expression of compassion towards the victims

savagely torn to death by dogs, or set alight as torches

' See Appendix, Xote R. ^ See liis
''

Annals/' xv. 44.

c c 2
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to illuminate the circus, did but add fuel to tlie wild lust of

murder which inflamed Nero's soul, so that tlie judicial

execution of the Christians came to be regarded as having
taken place rather for the satisfaction of a furious monster,

than in behalf of the general welfare. Tacitus evidently
shared this feeling. Thus did the noblest mind of that

age experience the Kemesis of that godless obduracy of

Eoman pride which recognized tlie lineaments of the

common humanity only in themselves and the Greeks
;

and did so, not, like tlie Greeks (who had first turned

the Eomans into cultivated human beings), in virtue of

superior mental culture, but in virtue of the might wliicli

they called a divine right, constituting them the viceger-
ents of God in the government of mankind. For "by the

grace of God" did the Eoman rule the w^orld—for his own

advantage! To be consistent with himself, Tacitus ought
to have revered in Judaism the only example of adherence

to a spiritual conception of the Godhead and of the

worship of the Eternal ; while in Christianity he was met

by precisely that for which he was seeking in vain—self-

respect on the part of a morally self-determining human

being, with the rejection of that superstitious bondage to

mere outward forms, in which he recoonized but too

surely the seed of national corruption. It is clear that

Christianity has occupied his thoughts. Christ has touched

him to the quick, else he would never liave repudiated

Christianity with an acrimony unexampled even in his

writings.
" What good thing can come out of Nazareth ?

"

How should this despised barbarian nation whom we have

deprived of country, city and temple, and scattered in

slavery over all lands, confer on us the true knowledge of

the world, and that, too, through the medium of a man
crucified as a malefactor by a Eoman governor? And yet
a presentiment that such was the case was invading every

province of the Eoman empire, as Tacitus is very well

aware. At the opening of his narrative of the Jewish

war, he says, speaking of the Jews :—
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MoHt ofthem cherishpd tlie conviction thatit had been declared

in the ancient books of their priests, that, about that time, the

East would rise in insurrection, and that men who were born

in Judea, should usurp to themselves the government of the

world.

This prophecy was not imkiiown to the Eomans either.

They interpreted it (after the fact, as Tacitus himself tells

us in anotlier place) of the Flavian emperors. But the last

of these—Domitian—no more believed in this propliecy,
than did liis liistorian. Xay, he must surely have heard

of the true interpretation,^ since he caused carefid inquiries

to be instituted after the survivino; members of the family
of Jesus, and oidy desisted on learning that tliey were

poor peasants whose hands were horny with heavy toil in

the fields ! Again a genuine Eoman trait ! lie natm'ally

took for granted tliat Christ's family must be one of higli

consideration, Avhose representative was the head of the

sect
;
and tlien to fmd them all poor peasants ! No

danger need be dreaded from such miserable creatures !

Eome shall flourish eternally, and her Emperor is even

in his earthly lifetime a god ; nay, does not the very
steed that carries him, stand in a temple ? Therefore,

he has nothing to do but boldly to proclaim himself the

reigning Deity ! We learn from Suetonius that he com-

manded liis chancellors to commence his proclamations
with the blaspliemous words :

'• Our Lord and God com-

mands tliat thus it shall be." If only the Eoman people

had but had one neck, that he miglit liave annihilated it

at a single blow, what a godlike joy !

Placed amid the dark surroundings of such an age,

the noble moral features of Tacitus's mind shine forth

brightly in spite of all blots, and the assertion we made

respecting him at the beginning of om' work is justified.

But we have still the brightest side of his character to

contemplate, viz. his sense of a common lumianity.

1 See Hcgesippus, as quoted by Eusebius, cf. Suetonius, "Vespas." 4.
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This coiild not be proved by tlie speech he ascribes to

Calgacus ;
but it is proved very clearly by his " Germania"

the most genial and humane of all his writings, and, at

the same time, especially rich in researches that are emi-

nently successftd because prosecuted with affection. With

the consideration of this work we open the concluding

chapter of this book.
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CHAPTER XXV.

THE RELIGIOUS CONSCIOUSNESS OF THE TEUTONS PREVIOUS

TO THEIR RECEPTION OF CHRLSTIANITY.

1. The " Germania''' of Tacitus, and other Authorities.

The fundamental idea pervading Tacitiis's
" Treatise on

the Germans" is his conviction of tlie autochthonic charac-

ter of the German nation, and of the grand future in store

for it. Ilis behef in the former is thus expressed in one

of the opening passages of that treatise :—
I accede to the opinion of those who think that the Grermans

are a pure, unmixecl, and indigenous race, unlike any other

people.

The separate tribes all bear the tokens of a distinct

national t}^)c, having a family likeness throughout the

nation, while they are quite distinct from all other peoples.

So, too, he fnids it easy to explain why all the Teutonic

tribes who have crossed the Ehine should bear the appel-

lation of " Germans ;" for that means "shouters," warriors

loudly shouting (in C^miric, garmwyn), as in like manner

the Celts beyond the Ehine had named the formidable and

victorious Tungrians, who were their first invaders, after

their war-song :
—

Thus it appears that the name has gradual!}^ been transferred

from a tribe to the nation, so that all came to be called Germans,

first by the vanquished on account of the terrors they inspired,

and afterwards by the Germans themselves, who found this ap-

pellation already in use.^

^ See Appendix, Note S.
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IIow correctly lie has conjectured in tliis instance is

i:)roved by that great primeval monument—Language—
on the e\'ideuce of which, not only the German cantons

of Switzerland, the Flemings, and the Hollanders, but

also the Scandinavians, belong to the same stock with all

the other tribes of historical Germany. Through the

Gothic translation of the Bible, the latter possess an

unbroken series of hterary monuments extending over

1500 years ;
while the Scandinavians possess a literature

extending over more than a thousand years, by means of

the Edda, written in the Norwegian dialect of the ninth

century, which in Iceland became a fixed language. The

identity among the Teuton tribes of religious intuition in

the strictest sense displays a similar evidence of indigenous

growth, and hence this also possessed a peculiar attraction

for Tacitus. He found in it something directly the reverse

of the external and materialistic character of the Eoman
creed

; something inward and spiritual, and yet free from

the harshness and exclusiveness which so repelled him in

Judaism. Lastly, the Germans prized and cherished their

freedcjin, and were at all times ready to sacrifice themselves

for the connnon cause, and to follow the chieftains of

their choice to battle, so soon as the Assembly of the people
had declared for Avar. This was a people after Tacitus's

own heart. On the other hand, they were intelligent and

susceptible of culture, consequently Avere destined to ac-

quire ere long a most important influence on the future

prospects of the Empire. He acknowledges that it is no

longer enough for the Eomans to make s})lendid jiresents

to the leading men of the Teutons, in order to preserve
tlieir friendslii}) ;

"
for," he says, "we have taught tliem to

accept money too
"

^

(to buy oll'tlieir hostility). The only

hope of the I^'.mpire lies in the disunion of the enemy and

the mutual feuds of the tril)es.

Tliese considerations sui)i)ly inducements enough for this

philosopher, statesman, and historian of the imperial age

/ See cap. xv.
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to compose liis monograph on the Germans as a liighly

important prolegomena to his "
History

"
and " Annals.''

Tor there is not a word in this essay which entitles us to

attribute to it any special political object, such as the

dissuasion of his countrymen from making war upon a

I'ace who were by nature peaceful, but, when once roused,

hard to pacify. It betrays a really ludicrous ignorance,
when foreign writers, nay, even historians, would fain

resuscitate the long-exploded view that in this work

Tacitus has been writing an historical romance, and

intentionally painted everything in the rosiest colours, in

order to hold up before the eyes of his fellow-Eomans a

mirror that might fill them with shame. In all antiquity,

there is no more conscientious and scrutinizing piece of

research into foreign manners. The hght thrown upon
our own origines by recent German investigations (es-

pecially those of the brothers Grimm) has at every step

illuminated some word used, some assertion made, or

some conjecture thrown out, by this Eoman philosopher
of history.

Nor does Tacitus by any means stand alone among our

foreign witnesses. Tlie indifrenous character of the

Teutons had been already remarked by Ca3sar {De Bella

Gall. i. 29
;
iv. 1). When, tliree hundred yeai^ after the

time of Tacitus, the Germans, who had been victorious

over the Celts and liomans in Gaul, and received from

those they had defeated "presents," i.e. tribute-money

as the "
price of peace

"
(as Salvianus expresses it),

the

Germans were already passing through the perilous

crisis of the transition to Eoman civilization ;
and yet the

learned and intelligent Bishop of Marseilles bears a simi-

lar testimony in behalf of these barbarians. Nay, a text

only recently discovered ^

proves, that so early as about

the middle of the third century (between 250 and 253 a.d.)

the candid-minded African, Commodianus, had expressed

his presentiment that it would be the heathen Goths,

^ See my
''

Hippohjtus and his AijcJ' second edit. vol. ii. p. 348. seq.
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wlio, after crossino^ the Danube and embracing Christianity,

would be the chosen instruments of God in overthrowinur

the heathen imperial city, and in abolishing the Senate

that was the implacable foe of Christianity. One hun-

dred and twenty years later, a bishop of these same

Goths, Ulphilas, translated the Holy Scriptures for his

converted countrymen, by whose armies, one generation

later, haughty Eome was conquered. Not long after this

event the Germans put an end to the Western Empire,
and, by settling in Italy, laid the ethnic foundation for the

modern world.

After the facts we have already encountered respecting
the mental endowments of the Aryan stock in Asia and

Europe, it follows almost as a thing of course, that,

with the advent of the thoroughly pure-blooded Bactro-

Aiyan Teutons, a new outgrowth of Humanity in religion,

as in all else, should appear upon the theatre of the Avorld.

The Eomans were not such an autochthonic people

properly speaking The original Italic conce]:)tion of reli-

gion had been early disturbed by schisms and intermix-

tures, and Eome herself had grown up out of the ruins

of a clan-life not destitute of civilization, endowed with that

mighty energy for action which distinguishes peoples of

mixed and still commingling elements, but destitute of

that spontaneous poetry, or that wealth of direct intuition,

which characterizes the Greeks. The Teutonic tribes

were awakened by the Eoman Empire and the Celts out of

the slumber of national infancy. They stepped out into

the arena of history fresh and unenfeebled
;
the great

race-day and its struggles lay before them. "
They

love indolence and hate repose
"

(the repose of peace)

says Tacitus
{'•' Germania^'' cap. 15). But their love of

indolence lasted only so long as they had no great deeds

licld up before their eyes. Their facidty of lying idle

])efore the fire, singing their ancient lays, was what in-

sured to them and their posterity the freshness of their

energies when destiny summoned them to action.
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Wc will now in the first place consider the rehgious

apprehension possessed by the Teutons, as revealed in the

fundamental relations of life, and then proceed to the more

difficult undertaking of demonstrating, as we are enabled

to do by the hel[) of their sacred traditions, the sponta-

neity of their sense of God's agency in the universe, and

in the fortunes of mankind,

2. The Religious Sentiment evinced in the Teutonic Social Life
and MarHacje Rites.

In their social life, the first point that strikes us as re-

gards outward matters, is their sense of a divine vocation

to till the earth ; just as we find to be the case among
the Zoroastrians, and even the Indian Bactrians. What
Tacitus says

^ of the adoration of the Earth-Mothei\

Nerthus (commonly called Ilertha), among the Angli and

their neighbours,
—"

they believed that this Earth-mother

gidded human affairs, and showed herself to the tribes

driving in her car ;

"—holds good of all the Teuton tribes.

It is the same sentiment which animates that poem of

Zoroaster, which we have cited at the close of om-

account of his religion.- On occasion of the festival of

this Earth-mother, held in the unprofaned and sacred grove
situated on the island of the Ocean (as Tacitus tells us),

the goddess draws nigh at the moment when the priest

is sensible of her presence. She comes in festal robes but

with her countenance veiled, and is seated in a car drawn

by cows. So again, the archetypal Cow, xiudhumbla

(moist with treasures, food-giving), was regarded as the

universal nurse, who licked the first God or man out of

the rock of salt. This first man was Burl, the progenitor

or creator of the world.

Thus here we have Demeter traversing the earth in

her car, teaching husbandry and showering rich blessings

on her pupils. Joy follows in the track of Demeter over

1 See cap. 40. « See vol. i. p. 203.
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the earth, as Zoroaster too had sung in carher ages. In

like manner, at tlie festival of Ilertha^ the Augli in their

sacred grove repose fi'om all strife and war.

Then come days of gladness. All the villages which the

goddess deigns to visit as a guest, are decked out in festive

array. No war is hegun, the weapons are laid to rest, the iron

bow is locked up, nothing but peace and joy is to be seen, or

entertained.

The individual passes his whole life within tlie precincts

of this conimiuiity ; but lie is a free man, and has an

imperious sense of personal freedom, which to the Eoman
observer seems scarcely compatible wdth his acquiescence

within those social limits. The "hundred" as well as the

more extensive district of the Canton, or " Gau "
(the land

or earth), govern themselves by elected representatives.

It is no longer the city, but a rural district, which is the

depositary of liberty and authority. The free men elect

their representatives in the communes, the princes and

generals are elected in the General Assembly of the whole

people. The former are chosen out of the noble families,

the latter on account of their valour. The Popular As-

sembly deliberates and votes upon the laws proposed to it

by the representatives or princes. It has the prerogative

of a final decision on matters of life and dcatli. The right

of imposing minor penalties rests with the priests, not the

nobles. But the liighest glory of the proud freemen is their

fidelity towards their leader, whose
" men "

they call tliem-

selves, to wliose service they liave vohnitarily attached

tliemselves, because they hold him to be the bravest

amonf»; them. Even tlie noble and free man who in the

passion of gambling at dice lias staked his own person,
remains true to liis word, like the Indian prince's son

Kal, who at last stakes his beloved wife Damajanti, the

daughter of the gods. He quietly allows himself to be

])ound and sold Ijy his successful rival.
" A most per-

verse caprice," exclaims the lioman
;

"
tlioy themselves
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call it fidelity !

"
That " a promise constitutes a debt," is

an old German proverb.
Thus loyalty and veracity, combined with unconquer-

able love of liberty, so strong as even to impel them to

suicide if treated witli indignity, present themselves as

the fundamental characteristics of their social life.

We find the same characteristics with respect to

marriage. Woman takes a high and honourable posi-
tion

; she is affectionate and faitliful, but strong-willed and

courageous. She is the wife of one man, the mistress of

his household, and his companion at home and on the

battle-field. In the historical epoch of antiquity, we

everywhere find marriage regarded by this race as the

most sacred of all bonds, "The Germans," says Tacitus,
" are the only people who content themselves with one

wife."^ He proceeds to inform us that their mode of

celebrating marriage is for the bridegroom, in presence
of their respective parents and relations, to present the

bride Avith a yoke of oxen, a caparisoned horse, a shield,

lance, and sword,

Tliat she may he reminded, at the very outset of her wedded

life, that she is to be henceforth the companion of his labours

and perils, and will have to suffer and to dare the same with

him in peace and in war.

In this passage he is evidently describing the custom

whicli still exists among the Low Saxons, under the

title of "
Winkop" or buying the bride

;
the public be-

trothal, or mutual plighting of troth, as it is still called

in the En<j!:lisli marriaoe service, in accordance with an

ancient popular formula, which in its present version

dates from beyond the Norman Conquest, but in sub-

stance evidently dates from before the introduction of

Christianity.

I take thee to my wedded wife, to have and to hold from this

day forward, for better for worse, for richer for poorer, in

^ See cap. xviii.
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sickness and in health, to love and to cherish, till death us do

part, according to God's holy ordinance ; and thereto I plight
thee my troth.

Thus ill the relationship of marriage, equally with that

towards tlie community at large, fidelity and trutlifulness

were with them of primary and most sacred obligation.

For this, we have not only the testimony of Tacitus,

but also that of Ciesar and all our later informants.

It was not until the times of the Christian Franks, and

then chiefly in the royal house and more powerful

families, that the terrible corruption of the ancient manners

wliich liad gradually been engendered by a more southern

clime and the sense of possessing unresisted power rose

to the surface of society. The heathen Saxons maintained

their reputation for inviolable fidelity up to the time of their

conversion to Christianity by Charlemagne. All these

pleasing national traits are still distinctly reflected in

the " Heliand
"

(Heiland, or Saviour), a Saxon epos on

tlie life of Christ composed shortly after that forcible

conversion. This is very inadequately described by
calling it a harmony of the Gospels ;

it is, on the con-

trary, a genuine poem, but as befits its epic character,

the composition is kept in strict accordance with the Gospel

harmony. It is in the ancient metre common to the

Teutons and Scandinavians, without rhyme but no longer
in strophes. The relation of the disciples to our Lord

is that of the faithful men or companions to their leader,

duke (Droste^ i. e. sliepherd of the land) or sovereign.

Loyal adherence to liim constitutes faith
;

to remember
and keep his words constitutes piety, in contradistinction

to external works. Witli special predilection docs this

poem dwell upon all the details referring to this personal

relationship of self-sacrificing divine love, and the aflec-

tionate gratitude with which it is requited. A fine

example of this is to be found in the introduction to

the Sermon on the Mount
('2.').^o, 2G2.3). We subjoin

the rendering of it into the language of the present day by
Kone, in the edition published by him in 185.5, which
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corresponds to the original, word for word, retaining tlie

alliteration :
—

^ Da uin den begliickenden Christ

solche Geffihrten,
der Wiiltendi; iintcr dem Wehrthum
die Getreiieii, uiii den Gottessohn,
die VVuhren williglicli :

dachten und staunten,

woUte, der Waltende selber,

dieseu Leuteii zur Liebe.

Gottes eigencr Sohu,
•wollte mit seiner Sprache
lehren die Leute,
in dioseni Weltreiche

Suss da und scliwieg,

war ihnen hold in seinem Ilerzen,
mild in seinem Gemiithe.

"wies mit scinen Worteu,
manch' lierrlich' Ding ;

sagt' er in weisen Worten,

Christ der Alhvaltende,
welche wjiren von alien

nJiher gingen
die er sich selber evkor,

standen die weisen Manner,

begierig gar sehr,

war ihnen nach den Worten Ver-

licngen,

was ihnen der Volker Droste

mit Worten kiinden

Dann sass der Landeshirt,

angesichts der Getreucn,
manches weise Wort
wie sie Lob Gotte

wirken sollten :

und sail sie an lange,
der heilige Droste,
Und nun seinen Mund iiffnete er,

des Waltenden Sohn,
und den Mannen
denen die er zu der Sprache dort-

hin,

gekoren hatte,
Ehrenmiinnern' {Irminmaimen) ,

• Then around t he blessmg-bringingClirist,
Such coiupanioiis

He, the ruler amid the warrior host.

Stood round the Son of God

Ready to follow his behests.

They meditated and woudered,
The Kuler and Lord Himself,

For love of these men.

God's own Son,

Was minded in his discourse

To teach the people.

In his kingdom of this world

He sat there and kept silence.

Was gracious to them in his heart,

Full of gentloTicss in his spirit.

Unveiled with his words

Many a glorious thing ;

He delivered in wise words

Whom lie, Clirist the All-ruling,
Who were above all others

There drew nearer

As he had cliosi-n to himself,

The wise men and faithftd

Filled with eager longing,

They craved full sore to hear the Word,
Wliat the Governor of the nations

Would fain proclaim in speech
Tiien the Shepherd of his people
Before all his faithful followers,

Many a wise word
How they might to the praise of God
Fulfil all their works.

And beheld tliem for a long space.
The holy Ruler,
And now he opened his mouth,
He, the Son of the Almighty,
And to his men
To those whom he had bidden to liis

discourse.

Had chosen for his own,
Honourable men

^ In the original Irmimnanno, which Kcine translates Erdenmcinncni
; but,

according to his own explanation of v. G75, Irmin (in Irminsid, Irminsdule,
and perhaps too in Arminius) is the superlative of ar, er, ir, therefore dcr,das,

Er-dc; hence Oberde, G'rossfe.
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Gott die werthesten von deni Menscliengeschlechte.

Sagte ihnen da fiir sicber, sprach dass sie selig wjiren,

die Manner in diesein Mittelgarten/ die bier in ibrem Mutbe waren.

arm durch Deuiutb
j

deuon ist das ewige Reich
sebr beiliglicb auf der Ilinimelsau,

Ewigleben verliehen ....

Selig sind aucb, deueu bier milde wird Das ITerz in der Ileldenbrust,
deueii wird der beilige Droste milde, der IMuchtige selber.

The captives taken in war were made domestic slaves,

wlio were bought aud sold. Tacitus says expressly, it

might happen to one of these that his master might
strike him a mortal blow in the heat of passion, but that

they were not systematically ill-treated. They received

a piece of land for themselves, in return for which they
had to render a certain portion of corn and cattle. But

they compose a portion of the '"'•Uaus mid Hof,''
" house

and homestead," or family and retainers. For among
the Germans the house and homestead originally belong

together, as the alliteration of the expression shows. It

is not in towns, nor in villages of contiguous houses, that

the genuine Teuton dwells
;
he must have a court-yard

and field around him, with a hedge around his house.
"
They live separately and apart, just as a spring, a field,

or a grove happens to take their fancy." Such were the

Germans described by Tacitus
;

such are to this day
the Westj)halian peasants and landed proprietors ;

and

such in tlie main is the mode of life still chosen by
preference in Teutonic England by every one who has

prospered sufficiently to live in accordance with his tastes.

In God's eye the most worthy Of the whole race of men.
He told tliem tlicro f()r certain, And siiid tliat those were blessed,

The men in tliis middle garden, Who lure were in their spirits

Poor throuRh humility : To such shall the eternal kingdom,
Tlio most lioly place In the fields of heaven,
Eternal life be granted . . .

Blessed are likewise, those who lure Carry a meek heart in a hero's breast.

To such will the Heavenly Ruler Bo gentle too, He, the Mighty One Him-
self.

1
Muhlili/ardun. In the Edda, the name of the earth is Mu^yard: in Beo-

wulf, likewise, the earth is so called.
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3. The Religious Sentiment of the Teutons evinced in their

Mode of worshipjAng the Deity, and in their Theoi'y of
the Universe. The Edda and Voluspa.

The Celt has Druids, the Teuton, sacrificing bards,
wlio are organs of the community ; but the father of a

family may also offer his sacrifice himself. The rites

of worship are not performed in temples ; for wliat are

so called, are simply the sacred groves in which the images
and symbols of the Deity are preserved. The places
where the Teuton loves to worship are the silent retreats

of nature, the lake shul in by the trees of the forest,

the grim ravine, the topmost peak of a mountain lost

in the clouds. For so we must understand what Tacitus

says :—
Their deities are not innimred within walls, nor represented

under any kind of resemblance to the hnman form. This were
in their opinion to derogate from the majesty of superior beings.
Woods and groves are the sacred depositaries of the Germans,
and they give to those sacred recesses tlie name of the divinity
that fills the place, whicli they never behold but with reverent awe.

The assembled household or community form the

Teuton's holy place. The family constitutes a community
for all domestic affixirs. Tlie highest of all vows, that of

conjugal fidelity for the whole life, is pronounced before

parents and kindred, with their weapons, horses, and cattle

around them. "
Such," says Tacitus,

" are their sacred

rites, such their hymeneal gods."

They regard augury as a function of the human mind.

This is most generally practised by shaking together
small sticks of beechwood in a 2;arment, and then drawiuo-

lots among tliem. These sticks are covered with rhymes,
with signs which are symbolical, or with others which
consist of simple letters of the alphabet ;

the German
word for a syllable,

—Buchstahe,
"
beechen-stick,"— is

derived from this custom. It was the function of the

VOL. II. D D
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priest to interpret the signs inscribed on the lot which

was drawn.

All this reveals a sense that the Deity is not far re-

mote from human destinies, that the human mind which

seeks Him is His priest and temple, and is at once the

questioner and declarer of His oracles. The relation sub-

sisting between man and the Deity is a personal one,

and therefore will not fail to be pervaded by the same

spirit of integrity, prompt obedience, and fidelity even

unto death, which distinguishes the relation of each in-

dividual to his class, to his leader and prince, and so

also that of husband and wife towards each other, or of

man to man. This fidelity in rendering obedience is itself a

rehgious sentiment, and must needs therefore reveal itself

also in the domain of religion strictly so-called. For if

that which manifests itself in the relationships of this hfe

is not calculating selfishness, it can be nothing else

than genuine religious feeling, the religion of the spirit,

which is true piety. There are but these two mightiest

ultimate mainsprings of action,
—

self-love, or a pious self-

surrender to the Divine. Consequently, Avhere the latter

temper of mind discovers itself in the life and conduct, we

are authorized in regarding it as the root-principle on

the domain of worship, the primary sentiment to which all

revelation of tlie Divine addresses itself. Now, since liis-

tory teaches us that, with the exception of the Greeks, no

other nation has of its own spontaneous impulse laboured

so energetically, or perseveringly to change the face of the

earth, or contributed so greatly to extend the horizon of

humanity as the Teutons, we shall be disposed to conjec-

ture that they, like the Greeks, have entered on the field

of European history witli that rich plenitude of Aryan
endowment, which from the earliest ages onward has

exhibited such wonderful vigour and tenacity.

NoAv this conjecture is by no means based simply

on philosophic or speculative grounds. The legends of

the gods and heroes which are contained in the Edda,

and find a hundred echoes in the relics of ancient
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German customs and poetry that liave come down to

us, discover a lineage kindred to, and equally illustrious

with, the Vedic hymns on the one hand, or the theogonic
and mythologic traditions of the Greeks on the other.

Nay, within the last few years, we have obtained beyond
this, a vista into a background whose existence was
hitlierto undreamt of, for that theory of the universe

wliich underlies the Edda and other extant monuments.
The brilliant discoveries of that great scholar Castren,
have presented us with a pendant and supplement to

the Teutonic Epos on the Turanian side, in the Kale-

wala, the Epos of the Finns. It is to be hoped that

Dr. Meyer will not much longer delay the publication
of the fruits of his many years' labour, which will in a

like manner exhibit the limits of Teutonic thought on
the opposite side, that on which it is bordered by that of

the Aryan Cymri. The grand mystery of the doctrine

concerninfy the Gods is identical in the Edda and in the

hymns of the Veda. In the background, lie cosmogonic
fiction and reminiscence, while the centre of the picture
is occupied by the poetry of the solar year, the conflicts

of the sun with hostile powers. In the Edda, too, we
find the God who dies only to renew his youth. Baldur

the Strong is slain by tlie blind Hodur ; but, after the

winter solstice, a brother is born to him who avenges
his death. Iduna, the blooming maiden, is despatched
on a mission and disappears again. In other traits, we
have echoes of the Hellenic legends ; perhaps we shall

even encounter again Piometheus and the Titans, while

elves and dwarfs re[)lace the nymphs and Kabiii. Again
do we encounter the various "

Ages of the world
;

"

nay, even reminiscences of the Deluge seem to disclose

themselves. But all that relates to the origines is

conveyed in mere hints, or else bears traces of a later

elaboration by inferior hands, so that the Teuto-Scandi-

navian cosmogony looks pale and faint beside that of

Hesiod. On the other hand, the destined termination

1> D 2
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of the present race of the Gods, which the Greek myths
but dare to hint at in faintest undertones, comes out here

in distinct and clear accents, forming the most sublime

portion of this whole poem on the origin and end of the

universe. The Gods succumb in the contest, but the

best of them revive again in heightened glory. Lastly, the

grand fiction of the world-tree, the mighty ash, Yggdi^asil

{She who carries the Deity), which is the centre-point of

the ancient Teutonic conception of God's actual presence

in the natural world, is also a most worthy type of the

depth and sublimity of this autochthonic rehgious intu-

ition. It was not by accident that the first man sprang

from the ash-tree. Truly the symbolic types of the out-

ward universe and of man,—of the Macrocosm and the

Microcosm—are identical, as has been already remarked

by the sagacious Icelander, Finn Magnussen. The native

intuition of God among the Teutons soars, like their world-

tree, up to the vault of heaven, while its roots, reaching

down to unfothomable depths, are fed by the ever-renewed

fountains of worlds that are as yet in embryo. Heat and

cold beat upon its head, vermin and monsters gnaw at its

bark and branches, but the dew of heaven descends upon it,

and divine spirits protect its main stem from destruction.

In the Appendix to this volume ^ we have given the

entire text of the great proplietic poem entitled the

"Fo/M.spa," the oldest kernel of the Edda, at full Icngtli,

with the requisite explanatory remarks. In this ])lace we
must only permit ourselves, in proof of our assertions, to

lay before our readers so much as can be presented clearly

witliout entering into the details of research, or into obscure

and douljtful points in order to set our picture of tlie Teu-

tonic intuition into tlie framework of universal history.

We would fain, however, incite as many as possible of

our readers to undertake the very slight labour of reading
that text for themselves in its connection, and therewith

of mentally transporting themselves into the realm of one

' See Apponilix, NoteT, where will be found a comprehensive essay upon
the relijnous antiquities of the Teutons.—Tk.
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of the sublimest, yet least generally known, creations of the

human mind, and which, moreover, is the work of our

own ancestors. It must, indeed, be admitted that the old

Teutonic mythology of Germany and Scandinavia does

not possess the grace of the Hellenic fictions. The Muses

and Graces have not smiled on her birth as on that of her

Greek sister. Nor has she been reared under the sunny
skies of Ionia, but amid constant strife with an austere

chme and rugged Nature. Consequently this mythology
has not, like the former, received such an organic elabo-

ration as to impart to it an undying influence upon the

course of human history. Christianity did not bhght it in

its bloom, but put an end to the progressive decay that

liad begun before its buds had come to their fuU flower.

Thus, regarded as a means of general human culture, no

reasonable man can draw^ a comparison between the two.

So, again, this Teutonic poetry has neither exerted an intel-

lectually formative influence during the political bloom of

the Teutonic and Eomanic peoples, nor yet given buth to

a Avorld-wide historical art and poetry. The extant monu-

ments did not assume their present shape until the age
in which the religious consciousness which they embody
had already begun to grow dim. A savage rudeness of

manners has already invaded society, and the present age

is a dark and gloomy time, as the Voluspa expressly

asserts, and tlie whole of the Edda proves to be the fact.

Christian ideas and the course of history combined, have

laid the axe to the root of Yggdrasil, as St. Boniface

hewed down the " Odin's oak
"
of Geismar, and only shjgle

fragments of it have been employed in the rearing of the

new temple of the Deity, just as beams taken from that

oak were used in the erection of a church. Then, more-

over, it was in the remote region of Iceland that the relics

preserved in Scandinavia found an asylum, and it was

there that they were reduced to order in the ninth

century of our era. It was not until the middle of the

seventeentli century that the Edda was made known to

Europe at large, and not till the end of the eighteenth
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that it began to be philologically investigated in Scan-

dinavia itself. In Germany, it is only since 1815 that it

has found its prophets in the noble brothers Grimm, and
Avithin the last twenty years, its expositors and preachers
in Uhland and Simrock. How can we wonder, therefore,

that, in the rest of Europe, the greatest ignorance of these

monuments, therefore of ancient Teutonic mythology in

general, should still prevail ; notwithstanding Sharon

Turner's praiseworthy efforts to open up these fields of

research in England, and Kemble's zealous emulation of

him in the same direction
; notwithstanding Ampere's

enthusiastic praises, and Bergmann's inviting edition of

the text of the Edda, furnished with French glossaries,

translations, and explanatory notes. And yet the noble

blood of the bards and heroes of those world-conquering
tribes flows in the veins of the most cultivated nations on
the face of the earth ; and not alone the lanijuaixe, but

also the Christian creed of Western Europe, has received

very important influences from the old Teutonic religion.

Nay, it may perhaps prove to be the case, that if we
look to the leading fundamental view of God and the

universe, that primeval religion of the Teutons has un-

consciously and unnoticed already twice experienced a

double resurrection. First, in the thirteenth century, in

the school of Eckard and Tauler, from which the " Theo-

logia Germanica "
has proceeded, together with the

efforts after a reform of the Chinxh that have been based

thereon ; secondly, in the development of the science of

religious thought from Leibnitz to Hegel.
While referring our readers for further details to the

essay on this subject in the Appendix to this volume, we
will now, in the first place, endeavour to set before our
readers tlie three great acts of that Teutonic epic of the

Kosmos in their main features, and then, secondly, en-

deavour to find the actual position which the religious
beliefs of the ])re-Christian Teutons occupy in the general

history of our race.
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I. The Orhjines.
—In tlie begiuning was a yawning abyss,

"
gdhnender Abgi'und" a term exactly answering to the

Greek word, chaos. At one end of tliis abyss reigned icy
coldness

;
at the other, burning fire. By the mutual action

and reaction of these two. the elements befjan to disenfrage

themselves, and tlie first steps took place towards the pre-

paration of the world for the creation of the various

beings hereafter to occupy it. The first condition of

things that existed was the world of the Giants, or Jotun.

Tliese are the offspring and representatives of over-

wlielming physical forces, destitute of intelligence. They
make war upon Odin and his subordinate deities. Next,
the earth brings forth the first pair of human beings as

man and wife, under the hkeness of the hard ash-tree and

the soft alder. But it is the gods who endow them with

intelligence and strength, and deliver them from the

giants, or destructive agencies of Nature.

The first lay of Helgi, with which the songs relating to

the heroes begin, seems to point to some reminiscence of

the Deluge, with which, as we shall find, the records of all

the other Aiyan races are acquainted. The passage runs

thus :
—
In alten Zeiten, als Aare sangen,

Ileilige Wasser rannen von Hiuimelsbergen,
Da battc Ilelgi deu grossherzigen

Borgbild gcboren iu Bralundur.^

II. The Ordered World, or Kosmos.—The Universe is,

and is called, the " Bearer of God," the Terrible, the

Fearful, the Almighty One. This is the literal meaning,
and also supplies the explanation of the mighty Ash, or

World-tree, called Yggdrasil. In another of these poems
we are told that Odin hangs on this tree : that is to say,

he has entered into this universe and shares its fate.

But the root of this World-tree was undermined by

» In ancient clays when eagles sang

Sacred waters flowed from the hills of heaven

Then was Helgi the great-hearted,

Born of Borghild in Braluudur.
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dcatli (/A'/, "vvlience our word hell) and thus the whole

tree was im2:)erilled. Still its topmost crown, rising up
to heaven, the abode of tlie gods, is nourished with

celestial dew, and men dwell safely in Midgard ;
that is

to say, on the "
middle-garden," or Earth, which is em-

braced by the branches of this Avorld-tree. The gods
themselves take part in the warfare against the destructive

elements of frost and heat, and maintain the order of the

seasons. This is the scene of action of the Epos treating

of the tragedy of the solar year.

Now in all this we have something very analogous to the

successive strata of the Vedic Hymns. Only that, in the

latter, the cosmogonic idea alwaj^s gleams out in strong
and distinct colours, while in the Teutonic poem, on the

contrary, tlie personal element breaks out througli the

mere poetry of Nature. In the Veda, the actual undis-

guised forces of Nature, such as light and darkness, or

again, the heavenly bodies, such as the sun and moon,
cloud and storm, are the objects in which the religious

sense embodies itself. In the Edda, the gods have already
assumed a personal type as among the Greeks, but tliey

very distinctly retain the appellations of those physical
elements and forces. But, at length, the nature-myths
and nature-drama merge (although apparently by a leap)

into the history of semi-divine, semi-human heroes. The

legends of Helgi and Sigurd (therefore also those relating

to Siegfried, the hero of the modern Teutonic Iliad of the

Nibelungen) are demonstrably, in tlieir origin, one and

the same mythus, which is transferred from the sphere of

the gods to that of the heroes.^

HI. The hist Conflict^ the Downfall of the Teutonic

Pantheon^ and tlie Palingenesia.
—The celestial world is

overclouded by trouble. Inexpisible crimes have been

committed among tlie gods. Tliere has l)een a breach

of covenant and a fratricide.^ What lies at the bottom

' See Appendix, Ndto T.
"^ See Note T, Section IJ.

"
Helgi, Siyurd, and Siegfried, or the successive

strata of the Teutonic Epos."
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of these myths we are given to understand by expressions
whose import is most unambiguous. The race of man,
once pious and god-fearing, has now become corrupt ;

evil has got the upper hand
;

this degenerate world must

be destroyed ;
and it is destroyed by means of a general

conflagration.

But a new world arises. Tlie guilt is atoned for, evil is

vanquislied, the gods descend as of old and come among
the children of men. Justice and righteousness reign once

more upon the earth. And thus is fuHilled that sublime

thought contained in the elder Edda : that every sin must

needs be expiated, even that of the gods. Tliis final age
of the world, however, has not yet arrived. Nevertheless,

the indications of the latter days are already present, the

twilijTfht of the celestial world is beginninn;.

This forms the termination of the ^'oluspa, and there-

with of the Teutonic religious consciousness prior to

Christianity.

It is worth our pains to unravel somewhat carefully all

the threads that compose the texture of this grand fiction,

so far as we are in a position to do so by availing ourselves

of the fragments still remaining to us (some of which have

already received a thorough critical analysis, while others

lie before us inviting a further investigation and considera-

tion) in order to convince ourselves that the whole of it is

of genuinely heathen origin, totally uninfluenced by Chris-

tian conceptions. No one who has really explored the

Teutonic antiquities for himself could harbour any doubt

on the subject ;
those which have been most recently

suggested by Weinhold, have been successfully refuted by
Dietrich. But really, in regard to all essential points, it

would be equally reasonable to throw out such hypotheses
in the direction of Zoroaster, the Vedic hymns, or the

j:Eschylean Prometheus, if we are to set above facts a pre-

conceived opinion, taken up at random on the slightest

grounds, or indolently to decline all searching scrutiny of

those facts, or profound reflection on what they indicate.
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For the present, we will attempt no more than to show,

by a few striking illustrations, what place the pre-Christian
Teutonic beliefs assume in the general development of the

human mind as compared, on the one hand, with tlie

Bactrian and Indian, and on the other with the Greek and

Eoman, stages in that course of development. For it is

only by so doing that we can rightly appreciate the

special influence exercised by the Teutonic element on the

unfolding of Christianity itself, or, at least, approximate in

some degree towards such an estimate.

With this object, we will now turn to consider the

three mysterious myths of Loki, of Heimdall, and, lastly,

of Baldur's death.

Lohi and Prometheus.

We have already alluded to the circumstance that the

myth of the chained Prometheus still survives in an Aryan
tribe of the Caucasus. Among those wild mountaineers

the belief is current to this day, that an evil god lies bound
in a cleft of the rocks high up among the ice, with a sword

hanging over his head.

Tliat Loki., like Prometheus— the Hepha3stus of the

ancient religion
—was a god of Fire, is proved at once by

his name
;
for " Loki

"
cannot be explained to mean any-

thiuir else than anotlier form of the orio;inal term for fire

—
logi^
—whence our German word "

Lohe^' or glow. Tlie

name, too, which he bears when engaged in the creation

of man, viz. L'udur {der Lodernde, or "
glowing "), has the

same import. And, again, he appears in the sliape of con-

suming fire in the last great battle of the gods, where it

is lie, strictly speaking, who sets the world in flames. Ac-

cording to the legend, as a punishment for iiis contempt of

the gods and repeated wily frauds, lie was at length taken

captive and fastened to the rock. The gods, it is said,^

placed him in a cavern, took three long blocks of stone,

bored a hole througli each, and bound liini with iron

' Cf. Simrock,
"
Mytbolo^e," s. 125.
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fetters on these rocks. A poisonous serpent was fastened

above him, wliose venom trickles down upon liis face.

When he writlies in liis anguish, an earthquake takes

place. But originally he had been one of the Asas, or

gods^ ; nay, as Fire, he, in conjunction with Odin

(^Ether) and Ilonir (Water), formed the triad of the

elements, and co-operated Avith these in conferring various

endowments on earth-born men. Moreover, he had

rendered signal services to Odin in his contest with the

giants, whose cunning and deceit Loki alone was able to

penetrate, especially on occasion of the disappearance of

Iduna. All these are features in the story of Prometheus

already familiar to our reader in its twofold form.

Loki's father was the giant Farbauio, who is also called

Oergelmir, the giant who concealed himself in a ship from

the great flood, in which Ymir, the Father of the Giants,

perished with all his posterity. So likewise Prometheus

is the son of the ancient Titan, lapetos, and, according to

one of the modifications of the mvth, the Father of Deu-

calion, whom he taught how to build the ark in which he

was saved from the Hood.

Loki again, like Prometheus, is to be ultimately released.

But that is relegated to the remotest future
;
for it is

not to take place till the eve of the new dispensation.

Then " he is to be unloosed
"
and to set the world in

flames, and, after that, to fight a duel Avith Hodur, in

which both perish. Thus the resemblance between the

two stories lies solely in the root of the myth, viz. the con-

ception of the wily and sagacious Fire-god, who first sits

in the Council of the Gods, and is afterwards expelled
and placed in fetters on account of his frauds.

This point of view is retained throughout by the Ger-

mans. His subsequent atonement and reconciliation

with the gods is the product of the Hellenic mind alone.

Still, the Teutonic mind, too, clings to the idea of an ulti-

timate release, accompanied with the annihilation of the

power of evil embodied in Loki.

1 Ibid. s. 108.
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Heimdall and Pha'hus.

Wlien the realm of the Asas is at its height of pros-

perity, Heimdall is the sentinel of the gods. He is the

wisest and most resplendent of all the Asas. His palace,

Hiininbiorg, or Heaven's citadel, is situated in the far

East, close to the "
god's-bridge

"—
Bif-rost, the waving

"resting-place
"

(in German
" behende Eaststdtte ") i. e. the

rainbow. From this throne he can survey all things ; his

glance can penetrate the most secret recesses
;
and the

blast of his horn resounds through the whole world. We
give here only a few of his more salient characteristics.

He rides the steed Gidltopp, or "
gold-mane

"
(in German

Goldzopf). Now what else can this Deity be than the sun's

disc? We are, moreover, landed in the same conclusion

by the only tenable explanation of his name, which desig-

nates him as the Enlightener of the worlds. The dark

black Nighty belonging to the race of the Giants, is wedded
to Dellingur, of the race of the Asas, and their son is the

bright Dag or "
day." Hence some have attempted to

derive Dellingur from an original form Deglmgw\
" the

Dawning." Simrock thinks that it means " the rosy morn,"
the "

dawning of the day." Heimdall says of himself that

he is the son of nine mothers, who are sisters. Now as

this number has no relation whatever to the night and its

three watches, it can scarcely refer to anything else than

the nine mytliological worlds mentioned in the second

strophe of the Voluspa. There are also elsewhere allusions

to these nine worlds. Niflieim the lowest of them (the
nether world of death) is called theninth. According to this,

Heimdall-Helios would be the son of the nine worlds.

We are told in the Voluspa, that the point of his horn sticks

in Niflheim at the root of the World-tree ; for he himself

too has sprung forth from Night. In the ojiening of the

Voluspa, gods and men are called " Heimdall's children."

Til the Vedic Hymns, the sun is in like manner called the

progenitor of gods and men. The same concei)tion we
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find repeated under innumerable modifications of the

most ancient myths relating to Osiris, Adonis, and Bel.

Now, side by side with these JSTature-divinities, stands

Baldur, the Apollo of tlie Teutonic mythology. Here,

too, as with the Greeks, tlie relation tliese two gods bear

to each other is that of one of the primeval gods to the

reigning personal deities : Heimdall is the guardian or

sentinel of tlie gods, but he, like Kronos, Hves for himself.

It is probable that, in tliis point, lies the key to some

bitter jests of Loki in the strange poem which in Sim-

rock's work is called ''

Oegirs Drinking Bout;" but in

Munch's and Bergmann's, following a different super-

scription, bears the title of ''^Lola's Satires.'" Tliis most

thoroughly pagan but very erudite poem evidently belongs
to the latest period of the Northern heathenism. From
•the mention of the island of Samsoe, lying to the east

of Jutland, in which stood a celebrated temple of Odin,

Scandinavia is recognized as tlie mother countiy.^ The
self-contradictions of the ancient myths are ingeniously

brought forward witli a malicious perversion of their

figurative language. Still we must not compare the writer

with Lucian. Loki is here the Momos of tlie Greek 01}mi-

pus, and the poet suffers him to indulge his biting sarcasm

without stint. Now in this poem, in which Loki takes

this mode of revenging himself for not having been invited

to the grand revel of the gods, some genuine features of

the most ancient myth referring to Odin and Heimdall

appear with a malignant interpretation assigned to them.

In order to obtain a seat at the banquet, Loki reminds

Odin of their ancient brotherhood, cemented by mixing
their blood after makino; an incision in the arm of each.

Gedenkst dii, Odiu,
Das Blut mischteu beide ?

Dicli zu laben mit Trank,

wie wir in L rzeiten,

du gelobtest, nimmer
wiird' er ims beiden niclit gebraclit.-

1 See Strophe 24.
^ Rememberest thou, Odin

Wo two mixpd our blood ?

Thy thirst to queuch

how, long ago
Thou didst vow never

until the bowl were brought to me too.
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But Heimdall he makes a laughing-stock, on account of

the mean office which had been assigned to that god in

the realm of the Asas :
—

Schweige du, Heimdall ! in der Sclicipfung Beginn
"Ward dir ein leidig Loos : mit feuchtem Riicken

Fangst du den Thau auf iind wachst, der Gotter Wiirter !
'

These thoughts are nothing else than grotesque parallels

to the similar taunts which Prometheus hurls acjainst "the

Father of gods and men," or to his mockery of the patient
Oceanus. Loki himself belongs to the race of ancient gods,

but, like Prometheus, he is forbidden to enter the halls of

the celestial divinities.

Thus the ancient sun-god, Heimdall, is not, as is the case

with Phoebus-Apollo, merged into the younger personal

divinity. Still more of the characteristics of a Nature-god
has Baldur retained, and still less does he approach to a

humanized Ideal
;
while Heimdall, from being a god, has

been transformed into the gate-keeper of Heaven. Thus,
in this instance too, we see that the process of metamor-

phosis has not advanced so far among the Teutons as

among the Greeks, and still less have they accomphshed
the transition from a pliysical to an ethical rehgion.

If we compare the stage reached by tlie mythology of

the Eddas with that exhibited in the Vedic Hymns, we
are struck l^y another trait to the disadvantage of the

former. With the Indian, when, witli the maturing
of his intellect to self-consciousness, the poetry of Natural

Forces has lost all power over his mind, he surrenders his

mind to a multitude of religious conceptions that are

extremely fantastic, but which nevertheless evidently tend

ill the direction of moral and spiritual ideas. We have

already seen an illustration of this in that touching hymn
of aspiration, addressed to " the unknown god." In the

• TIolil thy poace, Hi-iiiulall ! when Creation arose,

To tlico fell a poor lot : To sit with bare shoulders

All drenched with the dew and sleepless to watch by the gates of

the gods.— See Strophe 47.
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Teutonic poetry, on the contrary, a certain Northern rude-

ness gradually breaks out, mingled with the sluggishness
of which Tacitus complains. The Teuto-Scandinavian feels

that the era of the new religion has not yet arrived for

him
;
for speculation upon the nature of Mind he has little

inclination, and so he clings for support to the valour and

honesty of the gods, and of his own heart !

Baldar and Dionysus ; the God who is slain.

Baldur the sou of Odin and Frigfra— the Strong Asa—
is troubled by dreams of evil portent. The whole con-

clave of the Asas is in a state of commotion. Every beino-

in Nature is made to take an oath not to injure Baldur ;

the mistletoe alone, which grows and ripens in the winter,

is forgotten. But when the gods are practising archery

together, having taken Baldur for their mark, Loki, instead

of the arrow, puts a twig of the mistletoe into the hand of

Baldur's blind brother, Hodur, who, suspecting no evil,

places it in his bow, draws the string and kills Baldur.

Afterwards however, a brother is born to Baldur, called

Ali or Wali^ who avenges him, but only by the slapng of

their joint brother Hodur. This is the subject of the most

exquisite poem of the Edda, "-Baldur's Di^eam" or, accord-

ing to the title it more commonly bears,
"
Wegtamslied,"

or "Wanderer's Song." This we will now subjoin in its

])urest text according to Munch, omitting however a super-

lluous line, and without the interpolated strophes, which

Simrock has included, though he places them between

brackets :

1. Die Asen eilten all' zur Versammliing
Uud die Asiiineu all' zum Gespracli :

Dariiber beriethen die liimmlisclien Eicbter,

Warum den Baldur bose Trauma scbreckten ?^

1. The Gods hare hastened all to the assembly,

The Goddesses gathered all to the council ;

The heavenly rulers take counsel together

Why dreams of ill-omen thus terrify Baldur ?
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2. Auf stand Odin

Uud schwang den Sattel

Nacli Nebelbeim

Da kam aus Ilels Ilaus

•3. Elutbefleckt

Und dem Vater der Lieder

Fort ritt Odin,
Zu dem hohen Hause

4. Da ritt Odin

Wo er der Wola
Das "Weinlied zu singen
Bis gezwungen sie aufstand,

5.
" Welcher der Manner,
ScliafFt mir Beschwer,
Schnee besclineite mich
Thau betraufte mich,

6. "AV^egtam beiss ich,

Spricb du von der Unterwelt,
Wem sind die Sitze

Die glanzenden Ketten

der Allerschaffer,

auf Sleipnirs
' Eiicken.

heniieder ritt er
;

ein Ilund ihui entgegen ;

Torn an der Brust,
bellt' er laut.

die Erde drohnet,
kam er, der Hel.

ans ostliche Tbor,

Iliigel wusste :

begann er der Weisen,
Unheil verkiindend.

mir unbewusster,
stort mir die Ruh ?

liegen beschlug mich,
todt war ich lange."

Waltams Sobn bin ich,

ich von der Oberwelt.

mit Ringen bestreut,

mitGoldbedeckt? "

2. Then up rose Odin

And flung tho saddle

And downwards rode he

AVhere a dog met him

3. Spotted with Idood

Loudly he bayed
But on rode Odin,

"When he reached tho lofty

4. But Odin rode on

Whore well he knew
The seers' song
Till he forced her to rise

5. "What man among men,
Causes me trouble

;

The snow hath enwrapped me,
The dews have drenched me,

6.
"
Wegtiim my name is,

iSpoiik thou of the under-world,

For whom are these seats,

These shining chains,

the All-creator,

on Sleipnir's Lack.

to Nebelheim,
from the house of Hel.

on his front and chest,

at the Father of Song ;

the earth made moaning,
mansion of Hel.

to its eastern portal
was the Vola's mound

;

of the wine-cup singing,
a foreboder of ill.

one whom I know not,

and bn aks my rest?

the rain beat upon me,
for I was long dead."

Waltam's son am I,

I of the upper ;

thus decked with rings,

all covered with gold ?

Sleivnir, the '
Slippery," or "

Smooth-backed," Odin's steed.
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7.
" Ilier steht dem Baldiir

Der schimmernde Trank,
Die Asen alle

Gencithigt sprach icli,

8.
"
Schweige nicht, Wola,

Bis Alles ich weis.s :

Wclclier der Manner
Und Odina Erben

9. " Hodur bringt den holien

Er wird des Baldiir

Und Odins Erben

Qenotbigt spracb ich,

10.
"
Schweige nicht, Wola,

Bis Alles ich weiss :

Wer wird an Iliidur

Und Baldiirs Murder

11,
<' liindur '

ini Westen
Der Odins Eiben

Er wiischt die Hand nicht,

Bis er IJaldurs ^IcJrdor

(Genothigt spracb ich,

der Meth geschenkt,
vom Sehilde bedcckt.

sind ohne Iloflhung :

nun will ich schweigen."

ich will dich fragen,
noch will ich wissen,
wird Baldum mordea
das Ende fUgen ?

"

Beriihmten hierher,
Miirder werden
das Ende fiigen.

nun will ich schweigen."

ich will dich fragen,
noch will ich wissen,
Kache gewinnen
zuui Ilolzstoss bringen ?

"

gewinnt den Lohn,

eiuniichtig erschlagt.
das Haar nicht kjimmt er,

zum Ilolzstoss brachte.

nun will ich schweigen.)-
"

7.
" The mead is prepared
The gleaming draught
There is no hope

Compelled 1 have spoken

8.
" Close not thy lips yet
Till I know all things ;

What man among men

9.

10.

11.

And bringcth their end

" Hodur will strike down
He will become

And bring down thoir end

Compelled I have spoken

" Close not thy lips yet

Till I know all tilings,

Who will accomplish
And bring to the scaffold

" Rindur in the West
AVho shall slay in one night

His hands he shall wash not

Till he brings to the scaffold

(Compelled I have spoken

for Baldur here,

covered o'er with the shield.

for the Gods above:

but now I am mute."

I must ask further,

and this will I know :

is the murtlerer of Baldur

upon Odin's heirs ?
"

the Mighty, the Famed One,
the murderer of Baldur,
on the heirs of Odin :

but now I am mute.
"

I must ask further,

and this will I know :

vengeance on Hiidur,
the murderer of Odin ?

"

hath won the prize
all Odin's heirs.

his locks ho doth comb not,

the murderer of Baldur.

but now I am mute)."

' Hindur. The prose Edda mentions Rinda (in the feminine) as the

mother of the avenger, AU or Wali.
^ This line should be erased as superfluous. In the Vciluspa, the Codex R

has the same strophe, but without this line, which has evidently been

interpolated in order to make this strophe match with the preceding ones.

VOL. 11. E E
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12. "
Sehweige niclit, Wola,

Bis Alles ich weiss :

Wie heisst das Weib,
Diid himmelan werfen

13. " Du List nicht Wegtam,
Odin List du,
" Du bist keine Wola,
Vielmehr bist du diescr

14. " Heim reite, Odin,
Kein Mann mehr kommt
Bis Ids und ledip:

Und del- Gotter Diimrn'rung

ich will dich fragen,

nocb Avill icb wissen,

die nicht weinen will

des Hauptes Schleier ?
"

•\vie erst ich wahnte,
der Allcrschaffer."

kein wissendes Weib,
Thursen ' Mutter."

und riihme dich,

micli zu besuchen,
der Biiiide wrde Loki,

A'erderbend einbricht."

The thin veil of disguise is easily stripped from this

fiction. Baldiir the Strong is the summer sun which

reaches its maximum of power at the summer solstice.

The blind brother who slays him, is the autumn sun, when

the nights begin to be longer than the day. But between

the winter solstice and the vernal equinox, a new Sun-child

is born. Ali (the sustainer, the vigorous) announces the

approaching victory of day over night (St. Valentine's day

wlien the birds pair). He is also called Bui, the tiller of

the earth ;
for the hard crust of frost has given way, and

it is again possible to till the soil. It must be admitted

that the simile does not correspond to the fact in the

regions of the extreme North, but this is only an additional

proof that the legend originated in a milder clime. There

12.
" Close not thy lips yet,

Till I know all things,

Tlie name of the woiniiu

And cast to the heavens

13.
" Thon art not Wegtam
But thou art Odin
" And thou art not Wola,

Nay, thou art the mother

14. "Ride homo, O Odin,

That never again

Till Loki hatli broken

And the twilight of Gods

I.will ask further,

and this will I know :

who refuses to weep
the veil from her head ?

"

as er^tl deemed tlieo,

the All-creator !"

no wise woman thou,

of giants in Ilell."

and make thy boast

shall a man visit me,

his fetters and chains,

brings the end of all things."

1 The Thursen are the Giants.
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is a great similarity between this legend and tlie Thracio-

Ilellenic fiction, according to which, Dionysus is slain by
his brothers and then comes to life again. But, here too,

as in the cognate Apollo-myths, how much further have

the Greeks advanced in their conception of the celestial

world ! The Vedic hymns stop short at the collision be-

tween the two hostile forces of Sunshine and Storm, for

in tlie region where they arose, there is no question of

any marked decline of temperature.

Now if we unite into one focus the various lines of

legend we have traced, we may perhaps venture to submit

the following nine propositions as their net results :—
1. The Teutons are among the number of those nations

who have worked out their rehgion for themselves, starting
from the basis that they found already existing in the an-

cient reminiscences which their forefathers brouijht with

them from Central Asia. The names of their "ods are not

traditional proper names, nor yet mythical designations,
but nouns-adjective ;

and moreover very simple ones,

borrowed partly from natural objects (the Briglit, the

Shining, the Dark, &c.); partly from human conceptions

(the Good, the Strong, the Fair, &c.).

2. The hieraix'hy of the celestial world possesses an in-

dubitable unit}^ in so far that the universe is regarded as

an ordered Whole, or Ivosmos. The type of this is found

in the u:Ethei\ the pure atmosphere of light, the upper

space. But Odin is also called " the Father of the worlds,"

the •' All-father."

3. The polytlieistic element in this religion has its

roots, not like the conception of the Elohim among the

Semites, in the idea of the active Forces of Natm-e, but in

that of the sun, moon, and earth, with their eleniental

components, air, water, and fire. Thus among the Teutons

the cosmogonic phase of their mj^thology no less than the

E E 2
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cosmic, borrows its conceptions for the cliief part from

concrete physical objects.

4. It is when this stage has been reached, that tlie

heroic element first develops itself, constituting a third

step in the progress of the Teutonic rehgious consciousness.

The gods are not men who have been raised first into demi-

gods, or divinized human beings, and then completely

deified
; but, on the contrary, the gods are the reflex of

the human mind's sense of God's presence, first in the world

of Nature, and then later in that of Ideas, in the ideals of

Humanity. It is the heroes possessing each a distinc-

tive personality of his own who first bring God and human-

ity into contact with each other. The conception of per-

sonahty, at first flung back into external objects, now re-

appears, seated in its rightful abode in the soul of man.

5. The Teutons form, however, a contrast and an onward

step in human progress,when compared with the Greek and

Eoman world regarded in its totality. They do not, like

those peoples, pour out their whole intellectual energy

upon the field of mythology, and on that domain build up

the monuments destined to constitute tlieir influence in the

history of our race ;
but they remain as it were in an at-

titude of waiting expectation ;
in an inaction of portentous

si<Tni(icance. The Teutonic mind never comes to its bloom

while in this stage of its existence
;

it has not yet fought

its battle with tlie world, but is going forth to meet tliat

struggle, full of unworn, youthful freshness of body and

of mind.

6. The Teuton steps out into the arena of history an

lionest, sturdy, energetic barbarian, susceptil)]e of culture,

and already possessing tlie sense of membersliip in a com-

nuniity, both d(3mestic and national, which community is

in each case self-governed. The individuals among them

regard each other witli mutual trust, and do not sufler

tliemselvcs to be terrified or deluded by anything outward,

because tlieir whole existence reposes upon the freedom,

self-reliance, and good iiihiitions of the individual. Their
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clanger lies in the direction of absence of moderation ;

their strength hes in the depth and force of their sponta-
neous emotions

;
their vices are intemperance and sudden

outbursts of rage.
7. Their special contrast to the Greeks consists in the

retardation of their natural flowering season ; their pro-

pensity to cling to the bare kernel or substance of things,
and to adhere to simplicity of form, though at the same
time not averse or indifferent to beauty.

8. Their special contrast to the Eomans consists in their

slight regard for the outward forms prescribed by law in

comparison to the inner spirit ;
and their aversion, spring-

ing thence, for all belief that is chained to the letter, and
all forensic subtleties.

Hence the course of their after progress must be deno-

minated, to some extent the work, to some extent the

destiny, of the Teutonic peoples. Their mission in the

great plan of history had opened in the world of Byzan-
tium and Eome, with the settlement of the Goths on

the Lower Danube, which took place in the course of the

fourth century. They did indeed likewise at that era enter

the Christian world of Byzantium and Rome, through their

conversion. They would not however consent to accept
the new faith on the authority of the hierarchy, but re-

ceived it on the ground of its being the rehgion taught

by the Gospel and the Bible. Hence Ulphilas, their own

countryman and Bishop (though of Greek extraction),
undertook the task of translating the Scriptm-es into their

own powerful and intellectual language ;
a vehicle of

thought not inferior in its resources and phancy even to

the Greek tonoue itself.

If, from the point now reached, w^e turn to consider the

effects upon mental culture and ethical ideas, exerted by
that Nature-religion which is reflected in the Eddas, that

is to say, the veneration of the phenomena of the natural

Kosmos as divinities, these Edda monuments will be found

to contain very important testimonies and warnings.
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The recof»;nitioii of a Divine element residing; in the

plurality of phenomena, parallel with and subordinate to

a Mental Unity, is by no means to be classed in the same

category with that which the Bible calls
"•

idolatry;" which

term originally was more peculiarly used by the Scripture

writers in reference to the corrupt Semitic religions around

them. But it cannot be denied, that the element of poly-

theism does more and more obtain the upper hand, while

the apprehension of the spiritual unity retreats into the

back-ground, and with it, the spirituality of religion, and

above all the ethical element. For this reposes on the

sense of moral freedom, that is to say, self-determination

and hence moral responsibility.

And 2?ari j)assu with this, moreover, any intelligent

understanding of the mythology vanishes more and more,

while there springs up a most dangerous indiflerence to

historical truth or despair of the possibility of its attain-

ment. When our faith is demanded for every iota that is

traditional, received, hallowed, the nation and the indi-

vidual come at last no longer to believe anything. The

sense of truth becomes obliterated, and with it that of

moral personality. It is here that we have to seek the

main cause of the dying out of paganism. No religion can

hold its ground in an age of civilization and science, after

the conviction has once taken root in men's minds that it is

a he
;
even although it be a useful, and probably a beautiful

lie. Even then, it may indeed for a time be kept up by
outward force, but it has no longer any real hold on the

heart of the nation, except what is owing to a general ab-

sence of faith in tliat Moral Order of the world, the pre-
sentiment of, and trust in which, form the pre-requisite
and basis of all religion, and wliicli we have designated
as man's consciousness of the actual presence of God

among mankind.
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CHAPTER XXVI.

THE CLOSE OF THE ARYAX RELIGIOUS BELIEF IX THE

AXCIEXT WORLD, AXD THE ARYAX GERM OF THE MODERX

AVORLD.

We have now traversed a space of three thousand years,

Avhile we liave been engaged in tracing the most con-

spicuous phenomena presented by the consciousness of

our Aryan race, from the Bactrians and Indians up to

the Greeks and Eomans, from Zoroaster to Buddlia and

from Homer to Socrates, and lastly from Scipio to Cicero

and Tacitus.

During the progress of this development, the civilized

world of that period has been marvellously transformed

by the intensifying of man's ap[)rehension of the actual

presence of God in the unfolding of human affairs. Not

only are the boundaries of Humanity extended, but all

the achievements and creations of these various peoples
are imbued with a larger measure of the divine element.

Eeflecting reason acquires a livelier consciousness of her

vocation than she has ever felt before, when she comes

to see the human world around her increasingly filled with

reason. A belief in Goodness springs up, and consequently
in a benign Deity and in Providence, because men per-

ceive that on the whole, the Good prevails, and that E\il

is doomed to a just retribution at the hands of divine Law.

Immeasurable, in consequence, is the progress of the

European compared to that of the Asiatic Aryans ;
ines-

timable the benefits which have accrued therefrom to

Humanity in all succeeding ages. The " times of idolatry
"

strictly so called,
—the ages when men sought to find
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the actual presence of God in "
tlie works of tlieir own

hands," which they have framed to be the symbols of the

outward forces of Nature, seem past for ever. In the heart

of man, God has his dwelling ;
there is the highest mani-

festation of His actual presence. Man is the image of God ;

exactly as is revealed to us in the Scriptures. On this

basis is reared up a free, progressive commonwealth under

the rule of law
;
in which art and science have taken their

respective places, and shine forth in brilliant splendour.

But then in a subsequent age, we behold this exalted

sense of God's actual agency in human things gradually

decline and perish ; among the Greeks it does so in con-

sequence of the self-idolatry of their genius ; among the

Eomans tlirough the arrogance with which they were filled

by the overwlielming sense of their irresistible power and

consummate statesmanship. The Greek philosopher sur-

vives the freedom of his fatherland; the last Eoman

prophet already experiences in his own heart the sharp

measureless anguish of the approaching national ruin,

which his predecessor had vainly sought to conceal from

himself and others by indulging in illusions.

The divine instinct in man seems to be lost
;
even seek-

ing minds can no longer find a faith, or at all events cannot

succeed in making it a living one. " Sons are no longer

born to the gods," exclaims Strabo in the reign of Tiberius.

But while the Gra3CO-Koman world is in a despairing state,

the keen glance of that latest Roman prophet descries in

the depths of the German forests the nation of the future.

Nevertheless he is so little able to render intelligible to his

own mind the advent of a new foctor in tlie sphere of

history, namely, an intensified sense of personal self-deter-

mination and moral responsibihty, that he most pertina-

ciously rejects the sup]:)lementing of that German feehng for

Nature by means of llie preacliing and deeds springing

from the moral energy of the Spirit which would answer to

the demands of tliat natural intuition. And yet there had

been a preparation for tlie religion of the Spirit among the
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Aryans of Asia ;
while among the Semites, the sense of

such a rehgion had already become a common possession,
first through Abraham, and then by the institution of the

Decalogue as a national Code.

Nothing is more difficult to conquer than the obstinate

national prejudices of a high culture which still retains a

vitality in the shape of civilization (in the outward sense

of that word). This is proved, not only by the examples
of China and Byzantium, but also by those of Athens and

Rome. " How can any good thing come from among the

barbarians?" was the cry even of a Tacitus, when he was

confronted by Christianity wdth its courage, which de-

manded for itself nothing but respect for man as man, or

else death. And yet it was he who had recognized the

natural element of the future among the barbarians !

Thus here, too, was the wisdom of man to be turned into

foolishness, that the eternal wisdom of God might have all

the glory! From the wise men of that age was hidden

tluit which was revealed to babes in intellect, because they

humbly opened their minds to receive the Word, and so

found its truth in their own hearts which it filled with a

divine energy for life and in death! This is the retribu-

tion which aw\aits the shallowest and most immoral of all

views, that, we mean, which severs Knowledge and Truth

frcmi Goodness.

The reciprocal action and reaction that takes place be-

tween the influence of the more or less perfect individuals

and that of the community which elaborates and carries

out in practice the ideas to which they have given bulli—
between the highest self-consciousness, and the most loyal

faith in the testimony borne by that self-consciousness—is

the grand mystery of the history of our world, as we have

already remarked in the introduction to our present in-

quiries. This is not the place in which to attempt a dis-

covery of the organic general law of such a reciprocal

action. But so much we may venture to affirm on the

authority of the results we have already obtained :—
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Tluit which ill the age of Augustus was ah'eady the

grand desideratum, that after which all mankind were

sighing more or less vaguely or consciously, was the ad-

vent of a pure human personality.

Nay, from our present standing-ground, from which we
look back upon a development extending over more than

eighteen hundred years, we may even venture to add a

second assertion :
—

Such a person could not spring from the Aryan stock
;

but could only be looked for from the bosom of the

Semitic race, and from the Abrahamic development.
There alone, although with the accompaniments of

harsh exclusiveness and rigid prejudice, was the pure reli-

gion of the Spirit held fast in principle. The heroes of

humanity had nobly led the rank and file of our race on-

ward to glory so far as in them lay ;
but the reign of

Zeus was no more destined to endure eternally than that

of Bel-Kronos whom he succeeded. And thus the time had

come for the priesthood of the ethical Spirit which had been

assigned to the other leading race of mankind to enter on

its functions once more. Needs must that the reason of

the self-sufficient Hellenes and llomans should be cast down
from its fancied heights, and brought to recognize the

liighest glory of the present God in the lowest depths of

humiliation, and the greatest manifestation of the love of

God to man, in the ignominious death of the Eighteous
One.

Jesus of Nazareth appeared ; and bound together the

old world with the new !

And with the proclamation of the message of salvation

to all Mankind, with the renewal of the world result-

ing therefrom, and the rejuvenescence of Humanity for

millenniums to come, was fulfilled that ancient German

prophecy contained in the close of the Voluspa, which we
have subjoined in our Appendix, restored and explained.

Siiortly before the descri[)tioii of the general destruction,

it gives utterance to the feeling that the world must needs
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succumb beneath the pressure of greed, of bloodshed, and
of hist. But tlien it goes on to announce the new world.

And witli these last words of this ancient German monu-
ment of Man's apprehension of God, we will conclude our

picture of the pre-Christian Aryan world. After depicting
the twiliixhtof the Gods and the destruction of the former

world, the old Destiny-goddess or prophetess concludes

with these words :
—

^ Sielit sie aiiftauclien zuin andern Male
Aus dem Wasser die Erde und wicder gi'iiucn :

Die Fluten fallen, der Aar fliegt daviiber,

Der auf den Felsen nack Fischen weidet.

Die Asen einen sich auf Idafeld,

Ueber den Weltumspanner, den grossen, zu sprecheu
Und des grossen Gottes altosto Ilunen.

Da werden sich wieder die wundersamen
Goldnen Tafeln im Grase finden,

Die in Urzeiten die Asen batten.

Da werden unbesat die Aecker tragen,

Alles Bose scb\vindet, Baldiir kebrt wicder :

Indes Siegesgottes Ilinimelwobnen Baldur und Iliidur.

Da Icann Iliinir selbst sein Loos sich kiesen,

Und der beidon Briider Sohne bebauen

Das weite AVindheim : wisst ihrs endlich oder was ?

'

Lo, she beholds the Earth onco more emerge
From out the waters and grow green again :

The floods suhside, the eagle flies abroad,

And seeks his fishy pasture from the rocks.

The Gods shall meet again on Ida's field,

And speak of Him who clasps the world around,

And of the mighty God's most ancient runes.

Then shall once more he found upon the meads

The wondrous golden tables which the Gods

Had in the long past days of earliest eld.

The fields unsown shall yet bring forth their crops.

All evil vanish, Baldur come again,

And dwell with Hodur in the heaven of Him
Who is the God of victory.

Then Honir shall himself choose his own lot,

And the twin brothers' sons shall till the vast

Windheim : and do ye understand my words at last?
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Einen Saal sieht sie scheinen heller als die Sonne,
Mit Gold bedeckt, auf Gimils Hob',
Da werden tugendsame Volker wobnen
Und durcb Weltalter Wonne geuiessen.

She sees a hall shine brighter than the sun,

Covered with gold, upon fair Gimil's heights,

There virtuous nations shall for ever dwell

Through the long ages filled with happiness.
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Note A (p. 28).

THE FIFTH AGE OF THE WORLD.

The three lines mentioning flaxen-haired men (180-182), which
liave o-iven rise to so much discussion, and which we have

omitted, those following the lines—
Still do the Gods a weight of care bestow,

Though still some good is mingled with the woe,

are evidently an interpolation made in the age of the Celtic

incursions ;
but not, however, as some have supposed, occasioned

])y the sack and conflagration of the Delphic temple in the

year 548 k.c. For it is scarcely conceivable that in so late an

age, such an unskilfull3'-contrived passage should have found

its way into the JNIS. We must not forget that Asia jNIinor is

the scene in which the poem of the Ages of the World is laid.

Now the first historical inroad of this tribe into Hellenic Asia

Minor, took place towards the year 730 B.C. (See the Note on

the age of Callinus.) It inspired universal terror, and at that

date, the arrangement of the text of Hesiod (Diasl'euase) was
not yet fixed. The brilliant valour which the Ionic Hellenes

displayed in that crisis, would surely have seemed to demand
some qualification of the scathing condemnation which Hesiod

passes upon the existing generation. Still more fitly would
these lines apply to such a valiant expulsion of the Celts some

fifty years earlier. And, in fact, there are indications, but no
well-authenticated record, of such an inroad having really taken

place about the year 780 B.C. (See Note K.)
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Note B (p. 53).

lAPETUS AND PTAII-IIEriLESTUS.

On this point, we are able to trace the root-conceptions
of widely-severed ages by the light of historical monuments.

From tlie point of view which would seem to be occupied by
the Hebrew consciousness as evidenced in their language, Jajpliet

is the Shining ;
the White

;
to which the name of Khani (the

Dark, the Black) presents a very suitable contrast. And yet

this apparent derivation would mislead us. The Book of

Genesis (ch. ix. v. 27) points us towards the true root of Japhet,

Patah,
" to stretch out,"

" to expand." This root is strengthened
in Patalh, to open ;

and from this form of the word is derived

the Phoenician name of the Kabiri (the Mighty Ones) : Pata-

Jcoi^ the Openers, or Demiurgic Forces. But the Hebrew root is

the older of the two, as is proved by the word Japhet, in which

the biliteral root P T has only received the first and slightest

form of expansion into a triliteral root by the addition of a soft

aspirate. P T H is the name of the father of the Kabiri,

of Ptah, among the Egyptians, who are the primitive Semites.

And in this case it is really difficult to avoid the assumption of

a derivation of a Greek name from the Phoenician, although as

yet we have only come upon the word in the course of research,

and have never encountered it in inscriptions or direct citations.

But it does not therefore follow that the Greeks derived the name
from Egypt. Ptah is a primceval Asiatic word, and belongs to

the early Semitic (Khamitic) treasury of language. It is proved
that this word in its more elaborated form was possessed by the

Phoenicians, among whom it was the name of the great Demi-

urge; Sanchouiathon calls him the Opener.

Note C (p. Gl).

KEMESIS IN IIESIOD.

According to Hesiod, Nemesis is the daughter of K'lght,

and the sister of Deceit, of sorrowful OldAf/e (in contradistinc-

tion to what we call happy Old Age), and of Discord. According
to the testimony of the text which has come down to us with

' See "Egj'pt's I'lace in Universal History," vol. iv. p. 227.
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no various readings, the fourth daughter of this series is the
nocturnal blandishments of love, conceived as the delusions of

love, and hence placed side by side with Deceit : thus we have
no right to make any change in the text which runs thus :

—
TtkTe ^c Kai Nt/itffM', tt^^ci drrjTolai ftfjoroiai

Niy£ oXoi'i
•

/.UTu Tt)y o' 'ATrcirjjv Tttce kal ^ iXdrrjTCi,

Trjnc'iQ r' ovXoj^eyo) , Kal'F.pii' rixe KapTeoQvyiOV.

I agree, however, with Gottling in believing the verses speak-

ing of the Muerce and Keres (v. 217-223) to be an interpola-
tion. Ker \vA^ already been mentioned in v. 211; while the

two principal verses treating of the three Moerce are vv. 905
and 906, where the mention of them comes in its proper place.

Note D (p. 63).

NEMESIS IX HOMER.

In later times, also, we again encounter this term, used after

Homer's fashion as an impersonal word, bearing the significa-

tion of presumption, sin, anything which calls down the wrath

of the gods ;
a circumstance testifying to its common accepta-

tion in the popular mode of speech. Thus when Sophocles
uses the expression

" that would be a Nemesis," it might be

translated " that would be a transgression which would call

down the divine retribution ;

"
or, in other words. Nemesis.

But, in the writings of Sophocles, there is also mention of a

personal Nemesis, who is attributed to the individual souls

of the deceased. She is the daemon of the deceased, their

avenging spirit. Thus Electra invokes the Nemesis of Aga-
memnon. Her horrible mother does not conceal her joy at re-

ceiving the tidings of the death of Orestes, which renders it

possible to rid herself of Electra also. Nay, on her daughter's

question :

" Is this rightly done ?
"

she does not shrink from

replying {"Electra,'' 174)
—

Not rightfully towards thee, but towards the other

[Agamemnon] that which is done, is rightly done.

On which Electra too utters her final word :
—

hear, thou Nemesis of the scarce dead !
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Note E (p. 82).

THE SIBYLS AND HERACLITUS.

The words quoted from Plutarch are contained in his (on
various grounds so highly interesting) treatise entitled :

"
WJiy

the Pythiano longer Speahs in Verses,'"' ed. W3'ttenbach, p. 627.

Ilerr Lasalle, in his valuable and exhaustive "
Essay on Hera-

clitus'^ (which appeared in 1858 and with regard to which we
must concur with the author in regretting that he had not read

the investigations of Professor Jacob Bernays on this subject
till his own work was finished), thinks that on this point he can

further adduce a passage from the third book of lamblichus,
"On tJie Mysteries.^'' But the words "with frantic mouth"
which are the only ones that we can with certainty ascribe to

Heraclitus, are there cited as a current popular saying,
"
People

say," not " Heraclitus says." As far as I know, Creuzer has in

his remarks on " Cic. de Natura Deorum "
(ii. 3) been the first

to notice these words of Heraclitus quoted by Plutarch.

Note F (p. 84).

THE ORACLES.

In his work " Ueber das Delphische Oral-el,''' S. 56, Professor

Julius Kaiser says :
*' The Pythia was chosen from among the

noble Delphic gentes. Hence the spirit of prophecy was no

individual and personal endowment." I have sought in vain

for any testimonies in favour of the assertion here made by so

learned a scholar, but which is so diametrically opposed to the

very definition of a spirit of prophecy. The passage to which

he refers (Plut. "De Orac. Defectu^'' cap. 9. p. 698, editio

Wyttenbach) says nothing of the kind. Even the circumstance

of her selection out of certain noble families is at variance with

Plutarch's statement in his work Flept tov ^irj xpav, &c. cap.

22, where, in speaking of one of these seercsses, he says that she

had grown up to woman's estate in the house of poor peasants,

as well as with other statements. J3ut even assuniiujx that she

was ordered to be chosen from a limited circle of families, it by
no means follows that her personal (]nalifications were not to

be taken into account.
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Note G (p. 87).

THE PURIFICATIOX OF APOLLO AFTER XIXE YEARS FOR THE

SLAYING OF THE PYTHOX.

In the case of the Greek myths, tlieir astronomical origin has

been so artfully concealed, the simple riddle is so overgrown with

the myths of personification, that it seems a thankless labour to

attempt to track the stages of their growth. We are in danger
of spoiling what we have without acquiring any compensating
certainties. But in this instance, the veil thrown over the

sacred temple-legend is so thinly woven, that we may venture

to try to see through it. The solution which immediately pre-
sents itself by the supposition of an allusion to the octennial

periods is certainly difficult, nay impossible, to accept, if we

attempt to derive this from the observation that the pure lunar

year of eight years turns out too short by three months of thirty

days each (8x11^ days). According to this, it would have

been requisite to intercalate a month after every thirty-two lunar

periods, or every two and a half years.' In the first place, the

festival of purification does not recur every eight years (like the

oktaeteris), but after nine years. Thus that festival of purifi-

cation took place at the commencement of every tenth year, not

of every ninth. In the second place, the scientific fixing of the

octennial period did not take place at earliest till towards the

sixtieth Olympiad, consequently in the middle of the sixth

century, some fifty years after Solon, who introduced into

Athens the alternate reckoning by perfect and imperfect moons,
that is to say, a regular alternation between months of thirty and
of twenty-nine days. The observation of the octennial periods
dates from a very ancient epoch in Delphi, for, in the earliest

times, the Pythian games were not celebrated ever}^ four but

only every eight years.
^ Thus we are driven to the simplest

possible hj^pothesis ;
that of deriving them from the trieteris,

or triennial period. The latter, again, is only to be explained

by the alternation of perfect and imperfect moons, combined
with that of twelve and thirteen months for the whole year.

1 See Meier, i. 2G6-:30o, cf. i. 47.
^ See Censoris ajmcl Ideler, i. 300.

VOL. 11. F F
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This gives iis 738 days (354 + 384), therefore 7^ clays more
than two solar years (2 x 365;^= 730^). Now if, after four

such periods (eight years), an intercalary month is omitted,
a very closely approximate solar year will result. Thus the

origin of the oktaeteris and the trieteris may be most satis-

factorily explained by this very simple observation. And wh}'-

should not the priests in Delphi have been acquainted with the

reasonable arrangement of alternate months of twent3'-nine and

thirty days before the Athenians were so ? Now it may per-

haps be proved still more clearly from Plutarch than has yet
been done, that it was precisely this mystery which lay concealed

beneath the Delphic mythus.
The intimation of an astronomical explanation of that Delphic

mythus is to be found in a passage of his essay, "De Defec. Orac.^' '

The commonly-received legend that Apollo had to do penance
and suffer banishment for nine years, because he had slain the

Python, is in fact too absurd to have been the original myth.
For the slaying of the Python, or noxious black earth-serpent,
could not possibly be regarded as a crime deserving death

;
on

the contrary, the killing of a monster was a most meritorious act.

Thus it must surely be some astronomical monster that is in

question, which is to be vanquished by the solar year. It is

only in Plutarch that we find the following statement brought
forward in contradiction to the ordinary historical account.
" The slayer of the Python was neither banished for nine years,

nor yet banished to Tempe. Rather, must we say, that he came

as a fugitive into another world (kosmos), and returned thence

again at the expiration of nine great years (solar years) pure and

truly phoebus-like (" shining," hence the most ancient title of

Apollo, Phoebus); and further, that on his return he has taken

charge of the oracle hitherto in possession of Themis (the

Earth)." In taking this view, we have only to assume that the

trieteris did not begin with twelve months, but with a year of

thirteen months
;
so that the ninth year, the year of the games,

would be the year of release, if only twelve months were assigned
to it. Thus the meaning is, that, at tiie termination of nine

years, the solar year was once more in order, and its complication
Avith the lunar year was at an end. The connection with the

Python may either be symbolical, or some legend which fell in with

the astronomical enigma. On this subject we would further re-

•

Cap. 21, p. 72.3, editio "Wyttenbach.
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mind our readers, that eutavTos is the proper name of the Phoebic

or solar year : the first part of the word would be si>os, old (Ion.),

instead of svos= hen, Cymric for old, Lat. sen-ex: whence eV?/

Kol via for the last day of the month. Hence this word would

be a contraction of (fiXtos) hos auT6$'= the old sun himself,

the sun which has returned once more to his old place. The

ordinary explanations of this term are assuredly mistaken ;
for

sTos has no radical connection with svos, although it has the same

meaning= ve^us.

Note H (p. 87).

LOBECK OX THE PUHIFICATIOXS.

That sacerdotally prescribed purifications were unknown to

Homer, does not indeed follow of necessity from the fact

certainly proved by Lobeck,^ that, in Homer, the homicide is

required either to pay a fine, or escape this penalty by flight, but

that there is no mention of any purification. For it might be

urged that the latter only took place when the criminal had

paid the appointed fine. But even if we assume this, it is not

a sufficient reason for denying the existence of sacred lustrations

or purifications, that Ulysses, who performs such lustrations

after the slaying of the suitors, performs them in his char-

acter of head of the house and prince, not as a priest by

profession. For, in fact, every father of a family was priest

and sacrificer in his own house. Lobeck, too, has felt the diffi-

culty of setting himself in opposition to the unanimous traditions

of antiquity as to the customs of the heroic age in respect to

purifications ; and, in attempting to refute the passage where

Ovid speaks of the purification of Medea by ^geus (Fast. ii.

33), he has given us something of his own into the bargain.^

Note I (p. 95).

THE EI (or LETTER e) IX DELPHL

It would be in itself a sufficient reason for my adhering to

those passages which ascribe to Pythagoras the assertion of the

Divine Unity as distinct from the universe (especially those of

1 1.300. » II. 96Sfg.

r F 2
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Philolaus apiul Stoba3Us, lamblichus, and Philo,)' that otherwise

all the references which we find in Plato, Aristotle, and Theo-

phrastus to the numerical system of philosophy, and indeed

the whole conception of this philosoph}^ piesented in their writ-

ings, would appear to me quite unintelligible. On this point,
I have Bockh and Brandis on ni}^ side with regard to the dis-

puted quotation from Philolaus found in Stobseus ; and sub-

stantially also Schleiermacher and Ritter. The opposite view,

which has been advocated with great ability and erudition by
Zeller, in the second edition of his "Geschichte der Pldlosopkie,^''^

is plainly open to the objection that he is unable to get over

the numerous unimpeachable testimonies to the fact that P}''-

thagoras did distinguish between God and the universe, and

derive the Manifold from the causality of the One, except by the

expedient of asserting these to be theological dogmas of Pytha-

goras, for which he never attempted to assign philosophical

grounds. Lastly, I must also confess that I am scarcely able

to find a satisfactory explanation of his undisputed declara-

tions respecting the Unity and its contrast to the Manifold, in

the circumstance that unity is the reconciliation of contradic-

tions; that this, however, consists in harmony; and, moreover,
under the form of the relations of the musical scale. For

harmony is the direct contrary of uuit3\ Those, however, wdio

incline to adopt Zeller's view would simply have to explain the

E in Delphi as representing the contrast of unity to plurality ;

not indeed of the absolute, but still of the objective unity.

Note K (p. 122).

THE AGE OF CALLINUS.

I adhere to the opinion of those who think that there is only
one historical defeat of the Magnesians recorded. I refer to

Magnesia on the Meander, next after Ephesus the most flour-

ishing city of Asia Minor. But this disaster, we must, as it

seems to me, place at latest in the reign of Candaules, who

deprived Gyges of his throne and life. For Pliny twice men-
tions the remarkable fact,^ that that king had purchased a

» See Ritter and I'lvUor, § 107, 108. « See s. 237-270.
' xx.w. Oo. cf. vii. 12G.
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historical picture by Bularohus (a tablet of considerable size)

for its weight in gold. But Candaules, he adds, died in the

eighteenth Olympiad. The middle of this Olympiad would

correspond to our year 70G n. c. But the date commonly as-

signed to this event is Olymp. 1G,1 = 716 B.C. The migration
to Thasos, in which Archilochus took part, is assigned to Olymp.

15, or Olymp. 18. He, as we know, speaks of the lamentable

overthrow of the Magnesians. Now Callinus not only mentions

this calamity, but also the former flourishing condition of this

city. Hence we shall have to place the incursion of the Cim-

merian Treres {Treeres, query Trevires ?) in which that city

was destroyed, about 730 b. c, or in the eleventh or twelfth

Olympiad. The text of the principal passage in Strabo referring

to this circumstance is unquestionably corrupt. The struggle

to which Callinus summons his countrymen is an arduous

one ;

"
war," he says,

" traverses the length and breadth of the

land."

We have already intimated in Note A, that the undisputed

allusion to a Celtic inroad occurring in Hesiod (although in an

interpolated passage), would lead us to the conclusion that Ave

must place this incursion as early as possible in the eighth

century b. c.

Note L (p. 132).

SOLON AND CR(ESUS.

The doubts raised as to the historical character of this beau-

tiful story in Herodotus (I. 29 seq.) were only founded on slight

chronological inaccuracies and inconsistencies, which have on

further examination admitted of a satisfactory solution. Duncker

has discussed this topic, like many others in ancient history, in

a very luminous and conclusive mode. The critical school were

evidently unanimous on this point, and only needed additional

evidence. The same holds good of the doubts thrown out

respecting the burning of Croesus. It is only necessary to

assume as a fact, that Crcesus followed the Lydian custom of self-

devotion to a sacrificial death.
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Note M (p. 134).

PINDAIi'S SECOND OLYMPIC ODE.

Since I must here allow myself to express my dissent from
the opinion of our most revered master in philology, and from
that of my never-to-be-forgotten teacher and friend Dissen,

my readers will, I hope, pardon me for entering, contrary to my
usual practice, into a detailed justification of my translation:—

Eiii Reiclithuiii, der niit Tugendcn prangt, bringt fiirwahr Zcitigiing
fur dieses und jciies, tiel'e Sorge a1)wchrend, die zu wild andriiiigende :

weitstraldender Stern, wahrliaftes Liclit dem Manne
;

docli niir, wenn
der, welcher ihn besitzt, weiss, was ziikiinftig ist

;
dass theils nJimlich

schon hier der Gestorbenen unbandigcr Sinn alsbald die Strafe bezahlt

hat, theils abcr Jemand iinter der Erde das in diesem Reiche des Zeus
Gefrevelte richtct, den Ausspruch vcrklindend mit feindliclier Koth-

Avendigkeit. Die Edlen dagegen, der Sonne geniessend, gleichniiissig
in den Niichten und in den Tagen, erfreuen sicb eines mlibelosen

Lebenslaiifs, nicht durcbpfliigend mit kriiftiger Hand das Erdreich,
noch dcs Meeres Gewiisser urn spiirlichen Erwerb : nein, sie alle, die

des EidschAvurs Treue gliiubig gehalten, durchleben thriinenloses

Dasein bei den Gottergeehrten, wiibrend jene ein nicht zu schaucndes
Leid schleppen. AVie viele aber dreinial, in beiden Heimathen weilend,
es bestanden rein zu bewahren die Seele von Unrecht, die wandeln
den Weg des Zeus bin nach des Kronos Burg, dort, wo des Oceans
Lufte umwehn die Eilande der Seligen.

In this confessedly very difficult passage (antistrophe and

epode 3)1 find no alteration of the text necessary or permissible

beyond the very slight emendation recommended })y Bockh
and adopted by Dissen and Bergk, of changing the si Bs into

£i 'ye, whicli only assumes a scarcely noticeable variation in

an ancient MS. According to this the text would then read as

follows :
—
u flat' irXovToc operaTg ?fSat2aX/i£roc (fiepei tCjv rt Kai tUv

Kcitpot', fiaOilav uTTfj^wr fuipifirar ('lyporiput',

(Epodos) (lariip c\pii^T]\of:' t'i yi fiiv t'x*^'' '"'C olhy to fjiiWov,
vTi ()(ii'(')tTU)>' fitr it'Bnci' uvtik ('nraXafU'oi (ppiveg

rroii'uc tTirray, rh c Iv Atoc <''PX9

(WiTpa Kara yac CikhI^ei tiq i\t)pa

Xdyoi' <ppu<Taif; ayuyKif.
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Such an eulogy of wealth would be very incredible in the

writings of Pindar, without such a sharply marked qualifying-
clause as could only be supplied by the el ys. This has been
felt even by those who translate the passage as though the
'' virtues

"
were the subject (which is, however, an inadmissible

reading).
Now as regards the exposition of the passage, I cannot consider

either Bockh's or Dissen's translation satisfactory, nor yet the

somewhat different interpretation submitted by the Editor of

the excellent Gotha edition. Bockh translates the opening lines

thus :
—

Atqui opiilcntia virtutibus omata harum atque illarum rerum fert

opportunitatcm, profundam suppeditaus curaiu venatricem : sidus

insigne, verum hoiuini hiinen, (iiiain si qiiis tenet, norit futurum quod
mortuorum impiaj liic mentes poenas statim luunt, quodque facta in

hoc Jovis imperio delicta sub terra judical aliquis infesta sententiam

dicens necessitate.

In the commentary the whole passage is thus explained by
Dissen :

—
JEncsidami filium ilia ex gente oriundum (Theronem) decet nunc

pvajdicare, qui et ipse vicit et fratreni victorem habet. Tales victoriae

certaminibus parta; curis libcrant
; ejusmodi auteni ausis opportuni-

tatem pra^bent opes virtutibus ornat*.

The last words are thus translated :
—

Studium et curani profundam subjiciens menti quasi venatricem

pulchranun rerum.

That fispifxvav might be taken in the sense of " stiulium

glorice," I should not be prepared to dispute ; but I should

dispute whether it could be so taken Avhen in connection with

uypoTspav, which, according to the common usage of speech,

would be equivalent to acriorem, niini^ feram, acrem, and with-

out any ulterior significance. The use of ySa^eta as an adjective

qualifying fju'spi^va in the sense of "
care,"

"
anxiety," is very

common ; but not so in the sense of "
striving." And thus too

it would be necessary to take
v'jre-)(a)V, subjiciens, in the same

way as we say
" siibdere facem

" when speaking of kindling a

flame*; of which there is no question in the present instance.

Not that any one could satisfactorily explain this vttsxwv, but

here all we have to do w^th is our objection to Dissen's ren-

dering.
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Now, if instead of uTTf^twi/ we read on the contrar}^ 'EnExnN^
which is an extremely slight change, we obtain the sense ex-

pressed in our transhitiou, viz. that riches and power, united

to uprightness of mind, will avert from a man the intolerably
onerous cares of life, and therefore set him at liberty to de-

vote himself freely to the nobler objects of effort, or more re-

munerative enterprises (such as were the national contests).

The second part Dissen does not translate quite in the same

way as Bockh, but as follows :
—

Ita vcro virtutil^us junctas divitias qui luibet, non ignorat neque

obliviscitur, apud iufex'os futiu'as maleficioruui poenas.

What is required by the meaning of this philosophical part is

precisely that which his words express :
—

si quidem qui eas liabet non ignurat, etc.

But how could Pindar express it as his conviction and doc-

trine, that the godless of mankind "
straightway

"
atone for their

crimes? The very difficulty in the matter consists in the fact,

that numbers of them do not do so, but die surrounded by liap-

piness and prosperity. Or are we to suppose that Pindar, b}^ the
"
straightway," meant thepunishment in the nether world follow-

ing immediately upon death ? In that case, what are we to

make of the division in the two members of his thought ? For

such a division is very decidedly there.

6ai'0}'Tu)t' jitf li'Oud . . . ctvriK irKTav,

and
ra Be . . . (tAtrpa . . . liKcti^ei Ttg . . .

Some antithesis must be here expressed, and that is precisely
what the words will with difficulty admit of, yet what the poet's

theology demands. The truly wise prince knows, that some of

the wicked dead have here straightway suffered punishment
(/.

e, during their life on earth), which the word enaav un-

questionably asserts, but that other evil-doers will in any case

iind there an inexorable judge for the crimes that they have

perpetrated while here on earth. The bolder construction of

the sentence, according to which we should, in the second mem-
ber of the sentence, make the evildoers no longer the subject,
but make their crime the object of judgment, can scarcely be

called suiprising in Pindar.

Some have thought they detected here an allusion to the

transmigration of souls in the following manner :
—That the
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manes not only suffer in the netlier world for the sins com-
mitted here, but that also the souls that have returned to earth

have here to pay the penalty for transgressions committed in

Hades (where, however, they nuist belong either to the class of

the Blessed or the Keprobate). It would scarcely, I think, be

possible to find such a view as this anywhere propounded as a

religious doctrine
;
but assuredly it was not so among the Orphic

poets, or among the Greeks in general.

Note N (p. 202).

SCIIXEIUEVVIN S SOLUTION OF THE ENIGMA OF THE AKRANGE-

MENT OF THE THEBAIS.

Schneidewin has not concurred in the needless doubts ex-

pressed by some German philologers respecting the genuineness
of the "Dldashalia "

of the Medicean MS. published by Franz

in 1848. This thoroughly honest man and arduous investigator
was far from meriting such a suspicion, as every one who has

known him personally will bear witness. The former profound
scholar and ingenious interpreter of the tragic poets (who like-

wise has been snatched from us by an untimely death) published
in the same year auother attempt to solve this problem in the
''
Fhilologus "^(1848, s. 348—365). So far as I know, no one has

since then occupied himself with a similar attempt.
Schneidewin starts from the following points :

—
1. Between the first two pieces there occurs an interval of at

least four years, since Jocasta has borne to Qildipus the two

pairs of children. But, on the assumption of .Eschylus, the sons

were still children when their father pronounced his curse upon
them oil making the horrible discovery of their incestuous

parentage, so that they grew up to man's estate laden with the

curse (Chorus v. 812, seq.). In this view of the sequence of the

story we agree with him, but not in the translation of tlie pas-

sage relating to it,
" he pronounced upon his children curses,

which affected their rearing
"
(Tpocpds) I should rather trans-

late with Schliz and Hermann,
" the wrath-stricken scions

"

{rpoi^ds, agreeing with the MSS.).
2. According to the same Chorus, the guilt of transmission

endures to " the third generation." Schneidewin thinks him-

self justified in inferring from this, that the entanglement in
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crime began with the disobedience of Laius, when he begot
a son, contrary to the warning of Apollo. Hence that yEschy-
lus has not, like Euripides, deduced the train of guilt from the

abduction and outrage of Chrysippus, on account of which Pe-

lops, the father of the latter, had pronounced a heavy curse.

Now in this assumption of Schneidewin we cannot concur,

but, on the contrary, it is precisely this offence against the son

of Pelops which we regard as the ground of the subsequent

complication. It is true that we are no longer able to adduce

distinct proof in support of our view, since this is not expressly
asserted to be the case in the " Seven against Thebes.''^ But
no more can Schneidewin bring forward any proof for his as-

sumption ;
while the whole tendency of ^schylr.s's conception

of tragedy would tell against such a view. A mere act of dis-

obedience to a prohibition at variance with the laws of God and

of our nature would certainly'not afford an adequate satisfaction

to our moral sense for the ruin of three successive generations.
But those words of the Chorus would rather support than con-

tradict our view :
—

With lu-gent pace the Fury treadeth,

To generations three

Avenging Laius' sin on Laius' race
;

What time he sinned against the gods' decree,

When Phoebus from earth's central shrine

Thrice sent the word divine—
Live childless, Laius, for thy seed

Shall wokk thy country's woe.

But he to foolish words gave ear,

And ruin to liimself begot,
The parricidal Qi^dijDUs, who joined
A frenzied bond in most unholy kind,

Sowing where he was sown
;
whence sprung a bud

Of bitterness and blood.'

The first guilty act impelled Laius to the disregard of the

warning prohibition. Why should we not suppose that the

first and oldest tragedy should have exhibited and branded
*'the great transgression," as the fountain-head of all the after

stream of ill ? Nay, how could it have left this crime unnoticed,
whether the curse of Pelops rest on the authority of older or

more recent records ?

' Blackie's ".Eschylus/' ii. ll)4.
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3. According to Schneidcwin, ^schylus means to represent
Eteocles as a pious man, implicated solely by Destiny in the

curse personally unmerited Ly him
(s. 359). But this is not

only contrary to the assertion of Antigone in the piece which we

possess, but also to the whole delineation of the king's son.

Eteocles is brave, but boiling over with ungovernable wrath. In

defiance of all warnings he goes out with the express intention

of killing his brother in the combat, instead of choosing some

other foe to fight with out of the seven heroes. His father's

curse lights on him, because he will not give ear to the voice of

warning when the Chorus appeal to him :
—

CHORUS.

Dear son of G^tlipus ! let not thy wrath

Wax hot as his wlioni thou dost chiefly chicle !

Let the Cadmians with the Argives fight,

This is enough : their blood may be atoned,

But, when a brother falls by brother's hands,

Age may not mellow such dark due of guilt.

ETEOCLES.

If thou canst bear an ill, aud fear no shame,
Bear it : but if to bear is to be base,

Choose death, thy only refuge from disgrace.

CHORUS.

Whither wovildst thou ? calm thy bosom,

Tame the madness of tliy blood
;

Ere it bear a crimson blossom,

Pluck thy passion in the bud.

ETEOCLES.

Fate urges on
;
the god will have it so,

Now drift the race of Laius, Avith full sail,

Abhorred by Phoebus, down Cocytus' stream !

CHORUS.

Let not ravening rage consume thee !

Bitter fruit thy wrath will bear
;

Sate thy himger with the thousands,

But of brother's blood beware !

ETEOCLES.

The curse must Avork its will : and thus it speaks,

Watching beside me with dry tearless eyes,
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Death is thy only gain and death to-day

Is better than to-viorrow !

The gods will reck the curse, but not the prayers
Of Laius' race. Our doom is their delight.

'Tis noAV too late to fawn the Fate away.
The curse must sway, my father's burning curse,

The visions of the night w^ere true, that showed me
His heritage twin-portioned by the sword.

CHORUS.

We are but women : yet we pray thee hear us.

Fight not before the seventh gate, we pray thee.

ETEOCLES.

My whetted will thy words may never blunt.

CHORUS.

But brother's blood—pluck not the bloody blossom.

ETEOCLES.

If gods are just, he shall not 'scape from harm.^

In this wild spirit of vengeance he rushes into the strife
;
the

cruel sword proves to be the prophesied divider of the realm ;

the two brothers share a few spans of earth in death ! Mean-
while the Chorus raise the lofty strain from which we have given
a few strophes in the preceding page. This chorus of maidens

is in truth animated by piety and wisdom, but not so the sons of

Gi^dipus.

4. Schneidewin finds the tragic reconciliation, which Siivern

could nowhere discover, in the death of the two brothers, both

of whom the Chorus wish to inter with like honours. Un-

doubtedly, this solution must not be sought in any sequel to the

play recording the deeds of the Epir/oni, as Bockh has con-

jectured. The Epiffoni furnished no solution. According to

the account given by Apollodonis, Theseus was the first who

made expiation for Thebes. But when Schueidewin states his

own solution as follows :
—

The fulfilment of the curse laid upon the family of the Labdacids was

the aim of the Trilogy, and the besieging of Thebes, in consequence of

the war levied by Polynices upon his brother and the city of his birth,

simply furnishes the external framework for the interior action of tlie

' See Blackie's "
.Escbylut*/' vol. ii. p. 100.
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piece; namely, the fulfilment of the oracle and of the patei'nal curse

to which that oracle had given rise—
we cannot but regard the view here propoiinded as a very-

imperfect representation of the ^schylean theology. It is not

De.stiuy, not the Oracle, but the guilt self-incurred in each of

the three successive generations, that forms the subject presented
to our contemplation. On the theory now submitted, the con-

cluding piece, for which previous critics have felt themselves

unable to find a justification, becomes on the contrary indis-

pensable, and constitutes the finest portion of the whole grand

poem.

Note (p. 316).

Tilt: MOXOGENES OF THE TIM.EUS AMONG THE PIKEXICIANS

AND IN THE WRITINGS OF PARMENIDES.

Two additional circumstances ouofht to be mentioned in ex-

plaining the Platonic Monor/enes, used as an adjectival appella-
tion of the phenomenal (lod. Fibst, that this expression occurs

in indisputably genuine Phamician cosmogonies as a personified

cosmogonic factor. On this point I would refer my readers

to "Egypt's Place in Universal Histor}^," vol. iv. p. 149-156,
where the text is given. Secondly: that this term occurs in

Parmenides, where it is applied to the eternal existence of the

Universe itself, considered as the Sole, the Identical, the

Unchangeable. This veiy remarkable and pregnant fragment
is to be found in Pitter and Preller, § \4o. We give the fol-

lowing literal prose rendering of this passage :
—

There is only a single mode left open to lis, by which we can assert

that there is a Present Existence. Very many things would point
towards this, and tend to prove that, since it is iinbegotten, it must

also be unchangeable, a Whole, a Sole (^Monogenes)^ and this immutably
and ever identical. It was never, and ivill he never

;
for it is now,

everything at once, one coherent Whole. For what origin Avould.st

thovi find for it ? How and Avhence should it increase ? I Avill further

allow thee to say or to think that it may have sprung out of non-ex-

istence. For we are imable to think or affirm that the Existinoj is not.

Yet what necessity could have impelled it sooner or later out of nothing
to begin to be ? Therefore, it must needs either be or not be, and

from the Existent can nought save Being ever spring.
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Note P (p. 327).

THE GERMS OF A THEODICY IX ARISTOTLE's METAPHYSICS,
BOOK XII. CAP. 10.

The translation which we have given of the beginning of the

concluding chapter needs no further justification, since Bonitz'

has proved (what even the ancient commentator Alexander

discerned), that in the first place only a dilemma is stated

(iTOTepws), and the following three words—
Or in both modes at once ?

supply the answer under the form of a fresh question. Instead

of this, even Hengstenberg, contrary to the rules of construc-

tion, takes the question as three-sided, and translates :
—

Or both together like an army ?

Our translation is somewhat expanded, in order to render

any misapprehension impossible. For, without a resort to such

expedients, it is impossible to translate this book of Aristotle's

at all.

With the following
" but "

there begins, as we take it, an

entirely new sentence
; not, as Bonitz thinks, a continuation of

the preceding one. On the contrary, in accordance with the

style of this whole chapter, the mode in which the following

sentence, beginning,

But as for example in a lioiisehold,

is linked on to what precedes, assumes an ellipse of thought,
which we have supplied by the words placed between brackets.

The same thing occurs at the end of this barely-hinted com-

parison, and here too we have indicated what is necessary to

complete the thought. The turn by which Aristotle re-enters

on the consideration of his proper subject
—the contemplation of

the order of the world—is as abrupt as his digression from it

bad been.

There seems to be some obscurity prevailing as to the proper

meaning to be assigned to the word 8iaKpi,dr]vac. Brandis trans-

lates the passage :
—

' See hifl observntions on this point, s. 518.
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Everything must contribute to the process of analysis (and change),
and tlicre arc yet other things, in regard to which each severally co-

operates towards the whole.'

Bonitz (s. 519) thinks that the word refers to the mode in

which, throughout the universe, one thing is generated from

the destruction of another, and adds the following by way of

explanation :
—

Aliaque qua; communiter omnia confcrunt ad servandum universum

inundi ordineni.

He thinks, and, as it seems to me, not unjustly, tiiat in the

metaphor of the household there is an implicit allusion to the

stars, which move according to fixed laws, and depart not from

their appointed orbit, but he omits the reference to the mind in

man, which, in the view of Aristotle, occupies no mean rank in

the collective universe.

With respect to the translation of the word ^laKpidfjvai he adds :

Quid significet dubium est, neque contenderim vere me h. v. interpre-

tatum esse.

But should not the established use of BiuKptats by Plato

and Aristotle in the sense of "
decomposition,"

"
decay," in con-

tradistinction to avjKpiais,
"
union,"

"
reconstruction," be con-

sidered a sufficient proof that we ought to explain the word here

in the same sense? Such investigations bring home to us all

very painfully the want of an exhaustive Aristotelian lexicon.

Note Q (p. 349).

THE EPITAPH COMPOSED BY DEMOSTHENES OX THE HEROES

OF CH^RONEA.

My readers will, I think, be grateful to me for laying before

them the following remarks of Professor J. Bernays (of Bonn)

upon this epigram :
—

' With regard to the last distich, Bergk has already
^ obviated all

difficulty by the following punctuation :

^Irjiir afiapTtlv tff-i deCjy Kal Trai'-a Karopdovv,

'El' fJiorT] jnoTjoaj'
c' ovri (j)vyt'lv eVopev.

^ E3 muss alles zum Prozess der Aussonderung (und des Wechsels)

beitragen, und nocli andres gibt es, riicksichtlich desseu Jegliches zum
Ganzen mitwirkt. (Arist. S. 541.)

"^ In the second edition of his " Poetse Lyrici," p. 504,
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'Never to fail and to conduct all things to a liappy issue is the

attribute of the gods ;
but in the life of man to evade Destiny'can

nought (no kind of power) avail." The connotation of human life

inheres so essentially iu the word fnnn'], that it would be perfectly

intelligible to any Greek ear in its antithesis to Oeijv, even without the

addition of ^^fpoTTw I' (which yields nothing that will construe); Avhile,

on the contrary, if /3ior// be referred to deoji', as it does according to the

ordinary punctuation, it would be quite intolerable.

The beginning of the second distich is, however, sadly corrupt.
That here no minor expedient will avail, has been felt by all the able

scholars whose various suggestions Bergk enumerates. Bergk himself

declares the passage to be " locum ncmchnn jiersanatum,'" and offers in

doubt and despair the following reading : /.unoixeioi BWperijc laucaiijoi vg.

I too cannot refrain from making a somewhat bold suggestion. I should

write: aprv^ieroi c^uptTi)y ^t'x^ Ca/jttoj'oc, and translate it:

Gotterverlassene Tugend erwahlten sie, mochten ihr Leben
Eetten nicht

;
Hades' Eecht sollt' ihnen reiclien den Preis.

The thought would remind us of that verse in Lucan :

" Victrix caiisa

Diis placuit, sed victa Catoni." Hvy lalfiori means "
cumD/s,"

" under
divine favour." Homer, II. xi. 742 : ti/^a oaifxoi'oc, or (as it would
stand in Iambic verse), daif-ioioc ^«x"; ^^j "sine D/s.^' Now, kohoi'

(3pal3ri will also receive its pointed significance. When asserted of a

ZiKUfTTi'ic, with the addition of j^iJoftiiiQ, Kou'<)g will in Greek, like cequiis

in Latin, intimate impartiality, as any dictionary will show.

The gods were partisans of Philip in that battle. Hence the

Athenians choose Hades as an impartial judge.
That here, as is often the case, /.-ai is to be interchanged with ^t'x"'

has been already noticed by Jacobs. The Homeric turn nprv^iEvoQ iju

TE i^vx''''' occurring in the opening of the Odyssey, Avill be jiresent to

every reader's memory.

According to this the epigram ought to read as follows, and
this is the reading which we have adopted in the text as the

basis of our translation '

:
—

^ The following is Punson's German rendering of the passage (Tr.) :

Dicse ergriffen die AVaffen, das Vaterland zu errotten :

Uebenuiithigem Feind boten sie freudigen Trutz,

Tugend wider Geschick erwalilten sie, opIVrnd das licben,
Ilarrcnd gerecbten (leiicbts drunten aus Aides JNIund—

Alle8 fiir Hellas Volk, dass nicht es geknechteten Nackens

Triige das sclniiiildiche Joch, diddete bittern Holm.
Jetzo ruht das Gubein der gelallenen Ib'lden ini Schoosse

Heimiacher Erde, da Zens fiiget den IMenst-ben es so.

Fi'bllos A lies zinn luuU' zu fiihren geliciret den Guttorn,
.Storblichen ist's nicht gegclnnt, hier dem Geschick zu entfliehn.
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Ot^e iruTpaQ tueKa trtbEripag tic dfjpii> 'idevro

OTrXa, K(ii ('iiTiiraXioi' vjipii' aTrt(JKiCarrav'

«p)'i»/(f j'ot ( nperiit' dyj-i caifjini'oc ouv irTHdxrnv

\li\j-^ac^
uW Wicqv KUivov idevro

jypcijifj,

ovi'iKtv EW^j'wi', iLr
yj'/ ivyoy oi/^t'it divrtg

Sov\o(Tvj>riQ arvyepdv afjtpic tj^wtriv v/3pi»'"

yrda ci naTpiq t'^^Ei KoXiroi^ riot' TrXeluTa
Kn^ii'tiTntv

(TuijAa, ETTft dnjrolf; tc Aioi' >/'0£ Kpicnr.

^r)^ey afxapTtiv lari deHv /cat iravra Kn-opOuiir,

tv loiorrj fiolpay c ovri (pvyely kiropei'.

Our MSS. g-ive the follovviuj^ various readings :
—

Disticli 2 : fxafjidfisvoi S' apsrrjs kol SeCfxarns ouk scrdwaav {ce'-

fiaros, according to V.
;
D. and Z., on the contrary, read \^/aaTos).

Concluding distich: instead of ovtc ^vysiv siropeu^
V reads

^vystv fj-spoTTcor.
li. b. put the coniuia uRer /Siottj.

Note R (p. 387).

A STATEMENT OF TACITUS RESPECl^ING THE GROUND OF THE
DESTRUCTION OF THE TEJMFLE OF JERUSALEM, PRESERVED
BY SULPICIUS SEVERUS.

It is to a communication received from my friend Professor J.

Bernays that I am indebted for the statement made in the text

on this subject. He has remarked, that several notices relating

to Jewish and Christian facts and circumstances occur in the

History of the Sai)its, written by the celebrated Gallic rhetor-

ician and Christian scholar Sulpicius Severus, about the year
A.i). 420

;
and further, that these statements appear to proceed

from a reliable source, and differ -widely from those of Josephus
and other authors. Moreover, that some of these passages be-

tray a striking resemblance to Tacitus in their mode of ex-

pression. This is, for instance, the case in the description of

the cruel execution of the Christians under Nero (ii. 29). Now
the passage to which we are referring (ii. 30) reads as follows:—

Fertiir Titus adhibito consilio prius deliberasse, an templum tanti

operis everteret. Etenim nonnullis videbatur, jedem sacratam, ultra

omnia mortalia illustrem, non deberi deleri : quae servata modestia;

Romana3 testimonium, diruta perennem crudelitatis notam prteberet.

At contra alii, et Titus ipse, evertendum templum in primis censebant

quo plenius Judii^orum et Christianorum religio tolleretur. Quippe

VOL. II. G G
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Ikis religiones, licet coiiti-arias sibi, iisdcm tamen auetorlhus profcctas,

Christianos ex Jiidajis extitisse : radice suljlata, stirpcm facile periturain.

Now we kuow that, in the lost part of the Fifth Book of his

History, Tacitus had given an account of the destruction of

Jerusalem. Can we suppose that so able a scholar and orator

as Sulpicius Severus should have neglected to read the chief

authority on the subject he is treating, viz. Tacitus, whose style

moreover he has evidently studied ? He brings forward two

views : the first is the current one based on the writings of

.Tosephus; surely the second will have been that of Tacitus?

We should scarcely expect in this remarkable and now under-

valued work to find an instance of a statement destitute of all

historical authority, when Sulpicius Severus must have had

Roman sources of information open to him. And it is also

hard to say from what other historian he could have derived this

statement. To this may be added the coincidence of entire

phrases. Professor J. Bernays intends before long to bring the

whole subject under discussion among scholars by publishing a

comprehensive essay on Sulpicius Severus and the text of his work.

As regards the passage in hand, it is very explicable why
Josephus in this instance, as in otliers, should have avoided

and ignored everything that would tend to make the cliaracter

of the Flavians, and of Titus in particular, odious to the Jerts.

Judging from other examples, we may without unfairness be-

lieve him quite capable of positively reversing facts with a view

to that end. Now it is clear that Tacitus was in possession of

documentary evidence relating to this whole period. He would

scarcely therefore have accepted a mere rumour, and least of all

one that redounded to the credit of Jews or Christians.

These considerations would lead us very naturally to the con-

clusion which I have expressed in the text. The dominant idea

in the mind of Tacitus in reference to this whole subject, is

evidently the danger that threatened the Eoman Empire from
tiie Jewish proselytes, and it is a genuinely Roman sentiment.

Now, whether or no he distinctly expressed that fear on this

occasion, it assuredly was floating l)eforo his mind's eye. The
decision to which Titus came had its deepest political ground in

that very hatred against the proselytes. Already in the time
of Cicero, such a view reveals itself in his ingenious and maliir-

nant defence of Flaccus. It was not simply the didrachmas
that poured year by year into the Temple treasury from every
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convert, as well as from every native Jew, that induced that

governor to issue bis proclamation forbidding the export of

silver from his own province (Asia Minor) but it was the sus-

picion that these revenues would in the long run be used to

make one of the most considerable fortresses in the empire still

more impregnable, and one of the most stiffnecked of the nations

still more unruly. To tliis consideration was added the incen-

tive of what Tacitus calls,
" The hatred felt by all mankind for

the Jews." But Christians were Jews ; nay, Jews of a much
more danjxerous sort than those in Palestine : so thinks Tacitus.o^

Note S (p. 391).

THE NAME OF THE GERJ[ANS.

With regard to this passage of Tacitus, I concur in the

emendation suggested by Jacob Grimm, and the necessity of

which he has convincingly proved in his " Geschichte der

deutschen Sprache .•"—
Primum a victo ob metum,

instead of

Primum a victore ob metum.

The name is Celtic ;
it was the Celts who conferred it, and

they did so when defeated, expressing therein their sense of

terror. But the passage demands some further emendation.

Bekker gives it thus :
—

Ceterum Germanife vocabuhim rocens et miper additxim, quoniam

qui i)rimi Khenum transgressi Gallos expulerint ac nunc Tungri
tunc Germani vocati sint. Ita nationis nomen, non gentis, evaluisse

paulatim, ut omnes primum a victore ob metum, mox a se ipsis,

invento nomine, Germani vocarentur.

According to this text, gens would designate the single tribe,

natio the whole German people. But Tacitus says gens Ger-

tnanorum, and uses the term nationes to denote the subdi-

vision of a whole nation or race. What he says of the Suevi

(Germ. 38) is decisive on this point :

Propriis adliuc nationibus nominibusque discreti, quamquam in

comnnme Suevi vocentiu-.

Thus we should read with Acidalius and Ernesti :
—

Nationis nomen in nomen gentis cvaluisse.

This too justifies the word evaluisse.

G G 2
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Note T (p. 404).

THE RELIGIOUS CONSCIOUSNESS OF THE TEUTONS EXHIBITED

IN THEIR SACRED TRADITIONS.

The proof of what has been advanced on the main snhject of

our work, in this necessarily condensed section of it, must be

found in two gi-eat points. We must be able to prove,

FiH.ST, That in this instance, as in others, the Aryan religious

consciousness has an objective subject-matter ;
and that in the

shape of a Nature-religion belonging to the same strata of

human thouo-ht that we have found both among the Hindoos

and the Hellenes. If this is really the case, we shall discover

its primary manifestations in certain cosmogonic ideas ; next

will come the perception of individual friendly or hostile natural

forces, which make themselves felt in the sky, the air, the water,

or on the earth ; lastly, we shall have personal embodiments of

these forces as the gods of the existing order of things. The
elemental character will, however, still cleave more or less closely

to these personal gods. Thus it is natural that the solar year,
with its wonderful process of a new birth after the apparent
extinction of the life of earth, should assume more or less

prominence ;
but it must be regarded not as the foundation, but

the symbol of their objective religious consciousness.

Secondly, That the heroes are to be regarded not as histori-

cal personages, around whom a halo is thrown as they recede

into the past, but as descents of the gods into human form
;
and

btlong lo thijt stage of the popular religious consciousness at

which Grod is apprehended as the spiritual element in man.

What it appears necessary or desirable, in the present con-

dition of science, to advance on these two points, in order to

justif)'- the statements of this section, is here compressed into

two essays.

Thus, our present subject will divide itself into a critical

introduction, and three principal parts.

Tlie Introduction will discuss the principles which must
determine the revision of the text of the Edda, and of the

Voluspa in particular.

The First Part will endeavour to prove that the two earliest

and most important heroic legends of the Edda, the Jays of
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Helgi and those of Signrd, sprang originally from one source,

which was a poem of rnythologic and cosmogonic character;

next, we shall show that the lays of Sigurd in the Edda have

adopted into themselves, in the course of the sixth or seventh cen-

turies of our era, the freely handled but truly historical element

of the German epic poem of the fifth century, and thus are at

bottom really historical as to events and personages. Again : as

the Nibelungen-Lied ("The Woes of the Nibelungs") is based

on the same national epic of pre-Carlovingian date, which was,

however, gradually developed from the times of Charlemagne
down to the eleventh century, and did not receive its final shape

until the close of the twelfth, we sliall be able thus to trace the

GKXEALOOY not only of the national epic of the Germans, but

also of their religious consciousness. Lastly : we shall thus offer

a new and typical instance of the process of organic growth by
which all genuine epics are formed ;

and shall add another to

those facts which serve essentially to indicate the laws of the

development of man's apprehension of God both in the physical

and the moral order of the world.

The Second and Tiiikd Parts will treat of the Voluspa, its

religious aspect, audits text. The text is given twice—first in a

translation from the manuscripts with critical annotations (in

this text the passages of proved or probable unauthenticity are

criven in smaller print) ; and, secondly, a restoration of the

genuine ancient text, based on the former version, and accom-

panied by explanatory remarks. This latter text is placed first,

in order that the reader may at once be in a position to under-

stand the scope of this lofty poem.

IXTRODUCTION.

The Origin of the Vuluspa and the Edda Poetry in general.

The MS. which constitutes our main authority for the lays

and leo-ends of the gods and heroes, which the liberty-loving

Norwegian patricians took with them to Iceland, when they

emic^rated thither towards the end of the ninth century to

escape the tyranny of Harold Fairhair, was not discovered until

1643, when it was found by an Icelandic bishop. The title

« Edda Saemunds des Gelehrten
"
(" The Edda of Saemund the
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learned ") has no other documentary attestation hut this IMS.

AsHuredly, however, both these names are authentieall}' handed

down by tradition. Saemund was the most learned Icelander

of his times, a great traveller, and in the latter years of his life

a priest enjoying high consideration. He was in the height of

his fame about the year 1100. The word Edda signifies great-

giandmother (" the mother of the parents," compare atavus).
Thus these stories are put into the mouth of an aged matron.

One might be tempted to account for this seemingly fabulous

name, by attributing it to the reluctance of the Christian com-

piler or editor to place a mythological name on the forefront of

his work. If, however, we compare the superscription of the

oldest and most important poem of the Edda, the Vciluspa, we
find there the wise prophetess who relates it,

" the aged woman,"
called W^ila or Wola, and are reminded how the ancient

Germans venerated certain women as sibyls. The word Edda
itself occurs in that sense in an early lay of the collection. It

may not be impossible that the name of the renowned pro-

phetess, who in the first century of our era was regarded with

almost divine reverence through the whole of Lower Germany,
and who was led in triumph by Vespasian—Veleda (Dio writes

it Beleda)
—

designated that priestess as " the aged mother who

predicts" (Vola-Edda). So too the name of the other sibyl
mentioned by Tacitus, Aurinia, is clearly nothing else than

"die Eunenkundige
"
("she who knows the Eunes"), which is

equivalent to "she who prophesies," whence our word Alniune.

Now, as regards the date of the compilation. From the silence

observed towards it by Snorri Sturleson, the assumed author of

the yoimger Edda (a connected prose story with interpolated
citations from the ancient laj's, composed about 1220), it has

been attempted to draw the conclusion that the Saemundic or

pootic Edda might turn out to be even younger than the prose
one

; therefore, probabl}', not older than that chief parchment
MS., which is ascribed to the beginning of the fourteenth century.
But, in the first place, such an argument from the bare fact of

silence is very inconclusive. ^Moreover, the prose Edda constantly

appeals to the authority of our Edda lays, and all its quotations
from tiiem, especially from the Voluspa, agree completely (with
the exception of a few verbal deviations) with the text of our

collection, which cannot be an accidental circumstance ; not to

speak of the unmistakeable internal coherence of the different

lays of our collection, which no one who has more than tlie
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slightest acquaintance with them could characterize as uncon-
nected fragments. If we eliminate the Voluspa, the Edda lays
are simple poems forming an artistic whole. But, in the case of

the Voluspa too, a nearer examination reveals a very close inter-

nal connection
; while, on the other hand, the citations found

in the younger Edda are connected exp;insions of these already

partially misunderstood fragments. Lastly, the language of the

lays is older by centuries than that of the prose tales ; and it is

specially noteworthy that some very old grammatical forms are

found only in the Voluspa, and a few others of the earlier pieces.
Now this most ancient MS. to which we have referred is the

so-called Codex Eegius, preserved in the Eoyal Library at Co-

penhagen. It is by no means faithfully rendered in the great

Copenhagen edition of the Edda. The text of this edition is

mixed : the text of the M S. is neither printed separately, nor

are the various readings all indicated. Doubtless we cannot
but be grateful to the laudable industry of certain learned

men for the work as it stands; still its whole conception does

not come up to the requirements of our present textual criti-

cism, and this is especially the case with the iirst volume,
which appeared so long ago as 1787. That it at least does

not give the various readings of the MS. eitlier accurately
or completely, is proved by the Swedish edition published at

Christiania by jMunch in 1847. Then again the text of this,

the only reliable ]\1S., is frequently defaced by emendations

and additions adopted from the paper MSS., which, as Munch

rightly observes, are evidently arbitrary interpolations, not

one of which is cited in the Snorri-Edda. Thus the printed
text cannot be the correct one. Where the sense renders it

inevitable to assume the omission, of something throuqfh the

carelessness of the copyist, it will be advisable to follow the only
other parchment MS. which exists in two volumes (one of

which contains the Voluspa), in the collection of the learned

and noble founder of Icelandic research. This is called the

Arua-Magnean text. Thus, wherever a hiatus in the text really

occurs (as, for instance, in strophe 40 of the Vafthrudismal), the

first duty of the critic is to recur to the original text of the

parchment MS., which has been unhappily forsaken, or not

accurately given. Such was in general the endeavour of the

learned Icelander Finn Magnussen, who brought out in 1818 the

second volume, containing the heroic lays and the prose Edda ;

and in 1828 the third, which includes the three missing lays of
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the gods (the Voluspa, Havamal, and Rigsmal), and in conclu-

sion some very erudite glossaries. Meanwhile the heroic lays

had been published by the brothers Grimm in 1815, with a

translation and expository notes, while in the same year the

whole Edda was printed at Stockholm by the acute and learned

Rask, whose arbitrary method of treatment, however, especially

of the Voluspa, cannot be justified. Lastly, in Munch's text

(184G) we have an important advance in the accuracy with

which the various readings of the two parchment MSS. are

given, and those of the paper MSS. removed ;
in one or two

instances only where a passage seems to him indisputably to

• demand completion, Munch gives the usual additions in the

notes. Besides the two parchment MSS., he also assumes a

third source for the restoration of the original text, namely, the

quotations from the lays to be found in the prose Edda. These

have been handed down to us in three very ancient parchment

MSS., whose readings for the most part coincide. We thus

arrive, by the help of these original documents, at the primitive
text of twenty-six strophes belonging to the oldest song of the

Edda, the Voluspa, which, according to Munch's reckoning, con-

sisted of sixty-four strophes, but, according to the Copenhagen

edition, of only fifty-nine. We possess, therefore, a very ancient

text for about half of it; and it is, undoubtedly, by no mere

accident that all these passages, derived from quotations in the

prose Edda,' belong to that portion of the poem in which we be-

lieve we can recognize its true primeval form.

It is in these two points that the permanent value of Munch's

edition for critical purposes consists. We are wholly unable to

approve his alteration of the order of the strophes. Either we

have no guide at all on this point, or the Codex Regius must

be acknowledged as our standard. It is true that the Arua-

]\Iagnean text^ of the Voluspa presents some not unimportant
deviations from the order of the Codex Regius ;

but this text,

which has been exactly reproduced and intelligently annotated

}jy the learned Finn Magnussen in the third volume of the Co-

penhagen edition, affords no support to the alterations introduced

by Munch. The first question, therefore, that a higher criticism

has to answer is, whether the traditional order of the Soi^g of

the Voluspa is, or is not, thoroughly confused and untenable?

* One of them in, however, somewhat amplified in the prose Eildn.
^ No. 544.
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We are convinced that to answer this in the affirmative is an

over-hasty assumption. It has indeed a great intrinsic impro-

bability against it. We may well suppose that in such a poem

interpolations have taken place. But wherever the connection

is clear, and the text and rhythm are certain, the Voluspa
stands out before us as a truly poetic creation, fully on a par

with the Hesiodic theogony, less adorned, but more pregnant and

majestic. Unlike Hesiod, it does not teach ;
it takes for granted

that we have an external acquaintance with tradition, and pro-

ceeds to disclose its inner meaning to us, under the form of a

coherent history of the gods. Hence, when we reach the age of

the Skalds, the northern "
master-singers,"

—the age of artificial

verse-making and of scholastic mythology,
—we can see how great

was the temptation to develope certain details eitlier on their

learned or their sentimental side
; or, again, to fill up real or

imaginary gaps ; dr, again, to smooth away any antagonisms to

the current popular traditions of those days. Now, is it im-

possible to sift out these later additions ? I believe, on the

contrary, that we possess two certain tests for their detection :

one in the umistakeable root-idea of the poem, the other in its

incontestably primitive form. With regard to this fundamental

idea, it is so unmistakeably expressed in the opening and close

of the poem, that none but very weighty reasons can withhold

the philosophical critic from presupposing it in all that lies

between these extremities. The Yoluspa begins with the be-

ginning of tbe world; it ends with the destruction of gods and

men and the creation of a new earth. There we have, so to

speak, the first chapter of Genesis for our starting-point, and the

Gospel or Apocalypse for our goal : and yet both in a purely

heathen and Aryan form. And how can we fail to discern the

order of progress from this commencement? After the de-

struction of the giants, we come to the creation of the present

world, then to that of man. The description of the blessed

life of the Asas (gods) is clearly followed by the story of a dis-

cord, which springs from their intermixture with the giant race,

and from the strife between the gods of heaven and the deities

of the atmosphere, the Wauas. Hence springs great disaster.

The epic drama of divine things is played out among the Asas ;

but man shares their calamities. Now, may it not be that the

points here brought forward—confessedly the same which recur

under its own colouring in the prose Edda—are simply a new
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embodiment of those ideas, which, throuijliout the history of the

mythological development of man's religious consciousness in

the Aryan world (and even in yet wider si^heres), have shown
themselves to be organic members of its growth? The tragedy
of the solar year, of the murdered and risen god, is familiar to

us from the days of ancient Egypt; must it not be eqvially of

primeval origin here ? An antagonistic power of Evil in the

universe is familiar to us as the pre-Zoroastrian basis of the

religious consciousness of Central Asia: it has confessedly its

representative in the Teutonic poetry. Lastl v, the destruction

of the world, or the so-called twilight of the gods, is preceded

by evil times
; and even so it is ia the Zendavesta and else-

where. Now, wherever such a coherent progress as this can be

discerned, we must be on our guard as^ainst assumini>: the exist-

ence of any confusion in the traditional form of the poem ;

such a confusion is more likely to exist in the inadequate ex-

planations of some narrow theory about it, or the disquisitions

of analysing critics.

The second circumstance that we mentioned above,—the ex-

istence of a definite metre (which, it is well known, is wanting
in the Greek theogony), also affords assistance to an unbiassed

and intelligent criticism of this poem. Here, as in all the

other ancient poems, with the exception of the concluding Song,
the four-lined strophe is unquestionably the oldest and only

genuine form. Each of these four lines is broken into two by a

pause, and each ought to contain three alliterative words, two

in the first half of the line, and the third and most strongly
accented (called the chief beat) in the latter half. JMust we not

therefore regard strophes of two and throe lines, either as frag-

ments or as shapeless interpolations and glosses ; and strophes
of five and six lines as defaced by later additions? If a process
of sifting these out is found practicable ;

if the poem itself thus

acquires more internal significance and clearer coherence; if,

lastly, the MSS. point in the same direction, are not we justified

in assuming that we have taken the right road, and are on the

right track ?

And here again we are aided by another fact, which in our

opinion has not hitherto met with the attention that it deserves.

The prose or Snorri-Edda, which we shall always quote after

Simrock's example, in its natural divisions (the first fifty-

seven out of its sixty-five numbers belong to the cycle of the
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Voluspa), mentions, besides ours, another, the "
little Voluspa,"

That this latter is not merely an abridgment of the formei', is

proved by the quotation in § 5,' which runs thus :
—

From Widolf are all the Volas descended,
All the magicians are the brood of Wilmeidi,
Those who are expert in boiling (cooks) are the posterity

of Swardhofdi,

But Ymir is the sire of all the giants.
^

Here we have no longer Homer, but Tzetzes; not the He-
siodic singer, but the didactic grammarian and m3^thographer.

Nothing of the kind is to be found in the twenty-six stropbes
cited by the Snorri-Edda from our Voluspa,

—all of which are

free from interpolation, except one passage, the longest, which

evidently contains some later additions. Equally pure are the

other ancient strophes not quoted by Snorri. The interpolation
in this one passage consists of names, and the same thing occurs

in another precisely similar fragment which is quoted in
§ 20.

la this Odin himself is made to recount forty-nine titles of his

own, which are nakedly enumerated in four strophes of three

lines each. This passage is based no doubt on the concluding

strophe of the Lays of Grimnii- or Odin, where he names ten

of his names besides that of Odin. Between these ten, however,
a certain internal connection is traceable, which is entire! v absent

in the longer catalogue ; nor does the latter even contain all the

ten titles. Both the Lay and these mnemonic verses have
the three-lined metre. This form predominates in those Eddaic

Lays of the gods, which take the shape of conversation, and
must thus be classed as dramatic, in contradistinction to the elder

form of epic narrative, which is always couched in four-lined

strophes. The latter strophe may, therefore, be regarded as the

absolute canon, and the three-lined strophe as a later modifi-

cation. Now it is plain that the four-lined metre predominates
so strongly in the Voluspa, that where three-lined strophes occur,

especiall}^ when the}^ are of a prosaic and didactic character, we
are justified in suspecting them to be interpolations from the

smaller Voluspa. This remark will probably be found not un-
fruitful of results when we pass to the criticism of details.

'

Simrock, p. 244.

' Von Widolf stammeu die Wolen alle,

Alle Zauberer siud Wihueidis Erzeugte ;

Die Sudkiinstler (Koche) stamnien von Swardhofdi,
Aber von Ynnr die Kiesen alle.
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In this condition of the textual criticism, therefore, we have

thought an attempt to apply the following principles to the

determination of the text, would be likely to reward us by its

results :
—

1. The text of the Codex Regius is the standard for the order

of the sti'ophes.

2. It is laid down as the highest external rule of an intelli-

gent criticism, that all deviations from the four-lined strophe
must be either later interpolations or glosses ; or signs of a

partially concealed hiatus.

3. Stroplies not found in the Codex Eegius are not taken into

account at all.

4. What we thus find ourselves obliged to weed out from

the text, whether on internal or external grounds, is given in

smaller type within brackets.

5. The Eoman numerals to the strophes follow the Copen-

hagen edition.

6. The expurgated text is extracted from tins larger text ;

its strophes are numbered continuousl}^ in Arabic numerals ;

and a comprehensive view of the whole is facilitated by the di-

vision of the genuine poem into its five principal sections.

7. Wherever practicable, both in the more extended and

documentary text, and in that of the restored, shorter, and

primitive version, we have preserved Simrock's translation (of
the second edition), which we regard as a national trophy, and

which should always remain the basis of such an undertaking.
We have deviated only where it was required by some difference

as to the text itself, or its meaning.
In his continuation of the Copenhagen edition, Finn jNIag-

nussen was of course to some extent bound by the labours of

his predecessors ;
but we may gather his own personal views

from his critical edition of the Arna-Magnean MS. of the

Volaspa. The Codex Kegius ought to have been edited pre-

cisely in the same manner, at the least so much of it as contains

this most important poem. Nor does the comparative view of

the two ]SI.S. given by IMunch fulfil all that is wanted; we are

still obliged to resort to the very definite indications afforded

by the upright Finn IMngnusscn, to explain the variations of

these readings. And here 1 must be allowed to dedicate a few

words of gratitude and affection to my well-remembered teacher,

to that noble, acute, deeply-learned, and yet modest man. T
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can not merely testify, but prove in his own handwriting, that

so early as 1815 he was perfectly aware of the deficiencies in

the now really superannuated first volume of the Copenhagen
edition. P^'or I still possess in his own hand the corrections

and notes, which he appended to my Danish version of all

the Eddaic songs. This translation I had undertaken as a

reminiscence of his lectures during my six months' residence

in Copenhagen, where I spent the spring and summer of

1815 purposely to acquire an independent knowledge of the

ancient Scandinavian lani^uajTe, and of the relimon of the

Eddas. At that period, Finn Magnussen had already prepared
a complete revision of the text of the songs comprised in the

first volume, with very valuable notes ; as is also proved })y his

detailed essay in Danish on the elder Edda, published in 1820.

Here, as in his oral lectures, it is easy to sift out the fine gold
of his really unique knowledge of the language, and his most
acute remarks on it, from the heap of his not very happy specu-
lations and comparisons on philological and mythological points.

Even at this time, he was already devoted to these speculations ;

and if we are obliged to reject them altogether as erroneous,

they are at least the fruit of honest research. Nor was he

inaccessible to necessary emendations of the text, even where

the MSS. afforded no help, if they could lie justified on philo-

logical grounds. This is shown by the manuscript text of the

Icelandic Voluspa (which had not then been reprinted), and

which follows the Codex Regius, but not slavishly. The same

principles guided him in the copy of the prose Edda, which he

most kindly caused to be made for me. But my documentary

proofs fail me in this instance, as I lost this copy, with the

whole of my Icelandic librar}-, by an unlucky accident. In the

second volume of the Copenhagen edition, however, we possess
on this point the last touches of his hand.

B.

The Proof that the Teutonic Epos had its Origin in the Organic
G-rotvth of the Religious Consciousness.

We have now to accomplish our promised task, by presenting
in clear relief those facts which prove that the Teutonic Epos
took its rise in the mythologic religious consciousness, by virtue

of an organic process, which must rest on universal laws, since
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it is in accordance with all the parallel phenomena of develop
ment elsewhere.

The questions which should thus be brought to a decision are

the following :
—

1. The background of the national Epos of the Aryans is

ideal, not external and historic
; and it presupposes a previous

stage of the same process, that, namely, in which the human
consciousness of the Divine is mirrored in theories of cosmo-

gony, and of the order of the physical world. The most

ancient heroes, are the Creative Powers, human gods; and the

most ancient heroic achievements and events are the creation

of the world, and the final settlement of the existing Kosmos.

2. These mythologic and ideal events have been transferred

into historical shape, have become seeming history. Human

experiences have been idealised and treated with poetical free-

dom. This blending of the Ideal and the Eeal is an organic

process: it inevitably presupposes that the consciousness of a

Divine Presence has awakened in man.

3. Hence every attempt to account for the origin of the Ar3'an

Epos, whether in the Homeric, the Indian, the Teutonic, or the

Finnish-Turanian form, which does not take into account the

mutual cooperation of both these poles of the religious con-

sciousness, is radically mistaken. The mythologic element de-

mands recognition, within the sphere of the epos ; so does the

historical element, especially that of personality, within the same

domain, but as a secondary stratum. The great problem which

criticism has to solve in this region, is to find the thread which

binds the Historical to the Ideal, whether it lie in a process

of blending the one into the other, or of continuation, or of

both.

4. The origin of the national Epos is more clearly exhibited

in a documentary form by the Epos of the Teutonic nations,

than in any other case. This is especially true when we com-

pare it with the Homeric Epos of the Hellenes; though, on the

otlier hand, the Iliad and its fortunes throw very important

light on the Teutonic Epos.
From this critical introduction, we now pass to a delineation

of the religious consciousness of the Teutons as exhibited—
I. In the lays of the heroes.

II. In the lays of the gods, and particularly in the Volusjia.
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FIRST TART.

Tin; IDENTITY OF TUt; MYTHOLOGICAL BASIS IN THE LAYS OF UELGI,

OF SIGURD, AND OF THE NIBICLUNGS.

I.

TJie Laijs of Ilehji.

We have three Helgis: I. Ilelgi tlie son of king Hiorvardur,

and Siguilin the daughter of Swadnir, and beloved by Swava,

the daughter of king E3'limir ; II. Helgi son of Sigmund,

surnamed Ilundings-Jiaua, or the slayer of Hunding, and be-

loved by Sigrun tlie daughter of king Hcigni ;
III. Helgi Had-

dinga-Skhadi, or the hero of Haddinga, whose lover is Kara,

daughter of king Halfdan. Helgi I. has a friend and comrade

in battle in Atli, son of the jarl or earl of his father, King
Hiorvardur. All the three maidens beloved of the Helgis are

Valkyrias, divine prophetesses of fate. Hogni is the German

Ha.<Tene, one-eyed like Odin, and therefore in all probability

originally a god identical with, or similar to, Wuotan-Odin.

Here then we have already two heroes of the Sigurd Saga; one,

Hogni or Hagene, belonging to its ideal, and one, Atli, or Etzel,

to its truly historical stratum. These traits invite us to further

investigation.
About Helgi Huudings-Bana (II. the son of Sigmund), we

have two poems, whose most characteristic portions are of

great antiquity. The first begins thus:—
In the dawu of the ages, when eagles sang.

Sacred waters flowed from the hills of heaven.

Then was it that Helgi, the noble-hearted.

Was born of Borghild in Bralundur.

It Avas night in the castle. The Nomas came

Who fixed the lot of the noble babe . . .

They plied Avith might the distaff of fate

Till the castle-walls broke in Bralundur.^

Am Morgan der Zeiten, als Aare sangen,

Heilige Wasser rannen \on Ilimmelsbergen,
Da hatte Ilelgi den lioelilierzigen

Borghild geboreu in Bralimdiu'.

Naclit in dev Burg war's. Nornen kanien,
Die dem Edeliug das Alter bestimniten, . . .

Sie f!chniirten uiit Kraft die Schicksalsfiiden,

Dass die Burgeu biaclien in Bralundur.
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According to the Lay of Helgi aud Swava, the hero who was dumb
iu his youth (Helgi I., Hiorvard's son), did not receive the name
of Helgi from his father and mother

;
the Valkyria first applies

it to him in her address. It was therefore already a name of

acknowledged lofty import. The young hero, however, only con-

sents to accept it, on condition of obtaining with it the Valkyria
herself. Thus in strophe 8 (Grimm's edition) he says :

—
But what is to follow the Helgi name,

Avhite-tinted maid, that thou offerest me ?

Bethink thee well what thy greeting means,
1 take not the name, if I take not thee too.'

It was, therefore, a divine name, with which its significance

(Helgi means Saviour) well accords. Hedin, the brother of this

Helgi (I.), remains with his father. Seduced by a sorceress, he

makes a vow on the Yule-eve to marry Helgi's betrothed. Soon,

however, he repents of his rash and wicked vow
;
after long rides

in search of him, he finds his brother, confesses his wrong-doing,
and laments his plight. Helgi, who has a foreboding of his

own death in the approaching combat with Alfur, the son of

Hrodinar, promises him in this case the reversion of his bride.

When mortally wounded, he discloses this promise to Swava;

she, however, abides by her vow, never to listen to any man
after Helgi, and he dies, pledging himself to return when his

death has been avenged. Such is Helgi I.

Helgi II., son of Sigmund, sou of Volsung, was of the

race of the Uelfingen or Volsungs (Wolfungen or Welfen),
and took his surname from Hunding, the king of Hiuid-

land (according to the prose Edda). At fifteen years of

age, the young hero vanquished and slew the cruel king, and

afterwards the sons, the race of Greirmimir {Speermhnir the

giant; mimir is the sea), when in revenge they conspired against

liis life. Sigrun, a Valkyria, a re-embodiment of Swava, was

the daughter of King Hcigni, and sister of Bragi and Dag. She

seeks out the hero, and promises him her love, if he will under-

take the combat with the sons of Granmar, to one of whom,
Hodbroddur, she has been betrothed by her father. From love

to the maiden Helgi promises to attack him; he undertakes a

"Was liisscst du folgen doin TIolfri-Nanien,

Weissfiirbi<.''o Frnu, da dn iiiir ihn bictest ?

3'edcuk' du den gnnzcii Ziigniss -wohl,

Nicht nelini' ich den Namen an, ausser wenn ich dich iiiit LaLc.
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voyage against liim, during which he is protected in a storm by

Sigriin in the character of a Valkyria. The battle is won, all

the sons of Granmar fall; only Dag, son of Hogni, is spared,

and he swears an oath of allegiance to the Volsungs. But he

offers sacrifices to Odin to obtain vengeance for his father, which,

as Simrock proves, implies a vow on his own part to offer him-

self as a victim to Odin, after the lapse of a certain fixed period.

He seeks and finds an opportunity of stabbing Helgi, and

brings the news of his death to Sigrun. She reminds him of

Ills broken oath, curses him, and refusing all the atonement he

offers, swears that she will not live :
—

Uulesa a glory should break from the prince's grave,

And Vigblar the horse should speed liither with him,

The gold-bridled steed bearing him whom I fain would

embrace. . . .

As the noble ash-tree above the thorns,

So towered Helgi o'er other heroes
;

Or as dripping with dew tlie roe-deer springs,

From afar it o'ertakes all other beasts,

And heavenward rise its shining horns.*

The measureless grief and ever-flowing tears of Sigrun dis-

turb Helgi in his grave. His wounds open afresh. He appears

to her as she is descending into his grave, and rebukes her for

her incessant weeping :
—

Tliou, Sigrun, must answer for Sewastoll,

Through thee, Ilclgi drips with dewdrops of pain.

Thou sheddest golden-shining, but bitter tears,

Thou sunny and stnithern one, ere thou sinkest to sleep.

Fiacli ihlls a drop of blood on the breast of the hero,

On his ice-cold anguish-laden breast ^
. . . .

Es brech' ein Glanz denn aus dem Fiirstengrab,

Wigblar, das Ross, renne daber mit ihm,

Das goldgeziiumte, den so gern icb umfiuge . . .

Wie die edle Escbe iiber Doruen,
So bob sicb Helgi iiber andere Helden;

Oder wie tbaubetriiuft das Tbierkalb springt,

Weit iiberbolt es andi^res Wild,
Und gegen den Himmel gliilm seine Homer.

• Du Sigrun, bist Scbuld von Sewastoll,

Dass Helgi trieft von tbauendem Harm.

Du vergie8sest goldziere, grimnie Zabren,

Sounige, Siidlicbe, ehe du scblafen gebst.

Jede iiel blutig auf die Brust des Helden,
Auf die eiskalte, angstbeldonmiene

VOL. H. II H
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Tliongh lands and pleasure be lost at once,

Yet should we quaff the delicious cup ;

Let no one raise the death-song for me,

Though he see, in my turn, my breast is pierced.

She now prepares a common resting-place for him and herself

in the grave, and says :
—

Here have I prepared a bed for thee, Helgi,

A couch free from care, O Son of the Volsungs ;

I will sleep in thy arm, O Etheling, here,

As I lay with the king when he yet was in life.*

He vanishes before daybreak, and when the next night comes

and he does not reappear, she devotes herself to death. The song
indicates this, tenderly but unmistakeably, in the warning words

addressed to the princess by her maiden :
—

Be not so impious, O Skioldung's daughter,

As to wander alone to the house of the dead.^

The excess of her love and sorrow for the dead can only be

expiated by death, and the heroine enters of her own free-will

on the sunless path. This is the true tragic solution of a fate

which does not shun comparison with the woes of Antigone.

Both, however, once more return to life, he as Helgi Haddinga-
Held (IIIO5 s^6 ^ Kara, Halfdan's daughter, this time there-

fore in Scandinavia. Their mutual love and tragical end sur-

vived in the legend of Leonora. Burger caught the soul of the

story as it was on the point of extinction, and lent it a new and

immortal life among the German people. That the root of

the Helgi Saga was Grerman, is proved by the existence of the

popular ballad we have mentioned.

But Helgi, the son of Sigmund (IL), and Sigrun are them-

selves new embodiments of Helgi I. and Swava. Like Helgi
L he has a mighty brother, Sinfiotli, son of Sigmund, of the

Wohl aollen wir trinken kostlichen Trank,
Verloren wir Lust und Lando gleich ;

Stimme Niemand ein Sterbelied an,

Sieht er durchbobrt die Ernst mir auch.

' Ilier hab' ich ein Bett dir, Helgi, bereitet,

Ein sorgenloses, Sohn der Helfinge,
Ich will dir im Arme, Edeling, schlafen,
"NVic ich dom lebendeu Konige lag.

> Sei nicbt so frevclnd, alleiu zu fahren,

Skioldungatochter, zu der Todten Iliitten.
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Vulsungs ;
the name signifies he who hinds in strong fetters,

or the hero of strength and security. The prose Edda relates

that Sinfiotli, having slain the brother of his step-mother in a

dispute about a maiden, receives from the Queen a poisoned

drauglit in a drinking-horn. His corpse was then laid on a ship

by his father, and abandoned to the waves. Precisely the same

thing is done by Odin on the death of Baldur.' Here ngiin,

therefore, the personal and emotional element of the tale does

not link itself on to actual history, but rather blends into an an-

cient tradition which Ijcars the traces of a purel}' mythological

significance.

In the Lays of Ilelgi we find already slight indications of the

story that women strove with each other for the hero. The sor-

ceress Hrimgerda, daughter of the giant Kati, whom Helgi I.

slew, offers to be reconciled to him if he will become hers for a

night, an offer wliich Helgi repulses with loathing; he and his

comrade Atli (iuisband of Alof, daughter of the jarl who was

foster-fixther to Sigurlin) compel Hrimgerda to prophesy to

them till the day dawns, and her power is at an end. All this

is purely ideal except the name Atli.

The autlior of the ljn,js of Helgi has no other thought than

that he is narrating the deeds and sorrows of three very ancient

heroes, as he himself has heard them. But the recognition of

this fact does not preclude our perceiving tiiat the three lieroes

are one, and have sprung from the myth of a God ; tliough the

proof of this assertion must be found in a sphere beyond and

above the poem itself.

The Prose tale is to be regarded only as a later form of the

Saga, as a late prose offshoot of the Scandinavian school of bards.

It is aware that Sigmund the Volsung was king of Frankland
;

his wife Borghild had a brother named Hroar, who wooed the

same maiden as her step-son Sinfiotli, the eldest son of Sigmund.
Sinfiotli slew Hroar, Borghild accepted atonement from the mur-

derer; but at the banquet of reconciliation she poisoned him

craftily with a horn of beer.

According to this latest version, Borghild was the Queen of

Denmark when Sigmund came thither, married her, and took

her to his own kingdom of Frankland. Afterwards he married

Hiordisa, daughter of king Eilimir, by whom he had his famous

son Sigurd. Sigmund fell in battle against the sons of Hundiug,

»
Simroclf, p. 8G8.

H u 2
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and his widow 2:ave her band to a kino's son named Alf. Here

we have at once points of contact with Scandinavia, with the

Germans in tlie Eoman provinces of the Rhine, and with the

story of Siegfried.

II.

The Lays of Sigurd.

Sigurd had an imcle on his mother's side, Gripir, son of king

Eilimir, a wise king, in whom dwelt a spirit of prophecy. At

the urgent entreaty and q\iestioning of his nephcAv, he prophesies
to liim the following :

—
Sigurd will overcome the mighty sons of

Hunding, slaying first the dragon Fafuir, then his evil brother

Regin, and will obtain possession of " the Hoard "
(the Hort, or

treasure of gold) ;
then he will ride forth on his noble steed

Grani, to Giuki in Frankland. Moreover he will find a king's

daughter, who, since the death of Helgi, has been sleeping in

lier shining corslet (Brunie). Odin has sent a magic sleep on

her, but Sisfurd will slit her corslet with Fafnir's sword : she will

awaken, and teach him the wisdom of the Eunes. We feel that

this is Brunhild (the heroine of the corslet), the mighty arbitress

of fate. At last, indeed, the seer reveals that this foster-daughter

of Heimir, the child of Budhi, will work him much woe. We
hear now, as the story goes on, that Sigurd finds her, that he

admires her wisdom, and she promises him her love, as the only

hero absolutely without fear
;
for she has made a vow to Odin

never to marry any man who bas known fear. But as Gripir

also indicates, he forgets her when he reaches the court of Giuki,

prince of the Giukungs, and beholds the beautiful Gudrun, the

sister of Gunnar, and daughter of the crafty queen Grindiild.

She is promised to him on condition that he will woo Brunhild,

whom he himself loves, for his brother-in-law Gunnar, the

son of Giuki, and king of the Goths. Gunnar, Hogni, and

Sigurd swear an oath to each other. Sigurd changes shapes

with Gunnar, woos Bruidiild, and goes through the ceremony of

betrothal with her in his assumed form. One night he rests

chastely by her side. Tlie marriages of the two brides are cele-

brated on the same day. The queen, in her anger on discovering

the deceit, slanders Sigurd to her husband : the brothers of

Gudrun, Hogni and Guthorm, counsel his death : the king

consents; Sigiu-d is treacherously murdered; and Hiigni, who did

the deed, bears the tidings to the inconsolable Gudrun.
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In tlie Lay of IJrunhild,' Brunhild calls Sigurd "the Hun,'
that is,

" the Southerner," a name sometimes applied to him.

She herself is also called the Skioldung's daughter. So again in

the Lay of Sigurd,^ Sigurd is called " the Hun," and " the

Southerner," i.e. German or Dane. His treasure is called " the

Rhenish hoard." ^
According to this song he is murdered by the

«ide of his loving wife. Brunhild is also called Atli's sister.*

Grudrun tells the dying Sigurd that her brothers will be his

avengers.'' Jjrunhild, on her part, is certain that she will be

avenged by Atli. She then puts herself to death, after having

arranged the most solemn immolation of her corpse beside

the funeral pile of Sigurd.
In Brunhild's " Ride to Hela," she relates (pp. 187-190) to the

accusing giantess, the guardian of the portals of the nether world,

that she never loved any one but Sigurd,
'' the Danish chief-

tain," who released her from her magic slumber in the close-

pressing corslet, after he had slain Fafnir. Sigurd is murdered,
she says, and I have killed myself:

—
But we two shall ever remain together,

Sigurd and I
; vanish, thou giaut-born !

Love is stronger than the spectre of the goddess of retribu-

tion ! According to the Lay of the Slaughter of the Niflungs,
Atli is appeased by obtaining Gudrun, Sigurd's widow, for his

wife. Atli invites Gunnar and Hogni to a feast : Gudrun strives

in vain to warn them, first not to come, and then to make their

escape ;
her sons refuse to beg for the lives of the Giukungs ;

Gunnar and Hogni are cruelly put to death.

Here we see how the story contradicts itself in those details

which have been borrowed from the German tradition. The

northern Chrimhilda is not Siegfried's wife, but the wicked

mother of his beloved consort. In the older portions of the

Edda, however, there is least variance from the German. Thus

we must assume, as a tradition common to both, that the widow

of Sigurd married Atli, king of the Huns, and that it was at

Atli's court that her murderous relatives met their end.

We will now give a comparative view of certain isolated traits,

in order to demonstrate these two chief points:
—

1 Str. 8, p. 175, Simrock.
2 The Woe and Death of Brunhild, pp. 177-186.
3 Str. ]G. * Str. 32. ^ Str. 28.
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1. That the Saga of Sigurd is only another form of that of

Helgi.
2. That its purely mythological traits are the oldest portion

of it.

And here, for the first time, we bring forward an hypo-
thesis which requires an independent elucidation. In the fol-

lowing comparative view, we connect with the Helgi Saga, the

Alki, or Alkis, the two heroic young brothers who, according
to Tacitus,' were worshipped by the Naharvalen, or Northern

Teutons, as the Dioscuri. This deity (or these twin gods), he says,

has the power (or function) of our Dioscuri : the name is Alcis

(to be pronounced Alkis). This form cannot well be a genitive,
for the sentence runs :

" Ea vis numini [their function is that of

the Dioscuri] nomen Alois;" still less can it designate, as Grimm

supposes, the sanctuary (alhs in Gothic), the grove in which

these gods were worshipped. These brothers are the Dioscuri,

the Bactryo-Indian Aspin, or Asvin (horsemen), who as twilight,
or as daybreak and dusk, stand between night and day, and

precede the dawn: thus are the saviours of vessels after the

storms of night. And as for the absence of the aspirate
—

Alkis,

instead of Halkis, i. e. Halgis
—we have a precisely analogous

instance in Irmin and Hermun, in the name of the tribe Her-

mrmduren, which has probably passed through an intermediate

form like Airmana,^ and in Hisicion as another form of Isco,

whence is derived the word Iscaevoni. Tacitus must have

received these names from Roman lips; moreover, we are at

perfect liberty to make what hypotheses we plense about the

dialect of those Naharvalen
; seeing we know nothing about it.

III.

The TdcntiUj of the Ston/ of Helgi loith the Solar Myth of Bahlur and

Ilennodhur, or the Legend of the dying and victorious God.

TUAITS FROM TTIE MyTH OF THE GoDS. TnE OLD IIeLGI SaGA.

1. The twin-brothers of the 1. Helgi II. is son of King
German mythology are called Sigmund ;

his mother is called

Alois (pronounced Alkis), i. e. Bdrghild, or war of the biu'ghs.

Ilalgis (Ilalgeis, according to the That lie is a son of the gods is

fourth Gothic declension), Saviours, indicated by a passage in one of

the Dioscuri. Wc take for the Lays of Helgi, where Odin, on

' Germ. 43. ^ Grimm. Myth. 208. Compare XXVHI. Armeuuu.
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Tkaits from the Myth of the Gods.

granted that they were named so

from the elder brother
; literally,

the Holy Ones, Saviours (Anglo-

Saxon, hali(j, or holy ; Gothic,

haljan, to hallow, to make whole,
to save).

2. In Odin's race two pairs of

twin-brothers are mentioned :—
Baldur and Iliidur"

Baldur and Iler-

modhur.^

See Lay of

Ilelgi I.

4. The Son of Odin fights with

the Dragon, or sea-serpent. Freyr,
the Mild One, slays Beli, the Koar-

ing One, or the Storm-wind.

5. Baldur is killed by his

brother Hodur, and avenged by
AVidar, a younger son of Odin.

The old IIelgi Saga.

his appearance in Valhalla, offers

to share his throne with him. lie

resigns his bride to his brother

Hedin. Another passage identifies

him with Hermodhur {Heermiith),

the son of Odin. This is precisely

the God who, to fetch back Bal-

dur, descends in victorious power
to the nether world on a horse

which outstrips all the gods. This

is therefore " Sol Victor," the

Yule-Sun (December 25) ;
in.

fact, the Yide-Boar is connected

with him
;
he is the symbol of the

retiurning and brightening sun.

2. The bride of Helgi I. is

Swava, King Eilimir's daughter ;
he

resigns her to his brother Hedin,
who had vowed to become her

suitor.

3. The consort of Helgi II. is

Sigrun the Valkyria, who brings

victory {Sieg) ;
the sister of

Hogni, or Hagen, of the race of

Granmar (the bearded spirit, or

bearded steed) ;
the other brothers

are named Bragi, the Adorned, or

strong-bearded Son of Odin, and

Dag, or Day.
4. Helgi slays the race of Gran-

mar, Dag alone is left, and he

avenges his kindred. He slays also

the giant Hati, whose daughter is

the sorceress Hrimgerda. Hati is

a name of the wolf IMauagarmur,
or the devourer of the INIoon.

5. Dag devotes himselfto Odin,

surprises Helgi, and stabs him
;

Sigrun lays down her life in her

husband's grave ;
her son avenges

his father.

^

Voluspa, 52.
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IV.

Identity of Helgi and Sigurd, and

Siegfried of

The Helgi Saga.

1. Helgi n. son of King Sig-

mund, his mother is Sigui-lin.

2. Helsi avenges his maternal

xincle, who had been slain by his

mother's first suitor Hrodmar.

3. Helgi slays the hard-hearted

Hunding and his sons, the off-

spring of Geinnimir, or the spear-

bearing giant of Ocean.

4. Helgi's betrothed is Swava,
his consort Sigi'un, daughter of

Hcigni.

5. The brother of Helgi I.,

Hedin, makes a vow to marry

Helgi's bride
;

she rejects hiin,

however, when Helgi has fallen.

Helgi H. is treacherously mur-

dered by Hiigui's son.

C). The sonof Hiigni carries the

tidings of death to Sigi-un.

7. Sigrun kills herself after de-

voting Hugni'a son to destruction.

of the Sigurd of the Edda, loith the

the Nibelungs.

The Sigukd Saga.

1. Sigurd (Sigfrid) is the son of

King Sigmund iu Frankland.

(Xanten.)
2. Sigurd persuades his mater-

nal imcle, Gripir, to foretell his

I'uture fortunes.

3. Sigurd kills Fafnir, the dra-

gon of the gold, and his brother

liegin, and carries off the treasure

on his horse Grani. Sigfrid is the

Dragon-slayer, vulnerable only in

one spot.

4. Sigurd is betrothed to Ghrim-

hild, Giuki's daughter, but marries

her daughter Gudruu. Afterwards

he woos Brunhild for Ghrim-

hild's brother, Gunnar, king of the

Goths.

Sigfrid marries Clu'imhild, sister

of Gunther, king of the Burgun-

dians, having first wooed Brunhild

for his brother-in-law.

5. Jealousy springs from the

slanders uttered by lirunhild

against Sigurd, whom she loves,

to the king ;
the king, incited by

his wife, causes Sigiu'd to be mur-

dered l)y his brothers Hiigui and

Guthorm

Sigfrid is treacherously mui'-

dered by Hagen, at G anther's

command, and Brimhild's instiga-

tion.

0. Hiigni informs Gudrun, and

Hagen, Chrindiild, of the mur-

der.

7. Brunhild kills herself tliat

she may be burnt with Sigurd
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TnK ITelgi Saga. The Sigtjkd Saga.

The comrade in battle of Ilelgi (like Swava). Gudrun marries

I. is Atli. Atli, king of the Huns, brother of

Brunhild : to avenge Brunhild's

douth, Atli sends a treacherous

invitation to Gunnar and Hogni,
and has them put to death . Gudrun
tlicn kills Atli with the assistance

of Dietrich king of the Goths.

Chrimhild, Sigfrid's "widow,

marries Etzel, king of the Huns
and at her instigation, the Nil)e-

lungs, Gunther and his brothers,

are invited and massacred.

Brunhild is stubbed by Dietrich.

The Historical Element of these Poems.

We now pass to the side of our argumeut still left incomplete ;

namely, the proof that the historical element in these poems is

distino-uishable in its main features from the mythological ;

and especially that the historical personages introduced are,

in point of fact, purely historical. Here we might possibly

have found a very valuable guide in the traditions of the Anglo-

Saxons. For as their migration to England began about a.d.

450, and was closed before the end of the century, it might

have been expected that the poems and traditions of English

growth belonging to the cycle of the ancient legends, would

possess a peculiar freshness and significance. For the Anglo-

Saxon migration is contemporaneous with those events, which

first in the form of national ballads, then in their epic treatment,

gave permanent shape to the Saga of Sigurd no less than to that

of the Nibelungs. Hence the publication of Beowulf, edited

in 1818 by the Icelander Throkelin, from the Cotton ]MSS. in

Eno-land, was an important occurrence. But the treasures of

Ano-lo-Saxon lore have been really unlocked to us for the first

time by the indefatigable pains and researches of Kemble, and

subsequently (1855) of Thorpe, whose high merits as a scholar

of deep learning and great acuteness are not as yet by any

means properly appreciated in England. Unfortunately, the

only contribution hence derived to our present entiuiries is the
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knowledge that nothing is to be found here bearing on the

cycle of the primitive Sagas. We have one Christian poem of

the ninth century, in which King Offa is mentioned. The scene

is laid in Jutland, though the heroes are Goths. The landing of

this people on the coast of Jutland forms the starting-point of

the poem ; the name of the Gothic king Ermanrich,^ who died

in A.D. 375, occurs in it ; Hengist appears as prince of the

Frisians, undoubtedly a purely historical figure ;
but the whole

has been so worked over in later times, that the old legends are

completely overlaid and lost. We must, therefore, content our-

selves with saying, that the Northern and German traditions in all

their branches furnish incontestable proof of that original unity
of the Northmen and Germans which is no less indicated by
their language ; and of a continued community of life, shown in

a comanon mythology and traditions, even after a distinction

of country and of language had come into existence
;
while

they set before us a most vivid picture of the German races

during the period of as yet undivided unity. So far, therefore,

as the relation of the two primary elements, the mythological
and historical, of these poems is concerned, we have now
arrived at the following results :

—
1. The fundamental element common to them all is purely

mythological, namely, the combat of the Sun-God, who is slain

by his brother, and avenged by a younger brother. This ger-
minal myth belongs therefore to that solar phase of the religious

consciousness which developes itself by an organic process out

of the symbolic phase, and in which the spiritual element, or

8)ul of the imiverse, is symbolised by the visible Kosmos—
Heaven, ^Ether, the Sun.

2. This element constitutes the basis of the Sigurd Saga, and

the substance of the Helgi Saga, with the exception of some
later additions : it is the oldest form of the German myth of

Heracles.

3. The distinctive element of the Sagas of Sigurd and Sigfrid

is the historical. In the Sigurd Saga this element has only
one stratum, and that is of Germanic origin, but in an older

form than it assumes in the Lay of the Nibelungs. Its per-

sonages all belong to the fifth century ; its epic treatment to

the close of the sixth, or to the seventh. During the inter-

' On the relation of tho Frisians to the Angles and Saxons, see the

remarks of Bouterwek in his excellent edition of the Gospel of St. Cuthbert

in tho Northumbrian dialect, p. iii. (1857).
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vening sixth century, that process was going on in relation to the

heroes and achievements of the mighty age that preceded it, by
which historical facts, as their memories decay, are gradually de-

composed into national poetry, in which they reappear under the

shapes and colouring which they wear in the common popular

conceptions. Afterwards, individual creative poets appeared who

gave permanent form to the songs floating from mouth to mouth.

How much is to be attributed to them, how much to the na-

tional traditions which they found in existence, and from which

they freely drew their materials, can only be approximately
determined. The most ancient form of the Nibelung Epos
has, however, been handed down to us in its Northern version

;

and from this it is clear, that it consisted of separate lays, which

all formed part of an epic whole— a genuine embodiment of

the human consciousness of the Divine Order. As regards the

agreement of the personages and incidents borrowed from history

with historical fact, or, again, the deviations from fact to be found

in the Saga, we mtist refer our readers to W. Grimm's work,
" Deutsche Wdlder,''^

' and to the very pregnant criticism of A.

W. Schlegel.^ Of late, however, this branch of research has

been brought almost to a final conclusion by two treatises : one,

a new edition of W. Grimm's essay already mentioned, in his

" Deutsche Hcldensage''\l832) ; the other, Lachmann's classical,

terse, and exhaustive " Criticism of the Saga of the Kibelungs,
and Orif/in of the Epos of the Nihduiujs,^ which appeared

simultaneously with Grimm's essay, and was afterwards printed
in an independent form in 1836, under the title of "Zit den

Nihelungen." Among later ^vl•iters we would mention Miillenhof

in Haupt's Journal, vol. x. 1856, p. 146. But on the question

of the traces still to be found of a somewhat older form of the

Nibelungen-Lied, in twenty lays, Lachmann's essay can never

lose its value any more than his method of determining the

genuine text of this national treasure according to the best

authenticated MS.
We will therefore adduce only those passages which have to

do with the death of King Gunnar, or Giinther, and his brothers,

among the Huns, as on these points our conclusions do not

quite harmonize with Lachmann.

1. Atli, or Etzel, is the true historical Attila, king of the

1 Vol. i. 1815, p. 108. Also, Appendix IL 181G
;
also compare p. G5,

" The Lay of Ilildobrand."
*
Heidelberger Jahrbucher, 1825, and vol. iv. of his Works.
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nuns, A.D. 434 to 453 : his brother Bledu shares the leadership

Avith him. The Sigurd Saga calls his father Bludi, whicli is

evidently the same name, and also perfectly historical. As he

is expressly designated the king of the Huns, it demands really

a mythical courage to ignore the identity of Atli, Etzel, and

Attila. The circumstance that the name Atli occurs also in the

llelsi Sacra cannot mislead us, when the relation of the two

legends to each other is remembered. This name, like certain

hits of local colouring, is a Scandinavian addition on tlie his-

torical side to the old Helgi Saga, and furnishes another proof
that the Edda songs did not receive their present shape before

the seventh century. Atli and Etzel are alike destitute of any
root in the Teutonic element, either philological or historical.

It will hardly be seriously objected that the word " Etzel
"

is

popularly used here and there in Germany for grandfather, since

the I in the name of the Hun king is part of the root, but •

in the word " Etzel
"

is only part of the diminutive of "
Etti,"

"
Atti,"

" Vater."

The great power attributed to Attila is historical : read lines

4661, 5805, 4679, and compare them with 5990, in the Nibe-

lungen-Lied: "his dominion is a protection on all roads."

Efjuall}^ historical are all the events immediately connected with

him. The 0>strogoths under Valimir and other Teutonic tribes

are his tributaries. That his relation to the king of the Bur-

gundians, Gunther, is genuinely historical, will be proved by
ancient documents when we come to speak of Gunther. That

tl;e immortal prince, the king of Italy, the great sovereign of

the Ostrogoths, Dietrich of Bern or Verona ("Thiudarecks," tlie

people's prince, Theodoric I., 475-526), should be named as his

contemporary, is intelligible on the score of epic treatment.

This monarch was the hero of all Teutonic poetry in his lifetime,

and remained so after his death.

Besides, there really was a contemporary of Attila who bore

the name of Theodoric (a.d. 419-452), a king of the Visigoths,
who fell, fighting against Attila, in the great decisive battle of

Chalons, after lie had, however, rendered the victory certain.

Again: that this fabulous conjuncture of Attila and Theodoric

the Great had already become current in Germany before the

date of our national Epos, is shown l)y tlie Qucdlinburg
Chronicle (edited by Leibnitz), whicli comes down to 1025. Here
it says :

—
'

Appendix, p. 202.
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Ermanrich, king of the Goths, at the instigation of liis father's

brother, Odoakcr, drove Theodoric out of Verona, and forced him to

take refuge witli Attila : afterwards, by the help of the Ilunnish king,

lie was restored to the government. lie besieged his uncle Odoaker in

Eavenna, and compelled him to surrender. He then banished him to the

junction of the Elbe and the Saale, as Attila would not consent to his

execution.

All this is most evidently unhistorical ; for Ermanrich of the

Amals, king of the Visigoths, killed himself when more than a

hundred years old, in order not to survive the incursion of the

Huns into his kingdom between the Don and the Dniester.

Odoaker and Theodoric of Verona belonsr to the end of the next

century.
That Gudrun murdered her consort has an historical echo in

the circumstance that Attila's young wife Ildico Avas suspected
of having killed him on her bridal ni<j;ht. The historical name
of his first wife, Herka, occurs casually in the Sigurd Saga, a trait

which can hardly be mere accident, though it has no further

significance.

The rest of the names and characters are certainly historical,

and the picture of the Huunish camp and the manners of the

people, no less than the situation of their country on the further

bank of the Lower Danube, is as exact as is befitting the epic

character of the whole.

II. The Burgundians and their kinf/ Gunther, called in the

Noiih, Gunnar,Jdng of the Goths.—Gunther and his sanguinary
end are historical and German, not mythical or Scandinavian.

There are two certain and contemporaneous sources of inform-

ation with regard to the chief event, the destruction of the

princely house of the Burgundians. The first is a notice in the

Chronicle of Prosper of Aquitania, the private secretary of J^eo

the Great, and contemporary of Attila. Here he says, speaking
of the year a.d. 4.35 :

—
When Theodosius was consul for the fifteenth, and Valentinian fur

the fourth time, ^Etius conquered Gundicar, king of the Burgundians,
who lived in Gaul

; and, on his entreat}-, granted him peace. This peace
he did not, however, long enjoy, as the Pluns destroi/ed him with his

whole tribe and nation.

The same statement is made by Cassiodorus (under Theodoric

the Great), in speaking of this year.
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The second contemporaneous notice is tliat of Idatius, whose

Chronicle extends to the year 467. There it sa3^s :
—

A.D. 436. The Burgundians, who had revolted, were conquered by
the Romans under ^tius.

A.D. 437. Narbona, besieged by the Goths, is relieved. Twenty
thousand Burgundians are massacred.

On which Schlegel justly remarks, "We are not told where, nor

by whom." He is ioclined to accept the tradition of our poem
as our most trustworthy guide. Miillenhof thinks it probable
that the Huns, with their allied tribes, may have been invited to

a war of extermination against Gundicar by iEtius, as, shortly

before, the Burgundians settled between Mayence and Worms
had invaded the Grerman provinces. It is certainly difficult to

make an expedition by Attila himself to the Khiue, fit iu with

what we know of his history during these years.

This, no more and no less, is the historical element in that

great tragedy of the woes of the Nibelungs. But the Homer of

that Iliad, who must have lived at the beginning of the seventh

century, had doubtless heard of the most sanguinary of all

great decisive battles, that of Chalons, in 451
;
in which Teutons,

and indeed Groths, fought with Goths ;
the Ostrogoths as vassals

of Attila, against the Visigoths as allies of Rome.

Iu the same way some passages in the epic narrative of

Chrimhild and Brunhild, which bear resemblance to the terrible

story in the house of the Frankish king Sigbert, of Fredegonda
and Brunhilda (a.d. 561), were no doubt composed, or had pre-

viously been mixed up with the old legend, from reminiscences

of that actual tragedy.
We have another witness to the historical existence of the

personages named with Gunther, or Gundicar, in the old Bur-

gundian Statute-book of Gundomar, successor of Gunther (about

490), which was published by his son and successor Sigmund.
There it says (Grimm, i. 229) :

—
If they have become free under our forefathers, Gibica (Gibich,

whence Glebichcnstein, from Giuki), Godomar, (ii.slaliar (Giscllicr, pro-

bal)ly .son of the king of this name), Gundahar (Guntlier ; Scandinavian,

Gunuar), they shall abide in their freedom.

Here again, therefore, the Northern Saga is less accurate in

names and places than tiie German.

IV. The second stratum, peculiar to the German Epos, is

a later deposit. Two geuuiuely historical names occur in the
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story of the expedition to the Danube : that of Pilgrim, Lishop
of Passau, belonging to the second half of the tenth century ;

and thai of the city of Vienna, wliich was founded in the course

of the same century. Both are merely casually mentioned : they

prove that this new deposit took place as late as the twelfth

century, by the close of which the text had assumed its present

form, more than a hundred years before Dante.

V. The Northern form is, therefore, the more ancient : its com-

position must be ascribed to the end of the sixth, or beginning of

the seventh century: even tlie latest portions of the German heroic

legend do not come down later than the year a.d. 600, while the

Sigurd Saga, and the whole Saga of the Nibelungs, constitute its

oldest element. At that period there can have been no lack of

intercourse between Germany and Scandinavia, while it was a

blossoming-time of the northern poetry. The materials for the

story came from the " German men," who are several times

mentioned in the Prose Edda. All that is peculiar to the Lays
of Sigfrid is foreign to the history and localities of Scandinavia,
and is given therefore with less accuracy and distinctiveness there.

That certain personages among the Nibelungs should be brought
into connection with Denmark, or "

Tennemarken," lies in the

nature of the case where such a transference of a story from one

country to another takes place.

And now, finally, the results obtained from a higher historical

criticism are partly negative, partly also affirmative.

I. The whole Edda, with all the lays of gods and heroes,

bears witness against many assumptions which have been made
in various quarters, and, in some, still command assent. It

proves the following propositions :
—

1. The ancient mythology of the Aryans did not spring, as

Dupuis dreamt, out of certain astronomical enigmas.
2. It was not borrowed from without : it was not accepted

ready-made, whether from the Celts or from the Indians : all

its names are Teutonic, have an original internal coherence, and

bear a true national stamp.
3. The connection of its roots with the mythologies of

Bactria, India, Greece, and Rome, or with that of the Semitic

race, is not to be explained by a traditional knowledge of the

book of Genesis.

4. Still less can it be accounted for by the influence of Christi-
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anity, which did not extend to Scandinavia nntil the tenth

century ;
two hundred years later, therefore, than the Icelandic

emigration.

II. Our primitive documents bear testimony to the following

statements:—
1. In those ages when oral and poetical tradition preponde-

rates, the national Epos decomposes the history of great events

in a comparatively short space of time, and carries on this

process up to the point at which we find it in our existing

traditions. From a.d. 450 to a.d. 650 there are two centuries,

equivalent to six generations in a nation, during which the

composition of unwritten poems on the heroes by inspired bards,

was a national custom. The process of decomposition is only
carried just so far as to enable the genius of epic poetry to impose

epic limitations and permanent form on the ever-flowing stream

of tradition and legend. Here we have clearly before us an organic

embodiment of the consciousness of a Moral Order of the world,

in the co-operation of these two poles, the plastic perceptive spirit

of the people, and the conscious productive genius of the poet.

2. The extremely remarkable analogy in the successive steps

of the Aryan development of the primary mythological ideas,

which we have hitherto observed in various branches of this

great family, receives additional confirmation in some important

points. It hints at a certain primeval community of life in Asia,

a community existing not merely in the earliest formation of

language, but in the figurative conceptions themselves which are

embodied in that lanofuage.

3. The fact that there are elements in the most primitive
traditions and in their subsequent development, which remind

us of, and border on, certain Semitic and Turanian characteris-

tics, points us inevitably to a law of organic development, which

will doubtless be found to be analogous to that governing the de-

velopment of language.

III. If wc now apply these principles to the Homeric con-

troversy, and assume the existence of an analogous process here

also, we shall attain the five following results :
—

1. The conflict of allied Achaean races against Troy must be

no less a fact than the conflict of Germans and Huns under

Attila.

2. Homer, the creator of the Iliad, cannot have come into

possession of his matrrials earlier than after the lapse of throe
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centuries or more, for the transformations of the real history are

evidently much greater.

3. Such a kernel is capable of manifold expansions, which are

linked by an organic connection to the original germ, and do not

destroy its unity.

4. The unity of the Iliad, therefore, cannot have been the

product of accident or mere arbitrary arrangement under the

Pisistratidaj.

5. But equally impossible is it that the ancient Iliad should

have been identical with our present poem in its whole extent

of 24 books
;
such an hypotliesis fails to account for its evident

contradictions and impossibilities, its still perceptible seams and

joins.

SECOND PART.

THE PRIMITIVE RELIGIOUS CONSCIOUSNESS OF THE TEUTONIC NATIONS A3

DEDUCED FROM THE VOLUSPA AND THE EDDAS IN GENERAL.

I.

The Beginnings of the World and of Manlind.

The horizon of the Edda, and yet more markedly of the

Voluspa, is bounded by the dominion of the twelve Asas or

gods, of whom Odin is the chief. This is the Olympus of the

Germans and Scandinavians during the historical period which

elapsed before their separation into distinct nations.

In this stage of their religious development, therefore, the

primeval gods that existed before the Asas have become

hostile giants [Thursen), for ever combated yet never utterly

vanquished, slain yet never wholly disappearing
—

magicians,

called Heathen or lotun, whence comes the Neapolitan word

Jettatura, and the name of our sorceress letta. The dwarfs at

this period are regarded as a creation of the gods. But in

speaking of this transformation of the primeval belief, we must

not overlook that touching and most characteristic trait of the

German mind preserved to us l)y the younger Edda. Ymir

and the race of giants, his immediate offspring (formed from his

sweat while he lay asleep), were mighty, it says, but he was

VOL. II. II
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wicked, and therefore the giants were not gods. God and good
are absolutely identical to the Teutonic mind, just as the words

themselves are in their deepest root (according to the testimony
of the Scandinavian and Anglo-Saxon languages, which cannot

here be explained away), and just as certainly as the ideas of

God and Light are identical among the rest of the Aryans ; Deiu,

Zeus, Dis, Dens. Not that the Germans lacked this latter con-

ception, as is shown by the word SeJcora or Sihor for God, which

corresponds precisely to the ^olic form of Zeus, Sior (whence
the word Sibyl), but the conception of the Godhead as Goodness

was always predominant.
This slight veil of mythological story rends asunder at the

first touch, even without needing to call to our aid the ana-

logies disclosed by the history of all previous mythologic de-

velopments. Ymir,
" the Eoarer," is clearly the primeval ocean

(U'nneer in German), the heaving mass, with its abysses, its

caverns, its rocks. When it is said, therefore, that the gods made
the world out of Ymir's blood and bones, the meaning simply is

that the present Kosmos was preceded by a condition of Chaos,

where all things lay enshrouded in dark mists and waters.

And the first strophe of the Voluspa sets Chaos before us in

so many words, when it begins with :
—" The abyss Ginungagap

{Jdaffen, in English ga^j) of yawning gidfs." Now from otlier

songs, and from the prose Edda, we also learn that, at the

northern end of the uninhabitable world, lay Niflheini {Nehel-

hehn, the home of mists), where deepest darkness and severest

cold ever reign; at its southern extremity, Musp elheim, litera]\j

the home of the spoiler of wood, i.e. Fire. Tradition also tells

that, in the north, Niflheini is the mighty cauldron whence

issued, ere the creation of this present world, the twelve prime-
val rivers, called Elivagar, the cold waves. These flowed, some

northwards, some to the south ;
the former soon thickened into

deathly ice, and the chains of frost were laid upon them
;
the

latter were warmed by the sparks thai reach them from the

land of glow and fire. Where, then, the warmth encountered the

frost, the ice was melted into drops of matter, and there sprang
from the heat a gigantic being of human form, Ymir—whose

descendants, the frost-giants {Hrimthursir), however, call him

Oergelmir, probably equivalent to OergemUr, the primeval.
From this same melting of the ice sprang also tlie all-nourish-

ing cow, A udhvvila, the
" treasure of moisture," the four streams

from whose udders nourished Ymir. She is the all-nourisljiug
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Eartli. With Zoroaster the same word actually denotes Loth cow
and earth. But the eldest Earth afforded salt, which is indis-

pensahle to healthy life. Audhumla herself fed on the salt of

the hlocks of ice. Now as she licked these, there came forth

after three days a complete man, fair and strong ; his name was

Burl, and he acquired a son named Bar. Tlie latter married

Resla (also called Beysla and Bestla, originally perhaps Beidsla,

i.e. desire or longing?), the daughter of the giant Bolthorn—
thorn of the earth, literally globe {i.e. thorn, root or kernel of the

earthly glol^e). Their sons were the three great gods, ruling
heaven and earth, wlio in our most ancient narrative are called

Odin (Reason), Wili (Will), We (Sacred or Consecrated One).
Of these we shall have to say more hereafter, and for the

present therefore we leave these designations to speak for them-

selves.

The original tradition declares, as the Voluspa and the whole

Edda show, that Odin and his world of gods proceed from

Bio'i. But Burl means the creator of the world, from the root-

word bera, to bear, to bring forth ;
whence the name signifies the

parent or generator, and in the Icelandic still carries this force

with it, like the Latin parentes from parere. So, too, Bori

still means in Icelandic the begotten, the son. This, again, is

a genuinely Aryan conception. The original creator of the

world stands in relation, and in the relation of a son, to the

primary piwers of the universe, and a spiritual principle (such
as TTodos, desire, longing) steps in between as mediator. But

the son of the creator, that is, of him who gives form and order

to the universe, is the archetypal ]\Ian, the son of the Godhead

in the most pre-eminent sense. Here too, then, we find our-

selves at the earliest beginnings of religion, in a purely cos-

mogonic domain ; we meet with a series of conceptions, which

are not the fruits of metaphysical thought, but the product of

that instinct which is specifically human—the apprehension of

the world as an ordered whole, and of God as the orderer of it.

In our translation and criticism of the complete text, we have

indicated the reasons which compel us to assume that the story

of the creation of the Dtvarfs after that of the earth, and before

that of the human race, is not an original portion of the poem,
because it interrupts the connection and sense of the narrative

as we can still trace it. And altogether this idea of the dwarfs

cannot be the original one. Dwarfs and elves do form part of

II 2
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the Teutonic mythology, but they belong to the most primitive

epoch, before the age of the worshipped gods. As to the name

itself, Divergir {Ziverge in German), Grimm, following Schel-

ling, adduces the explanation given by the editors of the first

part of the Copenhagen Edda, that it is a Greek word, composed
in purely Greek manner, Theurge, or magician ;

but he can only

have done this casually and in jest, for no one knows better than

he, that sucli a derivation belongs to the youthful immaturity of

philological science. The word must be a simple Teutonic one,

and we most likely come on the traces of its primary significance

in our word Ziverch, as equivalent to quer (crooked or cross),

the intellectual application of which has survived in the English

queer. The dwarfs of the Teutonic mythology are distinguished

from its giants, because they do not, like the latter, represent

the wild and lawless energies of Nature, but the contrivance and

wonderful properties present in the mineral and vegetable king-

doms, and shown in form and shape, in colour and growth, in

various hurtful or useful qualities.

The dwarfs of the plants, or Elves, are the nymphs and favms

of the Greek mythology, or the Gandharvas of the Indian. Thus

in Hesiod the most ancient nymphs are the Melic, the ashen,

because the ash is the tree whose importance is first felt, its

Avood being hard, and good for lances and spears ;
in Hesiod, as

here, the first man is called ashen, of the Ash-tree, that is, a

man of war ; just as in Saxon Germany to this day a stout robust

fellow is called a man of hornbeam.

On the other hand, all that precedes and follows this inter-

polation bears a purely cosmogonic and therefore primitive or

at least a truly genuine character. The play of the gods in the

golden age with golden tables seems to be taken from a favourite

game at dice in the heroic age of the North. Rut who does not

know the symbolic significance of the turning of the disc, and of

playing, in all demiurgic systems ? The original meaning of this

story among the Teutons, as elsewhere, was in all probability cos-

mogonic, and fixes our attention principally on the discs of the sun

and the moon
; that the poet of the Villuspa liad no such thought

in his mind proves nothing. Yet though the position of this

incident in our poem and its primitive character as a cosmogonic

symbol are favourable to tliis interpretation, it also admits of

another and a more natural one. It is a remarkable trait that

the golden age is here restricted to the Asas, the gods them-
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selves
; they are the original primary race of maukind. The

golden tables may therefore naturally serve to show the super-

fluity of the precious metal with which the palace of the gods
was adorned, while they were as yet unplagued by any thirst

after this dangerous possession. It is the same with the idea of

the destruction of this golden age
—the Fall, if we choose to call

it so, of the earliest divine race of mankind. The Voluspa, as we
shall see, represents the entrance of guilt into the world as the

work of the gods, of their passions and disunion. Ihit mankind
itself has its share in the work, its own corruption brings about

the bloody ruin of the whole orderly Kosmos.

In the Voluspa, as in tlie fable of Pygmalion, and the version

of the myth of Prometheus given by Ilesiod, the creation of man
consists in the animation of the human form already existing,
but as yet without motion or soul. In this condition it is found

on the ocean-strand by the gods, and once more by a triad of

them :

Odin—riijnir (Iliinir)
—Lodur.

And this leads us in the next place to the consideration of the

Olympian world of the Teutons.

II.

The Reign of the Asas : their Quarrel and Contest with the Giants and
Elves : Baldur's Death.

We shall begin by endeavouring to obtain a distinct idea of

the names, number, and meaning of the Odin Pantheon, «o far

as these points admit of proof, on the basis of the elder Edda,
and especially of the Voluspa. As regards the information

given by the j^ounger Edda on these topics, we must at once

discard the number of twelve from which it starts
;
for that is

brought out by mixing up elements that have no connection

whatever together, and stands in contradiction to unambiguous
statements of the Voluspa and other ancient lays. Very many
of the gods and goddesses of the younger Edda are nothing
more than attributive epithets which have been transformed

sometimes into persons, sometimes into attendants and messen-

gers of the gods, in order to make up the niunber of twelve.

Wanas and Asas came to be alternately distinguished and con-

founded. Here we shall contine ourselves to those mythological
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gods actually worshipped, and believed to exert sway, with

respect to which we have ancient records and reliable testi-

monies.

The first point that attracts our attention is the difference

between the Asas and the Wanas. According to the Voluspa

(Strophe XXIT.), the first war that took place was that between

these two orders of beings. The original import of tlie woixi

*'
Asa," plural "Asen," can liardly have been any other than

Wesen, i.e. the "
existent," the "

living ones." Eut what are

the Wanas, or elves? The ground of the contest is Thor's com-

plaint that " the air had been corrupted by noxious admixtures."

The giants are, however, also parties to the strife, for Thor is

angry because " Odin's virgin, or bride," has been given to the

giants in order to appease them.

Now in the elder Edda, and more especially in the Voluspa,
the elves, or " Wanas" are divinities of the air. The word
" Wanen^^ was originally

'^
Anen," coming fi-om the root And,

i.e. "breath," "air," "spirit." Anen is afterwards turned into

Wanen, like AH into Wall. Their home—Wanenheim— is

called in the Voluspa (Str. 5(j) Windheim. Thus we are, at all

events, led to refer then to the lower domain of nature, the

sphei'e of earth. And indeed, without this explanation of the

name and import of the Wanen, or elves, a very indispensable

connecting link would be wanting to the mythological fabric.

On high we have the gods of Asgard, the Asas, the rulers in

the ALther ;
here below the dwarfs and giants, with Warmth,

(fire) and Water (ice, cold). Eut where is the air which

is the intermediary between the upper and luider worlds,

that which we call the atmosphere ? Now it is evident that

these two spheres must come into contact on occasion of

rain or snow or hail, thunder and lightning. In the Vedic

hymns, this element plays a very important part : it is still

discernible in the later mythological system (with which alone

wo possess any tolerably close acquaintance) of the (xreeks and

Konians. Hence in this mythology, too, it could hardly have

been wanting, but if we are not to look for it in the Wanas, or

air-spirits, where is it ? And again, if the Wanas are not the

gods of tlie lower air, therefore earthly elemental divinities,

how are we to interpret the passages relating to them ? Freya's

palace (Feiv^al) is in the low-lying lands or marshes.

Of this race, Freyr and Freya are received into the number
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of the gods ; he is the god of beauty, she is the goddess of love.

According to the systematic genealogy, they are the children of

Mordur, the sea-god, who dwells in the sea-city {Noatiin), and

whose spouse, SIcadi {Elster ?), is the daughter of the giant

Thiassi, who loves rocks, for he is indeed himself the shore.

Now that even Odin, the Asa by pre-eminence, was originally,

notwithstanding the probable import of his nsime {Vernunft,
or reason), a Nature-god, viz. the upper or heavenly ^ther, is

discernible from the circumstance that Jord, the earth, is

generally termed Odin\s daughter, but sometimes also his

spouse, equally with Frigija (the lady or queen). We find

additional evidence of this in the circumstance that Thor

(Thunder) is the son of Odin and the Earth ;
and again in the

triad who are represented as taking part in the creation of man,

among whom Odin occupies the chief place, more especially in

the Voluspa. This triad is composed of—
Odin—Plcinir (Hiinir)

—Lodur.

Now, however obscure may be the meaning of Hjinir, that of

Lodur is very certainly Fire, and the name is connected with

Logi, LokL Probably, however, Hanir may be the "
Hanus,"

mentioned in the life of Boniface, who is der Ilalin, or "cock,"
or in its wider import ihe bird, the animal belonging to the air.

If so, in this triad we have representatives of the elemental

antitheses existing in the superior sphere :

il^^ther—Air—Fire.

Thus, here we are brought a step higher in the progress of

religious consciousness ;
viz. to that stage in w^hich man's mind

begins to have an inkling of the existence of universal forces

of nature, forming a bond of connection between heaven and

earth.

But the imagery relating to the solar year is the most im-

portant phase of the Teutonic mythology. In this phase, Thor

is the god of thunder, who is the dispenser of warmth, air, rain,

and sunshine. He makes war upon the ice-giants, who had

made a breach in the outermost ramparts of Asgard (the city of

the gods) by accumulations of wintry ice and violent snow-

storms. The full summer-sun is the brother of Thor, and the

son of Odin and Frigga; he is called Baldur, the Shining, who
has his dwelling in Breidablik, or Glanzblick (broad-view, or
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gleaming-flash). He is slain unawares Ly his blind brother

Hodur ; that is to say, by the sun of the autumnal equinox, the

autumnal or wintry sun ; but avenged by the brother born

after the succeeding winter solstice— Ali or Wali, the son of

Odin and Rinda (query Erdrinde, the "
rind," or crust, of the

earth), who immediately after his birth vanquishes the mur-

derer. That is to say, by the twenty-fifth of December, the

day is already decidedly longer than the night, whence that

day was observed among the Romans as the festival of the vic-

torious sun {Sol Victor).

Now in this cycle of conceptions, Thor is the full vernal sun.

To the same cycle likewise belongs the Northern version of the

myth of Proserpine. Iduna, the goddess of youth (literally the

fair one), is carried off from among the gods, and conveyed into

the infernal world. Loki (fire) brings her back in the shape
of a quail,

" Wachtel
"
(according to the correct reading, not

Nuss, or nut), and delivers her up in safety, although the giant

(the cold of earth) has pursued after her. This is an exact

counterpart of the earliest myth of Heracles, who falls into the

sleep of winter, and lies there stitf and stark till lolaus wakes

him by holding a quail to his nose. This quail is an emblem
of the decisive turning-point between the winter solstice and

the vernal equinox : viz. the 14th of February ; which day is also

called by the Romans " the beginning of spring," and whose

festival (that of the first stirrings of active life) is even to this

day imwittingly celebrated in England as St. Valentine's day.

Among the Egyptians, the same thought was embodied in

Harpocrates (the sun regarded as a suckling babe). This

Harpocrates is also called the lame Isis-child (child of earth),

or he who is weak on his legs. It is the strong vernal sun (the
vernal equinox), Horus, who first has power to avenge his

murdered father.

It is almost superfluous to remark that the whole of tiiis

beautiful cycle of myths relating to the solar year by no means

corresponds to the actual climatic conditions of Northern Ger-

many, still less to those of Scandinavia, not to speak of Iceland.

It has evidently had its birtli in Central Asia.

Thus originally Odin, like Zeus, was the TEther. As such he

l)ore the name of Tzln, in the northern dialect Tyr, both of

which are forms of Zeus, Dev, Divus, Deus. This god is in

the historical system the god of war; but in the Edda the
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most general designation for the gods collectively is Tivar,

e(|uivalent to Divi, Dei. These German forms favour the de-

rivation of the Greek term fur god or gods, Theos, Theoi, from

the same stem, rather than from the root (which certainly
seems to lie nearer in the Greek itself) signifying the act of

ordering, creating
—Theo, Tithemi, I place.

It seems probable that it is from the name of this so highly-
revered Teutonic primitive deity that we ought to derive the

name of the Germans themselves—Deiitschen. Tuisco, the first

father of our race, according to the account given b}' Tacitus

in the opening of his '' German id,
^'

is the father of Mannus,
the German Mamies, who again is the progenitor of the three

German tribes. This term was in its original form,
"
^Man,"

i.e. Reason, whence is derived "
Menach,''^ in old high-German

Mennisco, the thinker, the reasoner. Tuisco may, with great

probability, be derived from Tin, Tiv, in the form of Tivisco,

the Tiu-ish or Divine. He is called " the god who is born of

the Earth." So likewise, according to the most ancient tradi-

tions, is the first man the son of his creator, or of mother-

earth. It is but a very slight inaccuracy that we should have

to assume on the part of Tacitus or his informant, if he failed

to distinguish between I'iit, the object of worship, and Tuisco.

The derivation of Tuisco from Diet, a people, viz. that Tuisco

is a form of Dlutisco, to which Jacob Grimm still adheres in

his *' GeschlcJde der Deutschen Sprache,^'' is certainly a very bold

one. Besides, there is no other example or analogous instance

in which " the people
"

is made the starting-point and initial

conception in the idea of man. The conjecture brought for-

ward by Lachmann and others, that this word conceals a secret

name of Odin, the twofold or twisted (Tuisfo, Twisted), does not

find the slightest support in the genuine lays of the Edda. The
attributive appellation of Odin which is referred to nowhere

appears as converted into a concrete existence, and, like so many
others of Odin's epithets, seems to be the product of erudition

and to belong to the Skalds.

There still remains for us to explain the obscure name
Heimdall {Heimdallur). The brightest of the Asas, the jani-
tor of the shining gods of light, the son of nine sisters, can be

nothing else than the ancient sun-god, a Phoebus, who has not

yet grown into an Apollo. An additional testimony to this is

furnished by the later genealogy, according to which he is the
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son of Baldur and Nanna, i. e. the child of the noon-tide sun

and the loving earth. His name is obscure. Perhaps it may
be referred to the still demonstrable import of Dalur,

"
stag,"

as the sun-stag, on the world-tree, like the boar. But the im-

port of the main stem of the word has been preserved in the

Greek Thallein, to sprout; hence he is the sprouting, he who
makes to grow. All his symbols are derived from the sun.

He is the whitest and most shining of the Asas, and yet at the

same time allied to the Waiuis. His horse is called Galltoppur,
i.e. "gold-top," "gold-mane," or "gold-head." He has golden
teeth. He has his home in the East, where the "

god's-bridge
"

begins, which is called Bif-rdst,
" bebende East,'" or waving

rest,
" the trembling road," i.e. the rainbow. His horn, with

the blast of which he wakes the gods, has its lower end in the

old ocean ; and this may, very likely, be the most primeval in-

stance of the constant connection we find between the horn and

brightness in the metaphors and mythological symbols of both

Semites and Aryans (cf. Strahl, ray, which also signifies Pfeily

arrow). In the Edda Lay of Eigsmal, Heimdallur is described

under the name of Eigur as wandering over the green ways of

the Earth.' The Milky Way is called Iring's way, i.e. the path
of the god's son, of the Divine ; of Iv, Er, Hera, whom Sim-
rock rightly interprets as Tyr (god). Like the latter, Heimdall

is a sword-bearing god. This symbol, too, was most likely ori-

ginally one of the metaphors for the sun, regarded as darting
down his rays. Hence, when his head is called a sword, accord-

ing to our view, we are very close upon the explanation of the

original meaning. The sword is nothing else than the shining

head, the disc or sheath from which the ray darts forth. Thus

he, who in later times is the gate-keeper of the gods, was ori-

ginally the creator of the universe and man. But what are we
to understand by the saying that " Heimdall is the son of nine

sisters?" In the La}'' of Ilyndlu nine mothers are mentioned,

giantesses with symbolic and enigmatical names, among whom

Ulfrun (Wolfrune) occurs. Now since, according to the Edda,
there are nine worlds, the original conception was probably this,

that the sunlight is the common divine child of all these worlds.

How high a rank ILeimdall occupied in the ancient tradition,

is proved by Strophe 40 of this Tjoy :
—

'

Simrock, S. 324, seq.
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Supreme over all, there was One brought forth,

'Vo this Son did Earth give increase of" power:
01"all Lords he is lionoured as richest and greatest,

By kindred of kin to all peoples of man.'

Thus Ileimdallur, who, in the Olympus of the twelve Asas, is

naturally called Odin's son, was in the first instance a supreme

deity, the higliest sun-god, when tliat luminary is conceived as

sending forth his beams, and travelling on his course. Thus
here we have another instance in which the primary conception
has been driven into the background by the spiritualising of the

idea of God ; or, as we should more correctly express our thought,

by the progress of man's consciousness of God, according to

which he rises from a sense of the divine presence in the out-

ward physical Kosmos to a sense of that presence in the spiritual

ethical Kosmos.

If we thus once for all discard that genealogy and the number
of twelve, as a product of a later date, it becomes almost self-

evident that Odr (pronounced Odur) and Odin are tlie same.

In the Voluspa, Freya, the Wana-goddess, is called Odur's bride.

It is related how, when he sets forth to travel to distant lands,

Freya, the Fair, the Lovely, sheds gold-gleaming tears, an

image of the bright gleams shooting across the ruddy morning

sky. Thus, notwithstanding all the distinctions drawTi between

Odur and Odin in the historical tradition, we shall have to rank

them together in the original conception :
—

Odur—Freya (daughter of the Wauas)—Hnossa, their child,
" The Jewel" (Kosmos, regarded under the aspect of Beauty).

Odin—Frigga (daughter of the Giants)
—

Jord, the Earth, the

Fruitful, the Universal Food-giver.
In the passage in question (Strophe 23), the Voluspa at all

events takes the more ancient doctrine as its basis. Freir

belongs to Freya ; but we do not possess any tradition of the

older doctrine relating to him.

^Yho may tell us anything for certain about the origines ? But

may not the idea perchance be deserving of consideration that

in the received arrangement of the Olympus of the Asas which

has been handed down to us, there has been a fusing together

1 Allen iiberlielir ward Einer geboren,
Dem Solin mehrte Erde die Maclit :

Ihn riibmt man der Herrscber reicbsten und grossten,

Dnrch Sippe gesippt den Volkern gesammt.
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of kindred elements? This might equally be the case whether

the fusion be a purely ideal one springing from two theological

systems, or, what seems to me more probable, an historical one,

proceeding from two distinct ethnological formations. In either

case, it is of purely Teutonic parentage, and springs through one

single Germanic stem from an Aryan root. But the pathway of

progress is that from Nature to Spirit.

III.

The Destruction of the Asas and of the World.

We are told in an ancient lay that Yggdrasil, the Ash,
" the

bearer of the Fearful One" (God), the Sole mighty world-tree,

has more to suffer than men wot of. Her roots run down into

the nether world (the
"
Concealed," Hela, Uolle) and into the

world of the giants ; and both these powers are hostile to her.

Thus we read in the "Grimnismal" (Strophe 31):
—

Three roots stretch out towards three sides,

Under the Ash Yggdrasil,
Ilel dwells beneath one, Hrimtliursen (the Frost-giant), beneath the

second,

But beneath the third dwell men.

The day will come when her mighty trunk will be shaken, and

at last set on fire and overtlirown. Then will the Asas them-

selves succumb, and the earth will sink into the sea. But a new
earth will arise from out of this ocean, and new peoples will

dwell thereon, who will be a better and happier race than that

which has perished. This new age will be the restoration of the

earliest blessed era of the world.

In the present state of our knowledge' on this subject, it is

([uite unnecessary to bring forward detailed proofs of the autoch-

thonic origin of this conception of the ancient Teutons.

On this point again the Voluspa itself, in its genuine original

form, has proved itself an invaluable ally in concpiering the pre-

judices or scruples of readers and students. The only decidedly

suspicious Stropiie (LVIII. of the Copenhagen MS.) is certainly

'

Especially sinco tlio publicntion of riiimm's researches into the Teutonic

traditions, and Dietrich's refutation of WeinlioUrs attempt to revive the liy-

puthesis that these traditions have been inllueuced by Chriotiau eleuicuts.
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absent from the earlier MS. and ought not to have been re-

ceived into the Copenhagen edition, nor yet into that of Munch,
who merely places the second half of it between brackets. But
as regards the concluding strophe (the real Strophe LVIIL), in

which the great serpent appears in the form of a flying dragon,
it is plain that, if it were genuine, it could not originally have

stood in the present passage, but would have been placed at the

end of the preceding lay, as the conclusion of the contest, there-

fore after Strophe LI. For in this fifty-first strophe, the old

earth sinks into the sea; how then should that serpent, who is

himself no other than the sea, rise into the air again in this fifty-

eighth strophe ? But, in truth, he does not belong to this place.

Lastly, what is meant by the feminine being who sinks into the

abyss ? Neither to the Wola nor to the Noma can there have been

any allusion here. Now, if in addition to this we remember that

tlie flying dragon is an image employed in the prophecies and

Apocalypse, the conjecture will scarcely seem far-fetched that

it may have been borrowed from the twelfth chapter of Revela-

tions. But the flying dragon is also expressly named in Isaiah

XXX. 6. On the contrary, the great serpent which in the Edda
embraces the earth in his coil, is never represented as flying.

The general result is that, whatever may be the place assigned

by the advances of critical study to the authentically transmitted

poem of the Voluspa, in reference to the other lays of the Pldtla,

whether it be regarded as the oldest or, comparatively speaking,
the youngest of these lays

—there is in this tiadition decidedly

nothing of Christian origin. Indeed, it may not only be affirmed

generally that all the representations of the other world which

we find in the Edda are of native growth but also that they are

often decidedly contrary to Christian notions. The Christian

hell (Hades) is hot, the Teutonic spirit-world icy-cold. The
term " hell

"
is not found in the Bible, but is borrowed from

heathen sources ;
in which it signifies (Helja) the hider or con-

cealer, in consonance with a conception of Hades, which was

also that commonly held b}^ the Greeks. Hela, or Hel, is death.

So, again, -we do not find the least similarity between the conflict

of the Asas against the race of Loki, and the battle of Michael

with the dragon ; nor between the imagery relating to the judg-

ment-day and that relating to the end of the world in the Edda,
nor yet between the New Jerusalem of the Apocah^pse and the

new earth that emerges after the twilight of the Gods.
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With regard to the question of the date when the Vohispa
assumed its present form, we wish above all to direct our

readers' attention to the facts of the case. The myths

relating to the solar year will no more answer to the climate

of Norway than to that of Iceland. But of the fact that the

lays about the Gods have not originated in Iceland, there can

scarcely arise any question, if we remember that the lays of the

heroes, which presuppose the finally elaborated mythology of

the Gods, and constitute the transition to the historical era,

mention even in their latest lays none but Norwegian and
Danish localities, while the earlier lays constantly betray a

reference to tlie clime of Central Asia. Thus it is in Asia,

not in Iceland, that a process of stratification has taken place*
the remotest extremities of which crop out in Denmark and

Norway.
On the other hand, these hero-lays, more particularly the

Sigurd legend, prove that the histories of the German tribes

of the fifth century, which exerted an influence on the great
characters and events of the sixth century, assumed in the

seventh a poetical shape, grafting themselves upon the Siegfried
and Sigurd Sagas, and, very soon after, penetrated to their

Scandinavian fellow-tribes, and were again appropriated all the

more readily by the latter because the earlier texture of the

Sigurd legends was indigenous among themselves. Those sixth

and seventh Christian centuries were, however, precisely an age
of poetical productivity and cultivation in Norway. Now, since,

lastly, the emigration to Iceland (when the emigrants carried

these traditions with them to Iceland, and treasured them up
there) falls before 880, therefore before the expedition of the

Normans to the West, we are able to assert positively that the

Eddaic tradition (which is a Norwegian product) was already

completed before the empire of the Carlovingian Franks had

extended to the North ; and therefore before any possibility had

arisen of the presence of Christian influences in Scandinavia ; thus

the German hero-legend, which does not reach beyond the sixth

century, has been transferred to the Scandinavians in the form

of an Epos of the most recent historical reminiscences, and pre-
served among thorn in this oldest form. But the lays relating to

the Gods, which in the Voluspaare gathered up into a poem on

the origin and end of the universe, belong to the elder brancli

of the common Teutonic mythology. After these prefatoiy
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remarks, it will not be difficult for any reader to understand and

enjoy the oldest text of this memorable record of the religious

consciousness of our forefathers, which we now subjoin in its most

ancient text, restored in accordance with the principles we have

laid down.

THE TEXT OF THE VOLUSPA.

A.

THE OLDEST RESTORED TEXT OF THE VC)LUSrA,
CONTAINING FOIiTY-TWO STliOPHES, WITH EX-
PLANxVTORY NOTES.

THE PROPHECY OF THE SEERESS (VOLUSPA).

I.

The Genesis of the Universe and of Man.

1. Am ]\Iorgen der Zeiten, als Yiairs ' ^Nlacht war,

Da war nieht Sand noch See, Spiel nieht kiihler Wellen,
Nicht Erde fand sich, noch Ueberliimmel :

Gahnender Abgrund, aber Gras nirgends.

'

Rauschor, the sea-giant ; cf. Strophe 7.

2. Ehe BbVs Sohne' mit Scheiben spielten,'^

Sie das machtige Midgard^ schufen :

Eh'"* Sonne von Siiden schien auf die P^elsen,

Und dem Grund entgriinte griiner Lauch.

' The fi-amers of the world.
^ " Scheiben ;

"
discs, or tables, a species of game with dice. Cf. Simrock,

Strophe 6. Balle.
^
Mittolgarten, middle-garden, i.e. earth.

* Is to be repeated from the first line of the strophe.

3. Die Sonne von Siiden, des Mondes Gesellin,
Hielt mit der rechten Hand das Himmelsross :

Mond wusste nicht, wess er Macht hjitte,

Sterne wussten nicht, wo sie Stiitte batten.
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4. Da friiifren die Recfierer zu den Ricliterstiilden,

Hocbheilige Gutter hielten Eath.

Der Nacht und dam Neumond gaben sie Namen,
Nannten Morgen und Mitte des Tags.

We find a very remarkable ecbo of tbis Teutonic picture of

the genesis, and of the creative energy of God previous to the

ordering of the world, in the beginning of a Christian prayer of

the eighth century, written in the Frankish dialect, which is

contained in the Weissbrunn MS. (See Grimm, 1812, S. 80, fg.)

Das erforschte ich bei den weisesten Mensclien,
Dass Erde nicht war, noch Ueberhimmel,
Noch Baum, noch Berg nicht war,
Noch Aveniger Stern nocli Sonne schien,

Noch Mond nicht leuchtete, noch Meeres See.

Obgleich da nichts war, Ende noch Wende,
Und doch war der Eine allmlichtige Gott,

Miinner mildester, und da waren auch nianche bei ilnn

Gutthche Geister und Gott bei) is;.'b'

Die Asen einten sich auf Idafeld,^
Haus rmd Heiligtbum hoch sich zu wolben,^

Erbauten Essen und schmiedeten Erz,

Schufen Zangen und schon Gezeug.

1 The field of spring; literally, the fair field, from ithin, lieautiful, whence Fdiaina.
'
Asgurd (Asa-court) was the name of tliis seat, which is to be conceived on liigh

in the aether.

6. Sie warfen im Hofe heiter mit Wiirfeln,

Und kannten die Gier des Goldes noch nicht.

Bis drei der Thursentochter' kamen,
Reich an Macht aus Jotunheim.'^

' The dangliters of the giants, and consorts of the three most ancient Asas :

Odin, Hunir. and Lo(hir (or iEther, Air, Fire).
* The world of the giants.

7. Bis drei gingen,' der drei Riesinnen Briider,^

Miichtige, niilde Asen zumal,

Fanden am Ufer ohnmiichtig
Ask und Emhla^ unsteten Scliicksals.

' Odin, Ilonir, Lodur. Strophe 40.
* Erotliers and hushands. (_'f. Strophe 6.

* The asli and the a'der, the liardest and the softest of woods. Alder is called

literally eiui, ahius ;
Embla is the Btrengtiioncd form.
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8. Besassen nicht Seele, hatten nicht Sinn,

Nicht Blut noch Bewegung, noch bliihende Farbe,

Odin '

gab Seele, Honir ^
Geberde,

Blut gab Lodur ^ und bliihende Farbe.

' Odin
; sense, reason.

^
Properly Hiiuir, the Hahnmann, singing-bird, the w'inged, the calling, the

fighting.
^ The glowing.

II.

The Outbreak of Strife and the Combat of the Gods with the

Wanas and Giants.

9. Eine Esche weiss ich, heisst Yfjgdrasil,^

Den hohen Baum netzt Nebelduft, weisser,

Davon kommt Thau, der in die Thaler fallt :

Immergriin steht er iiber Urdas ^ Brunnen.

' The Bearer of the terrible one, the Bearer of God.
* Fate {Werden, that which comes-to-be), in contradistinction to the Divine Being.

Now since this Werckn manifests itself under the throe forms of origin, growth, and

passing away (the past, the present, and the future), we find in later times three

Nomas mentioned, namely, besides Urda, a second called Werdandi (that which

comos-to-be), and a third,'Skuld (that which shall-be, therefore the future, also

Schuld, or guilt).

10. Sie ^ weiss ersten Volkskarnpf, der in der Welt war,

Pamals, als mit Gabeln Gulliceig
' sie stiessen.

In des Hohen Halle, die helle brannten :

Dreimal verbrannt ist sie dreimal geboren.
' Urda, the collective fate of past, present, and future.

'
Gold-power, gold ore, which is burnt in the smelting furnace (thrice melted).

11. ])a gingen die Regierer zu den Richterstiihlen,

Hochheilige Gotter hielteu Rath :

Ob die Asen soUten Untreue strafen,

Oder Siihnopfer all' empfahn.

1 2. Da schleuderte Odin den Speer ins Volk :

Da wurde Volkskarnpf in der Welt zuerst.

Gebrochen ward der Asen Grenzwall,

Schlachtkundige Wanen '

stampften das Feld.

' "Wanas
;

this word is to bo derived from Anen, in its fuller form And, in

Danish aand, breath, spirit. The Wanas are the gods of the air, in contradistinction

to the gods of the heavenly a-ther, therefore a lower order of beings. Strophe 15 is

also in favour of this interpretation.

VOL. II. K K
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13. Da orincjen die Reoierer zii den Richterstiihlen,

Hochbeilige Gutter hielten Rath :

Wev den Luftkreis hatte verderblich gewandelt,
Oder den Riesen Odurs^ Braut gegeben ?

' Odur is Freya's husband, as Odin is Frigga's husband.

14. Nur allein Thor iiberwiiltigte der Zorn,

Selten saumt er, weun er solches vernimrat :

Da schwanden die Eide, Wort und Scbwiire,

Zerrissen wurden die Vertrage zumab^

' Tho Strong God, the Thunderer, slew the giants, who had heaped ico around

the citadel of the Asas, and then demanded Freya back from the giants.

III.

T/ie Doom 'pronounced on Baldur, Laid, and his Brood.

15. Sie * weiss Heimdallurs Horn ^
verborgen.

An des hehren, beiligen Eainnes Wurzeb
Einen Strom sielit sie stiirzen mit starkem Fall

Aus Walvaters ^ Pfand :
"* wisst ibr's endlicb oder was ?

' The Noma. See Strophe 11.
' Tliehorn with wliicli ho wakes the gods; originally his beams rising above tho

horizon (in many languages
" horn

' and "ray" come from the same root).
^ Walrater is the father of the dead, of the fallen heroes, his sons.
* Odin's one eye, hidden in the sea (the sun

;
the other is the moon), is properly

the pledge of Odin (cf. Strophe 19). Here, however, we must understand Pfaiid to

mean tho sea, inio which this pledge sank down every night. The ineaning is, she

Bees the last times coming when the sea shall swallow up tho earth.

16. Allein sass sie aussen, da der Alte kara,

Der sinnende Ase, und ibr ins Auge .sab.

Da sab sie welt und breit durcb alle Welten,
Warum fragt ibr micb ? Was erforscht ilir mich ?

17. "Alles weiss icli, Odin, wo du dein Auge birgst,
In der woldbekannten Quelle Miniirs :

Metb trinkt Mimir '

jedon ]Morgen
Aus Walvaters Hand : wisst ilir's endlicb oder was ?"

' The Soa-god. Tho sun rises every morning out of the sea, an<l illuminates it.
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18. Ihr gab Heervater Halsband und Ringe,

Geldspriich vol! Weisheit und spahenden Sinn :

Sie sah Walkyren
' weither kommen,

Skuld*- hielt den Schild, den Speer hielt Skogul.^

'

Valkyrias, because they choose those (kiese7i) who are to fall.

* Thii< is also the name of the youngest of the three Nomas.
' We find this word elsewhere also as the name of one of the Valkyrias.

19. Ich sah Baldur,^ dem bliilienden Gotte,

Odius Sohne, Unheil droben :

Frigg beklagte dort in Fensal,'^

Walhallas Verlust : wisst ihr's endlich oder was ?

' The Strong One. The high summer sun remains green in the winter (Virg.
J5:m. vi. 20;')).

^ Low palace, or palace in the morass, evidently the palace of the "Wanas, the

palace of earth.

20. Gefesselt lag im Feuerwalde,'

Auf Schaden sinnend, der scbandliche LoM :

Da sitzt auch Sigyn,^ unsanfter Geberde,
Des Gatten Waise : wisst ihr's endlich oder was ?

' Where Loki, or Fire, dwells.
' I)er Sicgcndc, or the Victorious One. This name belongs to the epoch in which

Loki, as the god of fire, was one of the reigning Asas.

21. Ein Strom walzt sich ostwiirts durch Eiterthaler,

Schlamm und Schwerter, der Slichw ' heisst :

Da sah sie waden durch starke Stromung
'

Meuchelmorder und Meineidige.

' The Slider, or slowly flowing.

22. Oestlich sass die Alte,* in Eisengebiisch,-

Und flitterte dort Fenris ^ Brut :

Yon ihnen alien wird Eins das schlimmste,

Des Mondes Morder in Zauberers Macht.

' Hel (hell) ; she, too, is called Sigyn.
* The sorceresses dwell in this iron bush (Jahrnwidur).
'

Fenrir, Loki's evil sou.

23. Ihn mastet das Mark gefallter Manner,
Der Seligen Saal besudelt das Blut.

Der Sonne Schein wird dunkel in kommenden Somraern,
Alle Wetter wiithen : wisst ihr's endlich oder was?

K K 2
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IV.

TJie Prophecy of the Last Days: the Ttvilight of the Qods,
the Battle and Defeat of the Asas.

24. Da sass am Hiigel, und schlug die Harfe

Der Riesin Hiiter, der heitre Egdir :
'

Yor ihr sang im Vogelwalde
Der hochrothe Hahn, der Fialar ^ heisst.

' The male eagle ; epithet of a giant.
^ The yellow ? In any case the red cock means "

fire," a clear flame.

25. Den Gottern gellend sang Gidllnkamhi,^
Weckte die Gotter beim Heervater :

Unter der Erde singt ein andrer,

Der schwarzrothe Hahn in den Siilen Hels.^

' Golden comb, an epithet of Heimdall, the gate-keeper of the gods.
'
Loki, subterranean fire that is still smouldering.

26. Grasslich heult Garm^ vor der Gnipahohle'
Die Fessel wird brechen, Freki ^ doch rennen :

Viel weiss die Weise, viel seh' ich voraus,

Der Welt Untergang, der Asen Fall.

• The dog of hell.
' The entrance to a cavern, the portal of the under-world.
« The Wolf, Fenrir.

27. Briider befehden sicli, fallen einander,

Geschwisterte sieht man die Sippe brechen :

Beilalter, Schwertalter, wo Schilde krachen,

Windzeit, Wolfszeit, eh' die Welt zerstiiubt.

2^ Mimirs Sohne '

spielen, der Mittelbaura entziindet sicb,'

Beim gellenden Kuf des Giallarhorns,^

Ins erliobenc Horn blast Heiindall laut,

Odin murmelt mit Mimirs Haupt.*

' The waves rise.
"^ The world ash-tree. ' Rlast-horn.

* With the god of the sea. Odin, the sun, tarries there in terror, rcfnees to rise.
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20. Hrim ' fahrt von Osten, es hebt sich die Flut,

Jorrauugurdur
"^ wiilzt sich im Jotenmutbe,

Der Wurm^ schlagt die Brandling, der Adler ''

schreit,

Leichen zerreisst er : Nayelfar^ wiid los.

« The giant of the hoar-frost. The name of the ferryman belonging to Nobelheim.
'^ The world-serpent. Literally, the earth-embracer, the great ocean.
* The same serpent.
* The Egdir. See Strophe XXXVllL
* The bearer of nails, or of the sword ;

i. e. full of swords that shine like glowing
nails. The later Saga converts these into a ship whoso timbers are held together

by the nails of dead men's fingers !

30. Der Kiel fiihrt von Csten :

'

Muspels Sohne * kommen
Ueber die See gesegelt, iind Loki steuert :

Es fahren die Trugscibne alle mit dein Wolfe,^

Auch Blleisters * Bruder ist ihm verbunden.

'

Nagclfar, who sets sail from tke southeast. The repetition of these words, when

the giants' ship sets sail from the northeast, has a very solemn effect.

*
Muspel's sons are the sons of Fire (of the wood-spoiler).

Fenrir.
*

13iloistor, instead of Byl-aestur, the rainstorms. It means the same as Bileyer,

an epithet of Odin ("Zeus, the cloud-compeller "').
His brother is doubtless the

Storm-god of the sea.n^

31. Was ist's mit deu Aseu ? Was ist's mit den Alfen? '

All Jotimbeim Jicbzt, die Asen versamnieln sicb.

Die Zwerge stohuen vor steinernen Tbiiren,

Der Bergwege Weise :

"^ wisst ihr's endlich oder was ?

' The meaning is that heaven and earth are in terror and commotion ;
the

heavenly godn and the elves, the giants and the gnomes who dwell under the

mountains.
'' The dwarfs are acquainted with all the turnings and windings of the sub-

terranean cavities.

32. Surtur * fahrt von Sliden, mit dem Sichelschwerte,

Yon seiner Klinge scbeint die Sonne der Gotter,

Steinberge stiirzen, Kiesenweiber streifen,

Zu Hel '^ fahren Helden, der Himmel zerkliiftet.

' The Dark, the Black, the dark-coloured glow which causes the sun to appear
blood-red.

* The under-world, the realm of the dead. Whence the English imprecation,
" Go to hell !

"

33. Da kommt fiir Grlyn
' ein andrer Harm,^

Da Odin eilt zum Augriff des Wolfs,^

» The beuevolout, an epithet (or servant) of Frigga.

The first sorrow was that foi Baldur's death.

'
Fenrir, who devours Odin.
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Belis Morder blitzt gegen Surtur,
Da fallt Friggs einzige Freude/

*
Freyr, the only consolation now left, who had once slain the giant Beli, but

now, unarmed, falls a prey to Surtur's sword.

34. Nicht saumt Siegvaters
^ erhabene Sohu,

Widar, zu fechten mit dem Leichenwolf :
*

Es stosst des Starkea Sohn ^ den Stahl ins Herz

Durch gahuenden Rachen : so racht er den Vater.

' Odin's.
*

Fenrir, Loki's son.
* Called the Victor, because he avenges his father, and slays the dragon Fenrir.

35. Da sehreitet der schone Sohn I[Iod3''ns,'

OJins Erzeuofter, mit dem Dracben ^ zu streiten.

Es trifFt ihn mit Wuth Midgards Weibschatz;^

Mogen alle Wesen die Weltstatten verlassen !

'

Thor, the son of Frigga, tho Gontlo, the Lovely One.
^
Dragon. Literally the wolf; but in this place it is evidently the World-serpent

of which the poet is speaking.
' Tho holy patron of the earth.

86. Schwarz wird die Sonne, die Erde sinkt ins Meer,
Vom Himmel fallen die heitern Sterne :

Glutvvirbel umwiiblen den allnahreuden Weltbaum,
Die heisse Lobe beleckt den Himmel.

V.

The New World.

37. Siebt sie auftaucben zura andern male '

Aus dem Wasser die Erde und wieder griinen :

Die Fluten fallen, der Aar fliegt dariiber,

Der auf den Felsen nacb Fiscben weidet.

' This is said of the speaker with truth
;
for the Noma had also witnessed tho

firbt rising up of the earth out of the watere.
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38. Die Asen einen sich auf Idafekl,^

Ueber den WeltLiraspanner,^ den grossen, zu sprechen

Und des grossen Gottes ^ alteste Runen.''

^ Tlio beautiful meadow, in which they had dwelt in the golden age. Cf.

Strophe 5.

2 The destructive serpent who holds the earth embraced in his coil.

'
FimbuUjt/r, a. TpTimeY-dl appellation of Odin. The original import of F/»iA?<Hs

obscure. Tyr is God: originally, like Zeus, Deus, the aether.

< The most ancient prophecies, symbols carved on beechen sticks, and the inter-

pretation thereof.

39. Da werden sich wieder die wundersamen

Groldenen Tafeln im Grase finden,

Die in Urzeiten die Asen hatten.*

• Look back to Strophe 6
;

cf. Strophe 3.

40. Da werden imbesii't die Aecker tragen,

Alles Bose scbwindet, Baldur kebrt wieder :

In des Siecfofottes' Himmel wohneu Baldur iiud Hodur.

' This is Widar, who avenges Odin, Thor, and Freyr.

41. Dakann Honir selbst sein Lops sich kiesen,

Und der beideu Briider ' Sohne bebauen

Das weite Windheim :
"^ wisst ihr's endlich oder wa.s ?

' B;ildur and Houir.
^ Windheim, the same as Wanenheim, or abode of the elves.

42. Einen Saal sieht sie scheinen heller als die Sonne,

Mit Gold bedeckt, auf Gimils ^ Hoh'.

Da werden tugendsame Volker wohnen ^

Und durch Weltalter Wonne geniessen.

'
Gimil, a strengthened form of Himil, heaven (German, Himmel). The most

beautiful palace of the sky, hitherto inaccessible to men. See Sn. 17, where our

strophe is cited.
-
Dyggvar, valiant, honest

; drottir, men, heroes, people ; byggia, to till, or cultivate

(German, batien), as husbandmen or settlers.
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B.

THE TEXT OF THE VOLUSPA ACCORDING TO THE
COPENHAGEN MS.

(LYIII STEOPHES.)

[The Arabic iiumL-rals refer to the preceding text.]

I.

The Genesis of the World and of Man.

I. Allen Edeln Andacbt gebiet' ich:'

Hohen und Niedern von Heimdalls Geschleclit :

Ich will Walvaters Wunder verkiinden,
Die altesten Sagen, deren ich mich entsinne.

'

According to Strophe II. it is here the Wola, or prophetess, who is speaking.

II. Riesen acbt' ich die Urgebornen,
Die mich vor Zeiten erzogen haben.

Neun Welten kenn' ich, neim Holzer weiss ich,

IMachtigen Mittelbaum im Staube der Erde.

The Wola does not again speak throughout the poem ; at

least not in its undoubtedly genuine verses. The speaker is

henceforth the Noma, the ancient goddess of Fate, the Seeress,

whose visions are (with a few exceptions; see Strophe IX.) related

in the third person. Strophe III. is most unmistakably the begin-

ning of a poem. It is, in fact, the proper opening of the Edda.

The first lay of Helgi begins with the same lialf-line: '' Ar rar

alda" " It was the beginning of Time."

III. 1. Am Morgcn der Zeiten, als Ymirs^ Macbt war,

Da war nirlit Sand nicht See, Spiel niclit klihler

Wellen :

Nicht Erde fand sich, noch Ueberliinimel,

Giihnender Abgrund, aber Gras nirgeiid.

' Cited Su. 4.
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IV. 2. Ehe Bors Sohne mit Scheiben spielteii,

Sie, die das miiclitige Midgard schufeii :

Ell' Sonne von Sliden schien auf die Felsen,

Und dem Grund cntgrlinte grliner Laiich.

V. 3. Die Sonne von Sliden, des Mondes Gesellin,

llielt mit der recbten Hand das Himmelsross :

Sonne wusste niclit, wo sie Sitz hatte,

Mond wusste nicht, wess er Maclit batte,

Sterne wussten nicbt, wo sie Stiitte batten.

Cited from the third bne onwards in Sn. 8. The Hnes4 and 5

stand in this order in the two parchment MSS. of the Voluspa ;

in Sn. they are reversed. The sim has already been mentioned.

He hokis his steed in rein, and waits ;
for he does not know

whither he shall drive. The superfluous line is an explanatory

gloss, adapted to what follows.

VI. 4. Da gingen die Eegierer zu den Eicbterstublen,

Iloclibeilige Gotter bielten Ratb.*

Der Nacbt und dem Neumond gaben sie Namen :

Nannten Morgen und Mitte des Tags

Under^ und Abend die Zeiten zu ordnen.

' A standing formulary, which always indicates the beginning of some divine act.

« The early afternoon. Also the hitor forenoon, an ancient German and Scan-

dinavian word
;
whence is derived, too, the English word, under-meals. Here it is

a mere idle interpolation.

Yii. a. Die Asen einten sicb auf Idafeld,

Haus und Heiligtbum bocb sicb zu wolben :

Erbauten Essen und scbmiedeten Erz,

Scbufen Zangen und scbon Gezeug.

Yiii. 6 Sie warfen ini Hofe beiter mit Wiirfeln

Und kannten die Gier des Goldes nocb niebt,

Bis drei der Tbursentocbter kamen,
Eeicb an Macbt aus Jotunbeim.

The intermarriage of the gods with the race of the giants

was the beginning of the great contests. The continuation of

this thought does not occur before Strophe XV. where the turn

of the sentence is repeated in the openiiig lines. The reading

of the MS. Thriar {triinn feminarum) also points us back to
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this passage. Thus, originally, Strophe XV. will have followed

immediately upon Strophe VIII. The whole story of the crea-

tion of the dwarfs was, like much else, presupposed, but not

related, because it has nothing to do with the main destinies of

gods and men. The tone of the succeeding stanzas is very dis-

similar ;
it is pure Skaldic, in the style of the Meistersdnger.

If we attempt to retain the two next strophes, we shall see that

Strophe XV. (which is really the evident continuation of Strophe

VIII.) will no more fit on to Strophe X. than to Strophe XIV.

It is an additional argument that already in Snorri we find this

interpolated portion cited as a whole by itself.

IX. Da gingen die Eegierer zu den Richterstiihlen,

Hochheilige Gutter hieltcn Eath,

Wer schaffen sollte der Zwerge Geschlecht

Aus des Meerriesen Blut und schwarzem Gebein.

This whole section (Strophes IX. -XIV.) is cited in Sn. 14,

but with very considerable variations as to names and arrange-

ment. In the MSS. of the younger Edda, there also occur

some variations here. In our text, Strophes XIII. XIV. form

a second series by themselves. EiJdnsljaldi occurs in both

series.

X. Da ward Motsognir,' der machtigste
Dieser Zwerge, und Durin nach ihm.

Xoch manche machten sie Menschen gleich

Der Zwerge von Erde, wie Durin '
angab.

'

Sap-suckor, or mead-suekcr ;
a tree-elf.

« Burin means the slumbcror, wliich is a very suitable appellation for an elf

inhabiting stone. P>ut how absurd it is that tlic gods should bo represontod as

creating the rest of the dwarfs, under the counsel and direction of this base-born

dwarf! No exegetical arts will avail to remove this stone of stumbling, which is

so inconsistent with common sense and the internal coherence of the ancient poems.

Durin is only the name of a dwarf, never that of any god.

XI. Nyi und Nidi, Nordri und Sudri,

Austri und Westri,' Althiof, Dwalin,

Biwcir, Bawiir, Bombur, Nori,

Nyr und Kyradur : nun hab' ich die Zwerge,

Regin und Kadwid, richtig berichtet,

Ann und Anar, Ai, ]\Iiodwitnir,

Weigur, Gundalfur, Wiiidalfur, Tlirain,

Thekkur und Thorin, Tliror, Witur tmd J.itur.

' North, south, east, and west.
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XII. Fill, Kili, Fuudin, Nali,

Hepti, Will, Ilanar, Svvior,

Frar> Hornbogi, Fragur und Loni,

Aurvvangur, Jari, Eikinskjaldi.

XIII. Zeit ist's, die Zwerge von Dwalins Zunft

Den Leuten zu leiten bis Lofar hinauf,

Die aus den Steinen der Berge stiegen.

Von Aurwangs Tiefen zum Erdenfeld.

XIV. Da war Draupnir und Dolgthrasir,

Har, Haugsporij Hlawaugur, Grioi,

Siiirwir, Wirwir, Skafidur, Ai,

Alfur und Yngwi, Eikinskjaldi,
Fialar und Fi'osti, Finnar und Ginnar,
So lange Menschen leben auf Erden,
Wird zu Lofar hinauf das Geschlecht geleitet.

XV. 7. Bis drei gingeii,^ der drei Eiesinuen Brlider,

Miichtige, milde Asen zumal,
Fanden am Ufer^ olinmiichtig
Ask und Embla uiisteten Scliicksals.

' The MSS. betray the original sequence. The Codex Eegius has thriar (fem.) ;

and tliat of Aniamann perhaps also reads so. Cf. Finn Magnussen's observa-
tions (Edda III. 198), Strophe XV". Note 29.

*
Sunt, wilh the MSS. instead of the reading of the Codex Eegius {kusi = house).

XVI. 8. Besasseii nicht Seele, liatteii nicbt Sinn,

Nicht Blut noch Bewegung, iiocli blUbende Farbe.

Odin gab Seele, Honir gab Sinn,

Blut ffiib Lodiir und bllibende Farbe.

II.

The First Crime : the War between the Asas and Wanas, and
the Breach of Covenant by Thor,

XVII. 9. Eine Esclie weiss ich, lieisst Yggdrasil,
Den hohen Bauni netzt Nebelduft, Aveisser :

Davon koramt Tbau, der in die Thaler fiillt,

Immero-run stelit er liber Urdas'^ Brunnen.

' The original Noma, the Fate; Anglo-Saxon, Byrdas, the fatal goddesses, who
are called, in Macbeth, the weird-sisiev^.
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xviii. Davou kommeu Frauen, vielwisseude,
Drei aus dem See, dort bei dern Stamni :

Urd beisst die Eine, die andre Werdandi ;

Auf Staben wird gescbnitten Skidd als die dritte.

Sie legten Loose, bestiramten das Leben
Der Menschengeschlechter, Scbicksal zu ordnen.

XIX. 10. Sie weiss ersten Volkskampf, der in der Welt war,
Damals als mit Gabelii Giillweig sie stiessen,

In des Hohen Halle, die helle brannte :

Dreimal verbrannt, ist sie dreimal geboren.
Oft, unselten, doch ist sie am Leben.

XX. Heida' biess man sie, wobin sie kam,
Wobh-edende Wola, wusste sie Zaiiber,

Sudkunst^ konnte sie, Sudkunst iibte sie,

Stets war sie die Woune iibler Weiber.
' Sorceress. Hence, probably, tho use of Heide, heathen for pagamis, grntilus.

The usual derivation of Ileide, "meadow," "steppe," which is thus made equivalent
to jiagns, is baseless, and will not answer. Sorcery, or magic, is tho fundamental
idea of all heathenism. But Heida is, moreover, expressly described as a sorceress,
and tl)o line brings her namu into connection with tlnit characteristic.

' Tho art of cooking, or sc( thing ;
what contributes to luxury.

XXI. 11. Da gingen die Eegierer zn den Ivichterstlililen,

Hochlieilige Gotter liielten Katb,
Ob die Asen sollten Untreue strafen,

Oder Suhnopfer all' empfahn.

XXII. 12. Da schleuderte Odin den Speer ins Volk :

Da wurde Volkskampf in der Welt zuerst :

Gebroclien ward der Asen Grenzwall,

Sclilaclitkundige Wanen stampften das Feld.

XXIII. 13. Da gingen die Eegierer zu den Eicliterstlihlen,

HocbheiliiTe Gotter liielten Eatli :

Wer den Luftkreis luitte verderblicli gewandelt,
Oder den lliesen Odurs Braut gegeben ?

XXIV. 14. Nur allcin den Tbor Uberwiiltigte der Zorn,

Selten siiurat er, wenn er solclies verniinmt :

Da sellwanden die Eide, Wort und Scbwiire,

Zerrissen wurden die Vertriige zumal.

Stropbes 14, 15, are cited in Sn. 42.
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TIT.

The Ncnma sees the Approach of the Last Days,

XXV. 15. Sie weiss Heimdallurs Horn verborgon
All (les hehrcn,^ lieiligeii

Baiimes Wiirzel.

Einen Strom sielit sie sturzeii mit starkem Fall

Aus Walvaters Hand : wi.sst ilir's endlich oder

was ?

' Heidvanuvi is tlio roadirifi^ which we adopt with Finn Magnussen, in preference
to Imdvbnum, literally, the sky-dwelling.

XXVI. 16. Allcin sass sie aussen, da der Alte kara,

Der sinnende Ase und ilir ins Auge sali.

Warum fragt ihr raich ? Was erforsclit ilir mich ?^

' Hero the transition from the singular to the plural number is wanting. We
may perhaps supply it somewhat us follows,

" And she spake to Odin and his

fellows" (probably his two brothers).

17. Alles weiss ich, Odin, wo dii dein Auge bargst,

In der vielbekannten Quelle Mimirs :

Meth trinkt Mimir jeden Morgen
Aus Walvaters Hand : wisst ilir's endlich oder

was?

xxvii. 18. Ihr gab Ileervatcr Halsband und Einge,

Geldspruch voll Weisheit und spUhenden Sinn,

Da sah sie weit and breit durch alle Welten.

XXVIII. Sie sah Walkyren weiter kommen,
Bereit zu reiten zum Eath der Glitter.

SkukPhieltden Schild, Skogul w^ardie andre.^

Gunn, Hilda, Gondul, deu Speer hielt Skogul.
Nun sind genannt die Nornen Odins,
Die als Walkyren die Welt durchreiten.

'

Schukl, or Necessity, she who presses forward the first.
'

Contest, struggle.
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XXIX. 19. Ich sail clem Baldur, dem blubcnden Gotte,

Odins Sohne, Unheil drolien.

Gewachsen war hoch iiber den Wiesen

Der zarte, zierliche Zweig der Mistel.

The second half of Strophe XXIX. Avould not be suspicious

were it not that the middle four lines of Strophe XXX. (the

first Hue with an alteration in the words) were copied from the

Wegtamslied (Baldur's Dream), as Munch truly remarks. Now
these four lines and the two concluding- lines are wanting in the

Copenhagen MS., while in that of Arnamann the whole strophe

is wanting. Finall}', the text is decidedly confused. We first

find mention of Hodur, then of Wali, then of Odin's children,

and of the son of Einda, who, however, is not named. Now as

the two concluding lines do not join on well to what precedes,

we ought probably to seek in them the second half of Strophe
XXIX. We should only have to erase the transitive particle

before Frigga,
" doch." There could scarcely have failed to

occur some allusion to the great catastrophe in the life of

Walhalla, and hence the rejection of the whole story would

scarcely be admissible.

XXX. Von der ]Mistel kam, so deuchte mich,
Hiisslicher Harm, da Hcidur schoss.

XXXI. Baldurs Bruder ward friih geboren,
Der Odins Sohn einnachtig flillte.

Die Hande nicht wusch er, das Haar nicht krimmt' er,

Eh' er zum Ifolzstoss trug Baldurs Todter :

Doch Frigg beklagte dort in Fensal

Walhallas Verliist : wisst ihr's eiidlicli oder

was?

XXXII. 20. Gefcsselt las; im Feucrwaldc.^

Auf Schadeii sinnend, der scbiindlicbe Lohi^

Da sitzt aiicli Sigyn^ uiisanfter Geberde,
Des Gattcn Wal^c : wisst ihr's eiidlich oder

was ?

' " Im Walde der warnifn Qucllon,
"
according to the MSS. The other reading,

hraivnrluiKU (the doad man's wood), has no supiiort whatever. Ix)ki is preparing
the destructive firo.
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XXXIII. 21. Ein Strom wUlzt ostwarts durcli Eiterthiiler

Schlamni unci Schwerter, der Slidur heisst :

Nordlich stand am Nidaberg^
Eia Saal aus Gold fiir Sindris ^ Geschlecht.

'

Nidabcrg, the lower, or northern, mountains.
*

Sbidri, the rocky, or spark-striking. A general name for the dwarfs.

Ein andrer stand in Okolni,
'

Ues Eiesen Biersal, Brimir'^ genannt.
'

Okolni, the cold-less = warm.
*
Brimir, the hot.

XXXIV. Einen Saal sah sie, der Sonne fern

In Rastrand,' die Thiiren siud nordwrirts gekebrt.

Gifttropfeln triiufeln durch das Getafel ;

Aus Schlangenrunen ist der Saal gewunden.
' Shore of corpses ;

northwards.

XXXV. 21. Da sail sie wadcn durcli starke Stromung
Meuclielmorder und Meineidige,

Und die andrer Liebsten ins Ohr geraunt :

Da saugt Nid/wf/giir^ der verstorbeneu Leichen,

Der Menscbenwiirger : wisst ibr's eudlicb oder was ?

' Mordhaucr (the hell-serpent), Strophe XXXIV. and Strophe XXXV. line 2, are

cited together in Sn. 52. The beginning of Strophe XXXV. reads there, "Werden
tlort," instead of " Sah ich," according to Munch.

XXXVI. 22. Oestlich sass die Alte ^ im Eisengeblisch

Und f lltterte dort Fenris Brut,^

Von ilinen alien Avird Eins das schlimmste,

Des Mondes Morder, in Zauberers Macht.

'

Sigyn, Loki's wife
;
the same as Hel.

^ Feurir
;
the sun has one wolf before him, and another behind him. The ono

in front tries to devour the moon, the one behind, the sun himself. This and the

following strophe are cited in Snorri, 12.

XXXVII. 23. Ilm miistet das Mark o;efallter Manner,
Der Seligen Saal besudelt das Blut,

Der Sonne Sell ein wird dunkel in kommeiiden

Sommern,
Alle Wetter wuthen : wisst ilir's endlicli oder

was ?
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xxxviii. 24. Da sass am Ilugel und selling die Harfe

Der Riesiii Hliter, der lieitre Egdir}
Vor ihr sang^ im Vogelwalde
Der liochrotlie Hahn, der Fialar lieisst.

• The yellow (fulvus?).
*
According to the MS. (honiim). The other MS. reads hanum, and so does

Simrock ;
but that does not suit the. context,

XXXIX. 25. Den Gottern gellend sang Gidlinkambi,

Weckte die Helden beim Heervater :

Unter der Erde singt ein Andrer,

Der scliwarzrothe Hahn in den SUlen Hels.

XL. 26. Griisslicli heult Garm vor der Gnipatiohle

Die Fessel wird brechen, Freki doch rennen -}

Viel weiss die Weise, weit sell' ich voraus

Der Welt Untergang, der Asen Fall.

'

Freki, der Freche, the bold, greedy.

xLi. 27. Briider befehden sich, fallen einander,

Gescliwisterte sieht man die Sippe brechen :

Unerhortes ereignet sich, grosse Unzucbt :

Beilalter, Schwertalter, wo Schilde kracheii :

Windzeit, Wolfzeit, eh' die Welt zerstaubt :

Der Eine schont des Andern nicht mehr.

This strophe is quoted exactly with all the six Hues in Snorri,

51. The last line is so halting as at once to betray its later

addition. The two lines preceding it contain the kernel of the

thought, and the two first are equal to them in terseness and

power, while the third line is very feeble, and looks like an

attempt to complete what precedes. It is quite in accordance

with the general spirit of the poem, wliich draws no sharp line

of demarcation between gods and men, to suppose that here tlie

poet is referring to tlie terrible corruption of the life of man

upon this earth. So, likewise, in the description of Thor's last

combat with the wolf (Strophe L.), we find an allusion to the

luuTian race, and the picture of the fuiid restitution concludes

with virtuous and happy peoples.
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xLii. 28. Miinirs Soline spiulen, cler Mittelbauin eiitzUndet

sich,

Beim gcllendcn Euf cles Glvllaeiiorxs.

Ins erhobene Horn blast Ileimdall laut :

Odin murmelt mit Mimirs Haiipt.

This whole section, from Strophes XLII. to LI., is cited in

the younger Edda, but with considerable variations. The first

strophe is compounded out of Strophes XLII. a. and XLIII. h.

Then follow XLVL XLIV. XLV. XLVII.-LL Strophe L. has

ten lines, as in Simrock, bat according to Muncli's MSS. varies

much from the ordinary text. The incident of Thor's falling

back nine steps is not known to these authorities. But the

silence of the ancient tradition is misunderstood, as it is in the

usually received text of the younger Edda.

XLIII. Yggdrasil zittert, doch steht noch die Esche,
Es kracht der alte Baum, los kommt der Riese nun.

These two picturesque lines about Yggdrasil stand in all the

MSS. (even that of Snorri) in the same order as here. Thus

we must regard their transposition in the Cod. R. as a clerical

error. The Copenhagen edition completes the strophe by two

very feeble lines taken from paper MSS.

XLiv. 29. Hriin falirt von Osten, es liebt sich die Fliit,

Jorniuno-andur wiilzt sich im Jotenmuthe.

Der Wiirm sclilas]?t die Brandunu, derAdler schreit,

Leichen zerreisst er, Naglfari wird los,

XLV. 30. Der Kiel falirt von Osten, Muspels Sohne komnien

Ueber die See gesegelt, und Loki steuert :

Es fahren die Trugsohne alle mit dem Wolfe,
Audi Bileisters Briider ist ihm verbunden.

xLvi. 31. Was ist's mit den Asen ? Was ist's mit den Alfen?

All JiJtunlieiin Uclizt, die Asen versammeln sich,

Die Zwero-e stohnen vor steinernen Thiiren,

Der Bergwege Weiser : wisst ilir's endHch oder

was?
VOL. IL L L
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XLYii. 32. Siirtur fiilirt von Sliden mit dem Sichelscliwerte,
Von seiner Klinge sclieint die Sonne der GiJtter,

Steinberge stUrzen, Eiesenweiber streifen,

Zu Hel fahren Helden, der Himniel zerklliftet.

This strophe is also cited Sn. 4.

xLTiii.33.Da kommt fiir Hlin ein anderer Harm,
Da Odin eilt zum AngrifT des Wolfs :

Belis Morder blitz t gegen Surtiir
;

Da fiillt Friggs einzige Freude.

XLix. 34. Nicht saumt Siegvaters erhabener Sohn,

Widar, zu fechten mit dem Leichenwolf.

Er stosst des Starken Sohne den Stalil ins Herz
Durch gahnenden Eaclien : so riicht er den Vater.

L. 35. Da schreitet der schone Sohn IJlodyns^
Odins Erzeugter, mit der Natter zu streiten.

Muthig triflft sie Midgards Weihschutz :

Mogen alle Wesen die Weltstittten verlassen !

Neun Schritte geht Fiurgyns Sohn,
Wanket weg von der Natter, die Schmach nicht scheut.

Accordinof to Munch's MSS. the younger Edda does not con-

tain tlie next to the last line, so that the strophe is left with five

lines. But it seems more likely that both the two last lines

ouglit to be erased. Tlie ancient text observes a reverent silence

on the subject of Thor's defeat, thougli the fine exclamation

Avith which it concludes leaves no doubt of the painful fact.

i.i. 3f). Schwarz wiicl die Sonne, die Erde sinkt ins Mecr,
Vom Ilimmel fallen die heitern Sterne,

Glut\virl)el umwUlilen den allnalirenden Welt-

baum.
Die heisse Lolie beleckt den lliniuiel.

Lii. 37. Sielit sie auftaurhen zum andcrn male

Aus dem Wasser die k^.rde und wieder griincn :

Die Fluten fallen, der Aar fliegt dariibei",

Der auf den Felsen nach Fischen weidet.
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Liii. 38. Die Asen einen sich aiif Idafeld,

Ueber den Weltumspanner, den grossen, zu

sprecben

Unci des grossen Gottes iilteste Eunen.

Liv. 39. Da werden sich wieder die wundersamen

Goldnen Tafeln im Grase finden,

Die in Urzeiten die Asen batten.

Lv. 40. Da werden imbesa't die Aecker tragen,

Allcs Bose schwindet, Baldur kehrt wieder.

In des Sieggottes Himmel wohnen Baldur iind

Hodur,
Die kampfweisen Gotter : wisst ihr's endlich oderwas?

LYi. 41. Da kann Honir selbst sein Loos^ sich kiesen

Und beider Briider Sohne bebauen

Das weite Windheim : wisst ihr's endHch oder was ?

'
//7«<, according to Arnamann's MS. The Codex Regius reads hiaut, blood;

which makes no sense with kiesen.

LYii. 42. Einen Saal sieht sie scheinen heller als die Sonne,

]\iit Gold bedeckt anf Gimils ^
Iloli'.

Da werden tuo;endsame Volker wohnen
Und durcli Weltalter Wonne geniessen.

' The most beautiful palace of heaven. See Sn. 17, where our strophe is also cited.

LViii. Da kommt der dunkle Drache geflogen.
Die Natter, hernieder aus Nidafelsen.

Tragt auf den Flligeln das Feld iiberfliesend^&^

Nidhocro;ers Leichen : da sinkt sie nieder.^o&

In the Copenhagen edition. Strophes LXX. LIX. But the

Strophe LVIII. of this edition is entirely wanting in the MS.
and must therefore be left out here. Its two last lines are found

also in that of Arnamann and in other MSS. It reads thus :
—

Da reitet der Mjichtige zum Eath der Gotter,
Der Starke von oben, der Alles regiert.
Den Streit entscheidet er, schlichtet Zwiste

Und orduet ewige Satzungen an.
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This is evidently from a Christian hand. The reader will ob-

serve that the first half-line of the spurious strophe is like that

of our Strophe LVIIL, only that the adjective,
" der Machtige,"

is used as the proper name of God, the All-father, where in the

MS. we have " der dunkle,'" used as an epithet for the dragon.
The whole strophe is false, but it consists of two parts. It had

originally only the two first lines. On the other hand, it is not
at all unlikely that Strophe LIX. may have been taken from a

heathen, although late, Lay, treating of the last conflict, and have
been simply put in the wrong place here. It undoubtedly is not
in its right place. Moreover, the ^^

flying
"
dragon is unknown

to the Edda. The picture of the last lines is obscure, and yields
us no clear conception. For the text runs as we have given it—

"Nun sinkt see nieder."

This cannot apply to the dragon, which is masculine. In what

precedes, this feminine pronoun is constantly used to designate
the prophesying Noma, but neither will this suit the present

passage, which gives no preparation for such a turn.

On looking back to the whole thus acquired for this concluding
song, we find that the four middle strophes (LIII.-LVI.) contain

three lines each, and only those preceding and following them,
the first and last strophes, are four-lined. Three of these are

three-lined in all the MSS., but one, LV., has been made into a

four-lined one by borrowing the last line of the following strophe,
LVI. Thus we are led to conclude that our poem found these

four strophes already existing, and appropriated them. The
three-lined strophe is not indeed the oldest purely epic form,
still it occurs in very decidedly genuine and original lays of

the Edda. But in any case, the composition of this concluding

song is, in its present extent, not equally ancient with that of the

preceding songs.
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